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INTRODUCTION
HERE has

been conceived

never

instrument, machine,
a

diversity of usefulness

ever
or

as

of

being

made

the human hand.

existed with such infinite

capable

or

by

man

adaptability

Nothing

to various

trained to such degrees of dexterity and
that as perfect a machine will

ever

human hand cannot do is to create
as

itself.

There is

or coarseness

do fine

of

a

or coarse

markings on it

has

needs,

iflikely
versatility.
be produced by human skill, for the only thing
Nor is

any

contrivance, capable of such

or

no

instrument

an

possible question
nor

is there

a

the

perfect

but that the fineness

human hand indicates whether it

work,

as

can

better

doubt but that other

show for what lines of work it is best

adapted.

The delicate hand of a lady cannot perform the same hard
labor as the large, strong hand of a blacksmith, nor can the
blacksmith do the fine embroidery so deftly wrought by the

lady's

hand.

Neither has the

embroideries of the mind.

tion, hers
is
a

heavy:

more

b1acksmith's brain

delicately built.

His

hand, like his brain,

her hand is fine like her brain.

hand that did not

exactly

the little

His brain is of heavier construcNever

was

there

reflect the brain that directs

and this is the basis from which

a

scientific

it,
study of the hand

To get at the secrets of the mind embodies the
hand-reading aspires, for mind
is the guiding force in life.
Upon that hypothesis are based
must

begin.

effort toward which scientific
the

teachings

of this book.

PERSONALITIES

My special interest in the hand began at thirteen years of
age, when by chance I fell in with an old gypsy who taught
me what she knew of Gypsy chirornancy.
This was not
V
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ILLUSTRIOUS ILLUSTRATORS

The illustrations in the
hands of

people located
The collection comprises
women

following pages are made from the
in all parts of the United States.
hands of the most famous men and

of the age
those who have made history and ruled
The leaders of every profession and walk in life,
-

nations.

politics, war, business, art, society, letters, or crime, are
gathered here. As the subjects from whose hands these photographs, prints, or casts were taken, live in every part of this
country, it has been the work of many years to collect them.
Their value lies in the fact that they represent typical lives
of typical people, with typical hands. Several reasons make
it unwise to

give

names

of the persons from whose hands

illustrations have been secured, even though their wellknown qualities would make the illustrations more convinIn the iirst

cing.

place, the largest number

could not have

been obtained except upon the pledge that no undue prominence would be given the original.
Second, some hands
illustrate markings which indicate undesirable
which it would not be wise

or

proper to

qualities, with
identify living

subjects.
REQUESTS

AND ADVICE

The first thing that I wish you to do in approaching the
study of Palmistry is to fix in your minds the definite plan

based, as outlined in Chapter I., and to realize
require study and practice for you to become a
proficient palmist. I make the request that you will con~
stantly examine hands. but that you will not do so, posing
as an expert, but with the explanation that you are a student
gaining practice. I ask that you will never predict the
on

which it is

that it will

you will use great care and
subject, and that you will
crowd for the amusement of the by-

death of anyone nor its
tact never to alarm a
never

read hands in

a

date, that
nervous

I ask you to feel, with every hand you examine,
that you wish to benent the subject by pointing out ways to
strengthen weak places, and I hope you will never be willing
standers.

.__

_

Introduction
to humiliate

or

discourage

anyone.

ix

Always remember that

if you fail to verify indications, you have not judged the case
correctly. The fault is not with the science but with your

application of it.
ing your opinion;
after

a

For this
never

do

reason use
so

great

in expressthought, and

care

without careful

minute examination of the hand in its

entirety.

Re-

member that the whole worth of Palmistry will be judged from
your standard of proficiency by the subject whose hand you
are

reading,

without

a

and that if your work is careless, and you speak
knowledge of what you are saying, it will be
"
In answer to the question often asked,
Am I

full

damaging.
adapted to

the study?

"

there is but

The

one answer.

intellect, refinement, tact, and facility of expression
have, the more you can accomplish. The greater

more

you
your

phases, the more skilful you will
acquire by study a certain degree of proficiency;
those who are best endowed mentally, and are also the best
reasoners, will become the best practitioners.

knowledge
All

be.

of life in all its

can

No index has been
as

treated here is

so

prepared for this

entirely

a

book.

index which would be of value could be
this

reason

Hand

reading

matter of combination that no

compiled.

It is for

that it is omitted.
W. G. B.

COLUMBUS, Omo, December, lgoo.
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ALBERT J. FRANTI

The murderer of Bennie Little of Dayton. This cue vu n celebrated murder
Frantz was convicted on circumsunthl evidence, und clectrocuted

mystery.

November 19, xB9S.
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SCIENTIFIC HAND-READING
PART

FIRST

CHAPTER I
THE BASIS OF OUR WORK-THE PLAN OF CREATION-THE
MOUNT TYPES

"Wisdom hath builded her house.

pillars."-Proverbs ix.,

She hath hewu out her

seven

I.

HE science of Palmistry is founded upon the shape of
the hand.
It is by the development of what are known
the Mounts, seven in number, which lie at the base of the
fingers, and along the sides of the hand, by estimating prop-

as

erly their various combinations, that we are able accurately
to delineate the character of any subject presented to us.
There are other separated elements which enter into and add
to a proper understanding of the science, viz. : the manner in
which the hand is naturally carried and held when walking,
the texture of the skin, consistency of the hand, color of the
hand, the nails, hair on the hands, the hands divided into
three sections called the three worlds, the shape of the
Engers, and their individual phalanges, the shape of the
finger-tips, knotty iingers, smooth fingers, long fingers,
short fingers, and the thumb.
All of these will receive
and
in
minute
attention
separate
subsequent chapters, and
a thorough knowledge of them all is absolutely necessary.
I

The Laws of Scientific
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Chapters

Hand-Reading

the above-enumerated

on

subjects comprise

the

first half of the science of

Chirosophy, and collectively form
the science of Chirognomy. To this branch has always been
allotted merely a study of the character of your subject, but
it is capable of much greater usefulness, and a far greater
There has been from
scope than has hitherto been given it.
the beginning of the world a perfectly well-defined plan
under which the human species is brought into existence,
and while by using the currently accepted types of Chirognomy many attribules and qualities belonging to humanity
have been up to now possible of delineation from the hand,
the limitations ofa really scientific hand-reading from these
types have been very quickly reached. This has led practitioners, in response to a demand from the public, to resort to
much guessing, where a thorough knowledge of the plan of
creation would have made guessing give place to reason; and
as no scientific study can depend for its successful application
upon guesswork, the whole fabric of Palmistry has of its own
weight fallen to the ground. The plan of creation is exceedingly simple, easily understood, and can be verified in
You do not have to take any-

every person you meet.

thing

for

granted,

nor

believe in

anything

you cannot

see or

hold in your hand, consequently in this very practical and realistic age, the most advanced materialist can
touch

or

embrace the
any way his

creation is

new

sense

science of

in

of

of

Palmistry without offending
propriety. A knowledge of the plan

the Mounts in the hand, the exact
locations and boundaries of which are correctly shown in the

gained from

accompanying
The

illustration

' '

A."

which appear on the Mounts are not used in
any astrological sense, but because they have been so long
in use that the mention of each name instinctively brings to
names

mind certain attributes.
them

a

great help

any other
cause
or

names

I

would do

it is considered that

play

any

part, in

The ancient

use

thee

names

to the memory of the

our

theory

as

well.

planetary

They

for I have found

student, though
are not

influences

are

used be-

necessary,

science.

of the

seven

distinct types of

people

O

PLATE A

3
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begins

with the idea that the human

constructed

undoubtedly
plan. There was
putting together the inhabi-

its Creator under

by

Hand-Reading

hit-or-miss in

a

race was

definite

shaping and
globe. The fact that there are so many combinations in this plan of creation has, however, been a source
of confusion to those who have not fully understood the matter, but everything in this plan has been worked out by the
Creator under the operation of speciiic laws and rules, and
when these laws are understood, the whole plan reveals
no

tants of this

itself.
Seven distinct types of

people were first created. Each
represented certain strong qualities, certain
strong aptitudes, certain virtues, and certain faults, as well
of these types

peculiarities of health and character. The reason for the
adoption of this plan was that a combination of the qualities
represented in these seven types was absolutely necessary to
the hamionious operation of the universe.
If all humanity
was of one type, progress would be stopped, and diversity of
talent and thought, with its various methods of expression
and operation, would not be present with us to-day.
Take
as

out of existence any one of these

removing

one

Each type
represents

operation

types, and it would be like
watch,-the movement would stop.
thus created for a specific sphere in life, and

wheel in

was

some

a

element

of the world

The fact that there

indispensable

as a

to

the harmonious

whole.

specimens of all these
they can be
types
and
that
of these
cent.
easily recognized,
eighty-five per
their
best
in
the
same
all
are
at
occupations,
typical people
on

have the

are

the streets of

same

well-defined

our

faults, the

cities to-day, that

same

virtues, like the

same

kind

surroundings, live, think, and act after the same plan in
everything they do, proves that the original method in creating humanity has not been changed, but that the laws of
creation are in operation to-day just as they were in the beginning. If we can feel sure that there are, as I say, seven
types of people, each oi' which has distinctly separate qualities, and if we can know what these qualities are, it must be
a fact that, when we learn to distinguish these seven types

of

The Basis of Our Work
from each other

as we

meet

them,

we

5

shall at

once

know

their characteristics, what people of their type have done
through ages past, and what the outcome of their life is

likely

to

be, judged by those of the

same

type who have

From this point of view we can include a
gone before.
of
the past, for we know what ancestors of
knowledge
the

same

what the

type have always done; the present, for we know
typical people always do; and the possible future,

generally is. And here I say
reading of the past, present, and possible
future is based absolutely upon your recognition of the
Mount type to which your client belongs, after which recognition you can apply to him what you know is common to
For example, the _Iupiterian
the type which he represents.
is always ambitious and a leader of men in whatever sphere
of life he occupies; the same knowledge would apply to his
health, his food, his home life, his religion, his business, his
natural proficiency for certain employments, his vices, his passions, manner of living, thoughts, liability to marry or remain
single, the kind of person he always marries, and everything
else about him. This type has always the same ideas on all
of these matters.
Every other type has its own peculiarities. Thus, if your client is a pure specimen, you know he
has them all, as have his predecessors of the same type.
One type marries young, another marries people older than
themselves, another avoids marriage entirely. If you have
recognized the type to which your client belongs, you can
tell him what he will be likely to do in these matters.
Some
are
some
die
earlier,
and, recognizing your
long-lived,
types
type, you can handle this most delicate subject properly.
Length of life, however, is a field that should seldom be
approached at all, certainly not unless you are absolutely
prohcient, careful, and tactful, and no system but that of
the types which I am outlining here will enable you to
handle this most delicate question without harm to your
subject. In fact, all that there is to destiny or fate is this
matter of the seven types.
Humanity is cast in certain
and
unless
the
course
of a type is changed it acts,
moulds,
for

we

know what the outcome

that the correct

'1`he Laws of Scientific
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thinks, lives, and dies in a certain way; the ancestors of
this type have so lived, acted, and died, and it will do the
If all the people in the world were pure specimens of
same.
one or the other of these types, then we might be fatalists in
the extreme, but the deeper you go into a study of Palmistry
In
the less will you accept an absolutely fatalistic doctrine.
every case, one type or the other will be predominant, its
qualities will be the strong controlling element in the life of
your

client, and in his course through the world the qualities

of his type will largely guide and shape his destiny. But
there is nearly always present an alloy of some other type,
something that may soften the severe lines of his natural
If he

mould.

strongly

wis/les to

change

his

in

course

life, is

fully conscious of what he wants to accomplish and has determination enough, he may modify the qualities of his type
to

a

A

large degree.

knowledge of his shortcomings, coupled

determination, will enable him largely to
overcome them.
Since they all emanate from the brain,
these faults, these desires, these changes, will all be written
with desire and

the hands.

on

People do

not

change

their

typical qualities

until

they

strong desire to change, and are armed with a firm
Thus it will seem that there is no
resolution to do it.
have

a

greater truth than that

we are

indeed free agents,

planned

prearranged destiny, but always able to change it if we
determinedly desire to do so. There is, then, no such thing
as absolute fatalism, even though we have so strong an indifor

a

cation in that direction from the

seven

types.

The state-

"

The Lord helps him who helps himself," applies.
Thus, instead of rebelling at what might seem a cruel predestination on the part of our Creator in adopting the plan
ment,

of the

in the

types,

seven

operation

always in
lives the

plan.

nothing unkind
Esquimaux living

that there is

You

see

the

succeeds the other,
food, reaches the same age,
There is nothing cruel in that; you have never

the

same

same

and dies.

we can see

of this
way.

One

generation

way, eats the same

thought that fate was unkind to the Esquirnaux.
laugh at you if you told him so. He enjoys life

He would

in /zzls way,

The Basis of Our Work

just

as

well

as

in the

you do in yours.

Each of

fashion.

7

our seven

types

best

They
pleased with
lim? way of living, thinking, and acting, they prefer it to
They think you odd that you do not see it as
your way.
do.
You
think it strange that they can be satisfied at
they
all with their ways.
Thus the world moves on, seemingly
a heterogeneous mass, yet in reality possible of subdivision
into seven well-classified types of people.
reasons

same

are

There is another fact about these types

:

they look alike,

and in my future treatment of the subject I shall give you
mental illustrations of their appearance.
Thus, knowing
each type well, what they look like, how they reason, live,

think, work, play, treat their fellows, or marry,
occupations and peculiarities, you

as

well

as

their natural

can, when
meet
of
a
certain
dissect
him
with
one
knowease,
you
type,
him
better
than
he
knows
himself.
ing

The Mount of

Jupiter is the place from which you locate
_Tupiterian type, the Mount of Saturn identifies the
Satumian, the Mount of Apollo the Apollonian, the Mount
the

of Mercury the Mercurian, the two Mounts of Mars the
Martian, one of whom is filled with aggression, the other

full of resistance, the Mount of Moon the Lunarian, and
the Mount of Venus the Venusian. The Plain of Mars is
a

part of the Martian type.

reason,

Why
the

question

do the Mounts
answer must

It may be asked with

identify
given,

be

these

types?

some

To this

that at this time

we

have not

fully solved the mystery, but there are some
facts leading in that direction which will doubtless in
time give us a full explanation of the matter; for we

know that the human hand, which is the servant of the
brain and which executes all of the work we do, only operates in response to the commands of the brain.

Sever the

connection between hand and brain by cutting the complex
system of nerve telegraph uniting the two (as in paral-

ysis),

and the hand becomes like

a

lump

of putty, dead and

useless.
ever

The hand, which is the most wonderful instrument
created, cannot perform one act Qi' fire(/Q for there is no

brain

or

intelligence

located in the hand to direct

it, but all

'I`he Laws of Scientific
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that it does is

by command of

the

which is located

intelligence,

the hand itself.

a

Hand-Reading

brain, the

seat of mind and

considerable distance from

This shows that the hand is

on

the brain for its

entirely

de-

and that, being the
servant, it reflects the kind of brain behind it by the manner
and intelligence with which it performs its duties. It isa

pendent

well-accepted

intelligence,

fact that the centre of the brain, which is in

connection with the hand, has been located, and dissections
show that different formations of this brain centre are found

accompanied by diierently shaped hands.
the hand physically shows what kind of a
it.

This proves that
brain is directing

If the brain centre which controls the hand is of
the Mount of Jupiter will be

and

one

shall have

largest,
shape,
a _Iupiterian brain centre creating _Iupiterian thoughts, ways
and peculiarities, and the result will be that we have a
Iupiterian subject. If this brain centre changes its form the
subject develops peculiarities of character, aptitude, and disease, and we shall End other Mounts most developed, for the
hand reflects all the changes of the brain, and the subject
will belong to the type as shown by the best-marked Mount
in the hand. This is unquestionably the idea from which
future scientiiic research will gain a full explanation of the
Mounts.
In the Chapter,
Mounts and Fingers: How to
Judge Them," I have given minute directions for classifying
your subject, and when this is done you have solved I/ze
serrcl zfluls crcahbn, and there is nothing about him which
you cannot know. This is the z`nn¢'r serrei q'Pa/mz`sirj', which
professionals and amateurs, to whom I have taught it, declare has made them able to attain a proficiency they never
hoped for nor believed possible.
The good types are the jupiterian, Apollonian, and
Venusian. These types have good health, happy dispositions, and do not easily become evil. The Saturnian and
Mercurian easily cross the boundary and produce bad people.
They are both bilious and become warped in their views and
we

"

manner

tense

of life.

type,

not

The Martian easily becomes an ardent, innecessarily bad, but often violent. The

Lunar subject is imaginative, cold, and selfish, easily pro-

The Basis of Our Work
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ducing a restless, disagreeable person. Thus you have three
good types, two that may be bad, one violent, and one which
may be disagreeable.
It will be apparent to those who have studied other authorion Palmistry, that this work, with the Mounts for a

ties

a rich field
for investigation.
Many realize
superficial their work has been, and have longed to
know why they could go only so far and no farther. Without
wishing to be captious, I must say that it is because, so far
as I have been able to ascertain, no other work begins upon
the proper foundation.
The elementary hand (dulness), the
square hand (regularity), the spatulate hand (activity and
originality), the philosophic hand (analysis), the conic hand
(artistic sense), the psychic hand (ideality), and the mixed
hand (versatility) are the accepted types of all other modern
works.
These formations show only a certain qualigr of the
subject; they do not reveal him in his entirety. They show
only certain trails .- they will not tell you of his health, how
he marries, loves, hates, eats, lives, dies, whether he is good,

basis, opens
how

cheerful ; they do not thus open the hidden
of his heart, as they are revealed by the Mount
types, nor can you make that subtle distinction between
disease and c/zarader except through the Mount types. The

bad,

cross, or

recesses

works of other recent authors start from certain

the

qualifies

subject (regularity, activity, etc.);
/zimsef :reared to /ill a pllffffllltlf place, and
with all the qualities necessary to enable him to do
I/ze

man

any wonder that greater revelations should
a

of

I/uk work starts from

come

endowed
it.

Is it

from such

beginning?

The success of hand-reading is a matter of combination.
The type of a subject must be combined with his energy,
brain power, good intentions, vices, health condition, and
many

struck.

other

important factors,

Herein lies the

before
in

a

balance

can

treatise

be

difficulty
preparing
hand-reading. If the types are treated first, the beginner has
no knowledge of the important underlying forces which must
be combined with them.
If the underlying forces are first
discussed, the student is not familiar with the types. In the
a

on

IO

The Laws of Scientinc
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present work the leading attributes of the types are laid down
in this

chapter

and shown in illustration

"

A."

With this

illustration and these attributes in mind, a þÿsu cient
knowlwil/1
of
the
to
is
and
we
obtained,
edge
types
begin
pass to a

underlying forces. When
fully mastered, we will take up a thorough
discussion of the types, and will then have in our possession
all the knowledge to combine with them.
Thus the Enal
chapters on the Mount types unfold the entire panorama,
the dimculties in arranging the sequence of treatment of
the various matters is reduced to a minimum, and put in the

thorough

consideration of the

these have been

best form for the student's

use.

CHAPTER II
THE HUMAN ENGINE-'BIRTH

OF THE

CHILD-THE LIFE

CURRENT--A TALK TO PARENTS'-GENERAL
ATTRIBUTES OF THE LINES
"

Mankind

are

earthen

jugs

with

spirits

in þÿh ¬m."*HAWTHORNE.

HE human body, the earthly tenement of the mind

soul, is, in construction and
mechanical contrivance we call an
ence, that the human

engine

or

operation, very like the
engine ; with this diH`er-

is constructed of bone and

sinew, the mechanical engine of wood, iron, and steel, but
each is made up of an infinite number of parts. Every me-

engine is built upon the plan that will best enable
it to do the kind of work it is intended to perform ; some are

chanical
so
a

small that their mission is to become the interior works of

watch;

some are

built to

propel

a

locomotive at

high speed,

and others to furnish power to some gigantic manufacturing
establishment.
In each case the plan of construction and
size varies in accordance with the work to be done.

The

magnitude
power, is
of
but
only shell, thing
entirely usegreat possibilities,
les and inoperative until the driving or propelling force
engine,

no

a

matter what may be its
a

which is to set it in motion is
is in

or

applied.

This

driving

force

steam, in others water-power, compressed air,
electricity, or, as in the case of the watch, the mainspring.
some cases

In whatever way the

compressed

energy

or

driving

generated, it is made available only by combining
number of

primary

elements and forces.

water is necessary, a boiler to hold

it,

power is
a

large

Thus with steam,

fire to heat the water,

place in which to burn the fire, and fuel with which to
build it.
All other driving forces are in the same way made
a

ll
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up from distinct and separate elements
produce their partzkular kind of power.

which, combined, will
The

engine,

we

have

said, is useless without the driving force, which operates it,
and it may be added that the driving force, if it has no engine
to operate, only wastes itself in the air. The human body is
the human

engine

;

it is built and

especially adapted

for spe-

ciiic purposes, it is the most complex of all machines, but it
is entirely useless until the proper driving force is behind it.
In its first stages of growth, the human body is a mere piece

protoplasm; it is not until the dawn of mind and the
awakening of intelligence manifest themselves that the human embryo becomes a human being.
We all know that
life, the vital spark which enters our body and sets in motion

of

the organs of mind and sense and makes us live, comes into
us from a source outside of ourselves.
The child before it is

born is truly

a human being, but it is alive only as any other
organ of the mother's body is alive, viz.: it acts in a mechanical way and has motion. This unborn child while in the

process of formation, is gelting ready to live, to think, and act,
but until the vital spark of intelligence is projected into it,
it does not

realy'

live.

just as the

organ of the sense of smell, the
sight, so the lines in the hand are

nose

wz7l beaome the future

of

hearing, the eye of
prepared and in the hand,
ready to receive the spark that will set the entire mac/zinefy
in motion.
And when the vital spark of life has entered the
body, as we believe through the ends of the fingers, and
causes the nose, eyes, and cars to
perform their functions, it
at

the

ear

the hand to do its part.
The
sense: the corpse has

same moment causes

unborn child has not life in the fullest

life,-life has departed. You or I cannot impart life to
either, neither can they impart life to themselves. Argue as
men will against the existence of God, they cannot deny that
there is some omrzzfo/ent force outnkle q' us all that gives [ye
not

and lakes il without

consulting our wi shes.

Some have called

this force Buddha, some Ether, some Electricity, some God,
some the influence of the Planets.
Whatever the name, the
result is the
must at least

same.

But for the

imagine

that

a

purposes of Pa/mzlshjy you
runs through the

life current

The Human
human

and that it

body,

Engine

comes

from

I

an

outside

3

source.

in the birth of many children the moment at which the awakening takes place, and I have
I have observed

asked

physicians
patients coming
always

been the

observe for

to

under their
same.

me

the

practice.

same

in the

thing

The results have

At the moment the child is born,

and before it has

given the first cry, or taken air into
the lungs, the fingers extend with a quick, spasmodic jerk,
stand perfectly straight and rigid, and, following this involuntary motion of the hands, the lungs take in air, and a cry
Lqe has begun. Shortly after, the
escapes from the lips.
child feels hunger, and the hand goes at once to the mouth.
The brain is acting, and directing her servant, the hand,
which seeks to carry food to the mouth, the proper place to
Thus from the first moment of life, the hand
as the servant of the brain, and I believe that

receive it.
takes its

place

lingers of the child extend, and become
straight and rigid, that IW, the vital spark which sets the
human machinery in motion, awakens the mind, and habilitates the senses, is projected into the child through the ends
of the rigid fingers, and thus becomes the gift of God to His

al I/ze moment the

But I do not ask you to believe in any name for
Call it what you please, but if you will

creature.

this outside force.

picture

to

yourself

that life

comes

into the body

described, this conception will greatly aid
out

you in

as

above

reasoning

many combinations that you will encounter in your

future studies.
Now after life has

begun

and the child is in the

world,

a

with its driving force, it has a career before it.
For the first few months it is little more than an animal, as

human

engine

all of its time is

During

this

the third

spent in sleeping, eating, and growing.
period, its hands, by the thick development of

phalanges

of the

fingers, show

it to be

a

mere

As
sensualist whose sole desire is to satisfy its hunger.
months roll into the first year, less sleep and less feeding are
as years increase and mind develops, the trend
thought begins to manifest itself. During all this
the brain is unfolding, and the hand is changing from

necesary, and

of its

time
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the fat little sensual hand of the baby, and taking whatever
shape is distinctive to the type to which the child belongs.
Up to the age of twelve to fourteen years, the hand is as un-

formed

the character of the

as

child; but as this age marks
adult, soon after it is

the transition from the child to the

passed the character and hands will begin to assume the proportions which are to guide it in the future. This is the
time when

a

scientific estimate of the character of the child

-its type, whether good, bad, or weak in development, together with a knowledge of all the forces back of it-would
be of inestimable value to
correct

a

"

parent. It is much easier to
fault before it occurs," than to obliterate a habit

thoroughly established.
learn what it loves and

a

It is much easier for

can

a

understand, than for it

child to

to master

adapted. The child is an
by shifting belts, cogs, and wheels
engine,
make a locomotive run a saw-mill, you have spoiled the
twenty-thousand-dollar locomotive, which was a much iner
studies for which its mind is not
and while you may

machine when devoted to its proper

uses

than it is in its

changed condition, and it does not nm the saw-mill as well
as a little upright engine would, which was built for the purThus,
pose at a cost of only about five hundred dollars.
from a lack of knowledge about the human engine, millions
of failures are seen of people who could successfully have done
the things they were intended to do, but who have grown
sour, discouraged, and unsuccessful when forced into vocations for which they were never created. Is this the fault
of the Creator? Truly not, for the more one studies His
handiwork the

been

provided

more comes

for.

the conviction that

everthing

He made the human hand

a

has

renector of

the brain, and He wrote in it a language plain, simple, and
easy to understand, which He intended that we should use
for

our

this

benefit, for He put in human brains the key by which

language

could be read.

But man,

all-important

in his

wisdom, yet with ignorance as dense as night, has been
blind to his own advantages and refused to decipher the story
own

plainly written for his guidance. Some well-meaning folk
have laughed and sneered at those investigations having for

The Human
their

object

the

Engine

1

5

solving of this great problem, the knowledge
Is
aptitudes, and in addition have asked,
"

of character and

it not wrong to pry into the secrets of the Almighty?"
Such a question, well-meaning in its intentions, is equal to
the ignorance of the dark ages, and in no sense is it in touch
with the progress of science in this century, when the secrets
of the Almighty have been unfolded by those who have discovered and harnessed

electricity, and liquid air,

and who

have made many useful additions to the sum-total of those
gifts for which humanity should be grateful to its Creator.
No

one

mighty

"

will say it is "prying into the secrets of the Alfor the botanist to study flowers ; he sees lines in

the leaves which tell him

a

story and his work is scientific.

will say that it is prying "into the secrets of the
Almighty for the physician to study disease ; he looks at
No

one

"

your tongue and tells you that your liver is

torpid.

The

liver and tongue are connected through the alimentary
canal, and the tongue reflects the liver. Why is it prying
"

into the secrets of the
your

thumb, and tell

The

centre

thumb,

Almighty

"

for the

you that your

palmist to look at
will-power is deticient?

of the brain is in direct connection with the
being a mental quality, why is it so ridicu-

and PW!!

lous that the thumb should reflect this

quality

of the brain ?

It is not ; scz2'n!Mc Palmistry is perfectly logical, and all its
deductions are reached from an estimate of the mental and

physical
when the

condition of the

intelligence

subject.

The time has arrived

of the world should

the lives of children to be

no longer permit
hampered, impeded, and ruined

by the fact that they are forced into vocations in which
they can never be successful, when by the conscientious use
of our science they can be guided to their proper sphere in
life.
Many who have reached adult years as failures have
asked the question,
What right has the Creator to plunge
me into this world without my consent, leave me ignorant
of myself; give me no knowledge of the future, allow me to
become wicked, careless, or corrupt, and then visit a judgThe Creator has not done
ment or punishment upon me ?
"

"

this ; He has written what you want to know in your hand,
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but human

ignorance and folly have refused either to read it
Many have heard when it was too
late what they mzlglzt have been.
The time to prevent the
is
it
failure bqbre occurs, by starting with the child.
Let us approach this study with minds filled with its
seriousness, for in no other way can we fully receive its
or

to allow it to be read.

benefits ; and let

object is to tell
being, then, is

us

put aside forever the idea that its whole

gushing maiden of her lovers. The human
the human engine. The type will tell us for
what purpose the engine was created.
If this engine is to
operate to the best advantage, it must be balanced in all its
parts, no one portion so heavy that it overweighs the others.
If such a state exists, the machine runs sideways or twisted,
and the human being is out of proportion, narrow and
warped. A perfect balance is what we seek, and when we
find a perfectly balanced hand we find a balanced character
and a person who succeeds by steadiness of manner and
movement, and not through efforts put forth by tits and
starts.

lutely

a

It is very certain that brains and health are absoHealth may sometimes be abnecessary to success.

sent, but brains never. So, in our study of man, we are
constantly trying to see how well balanced, how healthy,
and how brainy he is.
The Erst portion of our study will be
to
which
does not relate to the lines in the
given Chirognomy,
hand ; and this section must be thoroughly mastered before
the lines can have any meaning for you.
For this reason, I
ask that you will take each of the following chapters in succession, as this will lead you gradually to a thorough understanding of the fundamental matters which will enable you to
appreciate the finishing chapters which treat exhaustively of
the Mount types.
As we shall refer at times to the lines in
the hand before reaching their full consideration, I insert a
map at this point showing the seven main lines (Plate B);
the location, character, and general attributes of which

should

now

be learned.

The Line of Heart will show the
of the affections, and the

The clearer,

more

even,

strength or weakness
physical strength of the heart.

and better-colored the

line

is,
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action, and the

more

constant the

aB'ections.

The Line of Head will show the strength of the mental
powers, and the physical strength of the brain. The clearer,

is, the better is the

concen-

tration of the mind, the self-control, and the less
there is from brain disorders.

danger

more

even, and better-colored it

The Line of Life shows the strength of the constitution,
strength, whether muscular robustness, or ner-

the kind of

vous energy, and, as physical strength is
human life, this line is most important.

a

great factor in

The Line of Saturn accentuates the Mount of Saturn, and
balancing qualities of that type are present.

shows that the

One who has these

foolish

things,

more even

restraining

and the

and smooth.

this line is, the
probably be.

more

course

The

elements is less liable to do

through

more

the

even

life is

even,

course

likely to be
clear, and straight
through life will

g

The Line of

brings

out

Apollo accentuates the Mount of Apollo, and
strongly the brilliant qualities of that type. The

more even, and better-colored this line is, the more
creative power in art, or productive money-making quality
in business the subject has. The Lines of Saturn and Apollo

clearer,

do not show defects of health.

The Line of Mercury, often

called the Line of Health, shows distinctively health difliculties.
It will be treated fully hereafter.
I insert this illustration, and these few
of the lines at this

point, only that

general attributes
a general

you may have

idea of them, which knowledge will be helpful with the
Mount types.
The lines will be xninutely treated in Part

II., and in the

part of

our

next

work.

chapter

we

shall take up the technical

CHAPTER III
ross AND cannmos or 'rua

HANDS

E shall

now begin at the first step in hand-reading,
proceed, by successive stages, to consider everything necessary'to a thorough comprehension of the science.
The space given to the consideration of each subject is in
proportion to its importance. It will help you greatly to
adopt a method in your examinations similar to that followed
in succeeding chapters, and follow it with each pair of hands
First, pose, then texture, flexibility, consistency,
you read.
color, nails, etc., in the regular order given here. By adopt-

and

ing

a

will

definite method of examination, such as the above, you
be at a loss where to begin or how to proceed.

never

The iirst

thing

hands is the
To

you should consider in

manner

place yourself

in which

in the best

they

position

are

to

reading

a

pair

of

naturally carried.
do this, you should

locate your chair on the farther side of the room, opposite
the door through which your client will enter.
From this
observe
certain
indications
point you may
given by his
hands before he reaches you.

It is necessary, in order to

arrive at correct conclusions in this matter, that the hands
should be held naluralb/, and that your subject should not

feel under any restraint or embarrassment. If the mind is
at all disturbed, it will reflect itself in an unnatural car-

riage of the hands, and you
gleam of the real inner .ref

will fail to catch the uncansakms
To further this end, your asremove hat, coat, and gloves

sistant should have the visitor

(it will aid materially if this assistant have also the tact to
say a pleasant word), so that as the client crosses the Hoor,
he or she may do so mrrying the hands in a natural manner,
19
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mind at ease, and unconscious that the reading has already
begun. It may be stated here that the hand whose owner
has little

or nothing to conceal opens itself freely to the
and
that
the hand of one whose deeds and thoughts
gaze,
will not bear inspection wishes to hide itself, or to close the

fingers

over

the

palm, studiously concealing it from sight.
necessity for hiding its workings, and the

The mind feels the

Qt
'W

,

V/ii

~

iii/

._/

»__4
t

ll
V

i

"= Q

'
fingers, obeying
to you

bent

(1),

on

or

will

y

suggestion, close over the palm. Thus
knowledge that if your client seems
hands from sight as he crosses your room
anxious to keep the hand closed as much

the

come

hiding
if he

5

his

seems

the

possible, which he may try to do even while you are examining it, he has ideas which he does not like to have exposed ; he has a dark side to his character, and is probably
deceitful, hypocritical, or untruthful. You must always give
as

Pose and
these clients the
Be

sure

you

are

Carriage

plain
right,

of the Hands

21

truth ; do not fear to wound them.
of course, and do not judge by any

indication, but look for other indications bearing on the
line of investigation, then tell them all you know, and
do not be disappointed when they say that you have entirely

one

same

misj udged

them.

You may next be visited
about telling all he knows.

by the

who is

merely car¢¢l
keep a confidence, or closely hold a business secret. He is not, in gently
closing his iingers, hiding a bad thought or a bad trait, but
he does not make
man

will

from

sight (2),

cross

a

your

man

He is

one

who

can

confidant of every one he meets. This
room without any effort to hide his hand

and without the studied and evident attempt

secretiveness and the lack of openness which characterizes
our hypocritical friend.
His hands will be held at his side,
at

the

fingers partially closed, and while the hand
hang limp and logy, nevertheless it

and does not

open.

In this case, the greater part of what the

shows life,
is not wide

man

knows

is kept to himself; he is self-contained, cautions, trustworthy;
one in whom you may conlide ; who meets you half way in

coniidences, and with nothing frivolous in his character.
You must, in studying all hands, learn to distinguish a hand
that is full q' 192, is springy, and elastic in its outward look,
telling you, even before you have touched it, of the vital
energy stored in its owner.
By pursuing such a study of
"

observation

"

of the hands of all the

people you meet, not
individualize
in
the
of
their qualities, not
trying
analysis
to
class
them
but
into
mentally trying
merely seeking
types,
to get impressions of strength or weakness, attraction or reto

pulsion, that develop under such a study, you will find that
every pair of hands has eyes; that they seem to look at you,
asking pity, maybe, for their owners, or, that they have
mouths, and beseech you to hear their story. This study of
the impresszbn created by the mere sight of hands must be
practised continually. By following this line of observation,
and observing the other directions as to method of practice
suggested at the beginning of this chapter, you will know
the kind of person with whom you have to deal before he
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takes his seat in the chair, and you will thus know better
how to handle his case.
It has seemed necessary to say this

here, for, in hands carried

as

described

the latter type, it

by

life, the spring, the elasticity looking out from them
that will say to you, "This is the self-contained, prudent
is the

man

can

I must be direct in my statements, say nothing that
that I am asking him a question, but tell him the

;

imply

not let him tell me."
The next client is one who carries the hands at the side, the

story,

f

/_/

/'_

f

'i I

Lis;

v

`

11; VHI I;

W
/if i i"
X

fingers nearly

;

7/>~

f

L ,i»,

i

if

Q/J

/ii/'

i

>

,

,

§

a

¢W/
W}l

iw//Z//

WH

open, and the hand dangling in a limp and
(3). The whole impression of this hand is

lifeless

manner

that of

indecision, and

a

lack of fixedness of purpose ; it in-

dicates one that it would be

exceedingly dangerous

to entrust

with any secret, unless you want it revealed to the first adroit
individual who happens along.
In this case the mind is

lacking in deliniteness of purpose; it is ready to receive suggestions, no matter whether they are correct or not, and the
subject, being mentally lazy, will not take the trouble to
think for himselfl

The mind is without

a

fixed purpose,

Pose and

of the Hands

Carriage

2

3

consequently the hand is one which, by its lifelessness and
dangling look, shows that it is the servant of a mind that is
ready

to be

lazily directed by

some

other mind stronger in

Its fault is in being like a sieve, through
purpose than itself.
which all that is told pours readily, and it is coupled with a

ability to be self-contained. Number 2 and numand open-handed
respectively the close-fisted
people in money matters : the first thinks before he spends ;
lack of

"

ber 3

"

are

the second is the

of whom it is said,

one

"

A fool and

his money are soon parted."
These undecided hands, in
will
tell
toward
you,
you that you may easily impress
coming
their owner, and the only trouble will be to keep him from
you all he knows.
subject for our consideration is the

instantly telling
The

next

one

who

your room with his hands hanging at his sides, but
with the iists firmly closed (4).
This does not indicate the

crosses

bruiser

or

the

bully, for

you will find those

qualities

in

an-

other type, but it indicates one who is laboring under great
determination. The very act of clenching the fist will indi-

plainly

cate

fixed.

The

that the mind is made up, the determination
clenching of the fist shows the shutting in of the

vital energy, the shutting out of all idea of further parley,
and the arrival of the time to ad. Thus the degree of clench-

ing

of the fist shows the

quaulify

of determination

as

well

as

qualigf, for if it is merely a gen//e dosing qf/he hand, it will
show you the firm, determined person ; if it is the clenched
the

fingers pressing hard

fist with the ends of the

into the

palms,

the person is laboring under some pressing excitement, which
It will thus portray to
has brought with it determination.
your mind very strong resolution, either the habitual strength
of that quality in the subject, or its temporary occupancy of

his mind at the time.

The next person who
hand

at the

crosses

the

room

may carry the left

side, the right forearm vertical

and
gracefully
the
wrist
the
curving gracefully, the
resting against
biceps,
fingers of Saturn and Apollo close together, and gracefully
curved, fingers of _Iupiter and Mercury apart and showing a
This will
space between them and the other fingers (5).
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show you one who is dominated by the artistic qualities.
You will seldom find this pose of the hand in men, but
plentifully among women. It is chiefly useful in distinguish-

ing the really artistic nature from the commonplace one
carrying the hands in a dead, lifeless way at the side, and it
will give you the inkling of a love q/' the beaulful and tasteful
things of life, as possessed by your client. It shows more of
the psychic qualities than those belonging to the matter-of./
f

//iff

(xiwix

i_

»/

<

fact housewife.

l
-E

i

>

You

-

can

please

this

subject

at once

by

speaking of grace and beauty as her mainspring, and it will
not be hard to find the way to her heart through these chanAs this pose will be most frequently met among the
nels.
society, you will have to inform yourself
etiquette,"
subjects pertaining to proper form,"
etc.
Thus equipped you will be able better to depict their
character and probable outcome than if you were not converpeople
on

all

sant

of refined

"

with the rules of those in the "blue book."

"

Then there

Pose and
"

Carriage

"

who
Miss Nancy
left hand and forearm held

is the

of the Hands

crosses

with

mincing gait,

the

the abdomen, the hand
and held loosely, the right arm carried

at the

across

wrist,
vertically, the forearm doubling back

drooping

a

25

on

the

biceps,

the

right

at the wrist and held

loosely, with a pair of
drooping
eye-glasses, a lorgnette, or a smelling-bottle held listlessly in
the fingers, and either whirled or swayed gently as he walks
(6). This person is finicky in the extreme, hypersensitive,
and shows an excess of femininity in either man or woman.
It is odd to say that a woman can be excessively feminine,
and yet this is true, for many lack the elastic, firm femininity
that does not mean boldness, but does mean slrengtlz.
It is
hand

"

"

the kind which does not

give

way under

discouragement,

but with fine woxnanliness rises to the occasion, and becomes
the support and stimulator of husband or family in times

strength and encouraging words are needed. The
excessively feminine woman sinks collapsed when her help
is most necessary, and becomes, for the time, an added burIn a man it means the
den in place of a tower of strength.
Miss Nancy," caring more for the appearance of dress than
for the strength of masculinity.
Then there will be the per~
son who seems to find no place for his hands to rest (7); he
carries them first up, then down, then in the pocket, then
fingering the watch-chain. This person is uncertain in purpose ; emotions are passing rapidly through him, and these
when her

"

emotions

are not

These

under the control either of mind

or

will.

are

very

often strong characters but need

Then there will

come

the person who holds the hands in

people
directing.
front of the

body, or slightly at the side, waving them about
If an
as though trying to keep from touching anything (8).
be
close
to
these
would
should
hands, they
object
brought
instinctively shrink away from it and avoid contact. It looks
as though the ends of the fingers contained eyes which were
roaming from one place to the other. This person is suspicions, is sizing up everything about him, making mental
notes of the appearance of yourself, the settings of the room,
and is looking for trap-doors and concealed things that are
"

"
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help you to read him. This action of the mind, showing
watchfulness, alertness, and investigation, is reflected in the
hands, which roam around evidently searching for information, and in reading this subject it will be well to point out
the places in the hand from which you get your information,
give him your reasoning frankly, and conceal nothing from
to

him.

Handled in this way, these

ad

Tiiigsjvill be

people

become your best

_

some

who will

cross

the

room

with the

fingers
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NO. 8

NO. 9

toying with the handkerchief,

a

button

on

the clothes, the

(9). This submomentarily under excitement. It is
even temper shown by the one who
crosses in a stately manner with the hands easily clasped together in front of her, the palm of one hand up, the palm of
the other hand resting in it (Io).
This is a most eloquent
watch-chain,

or some

other trinket

or

trifle

is nervous, and is
not the calm, placid,

ject

indicator of repose and evenness of temper, one which will
an unruffled front to all exciting circumstances and

present
events.

You must not be hurried with this calm person.

Pose and
Her mind acts with

Carriage

dignity,

and

of the Hands
more
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slowly than the

aver-

If you should talk fast and not give time for what you
age.
said to be absorbed, you would find her saying to her friends
"

in

describing your reading,
really he talked so fast I could

I suppose it

was

good,

but

not catch all of it."

Then you will be consulted by the bullying person, his
tightly clenched, his elbows bent, with his arms carried

fists

in what I have called the

"

bow-legged

"

fashion

This

(11).
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is typical ofa bruiser and

,'

if

NO. 11

fighter, and

,

§§J
NO. 12

you must be

exceedingly

Erm in what you say. You will also have the person who
crosses the room rubbing his hands together, as is the fashion
in

washing them ; he rubs one hand against the other in a
sly, oily manner (12). This will tell you of Uriah
Heep," slippery, adroit, hypocritical, untruthful. You cannot depend on him at all, and you must bring out all his
qualities, for he is the personification of insincerity.
Then will come the haughty and proud, very much immost

"

28
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with his

He will

own

importance.

a

stately mien, the left hand held

cross

room

your

side, the Bngers
loosely closing, the right arm bent at the elbow, held horizontally across the abdomen, the palm held upward with the
fingers closing loosely over it (13). This person is full of
with

at the

self-importance, impressed with his own dignity, and will
quickly resent anything like an attempt at familiarity, or
anything tending to show that you do not fully agree with
him in his estimate of himself.
And next you may be visited

Ji
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W/

if
"

/'iii
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a

pair

of hands
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X
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shape,

hanging
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thick and fat, which will seem to bementally they do (I4). All is

dead person, and

heaviness, density, coarseness, no chance for flights of fancy
on your part, no chance for rhapsody.
If you attempt a
keen

ing

analysis,

he will

blankly stare at you. No
trough of materialism.

to lift him out of his

be done.

He wants to know his brother's

use

try-

It can't

name, whether

he is married, how many children, how long he will live,
whether he will be rich, and you cannot lift him above this

plane.
Finally,

we

meet the person who will cross with

._v

an

inves-

Pose and

tigating air,

Carriage

the hands

extremely cautious,

of the Hands

clasped behind his

does not know

back
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(15).

He is

exactly what is going

to

be done, does not want to fall into any trap, is looking over
the ground before he
shows his hand."
Deal gently with
"

him; he is timid, he
From the

means

well, but is suspicious.

foregoing illustrations,

assistance it will be to make

it is apparent how great

careful study of this chapter.
Assume the poses described, and learn to recognize them at
a glance.
Do not try to commit this chapter to memory, it
an

will do

no

is in your

unless the mental

mind, so that the
they are recognized.

picture

moment

of all these

they

are

people

seen, that

Thus before your client is
you have much to aid you in your method of handling

moment

seated,

good

a

him.
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CHAPTER IV
PRELIMINARY ARRANGEMENTS*\'HAT HAND T0 USE'TEXTURE OF THE SKIN

AVING carefully noted the indications

previous chapter,

you

are now

amination of the hand itself.

ready

In order to

to

given in
begin the

secure

the
ex-

the best

results from this
you have

investigation, it will be of material help if
arranged your surroundings so that the client will

be comfortable when he seats himself.
to which you should

One of the matters

give most careful attention is the proper
of
arrangement
light. No rule can be Bxed in this matter,
It is,
as the sight of all palmists is not equally strong.
however, indispensable that you have the clearest, whitest
light possible, and for this purpose nothing is so good as a
strong northern exposure of pure daylight. To find the
apex of each Mount will require a keen eye and good light,
especially if the texture of the skin be very fine. Nothing
short of daylight will suliice, and even with this help you
I should
will often have to resort to a magnifying-glass.
advise that you be provided with a strong, clear readingglass, about six inches in diameter, large enough to cover
the palm of the hand ; this will bring out any markings
If your eyes be strong,
which may be only faintly indicated.
you will not have to use this glass for the larger and more
prominent details, but with a highly strung, excessively
In this way you
lined hand, it is advisable to use the glass.
will often discover faint lines just beginning to form in outline, and these will show you emotions just starting to de~
velop. If you intend to go deeply into your client's life, this
minute inspection is necessary.
Daylight is indispensable
30
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to you also

in judging the color of the hand.
Many
palmists absolutely refuse to read by gaslight, and this is a
safe rule to adopt, as daylight is an absolute essential in readings covering great attempts at detail.
Now, having comfortable seats, good light, a glass, to use
if needed, the temperature at the proper point, say 70° F.,
In all examinations you
you take the hands of your client.
should consult bollz /lands, and should never attempt specific

statements, unless they are based upon a thorough knowledge
of the information which can be gleaned only from the hands
considered

separately, and then together. Many failures are
palm-readings when one hand only has been
used, due to the fact that men change as they grow older,
and these changes are recorded in the right hand.
If you
have read from the left hand, you have looked at the man
only as he was originally constructed, not as he has developed. To gain a knowledge of him as he ir, and thus better
to tell whether he is progressing or retrograding, you must
recorded in

read from both hands.

This is

a

matter to which I have

given most careful study, and in the course of many investigations have often read in the separate hands how weak
people have grown strong, and strong people deteriorated.
The left hand is the infallible index to the natural being, the
right hand records unmistakably w/za! /zas been do/ze wil/z the
lalenls. All that has been said about using the left hand
because it is nearest the heart

or

grows from

of the matter.

more

a

controls

false
nor

is not for this
hand is the

conception

feeds the left than the

reason

that both hands

as

subject

right hand,

are

used.

is left-handed.

the order and consider the

active.

Invariably

right

more

as

lines,

The heart

passive hand, the right the active.

instances in which the
reverse

because it has

no

and it

The left
There

In this

passive,

are

case

the left

the hand wlukh does the work is the

which records the present, the hand which is
Thus, if you see the

passive
passive
hand showing one condition, the active hand an improved
state, you know that the course has been upward, and wke
one

shows the natural endowments.

versa.
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The 'first matter that should receive your attention in examthe hand itself, is the texture of the skin. We some-

ining
times

forget that the human skin is not merely the thin cuticle
peels oifwhen one is sun-burned, but is as thick as the
leather from which a pair of calf-skin shoes are made, that it
is capable of much coarseness or Iineness, and will be covered
either with large capillaries, or with capillaries so fine they
can hardly be seen.
This coarseness or iineness is what we
call texture. In considering it you should largely confine
yourself to the back of the hand. The matter of conszlvleney
of the hand, a wholly
different quality,
that

|
'

and
next

~

which will

one

be discussed in the

is to

chapter,

be determined

I»|

P

~

il

_n
-°»°

you will not

¢

`

~

an

examination of the
palm; in this way

,.,
O

`

by

"

get the

qualities

two

con-

fused.

-

°

'l,

Ykxlure is the
'

to

a

key
of

knowledge

your client's

natural

refinement.

If the

`

texture be

ine, soft,
and delicate (16), the

greatest fineness be-

ing
'

x

_

_

-

-

_._.i'~_.-pl

`"PF§54f*=`
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hand,

'1

-

person,

:_

qualities
thing he

-

F|NE~TEXTURED SKIN

is
coarseness

not be

and cornmonness

possible for the

who

iluenced

~

NO. 16.

a

you

baby's

have

a

refined sensitive

_`._,~;}'j'
'

in

seen

give

actual

one

pain,

is

in-

by

these

in

every-

does.

to

He

whom

and it will

person with this fine texture of skin to
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do things in a coarse, common, brutish way. This quality
of texture will aid you in estimating character, for it is a
softening influence on all the coarser qualities seen in any
it makes

subject;

Satnrnian less

a

mo-

melancholy,

rose,

and

moody,

less

inclined to shun

so-

ciety: it will make
his cynicism less cut-

ting : it will make a
Jupiterian less of an
overeater, less dom~
ineering, less tyran-

nical, for it will refine
him.

lt will add to

Apolloniau a new
quieter love of
beauty and harmony,

an

and

and will

make his

nature

more

ele-

vated: it will refine
a

Mercurian, taking

much of the
dishonest side of his
character: it will
away

subdue

Martian,

a

refining

his

brusquefighting
qualities, his warlike spirit, and making him less pugnacions:
it will lead the imagination of a Lunar subject into higher
No. 11.

come:-Texrunso :Km

his

ness,

chtmnels, and will refine

a

Venusian,

sions will not dominate him.

In this

so
as

that base, low pasin all other matters

than are diierent degrees of development, and this question
of degree is said to be one of the things that students cannot

elsilyaoquire. Palmistry is frequently met by
llmt "everything modifies everything else ";
the slightest need of any confusion
s

or

didiculty

the criticism
there is not

on

this

score.
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With
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a

picture

in your mind of

Hand-Reading
a

bahy's delicate

skin-

extreme of texture-let us look for a moment at the

opposite

extreme.

There is the skin which feels

rough,

and common, as you rub your fingers over the
back of the hand.
It has big capillaries, and is hard,

coarse,

T
`

.4

,_ l

F

e

NO. 18.

ELA5T|C~TEXTURED SKIN

unsympathetic to the touch. It is like sole~
compared to soft ilexible kid, and shows by the
coarseness of its grain that refinement and delicacy are un»
known to its owner (17).
This hand you will often find in
the gas trenches, shovelling dirt.
There is no knowledge
in the mind of its owner, that the employment in which he
is engaged is not of the most elevating character.
To put
rough,

and

leather

as
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tllishand in the same surroundings as the hand with delimtely soil: texture, would make it as miserable as to consigu
the delimh texture to the gas trenches. This coarse skin
IQ will not so often meet, but you should hunt a subject
Wlaollll it, so that you will be able to have in your mind the

ICO. 'l|.

oppdllie

of the

IINUTNE PADS ON FINGER TIPS

baby's hand.

The

coarse

texture will show

the lick of reiinem t, delicate sensibility, or fine quality of
llhlfe, lrll will modify all things in the hand by coarsening
illulli. Ctltseness will add the tyranniwl spirit to jupiter.
will lHl.keSaturn dirty, stingy, superstitious, and a pessimist:
lt Will make Apollo the vulgar blatherskite, and Mercury

Qllflkll' nchemer:

i§g!$iven&,

it will make Mars insufferable in its
give forth low imagina-

and the Moon will
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tions: Venus, instead of dealing in love, grace, and sympathy, will stand only for the gratification of vulgar passions.

Refined texture softens

everything;

coarse

texture

animalizes it.

The medium

development

will be most often met.

It is

the elastic

skin, not showing the delicate capillaries of the
baby's hand, nor the coarseness of the trench-digger's, but a
medium between them. The skin will feel elastic, not soft,
firm, not hard (18). It is the texture found on the hand of
the active business man, the lawyer, the doctor, or the
clergyman. It is a texture which shows refinement, yet not

effeminacy

in

men ;

it shows fineness without idealism in

It is the balance between two extremes, and will
to all the qualities of the mounts normal support.
By

women.

give
examining the extremes I have given, you will have no
trouble in recognizing the medium grade.
Before concluding your examination of skin texture, observe the inside aspect of the first phalanges of the fingers ;
on many hands you will note a little pad of flesh (19) which
in some cases is quite prominent. This pad is composed of
a large number of nerve filaments and shows the great sensitiveness of the subject. He is keenly alive to all surroundings, easily wounded by slighting treatment, and knowing
how such things jar upon himself] he is most careful of the
feelings of other people. He would himself suier intensely,
rather than wound another. These sensitive pads are, in
a word, indicative of an extremely fine organism.
The
degree of their development will gauge the degree to which
the subject is possessed of this quality.

CHAPTER V
consrsrsncv or 'rr-IE HAND

N

making

up your mind about the client under examina-

tion, it is essential, that you know at the start the amount
of energy possessed, for it must be apparent that no matter
how brilliant he may be, if he is lazy, the brilliancy will
be wasted in idle

active channels.

dreaming,

It is to the

instead of

being turned into
consistency of the hands, by

which we mean their hardness or softness under pressure,
that you must look for information on the above subjects.
Take hold of the hands firmly, allow your fingers to close
all around them if they are small hands, and gently squeeze,
until you have found out the amount of resistance opposed
to your pressure.
You should then quietly loosen your
grasp, and press your Hngers firmly against the palms, being
careful to do it in spots where there are no callous places.
What you wish to discover, by this examination, is the

hardness, softness, flabbiness,

or

resisting

power of the

muscles of the hand.

First of all, you must not regard

a

hand which has callous

places

necessarily hard, though

I

grant you that it requires

as

energy to do the amount of
For example,
this callousness.

some

work necessary to produce
the bicycle has developed callousness in many hands where
it was never known before, and all sports, such as golf, bowl-

rowing, may make these hardened spots in the hands
pursuit of pleasure, and not real energy, has been
the underlying incentive. Evidences of energy thus generated are only temporary, and must not be considered as
indicating a force that is inherent in the subject, for these
same people might never have labored hard enough at any
ing,

or

where the

37
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useful toil, to produce callousness in their hands. I am exin this matter because I want you to be careful not to
accept a surface indication as denoting real energy, for you

plicit
can

readily

into how much

see

error

this would lead you.

The consistency of the hands may be separated into four
classes, the first of which is the flabby hand. In the grasp
which I have described in the opening of this chapter you
will find, when the Hngers are closed around a flabby hand,
that it offers no resistance to your pressure. If you squeeze
the hand very firmly the Hesh and bone seem to crush to-

gether, producing the impression on your mind that if you
pressed much harder, the flesh would be squeezed out through
This is the softest hand you can find, and in
your fingers.
the matter of physical energy is absolutely deficient.
It is
the hand of

one

who

but whose love finds

is the hand of

luxury,

one

dreams, but does

not

act, who loves,
not deeds.
It

expression only in words,

that desires ease, mental and physical,
surroundings, but will not work to gain

and beautiful

It is the hand of him who

prefers to live in squalor,
no exertion, rather than
long
plenty
to enjoy better living, if labor is the price of the improved
condition. In plain words, its owner is the idle, luxurious,
sensitive dreamer, who will not work, will not exert, but,
like a ship at sea without a wind, is content to drift. Such
a person is often highly gifted, possessing Hue mounts of
Apollo strongly lined, and every indication of creative
power, yet, as you close your fingers over the fiabby hand,
you know that the vital requisite to the development of these
talents, energy, is absent, and a negative life is ahead. This
laziness will naturally modify all other qualities, will bring
to naught the ambition of a Jupiterian, increase the sadness
of a Saturnian, diminish the brilliancy and achievement of
the Apollonian, spoil the energy of the Mercurian, make the
Martian a fighter with his tongue instead of his sword, add
laziness to the imaginings of the Lunar subject, and even
the Venusian will feel the blight of inertia, sapping the vital
them.

so

as

there is

energy of his nature.
Next in grade to the

of rest and

flabby

comes

the soft hand.

In this

Consistency
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case, the hand will not have the

under your

boneless, flabby feeling
touch, yet will be distinctly soft. You will find

women in distinguishing the flabby
soft, for women's hands are naturally softer
than men's.
But by observing the lack of bony feeling in
the hand under pressure, and following closely the description of the flabby hand, you cannot fail to attain a clear idea

more

di$culty

among

hands from the

of how to

distinguish between the two. The best Way to
gain practice in this matter is to press the hands of all the
people with whom you shake hands, accustoming yourself
to distinguish the sensation they give to your touch, by
which practice you can quickly learn to diH`erentiate soft
from flabby consistency.
The soft hand is one which, while
no
means
by
approaching the laziness indicated by flabby
hands, is still deficient in energy. There is this important
difference between the two. The Habby hand will always be
lazy while the faculty of energy can be developed and increased
in the subject whose hands are merely soft. This is most
important to note, for you may induce the possessor of a soft
hand to build up his energy and develop his talents, while
yon mnnot, to any extent, induce the man of fiabby hand
to improve.
Next to soft consistency comes the elastic. This is a hand
which you cannot crush in your grasp.
It has, as you close
your lingers on it, a feeling of springiness, of life, and resistance. It seems, when you press it with the tips of your

fingers,

as

though

the flesh rebounded like rubber would

under similar pressure.
It lacks entirely the spongy quality of flabby or soft hands, and no word can more ade-

quately convey the idea of its feeling under pressure than
elasticity. You find it best exemplified among arfive men
and women, those who not only talk, but who also act.
If
will
out
one
whom
one
of
this
class
for
you
pick
example,
you know to be a hustling business man, which means one
who has everything about his place full of life and action,
you will find he has the elastic

consistency; ask

to

ex-

amine his hands, and thus make yourself familiar with the
sensation they produce when grasping them. When you
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consistency, it shows that

the person has

life, energy, push, vim, and vigor, and that in all walks of
He does no more work than is neclife he is up and doing.
essary, but he does enough. He does not overexert, but he
occupies the plane of a happy medium, and his life, action,

and energy is the moving force in the world to-day.
He is
if of a good type, takes responsibility well, and

trustworthy

in the battle of life is the victor.

The elastic hand puts

vitality into all human qualities. It adds exactness to the
square tip and finger, activity to the spatulate, makes the
conic do some real thing with their genius of impulse, and
(though not often seen in this subject), even adds life and
vigor to psychic lingers. It makes the ambition of the Jupiterian a lever to force him upward, brings out the best side
of the moody Saturnian, makes the Apollonian a moneymaker, the Mercurian more active, shrewd, and successful.
The Martian becomes a calm leader, a balanced lighter, but
one who accomplishes great deeds.
It makes the Lunar
mount give forth music and poetry, and Venus stands for
active love and the energy of grace. You must, in handling this elastic consistency, realize that it is the embodiment of healthful energy,

evenly distributed, and that the

will

surely make his way through the world. It
subject
may be summed up fully, I think, by saying that an elastic
hand shows the

activity of inlellzgenl energy and force, in
other words, well-directed energy, the kind that occupies itself
with being
sensibly energetic."
"

of

Hard hands follow next, and play their part in the matter
consistency. They will not be so often encountered as

soft

or

might

elastic hands for extreme types are much rarer than
Hard hands, as a rule, are
be thought possible.

those which

belong

will be found

to less

intelligent people,

in texture.

and the skin

The hard hand will

give
sign of yielding under your pressure, will have no spring,
no elasticity, but a hardness that resists any effort to dent
it.
When you encounter such a hand, you will know at
once that the subject is of the most active kind, that manual
coarser

no

labor is not

a

burden to him, but is what he expects.

You
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may ally, in your mind, this hand with the mind behind it,
and in doing so you will picture a brain that is somewhat

dense, that does
ideas

quickly

guides

not receive and assimilate

and

The

readily.
can change itself,
"

hard
conditions, the
hand cannot easily take in

"

"

a

idea.

adapt itself to
guides the hard

can

brain which
new

and

brain which

It is difficult for

"

brain to advance with the progress of modern ideas, it is diiiicult for the possessor to get out of the rut
of routine and custom, and to be original.
Thus, when you
a

hard

impressions

elastic"

the elastic hand

new

such

"

find the hard hand, it will show you the kind of energy that
exerts, labors, and toils from a knowledge that labor must
be done, but without great brain activity behind this toil.
"

It is energy, indeed, but not the most
intelligent energy."
Thus between this hard hand and the flabby hand you
find many degrees of consistency, and in order to get the
idea search until you find the extreme types, after

correct

which the medium

developments

will be

easily

determined.

The hard hand modifies all the types, as it renders them
less elevated and intelligent.
As laziness spoils brilliant
so excess of ill-directed energy will also spoil them.
And while you want to End that people are willing to work,
to exert, to act, you want also to 5nd intelligence directing

people,

eB`ort, which unfortunately is

not

hard hand.

for

both hands.

always the case with the
consistency carefully note
examining
If the left is soft and the right elastic you

When

know energy has been increased.
the right soft you know that the

If the left is hard and

subject has grown lazy.
In this way you can judge whether the subject is increasing
or decreasing in energy.
If increasing he is more likely to
have success and vice versa.

CHAPTER VI
FLEXIBILITY on 'run HANDS

1.

2.

3.

o@ed wbzklz is _/Iexible aan adapt ilsey' lo a greater varzeg' q' eonditzons llzan could lhe same objed gf it were st#
A jfexible o@ecl bends under pressure ; a sfzj'o@ed under I/ze
same amount qfpressurc breaks or remains immovable.
As I/ze bands reyied the rondilion and qualigy of I/ze mind,
flexible hands show a _/Yexible mind, and sh] /:ands a stgf
A ny

mind.
N the present examination, which seeks to determine the
degree of flexibility possessed by the hands, you are be-

ginning to judge the mental powers of your client and will
aid yourself materially by gaining a thorough understanding of the three statements introducing this chapter.
The flexibility of a hand is shown by the ease with which
it bends itself backward, and to test this quality lay the
hand of your client, with the palm upward, in the palm of
your left hand, and with your right hand exert pressure
downward
you

on

it until you have bent it

as

far backward

as

can.

Having

made

a

test of both your client's

hands

as

above

described, notice whether the whole hand is flexible,
whether the

or

bending occurs only at the knuckle joints, for
in the flexibility which means the most. you will find that
the whole hand bends, lingers and all, and does not merely
give way at the knuckles. In the examination for flexibility
there will be great degrees of variation, running all the way
from hands in which the Engers bend back at an angle of
nearly forty-live degrees to others where the lingers cannot
42
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Flexibility
he

even

straightened.

The extreme
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degrees

of

flexibility

you will find in the hands of women, while pronounced
llexibilityinthe hands of men is a rarity. The flexibility

of the hand shows the

degree

of

flexibility of the

mind and

nature, and the readiness with which this mind has power
unfold

itself, and

"

see

of

around the corner"

to

things.
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this matter, we shall speak first of the hand
and
hard to open, where the fingers form a curve
1§i¢|lBstiH
hand indicates the mind that is cautious,
This
Ilillil (20).
inclined
to narrowness and stinginess, and
close,
hmnolile,

In

treating

Qirieh,

in every way, lacks

gt! is afraid of

new

pliability or adaptability,

ventures, afraid of

new

Such

a

ideas; the
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method of dress and mode of living of his ancestors satisfy him;

politzk-al and relzgzbus faith of his fathers, and there
no use in trying to argue him out of it.
When
he views the methods and manners of the present generation,
he longs for the open fireplace, the stage-coach, and, as he

he has the

is absolutely

"

calls them, the
good old days." He is one whose narrowness makes him ungenerous.
Appealed to for help, he reI had to work for my money: let them do the same."
plies,
"

I-Ie thinks that failure

discarded,
everybody. He is the

privation,

and

saving,

because the old-time ways have
new-fangled notions are ruining

comes

and that

been

°'

man

"

who succeeds by hard work, de-

and he cannot conceive how

success

be achieved in any other way.
He is, in short, cramped
and narrow in his ideas, stingy in his ways, uuprogressive
in his views, and lacks flexibility, or elasticity, in mind and

can

as well as flexibility of
exceedingly close-mouthed, and

manner,

hands.
you

can

He

is, however,
trust him

safely

secret, not from any desire on his part of doing you
a favor, but nothing that he can keep gets away from him,
so he holds your secret as avariciously as he clings to his

with

own

a

This is the stiE hand, and under the kaleidochanges during the past age, he breaks on the wheel

dollars.

scopic

of time, because he does not bend, and adapt himself to the
inevitable march of events. This hand is usually hard.
You will find hands

which, when pressed backwards, open

readily until the fingers straighten

themselves

naturally, so
(21) ; there

that the hand opens with case to its full extent
will be cases where it bends back just a Irylc.
is the medium

or

normal

development,

This hand

and its

owner

is

in action, up to date, and has control of
balanced,
himself.
It is the hand of one who does not go to extremes,
is self-contained, listens readily, and understands what he
even

hears.
into

He is not held back

rashness

or

by old-fogyism,

overeuthusiasm.

He

can

nor
use

inipelled
money

properly, will help those in need, but does not throw away
either sympathy or charity.
To him life is a problem, it is
serious, and he thoughtfully uses his mind trying to understand it.
He looks over the world from a bird's-eye point of

Flexibility
view,

can

of the Hands

appreciate the dimculties that
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surround humanity,

and will not try to ind the remedy by crying that we are
departing from old ways, neither will he want to turn every-

thing upside down with

the ad-

ideas.

He is

vancement of

new

thoughtful, broad, earnest, sympathetic, yet all within bounds.
He is, in plain words, well balanced, andnotanextremist. This
hand is generally elastic in consisteney, and impresses you as possming m?alfor¢°e.

_

There is another hand that is
flexible in the extreme (22). The

|,

ingers bend back, without giving
thcirownerany pain, uutilagraceful arch is formed. The fingers
seen mobile, and the bones csrtilagimm. This uma, as you bend
it back and forth, impressm you
with its great pliability, and shows
readily what a line machine it is,
and how easily it can adapt and
shape ltselftocircumstances. This
ilexible hand shows
mind, a brain susceptible
an

keen

_

,

_I

»

J
.

,

3 r
'°'1

,

_

,

l
,

|

fl
H r

»

elastic
of

re-

and of

ceiving
impressions,
ulldulluding them quickly.

It

No. 21.

A srauawr Mano

is the hand of the person who
himself to his surroundings, is versatile,
require a diagram with every statement.
Its elasticity is its danger, for it is a brilliant hand, directed
by a brilliant mind. Its owner possesses in the highest
dQl?ee vermtility, and, being able to do many things, is
liihle to diversify his talents and lack concentration in any
The posme direction, thus becoming a jack-of-all-trades.
hand
is
the
Bexible
Qlvraf
extremely sympathetic, gener-

readily adapts
and does not

(Ill, and money to him is

only the

means

of

securing what
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he wants, not a thing to be hoarded for itself alone. The
possession of riches gives pleasure to these persons only in

that it allows them luxury, and extravagance is a prevailing
tendency of the type. They are emotional, easily moved by
a

pitiful story, and readily give to any
rapidly, they absorb ideas quickly,

work

one.

Their minds

and their tendency

'

I

.

1'

NO. 22.

A FLEXIBLE HAND

is to go too fast. These brilliant hands are capable of the
most wonderful achievements; they are not the hands of
dreamers, but are full of life and action, though too versatile
often for their

own good.
They can do Ioo mary' things,
their minds in too many directions, and unless re~
strained they come to naught from too much talent.
They

turn

are as extreme

and yet

they

in

prodigality

as

the stiff hand is in economy,

have this wonderful factor in their

favor, viz.

:

Flexibility

of the Hands
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they ue so sensible that they can see their own failings when
properly pointed out, and with good head lines, and good
thumbs, they tum their brilliancy to fine account by applyingdetermination and self-control to their natural versatility,
which qualities give them the highest degree of success.

f.
l

:T
.

,

i

;f

_`

_

y,
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o
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N0. 28-

EXTREME FLEXIBILITY

Bind! where only the first phalanges of the lingers are flexisle, the :est of the hand normal, give one third of the degree
d' lexibility shown when the whole of the fingers are flexible,
in the mental qualities of the lingers
is found.
condition
\'here the fingers bend
Q Which this
knuckles
will
'i If the
End, in a musical hand,
(23), you

iilkiug Bexibility

QQ

lbility

in txcmtzbn.

It also shows the extravagauce ol'
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extremely flexible type. It will not be hard to find good
specimens of the hands dealt with in this chapter: the first
you will find oftenest among middle-aged farmers; the latter
types you will find everywhere. You should always carefully compare the two hands. If the left is stiff and the
right flexible, your subject is improving mentally, the brain
is becoming more elastic, the subject passing from stiff to
flexible qualities. If the left hand is flexible and the right
stiff, he has become more stingy, careful, less versatile, and
is passing from the qualities of the elastic to those of the stiE
the

hand.

In this way yon will often be able to do

lent work

how

some

excel-

used to throw money
Having learned fully

by describing
subject
stingy he has grown.
the qualilzks of the two hands, you can carry your simile as to
the changing condition as far as you like, and in whatever

away, and how

a

direction the Hexible or stiff hand may show it to be

drifting.

CHAPTER VII
COLOR or 'rua HANDS

There is but

developed, by

one

direct

means

by which

man's

which it is maintained in normal

physical being

condition, and,

is

when

broken down, by which it is restored to a condition of health. Hence
there is one chief thing to which the various measures employed for
the relief of
measures

drugs,
enoes,

thing,

bodily

ills should be directed.

It matters not what the

be; whether they consist of the administration of

may

application of massage, electricity, bathing, mental inlinany other mode of treatment, all are directed to this one
viz.: the circulation of the blood.
the

or

If the blood current is strong and free, health is assured; if, on the
hand, the general circulation is sluggish, or local congestions

other

occur,

morbid processes

There is not
in blood stasis.
local and

a

are

of

pathological

necessity initiated.

lesion that does not have its

To re-establish and to maintain

general, is, therefore,

the

a

normal

beginning

circulation,

great problem that demands soludiseases, both medical and

tion in the successful treatment of chronic

surgical.-PRATT.
P to the present time we have been engaged largely in
estimating the qua/ig' of our subject, and now we

naturally consider his quanligy.

By this I

mean

his tempera-

ment, and the indications of health or disease as shown by
This is so important a matter that
the color of his hands.
absorb every word this
memorizing, but cal:/:ing the idea and

chapter contains, not
fixing it in your mind,
so that when you note a certain color it brings to you all
the qualilzks which belong to that color and the physiological
conditions that produce it. When we realize that ill-health,
von

must

which is vital force in excessive

diminished quantity

shaping

the

course

degree

as

in

fevers,

or

in chills, will have much to do in
of our lives, we can realize that color,
as

'
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strength of this vital force, must be mascan scientifically apply the principles of
The
lack of knowledge on this subject is one of
Palmistry.
the causes which has made Palmistry so unsatisfactory to
many, and it will always be so until a full understanding of
which shows the
tered before

we

color has been absorbed.

Physiologically considered, blood which produces color
performs two most important functions. It swiftly courses
through our veins and arteries, absorbs and carries away impurities, and at the same time renews and sustains life. These
impurities which the blood absorbs carboni ze it (which is only
another word for

devitalization),
is

and unless this life current

ilsey renewed, it will

turn to poison.
flowing through
Nature has provided for this emergency a most wonderful
machine, called the lungs, whose function it is to take into
their cells fresh air, and to throw off the poisonous carbonic
gas. This respiratory action of the lungs is the influx of new
life into us with the inspiration, the outgo of exhausted life
with the expiration ; all of the blood in the body must flow
through the lungs, leaving with them this poisonous matter,
and receiving in its stead oxygen, or new life. Thus renewed it returns through the veins to the heart, which receives it and pumps it out again to all parts of the system.
In this manner blood is propelled to the outermost part of
the body, the skin, and gives to it its color ; it is the amounf
It
and qualigf of the blood that changes the color of the skin.
blood is the renewer and sustainer of life,"
is well said, that
and therefore the color of the skin becomes, to the palmist,
an all-important subject.
Now, suppose this blood throws
off only a part of its carbonic poison when it passes through
the lungs to be renewed, and is only partially revitalized.
Mauifestly it will then retum through the arteries, carrying
not a full measure of renewed life, but only fdfflidlbf able to
perform its highest degree of revivification. Suppose blood
thus conlinuvs to pass through us only parlz2zl{y pure, it will
not be long before the health will suffer and, as the health
us

"

conditions alter or are impaired, the lemperamm! will be
affected, the fharadcr will become less strong as vital force

Color of the Hands
diminishes,

or

will be

changes in the blood
Palmistry is one of

changed in
place.

take

which the
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different ways, as different
This physiological side of

public

knows little.

have realized the scientific exactitude of indications

Few

given

by color, nor why they are so exact. White, pink, yellow,
blue, red,- each shows a different condition of the subject's
health.

You must, of course, have the

just right,

room

thing

say

70° F.,

that accelerates

or

to

temperature of the

correctly judge color, for any-

retards the flow of blood will affect

the color of the hands, and what you are trying to find is
the natural slrenglk and qualzlv of the blood stream.
In

nails
very

the hand for

examining

palm,

not the back of the

color, be guided largely by the
hand, and look at the lines and the

well, from which combined point of view you can
accurately estimate the normal color of the hand under
as

consideration.

You must take into account the

season

of the

year, for marked differences will be shown by some hands on
this account.
In winter the tendency is toward whiter color,

and in summer you find sunbum or tan temporarily chang~
ing the appearance. These must be taken fully into account,
and it is to avoid being misled by such matters that I advise
using the palm, which is less susceptible to change from exSome people burn in
posure than the back of the hand.
summer, and their skin turns red.

hands turn brown.

Others tan, and these
Often between the time when hands

have been

badly tanned, and the tin1e when they become
again, there is a period when they have a most
decidedly yellow appearance. This might, if you did not
keep all these matters in mind, lead you to ascribe the qualities of yellow color to hands which were only undergoing the
bleached out

It is the back
process of regaining their normal appearance.
of the hand, however, that is thus most often artificially

colored, and by using the palm
led astray.

Remembering

the

causes

as

indicated,

of color

we

you will not be

will first consider the

white hand and its qualities.
one

which

supply,

gives you

and not

a

an

By white I mean a dead-w/zz`le,
impression ofpallor and lack of blood

white hand which is white merely

by

reason
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A very coarse, heavy hand may have the
means lack of red corpuscles in the

whiteness which

blood, but it will

never

have the whiteness which

belongs

to

woman's hand which is fine in texture, and to which some
whiteness is natural.
Thus first learn to recognize the
a

watery, pallid look of
whiteness that

means

dead-white hand, the
heat, and that

a

the dearth of

corpse-like
gives the

clew to the

predominating quality of the white hand-coldness.
With this color, the nature lacks ardor, heat, warmth, life,
and attractiveness ; it does not belong to one whose society
is

sought, whose genial qualities light up with a glow of
warmth any company of associates, or one who so radiates
good-fellowship that others enjoy his society. These people,
instead,

are

distant, repellent in

manner, cold in their

and not anxious to make exertions to

views,

others.

They
by nature, and cold physically, for the blood current
is reaching the outside skin only in a feeble and insudicient
quantity. It is not pounding against it by virtue of the
please

cold

are

strong action of

a

strong heart, but

comes

in lifeless force

muscularly weak. Thus you
will see that the white color is produced by a lack of force
and strength in the life~renewing current,- the blood,-and
from

a

Habby

heart that is

this white color indicates

a

in the nature of the

strength

corresponding lack of force and
subject. White-handed people

enthusiastic, unemotional, selfish,
sensual, for the vital force of
strong health, which gives force to passion, is absent; they
are cold in love, and while often very clever they do not

dreamy, mystical,

are

imaginary.

They

not

are

not

seek the

society of

both

poets and prose writers, and do

as

greatest enjoyment

others.

in the

They

make

gratification

good
not

of the

lilléraleurs

find their

senses.

The

mind may be active and at work, though it is not spurred
on by martial fire or love.
While cold white hands have
vritten

some

of the most beautiful of all of

our

litera-

ture, their work has the glitter of the frost, the sparkle of
the

reaches the heart.

In

the business world

iceberg, lacking the warmth which
religion these people are mystical; in

they make few friends; they do

not enter the social

world

Color of the Hands
when

they can

pallid

white hands

heat,

avoid it.
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So you must feel, when one of these
into your grasp, the lack of life,

comes

energy, generosity, sympathy, and enthusiasm of its
Remember that the life-renewing current is weak,

owner.

blood thin, heart action deficient, maybe from inactive kidneys, and you will recognize that this coldness greatly affects
every other

quality. A Mount of jupiter may give ambi~
tion, pride, religion, but it will be tinged with coldness,
cynicism, and superstition. If jupiter is in excess, it will
make a cold-blooded tyrant.
If Saturn is strong, imparting
wisdom, melancholy, or gravity, it will be made more cold
by the white hand, though yellow color belongs to a strong
Saturnian Mount, and the white color will not often be found
by itselif The art, brilliancy, and versatility of Apollo will
be

the ground by a white hand, while Mercury is
crafty, scheming, and less the good fellow he
might otherwise be. The white hand gives resignation to
a Martian, and in exaggerated developments adds to the
destructiveness of his aggressive qualities, by making him
cold-hearted. Venus is ruined by white color, for love can~

pulled

made

to

more

not live without

heat.

White is the normal color of the

Mount of

hand.

Moon, and will be expected in a Lunar type of
If you find it with the other Mounts, it is always an

abnormal condition.
After white color, we next consider pink.
As whiteness
deficiency of blood supply, pink color shows that a

shows

ndrmal

amount

of blood is

quently pinkness
the

force-pump

coursing through

will be the health color.

of the

the

and this rich blood is

being

Blood is

and

case,

there

is, in this

case

of

life~renewing power,
suflicient supply to
what gives skin its color,

sent in

the surface of the skin.
as

conse-

In this

heart, is acting with northe arteries a good quality

body,
strength, is forcing through
of blood, rich in red corpuscles, full
mal

the body,

a

normal condition of quan-

tity, quality, and propelling force, the result is the healthy
pink glow of the hands that speaks of a well-conditioned
subject, full of life, energy, and vitality. A healthy person, whose body is not racked with pain, is necessarily
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qualities than one who is urging
through life, weighed down by bodily ills. Thus
pink color, meaning a good, healthful blood supply, means
the nearest approach to normal conditions in temperament.
The pink hand belongs to the bright, cheerful, vivacious
person, full of the sparkle of a brain unclouded by too much
blood or weakened by too little.
It indicates one who is
attractive, bright, and witty, one who can appreciate the
power of love, who has sympathy, tenderness, and a gennearer

normal in all his

himself

tle

spirit

toward all less-favored brethren.

It indicates

pleasant, bright, and attractive, who Ends
his greatest pleasure in the society of people of his acquaintance, one to whom others are attracted, and whose society is
sought wherever he may be. Life to many is full of tragedy,
and to such the pink-handed people are a boon.
They feel
that life is worth living and can be made pleasanter, thus
they are willing to make the necessary effort, being healthy,
in order to enjoy these pleasures. They are optimists, not
pessimists, and it is a blessing there are such people, who
may galvanize their white-handed brethren into life. Warmth
of love, the iire of enthusiasm, the tenderness of sympathy,
belong to pink hands. They snH`er when their friends suffer,
but they try to cheer those in trouble; they give off magnetism, or heat as it is more properly called, for magnetic people
must have wannth or they could not attract others.
This
is the physical reason why Vennsians and Apollonians
gather so many around them, why they are so much sought
after.
They radiate warmth, which is life; not coldness,
which is death. The presence of pink color in a hand should
bring to your mind a picture of the attraction, warmth,
brightness, sparkle, vivacity, life, energy, generosity, and
tenderness, which belong to a normal and healthy condition
Pink is the happy medium with the
of mind and body.
and
does
not, with two exceptions, intensify or
mounts,
decrease their normal operation, consequently you can apply
With the Lunar and Saturnit favorably to all your types.
ian subjects, reserved above, white and yellow color is normal, pink color will light up their coldness and sadness,
one

who iinds life

Color of the Hands
and make them less

pessimistic

in their views of life.

benefit from every point of view.
In considering, next, the red color we must, to

pink

color is
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take account of the

degree,

Thus

a

type of hand.

_is shown by redness, belongs

certain

a

Intensity, which

to the Martian

type, and is, in

that case, not such a defect as it may be with the Jupiterians,
Apollonians, or Venusians. Excess of anything may be as

Bla!

B

deficiency,

and

the redness of the hands shows

as

the great force with which the blood is being propelled, it is
typical of excess in quantity, quality, and force of the blood

By rednss

stream.

dark

but

pink,

a

I

deep

mean a

color.

clear, full red,

In this

case we

not

pink

a

or

find the blood

full of red

corpuscles, consequently teeming with life, with
vitality, and the subject correspondingly strong. We find
the physical strength of the subject good, and the nature an
ardent and intense

one.
He is a person who cannot do
who
has
so much vitality that it may be
things by halves,
called an excess of health and strength. Thus, instead of

nursing

a

physical pain

or

delicacy,

exertions in order to work of or

he is

impelled

to

great

up the superabundance
of vital energy with which he is charged.
These people are
intense in everything-love, war, business, art, religion; in

fact,

no

place

or

but will feel the
energy.

They

use

walk in life in which

impetus

of

do not mince matters

strong, short sentences.

they

may be

placed
vitality and
in speech, but use

their wonderful

If

they love, it is with no feeble
flame,
withering
strength. If angry, they
are violent, and the red-hand finds the greatest diiiiculty
but

in

exercising

racious, for

blast of

a

self-control.

As eaters these

subjects

are vo-

that it takes great quantities to feed
the intense fires that iniiame them.
Their difficulty lies in

being

so

reason

much stronger than most
wear out others by their

shadow and
how it is

the

people that they overintensity. Thus we see

possible to have even too much of the greatest of all
blessings, health and strength. The person with the red
hand does not think with the same ease and activity as the
pink-handed subject, for the brain is somewhat clogged in
its action by too much strong blood.
The mind is heavier,
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coarser,

denser, and
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susceptible

not

of the keenness which

goes with a well-nourished condition and which is lacking
when there is an overcrowding of blood to the brain cells.
In these persons things are overdone, consequently they are
extremists. By this time you have seen the great desirabil-

ity of the normal condition in life, and can
nearly, if not quite, as bad as deficiency.
hand freezes all

questionable

qualities,

see

that

excess

is

The cold white

the red hand burns them up ; it is
So, when

which is the lesser of the two evils.

you encounter the red

hand, think of the

excess

of blood, its

strength, force, and rich quality. Picture the fires of extreme
health and strength that are burning within. Think how
ardent, firm, intense is the nature of your client. If strongly
Jupiterian, he will have fierce ardor added to his ambition, to
pride, and love of rule. If an Apollonian, he will be heated
and intense in his brilliancy, excessive in all things, fond
of show, and redness will destroy much of Apollo's refineIf Venusian qualities of love and passion are his posment.
session, he fairly consumes with ardor and heat of passion,
and is alike dangerous to himself and to others. To thc
Martian type it gives ardor, iierceness, and coarseness. He
fights, eats, and burns with fierce love. He is liable to strain
his stomach by overeating, produce vertigo or apoplexy, and
thus in health matters you must consider redness very
fully. If you End heart diiiicultiesin nails or heart

hands, it is

and also redness of the

a

care-

line,

very serious matter.

With throat, bronchial, orintestinal dihiculties shown, if you
find redness of the hands it is also a very bad indication.

Thus through everything this fiery intensity of red hands
will add heat and force.

In

a

low, brutal hand, big Mount

of Venus, short, thick fingers, hard palm, and clubbed thumb,
if redness be added, there is one chance in ten that the possessor

will not commit

aiiections

are

murder,-certainly he
He who spoke of

trifled with.

handed murderer

"

may not

will if his
"

the red~

have meant that his hands

were

dipped in blood, but he must have spoken of the red hand
above described. With such a tremendous force to deal with
as

the red hand

shows,

you

can

understand l1ow far short of

Color of the Hands
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recognize

and under-

stand it.
Yellow color next claims

our

The Saturnian is

attention.

the type to which this color really belongs, but the Mercurian claims a share, while in all other types yellow is
abnormal.

The

reason

owners are

the

digestion

blood.

some

bilious.

hands show this color is because their

The bile, whose function is to assist in
was never intended to get into the

of the food,

It should be carried away through the intestines and,
its natural function, disappear. But cases

having performed

arise where the liver secretes too much bile, and a portion
finds its way into the blood. Bile then becomes an irritant,
a

poisonous foreign substance,

which vitiates the blood

yellowish in color, and as the blood in its
course is constantly anxious to rid itself of the irritant, it
embraces every opportunity to deposit the bile pigment
whenever it can do so.
When blood containing too much
skeam.

Bile is

bile reaches the surface of the skin
ment

is

color,

more or

some

left, and gradually the skin
less intense

according

of the bile

assumes

a

to the amount

pig-

yellow
of the

bilious overflow into the blood.
which should carry

on

Thus the blood stream,
its course nothing but renewed

strength, is transfusing an irritating foreign substance,
and consequently fails to enliven, and build up the health
and strength as it should.
It is rather like a polluted miasmatic stream, producing weakened vitality, and lessening
the vigor and energy. This bile in the blood is a constant
irritant in its course, and in addition to poisoning the blood
and tissues, it produces its corresponding irritating influence
on the nerves, brain, and temper.
It gradually lessens the
strength of a muscular heart, and in time we find our pump
becoming weak and irregular, while the force of the blood
stream itself diminishes.

Thus is added in chronic

cases a

yellow skin, and we have the cold-blooded,
bilious person, a most distressing combination.
The person
with
bile
cannot
be
and
plagued
joyous, bright,
happy as
our pink-skinned subject.
He is held down by a weight
paleness

to the
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that

seems

takes

a

stantly
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about to Uush him ; he is moody, melancholy,
the blue."
He conlife, and has
"

dark view of
crosses

the

bridges

before he gets to them.

He

becomes morose, silent, and forms the habit of slimming
society and gayety in every form. His brain is clogged by

poisoning, and its views become poisoned. He sees
bright side to anything, but revels in gloom, mystery,
and superstition.
He takes, in other words, a sickly, distorted point of view, and soon inclines to seek seclusion, and
gives way to gloom and despondency. The bile irritates the
nerves, so the yellow-skinned subject is cross, irritable, and
consequently not a pleasant companion. His is, indeed, an
unhappy lot, and you should be full of tender pity and
humor his moods, for he is in reality a sick man. These
facts cannot fail to impress your mind with the yellow
color, its cause and qualities. Now when you detect it in
the palm, the nails, and lines you have an aggravated case.
If the yellow is no! pronounced, yet still slightly visible,
things are working in that direction, and while you may not
be able, at the time of the reading, to say that yellow qualities have reached their jidl control, you know they are staffed,
and should, if possible, be stopped at once.
Thus in hands the yellow color will distort all the Mounts.
jupiter becomes saddened and depressed. Saturn is the yellow Mount naturally; pronounced yellow color will bring this
Mount to excess; Apollo is shorn of his brilliancy, Mercury
is nervously bilious, Mars becomes an unbearable fellow,
the Moon becomes cold and gloomy, and Venus has her
physical powers destroyed. Remember always what I have
bilious
no

said about the tanned color of hands, for you must not
ascribe yellow qualities to a person who has merely been on
"

"

vacation and has not yet
bleached out ; also be
watchful for natives of foreign climates whose hands are yel-

a summer

low by nature, but when you do find the color shown on a
hand that should be pink it will warn you to look out for
one

whose view of life is, to say the least, abnormal.
or purple color found in

We next consider the blue

hands.

Going

back to

our

source

of infomation

some

on

the

Color of the Hands
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question of color, we find that blueness or purple color is
by improper circulation of the blood. not necessarily
We find it chiefly useful to cona poor quality, however.
caused

sider this blue color from its health side, as it is a fact that
beyond showing physical weakness the poor circulation does
not in any marked

degree aKect

blue color

will

the temperament.

health

So you

indication, showing

an
regard
of
the
of
the
circulation.
The
white
strength
impairment
hand showing coldness, pink the normal condition, red excessive blood supply, and yellow poisoned blood, is followed
by blue color, showing a sluggish condition of the circulation,
indicating that the heart's pulsation is weak, and insuflicient
to move the blood rapidly, and that it is consequently travelling through its proper channels too slowly, so slowly in fact
that it is producing a clogging of the stream, called in medical
parlance wngestion. This is the physiological action which
causes blueness of the skin, and it is a most important matter
to note, because, when the sluggishness of the How in the
blood stream is suihciently pronounced to show in the blue-

ness

as a

of the hand, the feebleness of the heart action has
reached a dangerous stage.
When we study the

already
nails

we

shall find much to add to this

question

on

the sub-

of heart trouble, but in merely considering the color of
the hand, you must in discovering blue color be at once on

ject

your

guard

for

a

weak heart.

Sometimes you will find blue

spots in the palm. These show temporary derangc-ment of
the circulation, but it has not reached the chronic state shown

by blueness all over the palm. These blue spots can be
by brisk rubbing of the hands: the settled blue
color cannot. Your handling of a subject with this blue

mttered

color must be very judicious.
It will not do to blurt out,
You have heart disease." I know of one case in which the
"

subject nearly

died

on

receiving

such

prompt medical attention prevented

a

statement, and only
a

fatality.

Handle

recognize that you are dealing with a
gently,
delicate
and
if you must touch on the heart at
very
person,
"
is
not circulating very freely this
Your
blood
all, say,
don't

morning."

excite ;

Your client will then tell you he has

a

weak

60
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heart, and all danger of shock will be avoided.
we

Here

End tact and refined sensibilities necessary to

again
good

practice.
After

our

study of color it

must be

plain

that I have not

importance of its mastery, and only by
a
proper understanding of the great part blood circulation
plays in human life can you ever read the fine print of
overstated the great

Palmistry.

CHAPTER VIII
THE NAILS

N the examination of

Enger
gained as

hands,

a

careful

investigation

of the

nails should be made, and all possible information
to their texture, shape, and color.
In order to

lay the foundation for a good understanding of these matters,
will for

we

a

moment consider their structure and uses.

Microscopically examined,

nails

are

composed

of minute

hair-like fibres, so closely knit together that they adhere to
each other, and form a compact horn-like substance. The
nails grow out of the skin at the ends of the Hngers, and do
This is proven by the
not grow from the muscle or bones.

fact that when the skin has been

stripped

from the

fingers,

the nails have also been removed, and are found to be imbedded in it. The nail of the human hand corresponds to

the claw of the carnivora, and in low types of humanity, like
the Digger Indians, grows very long and strong, and is used
The lion or tiger deweapon of offense and defense.
and
muscular
claws
strength to win his battles,
pends upon
as a

consequently his claws are very long, sharp, and strong. The
higher intelligence ofthe human species, and the fact that they
have hands to carry out their ideas, enable man to make
weapons of defense for his use, even though these weapons
be only primitive spears or arrows.
Thus advanced human-

ity

does not consider the nails in the

we

must seek their usefulness from some other

There
of

nerve

are

located at the ends of the

cells which make

possible

sessed
use

light

of

a

weapon, and

standpoint.
fingers a great number

the

sense

of touch pos-

by this part of the hand, and it is evident that one
for the nails is to protect and shield from harm this cou6t
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filaments.

nerve

In order that the

of touch may be extremely acute, the nerves must be
near the surface of the skin as possible.
If there was no

sense
as

afforded

by the nails, this could not be, and with
deeply imbedded under the skin, the
sense of touch would be a blunted one.
During a study of
the hands, my conviction has constantly increased that the

protection
the

nerves

of touch

Creator intended

to read from them for the benefit of the

us

human race, so it has appeared to me that there were yet
other uses for the nails which have not been enumerated. I

have conceived them to be windows, through which the
palmist might look virtually into the interior organization
of the human
and which is
delicate and

being, since the part which lies under the nail,
commonly called the
quick," is intensely
"

sensitive, and has conveyed

most accurate manner

all

This ebb and flow of the blood
I have likened to

revelations

as

glass

seen

in the

to health and

to its surface in the

the secrets of the circulation.

through

window,

temperament.

the

nails, which

makes wonderful

All the wealth

of information revealed

by color in the hands is accentuated
by looking through this glass, not at the color ry' the nails
it is most improperly called, but at the color under the
nails, which is reflected from a part of the hand so delicately

as

organized

that in

some cases

it shows almost the

pulsations of

In this way you will see that we have come still
to solving the mysteries of the blood current which

the heart.
nearer
are so

the

important.

Thus also the great
are operating in

nails, when they

nerve
a

centres under

healthy

manner,

allow you to see this fact by the texlure of the nails, and,
on the contrary, when the nerve centre in the quick is

impaired,
changing

it leaves its

the

qualigf

impression

on

the nail texture, by
Here we again

of the nail itself.

encounter very common-sense reasons why the nails are
only one more physiological link in the perfect science of
Palmistry. Nails show quality, just as does the skin. In
fine-grained, fine-textured hands you will generally find fine,

hands the skin texture

smooth texture of the nail.

In

is fine, and the nails

to coarseness.

tending

some

In this

case

you

The Nails
know that

something is

out of
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proportion

mal balance has been disturbed.

The

and that the

nor-

nail found

on a

coarse

line texture of skin may be a short, heavy nail showing great
qualities, and this nail belongs more naturally to

critical

large hands, coarse skin, with hard or at least
It may be that the coarser texture
sistency.
will show the advanced state of
the

fluted

nail.

hand and

coarse

meaning;

so

elastic

con-

of the nail

disorder, indicated by

nerve

In any event, if you find a ine-textured
nails, it should cause you to search for the

in the first part of

an

examination of nails,

compare the texture of the nails with the texture of the skin,
and see if they both belong to the same grade of fineness.

If they do, so far as texture goes, you have a normal condition ; if they do not, seek to ind what is out of balance.
Under the head of texture of the nail, remember that the
horn of the nail should be
of the nail which

grain

and not

composed

even

and smooth in

surface, the

from top to base must be smooth,
of ridges, or ilutings as we call them.
runs

Where the nail texture is smooth it is because the filaments
that form the nail substance

nails

are

all of

one

size, while Huted

made up of libres of different sizes growing together.
The nail must also be pliable, not brittle ; it must look alive
are

and elastic.

top

The

to base is

panying
found

a

an

tluting,

or

ridging,

indication of

of the nail from the

nervous

disorder.

Accom-

this fluted appearance, if the case be serious, will be
brittle condition of the nail, causing it to break

easily, and instead of growing over the end of the 'ringer in
a protecting way, it is growing away from the flesh, seemingly not adhering iirmly to the quick. In my practice, I
regard the white spots which appear on the nails as the first
waming of delicate nerves, though there may be no knowledge, on the part of the subject, that his nerves are not perfectly sonnd. The white spots indicate a begz`mzz`n_g of the
loss of vitality of the nail from deficient nerve force, and are
nature's first warning of trouble ahead.
As the disorder
increases, the white Hecks first grow larger, then grow together, then cover the whole nail, taking away the transparency and clearness. The window glass, as I have called
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the nail, has become clouded.
Following this condition,
to appear, these grow more and more pronounced and frequent, and soon the _/Iuied nad manifests

ridges begin
itself

(24).

nerves.

By this time the subject

As the

Huting

grows

no. 24.

is

more

painfully aware of his
pronounced, the nail

Ftureo uAu_s

brittle, begins to turn back from the end, loses its
graceful shape, and becomes high on one side of the finger
grows

and low

on

the other,

bitten down into the

is very short because the nail is
quick. At this stage there is great

delicacy of nerves

or

under tl1e nail

thus

are

or

grave

danger of paralysis.

refiecting by

means

The

nerves

of the nail the

disorder which has occurred in the greatest of

our

nerve
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centres, the brain, and the vitality of the nail is being burned
up, the oil dried out of it; the filaments, instead of binding
themselves

together in

a

homogeneous

mass,

are

piling

on

top of each other, and the nervous confusion of the system is
producing a confusion of the nail structure and life. Thus

NO. 28.

C8088 RIDGE8 ON NAILS

progression, from the mere warning conveyed by the
decks, through the stage of Huting, to the brittle, turn~
ing-back nail, you can trace the d¢-gm: of danger from nerve
destruction or disorder in your subject. I have seen cases
when smooth, even-textured nails, after a sudden attack of
in this
white

nervous

prostration,

and strongly Huted.
s

e

grew out white and cloudy in color,
I have seen these same nails, as
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health

returned, gradually

their normal texture and

resume

lose the fluted appearance.
There is another indication which I have often verified,
where the nail shows a ridge crosswise. Seemingly the nail
has

its vitality has been

stopped growing,

interrupted (25).

-

.

,.

_

l

-_
_

if

Rf

~

i
P.

Q

3

NO. 26.

It is

as

if

one

NARROW AND LONG NAILB

nail had died, and another had grown

on

to the

replace it. This cross~ridged nail shows that a serious illness has interrupted the health of the subject, and that
the illness was attended with grave danger.
When you encounter this nail, it will give splendid material with which
Enger

to

to

work, for you

can

almost

always

of the sickness was, and how long

tell what the nature

previously

it occurred.
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This nail

always records a pas/ fvml, and is not, as has been
incorrectly stated, a source of information as to the future.

It requires about six months to grow a new nail, so that in
handling this indication you can tell how long since the illness
occurred by noting how far the ridge has grown: if one

NO. 21.

BROAD NAILB

quarter of the length of the nail, about one and one half
mouths ; one third, two months ; one half, three months ; and
this can be continued until the nail has completely grown off
theeud of the linger. With this cross-ridge you will often
In this
ace a fifth-textured nail replaced by a fluted nail.
ent, it shows that nervous trouble has been the cause, and by

judging

how far out the

new

nail has grown, you

can

tell that

68
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at some time between

one and six months past the
subject
dangerously ill from a nervous disorder. The exact
date can be told by the distance the ridge has grown out.
If the new naz7 is badly fluted, you can say,
This trouble
has not entirely disappeared," and in this case you should

has been

"

"T

no. za.

auonr NAILS

In the progress
advise rest and freedom from all excitement.
of this chapter, we shall End other nail formations showing
disease.

If any ol' these show in the

new

nail, that will be

the disease that has caused the trouble.

Whenever you find
above outlined, and it will

cross-ridged nail, handle it as
give you excellent results. Remember
the

a

grave health indication.

that it

always shows

The Nails
As

an
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indicator of general health and robustness of consti-

tution, the nails are also valuable. In this regard it has
been my observation that a narrow nail shows a person who

strength, but is carried by nervous
energy (26).
psychic nail, and the delicacy of the
is
character
present, rather than muscular strength
psychic
as shown by a broad nail (27).
The narrow nail will be
either white, yellow, blue, or pink, never red, and it will be
often found with the blue color at the base, denoting poor cirhas not robust muscular
It is

culation.

a

Neither the broad

nor

the

narrow

nails

are

indica-

tive of
and

speak! diseases, but, as I have said, of general health
strength. When you End the delicate, narrow nail, read

delicate constitution, with a broad nail a robust one, especially if the nail be, as it often is, red in color. Of course,
a

if in the

handling of these two nails you see abnormal developments, such as yellow or blue color, use these to indicate
speak] trouble as is indicated by color, and if you also find
changes of texture, such as fluting or brittleness, read it as
showing nervous trouble. The general indications of robustness or delicacy are to be used 07101 when found witlzou! comof color or texture.
There is a nail which has many degrees of development,
and which is to be read as indicating its peculiar qualities

plications

pronouncedness in which it is seen. This
(28). All short nails show a critical turn of
mind, but if the nail is not very short, it will only be a quizzical or investigating disposition. This must be taken as the
mildest type, while the extremely short, flat nail with the
skin growing down on it, is its opposite, showing pugnacity
in

prqortzbn

to

the

is the short nail

and

a

person who does not argue with you because he bealways right, but because he loves contention.

lieves he is

You will find this latter type, which is the one from which
you start in grading the degree of shortness, often not a

quarter of

long and very broad, covering the entire
finger, and giving the tip an exceedingly
flat, blunt appearance (29). This nail gives almost a clubbed
The skin seems to cling to the
appearance to the fingers.
an

inch

visible end of the

nail, and loves

to grow down on it until it

can

stretch

no
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generally results in leaving a
the skin joins the nail. This nail

This

appearance where
goes with a vigorous constitution,

ragged

active mind, and a very
disposition. It shows a

an

critical, pugnacious, argumentative

person who would rather argue than eat.

9.

»

He

disagrees with

_

|,i
.' |

.

'f

\'
`

|

Y'
5
/

Y

Y
NO. 29.

VERY

SHORT, CRITICAL NAILB

subjects when he knows perfectly well you are right,
delight it gives him to argue. He criticises
simply
everything, for in this way he can best provoke contention,
and while he does not want to iight with you physically, he
loves the battle of the mind, and will bring to hear on the
argument all his physical energy, until he tires out an ordinary mortal, and wins a victory not always of right, but of a
you

on

for the

The Nails
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hang-on, pugnacious, critical disposition. In dealing with
these people you are sure of only one thing, and that is that
they will be on the other side of the question as soon as they
know which side you take. Manifestly the way to handle
them is to be entirely negative, giving no inkling as to what

`

v

V

,

U

I

¢

_..
`

|,
Il

HU. N.

ybtt think.

OPEN AND FRANK NAULS

The extreme development of this nail you will

llbf. often encounter, but you will meet

daily

very

strong

ex-

||l§|¢B'0f the short critical type. The influence of this nail
'Will be strung on any hand ou which it appears. Add to it

kiwi!! Sngers, n big thumb, a hard hand, big Mounts of
liars, and a most pugnacious, disagreeable creature will reQIIL

The critical mind is

a

factor in everything,-love,
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literature, or music,-so you
examination, and give
their
full
when
found,
them,
meaning. Remember they
turn of mind, greater or
show
a
of
the
critical
always
degree

business, art, eloquence,

war,

must look for short nails in every

less

as

the nails

are more or

NO. 31.

There

are

nails that

less short.

HEART DISEASE NAILS

are

broad at the

tip, curving

around

the base, pink in color, and fine in
fingers, broadening
These nails show the open, frank nature, to
texture (30).
whom honesty of thought is natural, and to whose owner
the

at

genuineness is the mainspring. They are broad, open-looking
nails, and in their breadth show the broad ideas of their
In this nail, pinkness of color is always to be
owners.
looked for, before giving the full value to this reading.
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There is a nail which is small in size though regular in
form, with the end quite square, and tapering toward the
base, or the base may be the same width as the outer end
(31). This nail is often found on long fingers, or otherwise
large hands, though it may be seen on small ones. It does

belong to
shaped 'fingers
not

and

trouble,

one

type of hand, but is found
It is

and hands.

of

a

on

all-

nail which shows heart

organic difficulty than a lack of cirquite distinctive in appearance, and
always be recognized. The nail is a small one,

more

an

This nail is

culation.

once seen can

though

any

it does not have the appearance of a critical nail, nor
narrow nail described showing delicate

is it at all like the

constitution.

So it is not

a narrow

nail,

nor a

short one, but

properly small nail, yet well-proportioned. With
this nail is often found a deep blue color, which is most prois most

a

nounced at the base, and if the nail

hasia

-moon, the blue

color may even extend past its top.
With the shape of nail
above described you know that the heart structurally is not

right, and with the additional blueness
failing confirmation of the trouble. When
all

set blue at the base of any

nail,

you have an unsee the deep-

you

you will at

once

recognize

poor circulation and a weak heart; when seen with the above
shape, it means pronounced heart diilicnlty. Yiou ninst be
very careful to note the age of
color of the nails, to see if they
to
to

women

who have the blue

are near

the ages of twelve

fourteen, at which time they are passing from childhood
womanhood, and always have some disturbance of circu-

lation.

This trouble terminates when the

well established and
age shows

only

a

regular.

menses

become

A blueness found at such

an

lemporary obstruction of circulation, and

seriously as if found between the
Blueness found during
forty-two.
these years, when the age of puberty is passed, and before
change of life has come, means serious difficulty, not often
Between the years of forty-two
of a temporary character.
and forty-six the change of life occurs, and then again blueness is found, as the circulation is once more temporarily interrupted, and again you must consider the diiiiculty as of
you must not treat it
years of sixteen and

so
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probably short duration. In all of these cases note whether
the color is a genera! blue all over the nail, which must be
read

as nervousness or

deep,

angry,

latter

case

purplish

it is

a

carbonized blood,

or

whether it is

blue low at the base of the nail.

a

In the

thunder-cloud which threatens destruction

/.`
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at
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NO. 82.

BULBOUS OR

TUBERCULOUS NAILB

when the storm bursts, but in all cases watch carefully the
ages indicated above, and gauge your opinion by applying
the rules

given.

will show you a
not, however, of

A jiri/:I blue tinge covering the whole nail
person with some heart weakness,

nervous
as

pronounced

character

as

that found

by

blueness at the base ofthe nail.
There is

a

nail which you will meet, that is

so

pronounced

The Nails
in its formation

that,

once
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seen, it will

never

be

forgotten

or

mistaken for any other. The end of the finger as well as
the nail plays a part in the formation of it, and the advanced

type is described in order that you may

use

it

as a

basis

on

which to rest your gradings of this nail.
It is a bnlbous nail
and grows on a bnlbous finger-tip (32).
It may have had
any

shape originally,
or

square,

any other

as

you will 'rind it

tip.

Nothing

on

as

the narrow, broad,

to squareness

or

tip

formation plays any part with this nail; it is the bulbousness
alone which is its distinctive feature. This is the nail which
shows

an

advanced

stage of consumption

or

tubercular

Medical authorities say it is a lack of nourishment
that produces it, and among physicians it is a well-known

trouble.

recognized indication of tubercular trouble located somesubject. In appearance the end of the finger
thickens underneath until it forms a distinct bulb or pad,
and

wherein the

which is sometimes as round

as a

marble.

Over this bnlbous

the nail is curved, forming a complete clubbed, blunt end,
the top curved with the nail, the under part fleshy. This

tip

formation makes the end of the

'ringer

a

complete knob, and

the appearance is most striking and disagreeable. This nail
shows the advanced stage of tuberculosis, sometimes of the

spine, most often of the lungs. Often the color of the nail
is quite blue, showing the stoppage of circulation incident
to the blood congestion, or, in this case more properly, blood
contamination. The lungs, which should be removing carbonic acid gas from the blood and 'filling it with oxygen, are
or destroyed that the blood is not renewed as
through them, but carries many of its poisonous
qualities back through the circulation. Thus blood obstruction and impurity give these bnlbous nails a marked blue
I always regard them as a most serious indiappearance.
so

obstructed

it goes

cation.

I have

seen

cases,

however, and have in mind

one

now, of a subject who has had a degree of bnlbous nail for
A sudden cold would be apt
several years and is still alive.

to
so

produce

a

fatal

case

of

pneumonia, however,

at any

time,

that life at the best is held by only a slender thread.
There is a nail which has a curved formation approaching
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bulbous, though in a very slight degree. In this case
finger has not taken on a. bulbous formation,
nail
the
shows a decided inclination to curve (33).
only

the end of the
but

It is not in any sense the bulbous nail mentioned above, and
it is in almost all eases found to be a large nail. This nail

_I

BRONCHIAL OR THROAT DELICACY

NO. BS.

may also be

on

ti nguishes it.

any

shaped tip;

it is the rurving a/one that disby this nail are delicacy

The indications shown

of bronchial tubes and throat.
weakness of the

Sometimes it may go

as

far

lungs but not of advanced disease. It
shows one who is exceedingly liable to colds at least, and for
whom sudden changes of temperature produce disturbance
of throat and bronchial tubes.
It is a delicacy to be guarded
as a

The Nails

against,

and the client should

and avoid

It is

taking colds.
of throat and lungs

a
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always be

warned to

use care

fine confirmation of this deli-

if you iind the Mercury line full of
Hunyou need feel no hesitancy in using it.
In the readdreds of times I have verified this indication.
cacy

islands, and

to all

ings applied

nails,

you must look

Olien the color under the nails will be

carefully

to color.

pronounced and
easier of recognition than the color of the palm.
The fact
nails
that
the
view
the
an
is,
gives you
insight of
through
color easier, because the thick skin does not cover the quick
and the circulation is more readily exposed to view.
The
same rules apply to color under the nails as to the palm.
more

The white nail shows the lack of warmth.
be confused with the whiteness of

a nervous

white because the nad substance is

These must not

nail, which shows

clouded, but

it is the

whiteness under the nail which relates to coldness.
is

a

very

good

by putting it

distinguish
a pink nail.

way to

beside

learn the di&`erence between blue and
nails

There

the white nail, and that is
This is also the way to

yellow nails.

The

pink
plentiful- you will see many of them everywhere ; so it will be your best plan to fix the pink nail well
in mind, and from 17 judge a nail that is white or of any other
are

color.
In blue nails

That which

darkly

we

tinges

must

consider thetwo kinds of blueness.

the whole

nail, and that which settles

at the base.

You must note with

care

if you

see

redness

pronounced

under any nail, as it will show you the intense ardor and
excess of strength of the person.
In the examination of many nails, you will find them differ-

ing

in

ever,

typical

degree from my descriptions. If you will, howyour powers of observation until you have located

some

use

nails of types described, you will afterwards, with all
grade the other nails you meet, giving them

ease, be able to

the proper

degrees

of

development.

CHAPTER IX
HAIR on THE

AIR

on

the hands is

Hamas

deserving

of

some

attention, and

while you may not find occasion to use it largely
in practice, still it is one of the "little things," and may
to your

come

at

rescue

a

moment when you are

having

The presf
ence of hair on the head is natural, for the head was intended
But human beings are not expected
to be covered with it.

diHiculty in unlocking

to have

some

character.

complex

hairy bodies, and do not, unless they belong to cerThe more hairy the

tain types and have certain qualities.
body of a human being is, the more

physical strength

he

has, and its presence also indicates the existence of a coarser
The

element.

of the hands

use

keeps

the hair

on

them

considerable extent ; thus a liberal growth of it
on the hand shows that the vitality of the person is very
strong indeed. This vigorous nature stands much fatigue,
worn

oH` to

a

and goes through even severe illnesses without fatal results.
In the examination of most hands you will have little to do
with hair,
ever, it is

proach

especially
seen

on

a

on

the hands of

woman's

women.

hand, it tells

When, howyou of

an

ap-

masculinity that

to

you must weigh well in your
On the hands of men you will more often

estimate of her.

hair, because

encounter

men are more

robust than women,
on a man's hand in

but it is not true that the absence of hair
any way shows
-one

effeminacy. It shows a finer-strung person,
physically so strong, perhaps, but not necessarily

not

weak in character.
coarse or

fine.

person, for

All hair you examine will be found either

This at

coarse

once

speaks

of the nature of the

hairs do not grow from the finest-textured
78
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grow from slrong persons, but not necessarily
and
no matter how brilliant the glitter of costly
/ine persons,
jewelry, or how much the clothing may tell of wealth, if you

They

people.

End

a woman

of it,

ing

by

with

coarse

hair

on

In all

nature common.

her hands, she is, under all
what you are try-

readings,

discover is the material from which your subject is
Thus, to prove tineness or coarseness, or physical

to

made.

vitality by hair on the hands, is well worth the e&'ort.
Physically considered, hairs grow out through the pores
of the skin, from bulbs or sacs which feed and supply
nourishment to them. These sacs, firmly imbedded in the
skin, partake of and draw their nourishment from the vitality of the subject. All the hair sacs do not have hairs
growing from them ; some never produce any at all. If the
vitality of the subject is not very strong, hairs do not start ;
if the vitality is impoverished a_/Yer the hairs /:ave slarled,
these hairs become dry and stop growing. Thus the heat in
fevers

severe

In

vitality of the hair
less.

the hair sacs, and the hairs fall out.
nervous fluid burns up the

injures

troubles the

severe nervous

sacs, and the hair becomes brittle and life-

This condition

nervousness.

corresponds

to the brittle

linger nail of

It is well known that iron in the blood is

a

strength, therefore various forms of iron are
prescribed by physicians when patients lack a sufiicient supply of it. The hairs themselves are colorless in their natural

source

of great

state, and the fact that hair is of many shades is due to the
amount of iron pigment absorbed from the body by the hair
sacs

and fed out

white,

gray, black,

It is

hair of

This is the

them.

by

blond, red,

interesting fact
people of northern
an

or

that the

to the

It is not

Latin

races

prevailing

latitudes is what

(this is the Norse and Saxon color),

ing

explanation of

auburn-colored hair.

living

color of the

we

possible for you to draw the distinction in
people you meet, because the races

intermarried that all shades of hair

find blond and black hair
remember

that

the

belong-

in southern climes is black.

with all the

can

call blond

and the color

are

this way
have so

the result, and we
But you

hopelessly mingling.

hardy Norsemen, Swedes, and

80
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Danes

belong

to the

blond

When

haired types,

know how much

we

and that

and Oriental nations

French, Italian, Spanish,
haired.

-
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are

the

black-

and

fatigue, cold,

ex-

posure the Northmen can endure, and remember that iron
gives strength, we find it hard to understand why blond

hair

belongs

to

them.

that their bodies
the vital force

It is

explained, however, by the fact
exposed to cold that they need all

are so

possible,

and

so consume

in their sustenance

most of the
men are

have

no

iron, leaving little to color hair. These Northcalled cold by nature; they love with frigidity, and
heat

ardor and

tire of

or

consume

black~haired Latins.
that

they

softness
called

ity

The

men

are

and

not

do not burn with

gratified,

as

live

women

do the

together

each other work; there is little of the
ardor of love between them. These people are

may

or

They

passion.

if their desires

help

phlegmatic.

The fact is, that there is so much vital1% with them in their frigid climes,

necessary to sustain

that the

heat-producing iron is thus used
passions. A passionate

behind to fire the

np,

leaving

little

nature needs

ex-

of health and vitality. Thus blond hair on the hands
shows a person who is even in temper, unexcitable, cool,
phlegmatic, not overamorous, constant, less sensual, in-

cess

tensely practical, energetic, common-sense, more frequently
honest, and matter-of~fact. This applies to the blond color
belonging to the Swede and Norwegian, which is a slrawwlored _vellozfn
You must not class all blond hair as having
the above qualities, for if you End it lingcd with a reddish
/:ue or drifting toward black in shade, you must modify your
opinion accordingly. Take the Swede as one side of your
blond type, and from it gauge the quality of the person
you are examining, as the color of his hair may be modified

by

an

I of

alloy of

other colors.

course mean

Black hair

the hair

belongs

to

In all the hair I

growing

on

speak

of

here,

the hands.

the Latin and Oriental

races.

Its

live in sunny climes and enjoy balmy breezes. Thus
are not the hardy, enduring class that we have just con-

owners

they

sidered.

They have plenty of vital

iron in them is abundant, but

as

energy and strength, the
it is not needed to sustain

Hair
and feed their vital fires

on

as

the Hands

in the

case
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of the Northmen, it is

the hair sacs, enters the hair tubes, and makes
them black. The climates of the Latin and Oriental races
absorbed

by

Theirs

invite inertia.
sess

soft, mild atmospheres which posenervating qualities,
produce love of pleasure and

ease

are

and

rather than

a

force,

and not

seeks

some avenue

desire for work.

Thus filled with vital

to exert it to

their

having

keep warm,

strength

of escape, and Ends it in the indulgence
In this way do the black-haired
of sense.

of the

pleasures
people become more ardent, restless, sensuous, volatile, and
less evenly balanced than the colder types. Their black hair
is the mark of persons who have heat and warmth, vitality
enough and to spare, and who love to expend the excess
of health on pleasure. Understand now that I am in no wise
saying that all the black hair you meet has the temperament
and the failings of the French, Spaniards, and Orientals.
Black hair will show you strong vitality, and a warm, intense
nature, but in our country you will End Saxon qualities
behind it, making it more practical, and directing its enWhenever you do find it well
ergy into active channels.
marked on the hands, you will not fail, however, to remem-

bei' the iron, the strength, the way the color is produced,
people from whom it sprang. With these facts in
your mind you will know what black hair means.
and the

You will find gray or white hair on the hands also.
White hair is the hair tube without any of the iron pigment in it at all; gray hair still has some of the iron

present.

White hair is

subject falling
is not enough

so

produced by

the

vitality of the

far below the normal standard that there

iron absorbed

by

the hair

sacs to

give

even

That all color is absent, and whiteness present, is because the vital force has gone below the normal
point. There are isolated cases where the hair has turned
white from fright, and also from much headache.
In each
a

blond color.

of these cases, it will be possible to locate the trouble, howIf you find gray
ever, as indicated later in this chapter.
hair on the hands look for the color of the tips; if found

black

or

red, and the Iexlure qf I/ze skin youllzful, you

at once
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look at the Mount of Venus, and you will find it fiat and
flabby, much rayed and lined. With this look for a broad,
white Heart

line, filled with chains.

A combination like the

above will tell you that a worn-out libertine is before you.
When gray hair is found which you think is caused by age,
look at the skin on the back of the hand and see if it has the

wrinkled, satiny-brown color of

an

old hand

or

if it bears

If you see the aged skin, you merely
the aspect of youth.
conclude that this is the cause of the color of the hair.
If
you

see

youthful skin

nnd gray

hair, look for the vitality

impaired by excess. Venus will give
of this point.
Where the hair has
shock,

you will find

a

broken

or

you the confirmation

been made white

by

islanded Head line.

If

the color is

produced by headaches, many small rays cutline will show it, or many small islands and a
the
Head
ting
similar combination

single sign
will show

on

the Life line.

The shock will be

a

Head and Life lines ; the frequent headaches
the continuous cutting of small lines.

on

by

Red color of hair is

produced by

the presence of another
quantities in the

chemical combination of iron in excessive

examining red hair always look for its fineness
; for, a sign of great inflammability at best, it is
It is a color that gives
much more so if the hair be coarse.
heat oftemper, excitability of disposition, a certain predisposition to engage in quarrels, and liability to fiare up on
If the hair is fine, the fits of
the slightest provocation.
violent while they last.
will
be
momentary,
though
temper
If the hair is coarse, it will indicate brutality, violent temper,
and the tendency to sullenly nurse a fury and seek revenge.
Red hair gives you always excitability, an electric readiness
to engage in strife, commonly called temper, and is not a
sign of overrefinement. What is called auburn hair, and
is so much praised and loved, is a combination of the warmth
and passion of black hair with a shade of added fire from the
red, which combination tinges the hair with a golden auburn
glow, a brilliant combination, but if the possessor happens
to have bad qualities, beware ! for a furnace is burning under-

subject.

In

or coarseness

"

neath the surface.

"

Hair
As

on

the Hands
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general rule, you will use hair on the hand to confirm
something seen elsewhere, unless you happen to be reading
with the hands held through a curtain and do not see the
a

subject.

If this is the

case

you to do work otherwise

hair

on

impossible.

the hands will enable

i

CHAPTER X
'rx-:E HAND AS A WHOLE

HE next

subject

investigation
anced,

or

to engage your attention is the appear-

of the hand

ance

_

whole, and the object of the
evenly bal-

as a

is to discover whether the hand is

is heavier

or

in certain parts than in others.

lighter

The best method of proceeding with this examination is to

lay

the two hands wide open before you with the palms up
lingers straightened out to their natural length. If

and the

the hand is

a

flexible one, you must not allow it to bend

back, showing its flexibility, for that you have already discovered, but merely extend the fingers in a natural manner,
until they are held straight. This gives you a full view of

palm, and you first note whether the fingers are seemingly long enough just to balance the palm, whether they
are shorter than the palm, or whether they seem to be mud:
longer. This is done to see whether the hand seems balthe

anced from top to bottom.

In this

call the Three Worlds of

Palmistry

These three worlds

pearance.
tion that
of

a

person is

every-day life,

stincts.
as a

We

whole,

now

or

are

either

guided
by the

baser

seek, from

an

examination, what

by mind, by the aB`airs
qualities of animal in-

examination of the hand

to discover which of these three worlds

inhabits.

As far back

we

first make their apbased on the supposi-

our

sub-

remember, there have
ject
been the three divisions of body, soul, and spirit ; mental,
abstract, and material ; air, fire, and water, and many other
subdivisions into threes

as we can

trinities

or

three worlds of which I have

idea of

an

ethereal element,

spoken.

a

corresponding to
They all embody

material one, and

34

a

baser.

the

the

The Hand

as a

Whole
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In the

hand, it is constantly and most aptly used to bring
clearly an idea we wish to convey of the domination of
mind, material matters, or baser qualities in the subject. In
the hand, taken as a whole, the fingers or upper portion
represent mind; the middle portion of the hand, from the
Ulilt

NO. 34.

bane ofthe

MENTAL, PRACTICAL,

lingers

to

a

line

AND BABER WORLDS

running

across

the hand from

the top of the Mount of the Moon to Mount of Venus (34),
Rpfeietlts the material, and the base of the hand, from the
line above described to the wrist, the lower elements. These
locate the Three Worlds of Palmistry. In the hand now outIlleiclled before you, if length of finger predominates, mind

iatletuling factor.

If the middle

portion

is most

developed,
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the world of business

or
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every-day life is strongly prominent.

If the lower part is strongest, the subject lives on a low,
earthy plane, and is sensual and animal in his instincts.
We of

course

know that mind is

elevating, therefore

if the

world of mind is strongest, we know the subject is fitted for
study, for mental occupation, and if this development is very

pronounced,
who lives in

without

anything

to back

it, he will be

one

realm of ideas and exaltation, without suilicieut of the practical side present to keep him from following
his mental

practical

a

development

matters.

to

This is

the exclusion of necessary and
many literary men, teach-

why so

ers, and students are

such poor business men that they accunothing. They live entirely in the upper world as
Palmistry conceives it, and, while mind is all right, still all
mind and nothing practical is a most unfortunate development for one who has to get through this matter-of-fact
world. The middle world is the world of practical aH`airs.
This is because we have in the territory covered by this middle portion ofthe hand the qualities of ambition, soberness,
wisdom, art, shrewdness, aggression, and resistance developed. This seems a formidable array of qualities, but to the
one who has to battle with worldly affairs in this century,
they are none too strong. The middle development, if overshadowing both the upper and lower worlds, will show that
business, practical life, every-day ideas, and material success
Thus he is
compose the world in which the subject lives.
better fitted for commercial positions, politics, war, agricultural pursuits, or for anything which is entirely practical.
He has a fine contempt for the subject who is all brains.
Money-getting is his moving desire, and he lives in the
mulate

world of material matters.
If you find the hand

developed

at the

base,

you will know

that your subject lives in the realm of low, base desires, and
enjoys himself best when gratifying his sensual pleasures.
This is

particularly true if the hand
preciate nothing high or elevating.

be

lie does not know how to make

refined

loves

beauty,

but it is

a

He

coarse.

If he

acquires
use

vulgar, showy kinds that

can

ap-

money

of it.

He

attract him

:

The Hand

as a

Whole
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gluttony of the gourmand,
epicure. He has no mental recreaHe is sometions ; mind is not a guiding force with him.
times shrewd, but with the instinctive cunning of the fox,
He loves display,
not the talent of a high and lofty mind.
and in his home will have profusion, not taste; glaring
colors, not harmony. He is vulgar and common in all his
tastes, and among people of refinement and good breeding
he is fond of eating, but with the
not the

delight

of the

how ridiculous he

is the veritable boor.

He does not

makes himself to

of mind and elevated

men

see

thought.

He

only from his earthy point of view, and all his tastes,
his thoughts, his loves, are coarse, vulgar, and common.

sees

This

subject

lives in the lower world.

You will often find these three
you meet, and it is

no

unlikely

developments in the hands
impossible types that are

nor

given here. Very often you will not be able to tell at a
glance which world predominates. This is a most fortunate
circumstance, for it tells you that the hand is balanced,
and in everything pertaining to the human character balance
is most to be desired. Thus, to have mind, practical matters,
and the lower desires so combined as to give neither one a
mastery of the other will show a person who is not one-sided
in his view of life.
He will be wise, intelligent, practical,

prudent, even-tempered, and yet not unsophisticated, for he
has enough of the base alloy to give him necessary knowledge. He is thus able to weigh all matters, not from a
purely mental standpoint, but can add to his investigations
the

common-sense

needed to make life successful.

balance of the three worlds,

enables

a

world.

Consistency

as

This

shown

by the whole hand,
pronounced success in the

person to become a
must be looked into very carefully,
however, for laziness, should it be present, can destroy any
amount of genuine ability and any number of good intentions.
as

one

that

a

A soft hand may even break as good a combination
with the three worlds balanced.
When you find

hand is not balanced, you must note which world is

the strongest, and judge whether it is enough more pronounced than the others to lead them in its wake. Sometimes
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you will

see

one

In this

others.

matters of that

ciently

world

case

only slightly in

you

particular

Hand-Reading

can

say that the

excess

subject

of the

likes the

world best, but it may not be su&ifollow it. Here, as every-

in the lead to make him

where else, good sense and practice must guide you in a
judgment of how much one of the worlds predominates over
the others.
in

come

a

Of course, it stands to

worldly

reason

that

way unless the middle

no success can

portion

be de-

veloped.
qualities

Mind may win glory, but not money; or the base
may be abundantly present and yet not destroy

financial

success.

Link the

two upper

worlds, and you

can

obtain financial results from mental
lower and you

gain

riches

Take away the middle portion, and you
then the supremacy of the mind and the predominance

coarse

have

can

strength ; link the two
though it may be made in

occupations.

earthy without the leaven of common~sense ; such developments cannot make successful people. Look, therefore,

of the

for your best results, next to the upper
lower in combination with the middle.

to the balanced hand
or

CHAPTER XI
'rms rmcnns IN GENERAL

FTER

viewing

the hand

as a

whole,

and

separating

it

into the three worlds, the next observation should be
of the fingers in general. This will lead to a classiiication
as either long or short, as belonging to the
knotty class, and will cause you to look at the tips
to see whether they are square, spatulate, conic, or pointed.
Do not try to class any set of fingers in a group, but consider eaclz one, and judge it by itselfl Every finger is named
for, and partakes of, the qualities of the Mount under it. The
irst finger is the Enger of jupiter, the second, Saturn, the
third, Apollo, the fourth, Mercury. The thumb we do not

of the

smooth

nngers
or

by itself. In examining
they seem unreasonably
in
the
measurements
a subsequent chapter
long, apply
given
on long fingers, to determine whether they are long finIf the fingers appear unusually
gers or normal length.
short, apply measurements given in a subsequent chapter,
being careful not to class as short Hngers those which belong
to a normally short hand.
Observe the joints to see if they
are developed or smooth, using great were in judging the degree of development for each joint, and looking to see if the
first or second joints alone are prominent. If you find very
knotty joints, apply knotty qualities; if entirely smooth, give
the subject smooth-finger attributes. Examine the flexibility
of each finger by itself; if one finger is more flexible than
the others, then the qualities of the Mount type it represents
are more pronounced in this subject.
See if the fingers are
straight or twisted. See if the bending is lateral or if the
consider

as a

finger,

but in

a

class

the Hngers first note their length.
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linger seems to twist around on its own axis. Fingers bent
laterally (35) increase the slzrewdzuss of the qualities of the
Mount on which they are placed, while a twisting on the axis
shows a liability to moral or physical defects in the Mount
qualities. To determine which, use the nails, the lines on
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FINGERS SENT LATERALLY

the Mount, the Life line, and the line of the Mount itself.
can easily separate moral from physical defects in this

You

way.

Note carefully the tip of each finger, and apply the square,
spatulate, conic, or pointed qualities to the individual finger
Note whether any finger seems to stand
and its Mount.
more erect than the others, with one or more fingers inclined
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toward it (36). This will show you the strongest linger on
the hand. Every Enger leaning toward another gives up
some of its strength to the linger toward which it leans.
This
if
the
be
and
only sfraig/at
leaning Eager
merely apapplies
pears drawn toward another. If the leaning linger is bent it

s
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ONE FINGER ERECT, OTHERS LEANING TOWARD IT

strength of ils own Mount and you will genlingers leaning toward il. A straight, leaning
a
bent
and
linger must not be confounded. Fingers
Inger
U be well balanced should set evenly on the palm ('37); one
ill! should not be placed lower down or higher np than
the others. Any Gnger set lower than the normal line (38,
no illustrations) reduces the strength of the Mount under it,
kentuates the

Grllly Gnd other

Q2
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and any Eager set higher than the normal line (39), increases
the force of the Mount under it. The best development is

the evenly set, normally placed finger. At some part of
your examination get at the normal way in which the subject carries his lingers, in order to ind out which are bound

NO. 87.

FINGERS SET EVEN

together and which are widely separated. In this examinaindispensable that the fingers should be held natustrained position would defeat the object. Various
Any
rally.
You can ask that
ways can be devised to accomplish this.
he place his hand in a. perfectly natural manner on a piece
of white paper 38 though you were to draw an outline of it.
By asking that he lift the hand up and place it on the
tion it is

-l
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paper several times in succession, you will get the natural
pose accurately. Another way is to ask him to hold the

hand up, clear of every support, and extend the palm wward
When this is done, the lingers assume their natural
pose. When the hand thus held shows the space between
you.
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BATURN HIGH BET

the thumb and side of the hand to be very wide (49), your
subject is generous, loves freedom and independence, and is

intolerant of restraint, these being the qualities belonging to
the low-set thumb. If the lingers of Jupiter and Saturn

separate widely (41), the subject has great independence in
thought, is not bound down by the views of others, but lbrms
his

own

opinions.

When the

lingers

of Saturn and

Apollo

The Laws of Scientific
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widely separate (42),

the

subject

Hand-Reading
is careless of the future,

Bohemian in ideas, and is entirely devoid of stiffness and
love of formality.
When the fingers of Apollo and Mercury

widely separate (43), the subject
He does what he wishes without

NO. 42.

think.

These

independent in action.
caring what others may

is

SPACE BETWEEN SATURN AND APOLLO WIDE

separations

of the

and very accurate in their results.

will be very useful
You will ind the sepa-

fingers

rations variously mmbined.
Oftenest you find freedom in
of action, with Saturn
combined
with
freedom
thought
and

Apollo

close

together, showing

care

for the future.

You may find freedom of thought with the other fingers
close together.
Then your subject is a free thinker, but

`
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enreful in actions and of the future.

When all the

Fingers

Eugen separate widely (44)

you have free

thought, Bohemilnism, and freedom of action. This subject will be easy
to get acquainted with, entirely lacking in conveutiouality.
and not lied down to rules of etiquette. If the separa-

Q ll.

#ACE BETWEEN APOLLO AND MERCURY WIDE

fill) il very mhk, he will be

"

a

hail fellow well met "; if

only ||ad¢nu¢b» wide, the person will be easy of approach.
If ll] the Singers are held tightly together (45), the subject
'ill be hard

to get acquainted with, stiff, and lack indein either thought or action. He is a slave to form-

llllldllwe
ity. and to make his acquaintance one must approach in
I l
ll manner. He is also stingy, for he is self-centred
1

98
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out for the future.

You must

com-

pare the fingers with each other as to
ness.
Saturn should be the longest

length, tips, and thickfinger always, for it is
the balance-Wheel of the character.
The lingers of jupiter
and Apollo should be of equal length to be in balance ; the
one which is the longer of the two will have its qualities

'Q
A5
d"

,
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ALL FINGERS SEPARATED WIDELY

Tips must be considered. for
tips are stronger and more practical
The fingers of Jupiter and Apollo
than couic or pointed.
one having n square or spatulate
of
the
being
equal length,
will
in
a
be
stronger
tip
practical way than the one having
a conic or pointed tip, which, llowever, is likely to indicate
greater keenness. Consider carefully both length and tips

dominant

spatulate

over

or

the other.

square
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of the

fingers, in estimating which finger is the strongest.
Hereury is naturally the smallest linger. The Mercurian is

the smallest of the

seven

types, Saturn is the

tallest,

the

respective height of their types. Mercury, normal, should reach the first joint of the finger of
Apollo. Shorter than that it is not a leading finger. Longer
ingers following

the

__

l.
i

-

0

i
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ALL FINGERS CLOSE TOGETHER

ND. 45.

Chill this, the Mercurian type is predominant. If the finger ofjupiter is of normal length, normal _lnpiterian quali~
i ll! shown ; in ¢'.1'rrss, excessive jupiterian qualities are

gil# ifdqfdml,

the

_Iupiterian qualities

will be deficient.

Thi! fuk mustbe followed with Saturn, Apollo, and Mercury.
'l'||¢ "cunts of Mars. Moon, and Venus have no finger, and

glljgdgment ofthem

must be from

the Mounts alone.

loo
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Examine the individual

Hand-Reading

phalanges of the iingers, counting

first, second, third, from the tip down. Here. again, we find
the three worlds of Palmistry, rnental, abstract, and material,
represented by the first, second, and third phalanges of the

fingers.
oughly,

This is

important matter to understand thorqualities of the Mount
in
the
mental, the practical, or the
expended
a

very

for it will tell whether the

types will be

no. 46.

Lone naar rnmuuoes

If the first phnlanx of any finger is the
largest, the mental will rule, and the qualities
If the second
of the type will be expended in that direction.
and
the
business
is
side
of the type
largest,
longest
phalanx
will prevail, and the efforts will be expended in pushing the
If the third phalanx be strongcommercial side of the type.
est, the material qualities will prevail, and either eoarseness
or brntishness in the attributes of the type will be the moving

baser worlds.

longest

and

The
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force, in proportion as this phalanx is thick

longer the

first

phalanx (46),

the

more

or narrow.
The
will mental matters

absorb the attention, and if this phslanx is found short (47),
it will tell that the enjoyment of mental occupations is lacking, and that qualities more material absorb the attention.
If the second phalanx is thick and long (48), the money- mak-

NO. 47.

BHORT FIRST PHALANGEB

ing side is uppermost. If the third phalanx
llillvcry thick, it will show that sensualism and

is very

the

long
gratifica-

'Hm of nppetite and luxury are the pleasures which the subject seeks (49). The extreme thickness of the third phalanx
shows

llll§¢¢!

a

great love for eating and drinking. If with this
phalanx is short, the second normal, and

the irst

ihethitd

very

thick, he will

not

care

for mental

pursuits

at

The Laws of Scientific
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all, but only
and drink.

cares to make money and to have plenty to eat
It is not the sexual seusualism that is shown by

the thick third

appetite

and

Hand-Reading

a

phalanx, but
luxury

love of

nounced the thickness, the

NO. 48.

the

sensuous

and comfort.

more

gratilication
The

of

more

prothese traits are strengthened.

LONG SECOND PHALANGEB

phalanx is moderately developed. then there is
degree of these desires. Love of sensual pleasures
will always be shown by the thickening of these third
phalzmges, and the a'qgrn'r of' strength will be graded by the
dqgm' of thickness. This- indication will have added force
in different types, for the jnpiterian, being naturally a large
If the third

only

a

eater

L

fair

(as is also the Martian), will be niuch

more so

if the
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third phalanx be thick. Length of the phalauges shows
strength of the qualities, thickness shows coarsen and
liability to excess. When the third phalanx, instead of being thick, is narrow and waist-like in shape (50), it shows
that the subject eats to live and does not live to eat. He is
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THICK THIRD PHALANGES

expends his strength in either the mental or busiworlds, not in the sensual. He does not care for money
except for what it will buy and the pleasure it can bring.
It slips through his lingers for whatever suits his fancy. He
hasrm inquiring mind, as showrrby the chinks between the
lingers. If the 'fingers are very long and the chinks very
wide, the subject becomes, not an investigator, but one who
one

who

ness
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is merely curious.
innate curiosity.
when

duces

thick,

pries into

the affairs of everyone from

I have reasoned that

shows

and

as

this phalanx,

gluttony,
gorged stomach prothe
brain,
subject with a thick third
busy digesting to be an investigator. If
as a.

inactive

an

phalanx

He
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WAIST-LIKE THIRD PHALANGES

is waist-like, the subject is only a slight eater,
brain, instead of being clogged and heavy, has force

phalanx

and his

through its faculty of investigation.
so estimated, is very accurate in
its results, and may be used freely as showing little care for
money, an absence of gluttony, and the inquiring, even
to

expand,

and does it

This waist-like indication,

curious, mind.
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In the

study of individual phalanges, take account of the
tips.
linger the long iirst phalanx represents the
mental attribute of the qualities of the finger, which are those
On each

of its Mount.

Conic

pointed tips will show the idealism
qualities; square tips will show the practical application; spatulate tips will show active and original mental
application. The long second phalanx shows the business
side of the type ; conic and pointed tips give an artistic, impulsive turn ; square tips a practical, common-sense application ; spatulate tips an active and original method in business
matters.
The third phalanges indicate the sensualism of the
linger qualities ; conic tips make them more pronounced,
square tips less liable to excess, and spatulate tips active and
original in devising ways for expending their efforts. With
every linger, the phalanx which is in excess shows which is
the strongest szde of its qualities, and the Iz}5s show whether
these qualities are idealized by conic tips, made practical by
square tips, or active by spatulate. This system of thoroughly
analyzing each inger by its phalanges and tips gives the
ability to minutely dissect a subject, and in the attempt to
estimate his future success, these things cannot be overof these

looked.

or

CHAPTER XII
THE FINGER 'rrrs

finger tips, in Palmistry, are classed as the Spatulate,
Square, the Conic, and the Pointed, and all refer to
the impression the tips make on the eye. In this chapter we
are considering only the shape of the tébs of the fingers and not
of the whole lumd, so that fingers with spatulate his are not
to be classed as spaiulale /zands, but as spatulale tqbs.
My
observation has been that students become hopelessly confused by speaking of spalulate and square lzands, owing to the
HE

the

fact that

seldom

one

sees a

hand taken

as a

whole which be-

to one of these formations.

pure and

You
longs,
simple,
see
and
or
and
constantly
spatulate
square
conicjingers
tips,
maybe a different tip on every iinger in the same hand.

These have been called mixed hands.

Students have

con-

stantly told me they could not tell to which class hands belonged, and I have found that this inability to class w/zole
/:ands as square, spatulate, or conic has entirely befogged
those who have tried to do

I

so.

have, for this

reason,

speaking of square or spatulate /zands
and use, instead. square and spatulate lzlbs.
The first tip to be considered is called the Spatulate, named
because of its resemblance to a druggist's spatula (51).
As
the

dropped

an

practice

of

aid to memory, which is

be of great assistance in

sure to

handling all the tips, remember the vital life-current entering
the body through the tips of the fingers.
The more pointed
the tip, the easier this current enters, consequently the more
direct the connecting link between the subject and its Creator.
For this

tip,

the

reason

more

it has been found that the

idealistic the

subject
106

;

more

pointed
tip,

the broader the

the
the

The
more
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practical and common-sense he will be.
spatulate tip, we see the broadest tip, as

at the

When
well

as

we

look

the

one

the greatest amount of resistance to the entrance
of the life current, consequently this tip has a very practical

presenting

side.

The

man

possessing

it is the exponent of realism in

Qi
4

i

0

27

_

lb"
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BPATULATE FINGER TIPS

In life he seeks always the practical, commonside, and spatnlate tips have been called the tips of
real life. The moving desire of the spnlulate tip is for
action, exercise, and movement. There is no walk in life

everything.
sense

where the spatulate tip is found, that is
to

activity.

In his

the go; he

inspires

this marvellous

is constantly

on

not

made to

daily life its

respond

possessor
all about him with his

The Laws of Scientific
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wonderful enthusiasm and
of action,

hunting,

ment and life.

war,

or

Hand-Reading

activity. In books he loves tales
history that is filled with achieve-

In amusements he seeks the active

sports, is

fond of the chase, of football, baseball, golf] or anything
that gives expression to his great love of activity. In pictures he loves

life does not
are

scenes

appeal

his favorites.

motion and action, and still-

depicting

to him at all ; battles and

He makes

a

hunting scenes
good soldier, for he is filled

with life and enthusiasm, and will go to his death for a leader
He is fond of horses, dogs, in fact, of all

whom he loves.
animals.

He is

a

strong lover and is

constant and true.

There is little that is

vacillating about him. He is real,
and
earnest,
practical. The spatulate tip also shows great
This
man does not do things by any welloriginality.
ordered system or by established rules. He likes to think
of new ways in which to expend his energies, so he invents
new methods or new machines, always with something practical in view.
on

religion,

He follows

no

creed, but has his

and is often called

a

crank.

own

indepencaring little

dence, and pursues his active way through life
what people say of him. In whatever he undertakes,
find him
For this
scoured
tries

on

skilful, for it is

ideas

He loves

not his intention to be in the

you
rear.

he is among our great discoverers, and has
and land, hunting for new fields and new counwhich to expend his energy. When he gets to a
reason

sea

at once sets to work putting all of his activity and originality into operation: thus he not only
discovers, but builds up and develops new lands. He is
everywhere a power in activity, originality, and enterprise.
Whenever you see this tip, think of these qualities.
The Square tip is one which is distinctly square at the end
of the finger, the exact appearance being well shown by the
accompanying illustration (52). This tip indicates regularity,
order, system, and arrangement in everything. These are
the people to whom disorder, whether in the home or in the
store or shop, is an abomination.
They can be happy only
when everything with which they are connected is well
ordered, systematically arranged, and done according to
new

country he

The
"
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place for everything and everything in its place,"
They think by rule, eat by rule, are never
late to dinner, always on time at the oice, and insist that
They do the same things at the
everyone else shall be.
same hour each day, and pnnctiliously keep every appointrule.

A

is their motto.

t

`
`

4,

'8?,'

gg
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SQUARE nnoan 'rlrs

they make. They have a certain hook for their coats,
they are always hung there, sothat in the dark they can
put their hands on everything they own, provided conic
tips have not been around. They rise and retire at an appointed time, and everything they do is governed by rule and
system. They are polite, strict observers of social customs,
In
and resent any breaking away from accustomed forms.

ment

and

no
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literature, square tips love history, scientific and mathematical
works. In art they love paintings of natural scenery, still-life,
or buildings. They are also fond of sculpture, and make the
best sculptors. They are skilful in games, of`ten good shots,
careful in dress, and methodical in everything they think or
do.
Thus, with square tips, think of regular qualities, system, order, and arrangement in everything. If the tip is
very square these qualities are most pronounced; if a little
conic they will be less tied down by such absolute regularity. The square tip is the useful tip, and is found in all

the

practical

walks of life.

It shows the

good bookkeeper,

clerk, merchant, or librarian, the calculator, mathematician,
and exact scientist; in fact, these people will be found useful everywhere that system, order, and good methods are

Square tips will add square qualities to each
finger and Mount, and make the Mount types
and
systematic. Their possessors do not act by
punctual
but
by
thought and method. Always, in everything,
impulse
good or bad, they have order and system.
The Conic tip (53) is found mostly on the hands of women,
though it is possessed by many men. In shape it forms a
distinct cone on the end of the lingers, and has many degrees
of development.
Where the cone is not pronounced, it
shows less of the conic qualities, tending more to square
or
spatulate. Conic tips show the artistic, impulsive,
quick, intuitive person, one to whom the beautiful and harmonious in all things appeals most strongly, and who is very
impressionable. To those having the conic tip with smooth
fingers, it matters not so much that things be useful as that
they be beautiful, and this side of life is their point of view,
consequently they care little for system. To them the regularity of the square tip is burdensome. They greatly love
all that attracts the eye or pleases the ear, and life seems less
a matter of labor than of enjoyment.
They do not care to
deal with figures, nor do they have a place for everything ;
surely they do not always keep everything in its place.
The conic tips being talented, quick of mind, and highly intuitive, this faculty of intuition is one of their greatest

required.

individual

The

pomessions,
more

than

Finger Tips
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and greatest dangers, for they rely on it much
methodical systems of reasoning, which take

on

labor to

acquire. They think quickly ; the life current does
as long to enter the conic
tips as through the square
orspatulate ; thus it is quick, instinctive intuition that guides
not take

NO. 53.

CONDO FINGER TIPS

them, rather than slow methods

of

thought.

They

are more

inclined to idealism than to the actual and real things of life,
and with these artistic tendencies they seek occupations
Where there is

a

good

field for the

operation

of their intuitive

powers. and where their love of beauty and art can lind :t
fuller expression. In all things these conic qualities are
Shown.

The home will be beautiful and artistic, but

not

112
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systematically arranged.

Their dress will be in harmony,

but their bureaus at home

are

probably in confusion. In art
they do not like battle scenes so much as pictures which
appeal to the imagination. They want inspiration in their
paintings rather than actual landscapes. Art, to them,
means freedom from conventionality.
In books they prefer
romance to history; in food they prefer dainties to roast beef,
and everywhere artistic, intuitive qualities are theirs. They
are sympathetic, emotional, often easily led, consequently
are not such constant lovers.
Strongly susceptible to impressions, while beauty lasts they love better than after it
fades.

The eye, the ear, the

senses are

all trained to

re-

spond to beauty, harmony, and artistic surroundings. Conic
tips are a poetic, lovable, attractive class. So when these
conic fingers are seen, think of art, beauty, quickness, intuition, grace, harmony, and idealism, and you will 'rind these
the ruling forces in the subject, rather than the desire for
action, or the common-sense regularity of the square Engers.
Pointed tips (54) are an exaggerated form of the conic.
Their appearance is so characteristic that, once seen, they are
never mistaken for any other, as their long, narrow, extremely
pointed look will not be forgotten. These pointed tips belong
to a class whose realm is entirely mental.
They have no
part or place in the materialistic operations of business, nor
can they be held down to any set way of doing things.
They are highly inspirational, idealistic in the extreme, and
dwell in cloudland, mentally far from the bustle of a practical
money-seeking world. To them beauty is all in allthonghts, dreams, and visions take them through a vista of
imaginings, and life is happy or unhappy in proportion to
their ability to indulge these beautiful fancies. They are in
no sense fitted for hard knocks, but are constructed on a plane
too high for usefulness or great happiness on earth.
They
are beautiful and refining in their influence, but if they fall
into coarse and brutal surroundings, or even those which are
too practical, they chafe and suffer from the uncongeniality.
Life to them is not real; it is poetic, visionary, and dreamy.
Earth is not their sphere; they are the spiritual leaven

The

placed among
higher planes

practical,

the

qualities

be

fully

was

POINTED FINGER TIPS

for them, unless they can be so placed as to
to indulge all of their fancies.
The time

liberty

at

when

engrossed by mind to
pointed the tip the more
question that life has only

more

and the less

NO. H.

dimppointment

too much

Thus the

about matter.

pointed

II3

us, for the purpose of giving a view of the
of existence. They are dreamers, too finely

constructed to be
care

Finger Tips

women

loved

to own such

lingers.

They

ciid not

know the qualities that belonged to pointed tips, and thought
only of the beauty of appearance. As they have come to
learn that the hands which

oneawhich

are

making

are

real, practical, and useful, the

the world move,

are

large,

square,

114
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pointed fingers is passing away.
keep these pointed
manicured
and
in
their
of beauty, the
state
'singers
greatest
owner must not labor or use them in harsh employment, shows
their practical uselessness.
When you see these pointed
tips, think of the visionary dreamer, impractical, but poetical and beautiful. In handling all classes of tips, do not
forget to see what is behind their qualities. A soft hand
will make the spatulate tip a lover of action, not one who indulges in physical action himself It will lessen the vigor
of the square tip, and add to the idealism of the conic and
pointed. A big thumb, Mounts of Jupiter, Saturn, Apollo,
and Mars, will show whether their respective qualities are
back of the tip qualities as a driving force. Ambition (jupiter), soberness (Satum), quickness (Mercury), aggression
(Mars), and energy (consistency), are necessary to bring out
they greatest possibilities of spatulate, square, conic, or
pointed tips. Thus the tips show what kind of a machine
for pretty

The very fact that in order to

you have before you, and you must find out whether there is
water in the boiler and fire to turn it into steam, before you
can

say that the machine is

acting in its intended fashion.

CHAPTER XIII
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lingers, they will impress you
being smooth, or as having knotty joints (55).
These smooth and knotty developments indicate two exactly
opposite kinds of people. The smooth Hngers are more often
found on young persons,while knotty joints belong to maturer
years. This is not an invariable rule, however, for the philosophical qualities shown by knotty joints are often born in a
subject,in which case the knots develop early; but as most persons become more analytical as they increase in years, knotty
'lingers are more often found on older subjects. On some lingers only the first joints are developed. This first joint is what

looking

either

we

at your client's

as

mil the knot of mental order, and refers to the symmetqualities of the mind. On other hands the second joints

rical
are

developed, and these are called the knots of materzhl order,

indicating

the love of order that manifests itself in neatness

of the home, the oliice, or, in short, in all material things.
A combination of the two knots shows both mental and material system, and

thinks

consequently one who acts
carefully, and applies

more

slowly,

the gauge of
mental and material neatness to whatever he does. This way
over

things

more

of

gauging things by rule, of judging them from the standpoint ofa systematic mind and body,leads to a habit of anabfzing every!/zing, of reasoning out all questions, of tracing back
the thing as it stands, to the elements which compose it, and
thus we End that analysis, reasoning, investigation, and
thoughtfulness, are the ever-present qualities of knott y joints.
For` these people to accept anything as true means that they
lirst hear it, think of it, and digest it.
They examine every
115

116
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statement, refer it to their systematic minds,and gauge it from
the additional standpoint of common sense and practical rea-

soning indicated by the second knots. They are not carried
away by enthusiasm or impulse, but bring to bear on every_

__
n

NO.

56.

KNOTTY JOINTS

(Not produced by Rheumatlmn)

thorough investigation and thought.
people are well named philosophical,
as they are hunting for truth.
They do not analyze from any
but
because
frivolous motive,
they wish to arrive at the facts,
so while they do not seem to respond as quickly as smoothfingered subjects, always remember that they are honestly

thing,

the

light

of

These knotty-fingered

Knotty Fingers

1 I

7

striving to get at the bottom of the matter, and will be guided
by the result of their investigations as the facts may appear
to

them.

With this analytical tendency, it follows that the
seldom

easily led by sen(head),
impulse (heart) is their
cannot
be
guide. Knotty lingers
suddenly rushed into anythem
Give
time
to
think,
thing.
something to think about,
and abide the results of their investigations.
If you have a
hobby or a pet plan, do not expect them to adopt it, or at
once to fall in with your ideas.
Put the case as strongly as
possible and give them time to think it over. Knottyfingered persons are studious ; they do not rely on impulse
or inspiration to carry them through life, but depend upon a
well~stored brain, in which information is classified and ready
to be used when occasion demands.
For this reason knotty
to
scientists
and
historians, rather than to rojoints belong
mance writers.
Knotty fingers always give an impression
of energy and common sense. You realize the study and
knotty fingers

are

timent, but that

emotional,

not

not

reason

labor necessary to arrive at all their
sions. Knotty fingers often make

philosophical concluoriginal deductions,
convinced that they are right.

but

they never swerve, once
religion they are as likely to be atheists as Christians, for
knotty fingers require much proof before they will believe
anything. They are the doubting Thornases, are naturally
skeptics, ready to be convinced, but wishing to hold in their
own hands the evidence.
If they cannot do this, they may
In

conclude there 13°
that

a

thing

no

ewkicnre, and

as

it is often easier to prove

is not than that il

k'hiche'er side

zls, they become atheists.
on, however, they honestly believe

they are
rig/il. Philosophical and analytical they are ; reasoners,
investigators, seachers for truth ; honest, energetic, hard to
change, thinkers, donbters, slow to arrive at conclusions,
patient, and systematic. Knotty fingers thus hold the world
in check, and prevent its going too fast.
If you remember
the life current bringing its flash of intelligence into the ends
of the fingers, and think ofit as stopped by the first, or knots
of mental order, until these knots can digest it and let it
it is

pass; and then think of it

as

stopped by the second,

or
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material knots, until these knots can digest it and let it go by,
you will have a mental picture of how hard it is to get an
idea through the philosophic knots. Smooth fingers may
and do develop knots. I have seen many such cases in
who have

people

developed reasoning

faculties

as

they

have

grown older. This is why I say, knots are oftener found on
the hands of old than of young people, for these persons
have passed from a way of acting by impulse to a habit of

analyzing

and

reasoning.

you that the knots

ball.

on

This is not true.

produced

them.

scientist of
will find

thing

I have

reasoners

seen

came

people

from labor

It is the habit of

Every analytical

analysis

reasoner

or

tell

base-

that has

may not be

a

get that into your head. You
in the gas trenches, who analyze every-

renown ;

in [heir

You will often have

their hands

don't

sphere qf lgfe just as carefully
fingers, whose

the smoothest of

done hard manual labor for years.
knots (see zo); mental qualities do

as

Labor does

(see 55).

the sage.
have

owners

not

produce

I have made

a

thorough investigation of this matter, for it is one of the
first questions one hears from those who wish to argue
against the accuracy of hand-reading. If only the knot of
mental order is found on the hand (56), it will indicate an
intelligent mind, a systematic way of thinking, and mental
this, of course, if this
processes that are careful and
knot is of normal size.
The good results of mental system

regular;

largely overdone, however, as it is responsible for
pronounced cranks and even insanity. I once met a man
who had a tremendous development of this knot.
As it is
my custom to investigate any pronounced formations I led
him into conversation, and found him most intelligent and
well educated. It was not long before he unfolded a plan by
which he hoped to concentrate all the business in the
world under one manaement.
He had figured it all out
can

be

Men called him
paper and was sure it could be done.
in
view
of
the
of
trusts
crazy, but,
organization
during the
on

past few years, he may

not have been so insane after all.

He
At any rate, he had immense knots of mental order.
had no sign of the second knot, however, and was careless

Knotty Fingers
to

an

1

IQ

extreme in his

de-

had

out

velopment

personal appearance. The mental
entirely displaced the material. He was

of balance.

If the second

oped (see 55),

or

knot of material order is found well devel-

it will tell of the method in material affairs

'

a

'
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FIRST KNOTB DEVELDPED

possessed by the subject. He will want his home neat and
Well kept, his place of business clean and orderly, and in all
material matters will be careful and systematic.
He will be
neat in appearance, though his clothing may be old and
worn, methodical in his

tips

daily

life and habits, and with square
by system. Vvheu knotty

he will be carried away

is

I2o
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Hngers are seen, look to the tips. If square tips are found, add
In this case you will have a
square to knotty qualities.
severe disciplinarian and taskmaster, who,
whether husband, wife, or employer, will be almost fanatical in redtapism. Spatulate tips, with the first knot, will give you
the most obstinate kind of

one cranky in the exspark has increased difliculty getting through the tips of these spatulate fingers with
the added knot, and realism in the greatest degree will be
indicated. Conic or pointed tips lighten the intensity of the
knots, and give them the best possible complement. This is
the ideal knotty hand, one which lightens the severity of the
philosophical disposition by letting in a little idealism. The
conic tip and knotty lingers are the hands which are religious, for the conic tips allow the analytical doubting
qualities a little idealism, and this formation is the only
one willing to take anything for granted.
Spatulate and
square tips, and knotty joints are so bound down to materialism that they will not believe in what they cannot see
and touch. Thus people with these formations are usually
skeptics.
Examine the consistency of the knotty hands before pronouncing fully upon them, for softness or tlabbiness will
make them only lazily analytical.
Before you say they
really expend time and eHort in study and research, be sure
that they have hard or elastic consistency.
Flexibility is
not often found.
The knotty minds are not elastic, they
achieve results from labor and study, not from elasticity of
mind or brilliancy.
In speaking of knots on the fingers understand that these
knots must be so pronounced as to be recognized at iirst
glance. Unless they are thus plainly marked do not class
fingers as knotty. If they are so bulging that they distort
the fingers, consider the knotty qualities very pronounced.
If they bulge out at the sides of the lingers, and in addition
at the backs, so that it looks as if a ring were around the bone
under the skin, it is an excess in development of the knots,
which entirely spoils their good e&`ect.
In such develop-

treme.

a

person,

Remember that the vital

Knotty Fingers
ments the first

of the

the stiff

mind

phalanx
qualities of the

1 21

fingers is bent inward and
11 y IS
predominate Flexib'l:t
'

_

absent, the brain is hard, not elastic, does
ideas, but rides hobbies to death.

not

take

new

CHAPTER XIV
smoorn

FINGERS

OU will encounter many hands on which the ingers are
distinctly smooth in appearance (57). This means
that the

knotty joints, which are the distinctive feature of
knotty fingers, are not seen, and the sides of smooth fingers,
where the joints would naturally show a development, are
even

and without

bulges.

These smooth

ingers

may have

tip ; it is only the absence of developed joints
any shape
which leads you to recognize them. As analysis and reasonof

are the attributes of knotty lingers, so impulse, inspiration, intuition, and the lack of a disposition to pick every-

ing

pieces, belong to the smooth nngers. This
or lack of prominent joints, has always been
considered in Palmistry as constituting artistic fingers, but
in order to have the strongest artistic sense, smooth Hngers
must also have conic tips. The conic tip, which we suppose
to afford less resistance to the entrance of the vital spark,
stands for icleality, and this in many minds stands for true art.

thing

to

smoothness,

In the examination of the hands of successful

artists, I was
instead
of
conic
find,
smooth,
disappointed
surprised
fingers, the ideal of an artistic hand, large knots, square
This at first
or spatulate tips, or distinctly mixed tips.
seemed an anomaly, for the hand of the artisan had become
Still another anomaly lay in the fact
the hand of the artist.
that small thumbs have always been considered the accompanying indication, with conic tips, of an artistic hand, and
I found large square thumbs on the hands of many successIn using the word succesyul artist, I mean not
ful artists.
with color, but one who has made a name.
a
dabbler
merely
When we analyze the matter, however, this is not at all
and

to
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Smooth
Ionderful.

Smooth

fingers

Fingers

I2 3

artistic in that their

are

and

owners

by impulse, inspiration,
by reason,
calculation, and premeditation. To be a genius, brilliant,
full of inspiration and talent, means one thing, to put these
act

talents to

practical

use

intuition,

is another.

The

one

*f

not

who

can

dream

.f

.

I

_
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SMOOTH FINGERB

het is the one who has the artistic visions that would be
From such visions
mllt valued if transferred to canvas.
have come the iuspiralional pictures that have lived through
tntnries of time. But how many all told are there of these

masterpieces?

Countless numbers of human beings have

lived and died, and yet how few have produced anything
ilillcrtll ? I believe only a few inspired visions out of the
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countless millions which have floated
have

ever

been remrded.

through

human brains

This is because the minds able to

dream artistic dreams have had, with their smooth fingers,
soft or flabby hands (laziness), and small thumbs (no deter-

mination), consequently they have onb/ dreamed, always
to-morrow."
The large hands, knotty
meaning to work
and
not
while
joints,
square tips,
possessing the genius or
"

inspiration of smooth fingers, have had common sense (square
tips), and determination (big thumbs), so they have worked
to-day; and while not so gifted, they have copied nature in
field and forest, copied humanity by portraying men and
women as they saw them, so that while they have had no
dreams to paint, they have reproduced material surroundings, and that is what comprises much of the art we see toIt is

day.
won

the

artists

labor, determination, and common sense that have
victory over imagination. This is why successful
found wit/zoul artistic

ingers.
ingers always speak of the unimpeded current flow~
ing through them. These people are artistic in taste, quick
to think, and act always by inspiration, not by reasoning.
They do not delve to the bottom of every subject, but rely on
the impressions which come to them without stopping to reason out all the '"whys
and wherefores."
They are not by
nature reasoners, though they often grow into a habit of analyzing, and as these tendencies increase, knots appear on their
fingers. Smooth-fingered subjects are most safely guided by
their first impressions and seldom are wrong in their intuitive
deductions. Their minds, not being formed in an analytical
mould, are not prepared to cope with knotty fingers on matters requiring deep analysis, consequently smooth-Engered
folk in dealing with knotty-fingered ones are safer if they
rely upon their leading characteristic, inspiratzbn, than if
they use analysis, which is the Gibraltar of the knotty
fingers. In reading smooth fingers, do not fall into a coniare

Smooth

mon error

confuse
true

a

in the

use

lover#

//:c

that with their

smooth

fingers

see

of the word arlzlclzr.
with

That is, do not
/brodzrcer of it. It is

b¢'auIM1l
impulsive, quick,

more

beauty

a

intuitive

in life,

see

qualities,

more

of the

Smooth

Fingers
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artistic side, the grace and attractiveness of color and form,
sense they are artistic.
They think quicker, dis-

and in this

subject with greater rapidity, and consequently
ground in a day than their knotty-fingered
brethren, but they are not as a rule so thorough. In religion, while seldom skeptics, they vary from profound devotees to those who merely have a respect for religion, but
are not often agnostics.
They do not doubt, for they take
much for granted. They do not reason out their religious
faith, but take the word of others for much of it. They are
not always trying to iind flaws as are the knotty fingers, so
smooth fingers are more agreeable and pleasant companions.
In daily life a love of beauty will be one of their prevailing
characteristics.
Being less engrossed in mental deductions
than knotty-fingered people, they consequently think more
of dress, of surroundings, of decoration in the home, of the
adornment of their cities, places of business, and of their religion. The smooth-lingered Latin nations love ritual and
decoration in their churches rather than simplicity which
belongs to the knotty, square~tingered Puritans. Smooth'fingered persons love those things which please the eye or
appeal to the sense of beauty, are inclined to love tasteful dress, and this may degenerate into a love of show if the
fingers are coarse. In dealing with smooth fingers always
pose of any

cover

more

bear in mind the kind of hand

on

which they

are

found.

You must not expect that the quick, inspirational, intuitive,
impulsive nature will always belong to a high grade of charNeither must the word artistic be associated with

acter.

unenlightened,

the "four hnndred."
station in life
you of

You will find smooth

dames alone.

high-born
the most

one

high

and

on

people

But be the nature tine
or

fingers

on

far removed from
or

coarse, the

low, smooth fingers will always tell

who does not

rely

on reason

and

analysis,

but

on

inspiration, impulse, and intuition, who loves the beautiful
according to /zis slaudard, and who acts generally on the
spur of the moment.
Smooth-fingered people are more
to
emotionalism
than knotty-fingered ones, they
susceptible
may be

"

carried away

"

easier, thus while they

are

very

126
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successful in business and life, there is always
danger and uncertainty about them: their

of

may be wrong.
make them safe,

plodding

These

people

need

a

one

element

inspirations

good Head line

to

their desire is to go too fast. To them the
and thinking of the knotty-fingered ones is far too
as

laborious.

They are willing to take a great deal for granted
I/:rough with the day's occupations, conseingers are quicker in every way than knotty
ones.
While in the realm of painting, and some kinds of
music, we find other nngers making their possessors succeed
better than smooth ones, yet in the realm of acting we iind
the latter winning applause and dollars. Copying may be
done with the brush and pencil, and by pursuing certain
in order to gel
quently smooth

rules and measurements, but to ad a part, to be some one
else, requires the inspiration of smooth fingers. If an actor

having knotty fingers

has

planned just

how to

impersonate

his part in a play, but tinds, on his entrance to the stage,
that something unforeseen has changed the surroundings,
he cannot fall back

on

analysis and

reason

in this

Inspiration on the spur of the moment
only thing that will carry him through such a
This inspiration is only possible to smooth Bngers.
gency.

emer-

is the
crisis.
In my

observation of hands among members of the dramatic profession, I have found few if any other kind than smooth fingers.

These

are

the

fingers

of those who have created parts, whose

acting is full of life, true to nature, and lacking in stiE`ness and
conventionality. They are the ones who appeal to the heart
grace, taste, and naturalness.
Acting with them is truly
These smooth fingers make the
art, it is creative power.
most of every opportunity, seize the incidents of the day and

by

hour, and apply them with great ingenuity to whatever they
doing. If a baby in the audience cries, instead of being
disconcerted, they will turn the incident to account. They
are not easily taken off their guard, their minds are more
elastic, quick, and ready, and they are able, in a flash, to see
au opportunity and turn even a mishap to their advantage.
In music, smooth fingers are a necessity, unless very heavy
music is to be produced.
Music which sways the soul, does
are

Smooth
not do so

by

from them.

Fingers

its

rigid conformity
Melody cannot How

but metre is to be considered.

Engers

is

a

to

I

27

rules, but by its freedom
heart, if nothing

from the

So the

inspiration

of smooth

Stately marches, oratorios, and recibe produced and sung by less artistic souls, but
necessity.

tatives may
the music to rear/1 the heart

Knotty fingers
by impulse (heart),
are

ruled
so

from the heart.
by analysis (head), smooth fingers
must

come

it is to the latter that music must turn

for its greatest exponents. Composers need square palms or
square Engers to give them rhythm, they need smooth fingers
for inspiration. With square tips they will produce marches,
with spatulate. band music, with conic, weird or dreamy
compositions, but the fingers must in each case be smooth.
In business, smooth fingers are often successful.
The success of to-day is not won, as in days of yore, by saving alone.
Some of the most brilliant lights in the business world succeed by rapid modes of thought, spend money recklessly, and
rely on the large amount they can make, not the amount
they can save. Rapidity has succeeded slow methods, and
a

transaction that

would have taken

can

our

now

be concluded in five minutes,
a week, maybe a month.

forefathers

There is this to be said about the operation of smoothimpulse to-day : Men have learned more about
þÿ§I1g ¬I'Cd
life and natural laws, they have found that certain acts produce certain results, and with this knowledge can hear a
proposition and tell the probable outcome without long

thought.

Knotty-lingered people

have had to

reason

out

these laws, the smooth-fingered ones use them, which is
a great saving of time to the latter.
Smooth-fingered people
are

much fonder of society than

are

not

knotty-fingered ones. They
engaged in making deductions and calculations nor
in reasoning out intricate problems, but ideas come quickly,
and they rely on these.
For this reason people with smooth
fingers find time to mingle with their fellow men. They
have more leisure hours than knotty-lingered ones. To this
add that smooth ingers indicate greater readiness of expression, more fluency in thought and speech, so their possessors
are better adapted to shine in brilliant social surroundings
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than the slower, knotty-fingered folk.
that quickness of thought, inspiration,

Altogether we see
impulse, and spontaneity are the guiding forces indicated by smooth fingers,
and when seen, always think how these factors swiftly
impel such people forward in every sphere. Always examine most carefully the consistency and color of hands with
smooth fingers, too much energy (hard), and ardor (red),
will cause failure from over impetuosity.
It would require a
line
and
Head
to keep these
strong
phenornenally straight
blunders.
the
from
continual
Examine
tips always.
people
If pointed, you have the most artistic side of smooth fingers.
If square, their quickness and inspiration will operate in
practical ways, they will be less idealistic. If spatulate,
their force will be strongly augmented by the originality,
activity, and independence of the spatnlate tips. Such a
combination will need most careful handling to prevent
the subject from becoming a crank, and by excess of good
qualities from having ill success. With whatever combination found, always remember that smooth fingers indicate a
less critical, careful, analytical way of thinking, that impulse
and inspiration are the guides in every way, and by applying
these qualities you can always properly estimate their force
in the life of your subject.

CHAPTER XV
LONG FINGERS

N

looking at hands, the lingers of some will impress you
unusually long (58). Others will seem about to balance the rest of the hand, and some fingers will appear decidedly short. These are called respectively, long, normal,
and short fingers, and to make a test in this matter of
length, have the client close his fingers over the palm and
In thus closing
note how far toward the wrist they reach.
the hand, the Enger of Jupiter will be shortest, Saturn, even
though the longest finger, next, and Apollo, by virtue of
its position, will appear to be the longest finger of all. This
is due to the way they arrange themselves over the Mount
It has been generally believed that the lingers
of Venus.
closing thus should reach to the wrist or be as long as the
palm, yet this is seldom the case. As the prominence of the
Mounts under the lingers will make quite a difference in
the distance the fingers reach toward the wrist, I consider
the plan of relying entirely on the closing of lingers as likely
to lead to false deductions.
The longest hand I have ever
as

seen

was

sent me from

Little Rock, Arkansas, about tive

years ago, and measured, from finger-tip to rascette, ten
In this hand the linger of Saturn extends nearly to
inches.

the first rascette (59).
This would be classed as of the ex~
lremeb' long-lingered type. When the measurement taken
extends anywhere between a little below the centre of Venus
and the rascette, class the fingers as long.
In this examination you should reason that the longer the
fingers the more pronounced the long-fingered qualities, and
be careful not to apply a full measure of these qualities to
|29
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normal length. Long /sands are
palm, as well as the fingers are exoeed~
ingly long, though the lingers themselves may be only a
trifle over normal length in proportion to the palm. These
long hands show the slow-going, slow-talking person, who,

fingers only

|.
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in

speaking,

LONG FINGER!

enunciates each

syllable

of every

word, and

who while he does not drawl, still is slow in forming and
speaking his words. Anyone who is quick in thought

knows, after the first few words just what

he will say, and

hurry and finish. The long hands indicate
slow-acting minds, consequently these people are slow in
movement, dignified, and lack the rushing, dashing way of
wishes he would

Long Fingers

Isl

draft-handed persons. These lang hands must always be
§il|B§ logdkr with langfingers. It makes a great difhence in long iiugers whether they are thin or thick. The
thin Engel! accentuate long-ingered qualities, and lead you
P¢'lIl|l to form a more disagreeable estimate. The animal

NO. M.

VERY LONG FINGER!

vhiq lldonging to thick fingers of any kind makes those
llliilll lhhk, longjingers less given to pushing long-lingered
q§|5B!0cwes than to seeking pleasure, so they will in#Wet of the disagreeable qualities than I/u°n, lang
TD form a oorrectjudgment is not at all diicult if
the rule of measurements given above, but be
HIC!
1
Gifeftll in making your classifications, relying
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measurements until
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practice

oH`-hand without error.
The long-fingered person is

enables you to

peculiar.

judge

His is the mind

which goes into the minutiae of everything, seeks every detail, and accepts nothing as a whole until first separated into
its parts.
He is particular,
He will engage himself with

large

especially
some

about small

things.

small detail and allow

a

He is suspicious and does not feel
escape him.
sure that seeming friends are true. In dealing with these
one to

quite
people

be most

punctilious in your behavior, as well as in
your apparent regard and respect, for they are easily offended,
and little things, not thought worthy of any consideration
by others, would be construed by them into intended insults.
They are careful about everything. In dress they are neat,
and while they may not be in fashion, yet there is an evident
effort to put the best foot forward. They are exceedingly
sensitive, easily wounded, and hold in their breasts smoldering animosities, which have been aroused by fancied or real
slights. They see the little things, the minutiae, the details,
and, if you have short fingers, your outspoken quickness
may embroil you with them.
down as of little account, for

Long fingers must not be set
they are eminently useful and
necessary.
People having them being possessed of good
memory, and fond of looking after details, make good bookkeepers or odice men, where the performance of accurate and
careful work is required.
If the ingers are at once long and
square-tipped, the regularity and detail will make these people almost infallible as accountants. They will check ac~
counts for a month to discover a penny which has destroyed
their balance. Long fingers are slow. If they are smooth it
will not take them so long to grasp an idea, but if the fingers
are knotty it means love of detail and minutiae (long fingers),
with analysis (knotty joints), and this class will always be
Plodders they always are, not achieving success
very slow.
by brilliancy or quick spurts, but by slowly and carefully
laboring to keep abreast of the times. Patient they are, for
they see many pass them on the roadway of life, and it requires patience to see oneself outstripped and not get moody.

Long Fingers

1

33

As musicians they achieve success from carefulness and close
observance of detail. They do not depart from the com-

poser's conception, but adhere strictly to every notation and
mark of expression.
In conversation they are apt to be tiresome, for in telling a story or describing anything, they go
into every detail with wearisome accuracy.
In literature
they are exact, and didactic in style. They tend to give too
much attention to

detail,

and

run

into

long

and tiresome de-

Their work in literature, as everywhere else,
has the stamp of painstaking carefulness. Send them to

scriptions.

describe natural scenery and not a tree nor leaf will escape
them, and as reporters they will see and describe every little
"
thing. Their love of detail leads them to be long-winded
"

writers and the blue

pencil is in constant demand.
they paint the pictures that show every detail of
their study. They are not impressionists but artists who
In art

paint
paint

the individual hairs of their

subjects. They do not
by drawing at one stroke a broad brush
canvas, but they paint in every blade of grass.

meadows

across

the

Every

leaf

button

on

the trees, every feather

on

the coat, is

on

the birds, every

with accuracy in their

depicted
pictures.
In ordinary, every-day life they are the ones who look after
all the little comforts of home. They do not forget the slippers, the chair at iireside, the paper, or the thousand and
one lilfle things that make home bright.
They are thought-

ful, watchful, careful, patient, and in looking after the
minutix of life they fill a very useful place. They have, by
reason

of their

minds.

They

care

of the details of

not, as
but they

are

everything, inquiring

those with knotty fingers, tryare watchful that even the little

are

ing to analyze,
things shall not

be overlooked or forgotten.
While the
carefulness and the watchfulness indicated by long fingers
might make it appear that they were about the same as

knotty Hngers,
actuate each

the two.

things

to

still

one

They
pieces

they

are

not.

The

will show you the
of the knotty fingers
and to

motives

which

diR`erence between

are trying to pick
analyze them, they of the long
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trying to avoid overlooking even small matters.
it is analysis, in the other looking after detail.
Long Engers indicate faults, among which are slowness,
and tediousness. These people are often bores, and worse
than this they are frequently selfish. This comes from the
fact that their suspicious way of looking at things causes
them to draw within themselves, and they do not push
out among people, nor do they love to mingle with others.
In this way they acquire habits of selfishness which grow
with years. Thin lingers and critical nails will accentuate
this quality, and in dealing with long Hngers, always view
their possessors as inclined to be a selfish class; if they lack
either the Mount of Venus or Apollo, they surely are. If
they have the Mount of Moon strong, it is trebly sure. Long
Hngers are cold-blooded, to a large extent lack sympathy,
and when generous it is often because they do not want to
appear mean, rather than because they have real generosity.
They are a class who do not grant favors readily, and incline
strongly to stinginess except in matters which give pleasure

fingers
In

are

one case

to themselves.

They are not bold and fearless, but incline to be
cowardly and, consequently, servile; this applies particularly to lean, long fingers unless spatulate tips, and a large
thumb, added to Mount of Mars, give them strength. They
are willing to receive a favor, but do not go out of their way
to

grant

one.

Long-fingered friends are not always true to you. They
suspicious, often nurse feelings of resentment, and become hypocritical.
This is especially the case if the fingers
be long and lean. They of thick long fingers will be truer.
In considering long Engers, the tips must be carefully noted,
to learn in what direction the long-lingered love of investigation, minutiae, and detail will expend itself. If they have
square tips; regularity, practical matters, business, or common-sense duties will attract.
If spatulate tips, activity and
are
their
originality
moving forces, making them most remarkable inventors, careful explorers, and adding spatulate
qualities to long-fingered detail and minutiae. This is the
are

Long Fingers
best combination to indimte

originality.

1
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tip

is

too much bowed down

by routine and custom to be original.
With conic tips, long fingers will turn to art and love of the
beautiful. In this case conic qualities must be added to longfingered ones. Long fingers will be found on various classes
of

people, and in
ignorant persons,

all walks of life.

They will be seen on
faculty of looking

but each will have the

after the trifles and the little

things

in their lives.

Ignorant

people may have long fingers with conic tips. To these
must not be ascribed creative artistic talent, but they do love

perhaps not the things _you might think beautiful,
appeals to /heir grade of intelligence.
Long-fingered hands are the ones which do the finer work
in the mechanical world.
These long-fingered people often
beauty

;

but that which

the fine engravers, and those who can chase the most
delicate lines and tracery on jewelry. They can handle little
are

parts of machinery, and in general they do the minute and
fine little

things in mechanics and mechanical art.
Long fingers will be found on hostler and nobleman,

on

housemaid and on mistress.
In each case they will not stand
for the same grade ry/ineness, but will tell of the irresistible

propensity for detail, of dealing with minutiae, of observing
little and trifling things, of a tinge of suspicion, and, if the
shape bears it out, of seliishness and hypocrisy.

CHAPTER XVI
sHoR'r

FINGERS

INGERS which may be classed
among all types of people, and

short

(60) are found
equally divided between the sexes.
be
Usually they may
recognized at a
and
will
never
fail
to
read
them
you
aright if you
glance,
master a knowledge of short-fingered qualities.
The lingers
which are properly classed as short, will reach hardly to the
centre of the Mount of

portion

as

are

Venus, and will appear short in pro-

to the rest of the hand.

Having carefully

fixed in

your mind the appearance of long fingers, there will be no
possible trouble ever after in recognizing the short. Of
course

there will be found

varying degrees

of shortness.

lingers may reach nearly to the middle of the Mount of
Venus, the normal length, or they may fall far short of that.
The

The palm of the hand may be
short.

In this

case

they

a

long

one, and the

fingers

will reach far short of the normal

line, and their peculiar qualities will be

very

pronounced.

There will be added to the latter combination the strength
of the large palm which, if square, will make them practical.

Short-fingered qualities are exactly the reverse of long.
wishing to go into detail, short-fingered people
despise it. Instead of dealing in minutiae, they want everything considered as a whole. To be compelled to think of
little things gives them positive pain. They think quickly,
if the fingers are normally short, like a Hash if they be very
short, and they also act as quickly as they think. In stating
a proposition to such people come right to the point.
There
is no element of slowness in the operation of their minds nor
any desire to go into details; all is quickness and action.
Instead of
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Fingers
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They are highly intuitiye and correctly judge whether you
telling the truth or trying to humbug them. Their
minds work rapidly, and, while you are still talking, they
have formed their opinion, before the last words are fairly
spoken. No analysis, no detail, no minutiae with them.

are

NO. ID.

Things as a
any

delay.

whole

What

are

SHORT FINGERS

what

they

they

deal

of the short

with, and this without

fingers want

to

get

at

is

the ment, the result of a thing, not the details of how it was
done. If trying to interest them in a new scheme, talk fast
and to the

point.

is money in it,

L

What

they wish

to know

not the details as to how you

is whether there
are

going

to

get
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it.

They

someone

will tell you,

"

leave all the minutiae to
someone else" means longShort fingers are often hard to handle. Their

else," in which

lingered folk.

Hand-Reading

We

mn

"

case

think rapidly and make up their minds so quickly
that you do not get a chance to tell your story before they
I have heard something like this before, and don't
say:

owners

"

want to go into it."
They are impulsive, act on
the spur of the moment, and do many hasty things for which
they are afterward sorry. They are in danger of falling into

believe I

through jumping at conclusions. While they possess
possibilities, they often ruin them by impetuosity. They are hot-headed, and once started, push with
extreme diligence any enterprise undertaken.
These short-fingered people are never satisfied to be doing
any but bzjg things.
They plan the gigantic enterprises that
move the world, they build enormous buildings, lead armies,
and, casting aside detail, control large matters, settle lines
of policy, and leave long fingers to attend to the minutiae in
carrying them out. While people with long fingers are
plodding, saving, careful, even stingy, those with short
fingers are dashing, impetuous, quick, full of big plans,
looking down on small matters such as are engrossing the
attention of long-lingered ones. Short-lingered people are
not always careful of appearance, they are planning big
enterprises, so little things, like care for the toilet and clothing, must be for others than themselves. They are too much
occupied with large matters to attend to the triiles of etiquette
or society.
They do not notice a slight which would drive
the sensitive soul of a long-fingered subject to despair.
While long-fingered subjects eye you with distrust, and feel
suspicious of the words you are uttering, short-fingered ones
are thinking nothing of the kind, they are quickly digesting
what is said in order that they may determine at what you
are driving.
Short lingers do not indicate hypersensitiveness, consequently, as a rule, these people are happy and
lively companions. At all times you feel, when in their
company, the force of their impulsiveness, quickness, intuition and, with good qualities behind them, their brilliancy.
error

very brilliant

Short

Fingers

1
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thing you may be always sure, they are quick witted
in the extreme, and are very concise in their method of exprxion. Their letters are marvels of brevity, as they have
Of one

a

great facility of saying much in little.

This makes them

excellent newspaper reporters or short-story writers.
It
stands to reason that such pronounced qualities, as those
indicated

by short fingers,
give success.

need great

strength behind

them

in order to

One of the first matters to consider, in this regard, is the
finger tip. The pointed tip, with its ideality, fervor, poetry

of heart and soul, impressionability, and indiiference to
worldly interests, is the most dangerous companion for short

The

impractical view indicated by the pointed tips
lingers to be much more impulsive, and quick,
in which case the subject is in positive danger from excess
of his short-lingered qualities. Conic tips will not lead short
fingers into quite so great danger, but will still emphasize
these qualities.
Square tips, when found, will direct the short-lingered impetuosity into more 'practical channels, make it less impressionable and less likely to
Spatulate
go oB` halt'-cocked."
will
add
and
tips
great activity
originality, but are not such
good tips for short lingers as the square, which add more
fingers.

will lead short

"

calmness and

common-sense

than any of the others.

Flexi-

bility of the hand with short lingers, will add elasticity
of mind to short-fingered qualities, showing a great adaptability to a large range and variety of subjects. It adds much
to the keenness, but is likely, on account of the versatility
and predisposition to extreme views, not to be a good combination.

You

how bad for the

subject, pointed tips,
flexibility would be, for, with this combination the boiler would surely burst. Flabby consistency
will make these people lazy and will pull down the force
of their qualities.
They lhink quickly, but being lazy
will not ad with the same quickness.
It will be purely
the mental attributes of short fingers that will be called
into play in this case.
Soft hands will be more active than
Gabby ones, but still not intense. Elastic hands will bring
short

lingers,

can see

and
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force of

short-fingered qualities, and, as the
intelligent energy, it will not be
a bad combination.
Hard hands showing the energy of
an unelastic brain, will push short-fingered qualities, but
perhaps push them too much. Elastic consistency is
thus the best with short lingers. Knotty joints reduce the
short-fingered qualities of quick thought, and are in consequence excellent companions. The knotty qualities of analysis, if possessed by the subject, and the faculty of always
having 'a reason for everything, will check the impetuous
impulse of short fingers. If only the first knot is developed,
the quick thought of short fingers will have mental order and
out

elastic hand stands for

arrangement added

to it.

If

only the second knot be devel-

short-fingered subject will not be so carel in his
surroundings.
The thumb plays a most important part, with short lingers, for add to their strong qualities the determination of a
large thumb, and if it is not of just the night sort you will

oped,

the

dress and

very bad combination. The clubbed thumb with
will add the brutal obstinacy of that thumb,

have

a

short

Engers

short-fingered qualities to an intolerable
The Hat, nervous thumb will add nervous excitement to a set of forces already too quick, producing
and drive the
extreme.

bad results.

A

thumb with

short

of

logic
reasoning qualities
already unreasoning short fingers; this is an unfortunate
combination. It requires thumbs of intelligent and healthy
strength, balanced in all parts, to operate favorably on short
fingers.
Short lingers will operate strongly on all the Mounts.
With them the ambition, pride, religion, and honor of the
Jupiterian will have impulse and quick thought behind them.
Saturn will be less taciturn, slow, stingy, and superstitious.
will show

Apollo

that

will be

more

a

are

phalanx
not

brilliant, will scintillate,

as

behind the

intuition is

of his strong qualities. Mercury will be quick
already
as a flash, whether he be orator, business man, professional
Mars will be in need of much help
man, scientist, or thiefl
one

from

some

source, to

keep short-fingered impetuosity

from

Short
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away with him, and causing him to undertake hazardous ventures.
The Moon will be quicker, less selfish,

running
and less

dreamy.

thought

and

Venus will have

an

added fire of

quick

impulse.

Note the individual

phalanges

of the short

fingers

to

see

whether the mental, the abstract, or the material worlds rule,
for the direction in which the short-lingered qualities will

operate

can

be determined from them.

This will either be

projects (first phalanx), business enterprises (second phalanx), or in providing a meal with plenty of wine
(third phalanx). You can judge the probable outcome of
short fingers by estimating whether ambition is behind
them or whether too much Martian aggression will force
them into extreme positions.
Apply all the Mount qualitie
as a force behind, and see what this driving-power will do.
Then, most important of all, look at the Head line: see if
it is strong, clear, and straight; whether drooping, or if it be
a line showing, by islands and chains, defects in mental
strength and balance. A good clear Head line, showing
sound and healthy judgment, will do more to bring short
fingers to perfection than any other factor. I regard short
fingers as a fine possession if the proper qualities are back
of them. There is nothing little or mean about them; they
are not cramped or dwarfed in their views.
But with their
abhorrence of detail, quickness of thought and action, with
impulse, hasty conclusions, and the great distaste for doing
anything slowly, they are in constant danger of making mistakes as the result of a lack of deliberate and careful thought.
Brilliant as they are,they need square tips, elastic consistency,
proper thumbs, and fine, straight Head lines. With such
companions they are capable of any achievement. Give
them the company of pointed or conic tips, hard hands,
in mental

or nervous thumbs, and poor Head
know what the result must be-utter failure.

coarse

lines, and

you

CHAPTER XVII
THE THUMB
"

There is
Can

no chance, no destiny, no fate
circumvent, or hinder, or control

The firm resolve of

determined soul.

a

; will alone is

Gifts count for

nothing

All

way before it

things give

soon or

great

;

late.

What obstacle

can stay the mighty force
sea-seeking river in its course,
Or cause the ascending orb of day to wait?

Of the

~

Each well-born soul must win what it deserves.
Let the fool prate of luck. The fortunate
Is he whose earnest purpose

Whose

slightest action
The

Why,

swerves,
serves

great aim.

Death stands still

even

And waits

one

never

inaction

or

an

hour sometimes for such

will."

a

ELLA WHEELER Wwcox.

N

all

the

ance

study

of the hand,

no

portion

is of

than that devoted to the thumb.

more

import-

The considera-

tion of this most wonderful member should be undertaken
with

a

full

much it

appreciation

can mean

of its power, and

to you if

properly

a

realization of how

understood.

So great

a

revealer of character is the thumb that many of the Hindus
base their entire work upon it; the Chinese have a most
minute and intricate system based solely on the capillaries
phalanx; and all gypsies use the thumb for a large

of the first

part of their Chirognomic work, for they have found that a
knowledge of the thumb, added to their Mercurian shrewdness,

gives

them

enough data for ordinary

purposes.

With-

consideration of any other parts of the hand, the thumb
would furnish a source from which could be given a very
out
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good reading, and a thorough understanding of it should be
had before going into a discussion of the types with which
the qualities of the thumb play so strong a part.
The thumb cannot be called a finger, because it is infinitely
more ; it is really four fingers, as it can oppose itself at will
to the four others (61), thus doing away with the need of

Y

»

i
¢

v

NO. 51.

THUN! OPPOSING THE FINGERB

iam' additional single lingers to perform this necessary fuucfion. It is the fnlcrum around which all the fingers must
revolve, and in proportion to its strength or weakness will it
hold up or let down the strength of the subject's character.
Large thumbs (62) denote strength of character, and be-

long to persons

who

are

guided by

the head ; small

thumbs,
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show weak character, or persons who are guided by the
Large thumbs show force of character, small thumbs,

heart.

lack of force.

So in

taking

hold of

a

thumb you will know that
the subject, and that something

large

pected.

These

are

the

more

to its size.

ex-

this

LARGE THUMB

certain if the thumb is at all coarse, in addition
a small thumb is found, the character is weak;

If

the heart and sentiments rule; these
certain to be led.

thumbs, of

finding a
guide

and head

strength
pronounced may be
people who naturally rule, and

ND. 62.

will be

hand and

Big

romance.

enjoy useful,

thumbs show

People

necessary, and

the persons who are
lnve of history, small

are
a

with big thumbs seek for and
practical things in life; those
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with small thumbs

appreciate only the beautiful, poetical,
side, consequently they will not be able to go
the world and hold their own against their big-thumbed

sentimental

into
brethren.

The thumb

whole is composed of three phalanges, as
fingers. It is a mistake to divide it into
only two phalanges. The Three Worlds of Palmistry apply
just as much to the thumb as to any of the fingers, and it is
are

as a

all the other

NO. 68.

SHALL THUMB

llomonoomplete without three phalanges than

would the tin-

So in your examination of the thumb,
divide it into mental and abstract worlds, indicated by the

gdibewith only two.

int and second phalanges, and add to these the material
world shown by what we call the Mount of Venus, which is
Milly the third phalanx of the thumb. These three worlds

of the thumb embody three qualities supremely important to
the success of any human being, and they may justly be
chased among the greatest moving forces in the entire cateWithout them no amount of brilgory of human levers.

liltity

or

enable

a

K

talent,
subject

no

amount

to achieve

of

scholarly attainment,

great

success.

will

These three
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so strongly estimated are will power and delaminalzbn, indicated by the first phalanx, reason and logzk by
the second, love and .gympallzy by the third, or Mount of

factors

Thus it will be

Venus.

seen

that in the thumb

we

have de-

termination backed by reason, and forced on by love, which
is a combination so strong that it will overcome any obstacle
which may seek to impede its progress, and will often force
success when such an outcome seems impossible.
Realiz-

ing

how

powerful

qualities shown by the thumb,
palmists are content to
When big thumbs are
determination, reason, and love in large

are

the

you will understand why many
centre their efforts upon it alone.
seen

you know that

supply are present, and you know the effort to which these
qualities will lead. Small thumbs are found best developed
in the third phalanx (Mount of Venus), and deficient in the
other two, so here are love and sentiment strongest (Mount
of Venus), without the accompaniment of will and reason ;
making a combination certain to bring only weakness to the
subject. The special attributes indicated by the tirst phalanx
are will power, decision, and ability to command others;
those of the second phalanx, perception, judgment, and reasoning faculties; of the third phalanx, love, sympathy, and
passion; a combination of the three phalanges showing you
the amount of moralforce of your

subject,

without which

no

character is strong, no brilliancy is of great value. That
the thumb is of supreme importance to the usefulness of the

by the fact that on the hand of Man only is it
descending the scale from humanity into the ani-

hand is shown

found.
mal

In

kingdom

we

find that the thumb at

when the break between

man

and the

once

disappears

monkey has been

Most animals live together as individuals, not as a
made.
community govemed by one head. Each animal does what
it likes, looks out for itself, goes or comes as it pleases, seeks

its

own

has

food, and protects itself when attacked.

One animal

Even the young
power to rule or govern another.
remain at the mother's breast and under the mother`s control
no

only long enough

to

gain

suiiicient

to strike out for themselves.

This

strength to enable them
comparatively early age
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reached, they become individuals, each looking after its sepinterests, and one has no control over any other.
Knowing that abzhb/ lo command of/:ers is shown by the
thumb, and knowing that the thumb is absent in the animal,
we see why it is that they do not gather into communities and
are not governed and ruled by some one of their own kind.
arate

This will also

ly superior

explain

in

some

degree why

man

to the animal in his achievements.

isso immenseHe unites with

his kind and presents a common front to an enemy. When
plants a settlement in the wilderness he drives out the

man

native animals because

a

body of human beings united is

stronger than a body of animals, each of which is an individual, to whom the qualities of the thumb are lacking. It
is thumb

quality opposed

the hand and its thumb

Physiologically

to

a

lack of it; it is the

triumph

of

the paw which has it not.
the thumb is more abundantly supplied
over

with muscles than the

fingers, which have only ilexor and
give them the ability to open and close
in a vertical way. The strong muscular development of the
thumb is so arranged that it can move in a rotary direction,
enabling it to oppose itself in turn to each of the fingers. It
extensor muscles that

is this opposing power of the thumb that makes the human
so skilful in large or small things, that makes it able to

hand

master arts and sciences, hold tools, operate engines, or grasp
pens and pencils ; instruments which have made, developed,
It is the thumb which enables
and recorded human history.

humanity
which

we

to

invent, manufacture, and

have

to-day.

use

all the devices

It is the lack of the thumb that

forces the animal to tear food with its teeth, holding it on
the ground with its paw, in which case the ground performs
the

duty

of the thumb.

We say the thumb shows will power, and it shows as well
the exercise of it. The child when first bom has no will ;
it is

entirely

under the control of others.

For the iirst

few weeks of life, if healthy, it sleeps about twenty-two
out of twenty-four hours.
During this time the thumb is
closed in the hand, the fingers concealing it ; in other words
the will, represented by the thumb, is dormant,-it has not
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Soon the child does not

sleep

so

much; it begins to have some ideas of its own, and often
shows that it has a temper. At once the thumb comes from
its

hiding-place

in the

palm,

the

fingers

no

longer

close

over

it, for will is beginning to exert itself, and when it does, the
thumb, its indicator, appears. In examining the hands of
idiots- those poor souls whose minds have been destroyed
by some shock, or some illness, or who perhaps were born

wit1ess,- you will

find weak thumbs.

able to exert control

These idiots

themselves or others.

are un~

If the

idiocy
congenital nature, the thumb will be very poorly
formed, small and weak looking. This formation, which

is of

over

a

amounts sometimes to

that the
never

subject

existed.

is found
in

a

use

on

was

If

a

deformity of the hand, will show

a

born idiotic, and that the mind and will
thumb indicating good strength of will

the hand of

lifeless, unsteady

an

idiot, then the thumb is carried

manner, and when the hand is not in

the thumb is closed into the

mind and will

were once

palm.

present, but

This shows that the
are now

weakened

or

This

idiocy is produced by shock or disease, and is
not congenital.
Epileptics also show confirmations of thumb quality. Just
before a seizure, and before any other warning has been
given, the thumb closes in the palm. It is beyond the
power ofthe patient's will to prevent the seizure; disease temporarily displaces the will, and its indicator, the thumb, gives
When persons are very ill it is importway and hides itselfl
In battling against
ant to note how their thumbs are held.
disease the will must be strongly called into play, in order that
If will is holding its own, it is an indication
life may remain.
that disease has not gained the mastery. When, however, the
thumb folds into the palm, the brain is much disturbed, and
the will cannot hold out a great deal longer. This operation
gone.

of the thumb
or

suffering

can

with

be

seen even

high

thumb which is often

fact that
has the

man

faculty

fever.

of reason,

are

unconscious

I believe this action of the

dying people comes from the
knowledge of death, man alone
man by reason of his knowledge

seen on

alone has

in those who

a
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of death opposes his will to its operation. So long as he
does this, the thumb stands.
When the thumb folds into
the palm as death approaches both will and reason are in

abeyance, the faculties give way, and
soning power and will takes place.

the dissolution of

rea-

There are two kinds of will power to be borne in mind :
instinctive will, which gives us a faculty of being stubborn
without any definite purpose, and the will born of reason.
Instinctive will is

possessed by animals, and leads them to
obstinately
fight
against others of their kind, through mere
Animals have also

inherent stubbornness.

a

sort of in-

logic and instinctive decision. The kind of will
which is represented by the thumb is not this animal instinct,
but the will of reason, the logic of reason, the decision of
In this case, a human mind is back of the forces, givreason.
them
direction.
In the development of the hand we find
ing
its most primitive formation in the Amaeba (Drummond), a
small jelly-likewater growth which is headless, legless, and
stinctive

armless.

Whenever it has

bulges
object it wishes,

point

out at some

flows

over

use for a hand to grasp its food, it
in its circumference, touches the
it and absorbs it. This bulge, or

hand, in its side, appears at any point when a need demands
it, and disappears whenever the need is satisfied. This is
the iirst and lowest form of hand, belonging to a bit of pro-

toplasm

which has neither form

nor

From this

shape.

amcnbic hand, as intelligence increases, there is a steady development in paws or hands. First a few tendrils operate as

fingers,

asin the

case

of

sea

anemones, then

through

the

car-

nivora, where toes and -claws appear, until we come to the
monkey. Here we find the nearest approach to the human
hand, and,on the monkey's paw the
thumb.

It consists of

a

bit of

nearest

cartilage

approach

to

the

covered with skin

and sets very /zzjg/z on the paw, is loose, and is without great
stiffness.
It is the kind of thumb which cannot oppose itself

firmly

to the

lingers,

has little

strength, and

press us that Man only has a real thumb.
remember concerning the monkey's thumb

it sets very

high

on

serves to

Two
are

im-

things

to

the fact that

the side of the paw, and that it lacks the

ISO
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ability to oppose the fingers. Also bear in mind, that the
intelligent the monkey, the nearer this linger approaches to a thumb. Those found in the wild state have
little approach to such a member, those bred and reared
in zoological gardens are developing better thumbs, and
"

more

NO. 64.

"

HIGH-BET THUMB

a continued improvement in this regard as the
monkey more closely approaches the human species in
intelligence.
In noting the thumbs on your client's hand, have him
hold the hand up in front of yon, palm in your direction,
very much as you had him do when examining the carriage of the lingers. This is in order to 'rind whether the

there will be

The Thumb

I5

thumb sets high at the side of the hand, is low,

or

r

in the

medium

position. Remembering how the monkey's thumb
is placed high at the side of its paw, and also that the idiot's
thumb is also high, at once reason that the higher the thumb
grows out from the side of the hand (64), the lower the grade

NO. 55.

LOW-BET THUMB

of intelligence, and the less adaptability has the subject. The
smaller the thumb thus highly placed, the nearer it approaches the monkey thumb, and the nearer the approach of
the subject to the qualities of the monkey. Monkeys may
be

bright

and

shrewd, but in

an

animal way, lacking entirethe thumb sets low

ly the human quality, clzaractrr. If
it generally follows that it will open

'Ml

wide from, and will
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not lie close

along, the side of the hand. This low-set
a large space between itself and the finger
of Jupiter (65), will indicate a nature full of the highest
human qualities.
It speaks of generosity, independence,
love of liberty for itself and others, sympathy for all who are
thumb, leaving

in

distress, and

brethren.

of the

qualities

a

readiness to share with less fortunate

While this low-set thumb does not bear all the

supple thumb,

in that the low

thumb, while

liberal and generous, does not throw money away as do the
supple thumbs, still the low thumb is the intensely human
thumb.
Venusian

forming

Its possessor is filled with the greatest strength of
qualities, sympathy and generosity (this thumb

as

it does the lower part of

Venus),

and he is fired

with warmth, which, while it may not mean passion, does
bespeak one who is not cold-blooded. If you ask a favor,
this

with the low-set thumb will grant it if possible.
asking that the cold response of a selfish per-

man

You know in
son

will not be

given

you, but

that, having

a

feeling

of com-

humanity, he will do for you all he can. This low-set
thumb is generally long, and if so it means power and force
mon

of'

character, which, with determination and reason, will
intensify generous and sympathetic qualities. If the thumb
is short, it will take away much of the good of its low setting, for, while the position is good, the thumb itself is nearer
the smallness of the monkey fonnation, which will tend to
give it monkey will and selfishness. With a low-set small
thumb the

good quality it has will

from selnsh motives.

comes

however, and

rare,

hand.

If such

a

you will

thumb is

be

independence,

and this

The low-set small thumb is

generally

found,

see

find it close to the

which

phalanx

is de-

ficient, which rules, and Whether it is close to the hand
falling wide open. After noting all its landmarks, look

or

at

and with this combination of evidence you will be
able to judge it aright.

the

tip,

Before

langes,
two,

respectively,

short,

see

speak of the two phabrevity I shall call these
logic. In all thumbs, long or

proceeding farther,

the first and second.
whether

will and
one or

I must

For

the other

phalanx

is deficient

or

in

The Thumb
excess.

The normal length of the thumb, with

I

a

53

medium

phalanx reaches about to
the middle of the third phalanx of the finger of Jupi ter, when
the thumb is held against the side of the hand (66). If the
setdng,

is when the end of the Erst

thumb is much shorter than this it is a short thumb, unless
it be set so low that. while the thumb itself is of normal

-.-,fi
T`

i

,

£-

_

6

s
no. as

length,

rnuua woman. Lsnaru

the low setting accounts for its shortness.

Again,

if set very high it might overreach this measurement and
In judging individual
still be only of nomial length.

phsllnges ofthe thumb see that the first phalanx is a trifie
shorter than the second. This gives normal development.
If the will phalanx is longer than logic (67), will is in

ofresson,

nl

excess

and the person will act first and think afterward.
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He is set and determined in his ways, and makes mistakes
qualities to rule reason. He is

because he has allowed these

stubborn, and
correct

cannot see that it is

an error

able obstinacy.

better to acknowledge and
than to suffer the consequences of unreasonIf the second phalanx -is much the longer (68),
~

_

_
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reason

is in

excess

L-

i

'

'i

WILL LONGER THAN LOGIG

of will, and this person

can

reason

clev-

erly, but is not good in carrying the results into execution.
He is the

reasoner

who does not act.

He knows how

things

.should be done, but does not carry this knowledge into operation. Some time ago, during one of my lectures, I was

asked,

"

Do you believe that a person naturally deficient in
knowing his weakness, can school himself

will power, and

The Thumb
so

that he will
"

develop strong will ?

"

1

To this

question

I

55

sn-

No."

Since then I have given this matter most
swexed,
careful observation and study; have taken subjects whom I
knew to be deficient in will, found good situations for them,
surxoundedthean with the best influences, and put before them

NO. 88.

I.%|C LONGER THAN WILL

every incentive for effort. They developed the most tremenllbtls determination for a while; when they thought they
were being watched or put to a test they were as obstinate

md immovable

as s

rock, but taken oh' their guard, they

succumbed to the first temptation. Deiicient will is strong
when on gtiltd, stronger than a normal will under similar

cixcumstances,

but it is not the real

qualigy,

and

subjects
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with such

a

will fall

by the
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way whenever

they

are

not in~

Whenever drunkards have, by sheer
force of will, reformed, it was because they had the strong
will to begin with; they could not otherwise have succeeded.

tentionally exerting

it.

Many students have
large will phalanges

come

to think that all persons with

will be

necessarily successful, as they
push them forward. This
will be true if they have anything to push. Determination
is only a forre that can push somellzing else ,- it is not worth
much bf z'lseM
It can drzbe some other power to achievement, but determination must have something to drive, or it
is valueless. If your subject is literary, musical, artistic, or
practical, determination behind these gifts will undoubtedly
bring them to good account, but it would be worth little
that a man was merely determined, for he must have some
abdib' before determination can bring him success. Understanding this, do not say, upon seeing a large thumb,
have

so

"You

much determination to

bound to have great success, you have so much
The person may be ignorant, heavy, and

are

determination."

phalanx would only make him stubqualities would be the coarser.
And now go back to the position of the thumb on the
hand. We have considered the high-set thumb, which is akin
to the monkey's, as well as its opposite, the low-set one ; we
will now take up the straight thumb, set close to the
hand (69).
A thumb placed either high, low, or normally,

coarse ;

if

so

born, and his

and which

the will

coarse

has,
by

which it lies

as

its distinctive mark, the closeness with
hand, the straightness of its

the side of the

carriage, and lack of flexibility at the joint, shows a person
the opposite of the one whose thumb is low set and opens
wide from the fingers.
This is not called the stiff thumb;
for it is not always pronouncedly stiif, although it has not the
flexible or supple joint.
The marked peculiarity in this
thumb is its carriage, as a whole, and its disposition to lie
close to the side of the hand.

This indicates

a

cautious

who will be afraid to say much because he fears
you may presume on the acquaintance and ask some favor.
These people are close, lack sympathy, and are hard to

person,

one

The Thumb

They

approach.

diicult to scale.

entirely lacking

surround themselves with

They

hold you at arrn's

in

157
a

wall which is

length,

and

are

in their views,

independence,
bigoted and set in their ways, and do not impress you as
being open or frank. They are secretive, neither giving nor
narrow

v

ND. ll.

THUMB CARRIED CLOSE TO HAND

inviting oonfidences, consequently they are persons who do
nut make many friends, nor do they seek them. If with this
thumb you ind the fingers stiff and lacking flexibility, it
Ill! accentuate all of the peculiarities; and if they have
lllotl, eritical nails, it will, in addition, make them mean
lad petty. This thumb shows at a glance the want of warmth
lad Sympathy, the caution, secretiveness, narrowness, and

nnresponsiveness of its owner.
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The medium

setting of the thumb (70), neither too high
closely to the hand, and not lying away
from it as if trying to break loose, but seeming to stand upright, bold, fearless, independent, and full of life ; shows a
person with well-balanced views, not prodigal, yet not stingy
nor

too

low,

not tied

NO. 70.

and

mean.

and who

MEDIUM BETTING

One who always listens to a reasonable appeal,
in a sensible way.
He is ruled by neither

responds

head

nor heart, but by a combination of both.
He is balanced, properly cautious, reasonably generous, digniied,

and

responsive

to

approaches coming

in sensible and

reason-

He does not overflow with sentiment, nor does
able ways.
he shut himself oil' from his fellow-men; but in business,

The Thumb

I

59

he is a balanced, senfeel, with this thumb, that the owner is
not hiding from you either thoughts or actions, that he is
fnnkin disposition, true to friends, and that his acquaint-

religion, love, home-life, everywhere,

lible person.

mu

is worth

You

cultivating.

It is

s

thumb that attracts you
'1

4

I

I
1

NO. 11.

ELEUENTAIIY THUMB

llllrgives you confidence, shows neither the domincering
lm, nm' the quibbler, speaks of no extreme in anything,
llntinf even temper, good thoughts, and a balancing of
qtlilitis.
1101! come to I consideration of the shape of the thumb
5;

Whale, tml it is

WOIBUIUY.

very

important

In this consideration

we

to

understand this
begin at the

shall
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bottom and go upward in the scale, starting with the heavy,
elementary development (71). This thumb is one which is
shaped like a banana, is entirely devoid of symmetry, the
two joints do not show where they separate, but the whole
thumb looks like

a

wad of fiesh stuck

on

the hand.

The

_

,X

:Ei

.

J
_

.N

't'

NO- 72

illustration shown
the best

specimen

gives
I have

NERVOUB THUMB

a

thumb, and is
Everything about this

clear idea of this

ever seen.

thumb speaks of heaviness, eoarseness, animalism.
It is
brute force in Will, brute force in reasoning, and brute passion in love.

There is

it ; all is

heavy,

ignorant.

The

nothing elevating

coarse,

owner

and common,

or

uplifting

about

blunt, tactless, and

of this thumb walks

over

everyone he

The Thumb
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nothing for refinement of manner or speech, nor
feelings of others, and is boorish and clownish even
It is the personification
among those as coarse as himself.
of ignorant obstinacy, operated in an unreasoning way. Any
thumb resembling the heavy formation of this one shows an
meets,

cares

for the

IIO. 78.

approach

to its

STRONG WILL, WITH MUBCULAR STRENGTH

common

qualities,

and while you will not

ind many as coarse as the illustration, you will find
lo near, that they tell tales not hard to understand.
Thumbs will be found which,

as

some

yon look at them and take

hold of them, are seemingly qu1`f¢:ji'at, looking as though
they have been pressed until the substance is gone out of
them
ll

(72).

They are

found in all textures of skin, all kinds
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of hands, and with any tips.
These thumbs are soft or
flabby, and it is the flatness that is their distinguishing
mark.

This is

nervous

force and

for the

owner.

a

thumb, and will show you the
energy that are proving too strong

nervous
nervous

When this fiat thumb is found you often

find the fluted nail, many lines in the hand, and a soft or
iiabby consistency, all of which is an indication of nervous

unbalance.

It tells of the

the /lat thumb is the
as

nervous excess

nervous

in the

subject,

for

thumb.

A thumb may be found which is not round and shapelass,
is the elementary, nor flat like the nervous thumb, yet,

when viewed from the nail side, it has
is broad in both phalanges, and has

a
a

broad look

(73).

It

strong, healthy ap-

pearance. This is a formation which will show you a strong
dcterminalzbn backed by physical strength.
It is not the
brutish

obstinacy, the ignorant unreasonableness of the elementary, but it is a healthy strength, so healthy that it may
at times be too strong.
It indicates the determination that
accomplishes its object and, rising over every obstacle, is
pushing and aggressive, but may easily be turned into a
violent quality of obstinacy, and often needs guidance and
holding down to keep it within bounds.
There is the thumb which appears of one thickness throughlength ; it is delicate and shapely, with square
tip (74). The nail is of smooth texture and pink
skin of fine quality and the entire aspect of the
the
color,
out its entire
or a

conic

This thumb
thumb full of life, grace, and refinement.
shows strong will, for the first phalanx is good, shows good

logical qualities also, for
shows at the
of these

same

qualities.

the second

phalanx

is strong, yet it

time refinement, taste, and tact in the use
Its owner will more certainly reach the

end he aims at than will he of the

heavy,

coarse

thumb, but

feelings,
rough shod over
and
firm
determination,
anyone.
diplomatic mind,
instead of knocking people down that he may pas, he will
slip by and between them so easily, that while he "gets
he will not wound

nor

will he walk

With

there

"

no one

wishes to check him.

attracts you, tells of the

This beautiful thumb

strong character of its owner, and

The Thumb
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intelligent, kindly nature, filling the lives
of all around it with beauty, yet having ample firmness of
purpose. It shows the refinement of will, the refinement of
also of the reined,

intelligent

reason,

taste, tact, and perseverance.

The four thumbs just described will enable you to judge
upon what plane the thumb qualities operate.

NO- 74-

Alter

heating

PIIIIBDZCS,

STRONG WILL, TACT

the thumb

as a

and examine them

as

AND REFINEMENT

whole,
to

next consider the

length, shape

of

tips,

Ind form. Remembering the rule that the first phalanx
llwllld be a little shorter than the second, and that with a
thumb placed normally on the hand the tip should reach to
the middle of the third phalanx of the finger of Jupiter, we

uQee
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proceed with our examination as to length of phalanges.
estimating the :Irengl/1 of any phalanx of the thumb, the
Img!/s is an important consideration at the outset. A thumb
with the first phalanx much longer than the second will tell
These subjects
you that wd/ is much stronger than reason.
will
In

'D

.

'

r

NO. 75.

WILL AND LOGIC BALANCE()

obstinate, tyrannical, clespotic, and if crossed in the
operation of their plans will, with unreasoning stubbornness,
are

fly into a temper.
a
good quality

of

stronger than

This is another instance where the

excess

bring evil results, and when will is
it is easy to predict that unreasonable

may

rrasan

obstinacy will be the result.
same length as the second,

Vhere the first
the two

phalanx is the
qualities are balanced

The Thumb

consequently the desubject
quiet strength that
comes from good judgment, and no bullying, no tyranny,
will be shown as in the case of the excessive will phalanx.
In the balanced phalanges there will be as much firmness,

(75).

Will is strong,

165

reason

termination of this

as

much determination,

is strong,

will be the

as

is necessary, but it will be

con-

operated by logic and reason. There will be no
weakness, no lickleness, but intelligent strength that marks
lrolled and

the natural leader.

The thumb with the second

phalanx deicient shows

phalanx strong

and the first

out of balance.

In this instance, reason will dominate, will is secondary. The subject
will think but not act; these people lack the power of carrying out their ideas, the determination to live up to their in-

tentions.

a nature

They are the ones who are always telling how the
government, business, religion, and everything ought to be
run, but are doing nothing to have their ideas carried out.
They are planners, not operators, reasoners, not doers.
Thumbs in which the will phalanx is zz/:fully short, and
entirely out of proportion to logic, will tell of the absolute
weakness of the owner. He may be ruled by any person, no
matter how ignorant, and goes through life an easy tool for
These people are
anyone who chooses to command him.
weaker than water," easily discouraged, and stand no
chance to be anything but servers. These subjects sometimes show great stubbornness, especially if on their guard,
but this display of will is only spasmodic and puerile, and
the inherent weakness of the subject does not permit it to
continue long. So from the excess in length of the will
phalanx to the absolute deiiciency above described are found
the various degrees of will power of your subject. Too
much is as bad as not enough, and often does more damage
to the subject and to the world.
It is an unreasoningforce,
which may be more harmful than a passive weakness.
The tips of the thumbs must be noted as carefully as those
of the fingers, for different tips will increase or diminish
strength. A conic tip to the thumb (76) makes the subject
impressionable and weakens or softens the strength of the
"
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of impulse, love of beauty, and
strength away from even an exThe subject will be less
cessive lrngllz of will phalanx.
tyrannical, despotic, and more easily influenced if the tip of
will.

The conic

qualities

idealism take

some

will be oonic.

All

of its

through

.`

the scale this conic

60'

tip

will add

u

A.

le.

J

'Y

,A

NO. 76.

OONIC TIP T0 THUMB

its

softening and reducing qualities to the various degrees of
by the length of the will phalanx. The conic tip
on dc/ink/11 will phalanges makes a subject
hopelessly weak,
shifting with every change of the wind, and instability becomes the leading characteristic.
The conic-tipped thumb is
will shown

the

impressionable person, with will power modified and requalities of the conic tip. Whatever the lcngfh

duced by the

l
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of the phalanx, when making your estimate take something
of for the conic tip.
The square tip (77) is the practical, commonsense tip. It
which adds strength, when found on the deficient
will phalanges, adds common-sense to the normal developis the

one

N0. 17.

SQUARE TIP T0 THUMB

ment, and makes the excessive length
its

In the latter

more

pronounced

it is almost

bad

in

the

operation.
spatnlate tip, for nn excessive length of will phalanx with a
square tip makes the subject fanatical in his obstinacy.
The spatulate tip (78) adds all the spatulate qualities to the
thumb. It adds action, independence, and originality, and
its operation will give a commanding turn to the will. The
case

as

as

|68
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spatulate tip adds great strength to a deficient will phalanx,
gives originality and action to a normal, and Ere, action,
and ingenuity to an excessive, length.
It is a benent to the
weak, and adds

operation

to the excess of the

and the

originality

strong, both in its active

which finds

new

ways to

ex-

9
`
i

1

NO. 78.

fi,

"1

SPATULATE TIP T0 THUMB

excess in length of will phalanx, the
positive menace, and always endangers the
success of the subject.
These three tips all have reference
to the shape of the tip, and follow the same formations as
the tips of the fingers.
Ve must consider several other
the
will
of
shapes
phalanx which are often seen and yet
which cannot be classed as belonging strictly to any of the

pend force.
spatulate tip

Vith the

is

above classes.

a
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Many thumbs will be found with the will phalanx broad
viewed from the nail side, but not thick through. This
is not the flat, nervous phalanx, for it is not thin enough,

as

yet it is
treme

not as thick as is the dubbed thumb.

breadth, often called

"

paddle-shaped,"

It is the

ex-

that is its dis-

1-'7".
,

s

"

A

Ji).
_»~
»"

-

I

_

-'vs

NO. 79.

tinetive feature

(79),

.u"'

_

PADDLE-SHAPED THUMB

and this breadth

long
phalanx, giving
length
This shows an exceedingly firm determination, which in excessive developments, degenerates into absolute tyranny and
obstinacy. It is always a strong phalanx and must be read so.
Even if the length should be somewhat deficient. this" paddle-Shaped phalanx will make it strorx. This strength of
both

"

belongs

to

a

and breadth but not thickness.
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will is not

usually backed by robust health, but is much
physical constitutions. It is an indication of strong rnmlal will, which goes boldly through a
trying emergency and then collapses after the strain is over.

oftener found with weak

t

þÿ ¬~
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NO. 80.

OLUBBED THUMB

(CALLED

THE MUWDEREIPB THUNB)

The father of this subject wu | ullor. In u it of drunken nge he attacked n
He ded thinking he lnd killed
companion, beatin him into
recited the scene of t e Hgh! to his wife, continuin the
him, run home
reciul at intervals throu h the night.
In nine mouths a child wu
mnrked with n clubbed
n deep crimson band lurmnnding lt.
Tint
child in the subject ofthis illustration.

innennbiliti.

ami!

tgnmb,

Occasionally

a

thumb is found with the will

laura

phalanx

thick and rounded, or broad; 'md thick, with a nail short
and very coarse in texture.
This is not the consumptive formation of nail and tip, but is found on the hands of

healthy

L

persons.

Owing

to its

peculiar club-like formation,

The Thumb
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it has been called the Clubbcd thumb

thickness,

coarseness, and brutal

deszgnaled

llze

shows terrific

"

murderer's

obstinacy,

and

(80), and owing to the
obstinacy shown, has been

thumb."
on a

bad

This clubbed thumb

hand,

a common

grade

of it ; which produces a coarse degree of a good quality and
is coupled with a violent temper. Whether these coarse and
disagreeable qualities have been, or ever will be, brought out
is another

If

they have not, if the environments
never display its rough and
brutal side.
We may not, however, ignore the fact that a
mine lies underneath, and it will only take a match properly
applied to explode it. These clubbed thumbs are largely
hereditary, and their presence, on any hand, can be traced
back to some parental induence.
I have seen cases where
they have gone from generation to generation, and yet have
never produced harmful results.
They are dangerous companions, however, and not to be trifled with at_any time.
The fact that they are called
murderer's thumbs," should,
by no means, lead you to conclude that the owner either has
or necessarily will commit murder.
They are, as a matter
of fact, found on very mild-mannered people, in which case
their presence is due to something occurring at conception,
or during the gestation of the subject.
But put one of these
clubbed thumbs on a hand developed all at the base, with a
big Mount of Venus, hard consistency, no flexibility, short
fingers very thick in third phalanges, and very short in first
phalanges, with short nails, and the lines in the hand deepcut and red, and the iirst impulse of the subject, on being
crowed, is to beat your brains out. Many murderers have
had clubbed thumbs ; they have also had bestial hands like
the one just described.
Their brutal instincts being strong,
jealousy most often has led them to fits of violent rage, and
the terrible qualities of the clubbed thumb have given them
passion and determination strong enough to take human
life. In this case the clubbed thumb becomes the murderer's
thumb. This thumb undoubtedly possesses the brutal obstinacy, the violent temper, the low qualities characteristic
are

good,

question.

a

clubbed thumb will

"

ofa murderer; but it is the balance of the hand that must
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tell you whether there are not refinements and good traits
keep the clubbed thumb from doing harm. Always

that will
a

danger, always showing terrific obstinacy

if roused,

a

brutal

temper and furious rage if kindled, the clubbed thumb
careful study whenever seen;

quires

'
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KNOT BETWEEN WILL AND LO0|C

should be

passed on it, but every part of the hand estimated
and cast in the scales before the balance is struck; and,
above all, it should not be confounded with a spatulate
thumb. Texture (for reliuement), consistency (for energy),

color, especially red, giving intensity and ardor,

everything

that brutalizes

taken into account.

I

or

Flexibility,

as

well

as

the nature, must be
to see if the elastic mind

coarsens

The Thumb
or
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the one-idea brain is present, the Mount of Venus to tell
or sympathy which softens the nature, or of animal

of love

passions which may make it unmanageable, all such things,
and everything bearing on them, must be carefully looked
at before you are in any position to say what a clubbed
-

thumb means for your client.
With all these matters considered and understood, you can properly estimate this most
diflicult and dangerous indication.

The knot

separating

the

phalanges of will

sometimes present, sometimes absent.
does

a

knot found

anywhere else,- it

and

logic (81) is
exactly as

It operates

creates an obstruction

to the passage of the vital current, and
deliberation of thought. It adds to the

consequently means
strength of the first
phalanx, by making it more analytical and less guided by
impulse. Thus it will greatly strengthen a conic tip and
will add force to all the other tips. It increases the reasoning of the second phalanx, by reducing the intuition of the
first, making a hasty operation of the will unlikely until
thought and consideration have had a chance.
Having passed the knot, we reach the second phalanx, indicator of logic and reasoning qualities, perception, judgment, and prudence. In this list of qualities you will notice
prudence, which is not generally ascribed to the second
phalanx,'but as prudent people are those who reason rather
than act by impulse, it is evident that caution, or prudence,
I have noted in my study of
must belong to this phalanx.
the second phalanx that this quality applies to it, and is
strong in operation, especially if the thumb be carried close to
the hand or is stif. In the latter case the prudence comes
In examining the second phalanx,
from a stingy tendency.
The second phalanx should be
irst consider its length.
estimated as beginning with the joint which connects it to
the palm, and as extending to the joint between the first
and second phalanges.
First look at the thumb held up
and
next
bend
the iirst phalanx toward the palm,
naturally,
to show the joints plainly and thus give you the exact length
of this phalanx (82). This length, to be normal, depends on
the length of the hand ; a very long hand will have a long
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accustom

yourself

to

noting

whether this phalanx is in proportion to the hand, and
whether it is longer or shorter than the will phalanx. Normally it should be a litlle longer, but it is still a good devel-

opment when you iind the first and second phalanges of the

NO. 82

BEGOND PHALANX FROM JOINT T0 JOINT

length. The second phalanx shows the reasoning
faculties, as well as logic, the science of reasoning. Being
the seat of this most important function, it shows by its
length and formation how much and wha! kind of reasoning
are behind the will, so the second phalanx really occupies a
position as director of the will. When the phalanx is found
long and in good proportion as regards the will phalanx, it
same

The Thumb

I

75

shows strong powers of logic, quick perception, and pruWith these qualities its possessor will act from welldehned motives, will know what he is doing, be sure of his
dence.

opinion, and will guide the forces of the first phalanx to expend themselves in beneficial ways. With this long second
phalanx you will never find unreasoning obstinacy, but a
will power guided by a reasoning brain. The direction,
definiteness, and firmness of the will are largely augmented
by this long second phalanx, but it is reasonable strength
that is added, so even with an excessive first phalanx, and
the second

long also,

you may be

sure

that, however obstinate

subject may be, he will still be amenable to reason.
noting the tips of the thumbs, the long second phalanx
will tell you that strong judgment is behind all of their separate qualities.
Reasoning faculties added to conic tips will
their
strengthen
impulsive ways and make them less impressionable ; to square tips they will add sound practical judgment; with spatulate tips they will direct the spatulate energy
into well~thought-out channels. From every point of view
the second phalanx is the balance-wheel.
Occupying the
podtion it does between the first and third phalanges (determination and love), it will, if long, be the factor that will
your
In

hold these strong forces in check, or, if short and deficient,
will allow them to run riot. Reason, between will and love,
must be the agent to guide them well or ill.
If the second phalanx is found shorter than the first, it
will tell you that will is stronger than reason. In this case
the subject will have excess of ill-directed will, modified in
where the second

phalanx is exceedingly waist-like.
phalanx is short and I/ziek the subject will be
stubborn, headstrong, acting without careful thought, and
making many mistakes which he is too stubborn to correct
even though it be to his advantage to do so.
The short
second phalanx is a sign of weakness that must not be overlooked.
If with it the first phalanx be very strong, bad results are bound to follow, as obstinate will must have logic to
direct it properly. If the tip of this thumb be conic, the short
second phalanx will add to the weakness of the indication,
cases

If the second
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for an impressionable will with lack of logic behind it
produces deficiency of all good thumb qualities. With a
square tip it makes the subject a martinet who makes a poor
attempt to show strength when there is only weakness. It
makes the spatulate qualities fussy without producing any
tangible results. If the second phalanx be exceedingly deficient it pulls down the entire structure, and weakens it in
Will, if strong, runs riot for want of direction,
every place.
and with conic tips the subject becomes the plaything of
anyone who chooses to lead him.
Square-tipped people
spend all their force in brushing clothing, dusting the room,
or cleaning up the desk.
They would rather see things in
order than to see much accomplished. All the good qualities
of square tips are narrowed and dwarfed by the short second
phalanx. Spatulate tips are only sputterers, and worry as
well as aggravate by their foolish restlessness, for deficient
logic has ruined all. The lengllz of the second phalanx has
shown what amount of logic our subject has ; we must now
examine the shape of the phalanx to discover what kind it is.
A phalanx which is not thick and coarse but merely broad
shows good muscular strength and robustness in the reasoning faculties. The subject will have healthful views, and,
while vigorous and strong, will not be coarse.
If the tips be
square, he will be practical, and, with a good iirst phalanx,
determined. This development of second phalanx is rarely
found

on

thumbs otherwise weak.

If it is, you may be

sure

that great strength has been added to the deficient thumb.
A conic tip with this shaped phalanx is an extreme rarity,
but when found the

subject

views with this broad second
A flat and

is much

more

healthful in his

phalanx.

flabby second phalanx is the nervous development (see 72).
It indicates weakness of constitution and
vitality. There may be knowledge, but not physical strength
to make logic operative. With this formation, there will be a
Physipoor and weakened exhibition of all the tip qualities.
cal strength is needed here.
If the second phalanx be coarse,
heavy, and thick (see 71) it shows elementary reasoning,
the brutal, common point of view, and this will operate on

The Thumb
the will

phalanx

and the

ary thumb shown

tips.

It is

I

a

77

part of the element-

elsewhere, and partakes of its

coarse

qualiti .
If the second
texture
7

phalaux be slender, round, and the skin of line
refined logic is possessed by the subject. He

(see 74).
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Wl|fsT°UKE SECOND PHALANX

thinks in a ine, delicate way, but loses no element of strength
by the fineness. He reasons and plans how to gain his ends
hctfully, and gives the will phalanx and tips refined direction. If the thoughts are evil, this type is much more to be
feared than the elementary phalanx, not from a point of
physical danger. but from the clever and adroit direction it
cln give to the will.
Iu this case it shows the crafty, fox-like,
ll

A
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designing villain. If the thoughts are good it is one of the
best shapes to be found.
When the second phalanx is very narrow in the middle,
or waist-shaped (83), it is the sign of a brilliant, taetful
nature.
This subject does everything in an adroit and diplomatic way, and has the faculty of approaching persons in
rubs you the wrong way,"
the right manner. He never
but seems to know how to gain his ends by pleasant means.
These people are pleasant to meet because they do not always
"
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step

on

your toes.

O

P

f

BUPPLE THUMB

Whenever you

see

this waist-like second

phalanx, it should at once speak of tact, taste, brilliancy,
diplomacy, and, if long, great mental strength. All these
qualities, behind a good will, make a combination from
which future success may be expected.
There

are

two formations of thumbs often met in

various

degrees of development, each of which possesses strong and
opposite qualities; these are what are known as the supple
and the sl# thumb. The first, or supple thumb, must be
distinguished by the fact that it bends back at the joint
as

does the fiexible hand, not

merely that

it

opens wide

The Thumb
as

179

does the low-set thumb, and for this reason I believe it
supple and _flexible thumb (84), inasmuch

better to call it the

asit possesses flexibility in the highest degree. This supple
and flexible thumb personiiies extravagance, and those who
poSe§ this type are spendthrifts,-brilliant, versatile, easily
adapting themselves to changing circumstances. They are
at home

anywhere, are sentimental, generous, and sympathetic,
give their last cent to a beggar, are improvident,
and do not lay up for a
rainy day." They are emotional,
extremists,
up one day, in the depths the next.
consequently
This arises from great versatility and from the fact that their
brilliant qualities enable them to do so many things. They
are never plodders, but by brilliant dashes achieve their sucNever satisfied to be led, they aspire to surpass their
cenes.
huhren, and as a rule they find no trouble in so doing, as
they are both talented and versatile. Theirs is a most brilliant and happy nature, but often ruined by its very brillinncy. When you see these thumbs, look at once for
indiaiions that may hold in check the supple thumb qualitie. Square tips, a good Head~line, and good Mount of
will

"

Saturn will do more than any other combination to hold
them in balance. Spatulate originality will not help them,
neither will conic

impulse;

The stiff thumb is
not bend back

as

one

it must be

sobering qualities.
joint, and does

which is stiH` in the

does the

supple (85).

to carry itself erect and close to the

This thumb inclines

hand,

as

well

as

to be

stiE in the

joint. You must use the joint as your guide, in
determining the stiH` thumb and its degree of development.
The stiB`-thumbed subject is practical, common-sense, economieal, stingy, and weighs everything carefully. Those
who have it possess a strong will, stubborn determination,
and are cautious, reserved, and do not give or invite consave their money, plod along, and wonder
supple-thumbed brethren can throw their money
away.
They cannot make one fourth as much as supple
thumbs, but they save what they do make. They are
steady, not extremists, do not expect a great deal, and are
consequently not disappointed when they do not receive

idence.

They

how their
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much.

They enjoy life in their way, but it is in a quiet
They cannot do many things, but what they do
is
done well. They are not erratic, but stick to one
attempt
thing, commanding respect by their strength of purpose.
They have a sense of justice and great self-control. Stiffashion.
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STIFF THUMB

(No amount of pressure will bend this thumb farther back)

thumbed

people

are a

quiet, cautious, economical, practical,

reliable set, who do not attract as do more brilliant and
versatile natures, yet who possess many qualities which
command respect.
If the stiff thumb is coarse and common
it will lower the
mean,

stingy,

thumbs,

L

quality

of all its attributes, and make a
subject. In estimating all stiE

hard-hearted

note most

carefully the quality of the subject,

so

1'

The Thumb
you may not

err

by placing

the stiff-thumb

18|

qualities

in the

A fine grade of stiff thumb should be given a
wrong class.
fine grade of stiff-thumb qualities; a coarse stiff thumb must

be

given a coarse grade of stiff-thumb qualities.
noting all thumbs take full account of consistency.
See if energy or laziness is directing will and reason.
A
In

weak thumb with energy behind it is better than a strong
thumb on a flabby hand.
Consistency will make or mar the
of all thumbs, so always see whether there is
laziness back of whatever kind you see. Good
energy
thumbs on soft hands would lzke to exert themselves, but are

operation

or

"

too tired."

Examine color with the thumb, see if coldness, ardor,
health, or biliousness is to influence the operation of

normal

will and the reasoning qualities of the brain. A healthy
subject will do more with a weak will than one who is ill or
by nature cold. Biliousness clogs the brain, so yellow color
will spoil or impair even a strong second phalanx.

Examine the Mounts with the thumb in order

to

determine

lack of it,
possession
good reasoning, or lack of it, will have upon the qualities of
the Mounts. The ambition, pride, honor, and religion of a
what eH'ect the

Jupiterian
by a good
its full

of

will be much

or

surely brought to some account
good, but does not produce
of success unless backed by a reasoning will.
more

Ambition is

thumb.

measure

determination,

The

Iupiterian qualities will be correspondingly weakened
a
small or pointed thumb.
by
Always think what they
stand for in looking at good Mounts, what qualities they
indicate, and then by the strong or weak thumb, see whether
will and reason in strength or weakness is behind the Mount
qualities. The wisdom of Saturn will be made firm and
strong by a good thumb, weak and vacillating by a weak
one.
The brilliant Apollonian with a strong thumb will be
the man of business; with a small, pointed one, he will be
possessed of pure artistic feeling, which will be more practical if the thumb tip be square. The shrewd and quick Mercurian, if he have

a

large thumb,

will be iirm and strong in
developed, but with

whichever of his many sides he may be
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a weak thumb, will be weak in the operation of his qualities, especially if the tip be conic, more practical if square.

L0wer Mars, full of
a

aggression,

will be determinzd also with

strong thumb, especially if spatulate

or

square, but will

lose much of his force if possessed of a small

thumb, particuUpper Mars, showing resistance,
will be cool and undaunted with a large thumb, and more
liable to discouragement with a small one. The Moon will
have more practical fancies with a strong thumb, especially
if square or spatulate, and will be more imaginative with a
small thumb, which quality will be increased if tips be
pointed. Venus, with a strong thumb, will be nrm and practical in love and sympathy, and inconstant with a small
one, especially if pointed.
Large thumbs will add determilarly so if pointed or conic.

nation to critical nails and make them

more

critical.

A strong

thumb will make stronger every type of nail, a weak thumb
will make them weaker. Large thumbs will add persistence
to the

analytical propensities of knotty Engers, and make
painstaking in search for truth. Small thumbs
will decrease their operation, and allow many things to be
taken for granted.
Large thumbs strengthen smooth fingers, small thumbs
make them act more by impulse and lend added artistic conic
qualities. Large thumbs push square and spatulate tips to
greater activity, and along practical lines. Small thumbs
make these tips talkers not doers.
Large thumbs decrease
the artistic qualities of conic and pointed tips by making
them more practical and more likely to accomplish something and to exert themselves. Small thumbs make these
tips dreamers and averse to eliort. Large thumbs make the
short-fingered qualities quicker and more determined ; short
thumbs leave the quickness, the inspiration, but take away
the force and practical application of these qualities.
Large
thumbs make long fingers more determined in the application of their peculiar qualities. These subjects, always great
lovers of detail, will, with large thumbs, carry out these deA small thumb with loug 'fingers will still love detail,
tails.
but will not trouble to secure it. Hands with smooth lingers,
them

more

The Thumb
conic or pointed

I8 3

tips, and a small thumb,

indicate artistic and

poetic feeling.
Large hands, knotty joints, square or spatulate tips
with large thumbs, are scientific, mechanical, and practical
hands.

The

woman

with

a

small thumb marries for love,

and does not stop to think whether her lover can support her
or not.
She will brave poverty, and will marry a drunkard,

thinking

she

can

reform him.

heart and sentiment.

The

These

woman

with

women are
a

large

ruled

by

thumb loves

truly as any, but has regard for the bread-and-butter supply as well. The man she marries must be able to support
as

her ; if adversity comes she makes the best of it, will put on
a brave front, and
help to overcome the dilliculty. She is
ruled by head and is strong.
In the beginning of this chapter the statement
that many palmists
You can see that a

was

made

the thumb for their entire work.

rely
good reading could be given from the
on

thumb alone, by bringing its qualities to bear on the various
forces which make up a human life.
I earnestly commend to
careful and thorough understanding of this chapter
proceeding farther. All the various thumbs are illustrated, and there should be no diliiculty in gaining a proper
understanding of the subject.
you

a

before

CHAPTER XVIII
uousrs Axn rrxclzns-now 'ro

F the

seven

Mounts in the

bases of the

fingers,

two

JUDGE 'rmzu

hand, four

along

are

located at the

the side of the hand

which has been called the Percussion, and one at the base
of the thumb, being, as before stated, the third phalanx of

The Mount of Mars is divided into the upper
and lower Mounts, and the Plain of Mars. The plate which
accompanies Chapter I. gives the geography of these Mounts.
that member.

It will be necessary to become familiar with their exact posiboundaries, in order to tell whether a Mount is in

tions and

its proper place or is pulled to one side
strength of one of the other Mounts.

by

the greater

As the great didiculty with beginners lies in classifying
subjects under their proper types, especially when the type is
not markedly prominent, great care has been taken with this
chapter to make it very explicit. While, at the Erst reading,
it will seem hard to fully digest, it will grow clearer as you
put one after the other of its rulings into practice. It will
be a most useful chapter of reference while gaining from experience the ability to classify your subjects under their

proper types.
As each Mount

represents

one

of the

original types

plan of creation, it is from the development of
a certain one or more of these Mounts, that you can tell
to which type the subject belongs.
Each finger is named
in the

is attached, and partakes of
Physiologically these Mounts
pads of flesh which bulge up from the
of the fingers, and at other points in the

for the Mount to which it
the

qualities

are

the balls

palm

of its Mount.
or

at the base

|84

Mounts and
In

hands.

they
he, in

are

(88).

Fingers-

some

hands

perfectly

some

cases

they form

are

the flat

very

ones are

prominent
ordinary,

examination, first try
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(86), in others

(87). and, where the Mounts should
there are actual holes or depressions

show weakness and absence of the
In your

judge

flat

Mounts which

strong Mounts,

How to

qualities

are

considered

and

depressions

of the Mount.

to discover which is the

HIGH MOUNTS

Whichever

one

it may be, will show that

qualities of that type are leading ones in the subject. If
one Mount is found to be very large, and the others normal,
the

it will 'be

a

strong indication that the subject belongs

to the

type of the strong Mount. If on this Mount is found a single deep, vertical line, it will confirm this opinion. If in
addition the finger of this Mount is very long and well de-

veloped, being appreciably larger than the other lingers. it is
certain that the subject represents practically a pure specimen

l

186
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of this Mount type.
Highly developed Mounts, that is,
A
those which rise high, are the strongest in operation.
well-marked vertical line on a Mount, deep and uncut by

cross-lines, must be considered, even on what appears to be
a fiat Mount, as giving the Mount almost equal prominence

'

no. sv.

with the

FLAT uounrs

higher development.

strength, but

not as much

as

Two

vertical

one, three lines

lines

less, and

add
so on

until you find a Mount full of -vertical and cross-lines, so
mixed that they form a grille (89), which degenerates into
the
a

d¢j2'rls belonging to the Mount.
Each Mount type has a good and a had side, a weak and
strong side. The Mount which is well developed and well

Mounts and

Fingers-

How

to

judge

Them 187

shows the good development: grilled and cross-lined,
with cross-bars or crosses, it shows defects of the type.
Hard consistency and red color shows strength of the Mount:

placed,
or

dabbiness and whiteness, even though the Mount be prominent, show weakness and lack of energy. When a strong
Mount is found, with a good line on it and a large finger,
next see whether the Mount is hard or

NO. 88.

note its color.

flabby,

and also

DEFIGIENT MOUNTS

If in addition to the strong

signs

above

enumerated you End hard consistency and red or pink
color your subject is surely a specimen of this type. In
some hands you will End one Mount harder than the others;

this, even though the Mount may not be over-we11-developed, will add energy and vigor to it. Color also plays
a.
strong part, for all the qualities which it indicates
In
will belong to the Mount on which you may see it.
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sensitive hands and those with very line-textured skin you
will find some ofthe Mounts pink, others white. In that case
apply pink and white qualities to the Mounts having than.
In

a

hand

will be

a

having

two Mounts

equally developed

combination of the two types.

the

subject

If] in this case,

one

lf'

M

'I

4,

_

a
K

.

no. ao.

C

emu.; on A mourrr

Mount has a good vertical line, or if it should be harder or
redder in color than the other, you will know that, while your
subject is a combination of the two types, the Mount which
either has a vertical line, or is harder, or redder, is somewhat

stronger than the other.
Mount

L

If you cannot tell
type, note the linger

by these methods
leading
carefully, for the
with the strongest finger will be the leading one.

which is the

Mounts and
In

judging

Fingers- I-low

the

ability

of

to

fingers

judge

to add

Them

strength

|89
to

a

Mount, compare their lengths with each other and with the

finger of Saturn. A normal finger of jupiter should reach
the middle of the first phalanx of Saturn (go).
Saturn
should always tower above the other lingers, if the subject
is to have

a

good balance

to his

character, for Saturn repre-

1

Q

Q I(

4

t

,

`
~

NO. 90.

._.
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,

FINGERB NORMAL IN LENGTH

linger of Apollo should
phalanx of Saturn (see 90).
Longer than this will show strong Apollonian qualities;
shorter than this is deficiency. The normal linger of Mercury IBSCIICS the Erst knot on the finger of Apollo (see 90).
If it is pronouncedly longer than this, the subject has strong
Mercurian qualities; shorter than this is deficiency. In

sent! wisdom and

sobriety.

reach the middle of the first

The

IQO
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length of fingers, as regards each other, note
seeming length is due to their own increased
size, or to the other fingers being under size. By this means
you can determine whether the seeming long finger may
not be only normal size for the hand, and the other
fingers much under-sized. In examining individual fingers
note the separate phalanges, for these represent the three
worlds-mind, material qualities, and baser-as indicated
by the Hrst, second, and third phalanges respectively. The
hrst, you remember, is the nailed phalanx, second the middle, third the lower one. The fingers so considered will tell
whether the subject will use the qualities of his type for
mental advancement, for practical pursuits, or for more sordid ends.
Note also the tips of the fingers to see if the subject will be guided by Spatulate, Square, Conic, or Pointed
qualities in carrying out the purposes of his type. Observe
whether the lingers are set in regular fashion, or whether
one finger is placed lower on the palm than the others.
Remember that any finger placed low takes away from its
Mount a portion of its strength.
If the linger encroaches so
judging

the

whether their

that the Mount is

one

consider the Mount

third shorter than the others, you can
having two thirds of the normal

as

strength. Apply this method to every Mount having lowset lingers.
Remember if a finger leans toward another
Mount, it gives some of its strength to the Mount toward
If a finger tends to crookedness, this will
which it leans.
add to the strength of the Mount to which it belongs, and
gives added shrewdness, even dishonesty, to the qualities of
the finger. To judge the meaning of this crooked finger,
note which phalanx is the strongest, and the shrewdness
shown by the crooking of the finger will expend itself on
the mental, material, or baser plane shown by the first, second, or third phalanx best developed. Sometimes one finger
will be flexible and the others either stiff or normal.

In this

finger will show the elastic mind (as treated
in chapter on Flexibility), and the flexible quality will apply
to the qualities of the sing/e/inger only.
Sometimes there will be found a different tip on each

case

the fiexible

Mounts and

finger, and,
Conic,
them.

this

Fingers-

How

to

Judge
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being the case, apply the Spatulate, Square,
qualities to each individual finger having

and Pointed

As each of the

seven

types is liable

to certain diseases

which may be told from the Mounts, look carefully at the
nail of each finger and see what health indications are given.
If all the nails but

one are

smooth, and that

one

is

fluted, the

qualities of that type are in danger of a nervous complication, to be determined from shape and quality of the
nail.
For instance, the Apollouian is prone to weak heart ;
if on one of this type a fluted nail is found on the finger of
Apollo, it is certain that the subject has bo!/1 a tendency to
weak heart (peculiar to the type) and also extreme nervousness, as shown by the Huted nail. This manner of reasoning
A health defect, shown by
will apply to all kinds of nails.
the shape, texture, or color of the nail on any inger, brings
If the subject is
out the health defect of its Mount type.
health

prone to more than one disease, the nail will show which one
is prominent in his case. For example, the Saturnian is liable
to

biliousness, paralysis,

etc.

show that biliousness is

Yellow nails

by themselves will

of his troubles; fluted and
brittle nails will show that there is a nerve disturbance ;

yellow nails

which

are

one

also fluted and brittle will show that

he is troubled with both.

By following

a

system like this,

applying it with your Mount types, you can most accurately estimate what disease the subject has had, or is likely
Note whether the Engers belong to the short
to have.
and

class.

If

of short

they do, the quick-thinking, quick-acting traits

fingers

must be added to the estimate of the opera-

tion of the Mount.

Remember, quickness of thought and
action, impulse, impatience at detail, and desire to deal with
all subjects in their entirety, also a strong desire to achieve

big things, are the characteristics of short fingers. Apply
all this in reading the Mounts.
If only one finger belongs
to this short class, apply the short-Hngered qualities to that
one

If

Mount,

not to all.

long fingers are seen, remember their love of detail,
slowness, suspicion, care in small things, and their instinct for going into the minutix in everything.
Apply
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long-fingered qualities to the Mounts. If only one finger is
long, apply the long-fingered qualities to its Mount.
On meeting knotty fingers, remember the analytical, reasoning, investigating qualities that belong to them. If only
the first knot of mental order is developed, remember thwe
people have stored away much knowledge, all well classiied
and arranged.
These qualities, added to the Mounts, will
make the subject an intelligent example of his class.
It
will make the type operate in a well-ordered way mentally,
though these subjects may lack system in material things.
At this point consult the tips of the fingers. The mental
order and intelligence of the subject will be directed in
Spatulate, Square, Conic, or Pointed directions according
as these tips are found.
If the knot of mental order is only
found on one Enger, apply its characteristics to the qualities
of the finger on which it is found. The presence of the first
knot in this case will also identify your subject as belonging
to the type indicated by the finger on which the knot is seen.
If only the knot of material order is developed, remember
the order and system in the household, the store, the dress,
which belongs to this knot, and apply it to the Mounts.
If found on only one finger, apply it to the qualities of
that Hnger.
If both knots are developed, apply their philosophic tendencies to the Mounts; found only on one finger, apply to
that Mount alone.
If smooth

fingers

are

found remember the artistic instincts

the action

by impulse and intuition, rather
they indicate,
and
by reasoning,
apply these qualities to the Mounts.
If only one finger is smooth, apply smooth-fingered qualities

than

to the one Mount.

Bear in mind all the time that short

fingers

may have

knotty joints, as well as any shaped tips. In this case,
take quickness of thought (short fingers) added to analytical tendencies (knotty joints), and you get a quick rea~
soner, more or less practical or visionary according to the
tips. Smooth, short fingers show the height of all shortfingered qualities; they are more practical and somewhat
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slower of operation with the

spatulate and square tips, and,
pointed tips, like a flash in their quickness.
Apply all of these qualities to the Mounts, or, if only found
on one finger, to the individual finger.
Long fingers and knotty joints show a distressing love of
detail (long fingers), and analysis (knotty joints), consequently the subject is painfully slow; it is the intensifying
of both the long-fingered qualities and the knotty joints.
Apply these qualities to the Mounts or to only one if found
on one finger alone.
Long fingers and smooth joints love detail (which comes
from the long fingers), but think much more quickly (because of the smooth joints).
Spatulate or square tips make
the detail of long Engers more practical.
Conic or pointed
make
their
think
more
possessors
tips
quickly and lighten
some of the severity of the long fingers.
Apply all these to
the Mounts, or single fingers if only seen on one finger.
Short, critical nails add their distinctive qualities to both
the knotty and long Engers.
Color of the nails gives to all the above fingers the qualities peculiar to color.
with conic

or

Hands will be

seen

in which all the Mounts

seem to

be

equally developed. This shows a well-balanced character,
partaking of a general supply of qualities from all the types.
These subjects are always more even-tempered, broader in
their

general views, more amenable to reason, healthier,
perfectly balanced than those who are of one
marked
strongly
type. In such a case as this, to get the
and

more

natural type of the subject, see whether one Mount may
not have a good line on it or whether a strong finger will
not give the key. On each of the Mounts of jupiter, Saturn,

Apollo,

and

Mercury,

it will be

important

to note

the exact

This
apex or tip of the Mount (see 91, three illustrations).
is of value, in that you may discover whether the apex of
the Mount is in the exact centre
ward

one

Mount of

of the other Mounts.

or

whether it leans to-

In the hand with every
this will aid materially in

equal development,
determining which Mount is strong enough
33

not

to

be
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influenced by any other. Ii; in this hand, so nearly equal,
you do not find the tip of one Mount higher on the Mount
or nearer

its centre than

are

the

tips

of the other Mounts,

if you cannot find a vertical line on any Mount which
gives you the key to the type, or if you do not discover
that any finger is abnormally long or large, you will have
or

to note which

linger

has the squarest

or most spatulate tip,
developed and thus determine
the type to which your subject belongs. It is sometimes
very hard to handle evenly balanced people; those with
pronounced characteristics do not bother you so much. The

or

whether the first knot is

balanced

man

is the

one

who tests your skill.

To tell him

that he is evenly balanced will not satisfy you have to End
out more about him, and to do so you must locate his gvpe.
You must learn how to locate the exact

`-§j'i%2

`'

"°"'*'
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tips of the Mounts. Ihave photographed
a portion of the hand which shows the
manner in which the capillaries of the
skin run (91, first illustration).
Note
that a little triangle is formed by` these
capillaries. The centre of this triangle
is the exact centre of the Mount.

It

(onnrtv nmumrn)

does not matter that this apex is not on
the most prominent or fleshy part of the Mount.
Many
students have considered the most

fleshy part

as

the top

It is the centre of the
of the Mount; this is incorrect.
which
is
its
To find and use this
triangle
apex.
capillary
apex may appear to be insisting on burdensome and unnecessary detail, but if you expect to get below the surface
in hand-reading you must be able to recognize at once the

slightest displacement of the tips of the Mounts. In coarse
skin you can easily locate this apex with the naked eye,
but

skin of fine texture you will have to resort to the
By gaslight, even with the glass, it is almost impos-

on a

glass.

sible to locate it.
As

a

the apex should lie exactly in the cenIf it is nearer the top it elevates the qual-

general rule,

tre of the Mount.

ities, if towards the base of the Mount it pulls them down.
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The three worlds apply here as everywhere else.
If the
apex lies in the centre it shows the Mount to be well placed,
and adds great strength to any Mount.
In the hand with
all Mounts equally developed, if the apex of one Mount is
better placed than the others, that one will dominate, and

APEX OF MOUNT

NO. Nl.

(uu

illlptuzling

case

umrurvuno

emu)

it will often open the way to

a

location

i' the type.

If the apex is pulled toward another Mount,
K il!!! that the Mount toward which it leans is the

illlpt,
Ili.

and it

gives up part of its type to the stronger
This will be fully discussed in chapters on the

ikellt Mounts, but the general rule is given

K

here.
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types of people, all could

not have the

same

degree of perfection, so defevts in the types, as well as cases
of extremely bad and vicious development, are found. In
all cases vertical lines are good lines, while horizontal lines
which cut and destroy these lines are bad. The general rule
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APEX OF MOUNT
nuavarvsua

is therefore laid down that a
combination of the two, is a

ouu)

grille, which is formed by

a

dc/rd of the Mount, and the
IucmssMount which has o/:bf cross-lines is bad (92).
lines alone all is obstruction, and there is not even an
atlanp! of the vertical lines to counteract the evil. In the
case

of the

grille there

is

some

good

shown

by the vertical
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In the dilferlines, even though marred by cross-lines.
ent types some incline more naturally to evil than others ;
so a
are

grille
bad

or

cross-lines

means

more

naturally good.

In

on a

Mount whose natural instincts

ot' evil than

on a

examining for

Mount whose

type is

defects you must note

fr.

"_

if

s

.
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.;_

`

_
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-
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,__
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CROSS-BARS ON A MOUNT

color and nails. These will show both health defects and
There are types who naturally become
defects of character.

criminals, others

are

bad

on

account

of their environment

or

special temptations. The Mounts will show these facts.
In examining Mounts always remember excess is as bad as
not enough.
Ambition, kept within bounds, is both necessary and

useful, but

too much of it may make men steal in
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order to

keep up appearances. Lack of ambition is a bad
for it usually means little success, but a man who on
this account amounts to very little may still be an honest

thing,
man.

In

examining

the Mounts, in

no case

fail to look at both

hands.

In the left hand you may discover a hard Mount,
and in the right a soft one.
In this case the vigor natural
to the Mount has become weakened.

The

reverse

of this

combination will
color in
to

some

qualities
changed

one

produce reverse results. You may lind the
hand red, yellow, or white, changing, however,

different color in the other hand.

In this

case

the

by color in the left hand have been
the qualities shown by the color in the right

indicated
for

This will be useful when you wish to tell a subject
what kind of a person he was and what he now is. By applying the rules laid down in previous chapters on color,
hand.

consistency,

and development of the left and

right

hands to

the individual Mounts, there will be no trouble in successfully dealing with the Mounts as found in the two hands.

The
as

same

rules

apply

to the whole hand.

general

to the individual Mounts and

It is

by learning

rules to the individual

to

apply

paris of the hand that

will be enabled to read the mixed combinations

quently

encountered.

fingers

all of the
so

you

fre-

CHAPTER XIX
'run MOUNT on

JUPITER

.

single signs, or in combination with each other, the
triangle, circle, square, single vertical line, or
trident strengthen a Mount (93).
As single signs, or in combination with each other, the
grille, cross-bars, cross, island, or dot indicate defects of the
Mount either of health or of character, the main lines, chance
S

star,

lines, color, etc., will determine which.
There are a few variations of this rule as applied to some
of the Mounts. At the beginning of each chapter on the
Mount types will be found an illustration, giving the indica-

applied to it. Note these carefully for variations.
Entering now upon the consideration of the seven types of
humanity, we find the first type is the Jupiterian, identiied
by a developed Mount and finger of Jupiter. In a previous
chapter I have told how to judge Mounts, in order to determine which one is the strongest, as well as how to proceed
when several Mounts seem equally well developed. To
understand this is, of course, essential to proficiency.
The Jupiterian is ambitious and a leader of men. His
commanding presence and the love he has for high positions
make him often a politician. He is found also in the army,
for here again is the opportunity to hold commanding posiIn the church he is prominent as
tion and to lead men.
well.
Religion is one of the strong attributes of Jupiterians,
and they will be found holding all shades of opinion, from
the most rigidly orthodox to a breadth dangerously near
skepticism. The tip of the jupiter finger will indicate which
extreme.
Ambition, love of command, pride in position,
tions

as
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religion, honor, love of nature, are main forces with the
jupiterian, and these mould his manners and actions in every
walk in life. There are many Jupiterians to be found, and
in practice you will have much to do with them. They
represent a good type and a strong one.

'yy
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NO. 91
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DISTINGUISHING MARKS ON THE MOUNT OF JUPITER

Wlicn the Mount

ofjnpiter

is found full and strong, apex

centrally located, linger long and strong, with color of hand
pink or red (94), you have located a Jupiterian. In this
generation you will not often End a _/mn' s/>m'/nm qf (hz

{i'p¢'

there is

,-

types

;

but the

generally
one

leading qualities

L

an

accompanying

of the type

mixture of other

pure Jupiterian, the
being always found present

I here describe is

a

The Mount of

jupiter

zo:

where the

large Mount of Jupiter is found, although when
other Mounts are also well developed it is accompanied by
added qualities belonging to other types.
The pure Jupiteriau is of medium height. He is not
thetallest of the seven types; that distinction belongs to the

Saturnian; neither is he the shortest, for this honor belongs

-

N0. 94.

j

tothe Mercurian.

Rmngly

JUPITERIAN HAND

He is,

however,

large man, very
fleshy. His Hesh is solid
partake of the spongy softness
a

built and inclined to be

end not mere fat, nor does it
of the Lunar type. His bones are large, strong, and well
He has a smooth, clear skin,
able to support his weight.
which inclines to be fine in texture, pink in color, and

llulthy looking.

His eyes

are

large

and

expressive, pupils

There
gre clear and dilate under the play of the emotions.
H no Serce look in his eyes,-the expression is mild and

§

melting, bespeaking honesty

and

a

kindly spirit.
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The upper lids of the eyes are thick, looking as if somewhat swollen, and the lashes are long and curl up gracefully
The eyebrows are arched and the hairs grow
evenly, giving the brows a clearly defined outline. The
nose is straight and well formed, tending to be large in
size, and often Roman in shape. The mouth is large,
the lips full and red, and owing to the position of the
teeth the upper lip is slightly prominent.
The teeth are
and
but
and
white,
narrow, the two front
strong
grow long
teeth being longer than is usual. The cheeks are well
rounded, so the cheek bones are not to be seen. The chin
is long and tirm, with a dimple at the point. The ears are
well formed, regular, and set close to the head, which rests
on a well-shaped, thick neck of medium length and strong
looking. The back and shoulders are fleshy and squarely
set.
The legs and feet are shapely and of medium size, but
strong and firm. The walk is stately and dignified. The
at the ends.

hair is brown

or

type, grows long,
to be

curly.

running

into chestnut; in

women

of the

is abundant and fine in

The J upiterian

quality, inclining
perspires freely, especially on

top of the head, from ordinary exertion. This often leads to
baldness early in life. As he is of a vigorous constitution
he has considerable hair on his body, which, you remember,
is a sign of strength. The chest of the Jupiterian is well
and his large lungs are bellows from which is
rich, musical voice, which is just the voice to give
words of command, or speak to and influence a multitude;

developed,

forced

a

helping

to make

It is not hard to

a

_Tupiterian the natural leader that he is.
why such a personality as the Jupiterian

see

should command followers, for his strong and robust manhood proves attractive, and confidence in his strength at once
moves men

to desire

an

alliance with him.

to command ; nature has

given

tiveness that will enable him to

him the
secure

He is

strength

designed

and attrac-

and to lead followers.

The

Jupiterian, therefore, is classed as belonging to a good
(We. It is not possible to keep out all alloy, however, even
in this type, for there are bad Jupiterians who pervert their
rich endowments, and these will be considered later.

The
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in

that all
the

_Iupiter

one

mentioning this now is to avoid conveying the idea
_Iupiterians are good. The type has its faults, but
above described is the Jupiterian as he was planned
The natural build of the type makes
They are conscious of their

and intended to be.

these

self-confident.

people
strength, and this gives them reliance in their ability. They
depend upon themselves, work out their own plans, and
thus do not have the habit of asking advice.
They are
inclined to bluster and talk loud, not in a quarrelsome
way, it is true, but in

self-asertion.

a manner

full of self-confidence and

of the influence they exert,
They
and it naturally makes them vain.
This vanity knows
are aware

the power of the rich, musical voice in swaying men, and
to hear the sound of this voice as well as to see it

they like

shaping

the views of others.

Leadership

is

always upper-

most in their minds.
_

With all his
has

a

vanity the jupiterian is warm-hearted. He
fellow-feeling for humanity that exhibits itself in prac-

tical ways. A word of comfort from so strong a person to
one in distress does a world of good, and the kindly spirit he
shows to all who
he attracts.
he

to him binds closer the

appeal

following

Nor is his kindness confined to words, for
well, and is generous and charitable. These

gives as
Jupiterian beneiicences

dispensed

are

in

manly,

a

open-

hearted way that makes the recipients feel that the donor is
glad to give. Here again his nature furnishes him help
to

carry out the

attract and lead.

would, if unjust,
lows.

With his

things

he

was

created

to

do-viz.,

to

The Jupiterian, in his capacity as a leader,
inflict harm in many ways upon his felway of

big, manly

looking

at

things

he is

and strives to encourage and support fairand business honesty. He is a dashing fellow, one who

eminently just,
ness

has much attraction for the
found

gallant

power and rule

large
has

a

opposite

sex,

and will

always be

He is extravagant. To him
than money, and while he obtains

and courteous.
mean more

from his

enterprises, he does not hoard it, and
contempt for anything resembling small dealing or

sums

miserliness.

He is

inherently religious.

Created to lead
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his fellow-men and to have dominion over them, it is appa~
rent that the Creator gave him instincts which would make
him good, and safeguard him against evil. Religion (which
must here be understood
as

embodying

a

as no

belief in, and

worship

reverence

of cult

for,

or

creed, but

omnipotent
_Iupiterian in

some

power which is good and kind) was given the
order that he might be indueuced by all the benehts which

religion

can

bestow.

Refining, broadening, uplifting

the

influ-

that the natural leader,
given
Jupiterian,
created under the plan of the seven types, is a good, wellences are

so

commander.

meaning

Religion, therefore,

is

one

of his

strongest attributes. The jupiterian is fond of show and
ceremony, and in his methods of worship, his system of government,

or

in whatever

sphere

he may operate, he will like
He is a believer in

pageantry and observance of form.

an upholder of law and order; loves and encourages
peace; his preference and struggle is not for martial supremacy, but that the populace may clamor for him. He is

and

aristocratic and conservative, believes in ancient lineage and
the manifest destiny which has called him to his particular

sphere of activity. He is honest, and in all things despises
cheating and fraud, honor`being one of his leading attri~
He believes in right and independence, and his
butes.
counsel and support are always with the oppressed. This
faculty of insisting that common people have their due
makes him,

despite

his aristocratic tendencies, the idol of

the multitude.

He is not hard to get along with, is
especially with attentions to himself, and has

easily

pleased,

a

fac-

ulty for keeping friends. _Iupiterians are, if any type may
claim this distinction, lucky, for they have so many desirable
and attractive

qualities

that

they

are

pushed

forward

by

their friends into successful careers, because they are genThere is another factor in their composition
eral favorites.
that enables them to rise

over

every obstacle.

They

are

ambilious, and with this tremendous force behind them,
urging on the strong qualities they possess, the Jupiterian
is

one

of the most invincible of all the types.
Ambition is
as a moving force in human success,
and the

powerful

The Mount of

embodiment of ambition.

_Iupiterian is the
well, for
bitious

no man

qualities

achievements.

jupiter

205
He has

pride

as

could possess his aristocratic, dignified, 8111without also having pride in himself and his

This

and for its

pride

is but natural; it is not

a

fault,

he should not be blamed.

possession
To recapitulate : leadership, ambition, religion, honor,
pride, dignity, and an intense love of nature are his predominant characteristics, and these, strengthened by the many
accessories carried in their train, should come to your mind
In his marriage relations the Jupiterian

when you see him.
is very ambitious.

He matures

early

in

life, and marries

when young one of whom he believes he can feel proud.
His ambitious desire to have the helpmate shine before the

world is not always realized, for a jnpiterian, as well as any
other person, may be deceived, so is often unhappily wedded.
He is

are

the

predisposed

to marry,

and, knowing this, you will

not

strong confirmations of marriage with this type as
needed with some of the other types.
In health matters

need

as

jupiterian

is

predisposed

to certain disorders.

He is

great eater, and in this regard is somewhat of a sensualist.
He eats highly seasoned, strong food, is fond of wine, and is

a

addicted to

smoking. He is a high liver and his danger is
being an over-eater. Thus he injures his digestion, has
vertigo, or fainting fits, as his first warning, and these
attacks increase in violence until apoplexy ends the story.
He has gout and stomach trouble, and these produce impure blood which often affects his lungs, making them
weak. Disordered stomach, indigestion, vertigo, apoplexy,
gout, and sometimes lung trouble are his peculiar health
dangers.
In this description I have used the pronoun /ze, and considered the _Iupiterian as a masculine type.
There are,
however, just as many feminine Jupiterians. On recognizing a strong Mount and finger in a woman, leadership, ambition, pride, honor, and all the Jupiterian attributes belong
from

to her.

Mounts

I have used the masculine pronoun with all the
only as a matter of convenience and brevity. With

this idea of the

_Iupiterian character and attributes,

it remains
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they will probably
recognizing strong Jupiterian traits, locate
expended.
If it is distinctly in the centre of
the apex of the Mount.
the Mount, the qualities will be evenly distributed. If leaning over toward Saturn, the sobriety, sadness, and wisdom
of that Mount will hold down the jupiterian ambition and
If the
make it safer, for jupiter will be guided by Satum.
apex leans or is marked on the outer edge of the hand opposite Saturn, the Jupiterian qualities will be directed to
seeking purely selnsh, personal advancement. If the apex
lies near the Heart line, the ambition and pride will be for
to find how

they

be

are

those loved, and if
be for intellectual

hand,
soft

distributed,

and how

On

to see

near

the line of Head, the ambition will
Note the consistency of the

success.

if energy will back the ambition, or whether
cause the ambition to be only

flabby qualities will

or

unfulfilled desire.

Examine the texture of the skin to see
Take iiexiare refined or coarse.

if the

_Tupiterian qualities

bility

into account, to see whether an elastic mind is to help
Jupiterian ambition forward, or a hard, unyielding

carry the

mind, as shown by a stii hand, is to hamper them. In estimating the outcome of life for a subject, it makes all the
diEerence in the world what strong characteristics, such as
the

_Iupiterian

there is

possesses, have behind them, and whether
or refinement, a clear or a dense mind.

coarseness

Naturally
than from

more
a

would be

coarse ;

expected

from

you will have

a

line combination

refined, high-minded

leadership in one case, common, selfish ambition in the other.
Look carefully at the color of the palm, nails, and lines, for
weakness, strength, or disease indicated at these points.
With white color and its accompanying coldness, the jupiterian will be selfish, less attractive to others, less magnetic.
He will lose much of his _Iupiterian power to attract men and
lead them.
will be

He will have ambition and desire for power, but
repellent to his fellows, who will not so readily follow,

applaud,

and elevate him to

positions

of command.

With

white color you cannot predict any such degree of success as
with the next grade, pink. Here is the normal flow ofthe life-

renewing current, producing

normal conditions of health and
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The subject is bright, active, vivacious, at-

temperament.

tractive-and all of his powers are brought out, making
him the magnetic and successful jupiterian.
He is admired
of the

by his enemies,

ardor.

loved

by his friends,

and is the idol

Red color indicates excessive

masses.

To add

intensity

strength

already strong character
All the dangers to health

to an

easily make it too strong.
increased. He is an over-eater, has

and
can
are

and tends

dyspepsia,
strongly, on account of the amount of blood rushed to the
brain by a strong heart, to have apoplexy. This type of the
Jupiterian is the apoplectic subject. In character he is too
pronounced, and inclines to the excess of a commanding disposition, which is tyranny or despotism. He becomes the
ruler to whom men are attracted not by common sympathy
but because he is stronger than they. When a pink-colored
type of Jupiterian appears, the crowd flock to him and desert
the red-colored type, whose influence becomes more uncertain
in that he rules by fear, not love.
Red color is too strong ;

it leads to

excess

of the type.

Vellow color is not often

found, for the Jupiterian is seldom troubled by liver

dis-

You may lind a combination of Jupiterian and
Saturnian or Mercuriau, and in that case, yellow color will

turbance.
be found.

This will

apply

to the Saturnian or Mercurian

side of the combination, not to the Iupiterian. Blue color is
sometimes found, for the excessive action of the heart may
weaken that organ and cause some
so often. found, and is not a health

congestion.
danger

This is not

of the

Jupiterian

that is permanent or typical.
In examining the nails of the

jupiterian, remember what
they may emphasize or weaken. He is naturally a
healthy type, so it is not to be expected that bad-health nails
traits

will often be found.

type,

so

Nervous
or

be
or

on

But disease sometimes creeps into this
anything that may show it.

the lookout for

fluted nails will be

brittleness, and

cate must be

nervousness

applied

to

recognized by texture, shape,
in the degree the nails indi-

him.

Bilious nails

are

seldom

found ; the broad nails of robust constitution are oftenest
seen.
Temperament and character will be indicated by either
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the short, critical nail, or the nails of honesty and openness.
If the nail be very short, the Jupiterian desire to lead will be
more

aggressive, and
strength.

intense and

these

qualities

will be

The open, honest nail
will be the best, and adds to this type all of their good qualities. Expect hair on the hands, for the _Iupiterian has a
strong constitution, and hair shows strength. It should be

likely

to show excess in

carefully noted what color it is, and also whether coarse or
fine, for these will tell us how the _Iupiterian characteristics
With light hair this subject is las
will be manifested.
ardent, less liable to suffer from diseases peculiar to the
type, because less sensual ; he is more phlegmatic, colder, and
not so likely to attract, but he is not lazy, and is very practical, strong, and determined in the pursuit of his ambitions.
Black hair adds sparkle, fire, vigor, and ardor, but shows a
liability to Oriental sensualism and love of ease. This will
incline the subject to be a greater eater, and thus more
likely to injure his health.
The hand, as a whole, will tell you of the plane on which
he will operate.

If the mental world is most

his ambition will be for distinction in

a

literary

pronounced,
career.

He

will be the author who writes of great leaders, politicians,
and generals.
His trend is toward mental work, but he
shows the

choice of
the hand

Jupiterian love of rule and leadership even in the
subjects for his writings. If the middle world of
is most prominent, he will lead in business and

affairs of the commercial world.
hand be most

prominent,

an

If the lower third of his

already sensual

person, from

his natural type qualities, will become more so, and bad
results will follow. The best combination is of the two
Next come the two lower, for in this case
upper worlds.
he will have the common-sense middle world to hold the
lower in check.

others and

apply

a

Take out the middle and leave the two
The

sensual dreamer will be left.

to individual

Bngers, especially

the

Note whether the mental, the abstract,

finger

or

same

of

rules

Jupiter.

material world

predominates, by noting which phalanx of the Enger is
longest, if a long finger of jupiter is seen, and also notice
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which is shortest with a short finger. In this way you can
tell which world is in excess or deficient, or whether, with a

long finger, the worlds are all long, but aqua/[y developed.
If the finger reaches to the middle of the first phalanx of
Saturn, the _Tupiterian desire for leadership will not be excessive. If the linger is as long as Saturn, the desire for

NO. 95.

JUPiTER DEVELOPMENT DEFICIENT

'

power will be great, and if longer than Saturn, the
If shorter than the first
will be an absolute tyrant.
Satum (95), it will show that the

subject

is not

a

subject
joint of
pure Jupi-

berian,
though he may have a strong Mount, for there
will be lack of ability to lead, and that does not belong to this
even

type.
u

In this case,

ambition, religion,

and

honor may
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remain, but the full strength of _Tupiterian ability is

not pres-

finger of Jupiter adds shrewdncss to the Jupiterian qualities, and is not necessarily a bad sign, though it
strengthens the Mount very much. It shows that the subject
will .systematzkalbf plan all his moves, and will lead other
This curved
men, always knowing how he manages to do it.
a
bad
be
combined
with
Mercnrian
finger may
type, be bilious,
ent.

A crooked

and evil, in which case it will make a bad and dishonest subject, but by itself this bent finger which you will often meet

only adds slzrezudnzss to _Iupiterian qualities. In studying
the finger by separate phalanges, the tips must be taken into
full consideration. If the first phalanx, indicating mental
strength, be long, it will show that the mental world niles,
and intuition and religion will be strong.
If the tips be conic
it will show that idealistic, intuitive qualities are added to the
mental. The Jupiterian being naturally religious, this long
first phalanx with conic tip will prove that the subject is so.
He will have great reverence and idealism in his beliefs, his
religion will be an inspiration, and he will be a strong, highminded person. If the tip be square, he will show more
His
common-sense, will reason and take less for granted.
religion is plainer in form of worship and more practical.
If the tip be spatulate, he will more readily be an agnostic,
have original views, and follow no creed or church. By carefully noting this first phalanx and tip you can tell, with a
good deal of accuracy, to what church, if to any, your subject
belongs. The spatulate or excessively square tip on a Bnger
of Jupiter shows a domineering spirit which in family, business, and every walk of life will make the

tyrant and the
the
the
The
broader
Erst
more
domineerdespot.
phalanx,
the
and
the
less
The
second
subject,
religious.
ing
phalanx
shows the business side of the Jupiterian. This phalanx will
tell of

ambition,

the great

driving

force that makes

ians lead, and even makes weak natures advance.
second phalanx, standing for ambition, shows that

JupiterA long
practical

affairs will have much attention, for the subject will want
Here again tips must be
to lead in money-making ways.
consulted.

Conic

tips

will add conic

qualities,

square

tips
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phalanx strong are the best business indications, spatulate lips will show an active, ambitious,
original subject who is sure to force his way in the world,
especially on practical lines.
The third phalanx of this finger is most important. Note
with this second

£»»
'

1

'.

¥
NO. 96.

TH!CK THIRD PHALANX OF JUPITER FINGER

Whether it is merely long and not thick, whether it is long
lad alta thick, or long and waist-like; or whether short with
When long but not thick, this
my of these combinations.
shows
the
lower
world is normal, and lends the
that
Phill!!

llppltit

If this phalanx
should to the upper phalanges.
excessive length over the other two, it would

iilllhave

IBD! that the

Jupiterian

ambitious and desire to rule

are
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sordid and

they will operate in a manner not always the
The third phalanx, being the baser world,
will be leading, while the aspirations and qualities of the
upper phalanges will be only following. With this development there will be a coarsening of the whole nature ; but as
the phalanx is not thick, the _Iupiterian sensualism will not be
present, and it will indicate only a common way of exercising
the _Iupiterian qualities. If the phalanx belong and also thick
(96), it shows that Jupiterian gluttony is to be added. Thus
we will find the subject, if this
long and thick phalanx is the
most prominent, ruled by the common, sensual side, and the
Jupiterian ambitions and desires will be coarsened and made
The subject will certainly be a voracious
very pronounced.
most refined.

eater, and this will bring on the health troubles peculiar to the
in a marked degree. Apoplexy and the sudden

_Iupiterian

end of life will be almost certain.

gluttony
menace

be

to

more

the

as

long,

thick third

health, ambition, and

attracted to

eating

shows
It is

a

success, for the mind will

than to

anything

else.

This

desire to rule, not from high ambitions and
but
rather
that he may never fail in his food supply.
motives,
All his efforts are directed by such motives. In the three

subject

has

No place so fully
phalanx of Jupiter.

a

phalanges of the linger of Jupiter we have gone from intuition
and religion (first phalanx conic and long), to gluttony (long,
thick third phalanx), and between these are healthy business
desires and ambitions (second phalanx). By separating the
phalanges in this way it is possible to determine the kind of
motives and ambitions that will guide and rule the subject.
There is also the long third phalanx which, instead of being
thick, is waist-like (97). Here has entirely disappeared the
jupiterian gluttony, and no matter how strong the linger may
be, the subject will contend for higher ideals, not baser gratifications.
In this case the _Iupiterian health difliculties will
His troubles will come from nervousness, or
not appear.
from throat and lungs.
If this waist-like third phalanx
shows

by its fiabbiness

that it

was

thick, but has shrivelled,

your subject has been an over-eater, has mined his stomach
and become a dyspeptic_ suffering from stomach disorders of
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Short phalanges show that the qualities
the particular phalanx which is short are

deiicient.
In

long Enger ofjupiter, see if each phalanx
length comes from excess in a
single phalanx, or from two excessive phalanges and one

examining

is normal,

or

a

whether the

t

NO. 97.

Short

one.

WAIST-LIKE THIRD PHALANX OF JUPITER FINGER

Remember where the

tip

of the

normal-length

Engel' should reach, then note which phalanx is deficient and
which excessive.
In reading this hand the excessive phahinges show the

worlds in which

operate, and

can

_Iupiterian qualities would
subject wishes to lead
in intellectual matters, business, or pleasures, and also which
of these are absent by the deficient phalanx. Intuition and
religion with the Erst phalanx, ambition and business with
the second, desire to rule and gluttony with the third. If,
you

tell whether the
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with the thick third phalanx, you find great redness, gluttony will be still further fired by ardor and strength of blood
current, and apoplexy with this

Apply

color to each

phalanx.

subject

is

doubly certain.
religion

White will make

cold, business and ambitions cold, and decrease the ardor
and danger of the thick third phalanx.
Apply color qualilzks to the qualities of each phalanx as they are found in a
greater or less degree, and it will further help in the reading. This ability to separate and read each phalanx will
give a complete mastery of the types, for it will enable you
to tell 70/112'/l side of them will dominate.

Knotty 'lingers will add knotty qualities to a Jupiterian,
an analyst and reasoner.
If only the first
knot is developed he will have mental order and system in
and he will be

carrying

out his

plans.

If the second knot is

developed

he will have order and system in his business affairs and
be neat in his personal appearance.
With smooth fingers,

impulse, inspiration, and artistic ideas will guide him. He
on iirst impressions rather than by the slower,
analytical methods of thought. With long ingers, he
will go into minutiae, and in planning his _Iupiterian campaigns, no details will be omitted. He will be suspicious
will act

and distrustful

even

of his

own

supporters, will be neat

in appearance, and have all the other long-fingered qualities. Finding a _Iupiterian has short lingers, you will know

that he is

quick

in

thought

and

action, impulsive, will dis-

like minutiae, and will plan the campaigns, but leave the
carrying out of details to friends and supporters. Apply
the

Jupiterian as a type, then
Jupiterian qualities will operate
in, judged from individual phalanges; in this way you
can tell whether mental
quickness, business, or common instincts will rule the short lingers. The supreme test is made
short-fingered qualities
to

to

whichever world the

by the thumb.

Are strong determination and

desires and ambitions?

reason

back of

Analyze the thumb, see
uflza/ kind of will is present, as shown by the shape of the will
phalanx,-whether clubbed, spatulate, square, conic, paddleshaped, broad, or refined. Then see how much will there is

_Iupiterian
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by the length of the will phalanx. See if reason and logic
are strong by Img!/z of the second phalanx, see wha! kind of
reason by the shape of this phalanx, then see if will is
stronger than reason, evenly balanced with it, or deficient.
From these examinations you can tell whether good sense
and determination will make the _Iupiterian ambitions succeed or whether lack of these qualities will ruin them.
No
matter what the

bring

terian, he

ambitions, there

must be

will and

anything. No matter how strong
must have a good thumb to make him

them to

reason

the

to

jupi-

what he

built to be, a commander and leader.
Now by discovering the type of the subject, you know what
sphere in life he was created to till. You can picture what
was

the pure

0/pe looks like. His characteristics, his health diHidangers, his faults and virtues, have been shown ;
whether he is refined or coarse (texture), has an elastic or
stiff mind (flexibility), energy or laziness (consistency), is
cold, warm, bilious, or congested (color), is nervous, has
heart disease, consumption, bronchitis, is robust or weak,
honest, cranky, or critical (nails), is full of vital energy
(hair), lives in the mental, abstract, or material worlds (hand
as a whole) what side his peculiar type qualities will take
(phalanges of inger), whether artistic, practical, active, or
original ideas will govern (tips), whether reason and analysis
will rule (knotty fingers), whether inspiration will guide him
(smooth fingers), whether minutiae and detail, or quick
thought and action and generalities, will be his modes of
culties and

procedure (long and short lingers), and whether will and
will push all these qualities to a successful conclusion
(thumb). Intelligent application of this information will
enable you to read a subject accurately and thoroughly.
Unfortunately, we cannot have all good Jupiterians, but
find the bad type so often that it must be fully considered.
In this bad type the appearance is changed, the life, beauty,
and strength diminished, and in place there is an undersized
man, not commanding in appearance, eyes in which l-:indli~
ness is lacking, a bad skin without the healthy glow of the
good type, straight, stiff hair, a poorly shaped nose, mouth
reason
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very large, full and sensual, with long, dark teeth. This
Jupiterian is forbidding and unattractive, and no crowd follows in his steps. The bad type has all the _Iupiterian love
of command, but no power of enforcing it except upon those
weak and unable to resist him.
He is the tyrant and despot
at heart, but frequently Ends only his family upon whom to
exercise these qualities. Thus in his home he is a person
of overbearing pettiness. He is grossly extravagant, but in
spending his money he furthers only his own pleasure and
gratines only his own appetite. He is a sensualist, selfish
in the extreme, and a debauchee.
His family are subjected
to indignities and forced to submit to a tyrannical will.
With no one to rule but these helpless victims whom he
should cherish, he forces them to feel his rough _Iupiterian
despotism and sensualism, producing misery and unhappiness for them.
He is unsuccessful in life and miserable, for
desire to rule is always thwarted, and realizing this ill-sucoess, he turns to debauchery and makes life a burden to
himself and to his family. Weak as he is, mean as he is, the
_Iupiterian desire for power and rule is in him, but instead of
making him successful in the world he is only a producer of
woe.
The bad type is shown by a full red Mount of Jupiter,
deep red lines, a very crooked linger of Jupiter, excessively
thick in the third phalanx, coarse skin, a stiE hand, short
nails, large thumb with thick will phalanx, and short thick
second phalanx.
The best hand for a good jupiterian is
with
smooth
large
lingers and square tips, broad, pink nails,
square or rounding on the end, the Gnger of Jupiter conic
and large, with the phalanges equally developed, a good
Mount of Venus and Mercury, elastic consistency, normal
flexibility, a large thumb with long, broad, or paddle-shaped
will phalanx, and long waist-like second phalanx.
Nearly
all _Iupiterian hands will be thick in the third phalanges,
and have deep Head and Life lines, with color very pink or
red.
There is no trouble in recognizing the good and bad

types here described, if found in the pure state, but as other
types blend with the Jupiterian, the hands will not 'show
these unmixed jupiterian qualities, and you may not' feel
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type the subject belongs. Follow the direcChapter XVIII. in locating the Mounts and you will
have no trouble in Ending the predominating Mount, as well
as the second in strength.
From these the combination of
to
which
the
subject belongs can be determined. If
types
the Mount of Jupiter is strongest and Venus next, he will
be a _Iupiterian-Venusian and all the Jupiterian ambition,
desires, and qualities will be present, as well as love, sympathy, and the long train of Venusian attributes. Always
consider the qualities of the leading type as predominant, to
which add those of the secondary Mounts.
Note in the
secondary Mounts, by the phalanges of the finger, which
world rules, as either the mental strength, business qualities,
sure

to what

tions of

or

the baser elements of the secondary type will be the

ones

which will support the leading type.
Thus with a _Iupiterian-Mercurian, the

finger of Mercury
having
phalanx longest,
jupiterian, which is
the leading type, will be supported and helped by the sakntyicqualities of the Mercurian, this being the indication of
the second phalanx of Mercury.
If the /Yrs! phalanx of
Mercury, in the above combination, is the longest instead
the second

the

of the second, it will be the Mercurian powers of oralory and
eloquence that will help the Jupiterian. This is a great assistance to
the

one

leading
phalanx of

who wishes to inlluence others.

and the attendant

the

fingers lead,

By locating
Mounts, and by noting which

as

I have done in the above in-

stances, there is no hand to be found in which you cannot
distinguish the leading type, the attendant types, and determine also zvhat
as

well

as

gualig/

of the

leading

one

is

predominant,
help for-

wha! szlie of the attendant Mounts will

ward the combination.

This is the way to decide upon occupations.
It is absoaccurate in determining what is the best vocation in

lutely

life for

a

client.

Jupiterian seldom commits suicide. When he does it
is the result of disappointed ambition or wounded vanity.
As a general rule, when he reaches the stage of discouragement that is supposed to cause men to take life, the jupiThe
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terian takes to drink and drowns his

in the

"

flowing
Jupiterians who commit suicide have short fingers
and act upon impulse. Thus in a sudden disappointment
they may on the spur of the moment jump from a high place
or use a revolver.
Long-fingered or knotty-fingered jupiteriaus do not take their own lives. Give a Jupiterian time
sorrows

bowl."

to think it out and he will

never

do

The drink habit is

so.

danger which all Jupiterians have to encounter, and this is
especially a danger if the color of the hands, lines, and nails
a

be red.
to

These high-spirited

indulge

shows great
is a positive

subjects Gnd

for stimulants.

their

appetite

vigor

of constitution by its

menace

to a

Jupiterian.

a

great temptation
If the Life line

depth

and color this

CHAPTER XX
THE MOUNT or SATURN

HE Satumian is the second type

to be

considered, and

the parts of the hand by which he is identified are the
Mount and Enger of Saturn.
The higher the Mount of
Saturn is

developed,

the

larger

and

longer

the

finger,

and

the squarer the tip of this linger, the more pronounced is the
type of the subject. A highly developed Mount of Saturn
is

rarity, and in the greatest number of hands there is ina depression.
A long finger of Saturn is quite common,
however, showing the presence of some Saturnian qualities,
and the Mount, though it may not be prominent, often
shows, by the lines upon it, that it is of more than ordinary
a

stead

development.

Great

care must

be used with this Mount,

as

it shows strong characteristics.
As single signs or in combination, the

trident, single vertical line,

The

of the Mount of Saturn.

island indicate defects of the
character ;

or

nails,

color,

triangle, circle,
strength
cross-bar, grille, cross, or

square increase the

or

Mount,

etc.

will

of

health

determine

which

either

(98)»
The

largest

number of Saturnians will be known from the

fact that the apex of the Mount of Saturn is central, and the
apices of the other Mounts all lean toward it. A more pro-

nounced identiiication of the type, and also a very common
one, is to find the finger of Saturn standing upright, with
the other fingers drawn toward it (99).
I have chosen such
illustration to accompany this chapter bemuse it is quite
typical and much more common than the high Mount.
an

Illustration No. 39 is also

a

Saturnian
2IQ

subject,

identified

by
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apices leaning toward Saturn, Head line deilected toward
Saturn, this linger being also highest set.
The Saturnian is a peculiar person, and, while we need
a goodly degree of his sober qualities, it is a blessing that
the world is not peopled entirely with this type, or it

i

NO. 98.

DISTINGUISHING MARKS ON THE MOUNT OF SATURN

"

would be, in reality,
a vale of tears."
I consider the
finger of Saturn as the balanra'-rvherl to the character, and,
as

an

indicator, of great

possessed by
check.

the

subject

accuracy
to hold

the power
enthusiasm in

concerning
undue

The Saturnian type keeps the

Jupiterian,

the

Apol-

lonian, the Martian, and the Venusian from going too fast
and from being carried away by their excessive spirit. These
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brighter types, while adding gayety to the world, need the
Saturnian to restrain and hold them back. The Saturnian
is a prudent, wise, sober necessity, greatly needed among
the

seven

excessive

types, but

degree

of

not

the

NO. 99.

repremer, who lays his hand
Other types
aeemsto be

are so

a

to

be chosen if in any

The Saturnian is the

A SATURMAN HAND

(See also

and bids it take

one

development.

No.

on

39.)

the shoulder of enthusiasm

view of the dark side before

leaping.

endowed with health and ardor that there

no cautious side to their natures, and they bereckless and careless of results and the cost. The
Satttrnimfs point of view is the gloomy one, consequently it

come
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is he who

types

brings

that

forward, and

to pause and think.

Hand-Reading
causes

He is the

the spontaneous
who can show

man

"

how the other half lives," and thus makes you appreciate your own blessings. Socially, he lacks the ability to
enter into the spirit of the occasion, and, therefore, he is
I consider him the balanceoften called a
wet blanket."
you

"

evil, if you choose, but a type the world
The Saturnian type, to bring out its
better side, should be only slightly developed. It is a bad
type, as will appear later, if found in excessive degree, and

whcel,

a

necessary

could not do without.

not the

happiest type for the possesser, even when present
quantity.
The typical Saturnian is the tallest of the seven types and
his finger is the longest on the hand. He is gaunt, thin, and
pale, his skin is yellow, rough, dry, and wrinkled, hanging
in Habby folds, or else drawn tightly over the bones.
He is
the purely bilious type, and yellow is his distinctive color.
His hair is thick and dark, often black, straight and harsh.
He loses it when quite young, adding baldness to his otherwise unprepossessing appearance. His face is long, commonly called hatchet~shaped from its thinness, his cheek
bones are high and prominent, with the sairon-hued skin
drawn tightly over them.
The cheeks are sunken, with
skin flabby and wrinkled.
The eyebrows are thick and
stiii growing together over the nose and turning up at the
outer ends.
The eyes are deep set and extremely black,
with a sad, subdued expression which changes only when
flashes of anger, suspicion, or eagerness stir his mind. Being bilious, the whites of his eyes show yellow color. His
ears are large, and stand out from his head, often seeming
to be actually heavy.
His nose is long, straight, and thin,
coming to a sharp point at the end. The nostrils do not
dilate as he breathes, but are rigid and stiff. His mouth is
large, the lips thin and pale, the lower jaw and lower lip
quite prominent and firm. He has good teeth in his youth,
only

in normal

"

but

they

are

"

soft in texture and

decay early.

Neither

are

the gums healthy, having a pale, sickly, bloodless look. If
the Saturnian has a beard it is dark, stiH`, and straight,
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3

the chin and

lip, but very sparse on the
prominent and large, the neck lean and
long, with muscles showing prominently like cords, and the
blue veins standing out under the shrunken and flabby skin.
His Adam's apple is plainly in evidence. His chest is thin,
the lungs seem cramped, as if operating in narrow, contracted
quarters, and his voice as it comes through the thin lips is
harsh and unpleasant. The shoulders are high and have a
decided stoop, and the arms are long and hang in a lifeless
manner at his sides.
His step has no spring, and his gait
is a shambling one, seeming to proclaim a person who is
miserable, bilious, and gloomy. The whole appearance of
the Saturnian impresses you with its lack of nourishment,
lack of healthy blood supply, and its lean gawkiness; the
dark, sad eyes, stiff] black hair, narrow chest, stooping
shoulders, and shuming gait all combine to bear this out.
He is a man to whom a bright side in life does not often
appear, one whose life is lightened by no joy of exuberant
spirits, filled with no animal vitality, no heat, warmth, and
magnetism, but rather with yellow biliousness, mingled with
white coldness. The insuilicient blood current, poisoned
with bile, is weakly Howing through his body, pumped by
a ilabby heart, and reaches the outer skin with a diminished
force, casting over his spirits the depressing eHect of a bilions
influence. This is the typical Saturnian. It is small wonder
that, when the dashing Apollonians or Venusians, handsome,
attractive, and magnetic, filled with the joy of living, meet
growing thickly
cheeks.

on

The chin is

him and try to till him with their enthusiasm, the Saturnian
cannot feel their joy, or share their enthusiasm, but shakes
his head

monrnfully,

and thinks of how much

sorrow

there

is in this world.
As the Saturnian is the represser, you will appreciate the
constructing him ugly, gloomy, and sad, in order

wisdom of

that he

might accomplish the purpose of his creation. If he
only wise and formed in the Apollonian mould of physical beauty, the love of gayety would run away with his

were

wisdom.
and

Mere wisdom, if he were beautiful, bright, strong,
healthy, could not hold in check the Apollonian
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enthusiasm.

But the Saturnian

cannot be carried away with

Hand-Reading

isphyszkally

built

enthusiastic, joyous,

so

or

that he

frivolous

amusements.
No matter how much he may want to be, he
cannol, with his ugliness, have Venusian power of attraction;

he cannot be other than the Saturnian that he is.
is

In addition to all this, he is cynical, lacks veneration, and
a born doubter.
Instead of seeking the society of others

he avoids it, and his tendency is to withdraw himself from
the social world.
He prefers the country to the city, is

often

a

student, and chooses agricultural pursuits, chemistry,

and other

laboratory occupations, which do not require him
people. He is not a mixer," has
not the faculty of attracting and holding friends, so does not
succeed well in business where he has to depend upon
genial ways or attractive manners. His love of solitude
makes farm life peculiarly attractive to him, and his penchant
for earthy things makes him by nature a horticulturist, market gardener, florist, or a botanist.
By reason of his love
for digging and exploring in the earth, he has often found
wells of oil, or mines of coal and minerals. This has led
people to consider him lucky, and for this reason Saturn has
to

come

"

in contact with

become the Mount and type of Fate. The Saturnian has a
love for all occult studies, and is prohcient in them.
He
has

a

mystical

streak that makes him

extremely supersti-

He loves chemistry, for the compounding of drugs
and elements has an air of mystery about it, and physics is
also a congenial study.
Higher mathematics and medicine

tious.

are

strong favorites, and in both these fields he is very

cessful.
and

a

The Saturnian is

true

scientist.

suc-

shallow fellow, but is deep
While others are spending their time
no

in gayety he is engrossed in study, has secluded himself from
society, and, surrounded by his books, retorts, and figures,

working out dimcnlt problems.
eminently cautious and prudent. He is suspicious
of both the fidelity and honesty of his fellows, and does not
readily go into business enterprises with them. Real estate,
farms, and buildings seem to him less risky than stocks,
bonds, or mercantile enterprises, consequently these are the
is

He is
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investments he chooses.
He is, of course, a conservative
person, and does not do anything hastily, for prudence and
caution are his watchwords.
The Saturnian can be led,
not driven.

tered at

an

He

instinctively dislikes

attempt to indure him

obey, but feels flatanything. He rebels

to

to do

if rubbed the wrong way, talks a great deal, what he says
has weight because he has the reputation of being profound,
so

he often makes all kinds of trouble.

His caution, how-

ever, enables him to

heavals he causes.

get away and not get hurt in the upIn all his surroundings he likes soberness,

and gray, black, or brown will be apt to predominate in his
apparel, nor will his home have any startling colors in it.
His

physical heat being under normal, he is not amorous.
society rather than courts it, he repels the oppo-

He shuns

site

sex

rather than attracts.

Thus the fervor of

warm pasand he does not care to marry.
In fact, a pure Saturnian would not marry; the idea would
be absolutely repugnant to him. In handling the marriage

sions does not

glow within him,

question, for a subject strongly Saturnian, you will know
that marriage is not likely, so dbS0l1lf¢'b/ plain indications
must be found before you commit yourself on the subject.
His prudence gives him another quality,-he is saving and
even stingy and miserly.
The stronger the Saturnian indications, the stronger these avaricious tendencies. He is
slow,-one so cautious could not be otherwise,-but is a paThe Saturnian loves music
tient, indefatigable worker.
and is often

has

a

cal.

a

iine

performer

and

a

composer, but his music

tinge of sadness and melancholy and is severely classiHe is not a great lover of art, though he admires

beauty.

His favorite

pictures

will be

landscapes

and nat-

ural scenery, flowers, and the product of field and forest.
He writes well, produces histories, fine treatises on scientific
and occult subjects, hooks on chemistry, or short articles on

agriculture.

He sometimes writes excellent

ghost

stories

or

For
heroes go into monasteries.
amusement the Saturnian seeks his books and the studies

tales, in which

morose

He is opinwhich take him away from the haunts of men.
be
is
does
not
like
to
ionated,
contradicted, independent, and
15
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Under the surface the Saturnian dislikes
or attractive, is less loved than
and
feels
his
others,
ugliness, knows his ungainliuess, and
withdraws himself from his fellows, having in his heart jealdislikes restraint.

mankind.

He is not beautiful

This feeling is present even with
ousy and hatred of them.
a Saturnian who cannot be classed as belonging to the bad
Dislike of mankind is

a Saturnian quality developed
degree even when the type is not pronounced. We
may say truly this is a dangerous type at its best, and at its
When
worst produces a poisoner and a malevolent wretch.
we see stooping shoulders, a hunched back, and the sapped
vitality has produced a cripple, with perhaps crossed eyes
added, scant, coarse hair, and leathery skin, you have a creaThis is the low,
ture capable of the deeds of Mr. Hyde.
a
dishonest
villain
lower state of
mean, jealous, surly,
;
than
other
can
reach,
any
degradation
type
except the Mercurian, but vile enough for all. These malformed Saturnians
will stick a dagger into your back, and gloat over your
death agonies. No more malevolent creatures live. This,
of course, is a picture so exaggerated as to be scarcely con-

type.
in

some

ceivable, but it is sometimes found.
We have
"

now

followed the Saturnian from the

sober

balance-wheel," through a series of developments and char-

acteristics to the wretch

just

described.

gravity of this type, and the
be done with great care.
Vith
the

velopment,
the subject

You

can

appreciate

of the Mount must

handling
a pronounced

Saturnian de-

all your powers to learn /:ow Wlllfh of it is in
uncounteracted by other qualities. Some Saturuse

nian should be present, for the absence of any makes an
unbalanced character, but the subject wants only just enauglz
to give the balance needed.
Any excess will make a morbid,

melancholy, gloomy person, pessimistic and stingy. The very
strong Mount and finger, or, which occurs more often, all the
fingers and apices leaning toward the finger of Saturn, will
show the good type I have described, who is peculiar but not
necessarily evil. The excessively grilled or crossed develop~
ment of the Mount, bad Heart-line and with crooked, gnarled
fingers and hard hand, will show the bad type. Everything
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you know should be brought to bear on the case when a
Saturnian is before you, in order to determine how strongly

the

qualities

of the type

are

certain diseases

there

are

whzk/z

one can

developed.

In health matters

which Satumians

are predisposed, and in a strongly Satumian subject, with had health
showing on the Life line, it is nine chances to one that the
trouble will be one of the diseases peculiar to the type;

be told

to

by the nails, color,

or

some

other

health indication.

First of all the Saturnian is the
ease

purely

bilious type.

His

temporary trouble of the liver, but a structural disof the organ, hence the presence of bile poison in the

is not

a

blood.

This makes the Saturnian yellow, which color will
tinging his nails, palm, lines, and Mount. All the

be found

troubles which

yellow color indicates, both

as

to health and

temperament, are to be attributed to the subject if that color
is present. As bile in the blood creates intense nervousness,
the Saturnian is troubled with this

as one

of his health dim-

goes far it causes danger of
of
nerve
The
trouble is easy to determine
paralysis.
degree
from the nails, which should be carefully noted. Rheuma-

culties.

If this

nervousness

tism is another trouble, also hemorrhoids and varicose veins;
the tendency toward the two latter can be determined by no-

ting how prominently the veins on the hands stand ont, seeming as if filled with hard blood. The paralysis which threatens
this type will probably attack his lower limbs, for there is
his weak point. His teeth are delicate, and be is liable to
ear trouble, which is indicated by dots or small islands on the
line of Head under the Mount of Saturn.
nian

subject

ance

is

seen

With every Satur-

look for these health difliculties if any disturbon the line of Life.
A grille or cross-bars on the

Mount of Satum will suggest health defects of the type,
which can be easily located from nails, etc. In estimating
the degree of strength of the type, bring to bear all your
knowledge. Texture of the skin will show whether the
subject is refined or coarse. 'The finer the grade the less
liability of the development of the evil side. Such a subject
may be blue or despondent, but not necessarily a pessimist.
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coarse texture

ities

coarse.
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of skin will make all the Satumian

It will

emphasize

the hatred for

qual-

mankind, will

inciter of riot; one who wants complete liberty and
against restraint of any kind. Fine or medium text~
ure is best.
Flexibility of the hand will greatly modify the
of
the
severity
type. The elastic mind will not so readily
to
yield
gloom, despondency, or bad instincts as the unyieldshown by the stiff hand.
The Satumian is naturmind,
ing
ally stingy, and the stif hand adds greatly to this tendency,
make

an

rebels

while the flexible hand takes away from it. A Hexible hand
will make the subject likely to enjoy the society of his

fellow-men;
kind

a

stiff hand will make him shun and hate

intensely.

With the flexible hand look for

type; with the stiff hand look out for

a

mean,

man-

good
unenlightened,
a

selfish exhibition of bad

qualities and tendencies.
flabby consistency, his laziness will make
him useless.
He will indulge all his morbid tendencies, for
he will not work, and labor might throw of some of his
bad side.
Being lazy and still possessing the qualities of
his type, he will talk a great deal, will rail at capital, trusts,
and all things which are successful, and from this class of
lazy Saturnians often come the anarchists who throw bombs.
Soft hands will be a slight improvement over the Babby.
This subject will not be quite so lazy and will have higher
ideals. Elastic consistency is the best, for it will show a
proper amount of energy, which will keep the liver more active and reduce the gloom and morbidity of the subject. He
will have the elastic qualities of mind and method, the intelligent energy which will lift him out of much of his diHiculty.
Hard hands, again, coarsen the type and emphasize its bad
qualities. This over-energy will cause him to push his already unpleasant views to excess; the stubborn brain will
If his hand has

oppose progress and invention, and will clamor for a return
"
of the
good old days." This fellow is the chronic opposer

of everything.
will be

stingy,

No matter what it
narrow,

ignorant,

is, he is against it.

and

He

superstitious.

The color of the hand is of much importance. Yellow is expected, for there is an excess of bile. The yellower the hand
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the

"ye1lower" the point of view of the subject. Gloom,
melancholy, distorted views, rancor, irritability, intense
nervousness, and even criminality will be found if yellow
color is pronounced.
White color is often found. This
makes a subject cold, repellent, and unattractive.
He
will strongly incline to fly from the society of his fellows,
will be shunned wherever he goes, and being sensitive,
this will add to his hatred of men, while his cutting reHe cannot sucmarks will make him more disagreeable.
ceed in anything where he must come in contact with the
public. A cold Saturnian is a picture of misery, and this
subject is likely to be bad. Pink color will show a better
state

of health and

a more

cheerful and better Saturnian.

To

bright vivacity of
hopeless.
the
veil
of
gloom with which
lighten
pink
the Saturnian is enveloped, and there will be no such chance
for a malevolent creature as with yellow or white color. Red
is also good.
It shows the increased ardor peculiar to the
color, also indicating better health and strength, which reduces the gloom and brightens the subject.
Unless there are
other things present which red qualities might influence, red
is a good color. Blue color will show liability to hemorrhoids
and varicose veins, as well as heart disease, and if a grille is
him all

things

The

will not be

color will lift and

or cross-bars with blue color, you
be
sure
of
may
piles, possibly of varicose veins. Look to
the veins on the back of the hand for further confirmation.
on

the Mount of Saturn

Nails

are

important

to consider for both character and dis-

The short, critical nail

ease.

on a

bad Saturnian will be

a

All the mean, critical qualities of this
poor accompaniment.
nail will be added to the disagreeable qualities of the type.

Critical nails

on even a

good

Saturnian

are an

unpleasant in-

dication, and will make him cranky and pronounced in his
The best nail is the broad healthy one, which will
views.
tend to

The

give

narrow

better health and

consequently

better temper.
help his

nail of delicate constitution does not
does it make him any

Con-

condition,

nor

sumption

and heart-disease nails will show these diseases

more

agreeable.

present, though not being ditliculties peculiar to the type, their
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If seen, use them asdenotpresence would notbe expected.
their
trouble.
Fluted
and brittle nails are exing
perulzhr
and paralysis are health defects of the
which the trouble has reached by
degree
type. Judge
the extent of change in the nail. Beginning at the white
spots, through all the various stages to the brittle turned-back
nail, you can tell how far the dimculty has progressed. In
all nails first determine what the nail indicates, its degree of
development, and then apply it to the Saturnian qualities
which will give the correct reading.
If it is a health indicawhether
the
is
think
trouble
tion,
peculiar to the type; if it is,
the danger is greater than if it is not.

pected,

as nervousness

the

Hair

the hands will tell

on

by its presence and color how
Black hair will add tricky tendencies to

hardy the subject is.

more likely to be
trustworthy. Gauge the amount of hair found,
its color and iineness, and use these hair qualities in judging
a

Saturnian, blond color will make him

frank and

those of the type.
The hand as a whole must

lingers be

in

world is in

of the

excess

be considered, for if the
palm it will show that the mental

This will make the subject

excess.

a

student and

scholar, but he will not be much of a business person. He
will write learned books, make a good teacher, but will not
be

a

If the middle

money-maker.

portion

of the hand is

pronounced the abstract world rules, and he will find
If the lower third of the hand is develsuccess in business.
most

oped grosser qualities will be added to the Saturnian and
If one of the three worlds is
make him a very bad person.
absent and the other two

developed, work out thecombination.

If it is mental and baser worlds with the middle absent, you
know that a visionary Saturnian, who is ruled by bad, earthy

qualities,
world.
are

present

or

same

absent.

Note also the

longest
be

a

good iniluence of the middle
reasoning with the other worlds which

is present, without the

Use this

phalanges

of the

the mental world is the

student and

of occult sciences.

a

finger.

thinker inclined to

The second

If the first is

subject will
superstition and fond
phalanx of the finger longest
strongest.

The
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will show that

farming, agriculture, scientific investigations,
chemistry, physics, history, and mathematics are the things
most to
ness

his taste.

This is the medium world and the busi-

side of the Satumian is shown here.

With this second

phalanx longest he will be able to gain a livelihood from the
pursuit of the vocations peculiar to the type, and should be
advised to go into such occupations and pursue these studies.
If the third phalanx is longest, the baser attributes will be in
the ascendency.
As the Satumian is not sensual we cannot
attribute sensualism to him from the long third phalanx. The
baser quality which belongs to the type is money-worship.
If the type is good and the third phalanx long you can say
he is only economical.
If the type is coarse or bad and
third phalanx long it means þÿ7?lZ;§` ¬7'lZ.7l ¬SS. If this third phalanx is I/rick it will make him less studious, if it is wazlci-like
he will pursue with great eagerness the investigation of the
studies for which he has peculiar aptitude. If the finger is
bent it adds shrewdness

to

the Mount and the Satumian

qualities. If the finger is very short he is not a Satumian,
and entirely lacks seriousness and balance.
Note whether
the apex of the Mount leans toward jupiter; if it does the
wisdom of Saturn will be added to the Iupiterian ambitions,
pride and love of command. If the apex lies toward Apollo
it will lend sobemess and wisdom to the Apollonian qualities. In either of these cases the severity of the morbidness
of Satum is diminished, for he gives himself over to the other
Mounts.
If the apex is in the centre of the Mount all his
interest is centred in himself and is uninfluenced by the

qualities of the other Mounts. If the finger leans toward
jupiter it will give off some of the strength of Saturn to
Jupiter. Thus jupiter will become wise and cautious as a
leader. If the nnger leans toward Apollo some of the Saturnian sobemess will be drawn toward Apollo and he will become more quiet and careful.
You must note the finger tips.
If all the tips are of one
shape and Saturn's tip is different, it means that Saturn will
have the qualities of his tip, the other fingers those of the
tips they have. This is very useful if the fingers be conic,
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a

conic

tip

to
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Salam alone with all other

tips

square

or

spatulate, would make the balance wheel weaker than the rest
If the other fingers are conic and Saturn
of the fingers.
conic also, it does not throw him out of balance. The more
pointed the tip of Saturn, the more idealism enters into the

subject. Superstition is rampant, and he is ruled by dreams,
signs, and omeus. This is especially true if the first phalanx
be long as well as pointed.
The character is more erratic,

'ei

'.
,

NO. lm.

BFATULATE TIP ON SATURN FINGER

and the balance wheel not

so

powerful.

If the tip he square

you End practical common~sense, and the subject becomes
quiet, less superstitious, and iuclines to soberness and even

melancholy if very square.
est.
to

A couic

tip

and

the attributes ol' the

tion.

In like

if

phalanx is the longphalanx will give i¢ieali.wn
second plzalanx and affect their opera-

long

manner

Note which

second

it will affect both the first and third

they
longest. Square tips will make the
phalanges
medicine,
chemistry,
physics, or mathematics of the
farming,

`

are

Ill
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second

phalanx very practical, useful, and likely to be pro
ductive of money results.
It will add greatly to the economy or miserliness of the third phalanx, and take away from
the
and

superstition ofthe first. Spatulate tips will add activity
originality to the Saturnian wisdom and soberness, will

NO. 101A

MOUNT AND FINGER OF SATURN DEFICIENT

impel the subject

to

mingle

with

his

fellows, be

more

great worker, if he is a farmer.
it will lead him to seek new compounds, if a

and will make him

active,
If a chemist,
doctor, new treatments, if a mathematician, new systems for
Eguring, and it will give great activity in all these operations.
The individual phalanges must be judged, and spatulate
qualities added to them as found developed. The spatulate

i

a
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tip
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is the broadest of all

ousness to

the

linger.

;

I-land-Reading

it will thus

The

the strongest balance of all.

spatulate

give

the greatest seri-

balance wheel will be

If the Saturnian type be very

pronounced with this spatulate tip (mo), the subject will be
gloomy. morose, sullen, and hard to get along with, for he

A

NO. 1018.

will

FWGER OF SATURN DEFICIENT

push his disagreeable qualities with spatulate activity
originality. If the finger be very deficient with a conic
tip, the subject will be led by everyone and will have no
stamina whatever(1o1 two illustrations). The balance wheel
is entirely lacking, and even a good thumb will not help this
subject, for he is Eighty and entirely uutrustworthy.
If the fingers are knotty, the qualities of analysis and
and
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will be present. They will make Satumian qualpronounced and add to the seriousness of the

Always

more

a

careful type, knotty

careful and slow and with

such thing as impulse or sentiment.
Satumian with knotty fingers will be

fingers will make
knots, there will be no
A natural doubter, the

an absolute
skeptic, he
agricultural and scientific pursuits,
The knotty-fingered Saturnand a methodical person.
ian makes a good judge, for he is wise, not governed by
sentiment, and analytical. Conic tips lessen the intensity of
knotty fingers. Square tips make them practical, spatulate
tips, active and original. All these combinations of tips will
be seen on knotty-fingered Saturnians, and life to this subject is serious and real. Smooth lingers make a Satumian
impulsive, a lover of the beautiful, and his musical nature
becomes prominent. If the tips be conic this is most pr<>
nounced, if the tips be square the artistic side becomes
practical, and with spatulate tips spatulate qualities are
present. The smooth-fingered Saturnian is a decidedly
happier type, and not so liable to despondeucy. He tends
strongly toward superstition and becomes proficient in occult
sciences. Long fingers give him detail and minutiae. If the
first phalanx be long, he goes into the depths of mysticism
land superstition.
With the second phalanx long, he will
not omit a detail in the scientific studies or the agricultural
pursuits which he follows. Short fingers will give the quick
thought and action peculiar to them. The Satumian qualities will be present but will be operated with short-fingered
quickness. If the tips be conic, the short-lingered impulse
will be very great, if square it will decrease in degree, and
spatulate tips will add the iiery impetuosity belonging to
these tips. Short fingers will make the Satumian less careful in dress but also less repellent and more approachable.
Long fingers make him tidier, but the suspicion of long fin-

will be

analytical

in his

gers leads him to distrust and dislike mankind, and he is
hard to get acquainted with.
The thumb tells what support

will and

reason are

will show

a

to

give

to the

subject.

A short thumb

weak character and will make the Saturnian
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AZa.';'ethu:|.bw'ZaddtotEegnityand
fiexetniratirmofthetype. "'1'tht&t.humbthmunghly
:xxnkz°§.fr»é Et'|'i11:otheE'.ard:oappiywI1nt:n:rthmnbB
þÿi'»c:°.-dtn:E':5at:':'.:h.nq'.:11i:.isA: ¬t2':esz:Ee|:L'lhecuolnt
ff ¢ie:er'.::i:ati¢xx_ ga:-.ge hy kzgtiz of the will phalanx. what
hid. M112 shapeof thephalarx. Lernutirxonispruer.; b'ytE:¢eZ¢:ig°..hoEt2'¢ slmcdpézalastx. and z'h|!Enlby
the

\`hether will

orreasonare

haiarrcemisdetermixeiibythecornpantiyelutgtlsofthe
phalanges. These will all teil the amount and kind oflhtce
pushing the Sazurnian qualities forward. Pointed thumbs
take away from the st:er.g'.h oi the type. square or spatulate
add greatly to iz.
Note carefully which )Iount type is
senrxidary and which world guide it from the phalanges
of its Enger.
In this way having found in which world the
iatnmian subject is most prominent. you will be able to
judge what side of the secondary Mount will operate to aid
him.

predisposed to suicideas an end tohis
less gloomy by nature, ill~s1:|r:c&.
Always
sickness. or slighting treatment often msts him into depths
of despair from which he sees no relief but death. If he be a
The Saturniau is

woes.

more or

high tj-'pe
he lf; ill

If
he may, by mental force. hold himxlf level.
weak in character, a dose of poison will relieve

or

him from

suffering.

fSee hands of the Chittenden Hotel

suicide.,
In

considering

the

matter

of

in connection

criminology

with the types. we find more real criminals come from the
Satumians and Mercurians than from any of the others.
There is in these two types an instinct of dislike toward
mankind, even if the subjects have only a slightly excessive
development. This leads the bad specimens to constantly
invade the

majority

rights

of others.

The

prisons

of Satumians and Mercurians.

occupied by a
examining the

are

In

crimes for which law-breakers

are incarcerated, it becomes
apparent that the other types have fallen. often from bad en-

vironments
have

or

from sudden

overcome

the

subject

temptations

to do wrong. which

before he has had time to think it

'l` he Mount of Saturn
In these

over.

transgressed

cases

the

law-breakers.

the

subjects

are

2 37

heartily

they

sorry

law, and very infrequently become chronic

They

are

the so-called criminals who

can

be

The fact is, they were never real criminals.
The professional crooks who commit crime at every opporreclaimed.

tunity,

and

serve two

the law "habitual

Mercurians.

They

and three sentences, becoming under
are almost all Satumians or

criminals,"
are

real criminals at heart-mean to do

wrong ; their hands are against every man, and they live and
These subjects do
die planning how to best their fellows.

reform in reality-all pretences in this direction are
merely to deceive and gain an advantage over the unsuspecting. An interesting fact to note in this matter of criminality is that the two types from which criminals come are the
not

Iwo bzlzbus ones, the Saturnian and Mercurian.

capable of perverting everything
tainly its two types are those from
criminals spring.
Keep this well

and

making

Bile

seems

it evil;

which the most

cer-

desperate
in mind in estimating the
Do not fall into the error of thinking there are
Satumian.
no good Saturnians.
Some of the grandest of men, noble,
and
successful,
high-minded,
belong to this type. Abraham
Lincoln was one. Always do your Satumian subjects justice ; they may be Lincolns ; but at the same time do not forget the large number of Burglar Jims who belong to the
"

same

type.

"

CHAPTER XXI
'rms mourn* or APOLLO

HE third Mount type is the Apollonian, and the parts of
the hand which

identify him are the Mount and inger
pleasant type to handle, because it is a
while
the Apollonian sometimes becomes
and,
type,
good
mercenary and shoddy, he does not often become bad or
criminal. As has been already noticed in the study of the
This is

of Apollo.

a

types, the two which become bad and vicious are the bilious
types (Saturn and Mercury) and, while the others are sometimes

coarse,

they

do not often descend to

criminality.

have seen, it is the result of sudden emoWhen they do,
tions or circumstances, and not as a result of inherent
we

badness.

As single signs, or in combination, the star, triangle,
circle, single vertical line, square, or trident, strengthen a
Mount of

Apollo.

The cross-bar,

grille,

cross,

the Mount, either of health
will determine which (roz).

or

island,

or

dot, show defects of
Nails, color, etc.,

character.

Apollonian is a healthy, vigorous person, consequently happy, genial, and attractive. He isa spontaneous
type, and versatility, brilliancy, love of the beautiful and
artistic in everything, are his attributes. Standing alongside
the Saturnian, he is the direct opposite of that gloomy
fellow. The dark side of life is in the background with him
The normal

and,
asm,

the Satumian

as
so

gloom

the

was

Apollonian

needed

we are to

check to over-enthusi-

Play and diversion must follow
keep ourselves healthy and vigorous, and

may not dominate.

work if

as a

is needed in order that darkness and
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someone must provide these recreative things, these rests
from seriousness. We must have comedians, for laughter is
atonic to the tired brain. The _Iupiterian is engrossed in his
schemes for aggrandizement; the Saturnian is absorbed in

wisdom, sobriety,

NO. 102.

or

gloom;

who then shall

provide

the

DISTUNGUISHINO MARKS ON THE MOUNT OF APOLLO

bright things which shall
task is the Apollonian's.

make life worth

living?

That

This type has been completely
misunderstood. It has always stood for art and brilliancy,
and the temptation has been to ascribe to every hand which
has a good Mount of Apollo great artistic talent, frequently
Bu' in excess of that really possessed by the subject. All

Apollonians

Q

are

not

artists

or

actors, and

never can

be.

But

240
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in dress, home, business

beauty

sur-

roundings, and every walk in life in which they are found.
They enjoy life by the force of their spontaneous natures,
and

cause

those around them to

ful and artistic

appeal

to them.

enjoy it.
It by no

All

things

means

beauti-

follows that

I

4|
;

)

I

--

'

/
._

`75.
_`;

.

,

,,

Y~

it
NO. 108.

APOLLONIAN HAND

they will ever be produrers or creators of art, but it is certain
they always lo:-6 it. Between a person with creative power
and a mere lover of the beautiful there is a wide difference,
Do
never lose sight of this fact in the Apollonian type.
not ascribe great artistic talent to one who is merely fond of
beauty in dress and surroundings. To be sure, the Apollouian is a lover of art, but unless he has a finely developed

The Mount of
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Mount, apex in the centre, linger long, first phalanx long,
a line, deep-cut Line qf/lpolla (103), often with stars on
do
not ascribe creative artistic power to him.
it,
With the
above strong markings he will have creative power and will
and

not

be merely

a

lover of the beautiful

(1o4).

'Y

g

wusEmi'-~
_

safe;
NO¢1°4-

The
in

APOLLOPUAN HAND

Apollonian has another side.
business, and he carries his love

where else.

He is

He is

highly

successful

of beauty here as everyendowed with graces which draw

richly
him, and with his natural brilliancy and versatility
people
he adapts himself to the conditions of the times, the demands
of the public, chooses his goods with a tasteful eye, and
This subject is found strongly
money thereby.
to

mek?

242
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high Mount, apex in the centre, but not necdeep lines; if there are any such, you will
iind several vertical ones on the Mount, showing diversity
of talent, but not the creative power of the artist.
Generally
you ind a secondary, Mercurian development to accentuate
the business shrewdness.
With the Apollouian it is necessary, above all, to distinguish these two classes, -those
capable of creative power in art, and those who are mere
lovers of the beautiful and tasteful things of life.
The Apollonian is a handsome and a manly type. He is
of medium height, between the Jupiterian and Saturnian, is
not fleshy like the jupiterian nor lean and lanky like the
Saturnian, but is shapely, muscular, and athletic. The lines
of the body run in graceful curves, and he is light and supple. His complexion is clear, his skin white, fine and firm
in texture, and cheeks rosy.
This pinkness of color gives
the clue to a healthy condition and consequent attractiveness.
The hair is thick, wavy, and black or auburn in color, fine
and silky in quality, and when he has a beard it partakes of
the same iineness and abundance, growing over the chin, lip,
and high on the cheeks.
His forehead is broad and full, but
not high, the eyes are large, almond-shaped, brown or blue in
color, with long lashes curling up at the ends. The eyes have
a frank, honest expression, which changes to sweetness and
sympathy when the emotions are in play, and they sparkle
with the brilliancy and life of the brain behind them.
His
cheeks are firm and rounded, showing no hollows. The nose
is straight and finely shaped, the nostrils beautifully proportioned, and dilating sensitively under the play of emotions;
as is the case with all highly strung organizations.
The
mouth is graceful in outline, the lips curved and set evenly,
neither thin nor large and thick. The teeth are finely
shaped, strong, even, and white, firmly set in healthy red
gums. The chin is shapely and rounded, neither retreating
nor protruding,
showing evenly balanced firmness. The
ears are of medium size, well formed, and pink, setting close
to the head.
The neck is long, muscular, and well shaped,
but showing neither cord-like muscles, nor a prominent
essarily

cut

a

with

The Mount of
"Adam's

apple."
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This shapely neck connects the well-

shaped head with strong shoulders, which are muscular and
graceful. The chest is full and capacious, expands well

inspiration, which fact undoubtedly contributes
purifying the blood, pink color with healthy conditions following. The voice is musical, but not full or
The lower limbs are graceful, muscular, finely
resonant.
proportioned, and are never fat. The feet are of medium
size, the insteps arching and high, which gives spring and
elasticity to the walk. This is a particularly distinguishing feature of the Apollonian. In this type is a picture
of healthy conditions, beautiful proportions, grace and symmetry of body, and to these must be linked a mind full of
similar charms and attributes. From every point of view
the Apollonian is brilliant, full of the love of beauty, art,
color, and form. The Mount, from its brilliancy, has also
been called the Mount of the Sun, and the Line of Apollo,
when strongly marked in the hand, has been called the Line
of the Sun, or of Brilliancy, and to it has been ascribed a
under the

much to

fortunate career, with wealth and fame as the reward.
As
this line shows the strength of development of the Apollonian

qualities

in

a

type also, it is

subject, making

the Mount stronger, thus the

not unreasonable that wealth and fame should

be secured by so brilliant a subject as is the Apollonian.
The Apollonian is highly intuitive. He sees through

things more quickly than other people and especially is this
perceptive faculty strong in art and literature. He does not
labor to learn, as does his companion, the Saturnian, neither
is he as profound and deep.
But the Apollonian, no matter
how little he may really know, will make a brilliant show of
it, and in any company, from the seeming depth of his

knowledge and research, is a surprise. This arises from the
versatility of his nature, and the quick way he has
of grasping a small idea and making a great deal out of it.
wonderful

He is inventive

as

well

things in new ways.
ing a great deal more

as an imitator, and can
put old
Thus he often gets credit for knowthan he really does. He is always the

centre of attraction in whatever company he may be

found,
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himself to circumstances and

people.

He

can

be thrown with scientists and will cope with them in whatever field of research they are working.
He will, with equal

facility

and without

preparation, join a body of
socialists, artists, anarchists, doctors, lawyers, or any profession or class, and will astonish those present with his seeming mastery of the particular subject. His adaptability and
versatility are astonishing, and brilliant is the only word
that titly describes him.
He fairly sparkles with intuition, and seems to learn without study.
This makes him sought by all classes of people.
thought

or

"

"

He is the life of the drawing-room, the hero of the athletic
field, the daring and successful plunger either in the stock
market or at the gaming table.
In any and all walks of life
he is found, full of dash, brilliancy, versatility.
For him the
beautiful in nature, women, home decorations, and dress,
have always a fascination. Anything that lacks beauty is
repulsive. With this strong passion in him he is the artist
always and in everything. He may not be the great painter,
but if he have short nails, surely he is the critic. He adores
art in every form, and owing to his versatility, he is always
a dabbler in it.
He loves ine clothes, luxurious home surroundings, and jewels. If he is the refined type with first
phalanx the longest, he will have excellent taste in all these.
If he belongs to the class who have the world of the third
phalanx longest, he will be loud and shoddy in displaying
his love of such matters. He is a good fellow. Health is
good with him, so he feels kindly toward mankind, especially
He is a warm
as he manages to cope with them so easily.
friend, but being somewhat changeable is not always constant.
Being brilliant, he makes enemies among those less
so

than himself, and these enemies often become bitter and
His brain is clear, and in all matters of busi-

envious rivals.
ness,

point

religion,
of view.

art, or literature he sees things from a logical
He has a great facility of expression, and

while not always
cess is natural, it

deep

is easy to understand. To him sucby the very force of circumstance.

comes

Friends and the world like him and

gladly

do much to

f

The Mount of
forward his

interests, and

Apollo

he is thus

pushed by his

into many advantageous enterprises.
sitions and is a great money-maker.
ical and does not
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rely on putting away

He attains
He is
a

admirers

high

po-

never econom-

part of his earnings,

by brilliant and successful spurts forges ahead. His
tastes are luxurious and his expenditures follow them, but he
but

makes

so

figuring

much that the expenses seem little.
He is always
thousands, and looks down upon the single

in the

dollars.

The

is never afraid to air his views, or to speak
freely, and he loves to hear himself talk. He is
religious in his instincts, and seemingly understands religion

Apollonian

his mind

subject and problem of the universe.
superstitious, nor is he a doubter;
but he embraces religious faith with the eagerness characteristic of him. Among his other accomplishments, he is proiicient in occult sciences, and does some wonderful things.
He cannot explain how, but knows it is not from deep study.
It is in reality his highly intuitive faculties that make him
proficient here. He is cheerful, happy, and bright, and
though he is subject to bursts of quick temper which are
iierce while they last, it is only a momentary Hash, and he
holds no resentment.
He does not harbor grudges and has
the ability to win over his worst enemy to at least a seeming
friendship. He does not make lasting friends, but by his
brilliancy temporarily attracts and enslaves. He himself is
not a lasting friend, consequently he does not inspire true
friendship in others.
As much as he loves pleasure and gayety he is neither amorous nor sensual,- that is, in the high type.
He loves a
banquet as much for the after-dinner wit, the music, the decorations, the beauty of dress, as for the viands which grace
as

he does every other

He is not

a

the table.

fanatic,

He loves

tastefully dressed,
flame him.
as

might

be

nor

and

women

who

passions of

He does not fall

thought, though

beautiful, finely

or

a prey to dissipation as easily
he will not refuse pleasure in

any form when it has the proper

great traveller and fond of

are

the baser sort do not in-

seeing

accompaniments.
the world.

He is

He is

a

honest,
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faults, fully appreciates his own brilldeny it. He does not need to steal for
he can make money too easily. He honestly desires 'celebrity
and gains it.
If he relied more on effort and less on brilland

acknowledges

iancy

his

and does not

iancy, he would reach fame more frequently and in greater
degree. If he could chain his talents, his brilliancy of
mind, body, and endowment, down to a definite line of
As it is, he

work, he would dominate the world.
among

us

a

brilliant

possibility,

a

moves

magnificent specimen

and mentally, a joy, a pleasure, a benefit, but too
In
often, through his versatility, a "jack-of-all-trades."
his marriage relations the Apollonian is often unhappy. He

physically

is predisposed to marry, does not, like the Saturnian, withdraw from and hate mankind, but his ideal is very high ; he
is brilliant himself and he wants a mate who can shine with
him.

Humanity

is

frail, and those

choose much less-favored
the

Apollonian

failure.

With

should be

most

helpniates.
disappointed

finds himself
a

large

brilliant often

When this is the

and his

case

marriage a

percentage of the type this is true and

treated in your readings.
There is a bad type of Apollonian.
so

In it you find the

markings of Mount and linger strong enough to show you
that the subject is of this type, but you find a thick third
phalanx, short iirst, crooked iinger with short nails, hard
consistency, no flexibility, or with other indications showing
a

decrease of the

mentality

and iineness of the type.

Then

subject will be undersized, with common features, none of
the beauty of the best type.
The hair will be stiff, crisp,

the

and

a

dingy yellow.

The

complexion

will be either red

or

sallow, the eyes sometimes crossed, and instead of a clean,
tidy, artistic being, you have a common person not giving
This specimen
any indication of the brilliancy of the type.
will be vain and boastful, and have a good opinion of himself and his

ability. He
rules) and,

is fond of show and

display (the

with the extravagance of the type
his
without
brilliant
way of money-making, he will
present
be improvident and poor.
He craves notoriety, will tell how
material world

talented he is, seeks to be

an

actor, and

greatly

overestimates

The Mount of
himself.
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repulsed he becomes bitter and revengeful
badly used. He imagines that his want
of success comes from the fact that others are conspiring
against him. He will stop at nothing to make himself conspicuous, and will commit any folly to produce this result.
Altogether he is an unhappy, unsuccessful creature. Note,
When

and thinks himself

however, that he is seldom criminal.

The two extremes of

this type have many degrees of development between them,
and the Apollouian type is often combined with other types
that

modify

it.

With the mental picture of the two

extreme

types, I do

not believe there will be any trouble after

practice in estithe
of
mating
degree
Apollouian quality possessed by any
subject. All Apollonians have health diliiculties peculiar to
The type is naturally

them.

a

healthy

may be attributed much of their

success.

one

and to this fact

They are entirely
wanting in that most baneful influence, biliousness, so none
of its irritating, depressing effect is present. This shows on
health, temper, and character, for the Apollonian, free from
bile, is usually healthy, happy, and good, and even on his
worst side not

stomach is

type.

He does not over-eat and his

criminal.

but his heart is often

Heart trouble is the

movement.

the

a

healthy,
When

examining

an

principal
Apollouian

irregular

in its

health defect of
for health, look

for blue nails, the heart-disease nail, look at the Heartline for islands, dots, cross bars, cuts in the line, chains,

stars,

or

anything

Life line for
on

some

that is

sign

a

of

defect of the line, and then at the
delicacy there. Look for a grille

the Mount, and if found wil/1 any of the above indications,

it will tell you that it is a /lea!!/z deja! of the type and not
a check to his
prosperity. Look for cross-bars cutting the
Mount ; these are worse than a grille.
By this method you
locate heart trouble, the leading health dimculty of the

can

type.

The

Apollonian

is

subject

to

weak eyes.

If you find

health defect in your subject, see if a small dot or small
island is found on the Head line under the Mount. This
a

will locate the trouble in the eyes. He is also liable to sunstroke and should avoid danger from this source. Fevers
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attacks, and, unless the

Life line shows great disturbance and other indications are
found, you will have trouble in locating them. This matter
will be

fully treated

later

as

it does not

properly belong

It is essential to know the health defects of the

necessity to use them will frequently arise.
Note carefully the apex of the Mount, see
in the centre

or

whether it leans to

one or

here.

type,

if it is

as

directly

the other Mounts.

If Apollo leans toward Saturn it will give rf some of its
brightness and gayety to the melancholy Mount. Thus Saturn

will be less sombre, sad, and
Apollo it will make Apollo

severe.

If Saturn leans

grave, serious, and
If Apollo leans towards Mercury it will
less spontaneous.
tinge that Mount with the love of beauty and the artistic

toward

more

brilliancy of Apollo. If Mercury leans toward
Apollo
Apollo partake of the business shrewdness and scientiiic qualities of Mercury.
By understanding
each Mount thoroughly and remembering that when one
Mount leans toward another, it gzives of some of its force to
the Mount toward which it leans, you can reason out all disThis is a great advantage
placements of the Mounts.
gained by thoroughly understanding the Mount types.
Having now a thorough understanding of the Apollonian
type, we will apply to him the qualities which underlie his
character and find out what they will do for him.
Texture
of the skin will tell us whether the subject is refined or
sense

and

it will make

coarse.

Here,

as

everywhere else,

we

do not find the type

in any one station or grade in life.
Common as
refined people have Apollonian qualities.
Texture

exclusively
well

as

help to locate the grade. If fine, the mental world (first
phalanx) is probably predominant, and the love of refined
will

beauty and

art the result.

tastes coarse, and with it we

In this

(third phalanx).
play will be present.

Coarse texture will make the

expect the lower world

case a

to

rule,

love of loud colors and dis-

The medium texture will follow the

(second phalanx) and the business side will be
strong. Consistency will show whether energy or laziness is
The flabby hand
to make or mar the success of the subject.
middle world

The Mount of
will

Apollo

produce the hyper-refined idler,
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full of beautiful

visions,

with the most luxurious and fastidious tastes, but too lazy
In this case someone else
to do any work to gratify them.

impractical subjects exist than
iiabby-handed Apollouians. They are attractive, how-

will be the support,
the

as no more

ever, and have many friends for

enough

to make enemies.

not have energy

are

better, for these

will put forth some effort. These subjects
artistic and refined as the flabby hands, but will do

show the
are as

they do

Soft hands

subject

something occasionally, and can cultivate energy if they wish
The elastic consistency belongs to the Apollonian who
to.
makes money out of his brilliancy.
If he is an artist he
and
has
marketable
the faculty of findproduces something
a
If
an
he
is
actor
he
finds
a
ing buyer.
good salary in return for his talents.

As

a

writer he gets pay for his efforts.

He is successful in business tor he

brings intelligent energy
pursuits and turns his brilliancy to account.
The hard hand belongs to a coarse Apollonian, who talks
much and lacks the refinement belonging to the higher development of the type. Flexibility will show elasticity added
to an already brilliant mind.
If the flexibility is great and
the Apollonian type strongly marked, it will show the most
versatile, brilliant person imaginable. Too much so in fact,
for he will fly to extremes and will constantly shoot over the
heads of the inhabitants of earth. Every impression and
emotion End quick expression with him, and he enjoys and
suffers much, so delicately is he organized. This is the brilliant artist who works by fits and starts producing only a few
things in a lifetime but each of them a gem. This subject is
The medium flexibility will be best for
very extravagant.
the subject, for no additional mental elasticity is needed
This will make a subject well
by a pure Apollonian.
balanced, even tempered, and self contained; one who will
not easily ily oi? at a tangent, and in both the worlds of art
and business, he will, by being more conservative, be more
to bear on these

successful.

The stiff hand will show that the sti&`-brain

qualities have taken away some of the versatility of the subject. He will be less likely to scatter his energies, and more
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a definite occupation.
He will
typical Apollonian qualities are much

inclined to confine himself to
be less brilliant,
reduced.
Pink

as

the

red color

or

we

expect

to End in the

Apollonian

for

healthy type must have one of the healthy colors. Pink
will lend vivacity and cheer to the already happy subject,
the

Red will show strong,
and is the color par cxcellence.
it
not be too pronounced
but
should
blood
healthy
supply,

for heart trouble is

a

dimculty

of the type.

If

found, look

at

how much pressure the heart is
White color is not expected, for Apollonians are

nails and Heart line to

sustaining.

see

cold, if present it will pull down the attractiveness and
subject, showing a weak heart, and this is danHere again
gerous, for it is the health defect of the type.
With white color, there
look well to nails and Heart line.
will be no such success as belongs to the natural type, and
not

health of the

found, it will tell of the probable spoiling of the best
qualities of the subject. Yellow color is rare with the pure
when

type of Apollonian.
found to be

Saturnian

secondary,

or

in which

Mercurian types may be
yellow color may be

case

present, but it is not expected with the Apollonian type, and
is a- great defect when found. It will, to a large degree, spoil
the

subject

and make his

success

harder

to

accomplish

and

of beauty in this type is his
freedom from excess of bile, but when he has this, he is no
If yellow color is
better than other types which have it.
much less certain.

One

source

found, examine carefully to see if it is merely temporary, if
not, give yellow color qualities to the subject in whatever
of pronouncedness you find it. Blue color will be
It will be seen in tempoif heart difficulty is present.
if severe, in the colorin
the
blue
blotches
or,
hand,
rary
also have the deep
nails
will
of
the
whole
The
palm.
ing
blue settled at their bases which will tell of serious heart

degree
seen

trouble.

This is

augmented

if the

heart-disease nail is

Be careful what you say to this subject, so as not to
It is well to look
alarm him, for that would be dangerous.

found.

carefully to
appears

on

the Heart line, and note whether an island or dot
Apollo. If so, this case is

it under the Mount of

The Mount of

very serious.
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The Life line should then be examined to judge

dimculty has undermined the constitulikely to. The nails will tell by their size, whether
the general health is strong or delicate. This will have much
The color under the nail
to do in estimating the subject.
will show whether pink health, white coldness, yellow bilwhat extent the

to

tion,

or

is

blue heart trouble is present. The
important with this type. Pink nails are what

iousness, red ardor,
latter is most
we

expect

quality

or

; others are

to the

abnormal and when found

give

their

subject.

The texture of nail will show whether

present.

This is sometimes

which the

subject

nervous

produced by

the

trouble is

manner

in

takes chances and rushes into

speculation.
judged what

Through all the nervous formations it -can be
degree of trouble is present. Bulbous nailsadd tubercular
trouble, either of lungs or spine. Short, critical nails will
give argumentative force to a person already fond of talking,
and he will push his view with vigor.
Heart-disease nails
will show structural defect in the Apollonian's weak spot.
A finely textured, pink-colored, smooth, open nail is what
we expect to find, which will tell of brightness, spontaneity,
and honesty. Hair on the hands tells of the vigor of the
constitution. Blond hair is expected and must be distinguished from yellow or silver color; and to be the typical
Apollonian blond must be of a brilliant golden hue. There
is more tire and snap to this hair, which approaches black
than when it is

a

dull,

and

straw

color.

Black hair makes the

vivacious, adding to the sparkle of
subject quicker
an already sparkling character.
It also lends to the subject
a dash of the tire
belonging to black color, and makes him
unusually sharp and keen. The more hair found on the
hand the more vitality the subject has.
The hand as a whole, will tell in which world the subject
moves.
If the fingers predominate in length over the palm,
more

then mind will

rule, and either in literature, art, poetry,
drawing, architecture, or kindred subjects will he find his

If the middle world is best developed he
proper vocation.
will be the man for business.
He will organize syndicates,
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large speculations, head great companies, and be
figure in the commercial world. If the lower
the hand be strongest he will be ruled by baser in-

in

brilliant

third of

stincts, commoner in his tastes, and fond of show. This is
especially marked if the third phalanx of the finger of
Apollo is thick. Note carefully if the three worlds are in balance or if one is deficient.
Whatever the combination, reason
out the result by noting which worlds are present, which
absent, and combining the attributes of those found.
The 'fingers must be closely studied. If the Hngers of
Apollo and Jupiter are of the same length, then we have a
balance between ambition and brilliancy which will produce
good results. If Apollo is longer than jupiter, then artistic
If Apollo is as
or business tastes will be in the ascendancy.
take great
as
or
the
will
so,
Saturn,
nearly
subject
long
chances in everything,-will risk life, money, reputation, in
carrying out his enterprises. He is the plunger, speculator,
or gambler.
If Apollo is longer than Saturn, he will be the
foolhardy gambler, unable to restrain his propensities. If
the linger is bent laterally it will add shrewdness to his character, and with the linger extremely long and crooked also,
will show the tricky gambler. If the first phalanx is iiexible,
bending back easily, it will show flexibility in the mental
qualities of the type. If the lirst phalanx is longest, it will
show that artistic mental qualities are the strongest, and here
is the place you must separate the artistic from the business
side of the subject.
The first phalanx longest indicates the
artist, the writer, the poet, and the subject who will be given
to these pursuits.
With the second phalanx longest the
business side prevails.
When the third phalanx is longest,
the subject is not destined for art ; he will be fond of display
and will have common tastes and love Hashy colors. If the
irst and second phalanges are equal in length, then the artistic talents can be made to yield money, as the business
and artistic worlds

are

combined.

If the business world is

short,
Apollonian may achieve a reputation, but will
make little money.
If the second and third phalanges are
the

equally long,

and the first

short, there will only be

a

desire
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for money-making, and

no artistic quality.
This subject
In
Hashy clothing and incline to be "shoddy."
judging the phalanges, see which is shortest, and which has
gained length at its expense. Estimate what has been taken

will

wear

out of the

subject,

and what has been fumished in increased

supply.
The finger tips will

add their

to the

finger and
tips
subject more artistic and, with the first phalanx longest, add to its qualities
the artistic conic qualities. Square tips make them practical
and regular in habits, spatulate tips very active and original.
With a long 'first phalanx the square tip will almost equal
the presence of a long second phalanx.
With the second
phalanx longest and conic tip, the subject will add the artistic qualities of the conic tip to the business side of his nature.
He will dress well, keep his place of business attractive, and
wherever he goes will have artistic things around him.
He
will be fond of pleasure, and may not keep down to business
as closely as he might.
If the tip be square it will add common-sense, practical ideas, to an already good business perthe character.

son,

qualities

will make the

Conic

and there will be every chance of success. With a
he will be very original and make a natural

spatulate tip
entertainer.

Apollonian qualities of pleasure-giving
activity added to them, producing a
clever after-dinner speaker and a mimic. Pointed tips idealize everything and make him visionary and impractical.
When the third phalanx is longest, with conic finger tips,
have

All his

originality

and

he will be fond of color and

higher
when

art.

so

form, but with

no

taste for

tips he will desire to be rich, and
show of his wealth.
With spatulate

With square

will make

a

tips he will be fond of games, and will be skilful in them
and full of dash.
Knotty fingers will check some of his enthusiasm and
spontaneity, and are not common to the type. He is not
given to analyzing, his mental processes are quicker and
more intuitive.
Knotty fingers are really a defect, for they
make him operate in a manner which is not best for him.
Smooth fingers are his natural kind, for artistic feeling, im-
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pulsive ways, and great intuition are the main sources of the
Apollonian strength. Note the phalanges and see if knotty
or smooth-finger qualities are to rule in the world best developed. Long lingers show that minutia and detail will be
strong with the subject. If he is an artist, he will give every
If a portrait painter, he
detail of the scene he is painting.
will reproduce every button, every hair, and every eyelash.
If a sculptor, nothing will escape him. If an author, he will
describe minutely every character and incident. In business
he will be accurate, but more careful than usual for the type ;
will be a good accountant and omce man. Short £ngers

quick as a flash. He will have added to his
nature the short-fingered quickness of
intuitive
already
and
action, and it will be surprising how quickly he
thought
will make him

His first impressions are his best.
a decision.
He
danger of plunging," however, especially if the Apollo
finger be nearly the length of Saturn. The short-fingered
Apollonian is always a strong factor in speculation or at the
makes

"

is in

gaming

The thumb will tell whether strong determi-

table.

nation is present to bring out the best side of the type. A large
thumb will strengthen the character, and the subject will be

of a "doer" than he would be with a short thumb.
The small thumb takes away much of the practical, and
leaves the artistic in full sway, but without the will-power
more

necessary to

it.

develop
but

The short-thumbed Apollonians
accomplish much. The length of

geniuses,
phalanx shows the strength of this element, and its
shape tells whether the will is coarse, refined, tactful, nerThe second phalanx will show whether
vous, or brutal.
good reasoning powers are present, and, by its length,
are

never

the will

whether there is

a

balance with the will

strength or deficiency. You will
subject is ruled by will or reason.
of the thumb will be

phalanx greater

thus know whether the
A strong second

phalanx

fine addition to any Apollonian, as it
adds to his character caution and prudence, which he often

sadly needs.
the best

brain.

A

a

good,

clear Head line is necessary to achieve
a clear

results, adding self-control, judgment, and

The Mount of
There

are

many

people

Apollo

who have much
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Apollonian qual-

The
in them, but pure specimens of the type are rare.
Apollonian leaven that is mixed with humanity does much

ity

brighten life, and is a constant beneiit, not only to the
subjects themselves, but to all around them who share in and
enjoy their cheerful moods and charming manners.
to

CHAPTER XXII
'rms Moxmr or MERCURY

HE fourth Mount type is the Mercurian, who is identified by the Mount and Finger of Mercury.
He is

always pronounced

in his

characteristics, and has great

power as an orator, a scientist, a physician, or a lawyer, and
The irst aim, with
is also very successful in business.
every subject of this type, should be to discover which of his
several phases is strongest, and whether the good or bad side

is dominant, for of all the types, none gives way to dishonesty with more ease than the Mercurian. On its good

side, it is

one

of the best and most successful of all of the

types, but no greater liars, swindlers, or cheats can be found
For this reason the fourth type re~
than bad Mercurians.

quires careful consideration,

for in this type

are

combined

different elements than in any of the others.
The
Mercurian is generally successful, primarily because of his

more

shrewdness and the fact that he is

a

wonderful

judge

of

human nature, and secondarily on account of skill with his
hands and his tireless energy.
In the professions of law and
medicine he is in his element, since, in the former
and facility of expression

natural shrewdness

greatly.

The Mercurians

are

especially,
help him

'fine writers and shrewd busi-

achieving thegreatest success in both lines.
single signs, or in combination, the star, triangle
circle, single vertical line, trident or square strengthen a
Mount of Mercury.
The cross-bar, grille, cross, island or
ness

men,

As

dot, show defects of the Mount, either of health or character,
nails, color, etc., will determine which (IO5).
When the Mount of Mercury is well developed, finger long
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and
a

large,

Mercury

and apex of the Mount centrally located, you have

Mercurian

subject ( 106).

In stature the Mercurian is small,
six
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averaging about

live feet

trim in appearance, tidy looking
strong, forceful expression of countenance. His

inches, compactly built,

and with

a

X. IN.

DISTINGUIBHING MARKS ON THE MOUNT W MERCURY

face is oval in shape, features inclined

to be

expression changes rapidly, showing

the

tlind.

regular, and the
quick play of his

The skin is smooth, fine, and transparent, tending

to be olive in

color, and shows the passing of the blood
by easily turning alternately red or

Cllflfilf undemeath_

White when excited, embarrassed, or in fear. The fore»
lltld is high and bulging, the hair is chestnut or black
U1
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and inclined to be curly on the ends.
The Mercurian
grows a beard easily, which covers the face well, and is gen-

erally

a

little darker than the hair, if it be any color other
He likes to wear his beard trimmed closely and

than black.

running

to

a

point

on

HO. IN.

brows

the chin,

Vandyke fashion.

The eye-

MERGURIAN MOUNT AND FINGER

are regular in outline, running to line
and
sometimes meeting over the nose.
ends,
points
The latter growth is rare, however, belonging more distinctively to the Satnmian. The eyes are dark or quite black,
are

not thick but

at the

restless and sharp
seemingly through

in

expression.

look right at and
produce the disagreeare being estimated by

They

you, and sometimes

able but correct conviction that you

The Mount of
one

well able to do it.

what

The

Mercury
is thin and

nose

the end ; the lips
or bluish in color.
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straight,

some-

and often

thin, evenly
fleshy
The whites of the eye frepale
quently have a trace of yellow, as the Mercurian is of a
nervous and slightly bilious type.
His nervousness makes
him breathe quickly and often through his mouth. The chin
is long and sharp, sometimes turning up slightly at the end,
a

on

trifle

set

are

completing the oval contour of his face. The neck is strong
and muscular, connecting the head with shapely shoulders,
lithe and sinewy and graceful in outline. The chest is large
for the stature, well muscled and containing big lungs.
The voice of the Mercurian is not full and loud, nor weak
carand thin, but is of medium timbre and possesses good
"

"

quality. The limbs are graceful, giving him agility
quickness of movement for which he is noted,
as well as a power of endurance coming from muscular
strength. His teeth are white, small in size, and set evenly
in the gums which are medium pink in color. Altogether
the Mercurian impresses you as well knit, agile, and strong,
not always beautiful, but shapely and well proportioned.

rying

and the

The Mercurian is the

quickest

and most active of all the

types, and this activity is not confined
but

to the mental as well.

applies
intuitive faculty,
ness

to

either

a

to his

physical agility

He is like

a

flash in his

and enjoys everything which puts his quickmental or physical test.
He is the personifi-

cation of grace in his movements and is skilful in everything
he undertakes.
In all games he is proficient, and he plays
with his head

as well as his hands, winning because he plans
plays, and shrewdly estimates the ability of his opponent.
In all athletic sports where dexterity and skill, rather than
brute strength are needed, he is the victor.
In argument he
is at home, for no one has greater facility of expression than
he. This. added to the quickness with which he can grasp and
turn an opportunity to his account, brings him out ahead,
if his side of the question has even a semblance of probability. He is especially fond of oratory, and eloquence in any
line strongly moves him. With his keenness and the power

his

of expressing himself well, he is very tactful and adroit, thus
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making

As

time.
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an

by saying the right thing at the right
speaker he is a success, and in a
badinage is an opponent hard to overcome.

after-dinner

battle of words

or

One of the chief elements of the Mercurian's success, is
his ability to judge human nature and character.
He

mentally estimates

everyone whom he

meets, and

uses

his

quick mind and tactful way to make a friend and accomplish what he wishes. He is adroit, crafty, and a constant
schemer, using all his powers of shrewdness, intuition, and
oratory to get himself through the world. He is a dangerous person, you say.
Verily he is, for not one of all the
other types is for a moment his equal in diplomacy, craftiness,
tact, persuasiveness shrewdness, or adroit methods of approach. This power makes him induential and if he is bad,
much to be feared.

He is

a

clever manager and well knows

in the

background and push _forward some
puppet to do his bidding. His power over men comes largely
from the shrewdness with which he lays his plans, and the
how to

keep

clever way in which he gets someone else to carry them out if
He understands humanity thoroughly, and uses
necessary.
this

knowledge to his

own

advantage. He is not lazy ; one of
consequently he loses no oppor-

his pri me elements is industry,
tunities

through napping but turns every hour to account.
a love for study,
especially along lines of scientific
investigation. He is a born mathematician, and no problem
isso intricate that he cannot solve it.
He is, of all the types,
He has

the most successful
the medical

as a

profession,

and in my observation of
who have succeeded in attain-

physician,

the

men

ing fame, and with it a lucrative practice, are Mercurian in
their leading type, with the _Iupiterian type second] The reverse is also a good combination, provided the Mercurian
'

qualities

are very strong.
Numerous small vertical lines on
the Mount of Mercury, with the Mercury finger longer than

normal,

or

with the second

phalanx long,

dication of talent for medical studies.
be found

on

of

a

woman

it

a

strong in-

marking is to
prominent and successful doctorsMedical Stigmata
(IO7). On the hand
shows great ability as a nurse.
Energy,

the hands of

It is called the

will be

This

"

"
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studiousness, scientific aptitude, combined with keenness in

judging human nature, make the Mercurian an excellent
diagnostician and practitioner. He is also talented as an
occult scientist, being able, with his shrewdness and keenness of perception, to master all the intricacies of the iutangible sciences. Thus the Mercurian is well adapted to
these occult studies, but, as he is fond of money-making, and
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NO. 107.

bad Mercurians

are

;'

sy?

_~`
".-

MERCURIAN DOCTORS' HAND

Gnd

the

humbug
belonging to this type.
alleged palmists who claim to tell

conscienceless,

we

and fortune~tellers all

clairvoyants
Having met a

number of

from the hand, and the names of friends, I have
your
found them all specimens of the bad Mercurian type, and
name

they have often admitted to me that they knew little about
Palmistry, but resorted to sleight-of-hand tricks, together with
their

ability

to

judge

human nature, in order to fool the
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These bad Mercurians,

qf amaleur palmzlsls

ble for the disfavor which in the minds of

to-day

on

responsipeople rests

are

some

Palmistry.

The Mercurian is

a

lover of that which is

near

to nature,

C

fm

C

_

_

;

~19lr1

'in

NO. 1®.

consequently

_

__

MEROURIAN BUSINESS MAN

he admires

horses, dogs, pictures of real life,

natural scenery, or portraits.
He is fond of reading, but
it is not romance that attracts him so much as books which
are

true to

life, nature, and humanity.

latter-day author, Kipling,
Of all the types

none

than the Mercurian ( 108).

are

Dickens and,

as

a

favorites with Mercurians.

is stronger in the business world
He has shrewdness, diplomacy,

The Mount of
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tact, management, induence over people, judgment of human
nature, energy, and power of expressing himself, all of which
are the very strongest elements one could have for a successful business career.
N o better illustration of the success of
can be given than to
point to the standing of the Hebrew race in mercantile circles to-day, and to state that a very large percentage of this
people are Mercnrians. They are ingenious in their ways
of planning new schemes to make money, and original in
their manner of putting them into operation. Mercnrians
are great imitators, and so clever that they can steal some
other man's idea and pass it as their own.
They make good
actors and their powers of mimicry and study of nature

the Mercurian in the business world

enable them to create

on

the stage lifelike and realistic char-

They make excellent lawyers, having the keenness,
the faculty of seeing a question from its many sides, as well
as a knowledge of the failings of humanity.
To this add
oratory, and it completes an excellent combination for a law~
yer. They are excellent teachers, for their grasp of scientific
knowledge, backed by an ability to say what they mean
gives them a mastery in this field, and being judges of human
nature, they know how best to reach each and every pupil.
The Mercurian, on his good side, is not vicious and
criminal, he is only shrewd and keen. He is even tempered,
loves children dearly, is devoted to his family and makes a
constant friend.
He is not in any degree a sensualist.
His
pleasures are largely mental and, while he is fond of beauty
acters.

and women, he is not an amorous type.
He is nervous and
restless, his mind is active and he likes to travel, for changing
scenery gives him the recreation and diversity that he needs.
He is fond of nature, which

him

strongly
anything
In the marriage relation the Mercurian is a match-maker.
He enjoys the society of his fellows, marries early in life,
appeals

to

more

artificial.

than

chooses

one of his own age, and very often one of his type.
He loves trim, neat, stylish women, full of fire and life, and
no type furnishes these elements so well as his own.
He is

proud

of his wife, likes to

see

her well

dressed, and makes

a
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he represents the

good side

of the

type.
In health the Mercurian is nervous; his

quickness

and

energy speak in unmistakable terms of the electric current
which is coursing through his nervous system, stimulating

it to great activity. This nervous energy prevents his being
lazy, makes him love to travel, and this energy sometimes
becomes excessive, so that you will iind many Mercurian
hands with Huted nails more or less pronounced in developBe

ment.

on

the lookout with this type for nervous trouble,
so that he becomes bilious.

which interferes with his liver

His liver trouble diB`ers from that of the Saturnian, for it disappears when the nervous trouble is relieved, as it is not

difiiculty as with the Saturnian. His olive comtinge of bile; and stomach trouble, dyspepsia,
plexion
and kindred disorders are often met.
His activity tends to
drive away these diihculties, and his system quickly responds
If he has paralytic trouble it most
to treatment for them.
structural

showsa

often attacks his

helpful
wavy

arms

and upper extremities.

It is often

Line of Mercury with this type, for by its
broken course it shows the extent of bilious and

to note the

or

stomach trouble.

The Mercurian is

a

healthy type, so we do
peculiar mental
however, so be

them, but for
have their disorders,

not look iirst for illness with

characteristics.

They
guard that you do not overlook them.
I wish it were possible to say that all Mercurians were
good, but unfortunately this cannot be done. This second
bilious type (Saturn being the first) produces members of the
criminal fraternity which will be found in many penitentiaries and penal institutions, condemned for all manner of
It also produces a class who have not yet reached
crimes.
the prisons, but who deserve to, even more than many of
always

on

your

those who have been convicted.

almost

imperceptible

line

There is very often an
place where

which marks the

shrewdness in business ends and actual

and the Mercurian

seems ever

near

dishonesty begins,

the line.

His natural

shrewdness makes it easy for him to outwit his fellowmen,
and the temptation for him to do so is great, often so great

The Mount of
that he cannot resist it.

Mercury

The invisible line

265
once

crossed

and the conscience

being quieted, a second slip is easily
made.
Thus inch by inch even a good Mercurian often
degenerates from a sharp business man to a criminal, a liar,
and a thief (rog). When this class is engaged in bond
speculations, or stock-jobbing enterprises, they are not often

NO. 109.

MERGURIAN THIEF

made to pay for their knavery by imprisonment; for they
keen enough always to have a loophole ready through
When they are merchants, they simply
which to crawl.

are

cheat their customers with

glibly

ease

and

facility,

that the customer does not realize it.

toued thieves have line hands, but crooked

and talk

These

so

high-

fingers of Mercury,

266
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grilled Mount, or bars on the Mount, cold Head lines, narrow
quadrangles, and will often hide the hands from view, or
will rub them in the Uriah Heep fashion.
When a crooked
finger of Mercury is seen on any hand (1 lo) the thought of
unusual .c/zreuviness should at

NO. 110.

should be

once come to

the mind, and you

CROOKED FINGER OF MERCURY

guard and search for everything that will
dishonesty exists or not. Having located I
Mercurian subject, and finding a crooked finger of Mercury,
be on your guard to investigate at once for actual dishonesty.
on

your

tell whether actual

This

applies

to whatever station in life your

subject may
occupy.
position be high, you know that the temptation to overstep the line of honesty has often been great
If his

L

The Mount of
even

though

Mercury

it has been resisted.

and other bad

szlgns,

feel

sure
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With this crooked

finger

that he will not resist very

stubbornly.
The criminal type of Mercurians

are quick, sharp fellows,
complexion, shifting, restless eyes
that either cannot face you squarely, or else look at you with
a forced, brazen stare.
The hair is straight and stiff seeming to lack vitality. They are vile and criminal wretches.
Gypsies are Mercurians, and usually of the dishonest class
who stop at nothing. These bad types have crooked, warped
fingers, twisted and bent inward, crooked, claw-like nails,
grilled Mount, twisted finger of Mercury, bad or absent Heart
line, cold Head line, narrow quadrangle, high, stiff thumb,
and often the first knot of the Mercury linger developed.
These are the bank robbers, pickpockets (see log), sneak
thieves, conndence sharps, and dishonest gamblers, who run
to all kinds of crime and are criminals pure and simple.
These people are intensely superstitious.
Thus you will see the great diversity of the Mercurian
type,-how good or how intensely evil he may be. The first
thing to do on Hnding a Mercurian subject is to decide to
which class or grade he belongs, and what underlying forces
he has. Then apply this knowledge to the side of type
present, whether it be the oratorical, the scientific, the
professional, business, or the criminal.
With this type note especially the pose of the hands ; if he
hides them, deceitfulness is indicated. The texture of the
skin tells of reinement or coarseness.
If you see bad signs
do not be misled by a fine texture of skin, for you must remember that there are villains who wear line clothing as well
as rags.
It will tell that, if villainy be present, it will be consummate iu its skill, and so keen and fine in operation that
a subject ein go for a lifetime and never be found out.
If
it is the scientist, the lawyer, the physician, or the business

small in stature with dark

man

that is before you, iine texture of skin will tell of

a re-

fined nature that will operate in its special vocation with
refinement back of it.
Coarse-textured skin tells that
coarseness

will operate, and

no

such

perfection

is

possible

,

`.

l
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brilliant person.

a

Red color when

present will add its pushing qualities to his already quick
nature, making him a great worker and a strong force in the
community. Yellow color is often seen, for the Mercurian
When found it will show

inclines to be bilious.

a

spoiled

temper and that the subject will more easily become bad and
dishonest, his stomach will likely be out of order, and he
will be at

cross

purposes with his fellows.

The nails must be examined, for if fluted they show that
the nervousness which belongs to the type is making rapid
If brittle and

headway.
warned to

bending back,

the

subject

must

be

his vital energy sparingly. Blue nails will
tell of defective circulation, and yellow that the irritating
use

poisoning his blood. Pink nails will tell of a sharp
healthy subject who is a match for most men, and
acts with great quickness and shrewdness.
Short nails

bile is

and
who

will show
no

critical turn of mind, and in argument or debate
by this subject in his effort to

a

will be overlooked

point

advance his side of the

constitution,

narrow

case.

nails

Broad nails will show astrong
the medium being most

delicacy,

often found.

Hair

on

the hands will tell of the iron in his consti-

tution.

Black hair is most often to be seen, and is plentifully
found on the hands of many Mercurians. It tells of the fire
and

vigor

of health and the strong tendencies of the type.
suspicion that these subjects

With black hair there is the

have the keenness of the type in full measure, and the
inger is often seen. Light hair is not so often met

crooked
with

on

this type,

it makes them
the black.

though sometimes seen. When found
phlegmatic and less volatile than with
hair gives added electric force to the already

more

Red

great quickness, and would lead to excess. Chestnut hair,
which is a medium color, is often found, and tells of an

evenly distributed
The hand

as a

set of Mercurian

qualities.

whole will tell in which world the

subject

is strongest, and with this type you nearly always find the
middle or business world fully developed, for he is always
a

good money-getter whether he

be orator, doctor,

lawyer,
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busines

man.

lies in the centre

is

of the hand, toward the
his aptitudes for his
inclined.

carefully if the apex of the Mount

Note
or

Hand-Reading

displaced. If it is at the outside
percussion, the subject will employ
own advantage
and be seliishly

If the apex lies in the centre of the Mount you

NO. 111.

have the normal

LONG FINGER OF MERCURY

development,

true Mercurian ideas in whatever

and the

subject

will have

in life he is

sphere
placed.
Apollo, the love of art and beauty
will be great, and he will give up part of his Mercurian
qualities in order to enjoy them. His life will be less
dominated by the shrewdness of the type, and more given
over to the Apollonian instincts.
If the apex is in the centre
If the Mount leans toward

41

The Mount of
and the

apices of the

Mercury

other Mounts

are
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pulled

toward Mer-

cury, you will have a very strong Mercurian, a "dyed in the
"
wool
kind, who will be typical in whatever he does.

The

finger

must be

carefully noted. First, is it longer
linger of Apollo (rr r)? Ifso, the
subject is strongly Mercurian ; shorter than this is deficiency,
than the first knot of the

.

~_

*Q

lo
"

NO. 112.

s

DEFICIENT MOUNT AND FINGER OF MERCURY

in whatever degree the Mount and finger is lacking (nz) ;
if it should be crooked in addition to being loug, the type becomes more

pronounced,

and you must look to

grilles,

Head

line, Heart line, and quadrangle, and see if dishonesty has
taken hold of the subject. If the linger is long, note which

pltalanx is the longest, for
in the Mercurian finger.

the three worlds
If the first

are

phalanx

most marked

is very

long
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subject will have great powers of expression, amounting
to eloquence and oratorical ability.
This will enable
him to give expression to his ideas in writing, and thus it beIf the
comes a fine indication for a public speaker or writer.
second phalanx is long it shows that the scientific side is
strong, and he will make a good doctor, lawyer, or scientist.
If the third phalanx is long the commercial side is prominent,
the

even

and he will be

capacity.

In

an

excellent merchant

judging

or

business

man

the field of labor in which the

in any

subject

will best succeed, these phalanges must be your guide.
Note which world of the secondary type is strongest,

as

backing the Mercurian aptitudes will have. If
the finger of Mercury is long, it may be found that two phalanges will be long and one short. This will show which
this shows the

worlds are strongest and which

ian is

are

deficient.

As the Mercur-

complex type, it will be only by this careful estimate
of the finger that you can properly estimate your subject.
The tips must be ca.refully noted. If the Erst phalanx of
the Mercury finger belong, ability as a speaker is shown.
If the tip be pointed, he will be able to draw on his imagination, will indulge dights of fancy, and charm by his oratorical
idealism.
If the tip be couic he will be artistic and eloquent,
with plenty of word painting and mental pictures.
If the tip
be square he will talk on practical subjects ; common sense
and reason, facts and figures will be the forces he employs,
and logic is his talisman, especially if the second phalanx of
the thumb bears this out. If the tip be spatulate he will be
the magnetic speaker whose fiery oratory moves the masses,
with its vigor, originality, and strength, and he fairly carries
his audience oil' their feet. If the second phalanx be longest
and the tip pointed, the idealism of this tip will permeate his
scientiic researches. If with the long second phalanx the
tip be square, common sense and practical ideas will rule
him, and if spatulate he will be active in his search for fresh
a

discoveries in old sciences, and not satisfied to follow in the
ruts made by others.
If the third phalanx be longest and
the

tip conic or pointed, the
belonging to this tip will be

idealism and love of the artistic
linked with Mercurian business
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If the tip be square, then common sense and practical ideas alone will operate, and the subject will be a true
Mercurian business man who makes every dollar tell in his

ability.

expense account, and who does not brook any foolishness in
business matters. If the tip be spatulate, then great activity
and energy will cause him to push business ventures without
and the spatulate originality will enable him to devise

tiring,
new

ways for

making

money.

This is

a

very

strong

com-

bination.

Knotty lingers

will show that

strong in the subject.

analysis

and

reason

If the iirst knot alone be

are

developed,

If the second
it will show order and system in his ideas.
alone be developed, he will be neat in personal appear-

everything about him. With both knots he
analysis of the philosopher added to the MerIf this subject be an
curian quickness and shrewdness.
orator he will write his speeches and commit them; if he be a
and in

ance

will have the

lawyer he

reasons

he does not
cause

out every

diagnose by

to effect and

per

case

for his client.

intuition but

amlra.

If

a

If

a

doctor

by reasoning from

business

man

he does

everything by a system, and after careful thought.
Smooth lingers will add impulse and intuition to an already
very quick subject, and with his ability to read human nature
he is unusually keen and intuitive.

His estimates of those he

meets are seldom wrong, and he should

impressions.
The

He loves

beauty

always

trust to

first

and is artistic in all of his

must be considered with all these

fingers,
adding conic, square, or spatulate qualities to the knotty or
smooth, and making the philosophical orimpulsive tendencies
more or less pronounced according to the degree of develop-

ideas,

tips

in which they are found.
L0ng fingers show that the subject will go into the minutiae
If he be a speaker he will describe every deof everything.
tail of any subject on which he is talking.
If he be a lawyer
he will hunt every bit of testimony that can bear on his case,
ment

and will prepare his petitions and papers with the greatest
j will have the records in his cases exact, every excepIf he be a doctor
tion
so that he can appeal if beaten.

care

poted
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he does not

neglect a detail in the treatment of his patients,
diet, hygiene, air in the room, and is in everything
most careful.
As a business man he is constantly going over
everything in his place of business. Not a thing escapes
him, and no detail is omitted that can add to the result he
wishes to accomplish, viz., money-making. He adds the
suspicion of long fingers to Mercurian suspicion, and the
long-fingered neatness to Mercurian tidiness; thus he is a
most pronounced specimen.
If he be a talker he is very tireattends to

some.

Short fingers add their quickness and action to a subject
already remarkably quick, consequently knots are needed
on these fingers to reduce the quickness if it is not to be
a positive menace.
Impulse, inspiration, intuition, and a
train of kindred qualities encompass the short-fingered Mercurian, and he is volatile and spontaneous in the highest
degree. The orator relies on the spur of the moment for
his material, the lawyer acts by inspiration and shrewdness, the doctor seems to diagnose by intuition, and does
not always know why.
They are correct in all these estimates, however, for which they must thank the Mercurian
type. The short-fingered business man at once makes up
his mind as to the credit of a customer, the honesty of an
employee, or whether his business cannot be improved by
All of these quick ideas which
some change in methods.
Hash into his mind he puts into immediate execution. With
short Engers note the tips.
Added quickness will be given

by conic tips,

tips

and

reduced, by square

will also tell whether conic, square,

spatulate. The
spatulate qualities

or

or

will operate.
The thumb if low set, will tell of advanced
high set a decrease. By its size, whether head

dominate,

and

by

its

shape

whether

a

fine

mentality,
or

if

heart will

or coarse

nature is

present. The thumb of the Mercurian has a tendency to be
stiff; for he loves money, and while generous to his family
and free to

spend

not do it with

length,

»

a

money for

things

lavish hand.

that he

enjoys, he does
phalanx, by its
subject, whether he

The first

tells of the power of will in the
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will carry out his schemes or merely plan and let them drop.
The conic lirst phalanx will show how impressionable he is,
the square or spatulate that he is practical, original, and
firm. The clubbed thumb on a Mercurian is a doubly bad

The second

indication.
the

logic

and

phalanx of the thumb will tell of
reasoning faculty back of your subject, and

whether it is stronger or weaker than the will which should
carry it into operation.
By its shape it will show whether
refinement is present. This latter formation
Mercurian is usually expected. In the largest number of cases the thumb' will be found with a large first pha-

commonness or

with

a

lanx, square

or

paddle-shaped,

a

long

second

phalanx

with

a

waist-like formation.

This combination will tell of strong
will and refined reason back of a very shrewd specimen of

humanity.
It must

now

be apparent that the Mercurian is

a

many-

sided fellow, and can be either the best or the worst of all.
He is the type to which we look for shrewdness, keenness,
But this type
and skill, energy and success.
the
bank
the hypo~
villain,
wrecker,
polished

diplomacy

contains the

crite, the burglar,

or

the petty liar and thief.

Use great

when you End one, that he may be put into the proper
class. He is up to all possible tricks and schemes to fool the
care

unwary, and will tax your skill as fully as any type you may
have to handle. Take time in the examination of this type,

do not be hurried, bring to bear everything upon him from
the texture of his skin to his thumb, and you can accurately

classify him,

and determine his

the most honest
the

reverse

cover, the

men

I have

the class.

Some of

Mercurians, and

The low thieves you will easily dishypocritical villain is harder to unmask.

is also true.

polished,

grade in

ever seen are

CHAPTER XXIII
THE MOUNT or mans

HE fifth Mount type is the Martian, and the portions of

identify him are the two Mounts of
Mount
the
located on the percussion and above
Mars,
Upper
the Line of Head, and the Lower Mount under the Line
of Life and above the Mount of Venus. There is also the
the hand which

Plain of Mars, located in the centre of the palm, which bears
relation to the Martian type.
For the exact boundaries

some

of these Martian developments consult the map of the Mounts,
where they are clearly shown, and note carefully that on the
"

map the lower boundary of Lower Mars is the word
aggression," and all under that word belongs to the Mount of
Venus.

single signs or in combination the star, triangle, circle,
single vertical line, trident and square, strengthen the Upper
Mount of Mars. The cross-bar, cross, island, dot or grille,
As

show defects of the Mount, either of health
Nails, color, etc. will determine which.

or

character.

All cross lines, stars, crosses or grilles in the Plain of
Mars, increase the infiammability and temper of the subject.

Signs

on

the Lower Mount of Mars must be read

on

the

Influence lines inside of the Life line (113). In the earlier
history of Palmistry the Plain of Mars was considered to
be the

principal part of the

Mount

was

Martian

development. The Upper

afterwards located and found to be

a

strong factor,

and in later years the Mount of Venus was subdivided so as
to give the upper portion to what is now called the Lower
Mount of Mars because it is be/ou' the Line of Life.
Any atto use only one of these Martian developments to the

tempt
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exclusion of the other, will lead to error, and it is only by
the combined use of the two Mounts and the Plain of Mars
that you will be able properly to estimate the Martian, a

type constantly encountered in

very pure development, and
which you will find in combination with most of the other
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types.

DOSTINOIMSHING MARKS ON THE MOUNT OF MARS

gaining the

material for this

chapter I

have taken

the most pronounced Martians, and alongside of them, subjects who have been entirely deficient in Martian development, and from these pronounced cases, several thousand in
number, I have tabulated what I believe to be an accurate and

trustworthy system

of handling the type.

This statement is

made here because there has been of late such

i

a

diversity of
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opinion

on

that I 'feel
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the

sure

subject even among the very best students,
all will welcome an elucidation of the Martian

question based

upon an experience covering many thousand
verilications from among the best known Martians in the
world. This type embodies the elements of aggression and

resistance, and the Martian is consequently a fighter. Do not
by any means infer that the Martian always lights with the
sword and pistol, or engages in istic combats, for he is more
often found

fighting his way against adverse elements and cir-

cumstances in the mental or business world.

It must not be

understood that all Martians will be soldiers

(though all true
country),
quickly
ight
but they will always push with vigor anything with which
they may be connected, and will more stoutly resist the
Martians would

enlist to

for

a

beloved

eR`orts of those who seek to force them, than will the other
types. Thus wherever they are found, Martians are those
who light, and the Martian disposition is an aggressive one.
In almost all hands

we

find

some

Martian

development.

If

fail to find it, the subject is easily discouraged and overcome in the struggle for existence.
The Martian qualities of

we

aggression or resistance are necessary to the completion of any
character, for without them the subject will be run over and
trampled under foot, and no matter how brilliant or talented
he may be, without the Martian fighting qualities, his brilliancy will never be brought before the eyes of the world.
There are two kinds of lighters: those who are the aggressors
and force the isue, and those who act in self-defense or resist the pressure brought to bear upon them. This separation of Martian

qualities

1 shown in the Upper Mount of

Mars, which indicates resistance (1 14), and the Lower Mount
of Mars, which shows aggressive spirit (1 15). Often you find
one of these Mounts largely developed and the other small,
in which

case

the

subject

will have either great aggression, or
as it is the Lower or the Upper

great resistance, according
Mount which is the

larger. Often you find both Mounts
largely developed. In this case you have a large supply
of bolh aggression and resistance, and the subject will push
himself forward with great persistence, and will also resist
very

The Mount of Mars

vigorously the attempt
These subjects with bat/1
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of anyone to
Mounts large,

impose upon him.
simply shove themselves over every obstacle and stubbornly resist any attempt
to force them down.
They never know when they are
and
no
to think that defeat is a possibility
one
beaten,
permit

t

|l0~ 114.

with them.
Martian

classed

UPPER MOUNT OF MARS DEVELOPED

The strong double Mount is a most advanced
and when seen, the subject must be

development,

as a

Martian

at once.

This type is unmistakable.
or if much crossed

The Plain of Mars, if largely developed,

by

line

or

present.
will make

red

This
a

lines, will

development

show

sudden temper

to

be

with the other two Mounts large

dangerous combination,

for it will add inflam-
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inability
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already great aggression and resistance. To
aggressive quali-

the Plain of Mars used to be attributed the
ties which

we now ascribe to the Lower Mount of Mars, for it
observed by the old palrnists that sudden tempers which
were present with a strong Plain of Mars made the subject

was

NO. 115.

LOWER MOUNT OF MARS DEVELOPED

Hare up and become very

aggressive.

But this temper

soon

died, and it has been observed that there is a vast difference between one who steadily and coolly /Jushrs his way
over all opposition, and one who simply gr/s mad and for
Rome howl."
The ancients fully
the time being makes
"

appreciated the value in human success of this aggressive
quality which would force men to overcome opposition at

The Mount of Mars

28|
"

they put forth the rule that A hollow
palm indicates misery, loss of money, and failure in all enterprises," it was because they thought that the hollow palm
showed lack of aggression and that its absence would produce
these results. In this case the hollow palm dn! not locate
the seat of aggression. and its absence only showed a lad!
any cost, and when

NO. UG.

cf iemper,

LOWER MOUNT OF MARS DEFDCIENT

which had been confused with rzal

the hollow

sence

palm

is

aggression

;

shorn of its terrors, and is to be
found in the hands of very successful people.
The abso

now

of the Lower Mount of Mars (116) is much more
failure attributed by older

likely to produce the resulting
palmists to a hollow palm, for
developed, a subject will allow

without the Lower Mount
someone

much inferior in
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push past him by the sheer

The three subdivisions of the Martian

Mars), aggression (Lower Mars),
The Martian according to this
sided fellow and you will have

force of aggression.

are

no

trouble in
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UPPER MOUNT OF MARS DEFICIENT

if you carefully note which formation he has, and in
degree of development. When the Upper Mount of

properly
what

Mars is

developed

so as

to make

a

curve

outward{y

at the

percussion ofthe hand (see II4), it is a strong Mount ; when,
in addition, it is so full that it forms a perceptible pad on the
131.91216 of the

palm, it is unusually strong. When the side
percussion is straight, or with adepression

of the hand at the

`

The Mount of Mars
where the Mount

ought

to

'

be, the qualities of the Mount

This absence of Martian

absent

383
are

is to be

(1 17).
development
carefully, for dire results often follow such a deficiency.
The Upper Mount of Mars gives to a subject the power of resistance, that is, under all circumstances he is cool, collected,
calm, does not lose his head, is equal to emergencies, and
does not get discouraged if things go against him. He does
not give up fighting even when the chances seem slim, and
noted

when knocked down he rises again seemingly unaware of the
possibility of defeat. This power of resistance, this faculty
of never giving up, often makes the Martian successful over
all obstacles.
When, on the contrary, this Upper Mount is

absent, and the side of the hand Hat
hard

or

hollow,

you know

is

that the

subject easily discouraged, gives up quickly when
pressed, and lacks resistance. In moments of danger he

becomes excited, and when knocked down he does not rise.
for he thinks that it is no use to try any more. Thus you
a wonderful power this Upper Mount gives
faculty of resisting, and what a loss the lack of
it is. In the reading of every hand it must be thoroughly
taken into account, for even dull or ordinary persons will
push themselves through the world if they do not get discouraged. This deficient Mount is found on the hands of
almost all suicides. The subject with only the Upper Mount
developed will not force the lighting, will not hunt strife, but
will be content to resist opposition, and to overcome oppression when it appears. The Lower Mount of Mars (see 1 15)
will show the subject who pushes his plans to the fullest
extent, does not stop to consider other people, but with
hammer and tongs," if necessary, forces himself over and
through all opposition. He seeks strife, loves it, and is
always the pusher who is full of aggression. Nole I/:is
paint :arg/?¢l{y, if you find a hand with the Lower Mount
strong and the Upper one lacking, the subject will be a
great bluffer, but not having resistance will back down
easily if pressed. Having fixed the distinction between
aggresszbn, resistance, and temper, we will consider the typical
Martian, and judge him as being the aggressor, the resister,

can

see

through

"

what
this
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combination of both,
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according as

respective

Mounts

developed.

The Martian is of medium

height,

very

strongly built,

carries himself erect, shoulders back, and
has the appearance of one ever ready to defend himselfl
muscular

looking,

His head is

velopment

small, bullet shaped, with

at the base of the brain.

an

unusually large de-

The back of the neck is

broad and, in a pronounced specimen, developed much above
the average. The face is round, the skin thick and strong,
red in color, and often presenting a mottled appearance. The
hair is short, stiff sometimes curly and of an auburn or red

The beard is short and harsh. The eyes are large
looking, with a bright expression, dark in color,

color.

and bold

and with the whites often
strength of his blood supply.

bloodshot, showing the great
The mouth is large and nrm,
the lips thin with the under one slightly the thicker. The
teeth are small, regular, strong, and yellowish in color. The
brows grow thick, straight, and low over the eyes, giving
often the appearance of a scowl. The nose is long, straight,
of the Roman type, the chin firm and strong, often turn-

or

ing

up

slightly

at the end.

The

ears are

small and set close

to the

head, the red color of skin being quite prominent
around them, this red often turning to a purple, congested
The neck is
appearance with strongly marked subjects.
short and thick, connecting the head with a finely developed

pair of shoulders, broad and muscular, with large muscles
running down the back and a big expansive chest. In this
chest is a pair of large, strong lungs which send forth a big
commanding voice full of resonance and power. The legs
are

short but stout and

muscular, the bones of the body

are

and strong, the feet are broad and the instep inclined to
be flat, making the subject walk in a proud, determined

big

Altogether he shows himself one well able to force
through the world, mentally if he can, physically if
he must. The Martian by his very appearance shows his
true character, full of fight, either aggressively or in selfdefence, mentally or physically, a strong, robust constitution,
and one ardent in all things.
The Martian is first of all
manner.

his way
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brave, to him the conflict brings no thought of danger.
Consequently the Martian makes an excellent soldier. If an
army could be marshalled which should be

of

typipossible
thing
to them, it would be victory or death.
(Leonidas at the pass
of Thermopylae undoubtedly had such a band and their work
was tinged with the true Martian spirit.)
The Martian has
also robust health, consequently is naturally energetic, and
cal

Martians,

there would be

no

such

composed
as

defeat

with

good health is not so likely to have his vital forces
sapped by inertia. This gives him an added power, which
pushes forward his aggressive side and makes him able more
readily to resist discouragements. As a soldier it also makes
him able to endure the fatigue of any campaign, and to push
forward by rapid marches to seek and smite his opponent.
His vigorous constitution fills him with the desire to accomwhatever he sets out to do, and his energy makes him

plish

put forward the utmost effort to gain success. He is exceedingly generous in the use of his money, caring for wealth

only for what it will buy for him. He is one who loves to
have friends and admirers, and generally succeeds in gaining
He is

them.

exceedingly

for them, as well
them and in their behalf.

fight

devoted to these friends and will

spend

as

He is not

cate in his ways, but is often

his money freely with
always refined and deli-

brusque

and

lacking

in tact.

He is

well-meaning, however, and while he sometimes accomplishes his purposes in a vigorous manner, his typical
characteristics must be taken into account and you must not
expect him to be always a Chesterfield. He is determined,
and the stronger the type the more this is accentuated. Do
not think you can oppose a Martian with impunity, and be
sure

that if you do oppose him there will be a fight
The Martian can be reasoned with and

hands.
but

on

your

coaxed,

His
driven, and he is exceedingly amorous.
current and big muscular development speak
exuberance of health, and fill him with the fire of

never

strong blood
of

an

passion,

and

the

opposite

sex

becomes

When he falls in love it is with all the

strong nature, and he

simply proceeds

very

attractive.

intensity of his

to storm the heart
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of his charmer, as he does the works of an enemy, and
this Martian fire and dash so astound the object of his
love that she is apt to surrender to the assault.
No sickly
sentimentality takes part in his wooing, it is audacity and

vigor from start to finish. The Martian is domineering,
especially if the Lower Mount is developed. Remember opposition muses all of his Hghting qualities, and this is his
strong side; so all other types do well to mollify him, leading
him by tact and diplomacy, rather than trying to force him.
The Martian is a heavy eater. It takes plenty of fuel to
feed the tires of his strong body, so it takes a great deal of
food and the heartiest kind at that. He wants plenty of rare
beetl potatoes, eggs, cabbage, turnips, and all of the more
solid kinds of food.

epicurean

Salads and dainties that attract the

taste do not suilice for him.

He is very fond of

games that

require physical strength and power. Wrestling, boxing, football, baseball, and all kindred sports
strongly appeal to him. The rougher the sport and the
greater the strife, the better he likes it, and the better he
succeeds. His is a big nature, he is not narrow in his views,
and in all games or sports he wants absolute fairness to rule
and the best man to win.
He is primarily an active type, so
those

things

seem to

opher

which

him the real

appear to him

accomplished by daring and energy
things. The student and the philossmall and insignificant. The achieve~
are

before the eyes of the world are what
The Martian is found in every walk in life.
His strong characteristics are daily felt in the mental world,
the business community, the amry, the church, the state
everywhere. He must be put into occupations and surroundings where he can work off his surplus energy either
ments

accomplished

appeal

to him.

in

pushing

his affairs

or

fighting

in the field.

To put

a

Martian where he must be under restraint would be like
the safety-valve on a boiler and crowding on steam.
Outdoor active occupations best suit him, and one con-

stopping

fined to oliice routine should have

a

gymnasium

near

at

Wherever he may be, in whatever walk in life,
he is always the _same ardent, strong fellow, proud to a

hand.

The Mount of Mars

masses

As

an

who bow down to his

painter

a

imposing figure and the hero of the
superior strength and daring.
Martian will choose battle scenes, hunting

fond of show,

degree,
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the

games of

scenes,

or

war or

strife, and

As

sport.

never

a

reader he chooses tales of

tires of the heroes who have

come

of the ages. As a musician
he loves music full of Ere and pronounced rhythm," and
down

not

through the traditions

the

plaintive

A brass band most

love song.

strongly

he deals in strong sentences,
In everyand loves to tell of battles and physical prowess.

appeals

to

thing he

him.

As

a

speaker

is the same, and his Martian ideas tinge his horizon

with their ardent

strength.

~

bad side, which becomes so, not from
the fact that he is inherently a criminal, but from the in-

The Martian has

a

tensity and ardor of his nature. In order that a Martian
may develop his best side, it is essential that he be refined
in every way possible. Everything that tends to coarsen
him makes him more brutal, and with his strong tendencies,
brutality makes him bad. On his bad side he becomes
lascivious, a drunkard, and, as the worst development, a
murderer; and this

common

type is

not at all hard to dis-

tinguish. The hand is hard, stiff, skin coarse, color very
red, capillaries big and coarse, fingers short, with the third
phalanges thick, nails short and brittle, and the Mounts of
Mars very large.
The Plain of Mars will be either high or
badly crossed. In some cases a large single cross is seen
in the Plain of Mars indicating uncontrollable temper.
On
this hand you will find a big first phalanx of the thumb,
often the clubbed formation, and quite frequently the spatulate thumb.
very

red,

tinge,
a

This Martian will be short in stature, the face
spotted and with a purplish

eyes blood-shot, the skin

mouth twisted, hair

dirty red, and ears long. Such
only to gratify his low pashim there is nothing but brutality.
When he
love he murders, and either by using an ax, a
a

Martian is the kind who lives

sions,

and to

is crossed in

club,

or

much

as

sions,

so

a

knife-even the act of murder he brutalizes

as

possible.
gratify his pasf
while he is bad it is the wickedness of animalism.
When he steals it is to
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He does not steal because he is

a

thief and the act of steal-

pleasure to him, but merely because he wants to use
the proceeds of his felony to appease his appetites.
Surround a crooked Mercurian with everything he wants, and
ing

is

Hand-Reading

a

he will steal because he loves to.

Give

a

bad Martian all

he wants to eat and drink and he will not steal.

The Mar-

tian is always

a

predisposed

husband, though
a

good-looking

He makes

to marry.

ardent one, and is
wife.
The Venusian
an

devoted

to choose

particular
women please

him

purely feminine type as a wife. He himpossesses enough masculinity for the whole family. The

best,
self

as

he wants

a

health diilicultiesof the Martian
vers, blood disorders

of his blood

throat

supply,

are a

predisposition

to fe-

abundance

to the richness and

owing

trouble, bronchitis, laryngitis, and

kindred difliculties with the bronchial tubes.

These troubles

by grilles or cross-bars on the Upper Mount of
Mars, emphasized by color, nails, and other health indica-

are

shown

tions.
Mount.

Health dimculties

are

shown

not

Health didiculties marked

on

on

the Lower

the lower third of

Upper Mount of Mars and the upper third of the Mount
of the Moon indicate intestinal troubles even going as far as
the

tuberculosis of the intestines.

This I have many times

con-

tirmed.
The various

qualities

of the hand

type as with all the others.

play their part with this

The texture of the skin is impor-

tant for the reason that refinement elevates the Martian.

you ind fine texture of skin, you know that
brutality are not so likely, and that while the

intense he will be

more

coarseness

subject

If
and

will be

delicate in his methods than if

he is unrefined.

Very fine texture is not common to the
Martian, although it is found. I once saw a typical Martian

with very fine textured skin and found that he was
and very intellectual ; another Martian with the

a

minister

same

fine-

celebrated wrestler, very cool and levelheaded, and not at all brutal (1 18). The medium texture is
often found on the Martian who moves in good society, and it

ness

I found to be

shows him to be

a

a

thoroughly manly man. With
Upper Mount leading

ture is most often found the

this texand

only

The Mount of Mars
a
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This combination shows the power

moderate Lower Mount.

of intellectual and refined resistance under discouragemeut,
with just enough aggression to keep up the necessary balance.
a

taking away refinement, make
disagreeable fellow, so intense that his society is

Coarse texture will, by

loud and

sought.
Flexibility

not

of the hand will show the elastic mind back

a
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A very flexible hand will refine and
of Martian qualities.
elevate the mentality of the type, and make the subject
It will also make him less intense, not
more versatile.

likely to be disagreeable, but more apt to Hy to extremes,
especially of temper. Great flexibility is not often found
with this type, for while they are clever they do not think
The medium flexibility is often
as quickly as other types.
and shows a balance between the elastic mind and
opposite. This subject is calm, clear-headed, evenly bal-

seen

its

anced, and
the

Upper
I9

not

so

likely

to

Mount is strong.

By into

a

temper, especially if

If the Lower Mount is

large he
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has greater aggression. The stiff hand will make him dense
and inelastic in mind, and being naturally slow, he becomes
The stiH` hand will

with this stiff hand very set in his ways.

be found

on an

obstinate, unintelligent, quarrelsome fellow.

The consistency of the hand will show you whether the
Hghting qualities will be put into operation, or re-

Martian
main

The flabby hand will show that sheer
subject may flare up under

inoperative.

laziness is present, and while the
some

passing excitement,

the energy is

merely temporary.

With the Lower Mount strong he will be a very aggressive
falker, but will push his way spasmodically. Flabby consistency is not often found with Martian hands. Soft hands
show that inertia is present, but that it may be overcome by
Elastic hands show the best consistency for

determination.

Martian, for he will have intelligent energy back of him,
only push his strong qualities within reasonable
limits. He will never be lazy, is a thoroughly masculine
a

and will

subject, and will have developed one of the Martian's best
qualities, energy. Hard hands will coarsen and lower the
type. The hard brain indicated by the hard hand cannot adapt itself to new conditions, and gets into ruts.
This
consistency makes a terrible fellow of a subject with the
Lower Mount developed, as it adds intense energy to aggression, which is

a

most formidable combination.

Color in the hands is

important.

Red is the normal color

strong specimen. This shows rich blood, the strong
If it is very
heart, and the greatest amount of vitality.
in

a

pronounced

it is

dangerous,

intense that he knows

extreme, and if he

no

for it will make the

bounds.

belongs

to

As

a

subject

so

sensualist he will be

the bad type, he will commit

any excess, and even crime to further his ends. These are the
Pink color tones down these
men who murder from jealousy.

The normal
qualities, and reduces the danger greatly.
strength of the pink color will not lead to physical excesses,
nor

temper shown by red color. The
milder, less likely to iight, more evenly

to the inilammable

subject

will

balanced,

be

and in every way

with this type is abnormal.

a

better Martian.

White color

When found the Martian is
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strength. Even a strong Mount will be
operation by white color. Coldness is the
red qualities, and these belong typically to

much reduced in
diminished in its

of the

opposite

When white color is found it indicates such

the Martian.
a

reduction of the blood current that it must

health.
of

intensity

from ill-

case tone

of resistance

measure

come

down your estimate of the degree
of the subject.
Do not give him even the full

In this

Mounts would

seem

aggression that the size of his
justify. Yellow color is sometimes

or

to

found and tells of the crossness, the nervousness, the nts of
blues that come from excess of bile. This will make a strong

specimen

of the type very mean, and from this bilious comWith a
we get the really criminal Martian.

bination alone do

strong Lower Mount,
bilious

subject will
declaring himself to
With the Martian's

a

be

high or rayed
quarrelsome

Plain of Mars, the

person, one always
be misused and abused by the world.
a

supply and strong heart, if
poisoned with bile it will make

rich blood

the blood current becomes

him vicious.

The nails must be closely examined.

The broad nail of

strong constitution is expected, and will be
The

narrow

person.

a

most often found.

nail is not common, and tells of

a more

Short, critical nails will add materially

delicate

to the

iight-

and if very short make the subject pugnacious
in the extreme.
With a large Lower Mount and very short

ing qualities,

nails you have a person who lights everybody and all the
He cannot keep away from strife, and is either in it
himself or has everybody around him fighting. Color must

time.

be observed
blue each

nails

in the nails; red, pink, white, yellow, and
telling the story of color qualities present. The

must

be examined for health to

see

if iluted

or

brittle, which formations make the subject a nervous Mar~
tian, and pretty hard to get along with. With this type
look for the nail showing throat and bronchial delicacy, for
these

are

nails

are seen on

used to

difliculties which beset the Martian.

warn

carelessness.

the

this type it

means

subject against

danger,

When these
and must be

colds and exposure from
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The hair
blond.

on
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the hands will be most often red, auburn, or
judge the degree of strength

In all of these colors

added to the type by the depth of color.
make an inflammable subject, liable to

temper,
bad

one who will lose mntrol of himself under exIf the Lower Mount be strong, red hair will be
short nails, and if both these should be found, then

and

citement.
as

Red hair will
sudden violent

as

it will be

absolutely no use trying to get along with this subject. Auburn color decreases the intensity and makes the
Blond hair
subject less likely to Hy of the handle."
will again reduce the ardor of the type and make it more
phlegmatic, calm, and less excitable. Blond hair reduces
the intensity of Martian qualities more than any other color,
while black shows the vivacity and spontaneity of' its qualities, and to a degree lights up the Martian fires in a subject.
The hand as a whole will tell you of the mental, practical,
or baser worlds which rule the subject.
This observation of
the whole hand is important with the Martian, for the reason
that this is the first Mount type which has not a finger to
guide us. The Head line, together with the length of fingers
and the general balance of the hand, must be used in connection with the individual phalanges of all four fingers.
If
"

the hand

as

a

whole shows the mental world to rule, you
phalanx of the four 'fingers will corre-

will find that the first

spond.

Then note the Head line to

see

whether it is clear,

well marked, and colored, and by this combination class your
subject as a Martian ruled by the mental world. He will

develop his peculiar traits in the world of mind, and
good as a lawyer, minister, debater, politician, and in
kindred occupations. If the middle portion of the hand is
best developed, it will show that the practical world is strong,
and the subject will be a Martian business man, full of fight,
push, and energy, not subject to discouragement, and consequently not likely to give up when hard pressed. These
subjects are most successful in the business world, and more
pronouncedly so if they are refined. If the lower third of
the hand be best developed, then the animal desires, already
strong in the subject, will take their lowest form and he will
then

will be
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vulgar in the extreme. Such an one commits crime
gratify his appetites. He may be successful in business,

become
to

but he will be low in his tastes.
Note the

developed,
subject to

secondary Mounts, and which side of them is best
for this will tell what forces
drive his

are

behind the

already strong qualities into action.

These matters consider from the other Mounts, and the
of the individual fingers.

phalanges
Pointed
ism will

'ringer-tips

with this type will tell you that idealcase your Martian will be much

in which

rule,
practical and reliable, and apt to rush into ill-conceived
ventures.
Pointed tips are, however, not often found on
Martians.
Conic tips are often found, for the Marstrong
tian is fond of beauty and of artistic things.
He likes
dress and home decorations, and notwithstanding his strong
nature there is a tinge of conic quality often found.
Square
tips are frequent, for the Martian is eminently practical. If he be a soldier these tips will show common-sense,
and his commissary department will be well equipped. In
any vocation square tips will make him practical, and even
if he has great aggression he will use and guide it sensibly.
Spatulate tips will give great activity, and everything that
adds this to a Martian puts him in danger of excess.
Link
great aggression (Lower Mars) and great activity (Spatulate
tips) with the other quality of these tips, originality, and
you have an active and aggressive fellow who is hunting
original ways to expend his force. He is trying new ways
to do old things and becomes a person that wears out everybody around him. Spatulate tips will make the Martian a
great explorer, a brilliant and forceful general, and a successful business man, 17° a good clear Head line is present lo
give sefmnfral andgoodjudgmenl.
Knotty lingers will show that reason and analysis will
guide the subject. If only the first knots are developed he
will be unusually intelligent, the mind will be well ordered,
and his information systematized.
If the second knot is
developed he will be neat in his dress, tidy in his surroundings, and in whatever vocation he is foimd you may be sure
less
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regular and methodical, specially

so

if the

fingers

be square throughout their length. If both knots be developed it will make him an analyzer who does nothing from

impulse,

but

reasons

always.

Smooth

Bngers

will add to

his love of beauty, and make him impulsive and quick. He
will not stop to reason out everything, but will rely on first

impressions and his intuitions. He will be fond of dress, of
flowers, paintings that depict war scenes, and will love stirring music. Smooth fingers are a danger to this type, for,
already very spontaneous, he needs only thoughtlessness to
make him wild, so in a subject who has smooth fingers and
a strong Martian development, see if a clear Head line is
present to give self-control. It is a good thing to find knotty
Bngers on a Martian, as they make him careful, but you find
more subjects with smooth lingers, as the type is naturally
impulsive. Long fingers will show that the subject is fond of
minutiae and detail. If he be a soldier he will plan his campaigns with the utmost care, he will look after the equipment
of his men, and will see that they are amply provided with
Not a detail that can add to the emciency of
proper food.
the service will be overlooked.
and

He will be neat in his dress

require his soldiers to keep their equipments constantly
bright; he will be suspicious of those with whom he deals,
and does not implicitly trust anyone, therefore he hz`mse{/
The long-fingered
sees that his instructions are carried out.
Martian becomes a slower subject, one not moved to act
under impulse, and who does not make rapid and impetuous
dashes, but proceeds always with care and caution. His aggressiveness will not be so strong, for he will be particular
that all the little things are attended to, and will thus lose
part of the pushing qualities contributed by a strong Lower
Mount, which does not generally stop to consider minutix.
Short fingers make the Martian a iiery, impetuous fellow, who
dashes ahead without stopping to consider where he will
come out, and with the short-fingered quickness in both
thought and action he rushes pell-mell through the world,
either achieving great success or constantly committing
blunders. With a big Lower Mount and very short lingers,
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A

he will

see

things

which stand between.

only

the

object

he wishes to

reach, and

not the

and

Impulse
quick thought
guides, and a very aggressive person who is also
thoughtless and careless of the feelings of others can do
endless damage. The dash and push of such a Martian
are

his

strike terror to

timid brethren, and thus he

more

accom-

But there is always
plishes his ends by very audacity.
the danger that an opponent may be cool, calculating, and
strong, and this combination can resist a daring charge and
bring to grief the short-fingered Martian. The thumb will

show what determination is back of the Martian.
refined type,

rely

If he be a
refined thumb, which will make him
tact than on brute force.
There is generally

we

more on

need

a

found the thumb which shows muscular
You do not often find the

energy.
but will often

strength and robust
delicate, refined thumb,

see a broad first phalanx, or a paddle-shaped
phalanx, with a waist-like second phalanx. These will be
seen on high-grade Martians and will show great determination, coupled with tactful reasoning qualities, which will
reduce the brutality of a big Lower Mount, but will not
lessen the aggression, for it will operate with just as great
strength of will, but governed by good reasoning power and
tact.
Big long thumbs will give strength to the subject;
small thumbs will make them sputter and
bluli," but they
will back down if vigorously attacked.
Pointed thumbs
make the subject impressionable and weaken the type materially. Even a strong Lower Mount will be spoiled by a
pointed thumb. Square or spatulate tips to the thumb give
great common-sense, or great activity and originality to the
will. They produce most determined subjects, and add great
These subjects must always be
strength to the type.
"

coaxed; they

belongs
"

to the

can

never

brutal

be driven.

Martian hand.

The clubbed thumb
Denominated the

thumb,"
showing the brutal obstinacy
that will kill from blind fury, we see that it is on the fighting
type this thumb properly belongs. Always feel that the
murderer's

and

clubbed thumb, on a strongly Martian hand, hard and red,
with short fingers and short Grst phalanges, will make the
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to give way to the first sudden fury that may
Clubbed thumbs are found on all kinds of hands,

subject likely
seize him.

telling their story of obstinacy and strong tendency to brutality, either hereditary or acquired, but in the Martian
type they reach the highest danger-point, and must be given
the most careful consideration. The Head line, by its clearness, straightness, and even color, will be :L great factor
with the Martian type. With a subject who is likely to be
inilammable, there is great need of self-control and good
judgment. These qualities are abundantly supplied by a
good Head line, and in the final summing up of your Martian type this test must be applied to see if they are present,
and if in such degree that their full benefit will be assured.
In handling this strong type always remember that he is
a fighter, that he may iight physically or mentally, and that
you must distinguish between aggression and resistance.
With these ideas in mind, and the material in his hand to

judge by, apply all the tests to him, in order to determine
the degree of his Martian development and the forces back
of him that will either add to or take away from his strength.
After a careful study of this chapter I am sure no mistakes
will be made with the Martian type.

CHAPTER XXIV
Tm: MoUN'r or THE moon

HE sixth Mount type is the Lunarian, so named from
the fact that the portion of the hand by which he is
identified is the Mount of Luna or, as it is more commonly

designated,

the Mount of the Moon.

As

single signs

or

in

combination, the star, triangle, circle, single vertical line,
square,

or

trident

strengthen

the Mount of the Moon.

cross-bars, islands, dots, or badly formed
stars indicate defects of the Mount, either of health or character.
Color, nails, and other matters detailed in the course
of this chapter will determine which (1 19). The Mount of the
Moon must be judged both by the strength of its curve out-

Grilles,

wardly

pad

on

crosses,

the

percussion

of the hand and

it forms on the inside of the palm.

by

If it is

the size of the
seen

forming a

bulge outwardly, call it a well-developed Mount (1 zo);
if in addition it is exceedingly thick, forming a large pad on
decided

the inside of the hand, it must be regarded as a 'veg' strong
Mount (r2x); and if the outward protuberance and the thick

pad are both unusually large, you have an excessive Lunarian
subject (I22). In this type vertical lines on the Mount add

strength

to it and cross lines show defects.

If you

see

a

strong vertical line extending the length or nearly so of the
Mount, it will indicate an added strength, and a number of

together will also increase its
developed at the side, but
power.
fiat in the palm, will be nearly as powerful as if the Mount
showed a medium development inside the palm. If the outward development and the large pad in the palm is seen,
which has also a deep, well-cut vertical line or lines, it will
vertical lines if

lying

These lines

on

close
a

Mount

397
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exaessir/:Lv developed Lunarian reaching

to the dan-

ger-point ofthe type. The Mount must be divided into three
sections, the upper, the middle, and the lower, corresponding
to the three worlds of the lingers in their qualities, each
section

enabling

one

also to locate heal!/1

dqficulrics peculiar

2?-

~

NO. 1l9.

¢

DIBTINGUISHING MARKS ON THE MOUNT OF MOON

the type. Grilles, cross-bars, or crosses on the Mount,
badly formed stars, islands, dots, chained or wavy lines
will locate health defects, and when seen, the health indito

cations_ of color, nails, Life line, and line of Mercury must
be examined in connection with the Mount to aid in con-

firming

the indications.

of the

Moon

are

The health defects of the Mount

important, especially

with

women,

as

..'_4
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they bear directly on diseases peculiar to them, affecting
life, temper, maternity, and future happiness. The upper,
middle, and lower thirds of this Mount each show separate
health diiculties, and when defects are seen on any particular third, you are at once warned that the health troubles
s

no. sau.

peculiar
manner

nomw. uouur or noon

to that third of the Mount

you

defect, but

as

are

present.

In this

only tell that your subject has a health
well what this defect is.
Cross lines at the

can

not

side of the hand have been erroneously called travel lines,
and were supposed to show journeys. Vertical lines have
been used to indicate voyages by water, cross lines journeys

by land,

and these

interpretations given by

the older

palm:
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ists have

come from the fact that the Lunarian has a
penchant for water, is naturally nervous, restless, loves change
or travelling, and when
strong lines have been found on the
Mount, his restlessness has been accentuated, making him

travel, which he will do if such a thing is at all posVertical lines, strengthening as they do his typical
love of travel and also his typical love of water, make him
want to

sible.,

"L

1'

.

,

`

_`Y

'_
A

'

`

S
4,

NO. 121.

the

more

likely

,

BTRONG MOUNT OF MOON

to choose

journeys by

water rather than

by

This is the method of reasoning from which the use
I mention these
of vertical lines to indicate voyages arose.
land.

supposed

travel lines at this

point because,

in

our

study of

the Lunarian type, hm/1/1 d¢y'eds must be constantly Watched
for, and if you should be led, by any previous knowledge, to

consider

cross

lines

or

vertical lines

as

indicating journeys,

you would not be in a position to diagnose the health defects
of this type, especially among women, for you would be

The Mount of the Moon

likely

to read

The entire

with

cross

as

a

journey

percussion

lin .

what

really indicates illness.

of the hand is often found covered

This shows that the

subject

ways than one, even if no sign of it has
make him conscious of any health delicacy.
more

IIC. 15.

30|

is delicate in

appeared to
They are

EXCEBBIVE MOUNT OF NOON

always hyper-nervous, which precedes actual disease. These
lines are also seen on the hands of old persons, otien
those who did not have them when young. They have appeared as age has weakened the constitution. The health
defects of Upper Mars, which are throat and bronchial diflicross

culty, intestinal inilammations, and blood disorders, are all
shown hy these cross lines on that Mount, which lies on the
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Those of the Mount of the Moon, which will

be enumerated later, are also shown by cross lines on the
Mount, and thus a crossing of the whale alle, or percussion of the hand, would show delicacy of the entire struc-

kidneys and bladder. If any portion
more thoroughly cross-lined than the
others, or lines run across from it to the Life line, with
health defects of nails, color, etc., shown, you can tell which
one of the delicate parts will first give way, by the portion
ture from throat to

of the

is

percussion

of the Mounts at the side of the hand

ings

occur most

strongly,

delicate Life line.

or

on

which these mark-

from which

This will be

more

line

a

runs to a

treated in the

fully

study of the lines.
While the Lunarian is not often seen in pure development,
found, and a par! of his typical qualities will

still he is to be

His realm is
be present in nearly all of the subjects met.
the world of imagination ; he keeps humanity from becoming
too

material, and enables

us to see

with the

mind's

eye."

of

because of the

It is

"

imagination, a
possession
entirely
mind
which
does
not
to
the
lower animals,
of
quality
belong
and which gives to man the ability to form mental pictures,
that certain words, sounds, or signs convey meanings-in
short, that we have the power of speaking and communicating
with each other.

These methods of communication may be

either by word of mouth in various' languages; by telegraph,
where each combination of dots on the sounder means a

combining which, words conveying ideas
produced; by writing, where each letter and every com-

different letter, by
are

bination of them forms

mind;

or

a

word which conveys an idea to the
of the hand as employed by

by the sign language

mutes, where each different
either

method,

a

manner

of

placing

the

fingers

letter, word, or, with advanced users of this
whole statement.
But none of these methods of

means a

a

communication would be

possible

if

we

lacked the

imagina-

tive power to link these lines, words, or gestures with the
idea which they are intended to convey, and the understand-

ing

of these varied forms of communication would be

sible if

we

had not the

ability

to form

a

mental

impospicture of
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they refer. If I write the word /louse, it
building and you mentally picture some
sort of a structure.
If I add, "A white frame house with
low roof and red chimneys," you mentally see the house in
mind's eye."
This is the power of imagination, and
your
to which

thing
brings to

mind

a

"

if

we

did not have it

we

would be unable to communicate

with each other, would have no ability to express ourselves.
Thus the Lunarian was necewary, as he represents imag-

ination, which makes possible communication, and he was
made one of the seven types.
Manifestly the more refined
and greater the power of well-balanced imagination a subject possesses, the larger will be his vocabulary ; the power
of description will be greater and the ability to evolve new

ideas increased.
terial

his

are

and, instead

atively

The

more

dense the

imaginings, the
of catching an

more

idea

"to beat it into his head."

ation and

is what makes

speech

subject,

the

more ma-

restricted his vocabulary,

quickly, you have BgurThis faculty of imagina high type of Lunarian

brilliant; the lack of it makes the clodhopper, who can never
say just what he wants to, who never mentally rises above
the earth.

Those

subjects

who

can

believe in

nothing

that

touch, and who cannot carry in their minds
they
mental pictures, lose much enjoyment and have little expansiveness of mind to help them through the world. When
cannot

we

find

we

have

a

subject

with

a

well-developed

Mount of the

Moon,

pleasures

who expresses himself well and can enjoy the
of imagination; when we find it absent (123) we

have

who

one

picture nothing to himself ; when we find
we have a subject who easily becomes
flighty, imaginative to a dangerous degree, and who even
loses control of the mind entirely, becoming insane. Manifestly we care to find no excess nor deficiency with this Mount,
but a good medium development, showing the presence of a
healthy imagination, one that lifts the world above the plane
of materialism into the realm of fancy. In the hands of the
greatest linguists, musicians, composers, fiction or romance
writers, we find this Mount strong. They are able to see
one

it excessive

can

(see 122),

their characters in the

"

mind's

eye,"

clothe them with
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proper attributes, and make them living realities in the
minds of their readers. It is the power of imagining how
described look, and how characters portrayed appear,
If the power of imagination
a delight to read.
gone from us, we could conceive nothing but the bare

scenes

that makes it
were

A

,

'.
r

l

I

no. 123.

things

we see.

oerncueur mourn' or noon

Beautiful scenery, birds,

form would have little

flowers, color, or
pure, dull, mo-

to us, and

meaning
reality would be all we had. If there were no
imagination there would be no /zo/be for the future. Many
have no such hope; they can picture no future toward which
to press.
These subjects are deficient in Lunarian qualities,
and spend their lives arguing that nothing is true, and that
notonous
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vain

struggle. Granting that imagination may
conclusions, it is better to have some
of them than to be unable to see beyond a limited horizon.
The Lunarian is tall in stature, fleshy in build, with the
lower limbs thick and the feet large.
He is often quite
life is

a

sometimes lead to false

stout, but his flesh is not firm and his muscles are not
strong. He is soft and flabby and instead of muscular

vitality, his flesh has a spongy feeling. His complexion is
white, giving him a decided pallor and marking him as
the victim of a weak heart's action, anaemia, kidney trouble,
and olten of dropsy. His head is round, thick through the
temples, bulging over the eyes, and with a low forehead.
The hair is not thick, but straggly and line in quality,
blond or chestnut in color, and quite straight.
His eye-

dead

in contour, and often grow toThe eyes are round and starey in
The
appearance, often bulging, and frequently watery.
color is gray or light blue, the whites are clear, and the
brows

gether

are

scanty,

over

the

uneven

nose.

pupil has a luminous appearance, seeming to refract light
and showing a prismatic gleam. The lids are thick and
flabby, giving them a swollen look. The nose is short and
small, quite often turning up at the end, and sometimes
showing the nostrils very plainly. Frequently it is what
we call a
pug" nose. The mouth is small and puckers,
giving the appearance of being drawn together. The teeth
are large and long, yellow in color, and irregularly placed in
the gums, which are prominent and bloodless-looking. The
teeth are soft and decay early. The chin is heavy, hanging
in flabby folds and receding. The neck is fleshy, iiabby,
and wrinkled, connecting this peculiar-looking head with
the fleshy-looking chest, which is again Gabby and spongy
in consistency. The voice is thin and pitched often in a
high key. The ears are small and set close to his head.
The abdomen is large and bulges forward, giving an awkward look, and the legs are not graceful, but thick and
heavy, having a dropsical appearance. The feet are Hat and
large and the gait is a shuille or is shambling, very much
like the gait of a sailor when he walks on land. The hand
E
"
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a Lunarian is often found puffy in appearance, flabby in
consistency, white in color, lingers short and smooth, with
tips conic or pointed; the thumb small in size, with the
first phalanx pointed or deficient in length. The Lunarian
is controlled by imagination, consequently he is dreamy,
fanciful, and idealistic. He is one who builds air castles,
plans great enterprises, which are never put into operation
because they generally have no practical value. From the
flabby, spongy character of his hand and muscular devel-

of

opment, he is lazy in the extreme, preferring
cloudland rather than to dwell in

to

live in

abode upon earth.
He is constantly a prey to his imaginings, thinks he is
ill, and has divers ailments, is fickle, restless, and change-

able.

an

It is hard for him to settle down to humdrum

life,
always yeaming for things beyond his reach.
Therefore he is never satisfied long in one place, but desires
This restless disa constant change of location and scene.
his
last
for travel, and
leads
him
to
dollar
position
spend
for he is

often the Lunariau becomes a great traveller. The more
lines there are on the Mount the more restless he becomes
and the greater is his desire to go from place to place. So
while the lines on the Mount of the Moon do not per se

especially indicate journeys, they do strengthen the Lunar
qualities of the subject, and this Lunar restlessness makes
If the
him a traveller if he has money to gratify this desire.
hand is firm and the wealth equal to it, you may be sure that
a subject with these lines will gratify his love of travel by
taking long voyages. If the circumstances do not permit
the subject to gratify his love for change you will find that
these lines produce in him a yearning for travel. The
Lunarian, by his physical construction, has white color and
"

self" is a great
white coldness of temperament. To him
He loves
He is lazy physically and lazy mentally.
Word.
to dream

dreams, and work, which

physical exertion,

is

means

extremely distasteful

either mental
to

him.

or

He is

dreamy in look, his eyes have an uncanny expression, and
their light blue or gray color speaks of coldness and dreaminess.
Thus he becomes mystical, often melancholy, and
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He believes in signs and omens, and
grows superstitious.
has wonderful visions and hallucinations which grow to be
He is slow in his
real to him and influence him greatly.

movements, phlegmatic in disposition, and extremely sensitive. He imagines slights when none are intended, and
shrinks into himself and away from company. He does not
love

nor

other

seek

people,

society.
so

He realizes that he is different from

retires to the woods or secluded

places

where

himself by himself. He loves nature, birds,
flowers, and all things which elevate the senses and excite
the imagination, and to such surroundings he goes when out
he

can

enjoy

He is fond of
of touch with the world and its inhabitants.
poetry, but it is the epic kind or verses which bring to mind
a

chain of

material to dream about.

new

He loves

music,

but of the

deep classic kind, not the gay, sparkling melody
that attracts the Venusian. He is a composer, and in seclu-

sion and retirement

produces profound classics.

The Lun-

arian is very fond of water.
He loves the murmur of the
As far
waves and the roar and thunder of the tempest.
near water, and is on it as much as
The Lunarian makes a, good sailor. He is never
He is a big eater,
generous; to him selfishness is innate.
though not sensual nor amorous. In his case the sexual appe-

as

he is able he lives

possible.

tites are excited by imagination, and not by physical heat.
The Lunarian is lacking in selticoniidence, and feels his unfitness for the active pursuits of life.
He also lacks energy and
perseverance, consequently is unsuccessful in the business
world.
If he is of a common type he has a hard time to get

along.

If of

romance or

a

high type

Ection, and

much assisted if he has

he becomes

a

good writer of

of history.
This type will be
long Hnger of Mercury with the

even
a

nrst

phalanx long. With this latter combination, conic tips
will add to the imaginative tendencies of his Writings ; they
will become more practical if the tips are square, and active
and original if spatulate. Thus we see in the Lunarian a
peculiar subject, in whom imagination and fancy are always
the dominating motives.
It is a blessing that the pure type
is not

more

common, but it is necessary to have

some

of
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to it.
If all the people in the
it
would
not be long before
Lunarians
pure
there would not be insane asylums enough to hold them.
But the possession of a healthy imagination is the farthest

the

imagination

world

common

were

posible step
Mount

from

must be

insanity,

very bad

and the
and

very

development

of the

strong before you

begin to think of attributing such an outcome to your
subject. Imagination must mean a good quality until it
is spoiled by being found in excess. The Lunarian, while
not as strongly impelled toward matrimony as some of
the other types, still does not avoid it entirely.
He is
cold by nature and incapable of strong affection. He has
not great physical strength, so the fires of passion do not
inflame him. He is as fickle and capricious here as everywhere else, and makes strange alliances.
Sometimes he
one much older than himself, sometimes one a

marries

great deal younger-you

cannot tell much about what he

will do except that he will make a peculiar match.
subjects have not the faculty of being constant, and

These

they
naturally nckle, restless, and selfish they make poor husbands or wives; this is pronounced with conic or pointed
as

are

tips, less a fact with square or spatulate. No type appears
in greater abundance among those having marital unhappiThe health dimculties of the type
ness than the Lunarian.
many, for he has poor circulation, thin blood, white
color, and spongy muscles, and therefore readily falls a prey
Note in the description of the type that he has
to disease.
are

a

paunchy abdomen,

distended.

which in all pure

This shows that the

same

specimens is largely
Habby condition is

present in the intestines as with the muscles, and this condition, which may properly be called a weakening of these tissues, makes them a fertile place for bacilli to propagate, and
we

the

find the Lunarian

a

victim of

bowels, appendicitis,

peritonitis,

inflammation of

and all other intlammations that

liable to attack the intestinal tract.

In

epidemics

are

of Asiatic

cholera, Lunarians are the first victims, as the bacilli which
produce cholera propagate readily under such conditions as
they present. This liability to intestinal disorder is shown
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by cross-bars, grilles, badly

formed stars, dots, islands, crosses, or similar defective
markings. When such are seen on this part of the Mount,
bowel delicacy exists, and the Life line should be at once
examined to determine how serious it is. If the Life line
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RNEUMATIC MARKING FROM BATURN

is broken, crossed, islanded, has a star on it, forks, or
any of the innumerable defects peculiar to it, feel safe in

saying

that the

subject

has bowel difiiculties of

a

serious

The Luuarian is also predisposed to gout and
rheumatisrn.
These are shown by the defects, such as
crosses, grilles, etc., mentioned above, appearing on the
uulldle third of the Mount. Other indications often confirm
nature.
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this; for instance, you will sometimes

see a

line

running

from the Mount of Saturn to the line of Life, either cutting
it or stopping on it. This line has in addition frequently an

island

I follow the

(xz4).

-in

__

3 ».

practice

with this indication of
one of which is

for health defects of Saturn,

always looking
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FEMALE DISEASE ON MERCURY LINE

rheumatism.
the middle

I have many times seen a line running from
portion of the Mount of the Moon, another seat

ofrheumatism, andjoining the line from Saturn either where
it cuts the line of Life
has shown

victim to

invariably

severe

or

somewhere in its

that the

marking

course

(I24). This

is either at the time

a

will have it, for
is seen, the rheumatic tendency

rheumatism,

when this double

subject
has had

it,

or
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hereditary. The lower third of the Mount with defective
markings found will indicate kidney and bladder trouble in
men, and on a woman's hand, in addition, very pronounced
If you
female weakness (see Chittenden Hotel suicide).
fund the defective markings on this portion of the Mount,
and the hand and nails very white, swollen and flabby
in consistency, it will indicate kidney and bladder dimculty as well as tendency to dropsy. This dropsy will
attack the feet and legs of this type, which are already
I have noted also that kidney
swollen in appearance.
trouble is most often shown by cross-bars on the Mount.
is

Often

line from such

a

will be found
or

running

defective in

some

a

to the

bad

the

Mount

subject.

Female trouble

this lower third of the Mount when defec-

is also shown

by
tively marked.
a

on

way, and this will show that these

diseases threaten the life of the

often

marking

Life line, which will be forked

When female weakness is present, there is
Mercury, usually near the line

star on the line of

of Head

point where the Mercury line crosses
(I25). When this star is seen, it is an

or at a

line of Head

mistakable indication of serious female weakness.

the
un-

This I

have verified hundreds of times.

Remembering that these
organs make possible the reproduction of the species, and
that their diseased condition makes maternity either impossible or hazardous, the importance of this indication is very
great, for it may tell why women seemingly healthy never
have had children.
It is also valuable as a pre-marriage
indication, tending to show whether a union is likely to be
fruitful. This is the place on the hand you must examine if
consulted

as to

why

no

children have blessed

a

woman-

question that is often eagerly asked. You can thus readily
detect proof of diseased conditions of the reproductive organs,
and the subject cannot have children while they are in such
a state.
Subjects so ailicted are frequently unaware of
trouble of this character, consequently do not consult a phy4
sician and get the relief which is possible to them. This is
one instance where a good practice of Palmistic knowledge
can transform a barren, joyless home into one of fruition and
a
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These health indications shown by the three
are so often encountered
and so reliable that I commend them to most careful attention.

happiness.

sections of the Mount of the Moon

It does not follow that when these

fects

are seen

the

subject

is

a

markings and health deLunarian, but it does show

peculiar to this type. Which
by whatever portion of the Mount
shows the defective markings : bowel trouble, upper third ;
gout and rheumatism, middle third ; kidney, bladder, and
female trouble, lower third.
The Lunarian is found, as are all the other types, with his
bad side developed.
In this case he is shorter in stature,
the hair stiff and brittle, the skin dead white and spotted,
the eyes watery and gray, and the pores of the skin exuding
disagreeable perspiration. This subject is talkative, is apt
to be untruthful, often allowing the imagination to run
rampant, and thus he deceives not only others but himself
as well.
These subjects are mean and seliish, cowardly,
and, while they have no physical passion, they constantly
seek amorous pleasures in order to gratify their imagination.
that he has
one

a

health defect

it is will be indicated

In this low class of Lunarians

are

found

nymphomaniacs.

deceitful, hypocritical, and slander everyone who
They
incurs their displeasure. They are insolent, unchaste, and
are

creatures, and are shunned and abhorred
There is an important matter always to consider in connection with the Mount of the Moon, viz.: its
most

by

disagreeable

mankind.

excessive

development

If it is very
and thick in the palm,

insanity.

and consequent liability to produce
large, both bulging at the percussion
having strong vertical lines, or with

well-marked star, it is a Mount liable to lead to the excess
of imagination, and, consequently, insanity. This may be a
mild species of hallucination if the hand is fine and the ina

dications not

pronounced,

or

it may be dangerous and brutal

brutal type of Lunarian.
Excess of the
Mount will make excess of the imagination, which, per se,
means an unbalanced condition of mind ; so with every ex-

mania with

a coarse

unhinging of the mental faculinsanity, whose presence is indicated in

cessive Mount look for this

ties commonly called
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several ways, the excessive Mount of the Moon being one of
them. In seeking the cause which has produced insanity in
any subject, that arising from the excess of the Mount of the
Moon shows it has not been shock or disease, but that it is

excessive

imagination

inherent in the

subject.

This form of

mania is dimcult to treat, for the nature of the subject, which
is inherently crazy, cannot be changed. There is another

bearing on the subject which this Mount shows.
suH`ering from female trouble there is always
more or less disturbance of the mind.
They grow gloomy
and despondent when their trouble is intense, and especially
at the time of the monthly periods.
During some such
periods the mind of an otherwise strong and healthy subject
becomes temporarily clouded, and she imagines all sorts of
things, frequently that her husband is growing less aEectionate, and kindred ideas. During all such periods these
subjects should have the greatest care and kindness, and
nothing should ever be allowed which will annoy them. I
matter

With

have

women

seen

the hands of

a

number of suicides with this lower

third of the Mount of the Moon

showing female weakness,
undoubtedly temporarily unbalanced when
they committed the act (see Chittenden Hotel suicide). In
the insane asylums are many cases from this cause, all showing
this marking on the hand. It is natural that the Lunarian
type will be much influenced by various qualities indicated
by the several parts of the hand. Texture of the skin will
bring to bear refining or coarsening iniluences. If the
texture is soft and fine, it will undoubtedly be found with
flabby consistency, consequently while the imaginings will
be on a high plane of refinement these subjects will be lazy
and accomplish little. Their ideals will be high, tastes refined, the dreams that come to them will be of beautiful and
refined things. Coarseness will be abhorrent and astheticism extreme. Oscar Wilde is an example of this class. The
medium texture is best with a well-developed Lunar Mount,
for it will speak of more energy and more practical ideas.
This is the subject who will not be bound down by materialism, but who has a reasonable play of the mind. Coarse
and who

were
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accompaniment of the hard consistency.

This subject will have

ideas,

low

intense

an inelastic mind, coarse and unrehned
ideals, with superstition extremely marked, or

and often the bad

mysticism,

type is accompanied by this

coarse

intelligence and
superstitious is a subject.

coarser

less the

the

development

texture of skin.

of the

The

the nature, the more
Consistency will tell how much

the natural Lunar laziness is increased or how much energy
some of the other types has been infused.
Flabby

from

expected in a pure type, and accentuates all
type-idealism, fancy, dreaminess, and
qualities
laziness. Such subjects are idle dreamers, and the world
seldom knows that they have lived.
Elastic consistency
shows that intelligent energy will put to some use the ideas
of the mind, and the subject will be clever, not bound down
by rule, versatile, ingenious, a good talker, and will have
original ideas, for healthy imagination produces these things.
In addilion, he will not sit idly and make nothing of his

consistency

is

the

of the

ideas, but will work, for he has
will devise

If a business man,
energy.
schemes to push his business.

the

subject

If

writer, he will be happy in his etforts, for he will have

a

new

both the mind to

produce and energy to do the work. Some
belong to this class. As a musician and
will have the natural ability for his work and

of the best authors
composer he

consistency is abnormal. It will
subject restless, superstitious, selfish, and mystical. These people are not contented with their lot in life, but are growlers and trouble
breeders.
Their imagination is active but not directed
toward elevated matters, and, being constantly dissatisfied
themselves, they create dissatisfaction among others. The
hard-handed Lunarian has distorted views on religion and
all matters of life.
He is often uneducated, though he assumes to talk like a professor, but reaches after an idea
He is superstitious,
which he never succeeds in expressing.
the energy to do it.

give great activity

Hard

and will make the

and often seeks all of the lower manifestations of

which
are

the

to his love of the

Spiritism

supernatural. These subjects
greatest travellers, always discontented, out of tune

appeal
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with the world, and seeking change or excitement. Flexibility shows the elastic mind, and consequently adds to the
If marked,

Lunarian imagination.

the

subject

will be

will be extreme in views and moods, one moment
exalted, the next depressed. These people are brilliant, for

ilighty,

with the flexible mind added to

could not

imagination they

be otherwise, but they hate effort and do not make much of
their talent. They are good conversationalists, and versatile
Normal

mentally.
tremes.

flexibility

The mind will not

will reduce the
so

danger of exreadily become a prey to

imagination, but will be held in check and directed into
practical channels. There will be no lessening of the ability
pictures, but there will be less tendency to
by them. Thus medium flexibility is best for

to form mental

be dominated
a

Lunarian

The stiff hand will indicate lack of

to possess.

in the

intelligence

He will have the lower

subject.

qualities

of the type, will be miserly, will lack sympathy, and his
imagination will satisfy itself in hunting mysterious mani-

festations rather than in

developing

any

product

of a

highly

mind.

He will shudder when the door creaks, will
original
be terriiied when a dog howls, and being cold, selfish, and

fanciful, is

a

hard

subject

with whom to deal.

The color

of the hands claims attention with this type. White is the
It will aid greatly in
color typical of the strong Lunarian.

judging

the

degree of type.

If very

pronounced,

the cold-

of the type will be strongly marked, and health defects
If the hand is pink, it will show
must be carefully studied.
ness

that the type is warmed up, and the heart is stronger, the
blood richer and is reaching the skin in good supply. With

this condition there will be less
more

practical ideas,

and less restlessness.

mysticism,

less

idealism,

warmth of nature, less selfishness,
The subject will be even tempered,

more

fickle, and less liable to health defects of the type. Red
a great increase of these improvements.
Ardor and warmth will be marked, and often, when you

less

color will show

cannot understand

why

a

Lunar subject shows

ness, it will be found that the

quite

red.

This

warms

so

little cold-

hand, lines, and nails

are

him up in every way, and makes
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health troubles of the lower third less likely, but renders
more liable to the bowel inilammations of the upper

him

third.

It also makes him

amorous and easily excited by
suggestive or appeals to his imagination.
Yellow color will add a disagreeable indication, for it will
make him cross and ugly. These qualities added to coldness
and selfishness, which are always present with yellow color,
form a combination that leads the subject easily to become
He has distorted (yellow) views of life,
bad and vicious.
and
things, and, with a brain affected by poisoned
people,
blood, and being already highly imaginative, he sees everything from a bad standpoint, and easily becomes insane.
"'ith yellow color we find gouty and rheumatic troubles pre-

anything

that is

liable,

shown

as

on

the middle third of the Mount.

These

after, for they will greatly influence the life
Blue color is often found, for with poor blood
of a subject.
sluggishly pumped we find indications of a weak heart and
must be looked

consequent blue color.

This is often

an

accompaniment

of

the diseases of the lower third of the Mount, and especially
with women. When found, the age must be carefully noted,
in order to tell whether the disturbance is permanent, or incidental to puberty, or change of life. The nails must be con-

sidered, for if we iind

a broad nail indicating strong general
health, it will show that the subject is less liable to health
defects and has a better temperament. This broad nail, if
of good texture and pink, will add to the suhject's chances,
for with good general health, lack of nervous excitement,
and normal circulation, the temper, mind, and disposition

will all

improve.

If the nail is narrow, it will show delicate
must be carefully examined

constitution, and the Mount
for health indications.

Color must be carefully noted under

the nails, for here we see a reflection of the white, pink,
red, yellow, or blue disturbances of health and temperament.

The texture of the nail must be considered.

A

badly crossed Mount with iluted or brittle nails shows a
highly sensitive, discontented, irritable, nervous person.
Such

an

one

will

be

a

victim

Heart-disease nails will be

a

to

many

hallucinations.

bad indication, for

they will
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subject already predisposed

trouble, which is almost always complicated with
trouble. Short, critical nails will make a pronounced

to heart

kidney
subject pngnacious and more irritable, constantly criticising
Black hair on the hands will strengthen
and fault-finding.
the subject and tend to show that there is sudicient iron in
the blood and system to largely counteract the flabby condition of the tissues. It will add Ere, vigor, and force to the
character. This subject is liable to be capricious, not always
trustworthy, and generally given to stretching the truth, as
Blond
Oriental instability is added to vivid imagination.
hair will make these subjects more phlegmatic, less volatile,
and less strong.
worthy and less

It will make them

slower, but

more

trust-

in falsehood.

They are
indulge
excessive
by
easily
imagination,
and are consequently more practical, having a tinge of
Teutonic-Saxon quality to restrain them. The hand as a
likely

to

not so

carried oif their feet

whole, when

taken in connection with the

cate which of the three worlds will rule.

Mount, will indi-

With

excess

in the

the mental will dominate, and the imaginative faculties will be devoted to language, for which these subjects

Hngers

have great aptness, easily becoming expert linguists, or it
will expend itself in scientific or literary studies. This sub-

ject would make a good college professor. If the middle
portion of the hand is well developed, business qualities will
be present.
This subject will, if a writer, professor, or
business

man,

bring good business ideas

to his assistance.

With this combination he may become celebrated and rich
at the same time.
If the lower portion of the hand is largest

The imaginings
appetites are base, this
suggestive what to other minds
would convey no such meaning. The Mount itself must be
subdivided into three sections and the same general rules
applied as to the ingers and their individual phalanges. If
the upper part of the Mount is developed most fully, all of
the imaginings will be of a high order, and the same rules
will apply as with the hand as a whole. From this formawe

have the dominion of the baser world.

will be low, not elevating.
low imagination will make

If the

`
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get linguists, professors of language, literature, and
a classic kind, and authors.
With the upper and

we

music of

middle third both

through
joined.

developed,

these

subjects will make

money

their eliorts, for the mental and business worlds are
When the upper two worlds are deficient and the

.`
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NO. 126.

lower is like

a

`

"

~~

_

_

DEVELOPMENT 0F LOWER THIRD OF MOUNT

knob

on

the base of the hand it shows the

domination of the lower side of the type, and the thoughts
and imaginings are all low.
With this development of the
lower third of the Mount, together with a deficient Mount
of Venus which is grilled, a double or triple Girdle of

Venus,

a

chained white Heart line, and
practise secret vices

have those who

an oozy palm, you
(126), bringing on

The Mount of the Moon
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disorders, the rnildest form of which is hysteria.
must be

applied to whichever world of the
tips make the subject a prey
to great idealism, religious exaltation, and he is utterly
unpractical. Superstition, mysticism, and etherialism will
make the life of this subject miserable and useless.
He
yearns continually for the impossible and unrealizable.
Conic tips are normal to the type, and add their intuitive
qualities, tinging the subject with romance and fancy.
These subjects hate to work and belong to the lazy class.
Square tips make the subject more practical. They pull
down the idealism to a common-sense plane, make the subject more regular in habit and thought, and we get the best
results of the type.
Historians, composers, musicians who
regard all the rules of metre and rhythm, are found with
such combinations.
Here we find a healthy imagination,
which, coupled with practical ideas and common-sense, produces successful Lunarians. Spatulate tips add activity to
an already restless person, especially if the Mount is grilled
and cross-lined. They are original in ideas, entirely unconventional, and their danger is that they may constantly
chase some will-o'-the-wisp of the fancy, until they become
rovers indeed.
If they have a smooth Mount, good Head
line, and some square formation of the sides of the ingers,
they become brilliant essayists, deep students or musicians,
in which lines they excel as executionists.
Knotty fingers
reduce the fanciful condition to a marked degree, as they
make a subject reason. They are in fact one of the greatest reducing factors for a Lunarian, and these subjects
produce practical writers, teachers, and deep thinkers.
They can throw over the most abstruse question a shimmer
of imagination which makes it interesting, and wherever
they are, or whatever the subject of their e&'orts, good
reasons are given for everything they say, while at the same
time they are not tied down to the earth by severe materialism.
Smooth fingers, with their impulse and intuition,
their artistic sense and distaste for analysis, form an accompaniment which brings out the Lunarian qualities strongly.
finger-tips

Mount is in the lead.

Pointed
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imagination is heightened, usefulness becomes
beauty, and the result is a highly artistic
nature full of poetic ideals.
These subjects love romance,
if
and
iction, and,
writers, they produce such works.
poetry,
and
love
art, painting,
They
sculpture that is the product
of some artist's imagination.
They are quick in forming
opinions, not always practical, and add the artistic intuitive
qualities of smooth fingers to the imaginative ideals of the
Lunarian. Such subjects are likely to be continually changing in their ideas and occupations, winding up their lives
without having put their naturally brilliant qualiications to
good account. Long fingers add minutiae and detail to the
Lunarian qualities. Such subjects when describing some
creation of their fancy will not omit an iota that can make
the picture complete. These long fingers with this naturally
slow type add to the slowness ; and to the selishness belonging to the type, the distrust and suspicion of long Hngers.
The subject is apt to be orderly in dress and surroundings,
and extremely likely to be sensitive and ready to take offense
at trifles.
If writers, they are prone to sacrifice strength to
detail, and as teachers will prolong their dissertations to unwise lengths. As painters, they can create an imaginative
scene, and not omit a detail in their treatment of the subject.
subservient to

In conversation

they

are

fanciful and tiresome.

Short

and

make the

likely to
subject quick, impulsive,
also
make
him
slovenly in apThey
about
he
and
careless
does,
everything
apt to rely
pearance,
the
on
These
entirely
inspiration.
subjects plan
greatest
schemes, which are usually entirely unpractical. They are
continually in danger of making mistakes from going too
fast and attempting too much, and they are the persons who

fingers
fly off
"

the handle."

"

always have a new idea which is sure to be successful," and
The
this leads them into continually fooling themselves.
thumb will either calm the

subject

or

make him

more

vision-

ary.
large thumb will show strong will and reason, which
materially strengthen the subject. A short thumb reduces

A

both will and

and weak.

reason

and makes him

visionary, vacillating,

This is especially true if the thumb be

pointed.
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Remember that

spatulate, or paddle-shaped shorl
strengthening than a pointed or
conie short thumb, and that pointed or conic tips will reduce
the strength of a large thumb.
Examine the individual
phalanges of the thumb to see if will is in excess of reason,
or vate versa, then apply your information to the Lunar
qualities. See if a thick, coarse thumb is to brutalize the imaginathumb is

tion,

or

ideals

more

a square,
stable and

whether

delicate, refined thumb will make the

a

Then note the Head line.

high.

If it goes

straight
practical; if it
droops to the Mount of the Moon it tinges them with imagination.
If it is clear, well marked, and of good color, you
have a strong mind, self-control, and healthy imagination.
This gives all the beneiits of the type without its dangers.
If the Head line is broken, wavy, islanded, chained, poorly
marked, or badly colored, containing perhaps in its course
the hand it makes the ideas

across

a

more

star, you must ascribe poor faculty of mental concentration,
iirmness, a weakened brain, and vivid imagination ;

lack of

and from such subjects come those who are continually
changing their mind, are restless, never satisfied, and vacillating, and, if actual insanity is escaped, are continually
verging on an unbalanced condition of mind. Thus the
Lunarian ranges from a highly gifted subject to one who is
insane, all indicated by the size, character, and markings of

the Mount.

Wherever

no

Mount is

found, you tind dense
Mount, there is too
insanity. So, again,

materialism; when

you find too much

much

which may mean
happy medium which will show the

we

imagination,

seek to find the

healthy operation of the mind. Do not expect to End many
typical Lunarians, but do expect to find with nearly every
subject, imagination in some degree developed. You need
have no trouble whatever in grading its extent, the plane
on

which it operates,

it if you have
precedes it.
21

the combinations that accompany
thoughtfully digested this chapter and what
nor

CHAPTER XXV
THE MOUNT or# VENUS

HE seventh Mount type is the Venusian, and the portion
of the hand which locates him is the Mount of Venus,
situated at the base of the thumb. As single signs or in

combination, the triangle, circle, square,

or single vertical
strengthen the Mount of Venus.
The cross, grille, island or dot show defects of the
This Mount rises into the palm, has the
Mount (I27).
largest prominence shown by any of the Mounts, and by
its size and markings you must estimate the amount and
kind of Venusian qualities possessed by the subject. If
the Mount is very prominent, highly colored, and deeply
grilled with long lines, it is an excessive development, and

lines

the Venusian characteristics will be strong in the subIf it is not out of proportion with the rest of

ject (128),
the

hand, it is a

normal

Mount, and Venusian characteristics

will be present in normal degree.
If there is an absence of
any development and the Mount has a fiat and iiabby appearance (r29), it is a dc/ialmi Mount, and the Venusian

entirely lacking. Between these extremes are
The Venusian type is a
many degrees of development.
one
to
meet, healthy, happy, joyous, and though it
pleasant
descends the scale of morality at times, it is always agreeable
and attractive. It is a type which must be carefully handled,
for to estimate it incorrectly isa serious matter. Dealing as it

qualities

are

does with love and the sexual

passions, there is needed much
perception and a lofty attitude of mind in the practitioner,
for the temptation is to be influenced by the known proclivities of the type, and thus inexperienced or low-minded
322
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attribute base desires to many subjects who are
instead Elled with the magnificent qualities that belong to

palmists

the elevated Venusian type.
In the Plan of Creation, as
we have conceived it, there was needed that great bond of
sympathy and attraction which brings together the human
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family,

'

DIBTINGUBHING MARKS ON THE MOUNT OF VENUB

drives away soullessness, coldness, and selfishness,
generosity, warmth, and love. To

and substitutes for these

Supply these

necessary factors and to

poses, the Venusiau type

was

accomplish these purStanding as it does

created.

ilrlave, sympathy, and generosity, the Venusian type is a
good one, and, as one of its greatest qualifications is attraction
bl' it fellows, it necessarily needs warmth and heat, for heat

324
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attracts and cold

repels. This Venusian heat means a plensupply of good-quality blood, and a strong heart to
pump it, consequently the Venusian is a healthy type and 1
handsome one, for good health begets good looks, producing
not always rounded, doll-like beauty, but freshness and attiful

NO. 18.

tractiveness.

LARGE MOUNT OF VENUS

We find each type endowed with whatever

accompaniments of health and characteristics are necessary
to best lit it to bring forward the elementary forces which it
represents, so the Venusian, being created to emphasize
love, is given health, warmth, and physical attractiveness,
that, wherever he appears, love may be inspired. There is
about the Venusian no hint of gloom, biliousuess, coldness,

The Mount of Venus
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selfishness-all is warmth, life, beauty, and attraction;
consequently the Venusian is beset with many temptations,
is constantly attracted to the opposite sex, has strong physior

cal passion, and needs
judgment) and a large

NO. 129.

a

iiue Head line (self-control and
(determination) to keep him

thumb

FLAT Moutrr OF VENUS

in the straight and narrow path. Although I treat this type
in the masculine gender, it is a feminine type, for we all
know that such attraction as belongs to it is more the pro~
Vince of the weaker than the sterner sex. Man is battling
with the world, while woman is filled with love, sympathy,
and all the finer qualities which refine and elevate, and the
tender passion grows

more

tender and refined in her character
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than in his.

love, but

Man may
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not with the

to woman, who

same

degree

of

embodies the ideal of the
quality. So the Venusian

delicacy possible
highest form of this God-given
type, representing the greatest perfection in human love,
Woman also represents a
is necessarily a feminine type.
higher grade of morality than man, consequently Venusian
attractiveness to the opposite sex is much safer in her charge
than his. When a Venusian development is found strong in
a woman's hand, it will not speak of such profligacy as the
In a man a
same development would in the hand of a man.
strong Venusian Mount either makes him somewhat feminine
in his characteristics, especially if smooth iingers, conic tips,
and soft consistency are present; or else it makes him fiery
and heated in his
will

ject

woman

passions,

Mount is very full and

skin

(see 128).

seems as

excessive as will
In the latter

one

indicate
but not

through the
subject

case

things powerfully,

but will not be

as

with the same sized Mount grdled (1 30).

the grilling shows that the electric currents

the Mount will excite the Venusian

passion to
degree.
large, will
love of flowers, music, form, color, paintings, etc.,
The same Mount grilled
strong sexual passion.

over

increased

an

if it would burst

If this kind of Mount is smooth the

will love all Venusian

running

and if the hand be hard this sub-

these desires, not restraining them as will a
with the same development. In some hands the

indulge

Smooth Mounts, if not

will have added sexual attraction.

grilled

in

to the

opposite

sex,

similar Mount.

In

a

If the Mount is full and

hand, she will be most strongly attracted

woman's

even
a

as

man's

much

as

would

a man

hand this Mount

with

brings

a

him

grade of femininity equal to woman in the Venusian
directions, and he becomes dangerous in his tendencies, for
to

a

he has the power to attract without the
for resisting that the woman has. If
Venus the

add

lines

Mount

the Mount of

deep, strong, and red, it will
danger of the Mount. Often a
will be seen which is full of grilled lines, and the
shows, by the loose skin, that it has been very full.

grilled
greatly to the

Mount

seeming necessity
on

are

very

fire and

The Mount has the appearance of

a

sucked orange in its
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Babbiness, and tells of one who has had strong Venusian
desires, which have been indulged freely until vitality is gone
and the subject is worn out.
It is a pity that human depravity should make it necessary to write of the Mount of
Venus anything but the beautiful qualities that properly be-
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long

to the Venusian.

End debased

into human

perpetua':d

GRILLED MOUNT OF VENUS

These

same

by the protligate and

beings

so

other. and by this

"W

sexual desires that
the libertine

were

we

put

that they might be attracted by each
attraction the marriage state

constant

and the human

continued birth of children.
necessary in order that the

family

through the
marriage was
child-bearing might not
increased

The atlradabn to

pain

of
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prevent reproduction, and Venu an qualities of love and
attraction
the

intended only for high purposes.
man has abused these faculties

were

of'

depravity

That
we

all

know, and this knowledge may grieve us, but as palmists
we are bound to study humanity as we find it, and not as
we might wish it.
S0 with the Venusian type we stand in
the presence of one of God's greatest creations, which we
must examine to see if the functions are being used for the

proper purposes, or debased to feed the flames of sensuality.
The Veunsian type, then, stands for love, sympathy, tendernes, generosity, beauty, melody in music, gayety, joy,
health, and passion, an array of forces which place it on the
pinnacle of attractiveness, and render it liable to many
temptations and dangers.

In appearance the Venusian is attractive and beautiful.
graceful, shapely, well balanced and easy in his man-

He is

presenting more a type of feminine beauty than mascuThe Apollonian and Jupiterian are types of manly
beauty, the male Venusian partakes of the soft voluptuousness of female beauty.
These subjects are of medium height,
and present graceful curves of form from head to foot. The
ner,

line.

skin is white, fine in texture, soft and velvety to the touch,
transparent in its Sneness, through which a delicate pink

color

supply. The
shape, finely proportioned, with no
cheek
thin
bones,
high
cheeks, prominent temples, or square
to
make
it
jaws
angular or mar its beauty. The cheeks an
well rounded, and often show dimples when the lime break!
into a smile. The forehead is high, well
gracefully rounding in front., ,
1
11, ,
""
glows, showing

face is round

or

normal health and blood

oval in

is

_

it

on

the forehead is

do crows'-feet

appear

subjects. Thee
have Eereely
forehead which
-`
sm of
between the
and wavy

gl

'

"

'
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cause.

The eye~

well marked, abundant, and form graceful curves
the forehead, well pointed at the ends, sharply outlined,

brows
on

are

the nose; when they do, it indi~
tendency
coarsening the type. The eyes
round or almond-shaped, brown or dark blue in color,

and seldom

growing

are

over

toward

cates a

expression of human sympathy. When
they have a voluptuous expresThe Venusian is a
sion which it is impossible to mistake.
fine subject-in his whole physical make-up this iineness
of texture shows constantly; his eyelids are smooth in
quality, with delicately traced blue veins showing through,
and with long silky lashes curling upward on the ends.
The nose is shapely, full sized, but with fine curves.
The nostrils are broad, and show varying moods by
their rapid contraction or expansion when the subject is
and have

the

a

tender

passions

are

aroused

excited.

The mouth is beautifully

shaped,

with bow-like

curves

full, red lips, the lower one slightly more prominent.
The teeth are white, medium in size, strong, and set in
beautifully colored, healthy-looking gums; so when the
Venusian smiles-the dimpled cheeks, the expressive eyes,
the white teeth showing through full red lips, and set in
pink gums-make a most attractive picture. The chin is
round and full, often dimpled on the end, and completes the
graceful contour of the face. The neck is long, full, and
shapely, connecting the well-shaped head with gracefully
drooping shoulders, which, while they do not speak of muscular strength, show breadth and health. The chest is large,
full, round, and expansive, thus giving the lungs full play.
It shows no
The voice is full, musical, and attractive.
weakness in tone, and yet has not the Martian strength.
The legs are graceful in shape, the hips high and round, even
in male Venusians, and the thigh proportionately long. The
and

feet

are

small and

shapely,

with

a

high~arched instep,

which

gives him grace and elasticity in his walk. Altogether,
the Venusian is refined, graceful, lovable, and attractive,
the most apt figure to 611 the very sphere in life for which

3 30
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would
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gay spirits, and
world without which selfishness and monotony

a

The hand of the Venusian is white, soft,
pink in color, fingers of medium length or
short, tips conic, slightly square or of a small, spatulate
shape, nails Elbert and pink, thumb medium or small, and a
large Mount of Venus either smooth or grilled.
The Venusian is essentially an affectionate subject.
He
is instinctively drawn toward his fellow-man by feelings of
kinship and human sympathy, and these feelings easily ripen
into love, which is his primary and typical attribute.
With
the Venusian there is no such feeling of repellence, or a desire

surely rule.

fine in texture,

to retire from the haunts of

urnian.

his fellows.

society,

mankind,

as we

find with the Sat-

Neither has he the Saturnian's instinctive hatred of

them, seeks their
kind, sympathetic, lovable, and popular.

He is rather attracted toward

is agreeable,

Never will you find

a

Venusian who turns

a

deaf

ear

to the

sufferings
appeals of any human being, and never will you
Bud a Venusian with a stiH thumb.
Supple thumbs are
or

always present, and their generosity and liberality extends to
all who appeal for help.
'I`hus the Venusian is besieged by
those who have

felt

a

tale of woe, for all

are sure

to ind heart-

misfortunes, and they know that
whatever aid is possible will be given.
In hours of amiction
or despair the Venusian never deserts a friend, but with

sympathy

in their

open hand and all the tenderness of his warm heart he relieves distress and suffering wherever found.
Thus the
Venusian attracts all who know him

ity, whicn

seems

by

the bond of human-

to link him to mankind in

general.

He is

often the victim of rogues, who, knowing his sympathetic
nature and generosity, impose upon him with ease.
But
this does not discourage or cause him to withdraw his
sympathy or benefactions from others, for he would rather
be imposed upon several times than fail to relieve one worthy
case.

The Venusian is not fickle;

though there is a plahumanity, still, when the
possession of him he is steadfast.

tonic love in his heart for all
one

true love has taken

even
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always gay. To him living is a joy. He has no bile
poisoning his blood, no rancor fills his heart, no malice
actuates him toward anyone.
Good health brings in its
train a good disposition, the world looks bright, and its
beauty brings to him a feeling of restfulnes, joy, and gratitude.
On the same day, and amid exactly the' same surroundings, the Saturnian will be in gloom, melancholy,
pemirnism, and sadness, while the heart of the Venusian will
bubble with gladness, happiness, and thanksgiving for his
blessings. Everything is bright to him, and this brightness
he sheds upon his more serious-minded fellows, attracting
This is why he is
and helping them through the world.
popular and loved, and from the exuberance of goodness in
He is

his heart he returns this love in abundant

He is

measure.

fond of all amusements, dancing, society, gallantry, and all
forms of gayety. His lack of seriousness is often carried too

far, for he will pursue pleasure

to

the exclusion of

and therefore does not grow

riches

nor

assume

wealthy.
responsibility, yet

always gets along in

some

provident-but happy.

way,

He is

so

business,

He does not value

such

an

one

as

he

he is careless and im-

entirely unseliish.

When

distress is present he sinks self entirely, and his Erst thought
and effort are for others. He is bright, "sparkling, vivacious,

spontaneous, and genial," and the life of every company in
which he may be. He is not profoundly studious, nor very
ambitious, but is content to enjoy life. He is a great lover
of the beautiful.
Dress, home, surroundings, flowers, pictures, and

art in every form

attract, and in all of these he

loves

harmony, taste, and beauty. To him it is more essential that things should be beautiful and enjoyable than that
they should be useful. He is passionate, so when his eye is
pleased and a responsive echo is awakened in some other
breast, he will gratify his passions. If such a thing as harmlessness were possible in a matter of this kind, it would have
to be accorded to the

love

are

always

Venusian, for to him heat, ardor, and
But
a part of his very existence.

inherent and

remember that all Venusians do not

their desires, and

no

matter how

give

strong these may

way to

be, they
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a

struggles such
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lifetime, and the world knows nothing
subject undergoes.

a

Venusians are honest and truthful.

They are not schemers
money-making, or ambitious for high positions or distinction, consequently the temptation to cheat or lie does not come
to them.
They are constant friends, and readily forgive and
forget an injury or injustice. Their human feeling causes
them to see matters from
the other fellow's"
point of
often
to
their
own
view,
disadvantage. They hate quarrels
or strife, and would rather suffer an injustice than engage in
them. The Venusian loves to give pleasure to others, and
will put forth all his powers of amusement and fun-making,
exerting himself to the utmost as long as he sees that those
in his audience are enjoying themselves.
But he loves to
have his efforts appreciated, and likes to be told that he is
agreeable and pleasant.
Music appeals most strongly to the Venusian, and the
Mount of Venus is often called the Mount of Melody. You
for

"

will

never

find

a

strong Mount of Venus without the accom-

for music.

In examining hands for musical
panying passion
note
this
Mount.
When prominent, musical
ability, fully
love is always present, and some ability to become proficient.
With a hand Hue in texture, a good line of Apollo, a good
line of Mercury and line of Head, smooth fingers, square
at the sides, with either conic, square, or spatulate tips,
and a good Mount of Moon, you have a musician, and some
of the greatest the world has ever known have had such formations.
Remember, all do not have the opportunity to

develop
all these

If

they

their talents, so do not be discouraged if you find
things on hands not belonging to musical people.

had been trained

musical.

The music that

melody.

To him, classics

properly, they would have been
appeals most to the Venusian is
savor

too much of

seriousness, but

Strauss waltzes, Sousa marches, and kindred compositions
will set Venusian feet to going and Venusian hearts to throb-

bing.
to

The Mount of the Moon adds additional musical taste

subject.
present with
a

Harmony, fugue, and counterpoint will
developed Mount of the Moon. Love

a

be
of
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Venusian, will

re-

love of these

things if unaccompanied by a good
line and Mount of Apollo, with the Apollo linger longest
in the iirst phalanx, and a Mount of Jupiter well developed
to back them up.
The Venusian will always love bright
colors, natural scenery, dress, and art, but other things are
onfy

a

mere love into creative power.
The
Venusian often writes well, and although his nature is gay
his writings are tinged with sadness. He also acts well, and

necessary to transform

many of these

subjects

are

found

on

the stage.

I have been

interested to note that Venusians excel in tragedy or serious
parts which move the audience to tears; and some of our
greatest comedians are Saturnians (Sol Smith Russell is an

example). In whatever way the Venusian talents are expended, we find that he touches the heart, and his music,
writing, art, or acting speaks to the soul, appeals to the
human interest of his hearers, and it is this fidelity and
closeness to nature and nature's heart that brings tears of
sympathy. A comedy role enacted by a Saturnian is the
irony in his nature cropping out.
Venusians always marry, and generally at an early age.
They mature rapidly as children, and, being exceedingly
healthy, attain their growth when comparatively young.
To them love and attraction for the opposite sex are natural,
and thus they look upon marriage as a desirable state,
which they do not put off longer than necessary. They are
attracted by strong characters and by persons in good health.
While they feel sympathy for those who are in distress, it
is not weak persons who gain their love.
The Martian is
and
the Martian
attracted
to
the
Venusian
strongly
type,
and
attract
the
Venusian.
Whatever
the
strength
vigor
will
be
a
of
it
it.
robust,
choose,
they
strong
specimen
type
As much as Venusians love sexual pleasures, abandoned
demi-monde Venusians

are

rare.

Of course, this class of

quality, but it is not the pure
type with all its good qualities. The sexual predisposition
of the Venusian type makes them doubly liable to bear children. Their cheery nature and joyous ways fill their homes
society

has

some

Venusian
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they

appear among the mari-

tal unfortunates.

The Venusian
too

bright,

never

commits suicide.

To him life is

there is too much to be thankful for and too

little to be
the real

still

are

discouraged about. Of all the types these are
philosophers, who, though not so deep as some,
happy, and self-destruction is abhorrent to them.

Good health is the normal condition of the type, so with
the Venusian we do not look for diseases. They are often
nervous, and may have any of the acute disorders which

attack mankind in

general,

but

they have

no

chronic ail-

them, and diseases which a Venusian has
will be found marked on some other Mount, and not on the
Mount of Venus. With low Venusians, whose good qualities are overshadowed by their evil desires, we find often
venereal diseases, and such will be shown by black dots or
ments

peculiar

to

brown

patches appearing on the Mount or back of the hand.
Physiologicall y, these are produced by impaired and poisoned
blood which has contaminated these portions of the hand.
Unfortunately, we must record that there are bad Venusians. Even this good type does not escape that blight.; These
subjects have only a vestige of good, and the lower instincts
and desires rule. They are short in stature, stout in figure,
with prominent abdomens, and all the grace and beauty eliminated from them.
No finely curved lines are left, no elastic
no
The
hair becomes red, the nose upturned,
step,
bright eye.
and the eyes bloodshot.
Excess is stamped in every place,
and bad desires and appetites have the upper hand.
The
lips are thick, red, and sensual ; the face has a coarse skin,
and the neck, body, and hands are marked as belonging to
the lower world of base desires.

The bad Venusian hand is

thick, especially the third phalanges of the fingers, the
base of the hand, and the Mount of Venus, which is very
The fingers are short and
prominent, hard, and red.
with
the
first
smooth,
phalanges deficient. The skin is
coarse in texture, red in color, and the hand inelastic.
The
thumb is small, especially the first phalanx, which is often
pointed. This subject is low in his tastes, warped in his
very
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ideas, and inordinate in his appetites. He enjoys life in a
coarse fashion, but is dominated by low desires and low

having fineness of nature, nor strength of
subjects do not distinguish between a refined
and
one which is low, so they debauch themselves,
pleasure
do not consider how much harm they may do, and are unscrupulous and bad. Everything takes on a tinge of vulgarity, and obscene literature and pictures or ribald talk give
them pleasure. They are animals merely, and know as pleasure only the gratification of animal appetites. The bad Venusian is areprobate, a conscienceless libertine, and disgusting
to decent people.
Between this creature and the high type
there are innumerable grades of Venusian development.
It
must be your task properly to estimate it by a careful

pleasures.

Not

will, these

examination of every part of the hand. Do not debase this
splendid type by overestimating its sensual side, nor elevate
a

bad set of Venusian

grossness.
made

study

qualities by underestimating their
thought must be used and a complete
of everything in the hand.
Care and

The texture of the skin will show rennement
of the

or coarseness

subject. Everything that reiines elevates the type ;
everything that coarsens degrades it. Thus, with Hue texture
the higher side ofthe subject may be looked for. The tenderness and sympathy will be increased, and the sensualism decreased.
Beauty of form or color will be a delight, and evil
will
not be in the ascendant.
With a large, or even
thoughts
an excessive Mount, or one fully grilled, the fine texture
will show the passions to be refined and love to be more ideal
and purer.
This subject, while strongly attracted sexually,
will be attracted only to those mentally equal to him or
those of the same degree of reiinement. His pleasure from
these things will come largely from knowing that they are
operating in a refined way. Coarse texture, showing coarseness of nature, acts in an opposite way.
When found with
a large grilled Mount of Venus, the subject will not care what
is the grade of the opposite sex in mental or moral iineness,
or the color of the skin ; his enjoyment comes from the mere
physical pleasure he derives from them. With fine texture,
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; in coarse texture, it is brutalized,
The coarse-textured Venusian is the
to selfishness that we ind in this type, for

passion and love is refined
and made animal.

approach
indulges his pleasures without regard to others, especially

nearest

he

if his thumb be at all stiif.

Consistency will show what amount of energy your subject
If it be ilabby, he will be a mere pleasure hunter, and
no thought of usefulness or advancement in life will actuate
him. The only exertion this subject will think of making is
in pursuit of enjoyment, and inertia even in this respect will
be marked, for he will be best satisfied when pleasures come
,

has.

to him and he does not have to seek them.

Soft hands will

energy than the ilabby, and will be more
useful in life. They still show laziness, but that which

show

more

be overcome, and must not be read as showing the
hopeless inertia belonging to a flabby-handed Venusian.

can

Elastic consistency is

a

the excellent Venusian

line combination.

Here

we

have

qualities, directed by an intelligent
perfection the best side of the type.

energy, which bring to
It does not grow any less attractive, lovable, or sympathetic, but it becomes more practical, real, and less sensual.

The idleness of Habby hands gives too much time for
thoughts of mere pleasure-seeking. The elastic consistency

subject to action, and this does not allow the
Satan finds some mischief for idle
develop.
hands to do" applies to the ilabby-handed Venusian and
No better, happier, brighter, healthier
not to the elastic.

pushes

the

baser side to

"

type exists than the elastic-handed Venusian, for, while full
of fire, the energy works out these tires in better ways than

indulgence of low appetites. Hard hands show unintelligent energy directing the Venusian qualities, consequently this subject will be common, less refined, and
ignorantly ardent. He will have strong desires, and will
gratify them in an unintelligent way with the energy of hard
hands, and these subjects are found as heads of families among
the poor, where there are many children.
With this subject,
love, sympathy, and generosity are subjugated to desire.
in the

Flexible hands show the elastic mind.

This makes

a

very
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but he is

preliable

too fond of admiration and

good balanceattractive, have

Flexible-handed Venusians need

pleasure.

wheels to hold them in check.
many admirers and

In such

turned."

They

are

"

temptations, and often have their heads
subjects look for clear, deep, well-marked

and colored Head lines and

needed to
a

good thumbs. These will be
wasting their lives and energies in
The normally flexible hand is better

them from

keep
pleasure.

round of

balanced,

more

These

tained.

inclined to self-control, and to be self-consubjects may have as strong Venusian traits,

but will not be
liable to be

especially

frequently carried away by them, nor so
pleasure hunters. These are the subjects,
they have elastic consistency, who accomplish a.
so

mere

if

great deal in the battle of life, which, by
attractive

personality,

is not to them

reason

so severe

a

of their

struggle.

Firstjudge whether the Mount be a sensual one, an excessive
Behind
one, or merely a smooth and normal development.
whatever kind you see, the normal balancing qualities of the
normally flexible hand must be placed, and the result estiThe stiE hand will show

mated.

elasticity
to

apt
will

of the nature.

This

a

stii mind and the lack of

subject

is

immeasurably more
appetites, which he
sympathy or generos-

be sensual and low in ideas and

indulge freely.

He has

no

such

such love of music, flowers, or the beauties of nature,
has his fiexible-handed brother.
He is full of lower de-

ity,
as

no

in every way, unprogressive, and borders closely
stinginess and selnshness. In this subject there is a fail-

sires,
on

coarse

ure to

complete

the type; he has its low side and narrow
elevating qualities of a higher specimen of

views, minus the
the same type.

The color of the hands is

important.

Pink is nonnal

the Venusian, and all other colors show an abnormal condition of health and consequent temperament.
to

White color, showing a reduced strength of the current,
down the Venusian warmth and adds coldness. It will

pulls

never

be found that white color destroys the Venusian
The subject

warmth and attraction, but it will reduce them.
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sympathetic and less ardent.

The love of beauty

will be present, but the fire of passion will burn with decreased force. Thus the white~colored Venusian will be less
attractive to the

type,

even

opposite sex, less liable to the follies
though the Mount be strong or grilled.

of the
Pink

color will show the normal condition.

Here health is preswhich brightens life ; and

ent in the blood and its

vivacity, gayety,

will be in normal
so

far

the

as

operation,
pleasant Venusian qualities
operation. This subject is perfection,

and all the

color goes, and will be more renned, will tend to
side of the type qualities, and will be attractive,

higher

lovable, and tender, without the presence of vulgar sensualism.

These

subjects

are

full of

generosity

and

sympathy,

and win their way by love and gentlenezs.
Red color shows
excess.
If the color be deep, it adds fuel to the already in-

subject. Therefore he will be easily excited by
opposite sex, will be greatly attracted by them, full of
burning ardor and passion, and, while not criminal in
thought or disposition, is dangerous, for the sexual attraction is so great that, when aroused, all thought of consequences is lost. If the Mount be full and deeply grilled, the
color very red, be on your guard for excess in all of the
Venusian directions. If the lingers be thick in the third
phalanges and the palm be developed at the base, this excess
will be extreme, and will stop at nothing to accomplish its
desires. About eighty per cent. of murderers whose crimes
have been committed upon husbands, wives, or lovers have
such Venusian developments, and in sudden fits of jealousy or
passion have committed their deeds. Yellow color is not
common in a Venusian.
The type is not predisposed to
fiammable

the

biliousness,

so

when

abnormal condition.

yellow color is

seen

it

means a most

The blood

poisoned by bile destroys
subject, who becomes cross and

good qualities of the
Already a highly strung type, the bilious irritation
increases the nervous tension and destroys its sympathy
and attractiveness, replacing these qualities with bad temper.
The sexual attraction is at the same time destroyed, for bile
acts most disastrously in this direction, producing a nervousall the

fretful.
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impossible. Blue color is
frequently has heart trouble.

which makes it

for the Venusian

nails, it
palm
trouble present.

in

or

often seen,
When

must be used to indicate the

seen

degree of

The nails must be carefully considered. Broad nails,
in color and line in texture, will show good general
health and a frank, honest disposition. They are likely

pink

be fiecked with white spots, for the subject is ultraNarrower nails will show a less rugged con-

to

nervous.

stitution, and color and
reduction
reduced

or

texture must be noted.

the normal condition of the

change
changed by

or

whatever has

changed

In any

subject

the color.

is
If

the nail be very thin and narrow, it shows a very delicate
constitution, and the normal healthy expectation of the

type

must be reduced

accordingly.

Critical nails

are

seldom

this type, for the Venusian is easy-going, and seeks
pleasure instead of strife. If this formation be seen, esti-

seen on

subject as a critical or pugnacious Venusian accorddegree of development. Fluted nails will indicate
that nervousness plays a prominent part. If very marked,
the subject will be excitable and Righty, especially if the
hand be Hexible, the Hngers long and smooth, and the tips
pointed. The brittle nail, turning sharply back, is sometimes seen, and the danger of extreme nerve trouble, even
paralysis, is present. These nervous nails will take away
from the good nature and attractiveness of the subject.
mate the

ing

to the

Bulbous nails,

in whatever degree found, will tell that
or pulmonary trouble is present, and must

throat, bronchial,
be considered in

estimating

the

subject.

Note this

peculiar

fact in these cases, that the consumptive Venusian has his
sexual desires increased tremendously. This seems to be a

symptom of this disease, especially in the middle stages.
the hands, if black, will show the increased vitalpeculiar to that color. If it be plentiful, it also shows in-

Hair

ity

on

creased muscular

strength. Black color, showing plentiful
supplies of iron, adds to the ardor of the type, and the subject is vigorous, energetic, and volatile. If the Mount be a
strong

one, black hair must be considered

as an

addition 'to
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strength. Red hair adds its flashing excitability to the
subject, making him preliable to quick temper and sudden
changes of mood. In both these colors I suppose the hair to
If coarse, it will show all the indications
be fine in quality.
of color, but in a coarse degree. This coarse black or red
hair with a large Mount, grilled, will make the subj ect very
susceptible to sexual attraction, where physical instead of
Red or black hair,
mental charms are the moving power.
Ene in quality, shows volatility in reiined degrees.
Gray or
its

white hair is often
these

cases

if the

seen on

Venusians even when young. In
this color comes

depleted vitality shown by

from exhausted powers due to excess, the flabby muchgrilled Mount will be seen. Blond color is normal, and gives

its

typical qualities.

blond, which

silver the blond color, the more it shows
phlegmatism, and the more it is tinged with the

The

mal.

Teutonic

If straw color, it is not the Venusian
a tinge of auburn or red to be nor-

must have

more

auburn shade, the more ardor is present.
The hand as a whole will show the three worlds, and these

largely depended upon with this type than with
except the Martian. With the ingers
long, and especially the Erst phalanges of them, the mental
world will govern the subject. The love will be ideal, the
He will
sympathy lofty, and the generosity intelligent.
must be more

any of the others

love

music, poetry,

romance, all of which will be viewed

high plane and away from base thoughts and ideas.
The middle portion of the hands and fingers strongly developed will add practical ideas, and make the subject less
idealistic.
The feeling of fellowship with all mankind
will be very marked, and a full operation of generosity
is expected, especially if the thumb be supple. This subject will love warmly, but will be sensible, not carried
away by the idealism of the upper world nor the sensualism of the lower. These people are strong in the Venusian
qualities, but regulate them. If the base of the palm be full
and large, and stronger than the upper developments, the
subject will be dominated by the low desires of the type.
Fierce passion will iufiame him, and he will regard all perfrom

a
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ability

to

satisfy his

The pure, ideal side of love is unknown, and the
bond of attraction to his fellows is physical desire.
If this

desires.

development of the base of the palm be very great, the third
phalanges of the Hngers thick, the lirst short, the Mount of
Venus red and deeply grilled, and the thumb weak, the subject will murder if necessary to gratify his desires. These
are the markings found on ravishers.
The lingers and other Mounts must be examined to see
what types are secondary, or which side of these types.
If the Venusian has no Jupiterian ambition, Saturnian
wisdom

make-up,
ness

or

soberness,

or

Mercurian

he will not achieve

aHairs.

usian needs

While

a

success

shrewdness

in

worldly

in
or

his
busi-

lovable, attractive type, the Ven-

other types in combination to develop
him.
Whatever the secondary or tertiary types may be,
they must be considered as back of the Venusian qualities
some

Apollonian is too closely akin to the
good combination; he has too many
similar qualities. The Lunarian is not a good secondary
combination, for imagination in too great degree will indame
the passions and make an already inert subject more lazy.
It needs some side of the jupiterian, Saturnian, Mercurian,
or Martian type to perfect the Venusian.
Marked ideality is
The finger-tips will tell their story.
present with pointed tips, in which case the dreamy qualities will render these subjects impractical, but lovable and
fascinating. They are hot-house plants, human china,"
fit to love and play with, but unequal to a struggle against
the roughness of the world.
Conic tips show artistic tastes
and give conic qualities to the subject.
Square tips make
him practical, regular in habits, tidy in dress, and methodical in his ways.
Delicately square tips are often seen, but
not those which are broad, or pronouncedly square.
Spatulate tips add energy, fire, and originality to the subject.
He is ready, seldom taken oi his guard, and in ideas or
speech is always equal to the occasion. The spatulate tip
as

drivingforces.

Venusian to make

The
a

"

is

a

fine combination for the

Venusian, for it makes him
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human in

sympathy and love. These subjects are intensely
pets,-horses, dogs, or all animals; they are constant in their affections, original in ideas, active in games,
skilful, graceful, and charming. They are passionately
fond of

fond of children, and tender and gentle with everyone.
Knotty fingers will greatly reduce the impulse of the sub-

ject.

Though

knots

must be considered.

are

unexpected still they are found,

and

The first knot alone will make the subin his mental

operations, and less
tidy, unusually
careful of his appearance, and orderly in everyday life.
Both knots will make him analytical, but, as the subject is
dominated by enthusiasm and impulse, they are seldom seen

ject intelligent, systematic
frivolous.

The second knot will make him

well marked.
Smooth

lingers

are

expected.

The artistic ideas,

impul-

sive ways, and spontaneous methods in thought and action
which are peculiar to the Venusian are all emphasized by

fingers; there may, however, be seen a slight development of the second knot, and still the fingers may be
considered as smooth. These subjects love dress and good
appearance, and are nearly always tidy.
Long fingers are not expected, for the Venusian does not
love detail.
He loves pleasure, and to have someone else
see that everything is planned and systematized.
After all
smooth

these details have been attended to, the Venusian likes to be
called in to enjoy the things prepared.
He will then be full

of praise, and the
work will say,

appreciative."

"

long-fingered subject who has done all the
an agreeable fellow he is, and how

What

Thus the Venusian by

a

few kind words

often compensates for hours of labor, and his fellow-men will
crowd each other in an eHort to serve him.
He lacks long-

fingered detail, and also the suspicion and sensitiveness that
belong to long fingers. When long fingers are seen, add
their propensities to the subject, always remembering that
they are not nom1al to the type. Short fingers, with their
quickness of thought and impulsiveness of action, are normal
with the type.
Note carefully whether they are too short,
for the impulsiveness of this type needs nothing to increase
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The natural distaste of the Venusian for detail emphaqualities, and increases the impulsive-

sizes his short-fingered

and desire for quickness in thought and execution.
Thns, when short fingers are seen, place short-fingered
quickness and liability to carelessness back of the Venusian
ness

qualities and you will get the proper
will be largely the key to your subject.

The thumb

result.
If small

or

pointed,

both, you know the character is weak and vacillating.
The desires will rule and be gratiied, the subject will be
or

easily

led

with his natural

by others, and,

pleasure~loving

proclivities, will be led away by whoever obtains an influence
over him.
The natural laziness of the type will be increased,
and determination

phalanges

to see

You must compare the two
is greater.
If will be

lacking.

if will

or

reason

stronger, determination will be exercised without good judgment, and this subject is determined by its and starts. If
the will

phalanx be pointed,

the

impressionability is increased

and the will weakened.

If it be square, the will is stronger,
and
common-sense,
practical. If it be spatulate, the will
becomes very strong per sc, but if unsupported by a good

phalanx and a good Head line will not be brought
operation. The clubbed formation is not often seen on

second

into

this type, and is not normal.

There is

no

ierceness

nor

bloodthirsty desire for murder in the good Venusian. When
he kills, it is in a lit of jealousy or thwarted passion, and it
is a low specimen of the type who does it.
Reined, highclass Venusians

commit murder-there is too much

never

sympathy in them. On low type Venusians
always find a strong secondary type present, nearly
as strong as the Venusian, and it is from this secondary type
that they get the nerve and brutality to commit murder.
The Venusian type supplies the passion and jealousy, the
secondary type the instinct to kill. If the clubbed thumb be

kindness and
you will

seen on a

refined Venusian
are

back, and often

never

shaped

will

phalanx

you will find that the

subject,

inherited, sometimes from generations

brutal tendencies

is

display themselves.

an

excellent

for the tendencies of the type

are so

The

paddle-

this type,
strong that it needs all

one

to find

on
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the restraints

possible ,to hold them in check, and strong,
balanced
will power is one of the best possible reevenly
The second phalanx must be long and
elemeuts.
straining
well balanced to get the best results, for reason and good
judgment are needed to keep the subject level. If this is

deficient,

he becomes

a

prey to his

emotions, impulses,

and

desires, and lacks the good sense and judgment to restrain
them, even if he has a will strong enough to do it. In this
case, zz/171 is in

operation,

but is not backed

by judgment.
phalanx is the waist-like,
subject does not offend by
a Venusian, the large thumb, giving

The best formation of the second
for tact is then indicated, and the

brusqueness. Thus, on
good judgment and determination, will hold in check any
In the chapter on the Thumb we
amount of strong desires.
said that this digit shows will, reason, and love, the three
great moral forces of the universe. Thus the Venusian, in
The Head line must
a perfect state, combines all these.
be clear, well cut, well colored, and unbroken, to give the
best results, for the Venusian needs self-control and clear
judgment to steer him from pitfalls. These elements he
gets from such a Head line, which is a fine adjunct to a

good thumb.

Of the

seven

types the

one

which

lightens

love, charms with beauty, attracts with
health, sympathizes in sorrow, and relieves distress is the
Venusian, and while we can by no means say that he is
the world with

faultless,

we

predominant

must

recognize

that his faults

that his

are

good qualities
forgotten.

are

so

PART SECOND
CHAPTER I
_

INTRODUCTORY WORDS-'WHAT LINES ARE FOR--THE
LIFE MAP-SOME GENERAL SUGGESTIONS
"

The soul contains in itself the event that shall

The event is

presently befall it.
only the actualizing of its thought."-EMERSON.

Y continued

hand,
numerable

and

study and observation of the lines in the
by carefully tabulating the results of in-

experiments with them,
places always

lines found in ceriain

it has been shown that

indicate the

same Ihing,
invariably show
things they indi-

and that certain formations of these lines
the

good, bad,

or

weak

operation

of the

It has also been proven in like manner that lines show
details of the 192, and that, when events have strongly imcate.

pressed themselves upon the brain of a subject, lines have
appeared in certain parts of the hand, have disappeared,
broken, or changed in various ways as these events have
produced good or bad results for the subject. By observing
thousands of results, it has been possible to locate where in
the hand these various emotions
wha! kind of lines indicate their
seen

or

influences appear, and
effect. Lines are

good or bad

in the hands of newborn babes

as

well

as

of adults ; they

in various directions, often make their appearance where
the skin has formerly been smooth, and in many casesstrong
cross

disappear, leaving a smooth surface of skin,
sign that any line has ever been there. Lines
depth and grow in length, often clearly cutting
across the hand.
They also vanish entirely,

lines fade and
that shows

increase in
their way

no
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beginning

at the end and

whole line has

gradually diminishing until the
T/use changes follow prqfound
mind of a su@ed.

disappeared.

imp; esszbns made on the
Many believe that every
human

being

nothing

Hand-Reading

created without

was

detail in the anatomy of the
a specific purpose, and that

is constructed for

Thus

a reason.

rced to declare that the lines in the hand
to all the rest, and that the Creator did

when these lines

thing

were

a

we are

are an

either

exception

vain and useless

put in the hand,

or

else

we

acknowledge that the lines are there for a purpose.
Not so very long ago the medical profession knew comparatively little about the human organism. There are
must

organs whose functions anatomists have not yet discovered,
but these students of the human body do not, for this reason,

claim that such organs have no usefulness. One by one the
mysteries of our construction are being discovered, and it is
the belief of

progressive

students that in time the function

of every part will be revealed, and nothing found that is not
necessary to the operation of the human machinery. As long
as every physician undertook to master the entire range
of medicine and to treat every form of disease, we had the

general pradzhbner,

who

possessed only

a

general knowledge

of anatomy, disease, and treatment.
During this period
the real information about the several parts of the body possessed

by any one man was necessarily limited, the practice
of medicine and surgery was crude, and the results obtained
comparatively unsatisfactory. But when one man began devoting his entire life to a study of the eye, another
of the ear, another of the skin, and so on through every
organ of the body, we had the evolution of the specialist,
were

and at
were

once

great progress

achieved.
for

was

The zu/:ole

body

made and wonderful results
was

too

complex

and loo

master, but the specialist, by

bzfg'
giving

a

subject

a

life study to one organ, began to understand that organ
and in each was found such an infinite number

one man

to

thoroughly,

of details that it has taken

more

than

a

lifetime to accumulate

the present stock of information about them all.
it may seem, the hand has been neglected in this

Strange as

separating

What Lines Are For
of

specialties,

and

this,

most

important
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and wonderful part

of the whole body, the organ which bears the stamp of
the type to which each subject belongs, and which contains
the map of his natural course through
to receive the attention it deserves.
As

palmists, we
reaching the point
which lines

are

are

in the

this purpose.

proved

specialists

where

we are

hand,

we

There is

life, is only beginning

with the hand, and in
study the purpose for

to

claim to have found and
a

natural

course

through

life that every subject would follow if nothing took place to
change it, and no effort was made to improve. In other
believe that there is

general outline of the
subject, which
exists at the beginning of that life. This general course
is what the subject would naturalgz do through life, because of the combination of
type qualities which he possesses.
This natural life plan comprises those things which
the possesszbn of these type qualities would naturally lead him
to do, the kind of health his type qualities would cause him to
have, and the result is stamped upon him by the lines in his
hand, which thus form a map ey' his natural l%'s course. If
no change takes place in his mental or physical attitude, and
words,

we

course

and limitations of the life of each

no

accidents occur, this

course

a

will be followed.

Thus the

writing placed there by Him
who created the subject, and when the key to their meaning
is used, it enables us to interpret the life map and to judge
what the natural course of that life will be.
Many earnest
of
the
hand
followed
the
thinkers, having
study
through
Chirognomy, have halted when the lines were reached, and,
while admitting that lines do enable us to read the events in
a life, and being forced to acknowledge from what has been
seen of actual cases that the future is often outlined, they
pause for the explanation as to how this is accomplished.
lines in the hand

There

are

now

are

the

two well established

facts, which when

explain these functions of lines in
the hand.
it
been positively proven that lines
has
First,
z'n
unison
with
change
ehanges in the mental attitude qf a
when
these
suyect,
changes are great enough to alter his
brought

into combination
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It is also proven that the

changes in health ana' constitution, that they
indicate mental strength, and reveal details in the life, when
certain events have produced a powerful impression on the
mind of a subject.
Therefore we may say with positiz/eness
that the lines in a hand are the direct re/lex of the su@`ect's
mind, and that his mind produces, controls, or alters them.
This statement completely explains the accuracy of lines in
outlining past events, for things which have impressed the
brain are a part of the past, and it has proven a satisfactory
explanation of this part of their usefulness. It is the accuracy of lines in outlining future events which has been diilicult to explain.
Recent experiments by scientists have
demonstrated that the human being is possessed of a double
lines

respond

to

consciousness

or

mind.

One part operates in our material
conscious only of those things

existence and makes

us

which

handle,

on

we

the

can

plane

see or

of

our

and the other part operates
spiritual existence, and gives us

consciousness of things which we cannot see,
fully explain. This second mind rarely manifests
itself in an objective way, and this is why it was not sooner
discovered. The first, or Worldly mind, has limitations. It
is conscious only of things which have happened, or are happening before our very eyes. This side of our consciousness
cannot pierce the veil of the future, or rise above our material
existence ; it only knows the things of to-day, which soon become the things of yesterday.
Our inner consciousness, or
spiritual mind, has no such limitations as has the objective.
It knows not only what has happened, but what will happen.
It is not confined within the prison of our earthly body,
SPIRITUAL

touch,

nor

but it

can

rise above earth, and peer into the future.
If it
produces, controls, or alters the lines in

be true that mind
the

hand, these lines

must be subject not 0716! to theiinfiuence
worldly or objective consciousness or mind, but also
of the subjective or spiritual.
0' one consciousness has
dominion ty' the past and present, and the other of the future,
manyestly our past, present, AND future are in the posscsszon
of the TWO MINDS, and throzcgh their influence this past,

of the

What Lines Are For
prcsmi, and jhture is stamped upon
in the hand w/nth

know

we

The accuracy of this
ments

us

by
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means

[he lines

Q/

the mind.

rg/Yccl
hypothesis

rests upon the two state-

:

First, that mind produces, controls,
in the hand; and,
Second, that there
and the

spiritual

are

or

two

minds, the worldly

subjective,

the lines

changes

or

objective

or

with the functions ascribed

to them.

If these two statements are true, the

logic of our reasoning
unassailable, our hypothesis correct, and this will give the
much-sought answer to the question, How is it possible that
is

"

"

lines in the hand

can

the first basis of

our

presage the future ?
hypothesis, I offer my

and that of many students of the
the formation of new lines and the

hand,

In support of
own

experience

who have watched

change

or

disappearance

of old ones, in perfect accord with the established rules of
line reading. This fact can be proven by anyone who will

During the past tive years I
subject, and have many
It
recorded cases where these changes have occurred.
would be impossible, owing to their length, to present intake the trouble to observe.

have made

dividual

special study

a

cases

formed and

in this

changed

of this

work, but the fact that lines
is

are

thus

well known to thousands of

so

students of the hand, that I do not believe this point will be
gainsaid by anyone. As to the correctness of our second

basis, that the dual mind exists
stated, I refer

and operates

as

has been

to the many scientific works now in existence

on this subject, which have fully proven the fact.
Many of
the greatest scientists and scholars of the day and age have
recorded the results of their investigations in such clear and

concise form, that no room is left for doubt that the mind is
dual in its nature, that it operates in illimitable space, is un-

hampered by
cases

material

present the individual
facts.
is

so

It is not the

and that it has in many
It is not my purpose here to
which have demonstrated these

surroundings,

looked into the future.
cases

place,

and the literature

voluminous and easy of

access

on

the

subject

that all who wish may
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state facts that have been proven,

them in support of our
may
the matter: we have started from a
we

explain

ments

we

so

that

sum

which, if true,
the function of the lines.

two statements

and

To

hypothesis.
up
given basis, contained in
make our hypothesis correct,

use

have found

are

These two basic statetrue, therefore our hypothesis is

correct, the lines

are
produced, controlled, and changed
mind, the dual mind has knowledge of past,
present, and jidure, and, reflecting itself through the lines,
forms the life map of a subject, easily read by one who

by

the

understands it.
No

one

altered.

will claim that the map of any life may not be
plan may be changed by many circum-

Our life

These may be the influence of other people, accident, strong desire to change backed by determination, or
perhaps failing health. Thus when these changes do or are
to occur, new lines appear, and cross, obliterate, weaken,
stances.

strengthen, as the case may be, the Main lines, which
the original map of the life, and strong lines fade and
disappear as the mind changes upon the matters these lines
indicate. There has been a popular teaching that in paralysis the lines in the hand disappear, and the obliteration
of lines occurring when this death of nerve force takes place
or

are

has been cited to prove that lines are formed and controlled
by the brain. The lines do not disappear with all paralytics.

The

of the life in

some cases goes on uninterrupted by
by it, for though the body
though
impeded
paralysis,
In such
may often be helpless the mind may remain keen.
cases the lines only become dulled and dimmed, but not
obliterated. When the brain softens, as in paresis, the lines
do fade and vanish, in the same proportion as the mind is
destroyed, for as mind disappears there is nothing that will
sustain vitality in the lines and preserve them as they were.
Thus though there may be a brain, it will not control the
lines unless it has a mimz' behind it, and though motion of
the body may be lost by paralysis, the mind may still be
bright and in operation, in which case the lines will be retained.
In the hands of insane whose lunacy comes from

the

course
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lack of mental balance but not from cellular brain destruc-

tion,

we

In this

Gnd strong lines.

case

mind is present, but

unbalanced condition, for the possession of mind does
In every case where mind
not always mean mental balance.
is obliterated, the lines in the hand disappear.
in

an

The Main lines indicate what the natural

is,

course

of the life

to form show emotions and ideas

lines just

beginning
just starting within the subject. Man is an enigma; you do
not know the workings of his mind as you talk to him, often
he does not fully understand them himself. If you looked at
his brain you could not learn his thoughts. Patient students
are, and have been, giving years of life to the search for a
key with which they can unlock the secrets of the human
mind.
They have been working from many different direcbnt
the objective point has always been the same.
tions,
One key is the Hand, the servant of the brain, plainly in
sight ; and with this key you can unlock the secret chambers
new

of any mind. And, while I do not say that there are no
other keys, I do say that this is the most reliable of which I

know, for while

men

the

of the hand

expression

hand is revealed the

be, and

you

probable

can

may be

dissemblers, they cannot change
as

they

can

the face.

outcome.

One

thing

you must

never

forget.

cannot find the same events marked in every hand.

your

they

subjects
are

the

You

And if

closely examined, it will be found that
profoundly impressed by the same things.

are

not all

Therefore
before

By

/ze zlv, not as he may pretend to
learn from it his mental attributes and their
man as

never

claim you

can

read

a

certain series of events

examining your client's hands. Only the matters
which are hereditary or are natural tendencies with him, or
those things which have developed in him, and have created
a profound impression upon his mind, will be shown in his
hand.
Manifestly, as all subjects are not impressed alike,
and not knowing in advance what has most forced itself
upon any mind, you cannot, until you have examined the
hand itself, tell what it is possible to read from it. So the
claim of any palmist that he will tell everyone who consults him all about love, marriage, wealth, or any certain set
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of events, is based either upon his ignorance or his dishonesty. Every hand tells only its own story, and it is impos-

sible to tell what that story is until yon have looked into the
hand.
Reading from lines is the delicate part of Palmistry.
It is where consummate skill is

required,

and where

an

absolute mastery of the science is needed. There is one
great danger in the work of the amateur, and that is, that
he attempts too much in the beginning
he is apt to be too
-

The best method to pursue is to confine your work
lines, and gradually as you iind your

daring.

at irst to the Main

increasing begin to use chance lines and combinations.
By proceeding cautiously, confidence in the science and in
yourself will be gained, and your proficiency rapidly inskill

creased.

Every palmist
channels

Ends his

corresponding

investigations leading

to his trend of mind.

every hand from its business

side,

numbers increase this will be

more

him into

Some will

see

from its artistic,
others from its scientific or health sides, and in this way
palmists become specialists in certain directions. As their
much to the value of the

some

marked, and it will add

practice, just

as

it has done in

My advice is, to note the trend of your greatest
and
interest,
equip yourself for this specialty. In the bebe
satisfied
to locate two or three prominent events
ginning
medicine.

in the life of

a

subject,

and increase that number

increases, and the life map becomes easier for you

as

skill

to read.

CHAPTER II
A WORKING

HYPOTHESIS*MAIN, MINOR,

AND CHANCE

LINES*PROPORTION-'THE TWO HANDS

F the hands of
one

a

thousand

will be found

a

people

are

in each

examined,

different combination of lines.

If the

number of examinations is carried into tens of thousands,
you will still find the lines in every hand different from
every other

will find
once

one.

new

No matter how many hands are seen, you
An offer of $IO0O was

lines in all of them.

made for any two hands found marked
was no risk incurred in this offer, for

There
will

ever

be found which do not diB`er in

This universal diference cannot be attributed

exactly alike.
no two

some

hands

respects.

wholly

to acci-

dent, for if that were the cause we should sometimes have the
occur of finding two hands exactly alike.
As
accident
"

"

a thing never happens, we must look elsewhere for an
explanation. This explanation is afforded by the knowledge
that no two people are exactly alike in character, temperament, or in any other way, and thousands of experiments

such

have proven that in whatever way these persons differ, a corresponding change zlr found in the hand. This is no theory;
it is well proven, actual experience, and until we find two
persons exactly alike in every way, without even a shade
of variation in any direction, we shall never End two hands

lined
the

exactly alike. It is, however, a well established fact that
people are like each other, the nearer alike are the

nearer

lines in their hands.

Thus

we

often find in the hands of

children strange cases of similarity to those of the parents,
but there is always a difference in some particular. With
such

a

wide variation

existing

°3
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in the lines of the

hand,
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manifestly

no

one

could

ever
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tabulate all of the

differences.

me

unless

established, and

a

It became apparent to
working /zypatlzeszlr could be

possible

many years ago that
a

set

of

laid down, which could be applied to any
line and which would never vary, reading from the lines in
the hand would always be uncertain. That there was a re-

general principles

liable

I felt sure, if only it could be disto be true, for bit by bit the one

working hypothesis

This I have found

covered.

herein laid down has been

gathered together, until to-day it
hand, and will never fail
application
possible
if properly applied.
Even though you do not at first accept
this hypothesis as being true, nevertheless give it a trial,
and apply it faithfully and carefully to your line reading.
of

is

to every

If this is done you will find that,

whether you believe it

able, through its application, to correctly read the lines in the hand, and after you have acquired the ability to do this, it matters little to you whether
the theory be false or true.
Of all the Hngers of the hand, that of jupiter is the only
true

one

or

not, you

which

can

are

stand erect

bound

that

together
pendently of each
magnet which

they

by itselfi

The other three

cannot be

are so

out inde-

straightened
finger of jupiter is the
life Current that passes through it
Thus the

other.

attracts the

into the body. There is no doubt in the mind of any thinker,
but that we are surrounded on all sides by an atmosphere,
and that this

is charged with some imponderable
actually electricity, is still very like it in
action and results. This force is widely diffused, intangible,
and possesses great power.
It is by the concentration of
this force that the life Current is formed, which is a connect-

atmosphere

force, which, if

ing

not

link between the human

force

we

can

neither

see

being and

nor

feel, and

the Unknown.
can

This

only judge of its

by its results. That at the moment of birth it enters
body through the finger of Jupiter, forms a magnetic
Current which ceaselessly travels through us during life, is
continually passing out of us again, and that it stops at
presence
our

death, I have

spoken

of

in

no

doubt.

And this is the

Chapter II.,

Part

I.

I

same

life Current

have

no

desire

A
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nor is it necessary, to enter into any lengthy discussion to prove the existence of this life Current, but as it
forms a good working hypothesis, I desire that you use it,

now,

at /cas!

tlzeoretzka/bf,

as

I have found that

through

its

applica-

tion to the lines in the hand, it becomes a key with which
we can easily unlock their meaning. The linger of jupiter
we will then conceive to be the attractor, which, standing
erect, draws together the diffused force surrounding us and

it into a steadily flowing Current. The more
study this body of ours, the more we find it to be like an
electric dynamo, and this life Current which we have conceived is a good deal like the Electric Current which keeps the
dynamo moving. As everyone is more or less familiar with
the operation of an Electric Current, I have found in teaching
Palmistry that this simile is the best I have ever used, and
that it conveys a mental picture which is easily applied to
concentrates
we

So I shall call this Current hereafter the Electric

the lines.

Current, and we will conceive it to be flowing steadily into
us through the finger of jupiter, reaching hrst the Heart
line and setting in motion the circulation, passing next to the
Head line and

awakening

the mind

;

and when circulation;

and mind start to operate, life begins, so this Current passes
on to the Life line and courses through it.
In the study of
the lines

consider the whole

of their

operation to
itself]
passed through
the Life line, we think of it as passing out again, travelling
over the lines of Saturn, Apollo, and Mercury, and Ending
its egress through these fingers.
You will thus see that the beginning of the line of Heart is
under the Enger of jupiter, and it is read from this beginning
The line of the Head is
across the hand to the percussion.
we

be in the hand

read in the

same

so

sphere

when the Current has

direction, and the line of Life is read from

its start, under the linger of jupiter, downward.
The beginof
these
three
lines
covers
the
earlier
years of life, and
ning
the ends of the lines cover the latter years, while the central
It is not until the
records the middle part of life.
a line that it begins to operate, so since the
line of Saturn receives the Current from the end of the Life

portion

Current reaches
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to read it from the bottom

upward; the lower

part of the line of Satum covering the first years of life, the
topmost portion the latter days, and the central portion the
middle part of life. The lines of Apollo and Mercury both
read in the

are

same

The Main lines in the hand

direction.

are six in number, and are called the Heart line, the Head
line, the Life line, the Saturn line, the Apollo line, and the

Mercury line, each one of which indicates different qualities.
The Mercury line has also been designated Hepatica, Liver
line, and line of Health, but it is in reality the line of Mercury, and I shall call it

there

seven

Minor

so.

In addition to the Main lines

These are the Ring of
Solomon, the Ring of Saturn, the Girdle of Venus, the
lines of Affection, the line of Mars, the line of Intuition,
and the Bracelets, three in number, but of which only
the upper one is worthy of consideration. There is another
Minor line, called the Via Lascivia, and supposed to be a
sister line to the Mercury line.
I do not consider it as
more
than
a
chance
and
line,
any
consequently not entitled
to be given a fixed place among the Minor lines.
These
thirteen lines when found in any hand are always in the
same relative location, though their start and course through
With a little practice, you will
the hand vary infinitely.
have no trouble in locating them or in noting their absence.
are

lines.

We do not find all the Main lines in every hand, but always
The Heart line is seldom absent, though
some of them.
more

often

so

than the lines of Head and Life.

The Head line

is present in ninety-nine per cent. of hands, though sometimes very short. The Life line is seldom entirely absent,
though I have seen cases where it was, in subjects who had
no
on

robustness of constitution whatever, but existed entirely
their nervous force. The line of Saturn is frequently

absent, and the lines of Apollo and Mercury more frequently so. The Minor lines are found in varying degrees
of frequency, and as they indicate peculiar qualities, are more
often present in some types than others.
On examining a pair of hands do not be disconcerted at
not

Ending all,

or a

majority, of

the Main lines, but read

Main, Minor, and Chance Lines
what
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there and estimate how much those which

are

have taken away from the subject.
will find hundreds of lines crossing the

In

sent

ab-

are

hands you
in every direc-

some

palm

This multitude is made up of chance lines, worry
lines, and lines showing various emotions, and every line
This
not a Main or Minor line belongs to this class.
tion.

of lines shows

multiplicity
who is

a

prey

intensely nervous person
condicting emotions, and
Electric Current is zigzagging in
an

innumerable

to

through whose hand the
every direction, producing electric

nervousness.

Your first

task, in such a case, should be to pick out the Main
lines, see how much they are injured by the confusion
of chance lines, and for the Hrst part of your apprentice-

ship in line-reading this much-rayed hand
simply as denoting intense nervousness.

should be read

Every

one

of

Some begin in no
these many chance lines is an emotion.
dennite location, and end the same way ; these are fugitive
impulses, which have started the subject vigorously in some

direction, but the enthusiasm has died and the eifort has
been abandoned.

While such

an

emotion lasted it

to burn its mark in the

strong enough

was

hand, but in the end

naught. These lines are not worth reading.
begin on one Mount and end on another
Mount ; such lines will show the connection of the qualities
of these two Mounts and have some valuable meaning.
Some chance lines begin in a Main or Minor line, and end
it

came

to

Other chance lines

either

on a

Mount

or on

another Main

or

Minor line.

These

long before you will
important.
learn to distinguish between the lines of fugitive emotions
lines

are

all

It will not be

and those that

are

really valuable.

By all

means

do not

and worry trying to read chance lines until the Main
and Minor lines are plain to you, for the ability to read chance

puzzle
lines

develops

as

the Main lines become easy to understand.
are in proportion

First learn to observe whether the lines
to the hand.

If you find a very large hand, you expect
and a small, fine hand should be delicately

deep, large lines,
traced.
the

The amount of Electric Current that is attracted into

body by a large finger of Jupiter,

on a

large hand,

will be
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considerable, and the lines through which this Current is to
flow must be large enough to carry it, just as electricians
If in a
to carry a large Electric Current.
the
size
hand
the
lines
be
delicate
and
thin
and
of
very
large
that would properly carry the Current attracted by a small

large wires

need

the Current attracted

subject,

by the big hand will be

great for small lines, and disaster in
I remember

doctor who

a

once

some

form will

too

ensue.

consulted me, in whose

big

totally inadequate to carry the Current
were
they
attracting. I advised him to use great care in
his mental labors, not to overdo, for the Head line was
He did not give the advice serious
most noticeably thin.
consideration, and in little less than a year he was sent to
The Head line could
an insane asylum a hopeless wreck.
not carry the strong Current attracted, and destruction
followed. As a contrary proposition, if the hand be small
and the lines very large and deep there is too much channel
for a small subject to own with safety.
It is necessary to analyze each line minutely, beginning
hands I

saw

lines

at its

starting point and following its course to the end. It
judge a line in its entirety without regardin its direction, depth, size, color, and
variation
ing every
whether
it
runs
clear and even, or whether it
noting
breaks, is crossed, or has other defects peculiar to lines.
The changes and events in our lives are read with more
will not do to

ease

and greater accuracy from this minute examination of
along Meir entire lmglh, than from

the lines themselves
chance lines.

It is advisable to have

with the Heart
and

a

method in the examination.

line, study

This will accustom you
likely to overlook important matters.

so on.

and less

Begin
line, the Life line,
to be systematic in work,

next the Head

lines in the

hand

clear and

lines few, the subject
lowing the natural course of his life.
are

If the chance lines

the Main lines in various ways, the subis impressionable, drawn in many directions, and will

many and

ject

If the Main

strong and the chance
is even-tempered, and is largely fol-

are

change

cross

his natural life's map.

The Two Hands
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to the two hands when reading the
Chirognomic examinations. People do
not so readily change their type construction as they do the
A _Iupiterian subject will always be a
course of their lives.
but
events
may change and alter the natural
jupiterian,
He may ruin a strong physique by excourse of his life.
cess, or he may allow his ambitions to undo him, but he will
always be a Jupiterian, though the course of his life has been
diverted.
The type, Chirognomy will tell you; the ont-

Pay greater attention

lines than in your

come

of his

career

must be read from the map of the lines.

Thus the left hand is most accurate in

showing you the
naturally designed map of his life, and the right hand will

In the examination
tell you how the subject has altered it.
of innumerable cases I have seen naturally fine lives outlined

in the left

hand, while ruin showed in the right ; and I have
naturally nervous, weak, vacillating lives, shown in the
left hand, changed to strong, well directed lives in the right.
Poorly marked, badly traced, and defective lines in one hand,
changed to strong, clear, well marked lines in the other, will
show the change in the life of the subject, either from good
to bad or bad to good, as the case may be.
With all the lines, note where they begin, the course over
which they travel, and the place they end.
From the source
of a line the origin of a trait may be determined, and by the
bends in a line we may learn what things have drawn it out
of its course, and the final outcome is indicated by the place
seen

at which it ends.

Note every defect in the line, see whether these defects
destroy the line, weaken it, or what change they eEect.
Note all added lines, sister lines, or individual signs which

strengthen

or

repair

the lines.

Before

beginning

a

separate

consideration of each line it is necessary to learn to distinguish a good line from a defective one, and to tell what
the defects are, and how they may be repaired.
The next
will
in
will
and
it
we
also
consider
this,
chapter
accomplish
the individual

signs,

some

of which

lines and should be considered
should be

are

as

produced by defective

such,

and all of which

thoroughly understood before starting with the
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separate lines.

In these iirst

I-Iand~Reading

chapters I desire to make clear
general principles governing the lines, and to start you
to applying the Current theory to them, after which there
will be no difficulty in reading the separate lines.
the

CHAPTER III
CHARACTER OF THE LINES"DEFECTS AND REPAIR*
INDIVIDUAL SIGNS-STRENGTHENING LINES

examining lines,

N

note iirst the character of the lines

By this I mean their clearness, depth,
If the
evenness, and whether they are perfect or defective.
latter is the case, what is the defect, does it cover the entire
line or only a part of it, is the line repaired after the defect,
does it regain its original depth and clearness, or does it
themselves.

diminishing strength until it gradually fades away ?
principle governing lines is, that the more
evenly they run, the clearer they are, the less they are
crossed, broken, islanded, or chained, and the nearer pink in
color, the better is the line, and the more vigorous and clear
the operation of its attributes. These clear, even lines furnish better channels through which the Electric Current can
How, offering as they do less obstruction and fewer impediments to free circulation.
Conceiving the Electric Current
to be flowing in and out through the finger ends, you can
readily see that all vertical lines facilitate its passage and all
horizontal lines check and impede its progress. Thus vertical lines are favorable, and horizontal lines crossing them are
This is why vertical lines on a Mount are good
defects.
show

The Brst general

indications and increase the force of its type, and likewise
the reason why grilles and cross-bars on the Mount are bad
indications and obstructions,
the type or its health defects.
clear the

general

bringing

out the bad side of

The study of the lines makes
law that lines operate best when the Cur-

has the least obstruction to its free passage, and defects
and bad effects are produced on a subject when it is impeded.
rent
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and obstructions seen, the less

the defects

slighter

Hand-Reading

the bad results, and, conversely, the greater the
obstruction the worse the eHects. Clear, cleanly cut, even,
marked

pink

are

lines show the best

break,
cause

operation

of any line ; and every

obstruction of any kind which may
the Current to be impeded and to scatter or overdow
cross,

island,

or

its banks, will

produce

indicated

line.

by
shallower, is

a

more

a

defective

operation

of the

qualities

Note whether any one line is deeper or
defective, or has a different character in

If lines in general
any way from other lines in the hand.
are of the same size and character, but some one line is much

deeper, clearer, better colored than the others, the thing
which this deep line indicates will be the strongest thing
told by the lines in that subject's hands.
If all the lines are
deep, well colored, and clearly cut, and some one line is
found much less clearly cut and deep than the rest, then the
quality which that line indicates is the weakest point. Look
for proportion constantly, and anything which disturbs it
If
must be used for or against the chances of the subject.
the lines in the hand are broad and shallow, instead of deep
and clear, there is an imperfect channel for the Current to
pass through, and instead of being a deep stream full of
strength and power, it is a shallow brook, and the Current
spreads over too wide a surface to make it strong. This
broad and shallow line is

a

feeble and weak one, and is gen-

erally full of defects and obstructions. When you see that
lines are clearly cut, deep, well colored, uncrossed, or unspoiled by other defects, these lines show vigor and strength
of their several qualities, steadiness of purof
pose,
temper, and these are the subjects who,
while they may have many diiiiculties to encounter, overcome them.
Broad, shallow, poorly colored lines show
in the

operation

evenness

weakness, vacillation, and discouragement, and generally
these subjects achieve few results, and those are gained only
after great eEort and with strong outside induences to spur
All of the changes, obstructions, and defects that
them.
occur
we

in the lines themselves have

will consider

separately.

special

names, and these

Defects and

Repair
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One of the 'first defective lines to notice is the
This is

line

uneven

line

which,
superficial observer, may
good one, but, upon a close examination, it will
be seen that it cuts much deeper in certain parts, becoming
thin afterwards, sometimes becoming broad and shallow, and
often fading away entirely. Sometimes

(I).

seem to

this

be

a

to

a

a

uneven

line may start broad and

shallow, become deep and clear, and
then grow thin again.
one which does not

is

depth
length,
or

and clearness

The
run

uneven

the

during

line

same

in

its entire

.T

and yet does not break, island,
It is its
show other similar defects.

unez/enness

it.

of

character

This line

guishes
its beginning,

must

that

distin-

I

be read from

and if the line starts thin

NO. 1

flowing in a thin
stream during the length covered by this thinness of the line.
If it then grows deep, it shows that a great intensity of purpose has been expended during the time covered by this
depth, and that the Current was flowing strong and cutting too
deeply during this revival, and consequently producing a
defect in the line.
If, after this depth, the line grows thin
it
that
shows
the great pressure of Current has been
again,
followed by a reaction, and the thin place following the deep
one indicates a period when the Current was flowing in a
weak manner.
By following the course of an uneven line
from its beginning, and by applying to it the measurements
it shows the Current

which indicate the ages of life upon the lines, you can locate
periods of strength, weakness, intensity, and all the con-

the

sequent changes in the life of the subject.
shows the

The

uneven

line

of the

unequal, spasmodic operation
qualities of
line
found
which
is
uneven.
Please
remember
particular
that, in this chapter, we are applying our statements to lines
in general and not to par/:ku/ar lines, and the illustrations
show in general diHerent formations of uneven lines, all of

the

which may be found on any line.
Next to the uneven lines we have those which

split- (2).
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splits are splinters which have broken the lines and
produced defects in any line by reducing its clearness and
strength, also impairing its usefulness by crippling its ability
These

to carry the Current within the boundaries of the line.

splits

must not be mistaken for sister

NO. 2

they do not join
ting away from it, but must be read as
simply split lines, which show a weakened quality of the line during the
period of life covered by its continuance
on the line.
Splits are sometimes very
small and line, and if any doubt exists as
to whether a line is split or not, make a
careful examination with your glass. The
true split line leaves the Main line, and
does not

it

again.

This

to be diverted
new

direction.

These

for islands, as
lines,
the line again after splitnor

come

line allows

split

back and attach itself to
a

portion of the
changed

from the Main line and
It is

a

leak in the line.

Current
to some

This divides the

strength of the Main line by taking away from it part of
its ability to carry the Current in the original direction.
These split lines are often the beginning of a new course in
the life of the subject. They show that the natural life map
If this is
may have been altered at the time they occur.
true, the new line will continue to grow in length and pull
the Current from its original channel into the new one which
is cutting through the hand.
If split lines run only a short
distance and stop, and the Main line continues strong, these
split lines will show that the attempts to change the natural
course

of the life have failed, and while

they show by the

the attempts to change, they also show by their shortthat they did not succeed. The closer these splits lie to

splits
ness

the Main line the less

likely they

are

to divert much of the

The wider they open away from the line and the
and clearer they are, the more importance must be

Current.

deeper
placed upon them, and the more likely they are to produce a
change in the course of the life. If a split line pulls away
from

a

line and

runs

clear and strong to

a

Mount, it shows

Defects and

Repair
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the great attraction that Mount has for the subject, and such
subjects will either strongly partake of the qualities of that
Mount

will seek the

companionship of subjects of that
palmists read such lines breaking
away from the Heart line as showing that the subject would
marry some one of the type represented by the Mount- to
type.

or

This is

which this line
When the
are

it

older

why

ran.

seven

types

were

less often combined than

they

and pure specimens of the types were plentiful,
often easy to describe the color of hair, eyes, etc., of

now,

was

the person

a subject would likely marry.
This was possible
by following the description of the appearance of the types
indicated by the Mount to which the split line ran. Such
feats are still possible when the split lines are strong and
the types pure specimens, and while in my own readings
I have never said that any subject would marry someone of
a particular appearance, I have often described in this way

the appearance of the person who would be most attractive
the subject as one who would be his ideal, and whom he

to

would prefer to any other for a life partner. The split line
will tell of many events, ranging from a mere trivial defect
of the line, shown by a small short split, up to an entire

change in the life of a subject. There must always be a distinct separation of a line, showing that it plainly divides,
before you should read it as a split. With care and practice
you can learn properly to judge such defects.
During the
as
hands
of
this
examine
as
study
many
possible,
chapter
looking for each of the signs and lines as treated here, and
accustom yourself to recognize at once the diiferent formations, not trying to interpret them fully at first, but learning
Remember that a
to distinguish them quickly when seen.
divided line is not as strong by one half as if the split had
not occurred, and this will give you the proper general theory
to apply to split lines.
The next defect is the island (3). This sign is one which
has been misunderstood and improperly handled by many
palmists. In the first place the island is not a single sign, but
is produced by the splitting of a line and the return to the orig-
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inal line of the lower end of the part which has broken away.
Chance lines which merely cross each other in such a way as
to make the

form

a

same

shaped figure

as an

island

(see

3

B) do

not

The fact that the ends of these chance

imc island.

lines

each

overlap

other, constituting

defects for each other, may spoil the
operation of both the chance lines, but it

does not fonn

a

true island.

a true
strongly impress,a
produced by splitting of the
Main line, and a return of the split to the
Main line, and that islands are formed in

is/and is

A'

no

other way.

Islands of all sizes

are

found, ranging from those which are
mere dots and distinguished only under

NO. 3

the

One fact I
that

wish to

to those which sweep wide circles in the hand
instantly attract your attention. Whenever you find

glass,

and

Hgure in the shape of an island, make yourself sure that
produced by a splitting of the line before pronouncit
ing an island. If it is formed by two chance lines crossing
each other, or by a chance line crossing a Main or Minor line
at both ends, read the chance lines separately and not as an
island.
The only reason why palrnists have been at all
successful in handling the island according to the present
acceptation of what constitutes an island, is that the eEect of
chance lines crossing each other is similar to some of the bad
a

it is

eB'ects of the island, and it has not been because the island
itself has been thoroughly understood. The island is always

defect, always a disturber, a warning to look out for something, and must never be disregarded. The operation of an
island is to divide the Current fiowing along a line.
One
a

half of the Current passes around one side of the island, the
other half going around the other side. These divided currents

reunite

course.

on

the lower side of the island and

The word

namesake, and the
its

name

implies,

the divided line.

"

island

true

an

"

is taken from its

resume

their

geographical

island in the hand is literally what
surface of skin surrounded by

isolated

Thus the island is

an

impeding object

in

Defects and
the

Repair
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line, which divides the strength of the Cura consequent division of strength and force.
The size and length of the island shows the extent of obstruction and its duration, and from the point at which it is seen
course

of

a

rent, producing

on a

line you

force

occurs.

read the age at which this weakening of the
It is not the intention here to do more than to

can

impress upon you the general meaning of the island. Its
specific application will be made to each line as we study
it.

When

an

island is

seen

remember the divided stream,

the

impeding, obstructing island, and the consequent weakness aud impairment of the line during its presence, and
you will always think of a menace to the subject from some

direction.
Breaks in the lines

always indicate
rent is
as

a

and

interrupted
when a telegraph

make
is

(4)

frequently encountered, and

are

defective condition.

stopped

in

In this

exactly the

case

the Cur-

same manner

wire is cut.
The kind of a. break will
in
difference
the
outcome
of the defect, and it
great
the
Current
that
Electric
by
theory
you will be able to

a

only
judge correctly

and

quickly

break in the line is.

what the seriousness of any
: when the Current

The theory is this
reaches the break it is checked, and

repair process is needed at once,
else the Current will flow out of all reg-

some

ular channels, producing the same condition as the overliow of a river which is
not

properly confined within its banks,
spreading destruction. If the

/

that of

break in

a

line is small, and the line

I
I

con-

i

tinues clearly after the break and in a
direct course, the Current may skip over
the small break and continue in its regular path. In this case the danger is

serious, but

not insurmountable.

two ends of the line will

In such

/

N°_ 4

an

instance the

probably grow together eventually.

The wider the break, the more serious it becomes and the less
likelihood there is of the Current's passing over the space
between the broken ends. Everything tending to make it
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easier to hold the Current in its proper course, or enabling it
to get back to it after a break occurs, lessens the serious results of the broken line, and everything that makes it harder
for the Current to continue its course without interruption

adds to the

complication. Thus broken
paired when the broken
other,

or

by

a

lines may be reoverlap each

ends

small cross-line

uniting

the ends of the two

lines, by sister lines
of
the line and break,
running alongside
or by squares (5) ; all of which means

help transmit the Current from the broken
regular channel,
and while during this break and its repair there is a decided check to the best
operation ofthe line, still it is possible of
NO. 5
repair, and not so serious as if unaccompanied by any sign of repair. Always a danger, breaks
must be regarded seriously, and from their size, or the
repair signs present, you can accurately estimate their

M

end of the line to its

/2

outcome.

One of the worst forms to encounter is when the end of
a break and

the line turns back after

starts to run towards its source

ing thus

a

led the old

sort

This

of hook.

palmists

to

use

(6), formprobably

this indication

found in the Life line as denoting a fatal
termination, and you have read perhaps
that the "Life

line broken and

toward the thumb

means

death."

the Current turns back upon
and nnds it harder to continue its

case

~

tuming
In this

itself,

ii /

course
No

6

break than in any other formation ; it overdows where there is no channel to carry it forIf there is no means by which this Current can be
ward.
with such

a

carried back to its original course, it produces disaster. There
are various methods of repair, some by lines joining the
turned-back end of the Main line, by sister lines, squares, or
various lines which will attract the Current and take it back

Individual
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to its

regular channel. These methods of repair are shown
Fig. 6. Every turned-back line is a most senbus check
the subject, either as to life, health, or career; the

in
to

line

which it is found will tell in which direction this
If unrepaired it is well-

on

check leads.

nigh fatal,
line ends

even worse

the

case

Current

through

new

itself

new

is

a

may be forced
paths, and may dig
channel; but when it
turned

deliberately

source

ever

Of

than when the

for in the latter

abruptly,

back

f'

its

to

there is little

go
all

hope that it will
original direction.
repair signs the best and
on

in its

NO. 7

most certain is the square, shown in

Fig.

7.

The Square

(7) is an individual sign, and has been
by
palmists as an indication of protection from
some
impending danger. It is always a good sign,
the old

used

wherever found.
what its

menace

partially repair
conceive to be
or

N o matter what the break in
to the

a

and

the

a

subject,
mitigate

a

line,

or

it will

surrounding
danger. The square

square

I

box which forms itself around the break

danger point,

and

concentrates

_and

boxes

in

the

Current, making escape impossible, holding the overdow
in check, and forcing the Current to find and discharge
itself again through the regular channel, no matter how
great the turmoil inside of the square may be. Sometimes
a square is found on a
Mount, where it does not sura defect in a line.
Such squares will indicate that
the defects of the Mount will not predominate with this

round

subject.
My conception

is that lines

are

channels for the transf

mission of the Electric Current, and that our eifort is to
find out how well they can and will perform this function.
across

If the Life Current has

an

unobstructed channel

the hand, the life will be unobstructed.

But if the
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channel shows defects at

going

a

certain

Hand-Reading
point

we

know trouble is

there, and that if the Current is kept in the
from breaking its bounds and overflowing, the

to occur

channel and

danger will be overcome. When the defective place is boxed in
by the square, we feel that the Current cannot get out of the
box, but musl find and discharge itself through its regular
channel. Thus a square is always a protection from danger,
a boxing in of the Current, and a
repair agent of certainty
and reliability.
In thousands of examinations I have never
failed to verify this estimate of the square.
The Fork and the Tassel (8) are found at the termination of lines, and by applying the general theory
to them they are easy to understand.
The termination of
of the

operation

a

line shows the end

of its

and must be noted to

peculiar qualities,
see

in what

the end will be

man-

Some

accomplished.
gradually fade away until the line
lost in the capillary lines of the skin ;
other cases the line ends abruptly,

ner

lines
is
in

sometimes with

a cross, a star, a dot, or
island, and often it terminates 'in a

an
NO. 8

fork
found

on

the end of

a

tassel.

or

short

These tassels may be
or Heart line, and,

Life, Head,

whenever found, indicate the dissipation and diEusion of the
strength of the line and the end of its usefulness. The Cur-

rent, instead of continuing, is scattered and diB`used, and
spreads itself like a tassel or fan, dissipating its force, and
the strong operation of the qualities indicated by the
a fork composed of two lines occur in the end of a

ending
line.

If

line, it

amounts

only

to

a

split,

and is not

so

bad

as a

tassel,

may form itself into an island and continue the
line ; but the tassel, composed of many lines, is the distribu~

for this

split

tion of the Current

space there is no hope that
gathered together again in a single strong line,
if it occur early in the line and not at its end, you
over so

wide

a

it will be

though,

may sometimes find a single thin line
In some cases you find the tassel

sel.

continuing after a tasprotected by a square.

Individual
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The tassel is always a defect, sometimes overcome, but producing while it lasts great disturbance of the Current. By
following the theory of the Current over the line, you can

accurately estimate the extent of seriousness, the possible repair, and the outcome,
though a tassel generally marks the end
of the usefulness of a line.

sign which is not freworthy of note. It
quently
varies in size and depth, some being mere
specks, and others large enough to put in
the point of a pencil.
Dots are always a
defect, either of a line, when seen on one,
or they may be found independent of the
The Dot

(9)

is

a

seen, but is

lines.

On

a

~-

No

9

line the dot forms an obstruction to the flow of the

Current, and if it is a large one it produces destruction of the
line by interposing so deep a cavity that the Current cannot
pass. Very small dots are not serious, but often come after
I have seen.
severe illness, generally of a febrile character.
dots on the Life line marking the spot when a severe attack
of scarlet or typhoid fever had occurred, on the Head line
under the Mount of Saturn in deaf and dumb

subjects, under
Apollo in heart-disease subjects, on the line of
Mercury showing when severe intestinal disturbances had

the Mount of

occurred, and in other parts of the hand

\`

j

indicating the occurrence of difficulties
peculiar to the parts of the hand on which
they were seen. Dots may be red, blue,
white, or yellow, and will indicate by
their color the disturbances peculiar to
the locality or line on which they appear.
They are subject to repair by a good
square.

The Chained line (ro) is formed by the
joining together of a number of links,
forming a line not clear, even, and deep, but one which has a
continuous series of obstructions from the beginning. The
effect of such a line is the weak operation of the qualities of
N°- 1°
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If it is the Head line, it makes a vacillating subject,
and liable to headaches and other brain

lacking in self-control,
disturbances.

If chains

are seen in only part of a line, the
weak, poor operation of the line will occur only during the
period occupied by the chained condition, though the line
following the chain is apt to be thin. The chains make it

impossible
the

for the Current to flow

line, in which

case

freely and evenly through

the channel is full of shallows

which the stream makes its way with didiculty.

over

It is

a

labored, strained, obstructed condition, consequently the
chain is always a serious defect. It is one of the hardest
lines to repair, for, unless the chain is very short, it takes a
square larger and more regularly placed than is usual in
order to enclose the chain.

repaired by
chain is

a

sister line,

seen on nervous

or

In almost all hands the chain is

lines, and in

Life lines, and

no

other way. The
sentimental and

on

deficient Heart lines, sometimes on Headlines, but not often
on the other Main or Minor lines or chance lines.
Remember in

reading it,

that it is

a

shallow, obstructed channel,

and form your estimate from this basis, applying the weak
operation of the Current to that part of the line covered by

the chained condition, and estimating how much
repaired by any sister lines which may be present.

it is

Triangle (1 1) is often a single sign, though triangles
frequently found in the course of a line, in which case carefully note whether the triangle is formed by the splitting of
the line, as in the case of an island, or whether it is a sign by
The

are

itself and has formed over the line. Triangles are sometimes
In that case they do
formed by crossing of the Main lines.

belongs to them as single
is not formed by Main
triangle
signs.
or Minor lines, and when the lines at the angles do not overlap
each other, but make well-cnt points, it shows great menlal
brilliancy of the line, /llouni, or finger on which it is seen.
On the Mount of Jupiter it will tell of lofty ambitions
and Jupiterian me/zlal qualities ; on the Mount of Moon, of
It must always be used as showbrilliant imagination.
of
mental
attributes, and is never n health
ing brilliancy
not have all of the power which

When

a

well-marked

Individual
indication.
it is not
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triangle is formed by crossing chance lines
powerful in its operation as when it is a single
adds greatly to the subject in whatever direcIf the

as

still it

sign,

Signs

tion its location indicates.

On all of the Mounts

a

to the upper world of that Mount.

applies only

triangle
It is not

apply the single signs to the Mounts,
lingers, lines, and individual phalanges, giving their meaning in each location, but to outline the general principles
governing them, and in a subsequent chapter to apply them.
Remember the strongest triangle is the single sign, that it is
always a favorable indication, never applies to health, but
intended here to

s

i"

5
"

`

.

NO. 11

adds brilliancy
found.
The Grille

ing

NO. 12

is

a

formation where lines

each other in such

dam

through

of the location where it is

to the mental side

(12)

7%

manner as to

a

which it is almost

are

form

impossible

found

a

cross-

network

or

for the Current

example, if an Electric Current were turned
wire netting, when we know it would zigzag in every

to pass ; as, for

into

a

direction, be obstructed

so

it could not continue its passage,

and would be forced to escape through the ends of each wire
This would diffuse and dissipate the Current.
in the net.
It would also

occurred.

intensely electrify the point where the diffusion
we must keep the Current

In the lines of the hand

free from obstruction, so when the grille is found in any
hand, we feel at once that if a deep line shows that much
Current

grille

is

flowing

obstruction

in

and

its

direction,

overdow.

we

in

the

seen,

the

have

Whenever
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grilling of lines is
very pronounced,
menace

a

Hand-Reading

serious defect and

a menace.

If it is

composed of deep red lines, the
only a confusing and interlacing of

and

is great; if
thin lines,

several small

it

is not

as

serious.

On the

sign, bringing out the bad
side of the Mount types, since by causing the exciting Electric Current to overflow into them it produces an abnormal
condition. It also brings out prominently their health defects.
When a grille is seen ou any Mount, look for a
bad or spoiled specimen of the type, or one who has the
health defects peculiar to his type. A square may repair a
grille if it boxes the defect entirely, but such markings are
rare, and even so beneficial a sign as the square cannot entirely dissipate the danger of a grille. Note the lines in a
grille to see if they are deep or shallow, and if in proportion
to the rest of the lines in the hand, weaker than they or
stronger. If the grille is very strong, deep, and red-lined it
will be more pronounced in its bad effects; if its lines are
less deep than the other lines, it is less of a danger. See
whether the vertical lines cut their way through the cross
lines (in which case it will not be so bad a grille) or if the
Mounts the

cross

grille

is

a

bad

lines cut the vertical lines

cleanly.

Some Current

can

pass if the vertical lines cut their way through ; none can
get through if the cross-lines cut the deepest. A grille with
lines not

running exactly

vertical and horizontal is not

as

composed of vertical and horizontal lines running at right angles. Thus with all grilles
gauge with judgment your estimate of their destructive
force, and do not apply the worst eiect of a bad grille to a
less dangerous one.
Carefully estimate the good of your
by
subject
Chirognomy in order to get the true eifect of the
grille as applied to him, and always use great care with this
bad

as one

which is found

sign.
Cross-bars

(13),

or

horizontal lines

without the vertical lines of the

dication than the

mlzhfbf
flowing

grille itself,

bla:/eed and has

closely grouped together
grille, I consider a worse in-

for in this

case

the Current is

chance to escape except by overthe obstruction, and to do this it must first overflow
no

Lines

Strengthening

37 5

surrounding parts. I have given the name of Crass-bars
marking, as I have often encountered it as a single
sign and verified its bad effects. The cross-bars will bring
the

to this

out the bad side of a

fortunately

are

as health defects, and
When you encounter this
are the cross-lines, also how

Mount, such

not often found.

sign, see how strong and deep
they compare with the rest of the lines in the hand. The
deeper they are, the worse the indication, and vate versa.
The Current theory will always unlock their seriousness.
The Circle (14) is quite a rare sign, and is chiedy valuable
when found on the line of Life, or on the Mount of Apollo,

o

2
Q

5`

¥

I

`

0

2
no. 14

No. 18

or

line of Head under the Mount of

emphasize

the

Apollonian tendency

This indication I have verified in
seen

it will be accurate

but is not

seen on

as

Apollo.

Such

markings

trouble with the eyes.
few instances. When

to
a

indicating delicacy of the

eyes,

the hands of all who are either blind, have

poor vision, or weak eyes. It is not usually perfectly marked.
Imperfect circles sometimes close their edges, however, and
become

perfect

in

shape

as

the didiculties with the eyes

increase.
The Trident
sometimes
either the

(15) is found at the upper end of a line, is
single sign, and sometimes is connected with
lines of Saturn, Apollo, or Mercury, or with a
a

chance line that

runs

in

a

vertical direction.

It is

indication when found on the upper end of a line,

good
adds

a

as

favorable

it allows a

escape of the Current through proper channels. It
strength to the line of Apollo, increasing its brilliancy
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and the chances of success for the
and

Hand-Reading
The trident is

subject.

a

It must be

always
marking
good
perfectly
give its full meaning.
The Star (16) is an important and valuable sign. It is
found in many hands, in all possible locations, and is sometimes a good indication, sometimes a bad one, depending
entirely upon its location. As the Current flows along the
rare

a

one.

marked to

lines it is ready at any moment to burst into a dame and
illuminate its surroundings. just as the Electric Current
produces the electric light, so the Life Current also produces

periods

or

points

of illumination.

l

The star is the electric

an
x

is

_
No. 15

No.

16_

Palmistxy, the place at which the Current sends out
light
its points of light from a common centre ; and thus the star,
if small and even in proportion, means illuminatzbn, and
It is always a lzlglzting up
if large and diffused, exploszbn.
Be careful in
and inlermfying indication wherever seen.
handling stars to note their formation, size, depth of lines,
location, and relative proportion to the rest of the lines.
of

perfectly formed, with each ray of the
length
coming from a common centre, forming a
perfectly proportioned marking. These are the best stars,
and give the even illumination that lights up a Mount or
line without destroying it. When the star is imperfectly
formed and the lines do not proceed from a common centre
it is a poor star, partaking of the defects of a grille and producing feeble Iight, and is in no sense so brilliant a marking
If the star is large, with deep, red lines,
as the perfect star.
You will
same

see

Stars

and

Strengthening
and

a

deep

stroys,
means

as

Lines

dot for the centre, it is the
on

which de-

explosion

does the boiler which bursts.

sudden death,

377

the Head line it

On the Life line it
means an

explosion

in the mental faculties, or insanity, and wherever found this
large, deep star is excess, which means danger. Instead of

having

to memorize the

meaning

of

star in all of its loca-

a

theory and the fact that
the star is the light or the explosion, according to its formation. Whenever seen, instead of trying to remember what it
tions, fix in

your mind the Current

"

in each location, simply say :
What will this kind
star do for the subject when located in the position in

means

of a

5

J,

NO. 18

NO. 17

light up and make more brilliant,
If you have correctly
destroy P
kind o£a star, you can apply either its brilliancy

which I find it?
or

will it

Will it

judged the
its explosive

or

"

and

explode

force to the location

or

line

on

which you

This is the only correct and at the same time simple
It is such an important sign, and so often
way to read stars.
must
be able to read it quickly and correctly
that
found,
you
find it.

Only the general theory of

whenever it is met.
intended to be made

plain

to diB'erent lines and

here

:

the

application

Mounts later.

the star is

will be made

The star is the illu-

mination, the electric light, making brilliant if a good one,
but the danger signal or explosion if too large, deep cut, and
°

red.

The Cross
marked

(17)

is

single sign,

a common

sign.

It is sometimes

and sometimes is formed

a

by lines

wellcross-
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ing

other lines.

Always

Hand-Reading

note how

deep

the lines

forming

it are, and how they are in proportion to the other lines.
A
deep-cut cross is a sign of grave import, especially if highly
colored. The crow is an obstacle or a defect, and generally

quality, a health defect, or a change in
subject's life. The Current running along
burns out the fuse," to use
the line on reaching 'the cross
electrical parlance, and a stoppage for repair is necessary,
often with the result of changing the course of the subject's
life.
In any location it must be regarded as unfavorable,
and as indicating a defect.
In the repair of any line, weak, broken, or defective in
any way, Sister lines (18) are most valuable. Whenever you
produces either
the

course

a

bad

of the

"

weakness

see a

line

runs

or a

defect in any line, look to see if a sister
its strength or repairing quali-

alongside, adding

A weak line with

ties.

a

sister line makes

a

good

combina-

tion,
good
single strong line. Good lines are
made better by sister lines, and in every place they appear
regard a sister line as of decided benefit.
almost

as

as a

The study of the general characteristics of the lines
signs of which this chapter treats is the keystone

and

to the

study of the individual lines and combinations.
explicit concerning each change in the lines, all

I have been

defects, and the way individual signs are produced, as I wish
to get the general theory of the Curran! well fixed in your
mind.

The

application

of this

hypothesis

to

the indi-

vidual lines makes it easy to read their innumerable variations. and it is only this conception ofthe Electric Current
which will make it

possible

to reason out all of the

possible

combinations of lines you will be called upon to read.

CHAPTER IV
THE AGE OF THE

SUBJECT-AGE AS INDICATED

ON THE

LINES

P to this

of

time, there has not been discovered any way
positively telling from the hand the present age of
There is

no marking in the hand or on the lines
independent of everything else, indicate this.
But by close observation of the general appearance, color,
and skin, you can approximate the correct age within a few
Youthful skin is fresh looking, elastic, generally well
years.
colored, and has the appearance of vitality. As age comes
on the skin grows less fresh looking, takes on a satiny,
glossy appearance, and gets darker, often becoming brown
This satiny appearance begins at about fifty
in spots.
of
age, and grows more pronounced from that time
years
There is not much trouble to distinguish the hands
on.
of youth by size and appearance, neither is it hard to judge
But from the years
the hands of middle-aged or old persons.
of twenty to iifty there is greater didiculty in reaching accuracy, though proiiciency can be acquired by a close
observation of skin, consistency, color, and general appearance. It is desirable to acquire skill in this matter, for knowledge of the present age of a subject will enable you to tell
what events seen in his hand have passed, and about
what point the subject has reached in the life map of the
hand at the time your reading takes place. Until you have
gained some proficiency in this respect, it is much better to
ask the subject what age he has attained, and use his answer
I do not mean that you should rely absolutely
as a basis.
upon it, for all persons will not be truthful ; but they will be
a

subject.

which will,

379
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within reasonable distance of the correct age, and you will
have to use your own judgment, based upon the appearance
of the hand, as to how much they are misleading you.
I
believe there is a way to tell the age of a subject from the

lines, and have been experimenting with it for
but the results do not
as

an

absolutely

as

yet

warrant

correct one.

me

in

some

giving the

time,

method

If the temperature of your

is exactly right, and the subject in perfect health, you
will often find by pressing the Life line quile hard from the
top downward so that you force all of the blood out of it,
room

if necessary, this pressure several times, that there
will sometimes appear, only for a second, a white spot in
the line.
In about half of the cases on which I have tried

repeating,

experiment, this white spot has shown itself at the corsubject. It has been successful so often that
I believe if the conditions of health in the subject, and temperature of the room were always just right, that the results
would be astonishing in their accuracy, but we encounter
such varying conditions that I do not feel justified in making
the positive statement that age can always be discovered in
this way. It will be valuable to Palmistry if this possibility
can be fully established.
If our hypothesis that the lines in the hand are a map of
this

rect age of the

the natural

course

of the life is correct, then the different

of the lines must show to which parts of the life
refer. Experiments have clearly shown that the begin-

portions

they
ning of a line (remembering always from which
in

end the line

is

question read) records the first years, and that, as the
line continues, it records the advancing years of that life.
The

proficiency possible to attain in reading the
depends entirely upon the keenness
good judgment of the practitioner. There are some
degree

of

age at which events occur

and
who

can

tell of

an

event and fix the time within

those who have reached such skill

are

few.

a

year, but

Others

are suc-

cessful within two, three, or five years. No one can do more
than fix lhcyear in which an event occurs if he relies entirely
To fix scientifically a month
upon the rules of Palmistry.
for
event
is impossible.
Neither is it
any
specific day

or

Age

as

Indicated

on

the Lines

381,

possible, relying solely on the hand, to tell the name of a
subject, the initial of his name, or that of a friend or relative.
In every case when you are asked to write these things on a
paper, no matter what is apparently done with the paper,
you may be absolutely certain that the practitioner is relying
upon sleight of hand to enable him to read what you have
written. There is no possible method either of locating
lucky days," and nothing should more quickly give the
stamp of fraud than such a statement from a practitioner.
Neither does a scientific palmist confine himself entirely to
the future, telling of wondertul things that will happen after
he is gone.
Such practitioners succeed because there is just
enough credulity in our human nature to make us hope these
things-which are always made to be pleasant-will come to
Any palmist who understands his art can tell past
pass.
"

events, and if he cannot deal correctly with your character,
health, temperament, and a good deal of your past life, do
not

put faith in his skill.

Trifling
routine of

events

are

not shown in the hand.

The

mere

does not appear in the life map, so any
claim to trace your life from day to day is a false one, intended merely to deceive. Only important events, serious

living

illnesses, changes of condition, severe trials, great joys or
dangers, will be seen, or those things or persons who have
greatly influenced and have produced strong brain impressions upon you, or have made marked changes in the course
of the life.

To be correct in

reading age on the lines, we must consider
the
Those age
long
average human being lives.
measurements of the Life line which continue the life up
to one hundred years and over are manifestly incorrect,
how

for

people

do not often reach such ages.

pectancy used by insurance companies

are

The tables of

ex-

certainly

the

near

facts, for they are the result of large experience, and are
considered sulliciently reliable to form a basis from which
the

companies

are

willing

to assume

great Hnancial risks.

These tables place the length of the average insurable life at
sixty-five years, but, for the purpose of allowing extra time to
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our

in

subjects,

rare

it is better to assume that the human

cases, will not

we start a

Hand-Reading

line at

zero

life, except

exceed seventy years. Thus
and end it at seventy.
The interven-

greatly

space we divide into sections mathematically exact,
which point out the intervening years of the life.

ing

The division of the Life line (19) begins at the starting of
'ringer of Jupiter and ends at the rascelle ,-

the line under the

intervening sections
recording all the various
the

For
years of the life.
convenience and to facilitate

quickness

in

reading

the line, I divide it in
the centre, fixing that

point as the age 36, which
is approximately one half
of 70. The space above
this central point I divide

W
l>

°

'Eg

into the ages 4, 6, I2, 18,
24, 30, and the portion of

lfll'
5o

the line after the central

36

point

43
-V'

5°

70
"**_*"

NO. 19

each

ods,
the

line,

With

a

representing
as

little

few

can

practice

so

to read as ages 43,

51, 60, and 70.
a date as close

To reach
as a

year,
it is necessary to subdivide the line between

ages 4 and 70 into perimark the space on
and
year,
accurately gauge it with the eye.

one

you

can

recognize

where the ages 4,

18, 24, 30, 36, 43, 51, 60, and 70 are marked on the
line, and learn to read these ages quickly and accurately.
In a case where the indication you are reading does not come

6,

12,

of these ages, you may, if you wish to be 1187] accumark
o&` the line into years and arrive at the exact date
rate,
as indicated above.
In reading ffhand, without marking
at

one

pencil, always consider whether the hand is
short, and, after Hrst noting the central point on the

the line with

long

or

a

Age

Indicated

as

the Lines

on

383

line, which indicates the 36-year division, mentally mark oi
A
the several spaces in proparlzkm to the length of the hand.
long hand will have wider spacing between each 6-year
period, and in a short one they will come closer together.
The above division of the Life line I have found

more ac-

used, and, while the results
obtained depend entirely upon the correct judgment of the
practitioner, they can be made very accurate if sumcient
curate than any I have ever

pains is taken.
Reading periods

of time

on

Head is often useful in order to
them it into conditions

on

mate time

and the
as

on

same

see

whether events marked

the Life line.

To esti-

rules must be

observed,

seen on

these lines the

same

reasoning apply to these lines
They begin under the inger of Jupiter

remarks and

to the Life line.

and their

the lines of the Heart and

course

is

across

the hand.

As these two lines

have many variations in the direction they pursue, I have
found it best to use an imaginary line beginning in the

middle of the Mount of Jupiter and

running across the hand
percussion as a guide to measure by. On this imaginary line (zo) I lay out the periods of 6, 12, 18, 24, 3o, 36, 43,
51, 60, and 70, and when anything is to be read on the Heart
or Head line, note under which of these periods it lies, and
to the

this is found to be the proper age. If closer dates are desired, mark the Heart or Head line into spaces representing
single years, and proceed as directed in the use ofthe Life line.
The above tables of measurements I have used with much
success, and believe them to be correct if

Age on the line of
(21), the space from

properly applied.

Saturn is read from the bottom upward
the rascette to Head line covering the

years from o to 3o, from line of Head (normally placed) to
line of Heart 30 to 45, and from line of Heart to finger of
Saturn 45 to 70 years.
By remembering these three general

subdivisions, you will

soon

accustom

yourself to quickly read

principal periods. If you wish to read within a year,
mark off the line and proceed as with the Life line. The
diiferent directions in which the lines of Head and Heart
the

often

run across

the hand make the location where the line

Am*

owns
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Age
of Satum

as

Indicated

them not

crosses

misplaced, producing

a

wide

the Lines

on
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If they are
quadrangle, do not
covering the ages from

always the

same.

or a narrow

on the space between them as
30 to 45, but at once measure the entire line of Saturn for
correct dates.

rely

The line of
as

Apollo (22)

is the line of

ments
same

apply

Saturn,

is read from the bottom

and the

to it as to the line

methods of

arriving

same

rules and

upward

measure-

of Saturn, and also the
The line of Mer-

at exact dates.

cury (23) is read from the bottom upward, the same scale
and rules applying to it as to the other lines, except that

the spaces on this line are closer together, inasmuch as the
line is shorter. It is often desirable to read age on this line,
as it is such a valuable line in connection with the line of
It is not necessary to read age on chance lines. These
cross the Main lines, start from them, or so

Life.

lines will either

near, that age on the chance line

can

be read from the Main

These chance lines, which are the
bilities in the natural map of the life,
line.

directions, and
rule

can

however,

start

from such

be made for
never

with these lines by
of

reading

have trouble in

run

in

or

age

on

them.

possi-

so

unexpected places,

many
that no

You

will,

the proper dates
from the Main lines. No part

arriving

at

computing
more practice than
can be valuably employed

Palmistry requires

dates, and time

changes

reading of
gaining this

the
in

practice. At first you will record many failures, but it is
judgment and not the rules that is at fault. This you
will prove for yourself as you become careful and deliberate
in making up your mind before you speak.
No one reads
dates so Huently as the beginner. The older in experience
he becomes, the more carefully he works and the better results he achieves.
Some disappointment in line-reading
comes to beginners from the fact that they do not look in
the right places for events. At present few look for illness
anywhere but on the Life line, while the Head, Heart, and
Mercury lines and the Mounts all record health amictions,
your

their date to be read from these lines.
25

CHAPTER V
'rr-IE LINE or HEART

PON

entering

our

bodies

through

the

'ringer

of

Jupiter

the first line reached by the Electric Current is the line
of Heart,

so

named because it has been found to reflect

ac-

curately the condition and operation of this organ. It is a
very important line, as it deals with that central life-sustain-

ing mechanism which pumps and controls the blood stream,
which, by its quantity and quality, we have found so
largely aifects our health and temperament. The line of
Heart rises from some point under or near the finger of
Jupiter, and traces its way across the hand under the
Mounts, ending on the percussion. It is not proper to say
that this line has any normal starting place, or any normal
stopping place, for what might be normal with one subject
would not be with another, so the line of Heart must always
be considered in relation to the individual on which it is
"

The old

saying, that a person has a warm heart,
great deal of heart," has become synonymous with the
idea that these persons are affectionate and sympathetic.

seen.

"

or a

largely true, for we have already seen that the action
of a strong heart is followed by pink color, indicating warmth
and health, and this we know produces genial, sympathetic
This is

people.

Plenty of blood, pumped by

a

strong heart,

the antithesis of whiteness and coldness.
heart"

really refers

to the

and the warmth that follows

So

a

"

means
warm

physical health of that organ,
good blood supply, which con-

produces the consequent attraction towards its fellowpeculiar to such natures. Thus we find that a
strong physical heart means not only health, but a strong

dition
men

attraction for and to others.
386

And, conversely.

a

weak,

The Line of Heart
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tiabby heart, pumping the blood current with lifeless
force, produces white color, which indicates a lack of
warmth, and consequent weak or less magnetic or enerThose to whom the reading
of affections.
of variations in the aiections from the Heart line has seemed
impossible have not recognized the direct connection exist-

getic quality

between the

ing

strength

of the

physical

organ and the

emo-

tions, for every variation in the strength of the heart's
action

produces

or

more

less health and

a

corresponding

of the aiections.

Thus

the Heart line is, in truth, a revealer not only of the
lar, vital strength and action of the heart itself, but,

muscu-

variation in the kind and

sult of these

strength

as a re-

conditions, also of the strength and character of

the affections.
You will

the line of Heart absent in many
You will occasionis.

not 'rind

sometimes

hands,

and

yet

it

ally

only

one

line

see

and will be at
line.

a

I have but

though I have
(I had intended

the hand below the Mounts,
or Heart

crossing

loss to tell whether it is the Head
once seen

the Head line

many hands

seen

at this

point

lacking

entirely absent,
the Heart line.

to show this hand with Head

line absent, but upon going to secure a print, found that
a Head line had appeared
in the hand since I last saw

it,

a

lines

period of
are

we can

about

controlled

by

a

If

year.)

the

brain,

we

consider that the

and not

understand that the Head line will

by the heart,
nearly always

be present, being the indicator of that organ which controls and produces all lines.
It is often seen, however,
in

a

single

very

elementary state
seen occupying

line is

tively, where the Head line
classed

as a

be absent.

of

When a
development.
position which is, relaought to be, it should be

a

Head line and the Heart line considered to
In order that this single line may be con-

sidered
rise

the Heart line and not the Head line, it must
high on the Mount of Jupiter (24), or in that vicinity,

and must trace its way across the hand just under the
Mounts, and not by any means low enough to be in the location ofthe Head line.

When the Heart line is

absent, its
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absence

speaks of a lack of sympathy and the aifectionate
disposition, and warns us of one who is coldblooded, selfish, and who desires personal success even at
the expense and detriment of others.
It is a bad marking,
which easily leads from mere selfishness into hypocrisy,
deceit, lack of candor, and positive dishonesty.
If this marking is seen in the hand of a bad Mercurian, or
side of the

twill
NO. 24

NO. 28

unusually shrewd specimen of this type, it will at
natural temptation toward dishonesty.
If the
of
is
and
crooked
and
the
nails
are
twisted,
Mercury
finger
narrow or short, you may be sure that the subject cannot be
trusted. He will lie, swindle, cheat, steal, or do anything

even
once

to

of

an

mean

get money

honesty.

On

this is the hand of

;
a

typical

cold-blooded dis-

Martian the absence of the Heart line would

show him to be unscrupulous, cold-blooded, and even on
provocation bloodthirsty and dangerous. He will burn with
physical ardor, and will gratify his lusts with no thought of
the consequences to his victim.
On a Saturnian it is a disit
will
add
to his natural hatred of
for
tressing' indication,

mankind, his desire

consequently,

to

get

even

his chances of

with them, his avarice; and,
dishonest will be in-

being

The _Iupiterian will rarely be found with such an
indication; when he is, some one of the three types just
mentioned will be strong also, and the traits indicated by

creased.

the absent Heart line will

The
not

come

from their side of the house.

Apollonian may have a defective Heart line,
be found entirely absent with him ; neither

but it will
will it be

The Line of Heart
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with the Venusian, as these two types have too much
and feeling ever to be absolutely deficient in

sympathy

The Lunarian may be found with the line absent,
badly deficient, as he is naturally cold and selfish. Fortunately, you are not likely to meet many Lunarians. So the
absent line of Heart will tell you that the subject lacks heart
in a moral way, is cold and selfish, and that he will also be
cowardly and sneaking in his disposition, though sometimes
a great
bluffer." The line of Heart generally rises from
some point on or near the Mount of jupiter, sometimes extending over and rising on the Mount of Saturn; Sometimes the line has forks at its beginning, all of which may
start from Jupiter, and sometimes these forks spread like a
fan, extending over as far as Saturn.
There are three well-verified readings attached to three
starting points, and these should be used as a basis for your
work, modifying and changing them in accordance as you see
1. Rising from Mount of jupiter
the starting points vary.
we
read
the
(25)
development of the sentimental side to the
heart.

or

"

NO. 26

affections.

The

NO. 27

subject

is

one

whose love is ideal, to whom

love, even with poverty
attached, is attractive. 2. Rising between Jupiter and
Saturn ( 26) the line shows the common-sense, practical,
middle ground
with the affections, indicating one who is
not carried away with sentiment, but who views love from a
love is

"

an

adoration, and

to whom

"

practical standpoint

;

is not

"

soft

"

"

or

spoony,"

but who
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is inclined to think that love in
bread and butter is

a

and not foolish.

Rising

a

Hand-Reading
cottage without plenty of

This person is never carried
away by sentiment, and while strong in affection is sensible
the

whose love is

tinged

with the idea of

pleasures

This is infallible if with it is

of Venus of

pink

Mercury lines.

point

from the Mount of Saturn

shows the sensualism in the affections of

marking

relations.

3.

myth.

or

red

seen a

(27)
one

from sexual

large

Mount

color, and with strong Life and

These will tell of

physical desire by the
physical strength
by the other indications.

at which the Heart line starts, and of

suiiicient to carry out these desires

ty

Where the Heart line rises from all three of these

sources

have indicated the union of sentiment, commonand
sense,
passion, showing that heart is the strongest factor
in the make-up of your subject, and a very ine Head line

(28)

and

we

a

strong thumb

must be

present

to

prevent heart from

With this strong formation you can, by noting
ruling
which of the three lines is the deepest at the starting point,
head.

tell whether sentiment, common-sense, or passion is the
strongest force. This always produces an affectionate per-

heart, a great deal of it, and loves
friend, relation, and mankind in general. His danger is too
much heart, and he does not always look after his own in-

son, who has a wami

terests when

considering those of others. This will be inJupiter is strongest, and decreased
branch is strongest, because the practical side

creased if the fork from

if the middle

The Line of Heart
will then be

always be

so

prominent.
pronounced
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The fork of the Heart line will not
as

that shown in the

illustration,

but every variation of it can be read based upon the full indication here given. Sometimes the line will start in several

Jupiter alone, in which case it increases the sentimentality of a single line starting from that point. The
same rule applies to the other starting points.
The general
rule applies that a single line tends to make the affections
more self-contained, and the subject loves family and friends
strongly, but does not reach out to everybody as does the
one whose Heart line forks at the start.
The deeper and
forks

on

clearer the line at the start, the deeper, but
be selfish, are the affections.
The more the

likely to
branching, the
beginning with
more

they go out to many people. The line
fork makes a successful subject, for he has many friends.
Sometimes the line of Heart inclines to fall toward the line
of Head at its start (29). This shows the head to be
more
a

powerfully

in the lead, and that when it comes to a choice
utility the heart will be second

between sentiment and
best.

Sometimes the line starts

in which

case

from

the line of Head

(30),

it will show that head has control of heart and

completely dominates it. This is especially true if the Head
deeper and clearer than the Heart line. If it is so
marked, read with confidence that the head completely rules.

line be

If the lines of Head and Heart
two cases,

there will be

a

are

continual

marked

as

struggle

in the above

between them

for supremacy, with the chances in favor of the head

as

the
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Heart line

droops or takes its source from it. The constant
study of the hand is to discover what forces are
in
the
strongest
subject, and what ones will most influence

effort in
him.

our

In this battle between head and heart,

reason

and

sentiment, minutely inspect the sourre of the Heart line and
with it the romparalive slrcrzglk of the two lines, Head
and Heart, in order to tell which will rule.
Note in practice that the Heart line when rising from the Head line does
not

always

do

so

just

at the

start,

in the

as

illustration, but

may rise farther along in the course of the Head line (31).
In this case the time at which the Head line obtained con-

trol of the Heart line

can

be read

by

the

point

on

the Head

line from which the Heart line starts; the age at which it
occurred being read from the line of Head according to the
rules laid down in

Chapter

IV.

In the above examinations you will be much assisted by
having first classified your subject into his proper type. The

Saturnian will be most apt to be ruled by head, followed by
the Lunarian, the Mercnrian, the Jupiterian, and the Mar-

tian, named in the order

as

this

tendency

is found.

The

?

Apollonian

and Venusian incline to have heart lead them.

With the above

markings

base the

ments of the indications upon the

strength

type

as

well

of your stateas the indica-

tions of the line itself, and you will arrive at absolute accu racy.
The length of the line should next be noted, for it will tell of
mufh

or

lillle heart.

If the line rises

nomially but

runs

only

The Line of Heart
a

short distance and stops

will have serious

dimculty

(32),

393

it indicates that the

at the time at which it

subject

ends,

even

if all the other lilies go on to their normal length. This
abrupt termination of the Heart line means either that the
heart will stop beating, or else that the subject has little
heart or aH`ection for others. You can judge which by the

directions

later in this

a

the Heart line crosses the entire hand

given
sign. If

poor
shows that the

chapter.

It

is, in either

case,

(33)

it

has too much heart and will allow

subject
guide him in everything. In business he will
not choose employees because they are best 'mitted to do his
work, but because they need a job," and in all the walks
of life he will be guided by sentiment.
He will become
easily jealous, and will love much and suffer if he does not
get much in return. The older palmists read a line rising
well up into the finger of jupiter and running clear across
the hand, "failure in all enterprises."
This reading was
based
the
fact
is in everything
that
one
who
probably
upon
ruled by sentiment can seldom cope successfully with cold
sentiment to

"

schemers.

You can see that such a subject will not
1zecessari{1' fail in all enterprises," though he is not likely
to get along so well as one more practical in matters of
heart. So our reading,
too much heart," is the best.
After satisfying yourself as to the length of the line, next
note its course through the hand.
By this I do not mean to
take a sweeping glance at the whole line, but that you note
"

"

its every variation in direction.
See in what directions the
line is dedected, how long it runs in this course, the character of the line during the change in course, the age at which
it occurs, and, if many of these changes take place, note each
one, its duration, and all that happens to the line during the

various

changes in direction. It is this minute analysis of a
gives its complete history as applied to the subject,
the events that go with it, as well as the ages at which they
occur.
By noting the course of the line, I do not refer to
line that

defects in it, which we will consider later, but to the direction
it takes in crossing the hand.
With the exception of Jupi-

ter, where it starts, the normal line of Heart marks the
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lower

boundary of the

cury,

so

that if its

at the base of these

Mercury

on

the

Mounts of

course

is

even

Hand-Reading
Saturn, Apollo, and

and smooth and

runs

Mer-

along

Mounts, ending just under the Mount of

percussion,

we

do not consider that it is de-

flected from its usual channel. If in its course it rises to one
of the Mounts (34), it shows that the attraction of that Mount
is very strong, and that the subject will love the qualities
and the persons belonging to this Mount type. The Current
in its passage through the hand is constantly drawn and inHuenced in various directions, and in this case it is one of
the Mounts which dedects the line.

the line rise to

more

than

one

You will not o&en

Mount, and if it

so

see

rises under

Mount it indicates the age at which the strongest attraction
did or will occur in this direction. If the subject has attraca

tions at other ages, they will be shown by a chance line
the Heart line, or some other line, at lhe age at which

leaving

the attraction occurs, and
is attracted.
The Heart line
this deflection the
it

occurs.

running

ilsef deflected

to the Mount to which it

to any

Mount, shows by

of attraction and the age at which
If the line in so rising loses ilsey' in the Mount to
source

which it deflects and ends there instead of at its usual stopping place, it shows that the attraction has overcome the

affections and that the heart has surrendered
it

merely rises and then

resumes

shows that the attraction

occurs

its usual

completely.
again,

course

If
it

but does not master the

The Line of Heart
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You can, by noting how long the line is dedected
from its course, tell, by reading the age on the line, what
period of years was covered by it. By noting how much the
line is pulled out of its course, you can tell how serious the

subject.

attraction has been.

You will not often see a line pulled
wide of its course, for, generally, before such a great defeclzbn can occur, a chance line will 9511? away from the Main

line and rise to the

point

of attraction.

But you will often

variations of the

line, and these are imporattraction great enough to pull a Main line out

encounter

slight

tant, for any
of its course is

a

strong

If the Heart line is dedected

one.

toward any Mount, the people of that Mount type attract the
subject greatly and exert a strong infiuence over him. They

form his ideal

as

to

describe the kind of

often how

qualities
a

and

'appearance,

they look, by describing

of the Mount to which the line is dedected.
downward in its

course

(35)

and

During

reason

such

a

Heart line may
at

If the line

dips

a

powerful

influence

over

the

and head dominate sentiment and heart.

period

avaricious, selfish,

can

it shows that at the time of this

deflection the /read has exerted

heart;

and you

subject likes best, and
the appearance of the type

person your

the

subject will

and cold-hearted.

occur at

any

period

be indiB`erent to

others,

This deflection of the

in its course.

The

point

which it

begins will tell the age at which this tendency
If it is lost in the Head line (36), it shows that

begins.
these qualities

have swallowed all further independent action
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These

of the affections.
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subjects are henceforth dominated by

If the line of Heart after such

head.

former

gains its

course

(37),

a

serious deflection

it shows there is still left

porand that head and

tion of the former affectionate

disposition,
entirely overcome heart and senticharacter will always be tinged strongly with

worldly interests have
Such

ment.

a

re-

a

not

much head and little heart.
These deflections toward the Head line

are

very

frequent,

degrees. They vary from slight
are
of
the
line
which
scarcely perceptible, to great
curvings
In
whatever
downward.
degree seen, it shows the
swoops
pulling force of the head, striving to overcome the sentimental side of the subject's nature, and succeeding in a greater
You can
or less degree as the deflection is great or small.
always read the age on the line at which these events occur,
Do not forget to use the type of
and how long they last.
but in

your

an

infinite

subject,

variety

of

which will clear up any

points

of doubt.

De-

Eections occurring downward with Saturnians read quickly
and without fear, as showing the strongest side of the indication.

judgment as you go over the types, the
being adiicted with all head and no heart.

Soften your

Venusian seldom

The variations of this line

are infinite, but you can accurately read each one of them if you understand the genera!
princzjoles governing, and use good judgment in estimating
the degree of disturbance or difference. There are cases
where the line of Heart, in defiecting downward from its
course, cuts the Head line in two instead of merging with it

going back to its original course (38). In this case serious
injury and damage to the Head line are indicated, and at
the time at which such a cut takes place the subject will
have either an uubalancing of the mental faculties, serious
brain lever, or death. Such a marking cannot take place
or

without disaster.
Heart lines

The two strong Currents in the Head and
each other will, to use electric parlance,

crossing

burn out the fuse, or cause an explosion, and as the affair
occurs on the Head line, the explosion will be in the brain.
Apoplexy is most to be feared, followed by an impairment
of brain

or

paresis

if the acute attack be survived.

In such

The Line of Heart
look well to the Mount type.
to apoplexy, and with such
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Jupiterians are predismarking in this type
posed
will
be
Saturnians
are predisposed to
your diagnosis
plain.
and
with
such
a
this
will
be his trouble.
type
paralysis,
and
are
to
blindness
heart disease,
Apollonians
predisposed
so heart failure is the strong presumption here, with blindness (a defect in the head) second.
Mercurians, predisposed

a case

a

NO. 89

NO. 88

nervous, bilious trouble, will point you to paralysis.
Martians, with excess of blood supply already greatly
marked, will likely have apoplexy. Lunarians and Venusto

likely to have this marking. Though the acute
apoplexy probable in the above cases may not
it
leaves an impairment and injury to the brain.
fatal,
this marking, when the Heart line cuts the
event
any

ians

are

not

attack of

be
In

Head

line,

must be considered very serious.

Note both the

whether they stop or are deflected at the same age at which this cutting occurs. If so,
This deflection of the Heart
the indication is more serious.
lines of Life and Saturn to

cutting of the
journey across the

line and

its

reads from the line.

see

Head line may occur at any point in
hand. The age at which it occurs

If at the

where the two lines cut

point

red, the consequences are more serious.
they
deep
Examine nails to see if by color or flutings they show preand

are

disposition

to heart trouble or

paralysis

:

if sothe

danger

is

greater.
We may

sum

by saying that

up the rules for the

course

every variation in its

of the Heart line

course means a

change
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qualities

covered by these
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for which it stands, that the age and period
changes may be read from the line, that they

less pronounced in their effect and consequences,
changes are slightly or deiinitely marked. Practice
enable you to properly estimate all these variations.

are more or
as

these

will

We have already considered the Heart line as to its source
course through the hand, and must now note its termi-

and

nation.
the

As the

source

of the

place from which
qualities we read

the line starts indicates

from it, so the place at
If the line rises un-

which it ends indicates their outcome.

der

_Iupiter

heart which

changed,

and ends under Saturn

began

with the

right

(39)

it shows that the

sort of affections soon

and the coldness and dislike of mankind

peculiar
quickly changed the nature, which was
warm in the beginning, to one which has little heart left.
Saturnian qualities have taken possession of the affections
of the subject and changed them from an ideal condition to
one of indifference.
If this marking be seen, look at nails
for paralysis and heart disease, at the Life line to see if a disto the Saturnian

turbance appears there, at the Line of Mercury for liver and
stomach defects, and if these indications be present the life

of the
as

subject

shown

shows that
with

over

twenty-five

years,

Heart line terminates

If the line terminates under Apollo (40), it
Apollonian ideas of beauty and art strongly atthe subject, who will be unsatisfied in marriage except
If with
an Apollonian or one approaching that type.

under Saturn.
tract

will be short-not

by the point where the

The Line of Heart
this termination the line rises

love, which, added
makes

one

on
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Jupiter it will give ideal
Apollonian character,

to that for the

and grace.
As one
is
heart
disease, if the
Apollonian
this Mount, examine nails, character

indeed fond of

beauty, love,

of the health defects of the
Heart line ends

on

of the Heart line, Life line, and Mercury line, to ind
whether the marking does not indicate heart disease.
By

remembering
the

the health defects

peculiar

never

from alzeallh defect.
look out for

With the Heart line

everything bearing

on

types, and

If health defects

ending

on

Apollo,

heart disease, to confirm

NO. 43

NO. 42

it.

to the

in which nails, color, etc., show them, you will
have any trouble in separating a character indication

manner

are not

present, it indicates,

not dis-

ease, but the trend of the aifections.
If the line ends high on the Mount of Mercury (41), it shows
The
that the aifections are largely influenced by finances.

guides this Heart line, and it
sight before love is recognized.

Mercurian shrewdness

always have
line

so

money in

terminating does not, per se,

lead

us

must

The

to look for a health

defect, as heart trouble is not a defect of the Mercurian. It
is well, however, never to omit a search in health directions,
even in places where we do not expect to find them, for they
sometimes take

us unawares.

At all times bear in mind the

travel,

course a

Heart line

and remember that the Electric Current is

ought to
flowing

through it. Every change in its course takes this Current out
of its proper channel and turns it loose at

some

point that was
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designed to receive it.

Heart line has
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A line like

Fig.

42 shows that the

its proper channel, but pours a
double Current into the Head line. It operates to make the
never run over

heartless, and should be read like an absent
people are very ambitious, as the line leads

subject cold

and

Heart line.

These

down from jupiter, but will consider the welfare of
when

furthering

no one

The line may run into the
in its course (43).
In this case the

their ambitions.

Head line farther

along
points in the same direction as Fig. 42, but in a
modified degree, as the line of Heart runs longer before being
absorbed. In 43 it is practically a Head line beginning with
indication

fork, with the Heart line absent. In 43 there is more of the
If the
Heart line present, which produces a better effect.
Heart line terminates on Upper Mars (44) it leaves too wide a

a

space under the Mounts, and the adections will centre on
one of the Martian type.
This will cause these subjects to
and with Martian brusqueness and strength.
produces a narrow quadrangle, and consequently a
secretive disposition. If the Heart line takes a precipitous
depression and ends on the Mount of the Moon (45), it

love

ardently

It also

NO. 44

makes the

NO. 45

subject extremely jealous,

for there will be too

much Heart line, backed by the imagination of the Lunarian, which will magnify every act of one he loves into some
form of unfaithfulness.

This formation is

a

most

unhappy

This does not necessarily indicate a danger to life, for
the Heart line may not cross the Head line.
If the Heart
one.

line forms

a

curve

and ends

on

the Plain of Mars

(46),

it

The Line of Heart
will be

a
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serious menace, for it will cut the Head line
pour its Current into the Plain of Mars (the

squarely, will
seat of

temper and excitability), and will consequently endanger life by cutting the Head line, and will also show the
subject to be exceedingly irritable, changeable in affections,
constantly seeking excitement, and hard to get along with.
Carefully note the Life, Head, and Mercury lines if this indi-

na.

as

no.

47

cation is seen, to determine whether the outcome is serious.
Bad defects in these lines at the age at which the Head line
is cut would conirm this reading. Be careful not to confuse
this

marking

with

a

Saturn line

rising

in the Plain of Mars.

If the line goes well up into jupiter, read it as the Heart line ;
if it goes into Saturn, or only to the edge of Jupiter, read it
as

a

Saturn line with the Heart line absent.

curves

around and ends

on

the Mount of Venus

If the line

(47),

it is

a

serious indication, for it cuts both the lines of Head and Life.
In this rare marking, note carefully the condition of lines
where the

cutting takes place,

and the condition of Head and

If defects appear in either, you know
has been done to the head and that life is in danger.

Life lines afterwards.

damage

If the Life line ends

or

fades away

soon

after,

you know that

the life terminates.
It is not my intention to give every possible variation of the
here, but it is my desire to indicate constantly the

Heart line

general principles goveming it, and the methods of reasoning
out its combinations, which will start you in the way of using
your own reasoning faculties rather than of memorizing a set
,G
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of illustrations.
that I

aspire,

any value.
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It is to teach the way and habit of reasoning
only kind of work that possesses

and this is the

When you have

acquired

the habit and way of

thinking combinations out, you can throw books away.
The charader of the Heart line, which we will next
consider, is most important, and must be carefully noted,
not in its

from

entirety,

source

to

1 have said

as

The

ending place.

line is

one

which

broken, islanded, or defective in other ways, is well colored, and of proper length.
Such a line indicates a good physical condition of the heart,
good circulation, strong affections constant and smooth in
is

deep

cut and

operation,

one

smooth, is

before, but bit by bit

perfect

reliable in love matters, but not frivolous

These

sentimental.

not

nor

brave, courageous, and
subjects
Such persons love ardently and remain constant,
are

fearless.
but they do not make a display of their feelings, neither do
they enjoy great demonstrations from others. They are

consequently

sometimes

thought

This is

cold and distant.

incorrect; they love devotedly and constantly, but they do
not

"

the heart

wear

on

With

the sleeve."

deep

Heart

lines there is little fear of heart disease from a`weak

con~

dition of the organ itself, and there is little use to look for
health defects of the line. With this Heart line the sub~
will have fewer love affairs, but what he has will be
strong. He will have confidence in those he loves, and

ject
a

disappointment

and

will affect him

nndemonstrative, the Current

jects

do not

pick

up any and everyone and make a great
them, but they love their dear ones and

demonstration

over

friends with

steady

a

devotedness.

there is the best kind of

through,

no

severely, for, while quiet
runs deeply.
Such sub-

a

With such

a

clear line

channel for the Current to

run

obstructions, and, consequently, the best kind of

heart action and the strongest and most reliable aH`ections.
If the line is small and thin, the person has little care

for others, is narrow-minded, cowardly, timid, unsympathetic, and has no real affection for anyone. All display
of love which he
selfish ends.

might

make is from

a

desire to further

The Line of Heart
Do not make the mistake of calling

giving
lines

a
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Heart line thin and

reading unless it zls thin, while the other
well marked, in which case it has its full meaning

it the above

are

and puts the heart out of proportion to the rest of the lines.
With all kinds of Heart lines, apply them to the type of the

subject.

A

Jupiterian

and Venusian will be

have the best kind of Heart lines.

The

expected to
Apollonian may

have his health defect, heart disease, show on the line, but
will have outside of this a good line and strong affections.
The Martian will be

expected

to have

a

good

Heart

line, but

it may be excessive in strength.
A good specimen of the
Mercurian type will have a good Heart line, but a bad speci-

men will have the thin line showing the seliish disregard for
others and the furthering of selfish ends.
The Saturniau,
if good, will have a good line, if bad, a thin line.
The
Lunarian, naturally cold and selfish, will be expected to
have a thin or chained, shallow white line.
If you should
find the thin line on a subject belonging to a type on which
it is abnormal, read the line properly, but do not give it al?
llzefarce you would on a type where it is expected. For

example, the thin line found
so strongly as the same line

on a

on a

Venusian will not be read

Lunarian.

If the line be broad and shallow, the heart action will be
physically weak, the affections will correspond, and the sub-

ject is tickle if the hand be weak; sentimental and loving
a
display of aiection if the rest of the hand be good. These
subjects fall violently in love, but quickly change their affections to the next attractive person who comes along. Their
Heart line is broad and

shallow; the affections are the same.
like to be told how much you love them every time they
meet you, and they are often the people who love you
during
prosperity, but turn their backs in times of trial. There is in

They

their nature

incapable

of

no
a

ring of deep, strong affection ; they are
lasting attachment. This is what we call a
true

sentimental Heart line. It is of great value in the estimate
of the probable outcome of a marriage to know these facts,
for on the Heart line can be told who is to be counted on when'
the clouds of

adversity lower.

Do not

forget

to

apply

the
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broad and shallow line to the

effect of such
it will

point

carefully

at

a

line on such

a

I-land-Reading

subject's type,

to one of his health

and estimate the

If found on

type.

an

Apollonian

defects, and you should look

color, nails, and for defects

on

the Life line to

degree of its seriousness. Note whether this line
judge
alone has this broad and shallow formation ; if so, it must be
the

read in

the

a

pronounced manner. If all the lines are of
subject has the same defects all
If the Heart line is chained, it presents a continual

most

same

around.

character the

series of obstructions to the Current, and the heart's action
is irregular, the circulation poor, and there is in general a
Note well the type
poor physical condition of the heart.
of subject ; if there is much Apollonian in him, either
in the

be on your
A Life. line that is thin,
defective in any way, combined with a

primary, secondary,
for

guard
islanded, broken,

severe

tertiary type,

or

heart disease.
or

chained Heart line, will show the serious menace of the heart
If the Life line runs too deeply in any one place
to the life.

it will be most serious, and if

a

star be seen in

death from heart disease is certain, absolulebf
both hands under the Mount of Apollo.

The chained Heart line shows a constant
afections.

The

subject thinks

one

so

it, sudden
if found in

uncertainty in

day that he is in love

the
and

his mind the next.
He will rush up to you and
smother you with a great demonstration of aifection, and the
next time you meet he will hardly speak to you.
He vacil-

changes

lates and changes, is cowardly, uncertain, and weak. The
constantly interrupted Current has no deep permanent channel, and the result is no permanent health or affections. Note
whether this chained condition applies only to the Heart line,
and whether all the other lines are deep and well cut, in which
case read the Heart line in a pronounced manner ; if all the
lines are chained, the Heart line is not more defective than
everything else. Proportion must be in mind constantly.
All of the above kinds of lines have been treated in general,
-that is, as if they were deep and well cut, narrow and thin,
broad and shallow, or chained during their entire length ;
but such is the exception.
You will find the Heart line

The Line of Heart

generally deep and well
other formations

The

as

cut at the

the line

runs

beginning,
its

the line shows Ilzcse

the character of the line

changes

and

changing to

course across

of the lines just described

qualities
during lhe time
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the

the hand.

to the line

apply
Dflb'
jbrmalzims, and when
qualities of the subject

change. For every change in the character of the line
there will be a change in the subject.
By noting on the line
the age at which these

changes take place,

and their duration onthe line, you can
read at what age the modifications they
indicate took

place,

condition lasted.
and well cut

(48)

and how

If the line

long each
begins deep

and continues

it reaches under the Saturn

so

until

linger,

then

becomes broad and shallow, continuing
thus until under the finger of Apollo,

then becomes thin until under Mercury,
and chained to the end, it would read z
deep and well-cut qualities up to age

N°_ 48

twenty-four, changed to broad and shallow up to age fortythree, changed to thin up to age sixty, and chained for balance of life.
Interpret as follows: The subject during the
early portion of his life was very wami-hearted, constant,
trustworthy, and strong in aiections ; at the age of twentyfour he changed in these respects, and became weak,
changeable, and inconstant; at forty-three he grew very
selfish, cold-hearted, and sought only to further his own
ends, which condition lasted until sixty, when he grew
weak, had poor circulation, became vacillating, cowardly,
and unreliable in his affections, and these conditions lasted
until the end of his life. This example shows the method
of applying general rules and indications to each part of
the

line

manner

on

which

different

infinitely,

but you will have

no

if you remember what deep,
lines indicate, and apply these

period

formations

in which these combinations

of years they occupy.

are

seen.

occur on a

trouble in

The

line varies

reading

each

case

chained

shallow, thin,
qualities to the line for
In any reading make
or

the
the
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application

as

past

events to those

Hand-Reading
parts of the line before

the present age, and future events to all parts of the line
ahead of the present age.
If you have judged the line cor-

rectly the past
and

my

events will be

experience

curate that

recognized by

the

with future events has been

you need have

subject,
so

ac-

hesitation in

boldly reading
them as shown by changes on the line.
Before attempting
such detailed reading, however, learn to diagnose the character of the line very accurately.
In nearly all Heart lines
their start is deep and well cut, while they are generally
no

broad and shallow, chained or tasselled at the end. This is
easily explained when we remember that during the first

twenty years of life the heart is strongest in action
not exerted itself and become

worn

as

; it has

is the fact in later

so this deep and well-cut beginning of the line indistrength. At this time of life the subject has not
had experiences which make him doubt the sincerity of
mankind, consequently the line is more perfectly marked.

years,
cates

As old age comes on the action of the heart grows weaker,
and the line becomes defective, thesubject loves petting and
of aB`ection from others, and the line, instead of the
self~contained depth which shows at the beginning when such

display
things

are

not

sought

so

much, becomes shallow and senti-

mental.
With every Heart line, color plays an important part.
beginning the examination of this line, it is useful to

When

press the line from source to termination with the finger, and
note the facility with which the blood Hows under this pressure.

will

This will indicate the

strength

of the blood stream and

the color of the line.

In some lines the
distinguish
and
in
others
the
whiteness
under pressure
freely,
shows the weak blood supply.
In the Heart line color is
important, for it tells whether a subject is warm- or coldhearted.
If with the deep, well-cut Heart line we find white
color, it will not be so strong an indication of a good physical
heart as if the color were pink. We know by the deep line
that, while the heart was intended to be of full development,
something has taken place, as shown by white color, by

help

to

blood Hows

The Line of Heart
In such

which it has been weakened.

a
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case

look at both

hands; if the line colors well in the left and shows white in
the

right,

it will indicate

heart has been
line of Heart,

even

plainly

that the

naturally strong

and weakened.

White color in the
if the line is otherwise good, shows the

impaired

heart's action to be weaker than normal, and the a&`ections
colder. With color, always apply it to the type of the sub-

ject. Coldness belongs to the Lunarian primarily, the
Saturnian second, Mercurian third, while Martians, Apollonians, Venusians, and _Iupiterians are warm-hearted. So,
with a white-colored Heart line, apply its coldness to the type
of subject, and estimate the result. It will much reduce the
strength

of the four

warmer

types, and will make the cold

With the thin and narrow, broad and shallow, and chained lines, white color exaggerates their cold
qualities, and selfishness, vacillation, and iickleness will be

types colder.

exceedingly pronounced, according to which characteristic
the line has.
Here, again. look at both hands to see if matters are growing better or worse.
Pink color will make a deep line operate properly, and all
the warmth, steadfastness, and reliability of this good line
will be accentuated.

If found

on

the

warm

types, it will

make them strong in the natural directions.
If found on the
cold types, it will warm them up.
Pink color will make a
thin line less selfish and narrow; it will make a broad and
shallow or a chained line less fickle, and often with these
formations

pink color is the thing which saves the subject
being entirely inconstant. Red color is the intensity of

from

blood, and in the Heart line makes intense all
It shows a heart so strong that it may
be dangerous.
On the Martian type we expect it, but it is
too strong to be good for any of the others.
It is seen on
Jupiterians, but is not good on this type. Naturally overrich,

warm

the fires of affection.

eaters, they tend to apoplexy and heart failure. So
red line on a pronounced Jupiteriau is indeed a

signal.

Red color in

aifections of the
warm

a

a deep
danger

Martian Heart line will make the

subject intense and his passions great.

up the cold heart of

a

It will

Lunarian, and make him less
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The Saturnian yields

selfish.

Hand-Reading
of his hate of mankind

some

red color, while Venusians and Apollonians become too
intense.
Red color in the deep Heart line will make a
to

strong combination,
It tends toward
desirable.

too intense to be

excess

You

rarely

broad and shallow,

or

of this

good in

good line,

and

many

cases.

excess

is not

red color in thin and narrow,
chained Heart lines, but when you
see

do, always considerably reduce the estimate of their qualiYellow color in the Heart line will

tinge the affections
subject with the
good, deep line suspicious of those he loves. Bile spoils
everything, even a good Heart line, and adds its pessimistic
A yellow Heart line, though it may
view even to love.
be deep, is less to be depended upon and is more incline
to double dealing than even a white one.
Whiteness indicates simply indiEerence, while yellow color leads to distortion in the manner of looking at things. A yellow Heart
ties.

with morbidness and will make

line

even

strong Saturnian will make

on a

the

as

mean

subject

a

as

could be found, and it would take very little inducement to
A yellow Heart line on a
make such an one a criminal.

Mercurian, especially if

a

bad

or an

unusually shrewd speci-

of the type, would easily make a swindler, and with
little encouragement a villain. Yellow Heart lines mean a

men

bad heart, so they pull down every type.
Blue
Heart line tells of the congestion, the sluggish

poisoned,
color in

a

movement of this organ, and the type must at once belocated, for if the Apollonian it is serious. Nails must be

looked at to

see

if the trouble is

a

structural one,

or

only

a

defective circulation, the Life line must be examined for any
defects which indicate an end to the career, and from this
combined

point

of view, you will be able to estimate how

serious the blue Heart line is.
You will

marking

constantly be called upon

seen on a

Heart line is

a

to

judge

health

whether

defect,

an

some

event in

the life, or an indication of character, and this is a point
which has puzzled many excellent practitioners. The diiii-

culty

is not hard to

first, the physical

overcome.

state

The line of Heart indicates,

of that organ, and, second,

as a

result

The Line of Heart
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physical state, the mental characteristics and qualities
of the affections; and, third, it often shows when this mental
attitude has taken such hold as to powerfully draw the subof that

in diH`erent directions,

ject

causing decided preferences which
All of these matters

have led to certain events in his life.

The Erst and second always
As strong brain impresare, but the third only at times.
sions alone produce changes in the lines, manifestly the third
not shown in every hand.

are

will be
so

seen

only in those hands where the brain

profoundly impressed

mitted to the lines.

has been

that the eiect has been trans-

If you encounter

an

unusual formation

of the line, or any change from the normal, you wonder
whether it is health or character that is indicated.
Your
first

thought should be that it is a health indication, for the
first, the physical condition of the heart. Note
the type of your subject, and whether heart disease is a
If it is, the presumption is
natural defect of this type.
strong that the marking is a health defect. Next examine
the nails, and see if the structural heart-disease formation
or blue color at the base be present, and if both or eithei
of these indications are seen, you should be still more strongly
line shows,

convinced that it is

a health defect.
Note the Life line to
if there is any unevenness, whether it breaks, splits,
islands, is crossed, and especially if a line runs from the de-

see

fect

on

If the Life line shows

the Heart line to the Life line.

such defects be

sure

which refers to the

the indication

physical

often show confirmations of

Life line by breaking in

a

on

heart.

the Heart line is

check to the

two or

one

The Saturn line will
career seen

by other defects.

in the

The Mer-

cury line, either by stopping at the same age indicated by the
defect on the Life line, or by showing some defect, often gives
an

added confirmation.

Not

finding

any of these health de-

fects, it is evident the mark on the Heart line is one showing
some characteristic of the affections and not disease.
This
method must be

adopted

a

with every line

on

from the normal condition.

change
thing bearing on disease,

counter

irst

defects of the type to which your

which you enReview every-

beginning with
subject belongs,

the health
and

noting
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nails, color, and all lines that bear

in succession

to the defect under

Careful

Hand-Reading

practice

any relation

consideration.
will in this

manner

enable you to make
Begin at the

distinction between character and disease.

a

starting point of the Heart line, and examine the line along
its entire length for defects. These may be splits, crossbars, islands, dots,

or

Wherever

breaks.

of these de-

one

fects appears, it is either a health indication, or one showing
The first thing
some event connected with the aH`ections.
is to examine in the

above

manner

outlined, in order

to de-

termine whether ill health is indicated, and if it is, draw
your conclusions as to the effect the condition found will
have

on

the aifections of the

subject.

Finding

tory indications of heart diiiiculty, you
other matters.

already

you

The first defect to consider is

know how to

diagnose.

no

continna~

naturally to
the split, which

turn

If you find it to be

a

health defect, it is serious in proportion as it splits the Main
line in two and divides the Current, directing part away from
its proper channel. Split lines as health defects show a weak-

ened

condition of heart with

date of the trouble

can

impaired circulation,

be read from the line.

and the

As character

occur, size of split, and the place
they run must be guides in reading them. Splits
occur upward or downward according as the split lines

indications, the place they
to which

will

rise above
a

so

split

fall below the line.

or

Main line

All lines which rise from

favorable than lines which fall from it,
from the Heart line are better indications

are more

lines

rising

than those which fall below it.

These lines which

split

from

Mount, and will indicate
that either the characteristics of the Mount, or someone belonging to that type, so strongly attract the heart as to split
off part of the line and draw it up toward the Mount. Thus
the Heart line will rise to

a

split rising

from the Heart line under

show that ambition will
attract this

or near a

subject

guide love,

will be

someone

jupiter (49)

will

and the person who will
on the _Iupiterian order.

necessarily have to have money, but he must be
A split line
or one who gives promise of rising.

He does not

prominent,
rising under

Saturn

(50)

will indicate that the

subject

is at-

The Line of Heart
tracted

by

some

of the Saturnian

qualities.
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If the

subject,

whose hand you find this line, is developed in his mental
world, it will be this side of the Satumian that will attract

on

him, and he will love

one

who has

scholarly

attainmeuts.

If your client's middle world is strongest, he will love one
who has farming, mining, or horticultural aptitudes, or scien-

tilic talents.

If his lower world is strongest, he will love

one

saving disposition of the Satumian. In every
case this subject will like best one who has the soberness,
caution, and wisdom that belong to the Satumian type.
The subject himself may not belong to the Saturnian type,
who has the

but he will admire these

giddy

persons with this

qualities. I
marking, and

have seen the most
believe they realize

Www
NO. 49

NO. G0

NO. 51

their need of the Satumian balance-wheel.

A split line risApollo (51) must be reasoned as in the previous
case, and your subject will be drawn toward Apollonians.
If your subject lives in the mental world, he will love one
who is ideally an artist.
If the middle world of your subject

ing

under

is strongest, he will love

one

who is

an

artist, but he

wants

this artist able to make money from his art.
If the lower
world is strongest your subject will love one who dresses in

showy fashion and who knows how

to make a display.
Apollonian, and that this split line from the
line of Heart makes the subject love the qualities of that type;
you can carry your explanation as far as you please by describing all that Apollonians are, and saying that this is
a

Remember the
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If the split line rises to Mercury
what your client will love.
will
Mercurian qualities;1z/hzkh side
love
(52) your subject

will be shown

by the world

which rules in his hand-the

oratory and eloquence of the upper world of Mercury, the
scientific side shown by the middle, or the money-making
side shown

subject

the lower world.

by

In the latter

will suHer love to be influenced

by

case

the

the amount of

no. sa

money

a

lover has,

or

by

his

ability

to make it.

If these

lines rise in the centre of the Mounts, read them confidently. If it seems doubtful on which of two Mounts they

split

do end, estimate which one seems most clear and read in this
case with some degree of reserve.
Good judgment must be

constantly cultivated. Split lines which fall from the Heart
line ( 5 3) show a part of the conflict between heart and head,
and at the time these lines fall, the head is exerting a very
strong influence.

Iii

the Heart line all

along its

as

is often the case, fine lines fall from
course, there is a perpetual con-

Hict between heart and head for the mastery.
lines were read by old palmists to indicate
and

disappointments."

cate

an

can

When

we

These

love-sorrows

think that

they do indior heart, we

effort of the head to control sentiment

understand how it

was

falling

"

reasoned out, for if

one

loves but

allows the head to say that the loved one is not so good a
match as someone else, he will have
love-sorrows and dis"

appointments,"
(heart).
Sometimes

a

for calculation

large

line will

(head)

split

has stided sentiment

away from the Heart line

The Line of Heart
and

fall to the Head line,

gradually
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merging itself

in it

(54);

this will show that heart has surrendered to head and is

thereafter ruled by it. The age at which it begins is shown
by the point at which the line splits away, and the complete
surrender by the point at which the line loses itself in the
line of Head.

Cross-bars

cutting

the line

(55)

are

constant

heart irritations, either illnew, or worries in the affections.
On noting them make a search to locate whether they are
health defects

or

whether

health defects note how

they apply to
deeply they cut.

the affections.

If

If only little lines

show temporary heart disturbance of a functional character, if very deep they are more serious; so note all these lines

they

carefully,

to

see

how disastrous

they

will be in their effect.

If these cross-bars cut the line in many places, it shows that
the trouble is continuous.
If heart disease, it will show pd-

pitation

and valvular didiculties, and generally with such

bars present the Heart line grows dim and more defective
toward its latter end, and the cross-bars become deeper cut.

If these bars do not relate to disease, then constant

jars

to

Www
NO. 55

NO. 54

NO. 58

the aHections will be indicated at the age at which these bars
show on the line.
are more serious if they apApollo. Islands in the Heart line
(56) are always defects. They obstruct the Current, weaken
it, and most often indicate weak physical action of the heart.
The size of the island will show how serious the didiculty

All defects

on

the Heart line

pear under the Mount of

The Laws of Scientific
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is,

mere

dots

being

while those which

not more than

are

Hand-Reading
temporary disturbances,

large and deep

cut

are menaces

to life.

Islands found in the Heart line under the Mounts will generally add a heart complication to some health defect of that
Mount type. When seen always locate the type of the suband hunt for a health defect peculiar to him, which if

ject

found must have heart weakness added.

are

often warned

by

island

an

on

In this way you

the Heart line and find

back of it additional trouble.

part of the hand

they

will

give

run

to

the clue

or

by

If chance lines from any other
near an island on the Heart line,

the

place from which they

start

as

to where you should look for information which you can bring
If split lines rise or fall from the Heart
to bear on the island.

line at

or near an

island these will tell, by the place they end,
island. When an island

something about the outcome of the

is seen, search must be made to ascertain whether it is a
health defect, and generally this will be the case.
If not,
look to location, chance, and other lines for information bear-

ing
on

on

some

disappointment to the affections. An island
Apollo is always a health indication,
seldom fail to get the complete confirmation

the Heart line under

and you will
from nails, etc.

the Heart line (57) are generally health defects,
degree of seriousness is gauged by their size.
When seen, always examine for heart disease.
If no indication is seen anywhere else, and the dot is small, the case
is not serious. The more pronounced the signs of heart
Dots

on

and their

The Line of Heart
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are seen elsewhere, and the larger the dot, the
serious the difficulty. Breaks of all degrees of size are
often seen in the line. With nearly every break, one end of
the broken line will go wide of its course and will show what

trouble which
more

has influenced the line

suiliciently

always be considered

serious even

wide

or

as

to break it.

Breaks must

though small,

when the ends of the broken line

and when

far apart and
in their meaning to
are

unrepaired, they become serious enough
reading of probable fatality. When breaks of
size
are
seen look for repair signs.
If the ends of the
any
line lap, or have sister lines joining them, squares surrounding, or anything which will help retain the Current in its
course, read it as serious heart dimculty which is prevented
from coming to a fatal conclusion by the repair signs.
With
warrant the

breaks examine in the usual

manner

to see if

they

are

health

and if found to be so, read the break as denoting illness; if it is not a health indication read it as an interruption
in the affections.
If the line breaks and runs up to Jupiter

defects,

(58)

it will be read the

same as

the line deflected to that

split line running to jupiter, showing that
Iupiterian qualities attract the client and that the break in
the line, if a health defect, is due to a disturbance of heart
brought about by the _Iupiterian disposition to overeat. This
will produce functional heart disturbance, which can be overcome by removing the cause.
If the break be not a health
indication, it will show that one of the Jupiterian type has
Mount,

or as a

caused the break, or that it has been caused by too much ambition or pride (Jupiterian qualities). Always examine the
character of the line after the break,
it which tell the outcome of this break.

continues

noting

the

changes

in

If the line afterward

it will be overcome, if it grows thin, or
defective
in other ways it will be a. continuance
chained,
of diiliculties and the age at which each one of these changes

deep,

or

occurs can

be read from the line.

Saturn and rises to the Mount
In this

case

gout and rheumatism

defects that will

action, and

If the line breaks under

(59) Erst look for health defects.
are

the Saturnian health

probably complicate trouble with the heart's
rheumatism of the heart is often diagnosed from
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this
ous

marking.

You

can

I-land-Reading

tell from the Life line about how seri-

If this break is not a health indication

the results will be.

it will show that either a Saturnian subject, or that Saturnian
qualities have caused the break in the line. The greatest care
should be used in making an estimate in all of these cases.
The type of your subject will show how much he would likely
be induenced

by the several types either in

in his affections.

a

health way

or

If the Heart line breaks under

Apollo (60)
it will be nearly conclusive proof that the dimculty is a
health defect. Examine closely all other indications bearing
on heart disease, for while this defect is natural to Apollonians, all of this type do

not

necessarily have heart disease.

See if the broken line, as it goes up into the Mount, grows
deep and red, if so it will add to the certainty of disease. If

it is not

a

health indication it will tell of the aiections hav-

ing been influenced by Apollonian qualities, or by one of
this type. This break occurring in the line under Apollo
is at age forty-three. If an Apollonian subject has caused
strong attraction
chance line

on

that

at

coming

an earlier age it will be shown by a
from the Heart line at an earlier age

line, and running

to the Mount of

Apollo (61).

If the line breaks under Mercury (62) it will not likely
be a health defect coming from any type qualities of
Mercury, from the fact that the position of Mercury

registers sixty years
generally gets

action

become disturbed.

on

the Heart line, and the heart's
at this age, and is likely to

weaker

In

seeking

to discover if this break is

The Line of Heart
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health indication, bear in mind the age and consequent liability to heart weakness. At this age it is not likely that an
a

affection will

passed.

the break, for the age of youthful love is
a Mercurian has inhuenced your

cause

If afiection toward

client, it will much

more likely be shown by a chance line
(61), than by this break under Mercury. The
usual investigation will probably disclose a health defect; if

similar to

/

\'~-_

no. ea

not,

reason

out the

break,

that the broken line has

These

as

run

is done with the other Mounts.

mentioned,
toward

the line

are

no. 64

no. ss

In all of the breaks above
do not,

N
a

we

have considered

Mount.

Many breaks

broken span.
simply parts
either health defects, or breaks in aEection. Reaa

size by following the genIf many breaks are seen in the line (63)
your client has either had a constant recurrence of weakness
in the heart's action or of broken love affairs.
If the breaks
son

eral

them all out

and shows

plan

come

according to their

outlined.

close

together

he is

likely

to have heart Failure.

ends of these broken lines turn down instead of
the Mounts

then the head

If the

rising

to

influences the sub-

(64)
strongly
ject at the times the breaks occur, and cold reason tights
against warm sentiment. If the broken ends are short, head
does not rule completely, but if the line merges into the
Head line, reason obtains the mastery over sentiment (65).
If the break is wide at this time, the subject never entirely
gets over it ; if it is narrow he does, though unhappy at the
time.
By noting each break it can be told at what age
these events occur, and by noting where the enrls of the
37
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broken line go you

variations

can

tell what has caused them.

you
of the broken line

the

The

infinite, but by applying the general prinIf the end
can correctly reason out each one.

are

ciples
(66),

Hand-Reading

drops and
thing which caused

cuts the Head line

sharply

the break, be it health

or

QQ
NO. 65

N0. 65

NO. 67

afection, will seriously impair the head

at the time the

the Head line. If at the time this cut occurs
on the Head line a star is seen on the junction of the two
lines (67) an explosion will occur in the Head line, caused
line

crows

by whatever made the

Heart line break

NO. 68

and brain fever
be

judged

NO. 69
or even

an

or

a&`ection)

NO. 70

death may ensue. The latter must
line, and the condition of the Head

from the Life

line after the cut
If

(health

island be

the Heart line

occurs.
seen

(68),

in the Head line,

following

the head will be left in

dition afterwards, this delicacy

lasting

as

a

long

the cut

delicate
as

by

con-

the island

The Line of Heart
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is present, the age to be read on the Head line. If after a
a Heart line, the line is chained (69), it shows that

break in

the heart

break.

fully

never

If after

a

it will be delicate

recovers

during

NO. 11

(71)

the

a

the time

an

island

break

a

suddenly

or

a

cross-bar

the break

illing

seen

have

tack of heart disease at the age the star
This is more certain if seen under Apollo.
and is cut by

(70)

NO. 78

well-marked star is

will die

islands

these islands.

.

NO. 72

subject

or

occupied by

,

,k
If after

from whatever caused the

break the line has

a

very serious at-

comes on

the line.

If the line breaks

(72), the Current can hardly get by at

QWW
NO. 74

NO. 75

all, and sudden death, by heart failure, will

NO. 76

occur

in

ninety-

five per cent. of cases. If a break has a cross-bar on both
ends of the line (73), death from heart disease will occur in

ninety-nine per cent. of eases. How serious every case is,
judge by the diiculty there will be to repair the damage
and get the Current into its proper channel again. In the
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latter

case

the best

repair

ends of the cross-bars
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would be

(74).

sister line

a

In this

case

joining

the

there would be

at the time of

the break, but the Current could
the
sister
line
to its channel again.
This
by
serious defect is also well repaired by a square (75) in which

great danger
be led back

case

the Current gets into the box, and though it is a serious
to the heart during the time this break occurs,

impediment

NO. 77

NO. 78

NO. 79

it will likely find its way into the Heart line again if the
square be a good one. If a break in the Heart line has a dot
well marked

on

the end of the broken line

(76)

it indicates

a

serious attack of heart disease at the age indicated by its
position on the line. A very large, deep dot will indicate a

probable fatality,
line,
or

or

is an

smaller

explosion.

affection.

attack if it be
seen

a

dot, serious illness which may be

The star is either a brilliant

overcome.

under Saturn it will add the

formation,

when

seen on

the

If illness, then it will be heart disease, a severe
a small star, or a badly formed one (77).
If

If the star is

of the heart.
the centre

sign

First locate whether it denotes illness

exactly
or,

as

on
we

large

complication

of rheumatism

and well formed

(78),

with

line, it will indicate the excessive
call it, the explosion.
This means

the

sudden heart failure at the age on the line at which the star
If after a star the line shows chains (79) the subappears.

ject
will

(80)

will have
never

the

a

serious attack of heart disease from which he

entirely

subject

If after

recover.

will have

a

with delicacy afterwards, most

severe

a

star there

are

islands

attack of heart disease

pronounced

and

severe

during

'I`he Line of Heart
the

periods
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by the islands. The age at which each
If after a
be read from the line of Heart.

covered

event occurs

can

star the line becomes thin and

illness shown

the star

by

narrow

destroys

the

(81) it tells that the
vigor of the heart,

which is always weak afterwards, and the affections become
cold and views selfish and narrow.

The combinations of defects, and the character ol' the line
in its different parts are possible of infinite variation.
All
along the line every variation of character means a diiierent
of the line during the period it lasts. The characteristics of each formation of the line have been previously
explained ; so in practice apply to each part of the line the

operation

characteristics which

belong

to that kind of a

line, reading

the age at which these events occur by their position on the
line. Use color to strengthen all these matters. Remember

big

red stars indicate greater intensity than big white ones,
yellow ones show more nervous, morbid, and ugly

and that

qualities. Every defect
health

or

alfection.

on

the line

means an

Make this distinction

event either of

by

rules already

f

\.
E

`

NO. N

+

NO. 81

laid down, and then tell what the defect
serious it is.

means

and how

Keep always in mind the theory of the Current, what it is
trying to do, and how well the line will enable it to perform
its functions. Think of the stream as Howing smoothly or
impeded by defects. You have the types as a basis for the
whole work, and it is by using and combining this knowledge,
and adapting it to each particular case, that you will be en-
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abled to

reason

out what each event shown on the line means,

how it will afect the

produces

destruction.

expect the meaning
hand.
it

over

rushed.

Hand-Reading

subject,

and whether it is

repaired

or

Go slowly in reading the line ; don't
to come the Hrst time you look into a.

Do not become confused because it does not, but think
carefully. Above all, never allow yourself to be
"

begin to read because you feel you must say
something." Don't say anything until you have it clearly
in mind. Practice will increase the rapidity with which you
can work, just as the child grows from the primer to his
higher readers. Get the theory in mind iirst, then practise
until you can apply it. All my effort in this chapter has
been expended to teach how to read a line by using the genDon't

applying them to that line.
only
changes in the Heart line itself.
each separate Main line thoroughly, and when

eral rules and indications and
I have dealt

Understand

with

you have learned them all you will be able to understand all
the combinations.
The illustrations in this chapter serve

only to put you in the way of reasoning out the possible
changes in the line- they are only a few of the thousands
which

are possible.
You will find it excellent practise to
pencil and paper and draw diB`erent combinations for
yourself, learning to reason them out. Remember, reason
and good judgment must stand at your side when judging

take

the Heart line, and all other lines

as

well.

CHAPTER VI
THE LINE or HEAD

HE second line, which, according to our hypothesis,
receives the Electric Current when it enters our bodies
through the linger of jupiter, is the line which may be seen
tracing its way across the hand below the line of Heart, and
this has been named the line of the Head

(82).

It is

an

impor-

line, and innumerable experiments have shown that it
absolutely indicates the amount of mentality possessed by the
tant

subject,

the kind of mentality, the power of mental concentra-

to exert self-control. The importance of
recognized when we consider what a tremendous part mind plays in the shaping of our destiny. No matter how line the rest of the human machine may be, it can
never operate perfectly unless there is a proper mental atti-

tion, and the ability

this line will be

The mental attitude cannot be

tude.

what it should

be unless the brain is

physically healthy
sesses

the

ability

and the

subject

pos-

to concentrate his mind

and thus go through life with definiteness of purpose.
Mind is the force that

enables
makes

us

to alter our natural life map,

able to

modify our type qualities, and, more powerfully than any other
factor, iniiuences the life of every human
us

NO. 82

being. The kind of mind that each subject possesses will be largely the key to his fixture, for it
makes him whatever he is, improves or mars his natural self]
builds up or tears down the strong places in his character,
and acts correspondingly with the weak ones. Thus the
423
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Head line will demand the closest

rectly determine the
present.

quality

and

study,

quantity

in order to

cor-

of brain power

,

The organ called the brain is the centre from which
nates the vital force that throbs

along

every

nerve

ema-

in the

body, and, manifestly, whatever reflects it is also a wonderful
revealer of disease, especially of those disorders termed nervous.

As the human brain is locked within the skull and is

extremely delicate and sensitive that physical examination of it cannot be made with safety, it is only when accident has laid bare certain portions that its workings can be

so

studied.

Even the closest

rnicroscopical

examination fails to

reveal any essential dilference in structure between the brain
of a man of high intellectual endowments and blameless
moral life and that of

This fact I have
tions before

a

criminal of the most brutal type.

verified in post-mortem examinaof scientiic experts.
It is because the

seen

a body
carefully protected that it cannot be studied and
examined minutely during life that we have not yet learned
to locate in if the seats of good and evil.
But the hand 13
always present to be studied, and in the Head line it has been
found that the inner workings of the mind are disclosed.
Therefore, for the present we must be satisfied to use the

brain is

so

Head line rather than the brain itself to discover the work~

of the mind, and

ings

we can

records the information.

rated in this

feel satisiied that it

accurately

All of the data which is

chapter concerning

incorpo-

the Head line is the record

of careful examinations and veriiications, and it is bemuse
these numerous examinations have been so universally accurate that I

relied upon

unhesitatingly
as a

state that the line of Head may be

revealer of the amount and condition of the

mentality of any subject. In the same way it is most accurate in disclosing diseases due to an impairment of the brain,
and

extending from it to the nervous system.
beginning a study of the line of Head,

In

your first

care

should be to locate it, and if it be absent, to discover that fact.
As the mind, working through the brain, is the force which

operates directly

on

all

lines, the Head line is seldom absent,

The Line of Head
for it is the indicator of that which
there will often be
you may be at
Heart line.
In

line is the

a

only

a

single
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produces lines. However,
crossing the hand, and

line

loss to tell whether it is the Head

or

the

per cent. of cases such a single
and it is the Heart line which is absent.

ninety-nine

former,

I think it best to read such

single lines invariably as lines
The length of the Head line should next have

of Head.

rlwfllif
NO. 85

NO. 84

NO. B3

It should not run to the percussion as does
the Heart line, but if the line runs across the hand, as in
No. 82, it tells by its length of abundant mentality the kind to

your attention.

by the character and color of the line. If the
(83) it indicates that the subject is not so long
headed," or, in other words, has not strong mentality.
This latter line must be carefully noted, for it may also mean
that the life of the subject is short and stops at the point
be estimated

"

line is short

where the Head line ends; for illness and duration of life
are to be read on several of the lines and not on the Life line
alone.

If with

a

short Head line is also found

a

short Life line,

corresponding in length with the line of Head (84), the
fatality is quite certain. If a star is seen on the end of this
short Head line (85) the indication will be sudden death,
the star showing the explosion.
If a star be seen on the
end of both the short lines of Head and Life (86) the
fatality may be read coniidently if seen in the right hand,
The larger and
or, as lhrealened, if seen in the left hand.
better formed these stars, the

more

certain the indication.
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A

cross on

the end of

1-land-Reading

short Head line must be read

a

as

the Current, ending the mentality, and producing
but not so surely by apoplexy or in a sudden manner

stopping
death,
as

if indicated

by well-formed

A

stars.

cross on

the end of

short Head line, and of a Life line (87) must be read as an
indication which is nearly as strong as a star. These defects stop the Current, and life cannot continue unless the
a

freely. With these markings note in every
subject, also color of the line or sign. If
Jupiterian (predisposed to apoplexy), Saturnian (predisposed
to paralysis), Martian (who has large blood supply in brain),
these indications will be more serious, especially if found red
In all short Head lines
or pronouncedly yellow in color.
the accompanying signs on the Life line, Mercury line, Heart
Current flows

case

the type of

line, and Mounts
whether the

disease,

as

must be

subject

lacks

in the above

shows abundant

noted, in order

mentality

cases.

mentality

always be

kept

across

length

in mind.

NO. 86

is

long

to distinguish
predisposed to

Head line

of the line,

a

proportion

If the Head line extends

NO. 88

NO. 87

the entire hand in

per se

and the short line less of it.

In this examination for the
must

The

or

straight

line

(88),

with

a

Heart

line normal, it will show the preponderance of head and the
subject will be out of balance in this respect. He will be

avaricious, will view all things from the mental standpoint,
sentiment will be subservient to interest, he will be practical
in all things, and more interested in whatever is capable of

producing

direct results than in beautiful

things which

H

The Line of Head
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appeal to the heart. If this long, straight
accompanying Heart line, the subject will
be cold, heartless, merciless, miserly, avaricious, extortionThe proportionate, and demanding his pound of iiesh."
ate depth and character of all the lines must be noted.
If
the Head line be straight and long and also dup, it makes a
the eye

please

Head line has

or

no

"

When the Head line without the

stronger combination.

Heart line is found also
makes
more

ject aggressive
mean

and it is

long

slrazlg/li

and

deep,

it

interests greater and the subject harder and
If this line be also red, it makes the subavaricious.

worldly

in his avarice, and if yellow he will be doubly
If the Head line be long, but thinner and

and hard.

smaller than the other

lines, the head will be

strain and must not be overworked

wrecked.

or

on a

constant

the brain will be

If the line be short, narrow, and shallow, it will

pronounced indication of small mentality. If all the
other lines are deep and well cut, and the Head line short
and thin, it shows a person easily led, weak in mentality,
be

a

the servant and creature of others, never the leader. So,
together with the length of the line, must be estimated its

size and

proportion to the other lines, and the subject must
placed above or below the normal balance in accordance
with the proportion found. In every case use both hands.
If the line be short in the left hand and long in the right,
the subject has developed his mentality.
If the line be
long in the left hand and short in the right, he has retrograded mentally, or else there is danger of fatality from the
be

short line.

Examine

at once

Life line, type, and all health

indications to discover which.
thin in the left hand and

If the line be

narrow

and

deep and well cut in the right, the
is
subject
improving mentally. If this combination is reversed the opposite condition is present.
If the line be long
and straight in the left hand and shows the same formation
in the right, but with the Heart line absent in the right
hand, the subject is naturally grasping and self-interested,
and these qualities in him have been tremendously increased
until he has become intensely selfish and avaricious. By
noting in this way the two hands and their changed condition
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of lines, you will be able to read

attitude,
formerly regarded certain matters

he
at

and

present mental

to a

changes

from the past
subject how

tell the

can

and how he views them

present.
One of the iirst

distinguish

things

to do in

reading

dzkease from character of the

the Head line is to

To do

mentality.

this it will be necessary to use not only defects in the line
arising from breaks, dots, islands, and similar causes, but
also the

narrowness

proportion

and thinness of the

to other lines.

Inasmuch

as

line,

as

well

as

its

the Head line indi-

cates both the extent and character of the

mentality

and also

diseases, it will be necessary at times when a defective line is
seen, to distinguish between the two and to estimate whether
your

subject

is

brain illness

lacking in character directions,
insanity are indicated. Any

or

whether

defect

or

seen

the Head line will indicate mental disturbance, which
may be the result of illness, or it may be an indication of the
on

unsteady character of the mentality.

In

making a distinction

between character and diseases the Life line should be

amined to
as

see

if it is also defective at about the

same

ex-

period

the defect appears on the Head line. Anything abnoron the Life line will fix the defect on the Head

mal found
line

as an

illness.

The nails must also be consulted in

con-

nection with the Head line, for if badly fluted they tell of
great nervous disturbance, which is emanating from the
centre

of

nerve

force, the brain.

If in addition to

a

defective

Head line, fluted and brittle nails are found you are warned
that the subject is using up his nervous vitality faster than
it can be generated and is in danger of paralysis. This is
further confirmed if the

curian,

or

Lunarian.

of the lines is

subject

be either

a

Saturnian, Mer-

The color of the hand and

exceedingly important

in this

particularly
investigation.

If too white, the anaemic condition furnishes little blood, and
operation of the brain will be weakened. On the other

the

hand,

extreme

redness will show that blood in excessive

and in too great strength is being forced to the
Either of these indications show an abnormal con-

quantity
brain.

dition and indicate

disease,

whiteness

predisposing

to

weak-

The Line of Head
ness

insutiiciency, and

and

fevers

or

redness
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indicating liability

to

The latter condition is to be read from

apoplexy.

the presence of stars, crosses, dots, or deep cutting of the
line, red color being also present with these markings.

When a defective Head line is noted, use the Life line as
indicated above, the Mercury line in the same way as the
Life line, together with nails and color, for all these must be

NO. 90

along with the type of the subject, and from this
combined point of view you will be able to distinguish health
defects from mental defects.
The starting-point or source of the Head line must be
consulted

In the greater number of hands the line rises from
Life, to which it is slightly attached at the start

noted.

the line of

(89), and branches away from the Life line, sometimes near
beginning of that line, sometimes farther along (go).
At this point the Head line registers the early years of life,

the

and the

sooner

the line separates from the Life line, the

younger was the subject when he began to think for himself.
The longer the Head line is tied to the Life line the less self-

coniidence has the

subject and the more he relies upon the
The longer the period covered by this
of the two lines, the later in life did the subj ect begin to

advice of others.
union

rely upon himselli

The Head line is

not

often bound to the

Life line longer than the twelfth year, and many Head lines
are seen which only touch the Life line at its beginning,

showing that as
In examining

child the subject was self-reliant.
beginning of the Head line note how

a mere

the

430
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the angle formed by the lines of Head and Life. The
pointed this angle (go), the more sensitive the subject,
the easier are his feelings hurt, and if in addition the sensitive pads are found on the ends of the Engers, this sensitive
disposition will be extreme. The subject will do almost anything rather than hurt the feelings of others, and the lives of
such will be often made unhappy by unintentional slights.
The type of the subject and his Enger-tips must be taken
With pointed tips and this acute
into consideration here.
the
will
be
entirely lacking in self-reliance,
subject
angle
timid, cautious, leaning constantly upon someone else, and
sufering a fall every time the support is taken away. With
thick fingers and square or spatulate tips the indications

sharp
more

will not be extreme sensitiveness, but must be read as denotand caution.
Often the Head line is merged
in the Life line at the start, and in thiscase the head did not

ing prudence

to assert itself, but the subject depended upon others
until the yur when the line breaks away from the line of
Life. Sometimes the Head line does not leave the Life line
until well along in its course (QI). In this case the mental

begin

activities

produce

began

in

some

which shows the

later in life.

This

even

hands the formation of

subject

goes

so

far

as

to

obtuse angle (92),
to be somewhat callous to slights.
an

If, with this latter marking, the linger-tips be square or
spatulate and the fingers and palm thick and red, the subject will be very dense, and if only the lines of Head, Heart,
and Life are present, it will indicate elementary heaviness of

'1`he Line of Head
intellect and

unimpressionability.
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These

subjects

will be

cautious, non-committal, dependent on others, lacking abi1~
ity to command, unoriginal, blunt, and tactless. When the
line of Head is distinctly separated from the line of Life (93)

primarily self-reliance. The subject is original, is
by the views of others, acts for and depends
himselij can plan well, is guided by his own judg-

it shows

not bound down

upon

X

NO. 93

NO. 94

ment, is independent and courageous in his views, and therefore this separation, if not too wide, is a fine marking. The
wider the separation the greater the degree of self-reliance,

consequently the marking may degenerate into such boldness
and self-esteem that the subject becomes foolhardy and not
a safe counsellor.
`With this separated line note the tips,
if
the
self-reliance
for,
may run to idealism, if spatpointed,
to
and
ulate,
great energy
originality, producing a brain
fertile in new schemes, and, as the subject does not ask
advice, he is likely to commit grave errors. Square tips are
safest, for their good common-sense will be a restraining element.
Note the length of the fingers, for, if very short, the
quickness in making up the mind, added to the self-reliance
of the separated lines, easily leads to impulsive, hasty,
and dangerous conclusions.
If, in addition, the Bngers are
smooth, impulsiveness will be intensified. Knots indimte a
restraining element that it is good to have present with these
separated lines. This marking, in whatever degree of separation it is seen, always indicates a subject with well-deined
individuality; the wider the separation the more marked is
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the self-reliance and the consequent individuality.
Always
this marking as requiring care, for the owner is an

regard

unusual

subject,

and

everything

must be

weighed

in order

to determine whether the self-reliance and self-esteem shown

the indications

danger point.
separated lines would indicate lack of sensitiveness, as does an obtuse angle formed
by the line starting low on the Life line, but such is not the
case.
In fact the opposite is true, for the separated Head
and Life lines produce most sensitive people.
They do
I have
not always show nor own it, but such is the case.
made up my mind, after having investigated a great deal in
the endeavor to discover why this sign should indicate sensitiveness, that it is owing to pride, for the subject being extremely self-reliant, and confident of his own ability, allows
his feelings to be hurt by anything which indicates that
others have not the same degree of confidence in him that
by

»It

might

be

run

to

supposed

he has in himself.

the line of Life

a

that these

Sometimes the line of Head rises inside
on

the lower Mount of

Mars, and, after

crossing the Life line, winds its way across the hand (94).
This subject is extremely vacillating. He starts many
things

with enthusiasm and before he dies will have made

changes. He is a shifter who constantly alters
opinions and does not continue in the same way of thinking long at a time. He is always intense in his views,
makes most violent resolutions, and changes his mind with
facility, but always with the same vigor. These subjects
are rarely successful, for they do not stick to anything long
enough to win. They are always aggressive, for the Head
line rises from lower Mars, consequently they are frequently
in trouble, always picking quarrels, and are avoided by
those who do not want contention. The shifting mind and
quarrelsome disposition are a poor combination, for one can
If the
never tell what tack these people may take next.
innumerable

his

color of the hand and lines be red, this will add to the unpleasantness of the indication, if yellow, the subject will
be

intolerably

mean,

The less mentality the
subject be able to overcome

in addition.

hand indicates, the less will the

The Line of Head
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trouble, but good Erst phalanges to the fingers, a long
phalanx of thumb, with a long, narrow, or paddleshaped first phalanx of that member, will give the subject

the

second

forces with which he can largely counteract the
disposition indicated by such a Head line.

shifting

Sometimes the Head line rises from the Mount of
This line shows fine

(95).

capability

for

leadership,

Jupiter

a

person
and get the most out of them,
one who is self-confident ; and this source of the Head line is
always an indication of strong mentality. There is diplomacy
who

can

handle

men

with

ease

present which enables the subject

to dictate without

to rule when he seems to be

harsh,

pendent

when he knows all

depends

ruled,

on

being

to appear de-

him ; he is

brainy,

brilliant, and successful. Always note his type; if of a
coarse make-up, the tact and diplomacy will disappear ; he
will lead but

men

will feel his

strength.

If the hand be ine,

accomplish all he wishes, and men will not know
how he does it. Sometimes the line will rise just at the base

he will

of the Mount of Jupiter (96), sometimes it will sweep clear
Between these
up to the base of the linger, as in No. 95.

llifflilf
NO. U6

NO. 95

degrees, and your estimate of the
strength of the indication must be in proportion to its degree
of marking on the Mount. Sometimes the line rises from
the Life line but a branch rises to the Mount of Jupiter (97).

two sources are many

This shows that ambition and the desire to be great or
If the hand be purely a mental
famous rule the subject.
one,

"the

subject's

ambitions will be for mental fame.

If the
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purely artistic, his ambitions will be for fame in that
If the hand be purely material, his ambition will
be for riches. He will always strive to rise, and the life
generally follows an upward grade.
The course of the line through the hand is next to be conIn cutting its way across the hand, the straighter
sidered.
the line runs (98), and the less it is changed in its course,
hand be

direction.

the

more

fixed

is he balanced
sense are
even

eHect

are

the ideas of the

mentally,

and the

subject, the more evenly
practical and common-

more

This line shows that he pursues an
and that outside influences have very little
him.
He gauges everything by a practical standhis views.

course,
on

ard and accepts what he chooses, allowing the balance to
The
pass by without making much impression on hirn.

tendency or danger indicated by this line is that of becoming too unimpressionable, too inelastic, too sordid, to allow

adaptability. These subjects often do not make many
as they want everyone to come to their way of
thinking. Everything is subjected to plain common-sense,
often narrow views, and anything speculative or ideal is an
This straight line must be the gauge by
abomination.
When the line of Head
which you judge all deflections.
rises on or under jupiter, we have the qualities of that Mount
exerting strong influence on the subject, and it is seldom
that a line will be so placed that it can be deflected upward
toward the Mount of jupiter, but we do find the line deof

friends,

flected under the other Mounts.

The line of Head normally

The Line of Head
curves

upward slightly

in most hands this

in the

curve
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beginning of its course, and
midway between Jupiter

is about

and Saturn.
When the line

so

perceptibly

curves

under Saturn

(99)

greatly changed, it shows that the subject
is strongly tinged with Saturnian ideas. Often when every
other method of classifying your subject into his proper type
that its

is

course

has failed, the Head line deflected toward a Mount will do
it for you. The greater the dedection of the line toward
Satum the

subject.
marking;
love the

more

surely will Saturnian

ideas be strong in the

You must note the character of the hand with this

if the mental world rules, then your client will
study and research for which the Saturnian is

famous; if the middle world rules, he will love farming,
mining, and horticulture ; if the lower world rules, his ideas
will

toward the saving of money. If
Apollo (roo), the subject's mind

run

toward

the line is deflected
will

run

in

Apollo-

If the upper world rules, it will be art, pure
and simple ; if the middle world is stronger, money-makingand love of beauty will be combined ; if the lower world dominian channels.

§

N

.

NO. 99

NO. 1W

nates, love of display, and a coarser love of the artistic will
be indicated. The larger the dedection the greater is the

degree

of influence exerted

by Apollo, and

this is true of all

When the line is deflected toward Mercury (rox)
it shows that Mercurian ideas are strong.
If the upper world

deflections.

rules, fine powers of expression, persuasive force,
torical power,

are

indicated.

even ora-

The kind will be shown

by the
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If the middle world is strongest,
investigations and the

finger-tips.

the mind will lean toward scientific

will be

good physician, teacher, or lawyer. If the
money-making talent is strongly indicated.
With a dedection toward this Mount, watch the crooking and

subject

a

lower world rules,

twisting of
ness

the

Enger,

to determine how much added shrewd-

is present, and how

near

the

subject

NO. 101

is to roguery.

If

NO. 102

the line is wavy from source to termination (102) it will show
that the subject has had no permanent lixedness of ideas.

The variations which may occur in this wavy line are infinite, but by following the line from its beginning you can
tell the age when each mental variation occurs and in
what direction it tends.
This reading of the line by sections will

The

give the mental changes in detail.
general interpretation which must

wavy line is

direction,
tion.

Such

a

Head line is

and advisers these
not

long

ideas.

be

applied

to

a

lack of continuous mental effort in any one
changeability of purpose, and consequent vacillaa

the

people

same.

It is

never

an

The line is often

self-reliant.

As counsellors

safe, for their opinions are
unstable line, and shows unstable

are not

seen

deflecting upward

which may take it close to the line of Heart ( 103).
show that the heart is a stronger factor than the

that sentiment will

largely

influence the

in

a curve

This will

head, and

subject. If the debegins early in

flection of the Head toward the Heart line

the line, and continues to the end, it will show that the heart
was always the
strongest, even from the beginning of life. If

The Line of Head
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If the
occurs later, this condition began later.
slight, the heart will influence but not entirely
subject; if it is very great the heart will largely

the deflection
deflection is

rule the
dictate.

It is necessary with this indication to note which
deeper and stronger. If the Heart line, then

line is the

sentiment will

guide and

reason

will

give way.

If the Head,

will assert itself] often producing mental distress
because the dictates of the heart cannot be followed. Somethen

reason

deilecting downward (ro4). The
straight Head line marks the medium or nearest normal condition, and, generally speaking, all rising deflections come
from an uplifting force, and conversely all downward deflections come from a downward iniiuence.
Consequently when
times the line is found

the line of Head is

deflect downward, we feel that the
subject has been lowered during the

seen to

mental attitude of the

period covered by this deflection. As the straight Head line
operation of a practical mentality, the downward
dedection shows that a departure from the practical lines of
thought occurs during the dedection, at what age can be
read on the line. The Mount of Moon, the seat of imagishows the

nation, being set at the base of the hand, is considered as the
attracting power which causes the Head line to start downward. I have observed in the hands of many spiritists
and of persons strongly impressed with psychic phenomena
that the period at which these matters began to greatly interest them could be determined by a downward deflection
of the Head line. If the deflection is short, the subject is
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pulled in that direction, but the line coming back
straight course again shows that the ideas have been
drawn back into the practical line again.
If the deflection
covers the whole line (105), there has been coniiict between
practical ideas and a desire to indulge in imaginative things,
a

time

to the

but

as

the line at the end gets back to the straight position,
practical ideas have conquered. When

the inference is that

@@fiiW@7
NO. 106

NO. 105

NO. 107

the line is dedected downward under

Mount (as in 104) the
impelled the subject to such
qualities of
the
as
are
indicated
downward deiiection. The
by
thoughts
three worlds will tell which side of the type qualities, mena

that Mount have

tal, rnoney-making,

or

baser, have caused the mental change.

With all deflections note the character of the line before,
during, and after a deflection and this will show the outcome.
If

a

deep and well cut before, thin during, and
(106), it will show that a vigorous mind (before)
vigorous (during) and was impaired (after),

line is found

chained after
became less

the ages to be read from the line.
If the line is thin at the
and
chained
ends in a star (107), the
start,
during deflection,

subject

has

a

weak mind to start

by

whatever caused the

as

shown

by the

star.

deflection,

with, which
and ends in

impaired
explosion,
insanity or

was
an

This will show either

look to Life line, nails, color, type, etc., to determine
These illustrations are only two out of the infinite
which.

death

;

number of combinations which may be found, and are
in order to show the method of reasoning.

given

simply
The

source

of the line shows the

starting

of the mental

The Line of Head
activity, the

course

through
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the hand indicates the

changes

which have affected it, and the termination shows the ultimate
outcome.

great,

or

If the line be short, either the mentality is not
comes early in life, by death or

the termination of it

This matter has been treated under the head

loss of mind.
"

Length of the Line," and will not be reconsidered here.
When the line is very short and turns upward toward Saturn

of

(108) the mental attitude of
a

the

health defect of Saturn will

subject will be Saturnian,

cause

early death.

As

and

we are

considering the Head line, this health defect must apply to
something affecting the head, which is manifestly the brain.
Paralysis being a prominent defect of the Saturuian will be
the

to which you may ascribe the end.

Nails liuted,
brittle, yellow color, and many chance lines
in the hand, a thin Life line, chained, islanded, broken, or
otherwise defective, will enable you to conirm the indication.
Older palmists gave to this line the reading
sudden death,'
the reason for this must be apparent. If this line runs up on
to the Mount of Saturn (109), the indication is doubly sure.
If it ends in a star, a cross, or a dot (1 lo), the sudden termicause

turning back,

or

"

nation of the

ends in

cated,

a

as

'

mentality and the life is assured. If the line
(nr), paralysis followed by paresis is inditassel shows the gradual dissipation and diffu-

tassel
the

sion of the mental powers and not the sudden shock and
catastrophe which the cross, the dot, or the star portend.
The older palmists ascribed grave results to all indications

in which Saturn

was

concerned.

This

was

because of the
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the Saturnian.

When the line

of Head turns up toward Apollo (112) it shows that the sub~
ject is strong in Apollonian ideas. The world which rules
in each
ward

case

will determine to which side of the type the ideas
cases where the Head line turns up to-

In all of these

lean.

Mount it is

a

an

not especially strong.

indication that the mental stamina is
If it were, the

subject might belong

I

I
NO. 111

NO. 118

NO. 112

type, might be strong in his love of all things peculiar
type, and yet would not lose self-control, or allow the
typical Mount qualities to entirely dominate him, as must be
to

a

to the

the
not

when the line of Head is

case

toward

Mount.

a

long enough

pulled

out of its course and

When the line is drawn
to reach the

Mount, heart

upward,
or

but is

sentiment

are

stronger than head, and the subject has allowed a mere love
of the things peculiar to some particular type to dominate
him instead of reason.
In other words, his head has been
overcome

merged
lows his
used

per

by

by

his

feelings.

in the Heart line

When the Head line rises and is

(1 13)

it shows that the

feelings
palmists

some

se an

as

subject

al-

This has been

to overcome his

judgment.
indicating criminality.

indication of such tendencies.

It is not

It does show that

when the emotions, the sentiments, the feelings, the desires,
or whatever it may be are aroused, that the subject will lose

self-control and often commit crime in response to the appeal
of his passions.
He is not necessarily criminal, though he
may be weak.

Viewed in this

light,

if the hand be

brutal,

The Line of Head
Mount of Venus

large, full,

and
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red, with Heart line deep and

red, nails short, Mounts of Mars large, you will have one,
who to satisfy his desires would become criminal and even
commit murder.

His head will not be strong

enough

to

con-

passions which rage within him. If the line cut
clear up into Apollo (114), the cutting of the Heart line
under Apollo by the Head line, will indicate a complication
trol the

of the heart

diiliculty of the Apollonian,

and

some

disorder

in the mental health, most probably apoplexy.
Note the
Mount of Jupiter, color of hands, lines, nails, and all other

indications which may throw light on the subject. If at
point where the two lines cross they are deep cut and

the

red, the danger will be serious.

If at this

point

there is

a

(1 15)
danger is very grave, for the explosion is most
If
this
likely.
marking is followed by an island (116), the
the

star

shock will

permanently

brain fever is indicated.

weaken the

mind,

and at the least

If the line of Head turns toward

Mercury (117), it will show how strongly the Mercurian
qualities attract the subject. No matter what side of the

no. 114

no. no

no. 118

Mercurian is

developed, there will be a love of and talent for
money-making. So strong is this desire for money that the
subject will ruin his health or make any sacrifice to obtain
it. As employers these people are tyrannical and exacting,
and will work emthey desire to make
every edge cut
ployees just as long as they can, and give them the least
possible material with which to do the work. They love
"

"
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bargains, and will go miles to save a few pennies. Everything is measured by its money value.
When this line is seen, note carefully the type of the subject. If he be a bad or mean Saturnian, the combination of
this type with the Head line rising to Mercury is distressing.
If he be a crooked Mercurian you know that honestly or dishonestly, as may be necessary, he 10:71 have money. The

NO. 117

NO. 118

crooked and twisted

Eager,

NO. 119

with short nails should

cause

you to make your estimate strong, and if no Heart line is seen
If you find
you know that the subject will stop at nothing.
this line on a good hand read it merely as the love of money.

If with it the Medical

Stigmata is present (118), which inespecial aptitude for medicine, you will have the
money-making physician, if with this line the third phalanx
of the finger is longest the money-making business man. No
dicates the

matter what the

combination, the

money side is

strong.

If

the line goes clear up into the Mount (119), it will be in addition a health warning.
The bilious tendency, the stomach
nervousness, always present, will aB`ect the
produce vertigo, though serious results are not often
encountered from the indication per se.
The time period
of the line when it has reached this point is about seventy
If the
and at that time the end is naturally not far distant.
line should end in a star (120), sudden death is indicated.
When the line runs into the upper Mount of Mars (121) it
shows that practical common-sense ideas prevail.
It is the

disorder, and the
head and

The Line of Head
medium

position

of their balance.

give its qualities

and the mental

qualities

443
are

not

pulled

out

If upper Mars be well developed, it will
to the subject, who will defend himself

when attacked, will be cool, calm, brave, and warlike in
spirit. If the Mount be deficient, the mentality will partake
of these deficiencies in Martian qualities and the subject
will be
and
to

easily discouraged,
lacking in confidence.

the

Mount, attribute

unable to resist strong attacks,
Whatever would be attributed

to the line.

But whatever these

attributes may be, the line ending here always gives practical
ideas about everything.
In very many hands the Head line

slopes more or less toward the Mount of the Moon (122).
This sloping of the line shows that the subject is somewhat
induenced by imagination and is not practical to the exclusion of everything else.
There is a great misconception prevalent concerning this
sloping Head line, which has been used as indicating danger
of insanity. Nothing can be farther from the truth, for such
a

Head line is found

on

the hands of most sensible, self-con-

@"ii@7l@
NO. 12|

NO. 120

tained, practical persons.

imagine

does not

mean

Because

one

has the

that he is insane

neither does it follow that he is
Head be

NO. 122

unpractical,

or

ability to
likely to be,

so, if the line of

well cut, and clear, little concern need
be felt because it inclines toward the Mount of Moon. With

good, deep,

this indication, as with all others, excess may make it badf
Other combinations with the line, or the character of the line
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itself, may spoil it, but the general proposition is, the line
running toward the Moon shows that the subject is not entirely material in his ideas, but has the power of imagination.
This is an esuntial qualification for writers, speakers, and linguists, and in the most successful men of these professions I
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find all

degrees

of

A CELEBRATED AUTHOR

droop

to the Head

line,

some

going far

down into the Mount, and these persons have ability as
writers of fiction and poetry (123),
A line to reach the Moon
must be

a

tality.

It is

long one, so there is in these cases no lack of menonly when the drooping line is seen on a
of
subject or when it is thin or defective that it
poor type
is unfavorable.
As excess of imagination is one species of
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insanity; the drooping Head line with other unfavorable signs
will clearly indicate mental derangement.
If the line droops
low on the Mount and ends in a star (124), it will indicate insanity. Drooping to the Moon and ending in a chain (125),
If it droops to the Moon
it will tell of mental impairment.

WW?
NO. 124

and ends in

NO. 125

a cross

If it

tality.
there is

droops
danger of

size of the island

(126),

NO.

it will indicate

and ends in

an

island

mental disturbance.
or

a

check to the

(127)

or a

In these

dot will tell how serious.

Mount of Moon the line is broken

(129)

126

and

dot

men-

(1 28),

cases

If

on

the
the

intermittent, it

WW?
NO.

127

NO. 129

NO. 12

is another indication of mental disturbance.

ings

of the line

to the

ing

it

curve

are more

dangerous

These mark-

because the line

droops

Moon, the imaginative tendencies of the Mount maka

fertile

place

for such trouble.

toward the Moon must be

In every

case

carefully considered.

the
If it
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the start of the line

(130),

the

tendency

of the ideas have always been in that direction. If the line
runs straight during the first part of its course and then

slopes downward (1 3r), the practical plane at the beginning
is changed to a tendency toward imaginative ideas later in
life, the date to be read from the point where the droop begins. Such violent changes or markings are not the best

www
NO. 1®

ones

and

NO. 181

NO. 182

with this line; it is when the line forms a graceful curve,
gradually tends downward that no bad results follow.

Sometimes the line forks at the end (r 32). This will indicate versatility, a union of practical and imaginative ideas
which make the subject see things from a double point of
view.

I have

theatrical

seen

people,

this

marking

on

the hands of successful

and those who

successfully appeal to the
fork be slight, it must be read

public in other ways. If the
simply as versatility. If it be more marked, as in No. x 33, it
shows that the subject has a strong practical set of ideas
and a strong set of imaginative ones. He can see things from
both the practical and fanciful sides, and with this double
point of view, he is less inclined to be narrow and one-sided.
By noting which of the two forks is deeper and stronger,
you can tell which side (practical or imaginative) will obtain
the mastery.
This is a fine

marking

on a

good hand.

The double line,

however, with its double point of view, often leads a subject
into the habit of falsifying. He is not always an intentional
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whether he is

telling the literal
imagination is vivid, and
he sometimes makes himself think he is telling the truth
From the forking Head line is produced
when he is not.
the liar, and when seen on an otherwise bad hand, it will
make you sure of this interpretation. In habitual liars, I
have found the forking Head line always present. Sometimes they lie from pride or vanity, for mercenary or vicious
ends, and in each case the forkiug Head line will be seen.
This applies to habitual falsiiiers, not mere occasional
liar; often he is
story

"

or

the

not

sure

imaginative

His

one.

story tellers."

a fork with one line running to upper Mars
going low on to the Moon, with this fork again
forking (134), it will show that the double-pointed imagination, shown by the forked FORK on the Moon, will be so vivid
that the subject will stretch
everything and will lie when
the truth is better. He possesses such an enlarged imagination that he magniiies everything to double the original
size, and all descriptions show this distortion. If the fork

If the line has

and

one

"

"

www
NO. 184

NO. 188

NO. 185

the Moon ends in a star, a cross, or a dot (135), it will be
practically certain that the enlarged imagination will produce
insanity from, first, over-imagination; second, mental disease
shown by the star, cross, or dot. In the two cases above
mentioned, if the Mount of Moon be grilled and much rayed,
on

it will add to the force ofthe indication all of the restlessness

of the Lunarian. It will emphasize every bad indication
found on a much drooped and forked line of Head.
By

I
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in mind what constitutes

a

clear line of

Head and what makes it

defective, you can distinguish between a good, healthy imagination and mental disorder, and
you will never tell a line writer that he is going crazy.
Sometimes a line of Head divides into three well-cut forks,
one going toward Mercury, one toward Mars, and one toward

(136). This is a splendid marking, showing
great diversity of intellect, adaptability, and versatility. In
this case the three terminations unite business (Mercury),
resistance (upper Mars), and imagination (the Moon). This
combination generally produces a successful career, and unthe Moon

less laziness, lack of ambition, or some other defect is very
strongly marked, a subject with this triple-forked termination
will achieve much.
and ends

on

In

rare cases

the Head line curves around

the Mount of Venus

that Venusian ideas of attraction

This line is

of the

subject.

tality,

and if it be

deep

long,

(137),
are
so

This will indicate

uppermost in the mind
there is

and clear it is not per

of defective mental health, but it shows the
ing power of Venus.

plenty
se an

of

men-

indication

drawing,

attract-

The character of the Head line, which will next be

con-

sidered, shows what strength there is to the mental qualiA deep
ties, and what ability to concentrate the mind.
and well cut line shows great mental power, good selfcontrol, fixedness of purpose, good memory, and general
mental health and strength. There is in this case a good
clear channel for the Current to flow through, consequently
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evenly and smoothly-no breaks, no jars, but
strength. The deep and well cut Head line
lose his head,"
shows one who is self-contained, does not
is not flighty or erratic, but is dignitied, even-tempered,
evenly balanced, and has the ability to make and carry out
his determinations.
If the long Head linebedeep and well
cut, its length shows great mentality and its depth shows
strength of this quality. Long Head lines are often broken
the ideas

run

steadiness and

"

or

defective while the

subjects

are

very

From this

bright.

you may think that a deep and well cut line is not necessary
But close analysis will show
to produce mental stamina.

subject is bright and has much mentality it
steady, deep, and strong kind, but is unstable.
The length of the line shows the quanlig/, the depth and
clearness shows the qualiify.
Owners of deep, well cut Head
lines do not always make up their minds as quickly, but
weigh and consider carefully. Once reaching a decision,
subjects with such a Head line are firm in execution ; they
can concentrate their ideas,
pursue a single aim in life, and
to
bear
on
this
aim
a
fund
of strength and information
bring
that while your

is not the

drawn from many

sources.

danger, collected,

not

They

easily

are

cool in moments of
guard, and

thrown oi their

A strong thumb
possess self-control in the greatest degree.
added to a deep and well cut Head line will make the suband irresistible.

ject firm, cool,

the will which dominates

line shows the will which

both
can

thumb indicates

large

can

control

.ref

Give

cut Head
a

subject

deep and well cut Head line, and he
almost any task if he sets out to do it.

thumb and

large
accomplish
a

The

others, the deep and well

Observe the

proportion

the size of the hand.
than the other

of the lines to each other and also

If the Head linebe

lines, then the subject is

deeper

a

and clearer

mental

specimen

of whatever type he belongs to, and his first phalanges will
corroborate this.
If the hand and the lines in general are

small, but the Head line is deep and well cut, it is

a

grave

danger, for it indicates more mental power than the subject
has physical strength to carry easily. I have noted a number
of incurable cases of insanity with this marking, and also that
29
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the Head line

was

deep
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red in color.

So while the deep and

well cut Head line, other things being equal, is the best
marking, in excess it is one of the worst. The deep line

shows excellent

physical

health of the brain, and with such

normal line you rarely End headaches, or any trouble from
brain disorders. It is only when the line is seen in excessive
a

development and red that you should fear trouble, and then
vertigo, fainting spells, and, in extreme cases, apoplexy or
insanity are indicated. This is more certain if your subject
is ajupiterian, especially if the third phalanx of the finger
of Jupiter be thick. The strong Head line shows the capacity
of the brain to think and do work; it shows a healthy brain,
consequently one which can stand much exertion, and can
also do belief work than a weak or unhealthy organ. It is
less swayed by others, more reliable, and in every way
stronger. Take the deep and well cut Head line as the
basis for best results in estimating a subject. There are
many hands in which the Head line is thin and narrow, and
traces

itself delicately

across

This thin line shows

the hand.

that the brain power is not vigorous, but that the subject is
mentally delicate. He may be clever, and will be if the line
is

vigor. He will have good ideas
easily talked out of them, nor will he make great
mental exertion, for it tires him.
He cannot put his brain
at work for any length of time, for it becomes weary.
He
cannot pass through trials without headaches, and, whenever possible, he avoids severe mental tension and great

long,

but will lack mental

but will be

brain eEort.

He does not like to concentrate his

cannot do so for any

trol, but gives
tites, laziness,

of time.

length
feelings,

mind, and

He has little self-con-

way to his

either temper, low appewhatever they may be. This thin line
shows mental inertia, a lack of desire and ability to operate
with

or

lack of firmness,

vigor,

mental concentration.

quiring
which

Its

aggression,

owner never

does

and of strong
great things re-

continued mental exertion, but he does bright things
to him by intuition and which do not require

come

much brain exertion.
thin Head

It is

lines, for they

dangerous

cannot stand

to

it.

overcrowd these

The channel is

The Line of Head
not

deep enough to
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large Current, and if such a Curgive way and break.
proportion. If the hand and lines are

carry

a

rent is forced into it the thin line will

Here

again

observe

and the Head line

thin, greatest care must be used.
allowed, no loss of sleep,
no narcotics, no stimulants, no excess of any kind.
The
for
and
must
care
the
when
must
stomach,
fatigued
subject
rest ; any other sort of living will produce mental disorders.

large

No mental over-excitement must be

With these thin lines

on

the hands of

men

who make great

mental exertions, you will often see places where the line
cuts much more deeply than in others (138),
These deep
cuts show times at which the pressure has been too great
and, at such a time, if the pressure is continued the brain

will

collapse, producing paralysis

or

nervous

prostration.

The age at which these strains occur can be read on the
line.
Such markings will often be seen on the hands of
active business or professional men, and the warning to
"

ease

up"

must

always be given.

By noting these varia-

tions in depth of the line, you can tell the years of best brain
power, age to be read from the line.

Www
NO. 188

NO. |89

NO. 140

Stars, crosses, and dots (139) on a thin line will show
dangers to the mental life that must not go unheeded.
They show that explosions or checks will occur unless care
be used, as well as the time, by the age at which they are
Cuts of the line show danger points.
seen.
If small and
frequent (140) they indicate headaches; if deep, and the
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Head line thin

tion,

(141), they show brain fever, nervous prostraparalysis. In all examinations look at both hands.
Head line be deep in the left hand and thin in the right

or

If the

the natural brain power is strong, but has been weakened
and it is dangerous to make great mental exertion. These

subjects seldom heed warnings, for the natural brain strength,
coming from the deep line in the left hand, cannot easily ac-

NO. 141

NO. 142

oommodate itself to the diminished quantity that is shown in
the right hand. If the thin line be seen in the left hand and a
deep line in the right, the brain vigor has increased and the

subject

can

stand additional mental effort.

I believe that

mentality can be made strong without peril by gradual
cultivation : the danger point always comes from spasmodic
All of the changes from good to bad,
and z/iolent eEorts.
2/12°C
to
versa, can be read with accuracy by
weak,_or
strong
two
hands.
The broad and shallow Head line
the
using
an
indication
of vigorous mentality.
is
not
The Cur(142)
weak

rent has too broad and shallow

a

channel and flows in

It is not

a

vigorous

and shallow stream.

brain but

a

a

weak

weak-

ened one, liable to aches and deterioration.
The subject
with this Head line is not firm, resolute, and courageous, but

vacillating, uncertain, and lacks self-reHe may be bright, if the line is long,
but he is weak in mental aggression. The broad and shallow line shows a lack of force or intensity in the mental
attitude, the subject is not self-assertive; or, if possessed of a
is undetermined,

liance and boldness.

The Line of Head
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he may be this, and yet lack real self-assertion ;
being merely a veneer. He has poor

large thumb,

what he does show

control of himself, small power to influence others, little concentration of mind, and poor memory. This subject is easily

influenced and yields to temptations. He was not intended
for mental occupations and does not often seek them. He
is mentally lazy and does but little thinking, is satisfied to
have others think for him, so does not create much stir in
If broad and shallow lines be seen in both

the world.

will continue in his weak way until the
improves and gets clear in the right

hands your

subject

end of life.

If the line

hand you are safe in saying that the natural mental inertia
will be replaced by as much more strength as the line in the

right

hand shows itself deeper and clearer cut than the

the left.

If

a

broad and shallow line be

seen

one

in

in the left hand

splits up and breaks to pieces in the right, the subject
utterly vacillating and hopelessly weak. With any subject a fine Head line may pull him out of the worst places, and
subjects whose hands are seen to be wofully lacking in many
desirable qualities may overcome their weakness if a strong

and
is

mental structure is back of them.

A broad and shallow line

will weaken any hand no matter how strong in other respects, and make the results of what might be an otherwise
successful life

negative.

It reduces the

strength

of strong

The _Iupiterian ambition is diminished, the Martian
is greatly weakened, and every Mount feels the blight

Mounts.

vigor

of mental laziness.

shallow

In many hands the line runs broad and
of life and then becomes

during the earlier years
deep and clear (I43). The age at
will show the time at which the

which this change occurs
subject energetically took

This
up life's battle, and really began to think for himself.
marking is often seen in the hands of women who have been

"spoiled" and who have never had to do anything until
suddenly thrown upon their own resources, when they have
had to take up life's struggle in earnest, and the Head line
changes and grows deeper, clearer and straighter as they
rise to the occasion and develop strength.
The chained Head line (144) is a bad indication. The
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channel is not

only broad and shallow, but is continually
The mentality is weak and labored, utterly

obstructed.

in power of concentration, vacillating, timid, sensitive, and changeable. You can place no reliance on the
promises of these subjects; they do not mean to break faith
but they do so. They have poor memories, poor judgment,
are continually
subject to headaches and various mental disorders. They cannot apply themselves continuously to any
kind of work, either mental or manual. If the Heart liue
be strong they will be ruled by sentiment and utterly unpractical. If the thumb be weak they will be unable to

lacking

think out

a

plan or to execute it. To such subjects any
exceedingly dangerous and likely to throw

mental shock is

them of their balance.
to recover it.

They

are

This done they have not the power
prone to delusions and hallucina-

tions, chimerical and impractical in their ideas, and such

a

Head line

drooping to the Moon produces phantasms, overimagination, or insanity, and the person having such a line
A
cannot be trusted to deal safely with speculative matters.

NO. 143

subject

with

a

NO. 144

chained Head line should not attempt mental

vocations, should not choose literature, scientific studies, or
any brain-exerting occupations, but should take out-of-door

positions where labor with the

hands

or

legs is required.

He

firm master under whom to work, for he will
not be able to direct his own efforts, but will rely on being

should have

directed.

a

If the chain appears in

only

a

portion

of the Head

The Line of Head
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line, its weakening eB`ect will apply only to the portion of the
If it be replaced by a deep, well cut line (145)
covers.

line it

subject will develop mental weakness into mental vigor.
frequent that the chained condition is at once replaced by a deep line, for the change from such opposite
mental conditions comes slowly, and in most cases the
chained line is followed by a thin line which gradually grows

the

It is not

NO. 146

NO. 145

stronger (146), showing the gradual progress from mental
weakness to
when

a

strength.

Look

chained Head line is

to both hands for the outcome
seen.

If it grows clear in the

right hand your subject will gain mental strength. If it goes
from a deep line in the left to a chained line in the right, the
subject is going from a strong condition to a weak one. The
Life line will show the eB`ect, and the age
firmed

on

at which this

de-

be read from the Head line, and conbegins
the Life line. You will iind the diHerent character

terioration

can

of lines marked in great variety on Head lines.
If you remember the kind of mental strength each one indicates, you
know that each kind of

peculiar

to its character

a

line will operate in the manner
the period it covers on the

during

line, and that when the character of the line changes, the
mental view and

qualities change

at the

same

time.

The color of the Head line must always be noted. Vfhite
color will show poor blood supply to the brain and consequent weak operation of that organ. This color is most
often

seen on

the broad and shallow

or

chained lines, and
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it adds to the poor indication of these lines, making them
Pink color gives better force and takes away some
weaker.
of the weakness.

Red color makes them

more

intense and

less liable to absolute weakness; but red color will make
broad and shallow and chained lines violent and spasmodic

Thus for periods they show great force, but
only temporary and has no lasting quality.
These subjects often deceive even close observers by displays
of mental vigor, but they do not deceive those who are
in their action.
the effort is

familiar with the
low

or

cause.

Yellow color in

chained line will make the

weak mental

operation,
The

fault-finding.
gives is present

cross,

meanness

color also

if the

subject,

a

broad and shal-

in addition to the

despondent, and
disposition which yellow
line is pronouncedly yellow,
nervous,

of

and with this combination you have a weak and mean head
combined. Blue color shows congested circulation in the

brain, and while it is per se a heart indication, it shows that
the mentality may be cut off at any moment by a sudden
In deep and well cut lines, white color is not
heart failure.
often seen, but when the line on pressure does not show the
red blood flowing along it, but remains white, it is an indi-

cation of coldness which must be added to the strong operation of the good line. The owner of this brain is calculating,

cold, avaricious, and seeks self-aggrandizement

at

the

ex-

As this deep line shows great determina~
pense of others.
tion and strength of mind, the white coldness also seen in it
indicates

one

and such

a

who has little

sympathy

or

feeling

for others,

becomes the master and the tyrant,
business.
The deep white line shows

subject easily

whether in home

or

the strong, cold head.
Pink color is often seen in all kinds
of lines and gives its added strength to the deep line.
The

subject

with this combination has

a vigorous, healthy
danger is from overwork.
color often means excess with a deep Head line, and
sults in mentally unbalancing the subject.
Too much

and

a

strong mentality.

and too much blood in it

His

are

brain
Red

it

re-

brain

the indications of this combina-

tion, and apoplexy, fainting fits, and insanity follow. Always
regard red color in a deep Head line as a menace, and look

The Line of Head
over
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place it will make its danger
qualities to the deep line

all the hand for the

Yellow color adds its baleful

makes the
duce the

With

a

thin

line, white color makes it weaker

while red color adds much

pink,

were

With the latter color the

danger

exerted than the thin line
overstrain his brain.

subject

and have

more

stand and the
a

strength.

force will be

subject

will

thin line makes the

mean, nervous, and unstable.
encounter all the defects

we

possible

to

calls made upon us to read these
The defects commonly seen on Head lines

frequent

defects correctly.
are uneven

can

is that

Yellow color in

little,

narrow,

On the Head line

lines,

and

subject strong of brain but mean. This will proreally vicious subject who conspires against his

fellow-men.
than if it

felt.

lines, splits, cross-bars, islands, dots, and breaks.
dej?ds or, as commonly known, single

These constitute specific

signs,

which

are common

to broad and shallow

or

chained

lines, but are not often encountered on deep or even thin
lines. These specific defects in the Head line show that the

operation

of the mental

activity

is not continuous,

and strong, for these defects have
the flow of the Current and the

They

show that

of weakness

or

regular,
intervened, obstructing
of the brain.

operation

of health occur, followed by periods
disease, and consequently that the mental

periods

How great these
powers have at times been interfered with.
interferences are, or have been, may be judged by the size
and importance of the defect. When they begin and how

long they

last may be

judged by the

condition of the line.
we

will consider is the

duration of the

defecti_ve

The first defective condition which
uneven

This is

line.

thin for awhile, then thick, then thin
like variation throughout its course

again,
(147).

a

line which is

and

following

a

These altera-

tions may occur frequently, or only once or twice in the
whole line.
They show that the mentality of the subject

changes,

now

weak for

a

period

of years, then strong,

then weak, then strong, as many changes being indicated
At the time the
as there are uneven places on the line.

deep lines occur there is no
of thought takes place, and

doubt that great concentration
the pressure on the brain is
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If the Head line at the

strong.

very

class it

beginning be thin,
deep places are the periods
This is a dangerous line,

thin line and the

as a

I-land-Reading

when great pressures occur.
for at these deep places the thin line may be crowded too
much.
These subjects alternate between enthusiasm and

despair,
guides.
uneven

are

If

a

and not

changeable,
star, cross,

or

dot

reliable

occurs

line, paralysis, apoplexy,

or

in the

counsellors
course

or

of this

insanity will be indi-

The greatest care, plenty of sleep, and no excitement must be the advice given this subject.
On the Head

cated.

line will be

ning in

seen

splits

of

an

many directions.

from the line

infinite

As

a

variety of sizes, and rungeneral rule splits which rise

better indications than those which

fall
rising splits are small and frequent but
not large enough to impair the line (148) they show that the
subject is aspiring to rise and to improve and that he seeks
all avenues for advancement, as is indicated by these splits
rising under all the Mounts. If these splits are large and
long (149) they indicate that the head is induenced by too
from it.

are

If these

no. 147

many

will

no. ua

things, making the subject vacillating.

never

No. 14s

Such

have the concentration of mind that

well cut line

The

a

a

subject

deep

and

thoughts wander too much, and
toward the Mount of the Moon,

gives.
droops
these subjects are day dreamers.
If the splits drop below
the line (150) it shows that the subject is easily discouraged,
does not tight the battle of life with vigor, but is prone to
if the Head line

The Line of Head
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"

I am unlucky."
Such subjects start into every enterprise saying they know "it will fail," and as they really
believe this, it generally does. Older pdmists read this indication as
sorrows and disappointments," which is generally correct, for the reasons above stated. Always give
these subjects advice along the line of
resisting more and
not giving way so easily."
A single split rising under
say,

"

"

QWW/
NO. 150

NO. 152

NO. 151

thoughts 'dll the mind of
Iupiterian desires are his. He wishes
to rise and to achieve fame and notoriety.
This is a mark
of great ambition and pride if found with a large Mount of
Jupiter. If a split rises under Saturn (152) it shows that
the thoughts are Saturnian, and wisdom, soberness, studiousness, and other Saturnian attributes attract your subject.
These splits show the pulling force of some attraction which
is not strong enough to deflect the entire line, but is powerful enough to split a part from it ; thus they show the attracting force of the place to which the split goes; If in either
of the above cases the split line should end in a star (153) it
Jupiter (151)
your subject,

shows that ambitious

and that

will show that

The
these

same

success

construction

cases

rewards these ambitions

applies

or

desires.

to all the other Mounts.

be certain that the line is

a

split

In

from the line of

Head and not a chance line cutting it as 154. By closely examining the point where the split leaves the Main line you can
easily diagnose the indication as a split. If a split line rises
from the line of Head and runs to Apollo (I 5 5) it shows that
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He will also be

more

sympathetic
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If

and humane.

split

lines rise from the line of Head and merge into the line of
Heart the head has been powerfully guided by heart.
Often
these lines
case

are seen

the line of Saturn

cutting

sentiment has interfered with business

Cross-bars

are

(r 59)

;

in this

success.

lines which cut the Head

line, sometimes

being seen, and again the entire line is cut by them
They are short lines which have no particular be-

only
(I6o).

one

but

apparently just long enough to
They cannot be classed as chance
lines, but must be distinguished as cross-bars. If these lines
are deep, cutting the Head line sharply, and are also red,
they indicate a brain disorder, may be fever, may be only
ginning

or

ending,

are

cut the line of Head.

ilWl@f
NO. 159

NO. 100

NO. 161

headaches, the severity of the attack beingproportionate
to their

depth

the line.

and redness.

If several of

The age can be read from
deep bars cut the Head

these

predisposition to brain trouble, and with a
Jupiterian subject this is a serious matter, for apoplexy
If these cross-bars are merely little line lines
may result.
line

there is

which

the Head line they show mental worries and
to severe headaches, but do not go so far as
brain fever.
They are generally seen on the hands of
cross

predisposition

hyper-nervous persons.
at the time they occur

Islands

on

the mental

the line

(I6I) show that
strength operates with

diminished force. I have seen islands on the Head lines of
many insane persons whose aberration lasted through the
duration of the island.

I have

seen

them

on

the Head lines
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of those whose line of thought had been changed, and who
during the period indicated by the island they

confessed that

they were not mentally balanced. I have seen the
points on lines where brain fever has occurred, or
where delirium has been produced by other fevers. I have
felt that

islands at

seen

said

them also

they

were

the island
women

the hands of many spirit mediums who
developed into mediums at the age when

on
"

"

I have

appeared.

seen

them

on

the hands of

who have suffered from female trouble until their

reason has been aH`ected.
Many similar instances might be
cited, all of which would lead to the statement that during
the period covered by an island, the mind is not in full
health and power, and that an island shows delicacy of the
brain during the period covered by it, more or less pronounced

according to the size of the defect. Islands have been much
used as denoting herditary weakness or defects ; they sometimes do, but they are not per se an indicator of heredity.
They always show a defect in constitution during their presence, and if any undue excitement or mental strain is

the

subject during

the Head

the

period

of life covered

by

an

put

on

island

on

line, his mind will undoubtedly be unbalanced.

per cent. of cases
during their presIf islands are deep cut and red, the trouble will be
ence.
brain fever, or possibly it may be female trouble, delirium
Islands

on

the Head line in

eighty-five

indicate that the mind will be disturbed

of

typhoid

or

other

fevers, hyper-nervousness,

or

severe

mental strain, sometimes the embracing of a new religion,
that will produce the loss of mental equilibrium.
In hands

full of lines
islands

as

crossing
periods of

in every direction it is safe to read
mental unbalance.
The subject who

has hands free from lines-which shows him to be
and without

nervous

naturally calm,

even

phlegmatic

strain-may avoid the danger by his
temper. It is a danger, however, and

grave one, in every case when these islands are seen in the
Headline. You can estimate the results by the character

a

of the Head line before and after the island.
star,

a

subject

cross,

a

dot,

or a severe

If after it

break in the line be

will not avoid serious mental disorder.

seen

a

the

If the line

The Line of Head
be

deep

to be
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an island the results are not likely
Always note the color of an island in the
apply color qualities. Deep red is always an

and well cut after

serious.

so

Head

line, and

added

danger to the indication. With every island
deep cut in the Head line preceding it (162).

for

a

will

that the brain

watch

This

much, and this proshow
Note
duced the mental disturbance shown by the island.
was

forced too

chance lines which connect the island with

some

other part

of the hand; these will often show that diseases peculiar to
the Mount types have caused the island. These chance

trustworthy if they

lines

are

very

bars

on

the Mounts to

island
of
or

on

an

from

run

island

on

grilles

or cross-

the Head line under Saturn is

seen

in the hands

ninety per cent. of deaf mutes.
Dots in the Head line (163) are acute brain disorders
less

severe

according

small and white

per se of grave

purple,

An

the Head line.

more

to the size and color of the dot.

the trouble is

If

illness, but not
pink
If
dot
be
the
import.
large and deep red or
or

the brain trouble indicated is

an

severe

and great

care

subject at the age it occurs. The
character of the line following dots will tell the efect which
If the line continues deep and
the illness has on the head.
should be taken

by

well cut the effect is

(164)

the

only temporary.

it shows that mental

followed

by

a

vigor
(165)

chained line

If the line grows thin
If the dot be

has decreased.

it shows that the brain sick-

impaired the mind, and unless the chain is
and
short
very
replaced by a deep line (166) the mind will
ness

has much
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entirely recover from the injury. During the period
by the dot and chain there will be some mental dis-

covered

no attempt should be made to pursue usual
White dots almost always tell of past brain illness, and when the dots are deep red or purple they will
generally be found in advance of the present age of the sub-

turbance, and
vocations.

Islands following a dot (167) show great delicacy of
following a severe illness-the longer and larger the
island the greater the delicacy and the longer its duration.
This is a grave indication, and the subject will be greatly
unbalanced after the illness. A star or cross following a
dot (168) will show the fatal termination of the illness which
is indicated by the dot. This is read with as much certainty
as if shown on the Life line.
An island following a dot and
in
a
star
will
show
that a severe brain illness
ending
(169)

ject.

brain

occurs at

the age when the dot appears

on

the line, followed

by a period of delicacy lasting as long as the island, and
ending fatally at the age at which the star appears. If the
Head line runs on after the star (170) it will show insanity
instead of the termination of life.
Breaks in the line

(171)

show the

interruption

of the Cur-

`

_
~.__

"_

\
NO. 165

NO. 166

N0_ 157

rent, its unsteady flow, producing irregular action and consequent lack of concentration, firmness, and self-control.
These breaks may be illnesses; if so they will be corroborated by nails, Life line, and other indications of disease.
They are often seen on the hands of Highty, nervous, changeable

subjects,

and there is illness present at each time the

'I` he Line of Head
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The age at which all of these illnesses occur
If the line is continually broken
be read from the line.

line breaks.
can

an utter lack of stability ; the
shifting, has continuous headaches,
poor health, visions, phantasms, and unless cared for by

and ladder-like

subject

(172)

it shows

is fickle and

kiwi?
NO. 168

NO. 169

NO. 170

else goes insane or borders on it from nervousness.
oH` on tangents, are always seeking for
the unrealizable, and if pointed tips are present they are

someone

These

subjects Hy

utterly unpractical

and

unreliable, especially if the Head

line goes far into the Mount of Moon.

NO. 171

ND. 172

With every break

NO. 178

in the Head line note whether it is

repaired by sister lines,
by the overlapping ends, connecting bars, squares, or any
other repair signs.
If so the subject will have a mental jar
at the time of the break which will be more or less severe

according to the size
paired. If the end
3°

of the break and to how well it is

re-

of the broken line turns toward any
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Mount, handle it

as

in the

case

Hand-Reading
of the

split running

to

a

Wherever the broken end goes it will show the
Note the condition of the
force which produced the break.
Mount.

a break, and it will tell whether the break has
permanently impaired the mental stamina, or whether it is
overcome. Note all signs like stars, dots, crosses, or islands
after a break, and they will tell of the result on the mental
capacity of the subject. By following the line from source
to termination and noting every change that occurs you

line after

will have

trouble in

handling any break encountered.
(173) are always a danger.
The electric light on the Head line does not produce brilliancy, but explosion. This may mean a sudden collapse,
apoplexy, or insanity. Study the type of your subject; if
Jupiterian or Martian interpret the star as apoplexy ; if Saturnian or Lunarian, read it as paralysis or insanity.
Follow all the instructions given in diagnosing disease, and
no

Stars found

the Head line

on

Watch for chance lines to the
never be at a loss.
to
tell
the cause of it.
In every case
which
will
star,
help
consider a star on the Head line a danger and seek its exyou will

planation.

Crosses

and if large and

on

deep

the Head line

are

must be estimated in the

nearly

seems

inexhaustible.

are

much

so

large

a

also

dangerous,
They

so as a star.

same manner as

The Head line presents
it

as

stars.

field for treatment that

I have laid down

general methods

will enable every student to work out the innumerable combinations possible.
which if

applied

to

individual

cases

My effort has been largely directed toward teaching the
by which to reason, so that when a new com~
bination is seen you can, by applying the general principles,
work it out.
The Head line, which reflects the mind, is,
with the thumb, the most important subject to a palmist.

correct method

This

chapter dealing with the line which most directly reworkings of the brain is therefore commended to

flects the

your earnest consideration.

CHAPTER VII
THE LINE or LIFE

HE line of Life is, according to our hypothesis, the third
line which receives the Electric Current upon its entrance

through

the

Hnger

This line rises at the

of Jupiter.

side of the hand under the
Mounts of Lower Mars and

Bnger

of

Jupiter, encircles

Venus, and in

the

most cases ends

under the Mount of Venus at the base of the hand

(174).

The

line of Life indicates the health of the subject during the
various periods of life, his physical strength in general, and
whether he lives

during

each

period

on

his

nervous

relies upon muscular robustness. By reason of these
records many detailed events in his life,
and forms a basis to fall back upon when

seeking conhrmations

or

force

or

facts, it

explanations of

indications found elsewhere in the hand.
It shows whether the

upward

or

of the life is

course

downward, and will fix the

year when the zenith of the
In many
powers are reached.

also shows the

the

life,

subject's
cases

it

termination of

probable
by what

and often

disease

or
NO. 114

"

If you ask,
agency.
Why does the line
"
of Life show these things?
we must answer,

know, unless
the

subject

our

hypothesis that

be correct."

But

we

the lines

are

"

the

We do not

IW map of

must add that thousands of

in the past prove, beyond a doubt, that these
and have been obtained from the line of Life, and,
reasoning from past to present, we feel confident that the same

recorded
facts

cases

can

information may .s-1171 be secured from the
467

same source.

If
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hypothesis is no! correct, it works out just the same as if
it were, and in the absence of any better explanation of the
phenomena of the Life line, we must, for the present at least,
our

rest upon the statement

natural

course

that the

LW

subject's life.

of the

line is i/ze map of the
we think that the

When

subject, and, second, his

line shows, first, the health of the

7*
i

YQ'

rs.

_i

i

"

"
»

1

f.

f

"4

,

f

qi

NO. 175

physical strength,
his state of health,

deny that with a knowledge of
and physical strength in
vitality,
general

we

cannot

possession, we would be poor reasouers indeed if we
could not take such information and from these causes figure
our

out their results.

It is from such

a

basis that the present

work upon the Life line has been deduced, and many
periments prove it to be correct.

ex-

The Line of Life
There is little
for few

cases

use

in

discussing an

will be found where
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absence of the Life line,
is present.
A great

none

variation will be found in the

length of lines, but where it
absent you will in nearly every case
discover a remnant of it, showing that the line has existed
I have seen a few cases where no Life line at
in some form.
seems

all
the

at first

was

sight to be

present (175), and in such

subject

had but little muscular

but has lived

cases

have found that

strength

and

These people

on nervous

energy.
collapses, and had

vitality,
subject

were

constantly to husband
strength, sleep much, and avoid excitement. The absence of a Life line simply shows that the life of the subject
hangs only by a hair, and for such an one Death is a visitor
who may come at any moment. These subjects have never
lived in a robusl mndilion, but have always been delicate.
In the beginning of your study of the Life line, I wish to say
that a big thumb and a good Head line indicate qualities
that often overcome the poorest Life line, prolonging the
life far past its natural ending place. In no case, therefore, should absolute statements be made that death will
come at a given time, for, while you may see great danger,
will power may be strong enough to wrest life from death.
It is far better for your subject's course through life that
some kind of a line be present, even though it may be a
weak one, for in this case there is some resistance, some
vital force, while with the absent line all energy depends
upon the nerves, and when these give way collapse ensues.
You will sometimes iind it difficult to distinguish the Life
to many nervous

the

line from the Saturn line

(176)

lines found inside of the Life line

or

from strong influence
In 176 the inside

(177).

line is the Life line, though the second or Saturn line takes
up a pa1't of the Life line's function from the time the Life
In 177 the outside line is the Life line, and
line leaves 05.
As a guide in all such cases
the inner line gives it strength.
remember that the Life line should enclose the Mount of

By keeping this point in
always properly distinguish the Life line from

Venus and not

view you can
other lines.

run

on

lop of it.
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The Life line usually rises at the side of the hand under
Jupiter (I78). This is the normal source, and marks the
beginning of the life. Sometimes, however, the line rises
fhm the Mount of Jupiter (I79). This shows that the life

NO. 176

is

a most

cess, and

ambitious one, filled with desires for wealth, sucfame, and that the subject will take every oppor-

to become

tunity

NO. 177

acquainted

with

people

of note.

If he be

Saturnian, he is ambitious for success along Saturnian,
lines, such as occult studies, physics, chemistry, medicine,
a

ill

k

farming, mining, or is greedy for money, according to which
phalanx of the Saturn 'ringer rules. If he be an Apollonian,
he is ambitious for
money

maker,

success

or as one

and

fame

who makes

as

an

artist,

display in
finger rules.
a

according to which phalanx of the
a Mercurian, he is ambitious as an orator,

a

as

a

the world,
If he be

scientist,

or

The Line of Life
in money matters,
ger.
cases

according

to the
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ruling phalanx

of this fin-

The same reasoning applies to the other Mounts. In all
this subject will be extremely proud. It is seldom that

any other

source

178, and if

is

seen

for the Life line than that shown in

any other combination is encountered it must

be reasoned out from the

qualities belonging

the hand from which the line rises.

to that

In its course

part of

through

the

hand the Life line varies little, the principal deflections being
when the line runs close to the thumb (180), in which case
it reduces the size of the Mount of Venus, thus checking the
operation of that Mount, and the subject is cold, unsympa~

thetic, lacks sexual desire and attraction for or to the opposite
This is

a most important marking when you desire to
probability of a fruitful marriage, for the less
Venusian sexual desire present, the less likely is the subject
to have children.
It shows one who repels advances from
the opposite sex instead of courting them, and for such
reasons this line was used by the older palmists as an indication of barrenness.
It may for the above reasons produce
this condition, but it is not per se an indication of sterility.

sex.

estimate the

Will?

This restriction of the Life line is also an indication of a
diminished probability for long life, as it shows au abnormal

dryness

in the

subject,
vigor

show the health and

full of desire and warmth.

and such conditions do not

that

are

present in subjects

Coldness indicates nearness
to death, either of the physical body, or, as in this case,
of some necessary emotion.
When the line sweeps wide
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into the

palm (ISI)
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it increases the

of the Mount of Venus.

All

things

boundary and scope
which increase the size

of the Mount increase its powers and eEectiveness. This
will be ardent, full of desire and warmth, passionate,
He will also
generous, sympathetic, and will attract others.

subject

bestrongly attracted,

will marry

early,

and in

ninety-nine

per cent. of cases the union will be fruitful. This comes
from the converse of the reasoning applied to the restricted

This

line.

converging

strong vitality

line also indicates

and constitution.

long

life and

a

It is the presence of warmth

opposed to cold.
a general proposition, the longer the line of Life, the
longer will be the life of the subject, and the shorter the
line, the shorter will it be. Experience has proven, however,
that this general proposition, while in the main true, is still
capable of considerable variation, and if taken absolutely
as

As

as

stated may lead to error, and this must be reduced to the
In my examinations of the hands of dead per-

minimum.

sons, many

found

on

startling confirmations of their death have been
Ly? line, but you will also Gnd in the hands of

the

other dead persons well-marked Life lines which run past
This might lead to the belief that
the age of their decease.
the Life line is inaccurate if
ter.

we

did not understand the mat-

The fact is that the Life line shows the

natural health of the

death is marked
and is indicated

subject, but

we must

and

vigor

remember that

on the Heart line, Head line, Mercury line,
by chance lines and individual signs as well,

and in those hands where death has occurred and the Life line
is found intact, the indication of death is present in one of the
other places mentioned (see hand of Albert Frantz). It is because severe

Lzfe

line

illnesses and death have been looked for

only, that

palm-reading.
a

so

little

proficiency

The Life line has been

greater duty than it was able

for ill-success that

belonged

to

on

the

has been attained in

expected

to

perform

do, and received the blame

to the

practitioner

alone.

In

a

study of the hands of those who have died from disease, accident, violence, hanging, or electrocution, these premises
have been absolutely verified, for the indications of death

The Line of Life
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were in each hand, if only sought in the proper place.
Sometimes that place was in the Life line, sometimes in other
lines.
This matter I desire to make very clear at this point,

for it will prevent your falling into the same mistakes which
have overtaken others. When the line is found strong, good,

long, we may safely assume that the strong constitution
uphold that life in 175 natural course until old age is
reached. The shorter the line, the shorter is the period that
this vitality will remain in full operation and the sooner will
the subject have to depend upon a careful handling of his
and

will

forces to

ensure

the continuance of life.

The two hands

most necessary in the examination of the

naturally strong constitution shown by
the left hand may be found ruined in
chained line.

are

Life line, for

a

long, deep line in
the right hand by a
a

You can, in every case, read the natural

con~

dition
the

correctly from the left hand and the present state from
right. These changes will be shown by the character of

the line.

You will often encounter

a

short Life line in

one

in the other; if the longer line occur
long
in the right hand, this must be read as prolonging of life and
strengthening of constitution ; if the shorfer is in the
hand and

a

right hand,

one

it must be read

as

the

shortening

of the life.

Nowhere is it necessary to use both hands more continually
In all hands where
than in examinations of the Life line.

good, long Life lines are seen, feel sure that the natural
vigor will last a long time, and in all hands where a short
line is seen, there is a danger point indicated for that subject
the termination of the short line, and this cannot with
safety be ignored by him.
at

The character of the line is most
read the muscular

important, for from it

you

strength, robustness, and vigor of your

subject. If the line be deep and well cut, the Current is
coursing in a good supply through a deep channel, and your
subject is strong, vigorous, full of vitality, will resist disease, and have few illnesses.
most often on

These strong lines

are

found

phlegmatic persons, for these subjects live on
muscular strength, not nervous energy. So the deepest
lines are in the hands having the least sensitive nerves, and
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consequently
are more

the fewest lins.

even, for

they

The lives of these

worry little and

with delicacy and poor health.
exertion
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They

are

subjects

burdened

capable of grwt

physically.

In connection with

consistency

of the hands the

Life line is important to note.
and broad or chained, the subject,

cut

are not

deep-

If the linebe shallow
even

with elastic

sistency, will not possess the energy of one with
line. The subject with a deep Life line has more

con-

deep
ability

a

to throw off worry and remain calm in moments of excite-

He is endowed with vigor of constitution, is filled
self-confidence, and inspires it in others. He is intense
in everything he does, work and play alike. If a Life line
be deep and long it will show that the vitality and robustness
continues during the entire life, but most Life lines become
thin at the lower end, when the vitality naturally wanes.
Vigor, strength, health, ardor, self-confidence, intensity,
and energy sum up the attributes of the deep-cut Life line,
ment.

with

and this line will affect all of the types. The strength and
"
vigor will increase the jupiterian propensities to eat, drink,
and be merry," and from this Life line and the Jupiterian
type we get many drunkards. This is one of the distinguish-

combinations which tells of danger in this direction.
If
phalanx of Jupiter be very full and the color of hand
and line red, your subject is likely one who has already

ing

the third

indulged heavily. He has, however, only the illnesses
which are produced by excess, as his strong Life line shows,
and he can indulge in a good deal of dissipation before it
begins to impair his vitality. This subject lives a life free
from disease and generally drops with apoplexy. The same
danger is present with a strong Martian type, especially
with red color and red hair. The deep Life line makes the
Apollonian a strong, healthy fellow, one to make his way
through the world with ease. The Venusian is intensely
passionate, and so strong in health and vitality that the
exercise of natural Venusian passions is much increased.
In all cases it is the addition of good health and great vitality to the type, and with this idea in mind you can reason

The Line of Life
out the various combinations.

dicates less

vitality,

less

A

troubles of health.
is

narrow

robustness,

greater liability of the subject

and
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and thin line in-

less resistance to

to be

overcome

The thin line does not

mean

that the

sickly, but it shows that he
cannot endure as much hardship, exposure, or resist disease
as well as a subject with a deep Life line.
In all character of
Life lines observe the proportion to the other lines. If the Life
line be deep and all other lines thin or nervous, the subject will
If
go through life with less worry and fewer nervous spells.
the Life line be thin and all other lines deep and well cut, the

subject

necessarily delicate

illness,
by various

or

subject will be continually overstrained and health will surely
suffer, for

the thin Life line is not of sufficient size to carry
flowing through the hand.

the amount of Current which is

combination will be that the health will

The result of such

a

give

point

not

way at

some

distinctly

will be

a nervous

more nervous

The thin, Life line is
a line

in the line.

line, yet the subject with such

than

one

with

a

deep

line.

He will be

apprehensive of coming evils, he seems instinctively to feel
that the tension on health is great, and he fears the day
when it will be overstrained.

through great privations,
deep and

select those with
with thin lines.

In

choosing persons to go
explorers and prospectors,
well-cut Life lines, not subjects

such

as

The thin Life line is summed up when we
a lack of robust, muscular vitality and

say that it indicates

great endurance, and subjects who have such
should
a

never

go

beyond

their

strength.

For

a

a marking
_Iupiterian and

Martian this thin line will reduce the tendencies to

excess.

They
impelling force of great vitalto
ity
urge them, consequently such subjects do not stand in
danger from apoplexy and blood disorders resulting from
will not have the strong

dissipation,
Apollonian

but they suffer from nervous disorders. The
run on a lower schedule of speed, and the

will

Venusian will not be impelled toward as great physical
gratilications. As strong vitality urges and feeds the desire
of all types, so the thin Life line, indicating lack of robustness, minimizes and reduces the operation of every type, and
makes each milder.

These

subjects are

often lazy, and thin
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Life lines must be noted even with elastic consistency, for
sometimes a lack of energy is accounted for by a lack of

physical vigor.
A broad and shallow line (182) shows an utter lack of
vitality. There is in this case no power to resist disease, no
robustness, no strong constitution, no physical vigor, no
muscular power.

We find these

subjects

kinds of disorders.

an

easy prey to all

Their system is in

a

flabby, weak condition, and furnishes a
fertile soil in which bacteria germinate.
These

subjects

stamina,

They

have

no

endurance,

confidence in

no

no

themselves.

have weak constitutions, and lack
push. This is because they

energy and
l

are

not

taken
ness.

physically strong,

and must not be

indication of inherent laziare conscious of a labored

as an

They

"°° 1"

effort whenever they undertake physical
and
this
kind of a Life line we get the chronic
from
exertion,
and
those
who never feel well. These subjects
complainers
are

very

dependent

;

they

lean

on

friends and relatives, and
They do not often

fall into the way of being looked after.
achieve great success, for they have not the

soon

strength to breast
competition and the hustle of the age. They
lack aggression and strength, and consequently must be taken
care of or they go under.
Such Life lines are an indication
of great nervousness, and these subjects are carried purely
by their nervous force. Often when necessity forces them
to make strong efforts they will work when they feel that
they can hardly put one foot in front of the other. Only
positions where the work is purely routine, easy, and does
not require much responsibility are suited to subjects with
the tide of

such Life lines.

"

"

VVhen they are forced into vocations requiring greater physical exertion and the shouldering of
responsibilities they do not hold out a great while. Such a
Life line on a flabby hand indicates the extreme of laziness.
Even an elastic consistency cannot overcome the lack of
vital strength and energy of a broad and shallow Life line.
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will be only mentally active with this line;
splendid tips give to a subject in all kinds of
sports and games, or in the battle of life, will be only a
shadow if accompanied by such a line, for all the type quali-

Spatulate tips
the skill these

ties will be lessened in their force and achievement.

Jupiterian

will have

be too weak to
power,

no

iight.

matter how much the

may attract them.

subjects.

There

Children
are

very broad and very

The

strength for excess, the Martian will
Venusians will lack physical sexual

no

are

thought

of sexual relations

seldom born to

from such

or

many variations in this line ;

some are

shallow, and show that the Current has

deep channel through which to flow. Other lines will
only approach such a condition. Estimate the intensity of
Note
any line by its degree of breadth and shallowness.
If the Life line be good 'in the left hand and
both hands.
broad and shallow in the right, the weak constitution is
growing on the subject. If the marking be reversed, the
weak constitution is growing stronger.
If the Life line alone
Note the proportion of the lines.
be broad and shallow, and the other lines are good, the conno

stitution cannot carry its share of the life's effort, and such
a subject will be unsuccessful, sickly, despondent, and miserable.
if it be

quality

With this line study the Mount of Saturn carefully ;
large or gives in any way a large share of Saturnian
to the

wretched.

subject, he
subjects

Such

will be

melancholy, gloomy,

commit suicide

more

and

frequently

than any other. If the lower third of the Mount of Moon in a
woman's hand shows female weakness the subject will bemuch

strongly impelled toward self-destruction. With such a
once locate the type of your subject and hunt for health
defects, either of his primary type or of the secondary or tertiary types, whose qualities will be supplementary; or health
more

line at

defects which may be shown on any other part of the hand.
No
Chance lines will often point you to these defects.
with such

markings should marry, for it will turn
hospital. Sometimes people are found who
are strong enough to make them willing to spend a life in
nursing and humoring whims, but these cases are few.

subject

the home into

a
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the safest reliance for such
like

running

ladder

a

(183)

has the

subjects. The Life
same general effect

The health will be very unline, and not only is the

the broad and shallow line.

stable and intermittent with this

subject delicate, but he
than ordinary severity.

has

repeated illnesses,

all of

more

When the Life line is composed ot'
several line lines close together (184), instead of a single

intensely nervous state of health,
liability to general debility. All of
these lines reduce the vigor of every type, diminish their
strength, and render them less likely to be pushing, active

deep line, it shows
great delicacy, and

an

a

Examine the Mounts to locate the health defects

persons.

present, which will be exaggerated with these poor Life
lines. The very thing that is causing your subject to be

delicate, and which shows through the

poor Life

line, is

of the health defects of the types. You need have
trouble in locating the source of the ditiiculty. A chained

some one
no

Life line (185) is

one

life Current, and the

which shows great obstruction of the
with this line will be delicate

subject

,

"/
I,

~

_

/I7/0

t
p
_

N

I/

l
NO. 184

NO. 188

and suffer

repeated annoying

illnesses.

NO. 185

If the

chaining

run

of the line, this poor condition of
through
health will be always present, but if it cover only a part of
the line, the delicacy will only extend over the part of the life
the entire

covered

by the

course

chain.

The chained line is

an

addition of delicacy to the broad and shallow line.
the Life Current

bumping

over

aggravated
Conceive

the many rocks and shoals in

the channel of

something

a
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badly chained Life line,

and you can figure
line indicates.

of the miserable health such

a

The character of the Life line as we have considered it
a study of the line in general.
The application of

above is
these

general characteristics

line from its
of

source

procedure

that

must be made in detail to the

to termination.

we are

It is

by

such

a

method

able to locate from the line the

no. ies

no. 187

periods of ill-health
they

occur.

or delicacy and to read at what ages
It is from the character of the line that we

read constitutional tendencies to disease
is to the

signs

and chance lines that

of acute attacks of fever
the

subject suddenly

or

we

or

debility,

and it

look for indications

other diseases which

and not

as a

come upon
result of constitutional

deficiency. With nearly every Life line we find the first
This
years chained, or poorly marked in some way (186).
shows the period of life covered by infantile diseases.
If this
beginning of the line is bad for a long distance, the child did
If this bad beginning
not pass the danger point until late.
runs only a short distance, the period of childish delicacy
was soon over.

After this

period,

if the line become

and well cut, and continue so to its end, the
will have a strong constitution which asserts itself

deep
subject

as soon

delicacy of infancy is passed, and continues as long
as the subject lives.
If, after the delicacy natural to the
early years, the line be thin and continue so to the end, the
subject has not a vigorous constitution to start with, and is

as

the
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never

robust.

If after the childish

Hand-Reading
delicacy

the line continue

chained, broad, and shallow, or otherwise poorly marked,
the subject will never be strong during life, but will always
have a weak constitution. There are periods in almost every
one's life when he is stronger than at others.
Even a weak
constitution will have times of revi val. This will be shown by
an uneven

line in which the combinations of the character of

the line may vary infinitely. We may find a line marked like
187. This line would be read : great delicacy in childhood
up to twelve, at which time the health improved to a marked
degree, though the subject was never robust; at thirty a
of great

delicacy developed, lasting three years, after
subject seemed entirely to recover health
and become robust and vigorous ; this condition continues
until fifty, when the constitution becomes gradually weaker
until the end of life. The combinations possible to be seen

period

which time the

in Life lines are so many that an indefinite number of illustrations could be given, and yet not a fraction of the possibilities be shown.
By handling every variation of the line,

however, according

to the

general

ferent characters of lines, and by

governing the diffollowing the method of
correctly decipher every
rules

as given in 187, you can
Back of all of these delicacies of constitution there

reading
line.

are

which

produce them, and these causes are the health
defects of the types, which in most cases are chronic ailments.
causes

Having discovered
tion, endeavor

to

that your

subject

has

a

weak constitu-

discover what has made it weak.

In this

examination the type of the subject will aid, for it will tell to
what he is predisposed.
After you have located his type or

combination of types, look at the

cross-bars,

crosses,

or

any

primary Mount for grilles,
marking which will enable you to

health defect of the type.
If one be seen, go over the
list and look at nails, color, Mercury line, and from some of

locate

a

these you will be able to locate which one of his type health
defects has undermined the constitution. With this informa-

tion you can tell him not only that he is constitutionally
weak, but what is the cause. If you see no health defect of
his

primary Mount,

look to the second, and

tertiary,

and all

The Line of Life
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It is written

some-

where, if only looked for in the right place. Sometimes a
chance line will point from the delicacy on the Life line to the
cause producing it, and generally it will be found on one of
The individual

the Mounts.

signs,

or as we

have called

some

"

of them,
defects," in the line will locate specific points
when illnesses occurred or will occur. These defects are
cross-bars

cutting

the line, islands, dots, breaks, and splits.
across the Life line interrupt or cut

All lines which cut

the Current, and at the time the cutting occurs they produce
a defective operation which in the case of the Life line is
one

of health.

In

some

cases,

especially

with very

nervous

persons, the Life line is continually cut by little lines which
are fine and do not cut the Life line in two (188),
These

lines show innumerable worries, the result of an intensely
nervous condition, and the subject is prone to numerous
small illnesses which have kept him in a continual state

depression or of ill-health. If these cross-bars be fine,
the illnesses have not been serious but annoying, and there
of

shi?
NO. 188

have been

many

as

If these bars be

line.

have been
been

as

NO. 89

severe

by fever.

on

are

cutting

the Life

line, there

If they be red the illness has
depth of these cross-lines that
their seriousness, and generally they will
a Mount or line which will give you the

by

the

clew to the nature of the trouble.
3|

bars

and cut the Life

illnesses.

It is

you must estimate

end somewhere

there

deep

The age at which these
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illnesses

occur can

Hand-Reading

be read from the Life line.

If

a cross-

bar cut the Life line and end in a grille on Saturn (189), the
illness will be a health defect of Saturn ; which one you can
determine from nails and color. If the cross-bar go to a

lWfi@f
NO. 191

NO. 190

NO. |92

or a break in the Heart line under Apollo (190),
the illness is heart disease; the outcome can be read from
Nails and
the Heart line or the termination of the Life line.
color will aid to confirm the diagnosis. It' the crowbar
run to a wavy line of Mercury (191), the illness is jaundice

dot, island,

e;

>

I
NO. 194

NO. 193

or severe

point
bar

bilious fever ; age in all

NO. 195

cases

at which the cross-bar cuts the

run

to

a

grille

on

Upper

Mars

to be read from the

Life line.

(192),

If the

cross-

with the Martian

type strong, the trouble will be either blood disorder
throat and bronchial trouble.
or

islands

on

the line of

Nails will confirm the

Mercury.

or

latter,

If the cross-bar go to
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grille or cross on the Upper Moon (193), bowel trouble or
intestinal inilammation is the didiculty. If the cross-bar
run to the middle of the Mount of Moon (194), especially if
grilled, gout or rheumatism is the diiculty. This is completely confirmed if a line with an island runs to Saturn
a

(I95).
grille

This double indication is reliable even though no
If the
cross is found on the Mount of Moon.

or

§\

$-

ff

no. 197

uo. 196

no. isa

cross-bar goes to a grille, cross-bar, or cross on Lower Moon
(196), the trouble is with kidneys or bladder, or from female

disease.

White color and soft

or

flabby hands, transparent

in appearance, will confirm the former; a star in the Mercury line, especially if at the point where it crosses the
line of Head, will confirm the latter (197),
If the Life line
be good with the above markings, the type defects are natural
to the subject, as shown by the grille or other defects on
the Mounts.

However, the strong Life line shows a vigorous

constitution and

ability

to

resist and throw od

disease,

con-

sequently

the chronic trouble only manifests itself in a
severe'illness, not by a prolonged period of delicacy. If the

Life line be thin, chained,
bars will be found

more

broad and shallow, these crossfrequently, for the constitution is
or

not robust and cannot shake off the

the

of the

type health defects

as

in

With all cross-bars note the Life
deep
line after it is cut, and it will tell whether recovery is comcase

plete

or

running

not.
to

an

line.

If, after a cross-bar cutting a thin Life line and
island, dot, cross, or break on the Head line,

the Life line has

an

island and becomes broad and shallow
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afterward
severe

(I98),

the

Hand-Reading

subject, naturally

not

robust, has a
delicate,

attack of brain trouble which leaves him

and from which he

the island

on

regains his normal strength.

never

head is also left delicate

The

result of this illness, shown by
the Head line. Sometimes the cross-bars cutas a

the Life line begin on Influence lines on the Mount of
In these cases worry conceming the influence
Venus (199).

ting

has caused the illness shown

cially

This is espeand
strong. If the
deep
it
quadrangle (zoo), will be a sign

by

the cross-bar.

true if the Iniluence line be

cross-bar

run

of asthma

;

to

the

of the

quadrangle

as a

health in-

suffocation, and this has been
relate to attacks of asthma. Always see the narrow

dication shows

found to

a narrow

narrowing

quadrangle

a

tendency

before

using

to

this

reading,

as

that is the

thing

which locates the disease; a line running into a normal
quadrangle would not give such an indication. If a cross-bar

ladder~like line of Mercury (201), it shows that the
from stomach trouble, as that is the weakn
shown by such a Mercury line.
If the cross-bar run to an
run

to

illness

a

comes

islanded line of Mercury

NO. 199

(202),

it shows that throat and

NO. 200

trouble is the difliculty, that
Mercury line.

being

lung

?

NO. &1

the indication of such

a

the Life line (203) show that the Current is
during their continuance, and consequently operates with a diminished force. They are always indications of
periods of delicacy. The point where the island begins will
mark the commencement of this period of delicacy, and the

Islands

split

on

in two
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end of the island will tell when it is over, provided the line
If the islandbea very small one (204), it
is good afterward.

will indicate

a single illness, and you must proceed by
examining Mounts, Head, Heart, Mercury, chance lines,

@@ll@"f
NO. 208

NO. 202

NO. 204

and all other health indications to iind out the nature of the

illness.

If the line contain

ates like

a

chained line,

a

series of islands

indicating

a

(205),

it oper-

continuous succession

of illnesses and delicacy, and you must locate the cause of
trouble from other parts of the hand. If in this case the first

island be small and

NO. 207

NO. 206

NO. 206

they

trouble is

grow

If the

they continue, the
marking appears, the
islands appear larger than

larger

as

increasing.
diminishing. As most
mere dots, they generally indicate a chronic state of illhealth during their presence rather than acute attacks.
Primarily the island indicates delicacy, and gives warning
trouble is

to look out for trouble.

reverse

Your irst

duty is

to discover what
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is

causing the delicacy. In very many hands islands in the
Life line will be seen, and the rest of the hand filled with
cross-lines. This will indicate great nervousness, and that
will likely be the cause of the islands.
It will certainly be
On seeing an island, at once begin a search of
the entire hand for health defects, and somewhere the cause

one cause.

QW(/iw?
NO. $8

NO. 239

NO. 210

of the island will be found.

Sometimes you will End an
island in the Life line and the Head line cut by numerous
bars (206) ; if no other health defects be seen and the cutting
bars

fine, this will show that

are

delicacy

;

or

if the bars be

deep,

severe

serious character is indicated.
Head line

the

an

island

cause

on

the

a more

If islands appear on the
the Life line, the head is

If dots appear on the Head line
of the delicacy.
island on the Life line (208), brain fevers will be the

cause

with

an

cause

of the

in color.
on

(207)

with

headaches

brain disturbance of

delicacy, especially if

If dots be

the Life line

delicacy.

Dots

seen

(209),

on

the dots be red

the Heart line with

heart disease will be the

island

cause

of the

the Heart line will indicate acute attacks,
present these attacks come frequently, pro-

and if many are
the continued delicate health shown
in the Life line.
heart

an

on

ducing
tions.

purple

or

by

the island

Nails and color will confirm these indica-

If islands appear in the Heart line (ZIO),
will cause the delicacy shown

weakness

island in the Life line.

Nails and color will confirm this.

by the dots
general structural deficiency. If a

This will not indicate the acute attacks shown
in the Heart line, but

general
by the
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wavy line of Mercury be seen with an island in the Life
line, biliousness will be intense, and will cause the delicacy
(211). If the line of Mercury be ladder-like (212), and an
island is seen on the Life line, dyspepsia, indigestion, and all
forms of stomach trouble will cause the delicacy.
Grilles,
crosses, cross-bars, and all defective markings on the Mounts

will locate the

cause

of the

delicacy as a type defect peculiar
the defect appears. If a dotbeseen
the Life line (213), an acute attack will

to the Mount on which

before the island

on

be followed

period of delicacy

by

a

;

the nature of the acute

Sometimes

trouble to be located from the rest of the hand.

An island
you will encounter a double set of indications.
will be seen in the Life line early in life, and some trouble

Later in the Life line
may be shown in the Head line.
another island may appear, and on the Heart line islands
may be seen, or a wavy Mercury line, or defect on a Mount
(214). This should be read as two periods of delicacy in the

life,

one

early, and

as

the defect in the Head line also shows

;
f

f
NO. 211

NO. 212

early in that line,
the Life line.

delicacy,

x

this will be the

NO. 218

cause

of the first island in

The second island shows

a

The number of islands

seen

period of
explain it.

second

and the trouble in the Heart line will

in the Life line will indicate the

number of

periods of delicacy in the life of the subject, but
each one may be caused by a diEerent disease, and these can
be found by following the method employed in 214. An
island in the Life line, with an islanded line running to it
from Saturn, and

a

second line from middle third of Moon,
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will locate gout or rheumatism as the
(21 5). An island in the Life line with
line

connecting

cause
a

of the

grille on

it with the island, with dots

or

delicacy

Saturn and

islands in the

Head line under Saturn, fluted and brittle nails, will locate
paralysis as the trouble (216). An island in the Life line,

with

a

line connecting it with

a

red

or

purple

dot

on

Jupiter,

color of hand and lines red, and thin Head line, will show

an

apoplectic tendency to be the cause of the trouble. This is
certain if a grille or crossbeseen on Upper Mars (217)An island in Life line, grille on Saturn with line connecting,
more

and wavy

Mercury line will show

extreme biliousness and in-

digestion as the trouble. Yellow color will confirm this, and
bars frequently cutting the Head line or small islands appearing in it will show bilions headaches (218). In all of
these

cases

the island in the Life line enables

that the trouble is

gnish
affecting

the finances

Disease

we

or

a

defect of health,

one

to distin-

and not

one

aB`airs of life.

read from the Life line, financial affairs from
Apollo lines. Poor health may aEect these

the Saturn and

matters, but they
common

are

not read from the

Life line.

It is very

island in the Life line of women at ages
to forty~six.
This will indicate the age at which

to

see an

forty-two
their change of life occurs, and the duration of the island will
tell you how long it lasts.
Whenever an island is seen in
this location (219), it should always be read in the hands of
women as change of life.
The line after this island will tell
how
this
you
seriously
change aifects the subject. If the
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by a deep line, the effect is only a delicacy
period of the change; if the line become thin,
broad and shallow, or chained, the subject never recovers
her full strength and vigor afterwards.
Ifwith this island
island be followed
the

during

¢

NO. 217

NO. 218

NO. 219

there appears a grille on Lower Moon (220), female weakness
will be an added impediment to a successful change. If you
read this hand before the change has occurred, it is your
duty to advise that the subject take medical treatment in
order, as far as possible, to remove this difliculty before the

/ll

fy

no. zzo

change of life

no. 221

comes on.

nects the island and the

and if

a

starbe

seen on

ture with the line of

no. as

If] in this indication,

grille,

the indication is

a

line

more

con-

certain,

the Mercury line at or near the juncHead, it is absolutely correct (221).

This change of life is shown not only by the island, but by
other defective conditions of the Life line at this age. If the
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deep and strong, and at this age becomes thin
it
indicates
the time and the trouble, but shows that
(222),
If the line at this age become broad
it is less serious.
line has been

and shallow
the
tell.

(223),

it shows that the

weakens

change greatly

constitution, how seriously the remainder of the line will
If it remain broad and shallow

or

chained to the end

original strength is never regained. Complications often ensue during this period of life : islands or breaks
are often seen in the Head line, indicating that during this
time mental strength is weak. Sometimes female disturbThese will
ances occur, and frequently bowel indammations.
be marked in their proper places on the Mounts. Sometimes
of the line the

the heart's action will be obstructed, and this will be shown
by islands, breaks, or dots in the Heart line at the proper age.
With the idea in mind that

an

island in the Life line is

a

always be warned, and
search for its cause.
Do not be in a hurry; look
the entire hand over, consider everything. This cannot be
done hastily. Bring to bear every point relating to health

period of
begin the

delicate

health,

you will

/

F

=

/

z

and

apply

it to the island.

be able to locate the
Dots

on

cause

the Life line

of acute illness

NO. 225

NO. 224

NO. 228

or

Proceed with care, and you will
and elfect of every

(224)

of accident.

are rare.

They

one.
are

indications

They vary in size from mere
to large holes which destroy

pin points, hardly noticeable,
They are found of all colors, and their importance
White dots are the most
must be graded by size and color.
harmless, and their meaning must be searched for in the
the line.
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hand

according to the method of locating disease heretofore
explained. Red dots indicate a febrile tendency, and the
deeper the color the more accurate is this reading. When
of a deep crimson and purplish hue, they portend grave
fevers, such as typhoid, typhus,'and the like. In all cases
they are useful in locating a point of special incident in the
life of a subject, and will precede islands, chains, and other

NO. 228

NO. 27

N0. 226

defects, thus showing that the illness recorded

severity
A dot
with
or a

that the constitution did not

on

Life line followed by

line

a

running

to

a

bar,

star on the Head line

an
a

(225),

was

of such

become strong.
island and a chained line,

dot,

a

again
small

island,

will show that

an

a

cross,

attack of

brain fever undermined the constitution, and complete reA dot on Life line connected by a
covery did not follow.
line to

Upper

Mars and

show that the illness
A dot

on

which has

an

was

islanded line of Mercury (226) will
or other throat trouble.

bronchitis

Life line connected by
a

grille,

and

a

line

a

line to

running

Upper Moon,

to Mount of

Jupiter

(227),

shows the illness to be inilammation of the bowels.

A dot

on

a cross

Life line connected by

under

A dot

Apollo (228)

a

line with

an

island, dot,

or

shows the illness to be heart dis-

a line with a dot, a
Mercury (229) shows the
illness to be bilious fever. The dot on the Mercury line indicates the acute attack ; chronic biliousness is shown by the
A dot on Life line, with cross-bars, a grille, a
wavy line.
cross, or a poorly formed star on the Middle of Moon, shows

ease.

bar,

on

Life line connected by

or a cross on a

wavy line of
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the illness to be gout (23o). This is emphasized by a line
running from a dot on Saturn. A dot on Life line connected

by

a

line with

a

grille, cross-bars,

a

cross,

or

poorly formed

Lower Moon (231) shows the attack to be kidney
bladder trouble of an acute nature. If on the Life line a

star on
or

dot be

seen

which is

pronouncedly yellow

in

color, it will

indicate without further confirmations an attack of bilious
fever. When a dot is seen on the Life line connected by a
line with

Saturn (232), it will indicate an accident,
predisposed to accident.
Breaks in the Life line are often seen (233), and vary in
their seriousness according to the kind of a line which is
present, how wide the breaks are, and how repaired. When
the Current, travelling along the Life line, encounters a
break, it must get past it into the line again, and it is the
ease with' which this can be accomplished which makes a
break more or less serious. A break occurring in a deep,
as

a cross on

Saturnians

are

strong line is less serious than
and shallow

or

chained line.

one

which appears in a broad
deep line the Current is

In the

Ji
NO. 229

flowing
break,

NO. 280

NO. 281

with volume and force at the time it reaches the

and

consequently

it has the benefit of its own

momen-

tum to carry it
seen

past the break and into the line again. I have
breaks in deep and strong Life lines where the line has

subsequently cut its way through the intervening space,
forming a good line. With shallow or chained lines, the
Current is moving sluggishly when the break occurs, and
there is not the momentum to assist in lessening the damage.
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All breaks indicate

sequently

a

check

to the life of the
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impediment to the health, consubject, and these impediments

or

either from illness or accident. The matter of accidents
is hard to diagnose, but I follow the rule that in a hand which
come

is

healthy in every other

be read

as an

way,

accident.

a

break in the Life line should
a hand would be

Sickness in such

In a number of
some other way than by a break.
hands in which fine Life lines were noted and perfect health
otherwise shown, breaks were verified as accidents. There

shown in

.

5

J

NO. 285

is

no

question

ever seen.
cause

;

NO. 236

as

to their

indicating jars

Numerous instances

of the break is

NO. 37

easily

are

located

to the health when-

encountered where the

by health

defects

seen on

the Mounts, by chance lines, or individual signs. Small
breaks which are at once repaired (234) need not be con-

sidered

as more

serious than islands

or

dots, but wide breaks
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must be considered as

a menace

to the life.

tendency of the ends of the line to turn back after a
break (236) is gravely serious. The wider the separation of
the ends and the more the ends hook, the more hopeless is the
possibility of recovery. With every break, note how wide it
is, how the ends oppose each other, what repair possibilities
are present, and from this point of view estimate the danger.
All

`\

\

\
No. 2:-as

no. ass

If the line is Blled with
effect will be like

a

mittent, the vitality

a

no. 240

series of small breaks (237), the

chained line, the health will be interimpaired, and the constitution unrobust.

If after each break the line becomes thinner

ity is diminishing,
after each attack.

vitality

is

(238), the vitalsubject less a-ble to resist disease
will gradually grow weaker until his

and the
He

dissipated.

This line is both

stitutional weakness and of

special

break will mark the time of

some

an

indicator of

attacks of disease.

illness.

With such

con-

Each
a

line

238, you will not find different acute disorders occurring
with each break, but the subject has a chronic trouble which

as

recurs at

frequent intervals.

The nature of this disorder

can

be located from the Mounts and

by other health indications.
after each break grow deeper

The line may start thin, and
(239). In this case after the first few years of life the breaks
will not come so close together, and it will show that the

subject is gradually overcoming his difficulties.
To diagnose what has occasioned each break in the Life
line, the method of procedure is the same as applies to other

The Line of Life
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point

manner

of
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The Mounts will show defects, chance

special marks of disease, and in every way
locating the cause of breaks is the same as in
to

of islands, dots, and other defects. The character
of the line after the break must be noted to determine the
the

case

extent of

damage

island is formed
creates

by the
a

a

period

extent

which has been done.

(240),

as

a

break

an

of delicacy, the duration of which is shown

of the island.

chained line forms after

ing

If after

the disease which caused the break

a

The
break

same

reading

will

With such

(241).

apply
a

if

mark-

this there will be poor chance of complete recovery.
occur at about fifty years of age (242), with the

When breaks

line growing very thin j ust before the break, and seeming continually to grow thinner until the break occurs, it shows the

gradual waning

of vital force until it

runs

out; that

a

period

of great weakness comes on when there is not enough strength

left to resist disease, and an illness recorded by the break
If the line continues after this break it will begin
occurs.
very thin and gradually grow stronger, showing that the
health returns

by degrees.

no. 241

be

The breaks in

no. 242

repaired by overlapping

a

Life line may

no. 243

ends of the

line, sister lines,

squares, and in other ways. These repair signs, in whatever
form, will be recognized by their tendency to turn the Current back into the line

complete
on

in

and their

repair of the line is
doing this. Splits

succeed in

they
proportion
(243) divert a portion of the Current from
channel. Sometimes they only divide it, and the

the Life line

the main

again,
as
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a double line with the splits running close
together (244). This reduces the strength of the constitution during the period of the split, and while it may not
result in positive delicacy, it will diminish the vitality.
Sometimes such a split will extend for only a short space,
In any
and often it will go the entire length of the line.
case the divided strength operates during the continuance

line continues

iiw/W?
NO. 240

of the

split.

NO. 246

NO. 245

Sometimes the

splits

are

line and hair-like

These
(245),
and
seen
a
show
the
generally
accompanying
deep line,
There is, as it were, a runexcess of strength of the line.
ning over of vitality, and these fine, hair-like splits must be
read as confirming the strength of a deep, strong line. When
fine, hair-like lines are seen rising from the line (246), it
and do not diminish the size of the Main line.

are

generally occurs in the early part of the line. This shows
the upward course of the subject's life. He is Hlled with
ambition, pride, and a desire to achieve success. The Hue
rising lines show that the Current which overflows from the
line is drawn upward by the force of attraction of the Mounts
under the fingers.
The exit of the Current, you remember,
is through the fingers of Saturn, Apollo, Mercury, and these
rising hair-like lines from the Life line show that the Current
is being impelled in its proper direction, with a force strong
enough to pull these iine lines upward. The period covered
by these rising lines on the Life line is that of the years of
greatest power in the life of the subject. He will have his
greatest earning capacity and command of his best brain
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power and strength.
During this time he should accomplish
the most important part of his life's work.
A time will come
when the little lines do not rise from the Life line, but fall
downward (247). At this time there is no such strength as

period covered by the rising lines. The Current
upward by the great power of enthusiasm and
vital energy, and the life forces, ambition, and the capacity
to do, begin to wane from the time of life when these hair
lines begin to fall downward. At the point where the rising
lines cease to rise and the drooping lines begin (248) is the
turning-point in the life of the subject. This point marks
the pinnacle of his capabilities, the period of greatest power,
the zenith of ability to perform great things, and he will
never be able to do afterwards what is possible before this
point is reached.
This turning-point in the life was I believe placed before
us for our guidance.
I have made a great study of this induring

the

is not forced

dication, and have verified it in the lives of hundreds of
men

and

women.

From it you

can

tell your client when he
ready to begin the de-

must have his house in order and be

NO. 247

scent of the hill of

NO. 248

life.

In

some

NO. 249

hands it is

life, in others later, but whenever it
the

point

of greatest power in the

seen

early

in

occurs, that year marks

subject's

life.

When

seen

early in life it is sometimes formed around an island (249),
which will show that a delicacy occurring at that time will
dissipate the powers so that they will never fully recover.
When the
33

turning-point

shows at

near

iifty,

it is the natural
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decline of physical power coming on with age.
lines or a single line from the Life line rises to

When

rising
Jupiter (250),

it shows the great ambition which leads its possessor conYou can tell in which world by
to struggle to win.

stantly

NO. 250

NO. 251

NO. 252

phalanx of the inger which rules. If a rising line runs
(251), it will indicate a great desire of the subject
In which world will be
to succeed along Saturnian lines,
indicated by the phalanx of the linger which rules. If a line
rises to Apollo (252), the subject will have great desires in
the

to Saturn

Apollonian directions, the particular world being read from
the phalanx of the finger.
If a line rises to Mercury (253),
the subject will have great desire to succeed in some Mercurian direction, indicated in more detail by the ruling
phalanx of finger. This line must not be confused with the
line of Mercury.
If a line runs from the Life line to Upper
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subject will be strongly ambitious in Martian
directions;
qualities will strongly influence the
life if a split line is seen running to the Moon (255). All of
these lines must be fine lines rising qf of the Life line, and
not chance lines crossing or cutting the line.
Mars

the

(254),

and Lunar

In

an

estimate of the Life line the termination is most imIn all ofthe changes

portant, for it shows how the life ends.

QQWW
on

the line

they have shown the strength of the
during life, various states of health, strength,

we

constitution

NO. 258

NO. 251

NO. 256

delicacy, and

find that

numerous

lzrminatzkm of the

diseases.

When

we

come

to the

learn the outcome of these various
conditions. The Life line will be found ending in diierent
It will be found ending in difhands at all periods of life.

line,

we

ferent manners, and that is what we consider under the
"
general heading of Termination of the line." If a line is

deep

and strong it may end as strong as is its course through
This line simply stops short, ending in no sign

the hand.
or

special marking (256).

This indicates that the

subject

strong till the end of life, will die of no lingering
disease. With such a termination examine the

will remain
or

wasting

Head line, the Heart line, and study the type of the subject
carefully. If a Jupiterian or Martian, it will make his quick

ending more certain. While no sign is seen on the Life line,
a deep cut or cross, a dot or a star, may be discerned on the
Head line corresponding to the age at which the Life line
ends, and this will be the sign of the demise (257). In this
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the abrupt termination of the Life line
quick end, and the sign on the Head

some

affection of the head will be the

manner an

impairment

will

cause.

of the Heart line

give

the clue

line will tell that

by

In the

some

sarne

individual

such as a cnt, a cross, dot, or star, will show that heart
failure will be the end (258). With sudden terminations of

sign,

the Life line you should not look for chronic diseases but for
attacks, and these are indicated by individual signs

acute

like the dot, cross, cross-bar, and star. Sometimes breaks
indicate the same thing.
With the sudden ending to the

Life line, and
cury,

a

dot,

cross, cross-bar

on a

wavy line of Mer-

sudden attack of bilious fever will be the

a

trouble,

the wavy line of Mercury showing a chronic tendency, the
individual sign indicating the acute attack (259),
If a line
should

from the end of the Life line to these signs it will
reading more certain. In the same manner a dot

run

make the

any Mount and the sudden termination of the Life line
will show the end to be from an acute attack (shown by dot)
of the health defect of the Mount.
If a line runs from the
on

end of Life line to the dot, it will make the indication unmistakable. Thus while the termination of the life may not
always be read from the Life line, it is read from the other
lines and Mounts.
seen on

is
or

seen

If the Life line end

suddenly and

a

dot is

Jupiter (260), apoplexy will be the trouble ; if a dot
on Saturn, paralysis, and if in this case a star, cross,

dot is

seen on

the Head line under Saturn, the

reading

is
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All of the other Mounts must be handled in
when
way
searching for a sudden termination to life.
With each Mount disease the one which would kill quickly
is the probable one, and a chronic trouble will not be the
absolute
the

(261).

same

cause.

When

a

deep Life

line ends

abruptly there

is always

Even though the line be
chance that it may continue.
short, it is not as serious as if it ended in a cross, star, tassel,
a

dot,

or

like

sign.

Life lines which

are

deep

and strong

but short, and sometimes even short thin ones, often cut
their way through the hand, forming new channels; for a

strong will and determination

to live, often prolong the life
of many persons with such markings. When the line ends
clear, without a defect or tassel, it shows that there is no

great impediment
tion

at the

time, and that

care

and detennina-

keep the life going. If a line which begins deep
and strong begins to taper as it cuts through the hand,
gradually growing thinner as the line advances until it fades
away and disappears in the capillary lines (262), it shows
that the vitality grows less powerful as age comes on until
it almost disappears, leaving the subject weak, nerveless,
and feeble. These subjects will not die from sudden diseases, but death will come from exhaustion.
They are liable
to develop some chronic ailment as the line decreases, and
any defect of their type will be almost certain to develop.
By making a thorough examination, you can discover the
ditliculty. This fading Life line does not stand so good a
can
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chance to continue the life past the age indicated by its
length. If it be a short line, the subject will begin to decline

early and will not live past the end of the line, as he has
A
not enough vitality to create great determination to live.

good

Head line is

a

fine

possession

with such

If the Life line forks at the termination

line.

a disappearing
(263), it shows

that the Current separates, and, going in two directions, there
is only one half as much chance that the life may be continued past the end of the line

as with a single line.
If both
deep, strong lines, it is more of an indication
that life may be prolonged than if the forks are thin lines.
This is a case where the vitality wanes, and as division is
weaker than union, this forked termination of the Life line
shows the rapidly dissipating vitality. If the line be short,
small encouragement of long life can be given a subject with
such a termination. If these forks are close together (264),
If
it is a better indication than if they diverge widely (265).
the line ends in three prongs (266), the dissipation of the
vitality is more complete, and this is more certain if all three

branches

are

@

Th

X

of the forks be thiu.

pated

\

"'~

`

~

NO- 57

NO. 266

NO. 265

when this

`

,

ii"

In this

point

case

the

is reached.

strong and deep (267), it may be

a

vitality will be dissi-

If the middle fork is
new lease of life begin-

itself,
hope may be given that the subning
the
end
of
the line.
If the line ends in a
live
will
past
ject
tassel (268), it shows entire dissipation of the vitality and
end of the life. Such tassels are frequently seen from sixty
to manifest

and
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sixty-five years of age. In those cases it is the natural
If the tassel appears early in the line it
end of the life.
shows premature dissipation of vitality, and death of the
to

subject

at

the age at which the tassel is

seen.

In many

Palmistry this tassel has been given the meaning
Poverty in old age." This is incorrect. I have seen it
in the hands of old men who were rich. The vitality was
works

on

"

NO. 269

NO- 268

NO. 210

as the age neared the point of the
Sometimes the Life line runs to a certain age and
If there is no health dethen crosses the hand to a Mount.
fect on the Mount it will show that the quality of the Mount

fast

diminishing, however,

tassel.

largely

influences the life

course

of the

subject.

If a

grille,

cross, dot, cross-bars,
any defect on the Mount is present,
the indications are that the disease peculiar to that Mount
or

took hold of the
its

regular

subject

course.

deflected and

grille, gout

runs

or

For

at the age the line deflected from

instance, if

to the

at

thirty the line be

middle of Mount of Moon to

so
a

rheumatism will be the disease which af-

flicted the

subject (269). Whenever the line runs to a
peculiar to the point where it stops is the
one to look for.
This marking running to Lower Moon is
most frequent in the hands of women, and indicates female
weakness.
If the line ends in a eros (270), the life will
terminate at that age, and the disease can be determined by
the usual search through the hand. This is a sudden ending
of life, and there will be no lingering illness. The more
perfectly the cross be marked, and the deeper its lines, the
defect,

the disease
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If

a

cross-bar cuts the end

of the Life line (271), it is the sudden ending of the life.
In
all these cases the usual methods of examination will disclose
the

cause.

It is

absolutely

necessary with every termination

of the Life line to examine both hands. If the line and
termination in the left hand be good and strong, and one of
the defective terminations is

seen in the right, it iscertnin
something has changed the natural life course. The
subject may have acquired a vicious habit which will shorten
his days, or may have developed some serious malady.
In
such a case locate the trouble, and by telling him what the
outcome will be, he may be induced to abandon the habit, if
such it is, and avert the catastrophe.
In every instance by
what
the
two
hands
stand
for, you can accuremembering
If
estimate
the
case.
the
line
ends
in
a dot (272), your
rately
will
die
of
an
acute
the
nature
of which can
attack,
subject

that

be determined in the usual manner. If the line ends in a
(273), the subject will die suddenly ; the cause can be

star

located from the rest of the hand.

You will encounter many

NO. 272

NO. 271

combinations of all these

signs

NO. 278

in the termination of Life

By this time you have doubtless learned how to
them in combination, and can properly estimate them.
lines.

Crosses will be found

These will be

ally
some

you will

appearing
impediments to the

End

on

in the Life line

use

(274).

life Current, and generthe Saturn line or the Apollo line

marking occurring

at the same age.

This change is
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Stars
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on

or
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accident.

are a menace

Crosses

to the life (27 5).

quite

They

have been verified many times as indicating sudden death.
The type of the subject will have much to do with these
signs. A fine line leaving the Life line and ending in a star
n r

it

is also

The star

death.
or

(276)

at least

an

a

dangerous sign, indicating sudden

representing the explomon

intense illumination, is

in the Life line,

not a

safe indication to

as a

further conirma-

be found.

The color of the line will be useful
tion of the

strength

or

weakness of the constitution.

White

color diminishes the power of a deep and well-cut line, and
the subject will not have as much robustness and vitality as if

the line

were

excess

of

A

pink.

will be the best for

a

deep

and well-cut line, pink in color,
Then neither deiciency nor

Life line.

vitality is indicated, but a
a deep line, is too intense,

color, with

normal balance.
and the

Red

subject will be
in everything,

liable to febrile diseases, and also very ardent
appetites. If stars, crosses, dots, or
cross-bars are seen on a line which is very red in color, the
and will have strong

subject will have some violent attack at the age indicated by
the sign. Such a combination is most dangerous to the life.
All markings which indicate febrile troubles or inflammations will be made more serious by a very red Life line.
Yellow color in the Life line will indicate chronic biliousness, and all the defects of health and character which are
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by bile will beaggravated. With such a subject the
Mercury should be carefully studied,
as well as all matters pertaining to those Mounts, for being
of the bilious type, yellow color in the Life line will increase
induced

Mounts of Saturn and

any health defect which these Mounts show.

A wavy line

ladder-like line of Mercury will be sure to indicate
severe bilious complications and indigestion.
Dots, crosses,
or

a

cross-bars, breaks, or islands in the Mercury line must be
looked for, as these will point directly to severe liver trouble
in the

shape of acute attacks of bilious fever or jaundice. If
yellow shows in the Life line the whole character will be influenced by the irritating bile. The subject will be cross,

nervous, liable to fits of

blues, and if

any of the bad side of

his type be indicated he will be vicious, and even criminal.
A bad development of Saturnian or Mercurian type with a

yellow line shows

a

trickster and cheat, and if the type be

very bad indicates a vicious wretch who will delight
in murder.
Blue color shows poor circulation and

even
con-

sequent heart weakness. This color present with a defective and badly colored Heart line and blue nails will indicate
an

advanced state of heart trouble.

and the

The bluer the Life line

indications of defective heart action, the more
serious the estimate.
With a blue Life line, stars on the
line will be accurate as indication of sudden death by heart
disease.

more

Crosses, dots, and cross-bars

are

bad indications

with blue color, but the star is the worst.
Stars which are
not directly on the line but near it, will have almost as
much force

as

if

on

the line.

tions in

regard

to

and well-cut lines.

to color

apply

All of the above observato thin

Life lines

as

well

as

A thin line which is exceed-

deep
ingly red is most dangerous, for the line is not strong
enough to support the vitality shown by very red color.
Yellow thin lines will make the subject small, petty, and
mean.

With chained lines

or

broad and shallow

lines, white

color makes them weaker.

They have none of the strength
which follows the presence of pink color.
Subjects with thin
lines are cold, sickly, complaining, and vacillating. They
lack energy, and

are

not

persons to be relied upon.

Pink
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will have
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chained line stronger.

and will not be

vitality,
subject
despondfrequently as with white color. Red will add more
strength, but this combination is rare. When found, however, it should be regarded as no menace to these lines, for
they need all the strength which can be given them. Yellow
color with broad or chained lines is a distressing combination. It will show inertia, intense nervousness, and an ugly
streak of meanness in the subject. This combination produces a weak, sickly, nervous, petty person who will have a
hard time to get along in the world.
The line of Life is an intensely interesting study, and one
which will amply repay any effort expended upon it. A
mastery of the general principles which govern the various
changes in the line, and its infinite combinations with other
lines and Mounts, will enable you with practice to read it accurately. At first the combinations may come slowly, but
this should be no cause for discouragement. Patience and
more

ent as

labor will enable any student to master it.

CHAPTER VIII
Lmns or mrnunncn

N the Mount of Venus and inside the Life line

are a

set

of lines, some of which run parallel to the Life line
and others which run across the Mount (277). These are
called Lines of Influence, and are the first introduction in

this book to any factors outside of the subject himself, forming a part of what is called his environ"

Only those indications which

ment."

experience as well as that of
careful investigators has fully veri-

own

my

other

Sed

are

which

here

are

considered, and all

traditional

or

The Hindus have

been left out.

matters

hypothetical have
an

elab-

system of using these lines of Influence, and depend upon them for a

orate

large part of their work.

Only

the lines
NO. 277

inside the Life line are proplines of Influence, and I have found that

which

erly

run

they indi~
strongly influenced the life either
that they generally represent members

cate persons who have

for

good

of one's
ter

or

ill, and

own

family

or

the closest of friends.

class, and blood relationship is

not

If the lat-

present, they

are

those who have

part of it.
their

name.

grown into the life and have become a
In all cases they have strong injiuenre, hence
In

some

hands few of these lines

are

seen, in

many, and the more there are the greater the
number of persons who have exerted strong influence. The

others there
less the

are

number the

he makes few close
not

more

self-contained is the

friendships,

greatly influence him.

and

The
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even

reason

subject;

blood relations do

these lines

are seen
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is because the influences have made strong impressions on
the mind of the subject, and these mental impressions have
shown themselves in the hand.

The Lines of Influence,

both vertical and horizontal, form what is commonly called
the Grille on the Mount of Venus. This generally indicates
an

qualities, particularly the sexual apreading of a large number of Influence

increase of Venusian

petites.

This general

NO. 278

NO. 279
A

lines

on

the Mount of Venus is correct,

as

has been

clearly

demonstrated in the hands of subjects known to have strong
sexual appetites. Every line of the Grille represents an in-

Hnence which has aEected the life, and the

more

of these

there are, the more the Mount will have Currents which
excite it, and consequently tire its qualities. The absence of
lines

on

the Mount of Venus shows

an

absence of electrifying

and this calm Mount

Currents,
expends its energy in a love
and
beauty, gayety, color, art,
dress, instead of in sexual

of

desires.

The line of Mars is a sister to the line of Life, running inside of that line and parallel to it (278), This is really an
Influence line, but it is an influence upon the health of the

subject, sustaining
to

and

strengthening it,

the influence of other persons.

and does not relate

The line of Mars is

com-

paratively a rare marking, and the greater number of lines
seen alongside the Life line are simply Innuence lines.
The
Influence line which runs closest to the line of Life is the
This may be mother, father, a brother

closest influence.
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line

starting

near

the be-

ofthe Life line and running close to it is generally
the mother (279), as a n1other's influence begins earlier in

ginning

life than that of any one else. Next to this line, counting
from the Life line, comes a line representing the father, and

the line which represents this parent is usually found to be
deeper than the others. Next follow other relatives, grandparents being generally the fourth line. The length of these
lines tell the duration of the iniiuences as factors in the life of
a

subject.

pear at

In rnost hands

some

age between

a new

Influence line is

seen

to ap-

twenty and thirty (28o). This is
wife, as it is at about this age that

generally the husband or
marriages occur. This line becomes the dominating
influence of the subject from the time of its appearance if the
marriage is happy, but it only shows faintly if the marriage
has made no more than a passing impression on the subject.
In many cases there is a fine line connecting this Influence
line with the Life line, showing that the induenoe has
merged into the life of the subject. On the Mount of Venus,
then, are congregated the close innuences of a subject's life.
most

Many things which happen to the persons who iniiuence
subject are also shown on the lines of Iniiuence, but they
events which have made a considerable impression on

the
are

his

(281) will indicate the ceasing of that influence, whatever it may be; and,
while you cannot state definitely who the person is, yet by
the end ofa line of Influence

mind.

A star

noting

the distance between this Influence line and the line

on
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of Life, you can determine whether the line represents one
closely connected with the subject or a more distant relative.
This is

an

death of

a

important

indication to master

relative will often

change

the

thoroughly, for the
of a life, and

course

~

1

if some indication be encountered which cannot be explained
in any other way, a line of Influence with a star on it may
give the clew. In connection with the lines of Saturn and
Apollo it is of constant service. The death of relatives also

seriously impairs the health of some subjects,
directions Influence lines

are

NO. 285

and thus in all

valuable indications.

NO. 25

NO. 287

deep, strong, and well colored,
they are thin, shallow,
powerful;
or
in
broken
chained, uneven,
any way (282), the iniiuence
is not strong. When an Influence line begins deep and then
grows thin, until it gradually fades away, the influence was
When lines of Iniiuence

the induence is

are

when
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strong in the beginning, but has gradually grown weaker
until it has
and

no

effect

If this line should be revived

(283).

grow stronger, the influence will return into
the life of the subject and grow in power (284). If an In-

gradually

iiuence line draw away from the Life line and grow thinner at the same time, the iniiuence gradually grows away
from its

nearness

to the

subject,

NO. 288

This is

an

and

finally disappears (285).

NO. 289

NO. 290

indication of the estrangement of

some near one.

The ages of each one of these occurrences can be read from
the Life line. If an Influence line, beginning early and enda star, have beside it a line more distant from the Life
which
line,
grows stronger after the star, it indicates that the
mother or father has died at the age shown by the star, and that

ing

a

in

distant relative has come into the life and taken the
If

place (286).

an

Influence line

parent's

thin and grow
another line, and

begin

stronger and break, and is replaced by
this by another, it shows that, one after another, relatives
have

replaced
subject (287).

each other

as

the

leading

influence with the

If the Life line be very defective, being thin,
chained, broad, and shallow, islanded or broken, and a line
of Influence be strong (288), it indicates that while the sub~

ject's health
mainstay in
effect

by

subject as a line of Mars, and the influence may,
nursing, have kept the subject alive. I incline
opinion rather than to the idea of the line being a

on

the

constant

to this

has been delicate, some relative has been his
This line just described has the same

life.

Lines of Influence
line of Mars.

gradually
the

grow

beginning
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If the Head line be poor early in life, and
stronger, and an Influence line be strong in
and grow farther away from the Life line or

become

thinner, the weak mental condition of the subject
early life is sustained by the strong induence of someone during the time such help was needed, and, as the head
grew stronger, the influence was no longer needed and faded
away (289). The rising branches from the Life line indicating an upward tendency in the life of the subject are sometimes cut by Worry lines (29o). This marking shows an impediment to the career of the subject, a check to the upward
tendency. These Worry lines frequently start from an InHuence line (291), and this will indicate that the iniluence
has caused the check.
In a large number of cases these
Worry lines cutting an upward branch from the Life line have
been veriied as indicating a legal diiiiculty. Older palmists
used this marking as an indication of divorce.
The single
indication must not be given this reading, but with this
marking and other confirmatory signs it can be so interpreted, viz., if the line cutting the rising branch from the Life
in

iiifiliiiiii

line

cross

(292),
start

the hand and cut a line of union which is forked
reading will be found correct. If the Worry line

this

from

an

Intluence

line,

the influence has made the

By itself the marking indicates a check to the upIf a Worry line start from a star on the end
ward career.
of an Influence line and cut a rising line from the Life line
(293), it indicates that the death of a relative caused the
trouble.

33
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If the Induence line be

trouble.

deep,

nates in this way, the influence is

only

exerts its power

Hand-Reading
then thin, and alter-

strong, then weak, and
If

spasmodically (294).

an

Influence

begin away from the Life line and gradually come
toward it, growing stronger as it progresses (295), it indicates
line

that the influence of some distant relative is gradually coming
nearer

to the life of the

subject

line may cut
the Life line,

No. 290

through other Induence lines lying closer to
showing that it is becoming more powerful

If

they.

growing stronger. This

No. 295

no 294

than

and

a

line of Influence break and after

a

short

space start again, and this be repeated, it shows that the
influence of the person on the life of the subject vanishes
and then

begins again, having disappeared and returned
(296), If inside of a broken line of Influence,
at
starting
twenty to thirty, there be another line which bein
the life of the subject, and continues uninterearly
gins
rupted past these breaks, it shows the intermittent character
of the wife or husband's influence, strengthened by the conseveral times

stant

influence of the mother

marking

will heal and correct

a

or

father.

poor

Often such

a

marriage (297).

Islands on Influence lines parallel to the Life line indicate
delicate condition of the influence, and such a line ending
in a star, cross, dot, or cross-bar (298) will indicate that the
a

delicate influence

Life.

dies, the

Horizontal lines

persons

or

on

age to be read from the line of
the Mount of Venus (299) are

events which have crossed

our

lives and

impeded

Lines of Influence
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them. Parallel lines are not impediments, and while they
may be weak or defective, they are not induences strongly
hostile to our best development. Cross-lines both impede our
inhuences and worry and harass us. This is why these cross
If
the Life line have been called Worry lines.
they are serious impediments ; if thin and puny
These Worry lines which
are only annoyances.

lines

cutting

deep

and red,

lines, they
continually cross the Life line must be regarded as more or
less serious, according to their depth and extent. When
deep, they indicate illness of a serious nature. If these
horizontal lines

cross

the entire Mount of Venus and Life

line, from top to bottom, they are continuous worries. If
only short lines, they are temporary annoyances. If they
cut

If

a

Infiuence line

particular

some

fluence will have

a

line of Influence, cut by
an island and end in

this cut

happened

to the

repeatedly (300), that inimpediment.

continual life of worry and
a

strong cross-line, show after

(301), some disaster has
brought on delicacy
cutting line be a deep one, and;
a

star

influence which has

and ended in death.

If the

'ie

*

the cut line

parent,

the

the father.

father

begin
cause

so

having died,

run

numerous

early

that you

it to be

judge

of the cut has often been verified

I have

mother that she

lines

`

l

\

seen
or

never

several

been

cases

injured,

recovered.

If

a

of this

has

so

a
as

kind; the

shocked the

number of Influence

parallel to the Life line, and these are
small lines, the family life of the subject

cut

by

has in
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cases been found to snifer constant interruption and be
unhappy (3o2). If a cross-line have an island in it, there
will be something most unpleasant connected with this impediment. It will be a bar to the subject's life owing to

many

some

fault not his

If this line only cut the lines
line, it will be expended on the

(3o3).

own

of Influence inside the Life

relatives, but if it
the

subject.

from Saturn

cut the

Life line it will affect the life of

Do not confound this

indicating

with the island

If an island

on a

NO. S04

NO.

Influence have

running

from it

line, the delicacy of

stant worry to the

NO. W5

numerous

some

subject (3o4).

small bars

nursing of some invalid

cutting

relative will prove a conIf on the Life line an

island appear after this point in life, these cares
will seriously affect the health of the subject.
close

line of

F

wk
the Life

marking

rheumatism.

or

worries

Probably
relative breaks the health (3o5).

Lines of Influence
If

Sl 7

at the beginning gradually grow
star, and Worry lines cross from it to
the Life line, which grows thin and has a dot on it, the increasing delicacy of a relative ends in death, and the worry

Influence line

an

thinner and end in

this

over

case

deep

a

brings

on

delicacy of the subject ending in

a

illness (3o6). If the Life line end on this dot, the
subject will not recover ; if it go on, he will regain
severe

I
his

If

strength.

Worry line

an

a star, and a
the Head line, the

Iuduence line end in

connect this with

a

dot

on

relative will bring on a severe illness of the
(3o7). If a line of Influence end in a star, and this
be connected by a Worry line with an island on the Head

death of

a

brain
line

(308),

the

delicacy

and death of

weakened mental condition of the
these

cases

a

relative

subject.

produce

In each

one

a

of

it is understood that you are to try and discover
relative has died by the closeness of the Influ-

how

near a

ence

line to the Life line.
If lines rise from the lines of Inrun to, but do not cut, the Life line, it shows that

fluence and

relatives will

uplift

the

subject,

but if lines

droop

from the

Influence lines to the Life line, the subject will be continually pulled down by his kin (309). If a line of Influence
which has been diagnosed as the wife or husband have a line
from it to the Mount of

Jupiter, it indicates that this
(3ro). If the Saturn line be more
than usually good after this period, it indicates -that this
ambitious partner has spurred the subject on and increased

rising

relative is most ambitious
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line of Infiuence

rising early be supported
marriage, the wife or
husband has supplanted the mother completely (31 1).
If
the marriage iniluence be thin and the mother influence deep
by

success.

one

a

which rises at about the time of

wi
i

NO. 339

NO. 310

and strong, the wife is under the domination of the
maybe her own, maybe her husband's (31 2).

The

general principles

Influence

are

other lines.

the

same

which must be

in all

Remembering

cases as

applied

mother,

to lines of

those which

apply

to

that these lines represent other

i @f

NO. 812

NO. 311

people, and by discovering who these persons are in relation
to the subject, you can estimate very closely what cient they
have

on

his life.

Defects

on

Influence lines, connected

by Worry lines with defects on other lines, will show that the
influence has caused the defect.
Changes in the Life line,
Influence
defects
or
in
lines, show that the
changes
following
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induences have aHected the life in a harmful manner. In
all such cases the character of the Life line will tell what this
bad eEect has been. In estimating the Influence line which

represents the husband

or

wife, it should be borne in mind

that in women's hands it will

begin at from eighteen to
twenty-five to thirty, these
years representing the average years when marriages occur.
In reading Influence lines always proceed slowly until you
have gained practice enough to work out the combinations.
As students, do not hesitate to ask questions, and find out
where you have made mistakes. Acquire the general principles, and apply them with good methods of reasoning to
the Induence lines, and they will prove to be an increasing
twenty-five, and in

source

of benefit.

men

from

CHAPTER IX
THE LINES OF AFFECTION

HE lines of Affection

called, lie

percussion

as they are commonly
Mercury, and run from the

palm (313),

In

some

of these lines and in others many are
From time immemorial they have been used by older

palmists

are none

indications of

as

marriage

unions of the

or

sexes.

is considerable if used up to their
and in combination, but used by themselves, as a hard-

Their value in

limit,

Marriage,

toward the inside of the

hands there
seen.

or

the Mount of

on

practice

and-fast indication of

marriage, they will
Marriage does
not affect every subject in the same way.
Some people are no more impressed on
entering into this relation than if they
were performing any ordinary routine of
daily life. Snch persons will have no
Marriage lines. Others sink their whole
lead to constant

error.

life and soul into

a

union, and these will

deep Marriage lines. To use the
marriage in connection with the
lines of Affection is misleading, for it is
taken as always indicating a legal marhave

word

NO. 318

in

no sense

riage

to be

has loved
In such

as

"

These lines

contract.

contract has

"

are

often

seen

when

no

such

been entered into, but when the subject
fondly as if he had been joined in wedlock.

ever

subjects

a

line of union will appear the

same

as

though the ceremony had been performed. More properly
speaking, these are lines of deep affection rather than lines
of marriage or union, and, viewed from this standpoint, they
are

remarkably

accurate.

In every
520

case

there must have
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a
profound impression made upon the subject by an
aifection before these lines will be strong, and the more im-

been

pressions

and aiections which have

these lines of Affection will be

seen

existed, the

of

more

in the hand.

The type of the subject will always be a great aid in reading the lines of Affection, as each type has distinct views
on the marriage question.
The Jupiterian is inclined to

marriage
ian

a

and to marry young. So in the hand of a jupiterearly in life will most often be correctly

line of Affection

marriage. The Saturnian dislikes marriage ; if he be
pronounced or at all bad development, and even in
good specimens of the type, a Saturnian does not rush into
the marriage state. This type does not naturally love his
fellow-creatures, and a most profound impression must be
made on him by someone before he will enter the marriage
relation. Consequently in the hand of a Saturnian a line of

read

as

of

very

a

Aiection should be very strong, and occur well toward
middle life, before you are justified in reading it as marriage.
Even when the combination of a Mount of Venus shows a
Saturnian to be possessed of sexual desire, he will prefer to
gratify these appetites outside of the marriage state rather
than to tie himself

permanently

to anyone.

Apollonians

desire to marry, and do so when young, but they often make
unhappy marriages because while they like brilliant partners

they do

always get them. Lines of Affection on Apolquite safely read as marriages. Mercurians are
great matchmakers ; they also marry quite young. On this
type, lines of Affection will very often mean marriage. Marnot

lonians will be

tians

are prone to marry, so with this type lines of Affection
also have full meaning.
Lunarians are very peculiar about
marriage, sometimes despising it, and sometimes making

matches, and the line of Affection on this type must be
excessively strong to be read as marriage. Venusians cannot keep from marrying, even if they cared to, for they will

odd

not be allowed to remain
so

single,

because other persons

are

On the Venusian type it requires
small line to mean marriage, though on this type you

attracted to them.

only
will

a

generally

find strong lines.

The

practice

of

looking

at
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the Mount of

marriages

as

Mercury,

there

are

and

Hand-Reading

predicting

one, two,

lines of Affection

on

or as many
the Mount, is a

most inaccurate and unscientiiic

thing to do, constantly
leading to error, and making our science ridiculous. No
practitioner should say in advance, as is the custom with
many professionals, that he can tell about marriage.
Many
professionals in their printed circulars claim to tell a client
everything concerning love, marriage, divorce, etc.," and
such professionals are kept continually in hot water by their
mistakes.
If they did not promise what they could not per"

form, there would be
make

no

trouble.

The only honest way is
a hand will

promises, for you cannot tell what
show until it has been seen.
It may be asked,
to

no

"

Why is it

The answer to
necessary to deal with marriage at all?"
this question is, that marriages do so much to make or to
the

possible should be
general bearing upon the life of a subject.
My only object in introducing the lines of Aiection at this
point is that we may be able to bring them to bear upon the
lines of Saturn and Apollo, which they often powerfully
mar

had for

career

use

that all the information

in its

induence.

The first thing to determine is whether lines of Aiection
be present or absent. If none be seen, your subject is not
likely to be powerfully impressed by anyone. If the subject

belong to an ardent type, he may have strong
opposite sex, but when these are satisfied,
he relapses into a state of indiiference, until the superabundance of vitality again turns his thoughts in the same direction.
These subjects are undemonstrative, and a defective Heart

be_ robust,

and

desires toward the

line in

a

hand which has

line of Affection will indicate

no

heart disease and not aifection.

be present

heart,

(314)

more or

weak.

the

less

subject

is

seriously

If many lines of Affection
susceptible in affairs of the

so

These lines of Afection

start from the outside of the

as
are

the lines

are

strong

or

always cross~1ines, and

hand, sometimes at the back
Mercury. If only a single
line be seen, there will be but one deep affection, and it
must be stated here that the lines of Affection relate only

cutting

around into the Mount of

I
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to persons of the opposite sex, and those who are in no way
related to us by blood.
They are never an indication of the

love

a

begin

subject may
with

a

fork

into

(315)

family.

If

a

line of AEection

it shows that the affection is of

the two lines of the fork

un-

united to

having
strength,
single line, producing the effect of two Currents turned
To read the
one, which thus takes on double strength.

usual
form

have for his

a

iiiiiwqf

One
age on lines of A5`ection, two methods are employed.
is to determine at what age the aB`ection occurs, and the
other to tell how long it lasts. In order to determine the
age at which

an

aifection occurs, take the Heart line

as a

lower mark, and the top of the Mount of Mercury as the
This space must be subdivided into the average
upper.
years of life, bringing the middle of the Mount at thirtyThus all lines of
six, and the top at seventy years.

Affection

appearing

before the middle of the Mount

occur

before the age of thirty-six, and those appearing beyond the
centre of the Mount occur after thirty-six.
The scale (316)
will be found

enough

approximating the correct ages and accurate
general purposes. It can, however, be still

for all

further subdivided if

termine the length

more

exact dates are desired.

To de-

afection endure, the line itself must be
measured from its beginning to its termination. In this way
also events in theoourse of an aiection are often recorded.
an

The scale of measurement for such readings begins with the
starting of the line and ends with its termination, the line
to be divided in the middle

as

age

thirtv-six,

and seventy to
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The intervening years can be subis necessary in order to reach the age
the line which is desired (317),
The

be recorded at the end.
divided

as

minutely

as

of any

markings

longer
tinues,

the line of

AH`ection,

and when

number of lines

on

a

the

longer

the aH`ection

are seen

con-

the duration of

each aH`air may be estimated by the length of the several
lines.
The age at which each occurs is read from the Mount

subdivided, and the duration from the length of the line.
By this method read the number of strong attachments the
subject has had and how long each one lasts, and by the

longest and deepest line determine which one has been
deeper than the rest (3t8). This marking will indicate several deep attachnients, finally culminating in the all-absorbing affection shown by the deep line. If two lines run
alongside of each other and are of the same depth (319) the
subject has loved two persons equally well at the same time.
In every case the highest line of Affection is the last one
which has occurred, and any lines lower than it will record
If a number of lines be seen, the upper

former a5`ections.

®'WW§@
NO. 311

one a

deep line,

NO. 318

but

indicates that the

one

early

of the

NO. S19

early lines deep at the end, it
never entirely disappeared

love has

From every combination of lines select the strongest
attachments from the deepest lines, and also determine by

(320),

the character of the lines how

completely this attachment
passed away. If the last line be a thin one, and yet by
length and confirmatory signs proves to be the Marriage

has
its

The Lines of Affection
line, and if

a
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stronger line lie close under it (321) the subject
or money, but not from strong-

has married for convenience,
est love.

If the lines of Affection be thin in

proportion

to other

lines in the hand, the subject has no real strong affections.
He has a brotherly or sisterly affection for the one he mar-

ries, but love will

not be the

These sub-

absorbing passion.

little demonstration of affection are indifferent,
if
cold, and, they have many lines of Afection, are apt to be
fiirts.
If such subjects be handsome and attractive they

jects giving

break many hearts. If in a womau's hand the lines of AH`ection are broad and shallow, or chained, the subject is still
more indiiferent.
She will lead suitors on for the pleasure
of

disappointing

tion, and

are

them.

These

selfish, cold,

subjects

and cruel.

have

to the coldness of both of these latter lines.

show

no

real aH`ec~

White color will add
The lines which

deep, lasting affection, are the deep and well-cut ones.
These are strengthened if they be also pink or red in color.
Such subjects love ardently, constantly, and make sacrifices
for those they love.
It is their pleasure and pride to be constant and true.
If such a deep line run to its end without
fault or break, the subject will pursue a life of ardent attachment, of reliability and steadfastness, from beginning to end.
If the line start deep and gradually grow thin the subject
If
will gradually lose the strength of his attachment (322).
the line start thin and gradually become stronger the subject will grow stronger in his attachment (323). If an island
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on

appear
ness
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the line of AB`ection, there will be

during

the

course

Affection be composed of islands, the
aifection

enough

some

of the affection

(324). If
subject will

for anyone to marry him

(325).

unhappi-

the line of
never

have

If a

cross

j.

be

seen on

pediment

the line of AEection there will be

to the afection

the affection will terminate in
of Aifection send

ends in

a

a

star, the

serious ima

star

explosion (327). If a line
the Mount of Apollo which

an

branch into

subject

a

If this line end in

(326).

will have

an

aHection for

some-

iwiiif
NO. 326

one

NO. 827

brilliant and famous

at its termination
come
as an

(328).

NO. 828

If the line of Aifection fork

the affection will separate and beThis has been used by the older palmists

(329),

less strong.
indication of divorce.

It is

a

likelihood of interference

in the married life, but not always divorce.
beginning of the dissipation of the aH`ections.

It shows the

If the fork be

The Lines of Ailection
not wide (330)
diverge greatly,
a

the estrangement is not so serious as if it
in No. 329. If the line end in a trident or

as

tassel, it shows the

affection

(331),

527

utter

dissipation and scattering of the
droop from the line of Aiection

If branches

WWW
NO. 880

NO. &9

NO. 381

the married life will be full of

sorrows and
disappointments
(332), If branches rise from the line of Affection, the subject will be uplifted and the aB`ection will be a benefit to
him (333). If the line be broken it will indicate that the
aH`ection is interfered with or broken in some way (334),

_

no. asa

No. asa

no. aa4

Look for repair signs.

If the break be enclosed in

the

the disturbed affection

subject

line make

will
a

recover

hook

on

square
If the

the Mount, the

affection, which will not be regained
on a line of Affection, it indicates
course

a

(335),

of the affections

(337),

subject will lose his
(336). If a dot be seen
an impediment to the

the termination of the line
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the outcome, for if the line end in a
tassel the affection will be dissipated (338),

showing
or

fork, trident,
If after the

dot the line grows thin, the aH`ection disappears gradually
(339), If Worry lines run from the Mount of Venus to the

www
'

No. sas

no. sas

no. asv

lines of

Affection, and cut these lines, it shows that relatives
interfering with the married life of the subject (34o).
If the cutting line run from Induence lines on the Mount of
Venus, it can be determined how close is the kinship of the
relative who is causing the difficulty. If a line from a close
are

J/~

s

line of Infiuence cut

life of the

subject

a

forked line of Affection, the married

will be interfered with

by

a near

relative

(341). The forked line shows that the subject loses some
enjoyment of the marriage relation through this interference.
If the line of Affection end in a tassel, the reading is in~
tensiiied (342).
If a line of Aifection cut by a bar have a

The Lines of Aiiection
chance line

running

to an

island,

a

cross,

a

529

bar,

or a

dot in

the Head line, an interference with the married life of the
subject will result in some form of brain disturbance (343).
In this

manner

chance lines will be

seen

running

from ob-

structions in the line of Affection to various parts of the hand,
sometimes to defective Life lines, or health defects of the
Mounts.

brought

In all these
on

Aiection.

by

an

Each

will indicate

an

cases

the trouble

interference

one

or

blemish

pointed
seen

to will be

in the line of

of these defects in the line of Affection

event in the life of the

subject.

In all

cases

the lines of Affection should be read in combination with InBuence lines

on

the Mount of Venus.

As both relate to the

@il@<l@""f
NO. 341

NO. 842

_

NO. 348

coming into the life of a new factor, viz., someone outside
of the subject himself, they are interdependent.
My advice to every practitioner is to use great care in all
The real object
matters relating to marriage and home life.
of an examination of the hand is to give a client a better
knowledge of himself. Unless the matter of marriage is so
interwoven with his existence that the two seem inseparable,
it is only gratifying curiosity to deal with it, and does no
real good. When his career is being ruined or interfered
with by adverse influences, these matters should be pointed
out. Merely to tell about them in order to show whether you
can do it or not, is lowering the standard of the profession.
A surgeon would not amputate a limb to show that he knew
how, but he would do so if the limb needed amputating and
14
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the operation
proceed upon
or

guidance

skill.

would
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help the patient.

All

palmists

should

Do what is necessary for the help
of the client, but nothing merely to exhibit

that idea.

A strict adherence to this

long run, and nowhere
lines of Affection.

more

principle

will win in the

surely than in the matter of the

CHAPTER X
THE LINE OF SATURN
"

We make

our

fortunes and

we

call them fate."-B. DISRAELI.

HE line of Saturn is the fourth Main line which receives
the Current, and is frequently called the "line of
Upon 'first thought, it may not be apparent why

Fate."

fatality, good

or

bad, has been ascribed

to this

line, but the

claim is justiied in various ways. The line of Saturn rises
at the base of the hand and runs upward toward the fingers ;

and, according
into it does

hypothesis, the Current which passes
its return from the brain where it has

to our

so on

been sent from the end of the Life line.
Saturn thus reads from the bottom

upward

The line of
and the scale

indicating the various years of life will be found in Chapter
IV.
According to this scale the period of childhood is the
part of the line, and old age is recorded

extreme lower

by

it

health diiiiculties
the

cerning
such

as

From the line of Saturn

the Mount of Saturn.

on

are

not

read,

general make-up

nor

is

is indicated in other lines that

It does indicate the

course

of the

anything

shown

constitution of

or

we

a

con-

subject

have considered.

subject through

life from

a

of material success, and shows whether he must
make his own way, whether he will have a hard time, or

standpoint
whether

things

will

also locate his most

apparently come easy to him. It will
productive periods. This is what the

had in mind when

they named the line of
generally taken for
granted that one whose life runs smoothly must have luck
In these cases it has not always been rememin his favor.
older

palmists

Saturn

"

Fate

bered that such

or

a

Destiny,"

subject

as

it is

may have had every
531

qualification
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which would enable him to merit success, and that he has
achieved it because he has worked, and because success has
Combined with a good line of Saturn, there
health, brains, determination, ambition, and similar

been deserved.
may be

the presence of these qualities
line
of Saturn, which consequently
good
indicates that the subject will get through the world com-

and in that

qualities,

fortably

case

for the

accounts

and

A combination of such forces

successfully.

as

the above, if wisely and faithfully used, produces so-called
luck, and most of the persons who are pointed out as particularlyffortuuate, or lucky, attribute their success primarily to

brains, health, energy, ambition, and kindred allies, and not
There is, however, some
to blind chance, luck, or fate.
fate
and
luck,"
magic glamour around the words
which seems to speak of results achieved without efiort, and
"

"

"

always been the goal toward which the eyes of lazy
turned. Such people are ever ready to account for
Others are lucky, I am not," but
their failures by saying,
this should be followed by the further explanation that most
often the lucky subject isa worker and the "unlucky
one
is not. Day dreamers expect luck to reach down and touch
them with a magic wand. Those who are called lucky say
In many cases luck con~
that the magic wand is indushjy.
sists in having the foresight to seize opportunities.
Unlucky persons tell of chances they have passed, and console
themselves by saying that luck was not on their side.
In
the majority of cases, it would be more proper to say that
/oreszlg/zl and perscvcranre were not. This much moralizing
I beg to introduce here, because I wish it distinctly underthis has

folk

are

"

"

"

"

"

"

stood that I do not believe in blind fate
In the

of

beginning of
Fate, I wish to give

sure

you that

we are

a

and effect into

line of Saturn is
and
see

important,
upon it.

a

one

or

line

proceeded entirely under laws of
which deals with chance.

wonderful

but

chance.

my definition of that word and to asnot to plunge from a treatment of the

hand which has thus far
cause

or

study of the line of Saturn,

we

line, its revelations are

shall find

causes

On every line of Saturn,

The

accurate

for all the effects

we

note

periods

we

when

The Line of Saturn

everything is propitious for
harvest periods of his life.

the

subject.

At such times
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These

are

the

find

good
discernment,

we

health, the presence of mental powers such as
will, ambition, and various good companions which he

may

his account, or which he may leave unused. During
these periods, life is easier for the subject.
He is well and
turn to

possession of his full powers. He works with less effort,
and
fate
and, in superstitious parlance, he is "lucky
take
is on his side.
of
these
Many persons
advantage
periods of greatest possibilities and
make hay while the sun
shines."
Others pass such times in enjoyment and laziin

"

"

"

"

ness, confident that "luck

is with

them," and will

never

When the powers begin to wane luck is not so coustant in attendance ; it takes more effort to accomplish the
leave.

same

results, and finally all kinds of eB`ort fail

anything
"

to

produce

At this time the cry is raised,
The truth is that the subject has passed

considerable.

luck has

gone."
period and has slept his golden moments away.
The opportunities placed before him have not been seized ;
he has taken his pleasure during the time when he should
have worked hardest, and by the law of compensation he
his harvest

must toil to make up for it.

You cannot eat your cake
you cannot waste your harvest days and be
He who has worked through his productive time

and have it too
"

lucky."

"

"

;

The laws of cause and eH`ect
may rest when powers fail.
are present in the line of Saturn, or Fate, aseverywhere else.

only after much observation of this line that it is possican actually be told from it.
The superwhich
has
been
shown
in
its
treatment
has served
ficiality
to
sensible
the
line shows
disgust
persons. Why
principally
these matters, which are so obviously beyond the consciousness of the individual, can only be explained on the already
It is

ble to state what

hypothesis, that the lines are the life map of every
person, placed before him in order that he may be guided to
the achievement of his best results.

stated

The line of Saturn, when strong,

emphasizes the Saturnian

traits, especially if the line be deep on the Mount, and these
traits are wisdom, sobemess, and the faculty of seeing life
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The fact that these balancing qualidegree with a good line may account
for the success in old age which comes to one with a strong
line on the Mount. Saturnian traits are energy and frugalfrom its serious side.
ties

are

ity,

as

these

present in

well

as

qualities

Saturnian has

some

studiousness and the ability to think, and
a life successful.
The

will do much to make
a

penchant

for

explorations in the earth, and
discovering gold,

has from this natural love been led to

silver, coal, and other mine treasures. He has found gas
and oil wells, and thus, through following his natural inclinations, fate has been said to be with him, and the Satur"

"

nian has for these

reasons

been called the

"

child of fate."

The greatest part that fate or luck plays with humanity is
to give one person more brains and a better type than an-

other,

and this has been sometimes called the

birth."

In these

"

accident of

will also have the best

the

subject
Apollonian and Venusian, or a good _I upiterian, or Mercurian, are much greater examples to my mind
cases

The

Saturn line.

a kind fate than is the Saturnian.
The line of Saturn is not found in every hand. Older
palmists gave to a hand without a Saturn line the interpre~

of

tation of

a

"

negative

existence."

Observation will show

that the line is absent in the hands of many successful

people,

and in other prosperous subj ects it is present only in rudimentary form. These persons have not led negative lives, so this

interpretation

cannot be correct.

In

a

great many

cases

of

this kind coming under my observation, I have found that the
"
subjects are what are commonly called self-made men," that

they began life in humble positions, and only by dint of enapplication have they made their way in the world.
These
self-made
people are not always brilliant to start
with, but they have determination and energy and will educate themselves, even if it must be done at night after the
day's work is over, and they will not fail to seize every opportunity for progress. They seem to feel that every!/zz'ng
depends upon I/wir own qforls and no amount of labor is
ergy and
"

"

allowed to stand between them and ultimate
are

the kind of

men

who

can

"carry

success.

They

the message to Garcia."

The Line of Saturn
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As the result of my observation, I read hands in which no
Saturn line is seen as belonging to a subject who must de-

pend

upon himself

who should not trust to luck

entirely;

or

fortunate circumstances, but if he would accomplish much
in the world, it must be the result of his own eH`orts.

The line of Saturn may start from one of many places.
are always at the base of the hand (344) but may be

These

NO. 844

any

point between

NO. 846

NO. S46

the end of the Life line and the Mount

Sometimes the line rises inside the Life line, and
sometimes as high as the upper Mount of Moon. The course

of Moon.

of the Saturn line is
sometimes

always foward the

Mount of

Saturn,

the Mount, and sometimes falling far
short.
It always runs through the centre of the palm.
When the Saturn line rises inside the Life line and runs on

reaching

to the Mount of Saturn

will have material
will assist him

of the

greatly.
palm (346) and

subject

will achieve

(345)

it indicates that the

subject

in life, and that near relatives
When the line rises from the centre

success

runs

success

into the Mount of Saturn, the
largely by his own efforts.

in life

When the line rises from the Mount of Moon and

runs on

to

(347) the subject's success in life will
be materially assisted by one of the opposite sex. This may
I
either be by good advice or by rendering 'financial aid.
have noted this marking on many hands where the wives
have been of great assistance in the career of the subject.
the Mount of Saturn

In most instances the
these three

positions,

sources

all other

of the line will be in one of
beginnings being a modifica-
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one or

modified in
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pronounced

centres.

Sometimes the line does not

rise low in the hand, but starts higher up (348). In this case
the subject will have a more negative existence for the first

part of the life,
that he

can

beginning
"

as this point is the time when he is so young
accomplish little by his own eforts, and such a

to the line indicates that he

silver spoon in his mouth."

was

His best

not born with

period

will

begin

a

at

the time the line starts, for while the absence of the line does
not show that innuences are at work to prevent the advancement of the

that
ence.

some

subject, the presence of a good line does show
especial advantages are present during its exist-

The absence of the line shows that constant eiort is

needed, while

a

good line will show that during its best period

of formation the greatest efforts should be exerted if the
largest results possible are to be achieved. The higher in
the hand the line starts, the later in life will be the period of
Whenever a deficiency is noted in the Saturn

easiest sailing.

line you will find

an

explanation

signs.

some

of the other lines

'

`

or

in

With the line absent at the

beginning,

it may

be found that the Life line will show great delicacy for
the same period of years that is covered by the absence of
the Saturn line

(349), Thus

you will know that the

subject

did little during the earlier years because he was delicate. As
the Saturn line begins at the time this delicacy ends on the

Life line, he will at that time begin

a

period

which he may

The Line of Saturn
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If the Life line be thin when it

productive.

begins

to

it progresses, and if the Saturn
line does the same, the subject will continue to do better in a
business way as his strength increases. It will be noted that
recover, and grows thicker

as

it is necessary to read the beginning of the Saturn line from
the bottom and the Life line from the top. If with the line

rising

late

we

find

a

defective Head line at the start

(350)

':`
vv

v

No. sm

No. soo

the

subject

will have his start in life

impeded by

brain weak-

ness, and the Saturn line will not grow good until the Head
line does. If the Head line be weak at the start, and as soon
as

it

recovers

the Heart line become weak, the Life line

being thin all of this time (351), the career of the subject
will be hindered irst by head trouble, and then by heart
weakness, and he does not begin to do his best until these
have

passed

away. If the line rise high in the hand and the
or Heart are not defective, you must look for

lines of Head

health defects in other parts ofthe hand,

on

lines and Mounts,

and somewhere you will discover the cause of the absence
of the Saturn line. Use both hands with the Saturn line.

If the line

begin

low in the left hand and rise

high

in the

right, you will know that the natural course of the line was
favorable, but as it shows its defects in the right hand,

something

has occurred to alter the

original plan.

This

may be
or

health, laziness, or influences from family, friends,
outsiders, and inasmuch as we do not believe that mere

chance has

produced

the alteration

we

must look somewhere

for the unfavorable condition which has

prevented

thp' rising
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Saturn line where it should
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right hand. The absence of a
normally begin will often be

explained by some accident to the parents. As this early
period of the line covers the childhood of the subject, it will
not be through his own fault that the start in life is not as
good as it should be. If a line of Satum rise high in the
hand, and a line of parental influence on the Mount of Venus
end in a star early in the line (352), the death of a parent
has prevented a good start in the life of the subject.
Remember all indications

on

the Saturn line refer to financial

aB`airs.
Next in order the character of the Saturn line must be

If the line be not

noted.

so

hand, the indications peculiar

deep
to

as

the other lines

the line

are

on

the

not in their

proper proportions and will not be as strong as if all the
lines were in balance. If the line be very deep and clear cut
(353), the subject will be found to have exceptionally line
with

qualities,

achieve great

X

a

proper use of which he should be enabled to
If this deep line extend up on to the

success.

,

_

No. asa

No. asa

No.

S54

Saturn, these favorable conditions will continue
If the line be short, they will be present only during the length of the line, the age to be read
from the line. If this deepness of the line be early in life, the
Mount of

during

subject
This is

the entire life.

period during childhood (354).
marking, for at this age the subject
take advantage of opportunities.
to
enough

will have his best
an

unfortunate

is seldom old

The Line of Saturn
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deep line of Saturn is the most favorable line to possess.
(355) will show that the subject has much in his
favor in the way of natural advantages, and while he will
have to exert himself more to bring forth great results than
a subject with a deep line, he will still have an easier time to
The

A thin line

succeed than

one

with

a

defective line

A broad and shallow line

(356)

with

or

indicates

a

no

line at all.

condition little

MW?
N0. 856

NO. S6

line at all, and if the Saturn line alone be of
character, while the other lines are well marked, the

better than
such

a

subject will
urn

NO. 857

no

have continual

indicates that the

A chained line of Sat-

struggles.

career

will be

a

hard one.

If the line be

chained, during its entire length, the subject will have

con-

labored one, full
of disappointments (357). If chained only part of the way,
the dimculties will last during this condition.
tinuous obstructions and the life will be

Color, being

an

indication of the

a

strength

and condition

of the Blood Current, does not affect the line of Saturn, as
it does other lines, for this line is in no manner an index
of the health

or

the disease of the

subject,

and thus the line

of Saturn will be the first line to which it is unnecessary to
apply the color test.
All defects in the Saturn line

are

important,

for

they

show how many and what kind of impediments will occur
in the subject's life, how serious they will be, and as the
cause

ous

producing

most

of these checks

can

parts of the hand it is quite possible

be located in vari-

to

remedy

or

avoid
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All defects found in the

beginning
subject, and durdo much by himself,

of the line refer to the childhood of the

ing this period
either toward

quently,

the child is too young to
improving or hindering his condition.

all defects

or

impediments

Conse-

to childhood are either

the result of ill-health, or come from paternal influences,
both of which are beyond the power of the child to con-

The death of parents, their financial didiculty ocat this time, or estrangements which may occur

trol.

curring

between the parents, are all possibilities and are all causes
which will check the prosperous career of a child, whose
start in life may thus be impeded by these conditions.
So,
when

we see a

ing deep

Saturn line defective at the start, but grow(358), we know that, whatever the

and well cut

beginning, it has been overcome.
improved condition arises
of the causes which were operating against

cause

of the trouble at the

Such

a

line shows either that the

from the removal
the

subject,

stacles.

or

that he has himself risen

It makes

no

difference

as

superior

to

the ob-

to the character of the

`.
,

I

I

¢
NO. 358

NO. 359

defect which appears in the beginning of
general rule is the same. It indicates

a

Saturn line, the

an

impediment

to

If a short Influence line on
years of the subject.
the Mount of Venus end in a star, and the Saturn line be
the

early

chained at the
the

beginning,

the death of

early career of the subject (359),

parent died

can

a

parent has clouded

The age at which this
be read from the distance the star reaches on

The Line of Saturn
The date

the Life line.
aH`airs of the
Saturn.

If

subject

a

which the
can

improvement

run

line

ending

in

of

parent has

from it and cut

an

island

brought

on

a

in the

be read from the line of

short line of Influence end in

Worry line
a

at

occurred

541

rising

star

a

branch

on

and

a

the Life

(360), the death
upward course of

the line of Head

on a

check to the

`

Et
i
5
NO. 861

NO. $0$0

the

subject's

life which has affected his mental

thus checked and retarded his

strength,

and

career.

Islands in the Saturn line

(361) have very generally
interpretation of a check to the career, arising
from the marital infidelity or moral depravity of the subject.
It was recognized by older palniists that islands always indicated trouble, and as the above reading of immorality origireceived the

nated in lands where virtue among women was rarer than
in this country, it was seen on the hands of many women
who had bad reputations and ruined and checkered careers.

These

women

being

known to be

prolligate,

this

interpreta-

tion of immorality was given the island in the line of Saturn.
This indication has caused much discussion among palmists,
and much confusion and

error among practitioners.
After
subject, I can say that an island in
the Saturn line indicates a period of financial difliculty, lasting the length of the island, and that the marking is not per
se an indication of infidelity.
This conclusion has been
reached after the examination ot' hundreds of hands having
such- a marking, in which financial trouble or losses have

careful

study of

the

.|'
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completely verified, and in which only a few cases of
were found accompanying it.
In these latter cases
I am sure that the infidelity caused the financial trouble.
An island, if found at the' beginning of the Saturn line,
could not indicate infidelity of the subject, for he is then too
young to make such a thing possible. Financial difhculty
might be present in his life through a difficulty of his pabeen

infidelity

If such be the case, Worry lines will often be seen
running from Influence lines on the Mount of Venus, to the
rents.

(362). If the Life line be defective at
beginning, either broad and shallow, chained, islanded,
split or broken, and if this continue past the period covered
by the delicacy of childhood usually seen in this line, and if
an island be also seen in the beginning of the Saturn line,
the prolonged delicacy of the subject's health will cause
dilliculty in early life, and will last until the Saturn line
grows better (363), If the Head line be defective early in its
course, with an island at the beginning of the line of Saturn
(364), poor mentality will be the impediment which is caus-

island in Saturn line
the

-.t

`

\;
N0. 362

ing

NO. 354

NO. 363

the check to the

career

of the

subject.

In these

erases

of ill health the Life line and other parts of the hand will be
If a short Influence line on the Mount
weak in sympathy.
of Venus end with a star, with an island in the line of
Saturn at its

beginning,

the death of

a

parent will

cause

difliculty during early life (365). This indication
is intensitied if /Vorry lines run to the island from this star.
financial

The Line of Satum
If Worry lines

run
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from Influence lines on Mount of Venus to

island at the

beginning of the Saturn line, constant annoyance: in the early life of the subject bring about a check
to his career (366).
This shows quite plainly, for these
Worry lines cut the Life line and point to the eifect they produce by the island on the Saturn line. With all islands at the
beginning of the Saturn line, there is an explanation somean

>`

.p

where in the hand as to the cause which produces them.
There is no element of chance in this indication other than
health or heredity, and the cause can be found if you apply

diligence

and

good reasoning.

When

an

island in this loca-

tion is seen, go over every line in the hand and hunt for
defects. Go over the Influence lines on Mount of Venus to

discover what part relatives may play ; look to the Mounts
for health defects of all the types, and for chance lines point-

ing from
of trouble

these defects to the island.
can

In this way the

cause

be found.

Cross-bars cutting the Saturn line (367) are obstructions
career of the subject.
Each one of the bars is a separate obstruction, and by noting the depth of each you can
`

to the

tell how serious it is.

If

only faint lines which do

not cut

through the Saturn line but pass over it, they indicate continual annoying interferences and impediments. If they cut
the line in two, they are serious checks which threaten to
destroy the success of the subject. The age at which each
of these interferences

occurs can

be read from the Saturn line,
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by the depth of the cutting line, their cause
signs, and their outcome by the termina-

from other lines and

tion of the Saturn line.

serious.

At the time

they

(368)

are

most

force has been suflientirely, and if the line

occur some

to check the career

ciently strong
takes

Breaks in the line

character, starts in a new direction, or does not
all, these breaks indicate an entire change in the

a new

start at

of a subject's life-work. If the Saturn line be repeatedly broken it indicates a continual number of reverses,
and the subject will have a laborious and troubled life. Each
break indicates a different misfortune, and is more or less
serious as the break is wide or is repaired. The age of each
course

break

can

in many

be read from the Saturn line. If the line be broken
places but is repaired (369), the subject after

Eght his way eventually to
fight, however, and such a
subject will require great will power to carry him along.
With breaks in the Satum line both hands should always
be examined, for from them you will read whether all of the
disappointments

numerous

It will be

success.

a

will

continual

'

Q

i"`
,

NO. 869

NO. 368

impediments
or

_

part of the natural plan or are
acquired habits, mistakes of calculation, ill

in the line

the result of

health,

NO. 370

other

causes.

are a

In

a

large majority

of cases, the

Saturn line is much better in the left than in the

showing

that

ourselves.

deep and

a

If

great

a

many of

our

line of Saturn be

thin in character, the

trials

right hand,
brought on by
(370), alternately

are

uneven

subject will

have intermittent

The Line of Saturn

periods

of

prosperity,

and

one

with such

a
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line must

tinual watchfulness in order that, during the
cated by the thinness of the line, all which was
the line

was

use con-

periods indigained while

deep may not be lost. This line indicates an
If the line of
varying state of aHairs.

unreliable and

Saturn be wavy (371), it indicates that the subject will
follow a constantly changing course.
If, in addition to its

QQWWQ/
NC. 871

NO. 872

wavy course, this line be

the

subject
through life.
and

runs

NO. 873

defective in other ways,
diHiculty in his journey

uneven or

will have increased

If

a

line of Saturn

begins deep

to the line of Head and

at the

base,

(372), the
to thirty, when

there stops

of the subject will be favorable up
of judgment will interfere, and from that time he will
have a harder time to get along; he rnust rely entirely upon

career
errors

chance, and do the best he can to force his way.
of greatest production has passed. After the age
at which a line of Saturn stops, the subject will have to exert
great eiort in order to accomplish much, as it is during the
life of the line that he must achieve the greater part of his
eEort,
His

not

period

results.

Many Saturn lines will be

seen

which have little fine lines

rising from them, or falling in a downward direction (373).
Rising lines will indicate the upward tendency of the
life, and will add strength to the line on which they are seen.
During whatever portion of the line these branches appear,
that part of the line will be filled with hope and ambition and
will be more successful than any other period. During the
as
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are

seen, the

life will be

discouragements, and progress will
be diflicult. The appearance of these upward and downward
branches I have found to follow the health of the subject
When upward branches are seen, the physical
closely.
will
be found good. With downward branches on
powers
harder,

more

filled with

the Saturn line and

an

island in the Life line, the unfavor-

able condition of the Saturn line is to be accounted for

delicacy of
with

by

If downward branches be seen,
island in the Head line or Heart line at the same

an

health

(374).

age, the diiiiculty will be brain or heart disease, according
to which line shows the marking (375).
If rheumatic indi-

cations be

seen on

Saturn and Middle Mount of Moon and

downward branches

are on

the Saturn line, the

diiculty will

be rheumatism, or maybe gout (376), The Life line will
generally be defective during the same period. In every
case

the

dimculty during

the

period

indicated

by these

downward branches can be accounted for by defects seen in
some other part of the hand.
The downward branches are
the

warning

to look for

trouble,

and the task of the

palmist

/

'

»r

must be to Iind out what will

cause it.
Upward branches
the Saturn line, being favorable, do not need this care,
for during favorable times people get along well enough ; it
is the periods of trouble that need to be guarded against.
on

There is

one

marking

which is useful.

With

of the

upward branches, however,
upward branches from the Saturn

line, if Worry lines from

Mount of Venus cut the Life line

f
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and in turn cut these upward branches, the course of the
which is upward, will be constantly interfered

subject,
with

(377),

While these interferences may not be able

destroy the eH`ect of his favorable period, they will
materially hamper and annoy him. In many hands Worry
to

lines from the Mount of Venus, lines from the Mount of
Moon, and chance lines from all parts of the hand will be

K

'

w

I

found

crossing

(378),

This is

,

joining themselves to the line of Saturn
particularly the case with nervous persons,

and

who have much lined and

rayed hands. Each one of these
events, persons, illnesses, or whatever may be the interpretation ofthe several lines, will in some way aiect the career
of the

subject. Some of these will be a positive detriment,
strengthen and aid in the advancement of the
subject.
As a general proposition, all lines which cut the Saturn
line weaken it, and impede the progress of the subject at the
And all lines which merge
age indicated by the cut (379).
into or run alongside the line strengthen it. These lines
others will

will rise from all parts of the hand, and will represent different factors which are a detriment and a check to the

subjeet's progress, or which
place from which these lines
to the induence.

Jupiter

If

a

aid him.
start will

check from too much ambition.

tinguished people

you the clew

on Mount of
line, the subject will suffer a severe

chance line from

cuts the Saturn

In all cases, the

give
a

star

His endeavor to know dis-

will lead him to do foolish

things

which
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injure his prospects (380), If this chance line runs to an
island in the Saturn line, his ambition to move in the front
rank will cause him to be extravagant, and financial didiculties will result

(381),

If with

a

bad Mercurian hand,

grilled Mount, twisted finger, and large third phalanx of
Mercury, a chance line from the Mount of Mercury cut the
Saturn line, the dishonesty of the subject will bring him to
grief (382), In these cases the type of your subject will aid
you

greatly,

and the end of the Saturn line will

outcome of the

running from

cutting.

an

If

give you the
by a line

line of Saturn be cut

a

Influence line

on

Mount of Venus, and the

Saturn line be broken for the rest of its course, an influence
will cause a serious disaster (383), If you correctly judge

cutting line starts to be
husband, and if from it a chance line run to
Mount of Jupiter, the ambitions of the wife or husband have
led the subject to extravagances which he could not aHord,
the Induence line from which this

the wife

or

and if the Saturn line be defective for the balance of its course,
If the Saturn
never recover from the reverses (384).

he will

line be cut by Worry lines from the Life line which is defec-

`

$

"
_

_

no. aao

no. asa

No. aaa

tive, ill health will be

a bar to the prospects of the
subject,
and if the Saturn line be defective after the cut, the subject
will never be able to get over it ( 385). The combinations of

these

cutting chance

lines

are

infinite ; in

some

hands several

will be seen, each one of which indicates a check from a different source.
In these cases every cutting line is an object of

special inquiry.

Many chance lines

run

toward the Satum

The Line of Saturn
line but do not touch it

fluences, according

These lines

(386).

549
are

events or in-

to their source, but are abortive

to inii uence the career,
aces, for the lines may

attempts

and, while they exist as possible mengrow until they cut the Saturn line,

'

X

\t¥

,_

'rx

r

'

`

`

1

_'

\
no. sas

they

are

no. au

»

no. sas

not immediate

into the Saturn line

dangers. Some chance lines merge
(387). These lines represent events or

inilnences which have
of the

subject,

not checked.

come into and become a part of the life
but as they do not cut the line the career is
If the Saturn line be thin or defective in any

51
way, and these

5
;

influencing lines are deep and strong, they
prosperity of the subject and assist to overcome his dimculties.
If, in the beginning, a Saturn line be
chained or otherwise defective, and a chance line merges into
it, after which it becomes deep, the induence which has come
into the life has improved the subject's condition. If this
will add to the
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chance line

comes from the Mount of Moon it will be some
outside induence (388), if it comes from Mount of Venus it will

be the influence of close relatives (389). At whatever point
these chance lines merge into the Saturn line, the good cHect
of the influence will be exerted at the age indicated, and the
subsequent condition ofthe Saturn line will show how much

strength the influence has given.

`

l

If

a

Saturn line, defec-

\i

it

tive at the start, has achance line merging into it, and if the
Saturn line becomes only thin afterwards, or not quite so
dekdive, the influence has not been very beneficial. If the
Saturn line becomes deep, the benefit has been great.
chance lines which do not touch the Saturn

Other

line, but

run

alongside of it (390), are lines exerting a strong induence
on the subject's
career, for by helping and supporting they
act as sister lines.
By the place from which these lines start
what
can
they are, and by the effect they have on
you
judge
the Saturn line you can tell how much good they do. If a
Saturn line be broken, and a chance line from the Head line
run alongside of it, the subject's good judgment will come
to his relief and will carry him

all

cases

cause

over

where defects in the line

and then to the

line have

repair

are

his

indications.

chance line from

diiiiculty (391).

In

seen, look first for their

If

a

defective Sat-

smooth and

good Upper
running by its side, the resistance of the Mount will
not pemiit discouragements to overthrow the subject, and
this detennination will save him from trouble (392).
In most hands there are two places where the Saturn line
urn

Mars

a

a
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shows the greatest number of defects. The first is at the
start of the line, which period covers events brought into the
child's

life

by his parents,

and which show the

which he is started in life.

manner

If the Saturn line at this

in

period

and strong, he will have little dimculty in getting
started in life.
It is a noticeable fact that those subjects
be

deep

who have the best kind of

a

start often fall into trouble

later on, because, never having experienced it, they do not
know how to act under adversity and how to take its con-

sequent hard knocks.
of

experience

There

necessary to each

receive this at

one

seems

to be

individual,

a

given

amount

and if he does not

time he does at another.

Those hands

which the Saturn line is defective at the start, generally
improve, for the subject having adversity when young, early

on

learns to avoid the

dangers

to do for himself.

The second

with dimculties is from

that beset him and becomes able

thirty

period which is so often filled
to forty-ive, in most hands

between the Head and Heart lines.
This is the critical time in most business careers, and is the

filling the period or space

w
I

formative Enancial

period

in life.

In most hands before this

age the subject has been cared for and guided by parents or
relatives. As the time approaches when these aids are no

longer so closely depended upon, the subject begins to be
guided by his own ideas. If these be good, he gets along
all right, but if he believes that the experience of others will
not apply to him, he will have disappointments, and will
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"

pay for his experience."
During the period of life
by the space between the Head and Heart lines,
sometimes beginning earlier than this, the greatest number

have to

indicated

of defects

generally

are

in the Saturn line.

seen

Between

childhood and the age of twenty-live, most Saturn lines are
deep. It is most interesting to note the number of hands in
which the line is defective at

thirty

to

forty-five (393).

It

§
often becomes
years

are

good afterwards,

All of the defects

forty-five.

disastrous in

and often

no

line is

xen

after

during thirty to forty-five
proportion as they are destructive to
seen

the line of Saturn, and must be so estimated. Often the line
gets thin as it approaches the Head line, and often the breaks
and defects

come

into

a

deep strong

line.

When the entire

space between the Head and Heart lines is 'filled with an
island, there will be continuous financial difliculty during all
of these years (394). If during this period the line be wavy,
If in this
the career at this time will be variable (395).

ofthe line a break should be repaired by a square,
side of which continues, the subject will have a serious
reverse at the age indicated, but will be able to get through
it (396). If the Saturn lines between Head and Heart line be

portion
one

covered with crosses, the subject will have repeated reverses
which he will withstand if the line continues after this period,
but which will

portion

overcome

him if it does not

(397).

of the Saturn line be cut with cross-bars, the

will meet with obstacles to his

career

(398),

If this

subject

If the line cuts
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them, the subject will

over-

the diilicnlties ; but if these bars cut the Saturn line he
will have great diiiiculty in doing so. If this portion of the
come

Saturn line be cut by chance lines from the Head line, the

ljiflliillf
NO.899

NO.8"

dimculties will arise from

the Saturn line

during

940.400

of judgment (399). If
period be cut by chance lines
subject permits his aifections to get
errors

this

from the Heart line, the
the better of him, and sentiment in business is disastrous
(4oo). If the Life line be defective, and chance lines from it

®

l
NO. 402

NO. 401

cut the Saturn line at the

period

iive, ill health has obstructed the
formative

period (401),

an

between thirty and fortyduring the Bnancial

career

Induence line

on

Mount of

star, and a Worry line from it cuts the Satline between the lines of Head and Life, the death of a

Venus ends in
urn

If

NO. 408

a

relative will obstruct the

career

at this

period (4o2).

If this
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a rising line from the Life line, the death of
bring on a check to the upward career of the

cuts

relative will

subject (403), It must be understood that defects in any part
of the line must be read at the age they occur. All lines do
not show all of their defects in childhood or the formative
period. I emphasize these two periods because they are most
frequently found defective, but the indications given for those
parts of the line apply to any defective period, and all supports or strengthening influences act equally well upon any
portion of the line.
It has been customary to read any line rising at the base
of the hand and running to the various Mounts as a Saturn
line, with success coming from the attributes of the Mount
on

which it terminates.

The Saturn line cannot end

Mount but

Saturn, with the
If the Saturn line

Jupiter.

on any
that
it
may run to
exception
runs through its usual course in

one

the centre of the hand and ends
success

(4o4).

on

the Mount of

Jupiter,

the

subject will be the result of great ambition
If the Saturn line be deep and rises from inside the

of the

Life line ending

on

the Mount of

NO. 404

NO

405

Jupiter,

the induence of

NO. 406

relatives and great ambition unite to make the career of the
subject a success (4o5). If the Saturn line rises inside the

Life line

runs

deep for

a

while and then becomes defec-

tive, the assistance of relatives and ambition help for
but do not

a

while,

bring ultimate success (4o6). At the point where
the ill success begins, look for a cause.
This may be ill
health, loss of mental power, unhappy environment, or some
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special disease. If such a Saturn line be seen, and a Worry
line, cutting a rising line from the Life line, crosses the
hand and cuts a forked line of Aiection, an unhappy marriage has injured the prospects of the subject (4o7). In the
same manner the death of a relative, outside induences, ill
health, will be shown by chance lines running from the cause
of the trouble and cutting the Saturn line. Sometimes bad

NO. 407

defects

are

ND. 4%

NO. 409

seen, but chance lines do not connect them with

These defects are, however, the cause of
on the Mount of the Moon
and strong to the Mount of jupiter, the indu-

the Satum line.

the trouble.
and

runs

ence

of

If a Saturn line rises

deep
one

of the

opposite

sex

together with the great
(408), If the con~

ambition of the subject cause his prosperity

firmations of marriage be present, the influence will be husor wife.
If a Saturn line running in this manner be

band

defective in any part, the combination of influences has not
been suiiicient to prevent trouble. When a line rises at the
base of the hand and

runs

to the Mount of

Apollo

or Mer-

cury, I regard it as the line belonging to the Mount toward
which it runs, and not the Saturn line. A line running
toward Upper Mars is also likely to be the Mercury line, consequently in practice it is best to consider as a line of
Saturn, only lines which run iluvuglz the centre #ilu hand.

If such lines

are

then dedected toward the Mounts, it is

proper to read them as Saturn lines,
the Mount to which they run (4o9).

strongly induenced by
If such

a

Saturn line
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on Upper Mars, the subject will achieve success from his
leadership, power of resistance, and because he does not beAll of these indications will be accome discouraged (41o).
If the
cented if the Mounts be large and well developed.

ends

Saturn line

runs

it to Mount of

in its usual course, but

jupiter,

the

their due to ambition and

subject's
ability

a

line branches from

success

will be

to command

largely
and

men

obtain support. Such a line is a line one for a politician
(411). If a Saturn line which runs to the Mount of Saturn
have
win

branch

a

rising

to the Mount of Apollo, the

in art, business, or as an actor,
which phalanx of the Apollo linger rules (4x2).
success

line have

subject

one

branch

will have

an

rising to Jupiter,

and

one

subject

will

according

to

If

a

Apollo,

assured future of wealth and

to

Saturn
the

fame, for

ambition and the _Iupiterian attributes, the wisdom of Saturn,
with brilliancy, art, and business from Apollo, are all united

assist him to

to

a

rich harvest

(413).

This is the

most

possible. If the Saturn line have a
to Mercury, the subject will have the assist-

favorable combination
branch

rising

\

l
1

`

1

NO. 411

NO. 410

NO. 412

ance of shrewdness, business ability, good power of expression, and a scientific turn of mind to assist in his success

(414). Ifa
cutting

not

ance

of

a

Saturn line have

rising and joining but
line,
subject will have the assistin the shaping of his career (415).

the Head

good

head

a

branch

the

The termination of the line will show the outcome of the
career.

In

a

large

number of hands the line does not reach
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the Mount of Saturn but ends somewhere below it. Indicating as it does the periods of productive capacity, it is not

strange that it should be absent in old age, for at this time disease or

delicacy generally

makes the

presence of a Mount without
forces are working against the
in its

early

\l

course

it shows

u

career

negative.

The

line shows at least that

no

subject, and if the line be good
that a productive life is behind

V/

If
\

NO. 415

NO. 414

NO. 413

him, and it will be found that he is enjoying in old age the
result of his

early

seen, and this is

a

labors.

On

some

Mounts

a

deep line is

strong indication of well-to-do old age.

In any event the point at which the line ceases, be it in
or old age, terminates our work with it, except that

youth

say to those whose line has stopped and no other has
If a deep
taken its place, that the future is as they make it.
we can

only for twenty years, the subject can be promised
productive period only during that time; the period after it,
is as he makes it by effort.
If the line runs deep for part of
line

runs

a

the way and terminates in a wavy line (416), the career
the latter years will be uncertain, and there will be

during

worries in old age.
So these defective terminations
mean
mean

poverty

or

financial checks to the

children,

or

career

similar troubles.

the Mount may not

from

they may
disappointments in

I mention this in order to

defective terminations

against reading
meaning poverty when
warn

on

money losses in old age, but

the Saturn line has

as

necessarily

previously

been

558
deep
it,
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for its entire

crosses or

trials and

dots

following

crosses

the Mount,

and

course.

Breaks in the line, bars cutting
hitherto deep line, will indicate

a

If the Saturn line breaks

in old age.

the

Hand-Reading

Life, Head,

on

and Heart lines be defective

'u

_
`

I

'4

I

NO. 416

NO. 417

NO. 418

at the same age, ill health in old age will render the last

of trouble

(41 7).

If the Saturn line end in

an isthe Life line with
a long tassel, iinancial didiculties due to ill health will cloud
If the line be crossed by
the last days of the subject (4x8).

days

ones

land and downward branches be

bars which cut it

on

seen on

the Mount, the

subject

will suffer losses

and trials in old age (4r9).
If the bars be faint and do not
cut the line they are troubles and worries.
If the line has
crosses on

the Mount, great trials and misfortunes will harass

All of these terminathe latter years ofthe subject (42o).
tions apply to the line on the Mount of Saturn, and have their
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If the line terminate in these

signs at any age the reading will be the same, except that it
applies to the age indicated on the line at the time at which it
occurs.
If the line be defective during its entire course and
terminates in any of these signs, the indication will be worse
than when these markings terminate a deep line, for in the
iirst instance the subject will not have a prosperous life behind him, during which he might have provided for old age.
No. 42I will give various examples of such defective lines.
We have now followed the Saturn line from babyhood to
extreme old age, and have seen how it records success and

failure,

as

well

as

the causes which have

produced

them.

It

is poor consolation for one to look back upon a life of meagre
If I had only known the productive
fruitage and say,
"

periods, the end might have been different." This oftrepeated exclamation is sadly true, for in only few lives are
productive periods taken advantage of in their fullest measure.
If by a careful application of the rules laid down in
this chapter you are enabled to help struggling humanity to
make use of the harvest portion of their lives, and thus
provide for the days when vital forces wane, and labor can
no longer be done, you will have wasted no time which has
been spent in a study of the line of Saturn.

CHAP'I'ER

XI

'rx-rn LINE or APOLLO

HE line of Apollo is

a

vertical line

rising,

if

long, from

the upper part of the Mount of Moon, if short, higher
in the hand, and running toward the Mount of Apollo, sometimes

ing

ending high

to it

(422).

on

that Mount, and sometimes not reachvariously called the line of the

It has been

Sun, and the line of Brilliancy, and to it has been ascribed
It is
the gift of great artistic talents, wealth, and fame.
one

of the most

thoroughly misunderstood of all the lines,
reading of it has caused practitioners
Whenever a good
many mortiiications.

and the mistaken

line of

Apollo was seen, it has been custo
gush about the wonderful
the subject possessed for art, music,
"

tomary
talent

"

the stage, and various other artistic callings, of which perhaps no idea had pre-

~

`-'

viously entered his mind. Often a subject
especially well fitted to be a good house-

"

`

wife has been made to feel
NO. 422

were

indignant

towards her parents by some well meaning palmist because alleged latent talents

not discovered and

told that the world

was

developed.

Many such have been
they have never

the loser because

entered their proper sphere.
Sometimes these great talents
have been ascribed to people who were color blind or musi-

cally deaf, and both palmist and client have wondered
the failure of

line of

at

give the proper indication.
This has not been entirely the fault of practitioners, for such interpretations have been sanctioned by
a

the best authors.

good

In many

Apollo

cases
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to

conscientious students have
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dropped the use of the line entirely, deeming it unreliable
and misleading. This is certainly true of it according to its
present understanding, and it had much better be dropped
than used as extravagantly as it has been in the past.
"The line of Apollo, running as it does to the Mount of
that name, emphasizes the Apollonian traits and qualifications. The Apollonian is brilliant, consequently the line of
Apollo indicates brilliancy, and the subject who has it should
Such is the reasoning
shine in. art and artistic callings."
from which the present interpretation of the line was derived,
and it would be good reasoning if one factor had not been
forgotten. The Apollonian has many sides to his character;
there are good, bad, and indiH`erent subjects of this type.
He also moves in one of the three worlds, the mental, practical, or material, in any of which he may be brilliant and
successful, and in any of which he may secure fame or

wealth.

But if

Apollonian who is built to shine in the
good line of Apollo, and you tell him
he is a great artist, you have placed him out qf his splzerc,
and made an error which counts against the accuracy of the
science of Palmistry. If this same subject had been told
that he was brilliant in the world of material matters, perhaps
a successful gamester, an owner of racehorses, a leading
butcher, or foremost in other callings in which some Apolan

material world has

a

lonians engage with success, the estimate would have been
It is the reading of a line of Apollo as always in-

correct.

dicating wealth and fame derived from artzlstzk pursuits that
has impaired its usefulness and successful application.
It is
the attempt to make the line of Brilliancy always indicate
brilliancy in art, which is only one of the directions it may
take, and the disregard for the fact that a subject may be
brilliant in many directions, that has made the reading of
the line of Apollo so inaccurate. The line of Apollo, like all
other lines, can only be successfully used when it is made to
fit the subject. It is only accurate when the subject has first
been understood and the line has been applied to him,
and it

never

atteraigpt

has been and

will be accurate when the
subject to Bt the line. Nb

never

is made to force every
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better

name

has

ever

This

been

given

I-land-Reading

this line than the Line

expresses in
which should be applied to the line.

Capabzlig/_

name

a

nutshell the
It indicate

a

ef

idea

capa-

f0S51'blYZ¥}/ of accomplishing a great deal, the jield in
which the capability will best operate to be shown by Chirognomy, indicating the forces be/zind, which will direct the
ability into some calling which produces results. A good
line of Apollo is undoubtedly an indication of the possession of the characteristics of the Apollonian, who makes
friends, money, and reputation more easily than any other
type. But in reading the qualities of the line be sure that
you have placed the subject in his proper world, after which
you can successfully apply the brilliancy indicated by the
bzhb/

or

line to the affairs of that world.

You will not find

a

great

number of really iine Apollo lines, though you will see a
good many of some value; but by far the greatest number of
hands examined will have

no

Apollo

line at all.

The presence of a line line of Apollo is an indication that
the subject has been endowed with exceptional talents

getting on in the world, and if other parts of the hand
good, he most surely will do so. The line of Apollo
must be estimated continually in the light of the Chirognomic development of the subject.
A line line of Apollo is
for

be

ruined by a flabby hand, a weak thumb, a poor Head line,
poor Mounts of Mars, jupiter, Mercury, and Venus, or other
In making a
deficiencies which may be seen in the hand.
final estimate ol' the worth of any
all be taken into account.
The absence of

lines,

these factors must

Apollo does not necessarily indiunsuccessful, for, as in the case of
subject
an absent like of Saturn, the qualities that make
self-made
men" may exert themselves, and produce even greater re-

cate that

a

line of

will be

a

"

sults than

Apollo

come

from the brilliant talents which

indicates.

a

fine line of

In my examination of hands during the
I find that in most cases the subjects hav-

study of this line,
ing good Apollo lines rely too much upon their lalents, and
not enough on the industry and perseverance that should be

expended

in

developing

them.

For this

reason

less talented

The Line of
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produce greater results in life than their far
If only the talents of a fine line
with
energy, almost unlimited success
coupled

often

talented brethren.

of

Apollo are
possible. It is absolutely
of a line of Apollo indicates
is

incorrect to say that the absence
ill success in life, but it if true

that the presence of this line makes success easier. It must
be understood then that in the treatment of this line, when

NO. 423

NO. 424

the word suzccss, it applies to effort in the world hz
sulyect moves. Remember that the proper world to
which the line must be applied is determined by examination

we

use

wlzidz the

of the three worlds of the hand as a whole, and
the three phalanges of the lingers.

as

shown

by

Apollo is like the Saturn line in that it does
give any health indications. The eH`ect of ill health may
seen as a_#2¢°ting the line, but the line itself will not
give

The line of
not

be

these indications.

The length of the line determines the extent of its induthe longer the line the more it will sway the subject,
and the shorter, the less important is it found to be.
A
line of Apollo reaching from the wrist to the Mount indi-

ence ;

cates the

possession of great talent, so great that it will
develop during the life of the subject, and he
will achieve much (423),
If the line begins low and runs
only a short distance, the subject has talents, but they
will not be productive of great results (424).
If the line
rises higher and covers the space between the Head and
Heart lines, the special brilliancy of the subject will operate
continue to
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life, and will be of assist-

aiding him to pass this critical period with greater
(425). If the line runs on to the Mount, the subin

will be well endowed with

and in whichever world he

Apollonian characteristics,

moves

will be brilliant and

ac-

quire reputation (426). Frequently the lines of Saturn and
Apollo are interdependent, and in many cases one will be
strong

at

a

time when the other is weak.

In such

an

in-

they operate upon each other as sister lines, and one
repairs the damage to the other (427). The presence of a
good line of Apollo with the Saturn line absent will compen-

stance

sate for the loss of that line.

If the line of

Apollo be present,
disappears,
begins again, the talents of
the subject during the period covered by the break in the
line are simply latent (428). The period of life covered by this
break can be read according to the scale laid down in Chapter 1V.
There may be a special cause why the line vanishes
for a time, as ill health may render inoperative even the
and afterwards

then

most brilliant talents.
With such a break look for defects
in the other lines and Mounts which may account for it.

li |'
If

during

this

period the Life line be in any way defective,
against the operation of the subject's talIf at the age indicated by this space in the

delicate health is

(429).
Apollo line, the Head line be defective, the mental power of
the subject is weakened, and he cannot give the attention
Similar denecessary to make his affairs successful (430)
fects seen in other portions of the hand, whether connected

ents
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by chance lines to the space in the Apollo line or not, show
something which has for the time being impeded the career
of the subject, by suspending the operation of his strongest
talents.

To be regarded as a true line of Apollo, the line must
begin more or less low in the hand, directly under the Mount
and linger of Apollo.
A line coming from the Life line and

w

,

,

the Mount of

Apollo, while it will largely have
Apollo line, is still not, properly speaking,
that line, but is a chance line, showing success of the subject
arising from the same set of qualities wh ich makes the Apollo
line indicate fortunate conditions (43I). To avoid possible
confusion, it is best to limit the Apollo line to a line wholly
ending

on

the effect of the

under the Mount, and if necessity arises to read such a line
is indicated in No. 431, read it as a chance line from the

as

Life line

to the Mount of

Apollo, and not as the Apollo line.
really is, and do not get into the
In
sorts of chance lines, Apollo lines.
like manner read a line rising from the Saturn line and ending on the Mount of Apollo as a branch of the Saturn line,
adding greatly to the success of the career, rather than
call it the Apollo line (432).
When the line of Apollo rises
from the top of the Mount of Moon near the percussion (433),
it indicates imagination and the power of language; to a line
so rising we should, if the mental world be strongest, say
If
that the subject will achieve success as an author.
the tips be conic and fingers smooth, he will love poetry.
everything for
habit of calling all

Use

what it
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be knotty or square, he will write history,
historical
novels, or works of that nature. If
epic poems,
the Mount of Mars be large, he will write of battles and
If his

fingers

If Venus be

heroes.

large,

he will

move

the heart and

tears to the eye, so near to nature and human

will be his

If Saturn be

productions.

high,

bring
sympathy

he will write

chemistry, physics, or scientific subjects, and often on
history. This subject will also be a great writer of uncanny
stories.
Basing your estimate upon Chirognomy you can

on

thus locate the
success.

If

of Mars, the

special direction in which the line will bring
Apollo rises from a good Upper Mount
subject will, by the display of calmness, resig-

a

line of

nation, resistance, and the fact that he does
self to become

discouraged,

achieve

success

not allow him-

and

reputation;
Chirog-

the world in which he will operate to be located

nomically (434).
In its course through the hand the line of Apollo

must run

toward the Mount of
ties of
name.

Apollo, for it is the effect of the qualithis type which give to the line its meaning and its
There is a constant danger of reading chance lines

A/

,

W.

;

\

I

i

1
1
l

as

the

Apollo line,

and to avoid

fixed that while in its
line may

No. 483

No. 432

No. 431

course

slflgflzlbf deflect,

may

doing this
through the

stop

at any

the rule must be

hand the

Apollo

throw out
chance lines,

point,

branches, or be met, strengthened, or crossed by
general direction of the line itself must be from the Mount
of Moon to the Mount of Apollo. Any line which cannot possibly be thus specifically classed as the line of Apollo, must be
the

The Line of
another line.

read

as

thus

can a

readings
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This will increase accuracy; for

only

line have its proper meaning, and the erroneous
which are constantly given to supposed Apollo lines

will be avoided.

Most mistakes with the line

come

from

enthusiasm due to the fact that the influence of an
line is known to be

tempted

Apollo

beneficial, that practitioners

so

to overestimate the

of their clients.

success

an

are

This

\

X

p

NO. 485

No. 434

is

especially

true because

praise

is what

faction and is what clients

are

easier and

for the

more

profitable

gives greatest

most anxious to hear.

palmist,

satisIt is

for it is remark~

able how clients agree with the reader when told of brilliancy, wonderful perception, latent talents, etc., and each
one

will say he has

was

never

quite

always thought this

sure

of it before.

was

the case, but

Palmists who have

a

tell, get the most clients, and this being
pleasant story
known to professionals, leads to a system of Battery totally
to

out of

proportion to the subject. Most of this is referred to
supposed lines of Apollo for corroboration. Our e5ort here
is to reach the facts only, that we may deal with the line just
as

it deserves, and in order to do this

we

must limit ourselves

to the consideration of the lines whose course between the

Mounts of the Moon and
as

Apollo

Apollo

mark them

unmistakably

lines.

The character of the Apollo line indicates the intensity and
The best line is that
power of the qualities it represents.
which is deep and well cut (435). This gives in the highest

degree

the beneficial

qualities

of the

line, indicates

success
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reputation, and gives to a subject creative power in
whatever world he operates. He is not one who is merely
fond of color, painting, and art, but has the creative power
which will enable him to produce work of merit. It distinand

guishes

the real artist from the lover

of, or dabbler in art,
fingers, especially if that
phalanges
longest, and a long deep Apollo line cuts the

and when the first

of

Apollo,

hand,

be

of the

your client is entitled to be told that in the artistic

world he may achieve fame. With proper combinations this
seen in the hands of celebrated literary men and

line is also

plialanx of the finger be longest, with
developed, he will still be the artist, but will
also have the ability to make money from his talents. This
women.

If the second

the first well

is successful in the business world, and even his
money-making is done in an artistic way. In using the
"
word
artist," do not understand that it means only a

subject

of pictures. It may mean a poet, an actor, a singer,
refer to any other of the artistic callings.
On all
sides of his character, the Apollonian loves beauty, and

painter
or

NO. 435

NO. 437

pleasing to the eye or sense. If the third
phalanx be longest, especially if it be thick, and a deep line
of Apollo is seen, the subject is not an artist, for he will like
chromos better than the old masterpieces, will love high
colors, flashy dressing, and will seek to display his taste on
all occasions, much to the amusement of people of true artistic
feelings, whose society he affects. Such subjects are always
whatever is
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These three illustrations show the method
deep line to the three worlds of the finger, by

money-makers.
of

applying
giving an intense interpretation to the line, based upon the
quality of the subject. A thin line of Apollo (436) will deThe subject will not
crease the intensity of the reading.
have the great creative power of the deep line.
If an artist,
he will be more guided by the effects produced by other ara

no. asa

no. 439

whether the mental, business, or material worlds
rule, he will achieve less celebrity and make less money. If

tists, and,

(437) it will show that little of
Apollonian power is left. The subject will like pretty
things, will be fond of artists, will affect a little bohemianism,
If the
but will avoid attempting any productions himsel£
hand be coarse in its development, the taste will be for showy
things, and little refinement will be indicated. If the hand
be refined, the subject will dress in taste, will have an eye for
harmony in colorings, his home will be tastefully furnished,
and he may do a little dabbling in writing or painting.
From this class come the army of literary and art copyists.
A chained line of Apollo (438) will indicate an utter lack of
artistic talent, although the subject may be impressed with
his own knowledge on matters of art, most of which is incorrect.
These subjects do not realize their shallowness and
most of their effort is expended in talk.
In dealing with
these lines, apply each one to the subject according to the
world in which he moves, and-give its defective operation to
a

line be broad and shallow

the
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Color in the line of Apollo is not

important consideration, for this line does not bear upon
subject. To a pink colored line give a better estimate of strength than one which is white or yellow.
This is as far as color will be considered as affecting the line
of Apollo.
Defects in the line which form special signs, or which destroy its continuity, will impede its best operation. If the
line be alternating deep and thin (439) the subject will have
an

the health of the

a

series of

successes

and

failures, but there will be

no

even,

steady operation of a strong line. These subjects make some
eH`orts which bring money and reputation, and then relapse
into

inaction, which is periodically replaced by
by stagnation. Such subjects

state of

a

other series of efforts followed
are

brilliant

"

spurters,"

but cannot be relied upon for conIf this line be strong when

tinuous action and achievement.
it terminates

on

dication of final

the life will be

(440)

the Mount, it is a much more favorable inand reputation, as the last period of

success

one

of its better efforts.

it indicates that the

career.

subject

If the line be wavy

will have

a

vacillating

He will be clever and able to do much in his par-

ticular world of effort, but will be erratic, unstable, unreliable, and bohemian. These people are versatile, but go 05
a tangent,
and waste their brilliancy and talents in
"chasing butterflies" instead of pushing forward steadily

at

in

one

direction.

The outcome of such

a

line is uncertain.
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The

subject may do something wonderful, or may pass
everything by and accomplish nothing. If this line becomes
strong on the Mount of Apollo, the subject will finally round
up with force in
a

some

direction.

great wanderer, very erratic,

reputation
(441) the

for

something. If this line should end in a star
brilliantly, the subject will have

life will end

achieved wide

subject

It may be that he becomes
crank, but he will earn

or a

reputation,

and

will have his work

an unsteady though talented
Hnally crowned with success.

The direction from which this

estimated

success

will

If islands be

come

must be

in the line

Chirognomically.
(442) they will prove serious obstructions. Islands appearing in a deep line will show that the realization of wealth
and fame will be impeded, and the subject stands in danger
of a positive loss of reputation and of money.
In whatever
world the subject moves, he will attempt things which
promise reward, but the failure of which will bring him loss.
If the Apollo Bnger be as long or longer than Saturn. the
subject will be a plunger," he will dazzle the stock market
with his daring, and will take desperate chances to win. If
his Head and Life lines be widely separated this plunging disposition will be increased by his extreme self confidence. But
with the island in the Apollo line he is in constant danger of a
loss of money, and of his reputation aswell. If the third
phalanx of the Apollo finger be long and thick, with the
above combination, this subject will be the common gam"

seen
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be crooked and

twisted, the

absent, and the hand otherwise bad,
he will be the card sharper and trickster, who resorts to
Heart line thin

or

brilliancy afforded by the Apollo line
Such a line in any hand, no
how good, should be a constant waming to the sub-

cheating,

and

uses

the

to further the basest ends.
matter

Apollo (443) will show conof the subject.
When
these are seen, first locate the subject's world of action,
and then apply these impediments to it. These bars may
arise from various causes, all of which may be located by
chance lines, Mounts, Infiuenoe lines, or other indications.
If the Apollo line cuts through these bars, the subject will
overcome the obstacles.
If the bars cut the line, the impediments will seriously aifect the career.
If these bars are
little fine lines which seem only to run over the top of the
Apollo line, they are annoying interferences, which keep the
subject constantly worried and by disturbing his mental
peace impede his progress. Dots on the Apollo line (444)

ject.

stant

Bars cutting
impediments

the line of
to the

success

R

il
r

{l\
0

l

NO. 444

l

\
i
l
NO. 446

to the reputation of the subject.
If they be
they only indicate the whisperings of enemies, but if
they be large and deep, they indicate the actual loss of good
are a menace

small

name.

the

Chance lines and the usual indications will locate

causes.

Breaks in the
ambition and
ments

which

Apollo line (445) indicate
upward course of the subject,
destroy the usefulness

setbacks to the
and

are

impedi-

of the line and render

The

Line

of

Apollo
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inoperative all of its beneficial influences. Such a line shows
subject may have a strong liking for art, if that
world rules, but that he will never be a producer or a creator
that the

of it; he is, if wealthy, the art patron. If the business world
be strong, these people will be only partially successful, and
even

with

some

will make many

of the beneiicial effects of the line present,
costly mistakes. With breaks in the line,

i

p

_

\

\
`»,

i

no. 441

No. 446

one cannot

No. 448

than ordinary success for the subject,
With all breaks seen in the line, look
which will tend to overcome the obstacles

see more

and many failures.

for
and

repair signs
bring about

The usual

repair signs

variety of combinations (446).
is not better in grade than a broad

and shallow

will be found in

paired

line

better conditions.

a

Such

a re-

one.

The termination of the

Apollo line will tell the outcome
deep line at the start and grows
thin until it gradually fades away, the best period of the life
will be during the time when the line is deep, and the wea1th~
producing capacity will diminish as the life progresses. In
this case the final success of the subject will only be ordinary
(447). If a line of Apollo ends in a dot (448) the subject
will after a life of prosperity lose his reputation in the end.
If the line of Apollo ends in a star (449) it vil1 be an indicaA star on the Mount of Apollo is
tion of brilliant success.
an electric light ending a good line, and intensifies the entire
combination.
If the subject be mental he will win great
fame and renown as a poet, writer, painter, sculptor, actor,

of the line.

If it be

a

574
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in other artistic callings.

Bernhardt, Nordica, Modjeska,
actresses, vocalists, or
instrumentalists have this marking. If the subject belongs
to the practical world he will make money fast and easily.
His ventures will be uniformly profitable, and he will be
celebrated for his success. If the third phalanx of his
finger predominates he may not have a high grade of refineor

Kathryn Kidder, and

many brilliant

ment, but will make

great deal of money.

a

If the line of

Apollo have on it a double star the subject will be dazzling
in his brilliancy and the greatest fame will come to him
(45o). Bernhardt has this marking. In these cases the Erst
star will indicate the age at which the subject will Erst achieve
great success, and the
that this

star at the end of the line will indicate

renown will continue to the end of
prosperity
line
with a star and ends with one,
begins
Apollo
the subject will be brilliant and successful from the time of
birth, throughout the entire life (45r). If the line of Apollo
ends in a deep bar the life will meet some obstruction near the

life.

and

If the

close which will be
cided check to the
should be

iusum1ountable(452). This will be a deand with this sign the Saturn line

career

closely examined,

as

well

as

all other indications

which may locate the cause. If with this marking the Life
line be defective at near fifty years, and continue so, ending in

tassel, fork, island, star, cross, or other defect, the subject
will have ill health and delicacy at that age, from which he
a

never
an

recovers, and which ruins his

island and

a

star

or

either be

prospects in life (453).

seen

If

in the Head line at age
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iifty, the subject will fail in mental powers, which will check
his

career

and put

a

to his success

stop

(454),

If

rising

a

from the Head line runs to a bar on the Mount, an
error in calculation will cause a check to the
subject's career

split

sW¥@7®"l
NO. 458

NO. 452

from which he does not
investments made
A

cross on

life,

(455).

a

of the

bar.

It

Often this refers to

and which turn out

the end of the line of Apollo

struction than

reputation

early

recover

in

NO. 454

(456)

is

badly.

a worse

ob-

absolute blemish to the
It also indicates poor judgment,

means an

subject.

subject will make many mistakes in the course of
life, which consequently terminates unfavorably. All of

and the

his

presuming to happen on good lines
occur on poorly marked, defective
lines, their reading must be intensiied, and made to agree
proportionately with the poorness in quality of the line.

these terminations we

of Apollo.

are

If they should
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A square on the end of a line of Apollo (457) will indicate
protection from evils of all sorts. It will exert its influence
not only on the end of the life, but during the whole of it.
This is largely true of all signs that terminate a-line of
Apollo, but it is particularly true of the square. If a square
should surround any of the unfavorable terminations of the

line, it will

to

a

large degree mitigate

them.

An island

on

WW?
NO. 458

NO. 460

NO. 459

Apollo (458) is a most unfavorable ingood the line may be, this marking will cloud the latter days of the subject, for it will indicate
A fork on the end of the
the loss of money and reputation.
line of Apollo (459) will indicate that the subject has talent
in more than one direction, and that this diversity of talent
the end of the line of

dication.

No matter how

will

him to do less with what he has than if his eHorts

cause

were

concentrated.

A well marked trident

on

the end of the

Apollo (460) is nearly as good a marking as a star.
If two
It indicates celebrity and wealth from mental eH`orts.
parallel sister lines are seen on the Mount one on each side
of the Apollo line (461) they give their added strength to an
The line of Apollo is intensely
already fine indication.
favorable by itself, but when supported on both sides by
strong sister lines, the subject will have the greatest success.
These were named by older palmists lines of reputation.
If
the Apollo line runs to the Mount, and on the Mount there are
several or many vertical lines (462), the subject will have somr
talent in many directions, and because of this diversity will
accomplish little. If the Apollo line ends in a tassel (463)
line of
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subject will scatter his eHorts in so many directions that
accomplish little. Talent he has, but too diversiied.
If on the end of the Apollo line, one branch goes to the
Mount of Saturn, and one to the Mount of Mercury (464),

the

he will

NO. 468

NO. 462

NO. 461

subject will have combined wisdom (Saturn), brilliancy
(Apollo), and shrewdness (Mercury), and with this combina-

the

tion he will reap wealth and renown. Branches or line lines
rising from the line of Apollo (465) will increase the good
eiect of the line, and when

NO. 464

the

success

seen on a

good line will make

NO. 465

of the

buoyant enough

subject

to rise

more

over

NO. 466

certain.

His life

seems

obstacles that may get in its
the top of difliculty instead of

way, and thus he floats over
being dragged under by it. Fine lines falling from the line

indicate that the

effort to achieve
37

subject will
success.

need greater and

He will have

an

more

constant

up~hilI pull,

and
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there will be times when the load gets very heavy.
He dos
not overcome obstacles easily, and such a line bears no such

promise

of

brilliant life

a

as

when the branches rise.

Branches which leave the

lines, signs,

or

which is to be read from the

branch

rising
coupled

Apollo

line and

Mounts, will each have

going

place

a

to

run

other

special meaning,

where

to the Mount ot'

they terminate. A
Jupiter will show that,

with great talent, the subject has strong ambition
and the power of leadership.
With this combination he will

be successful, and is sure to win fame if he does not secure
wealth. If in addition a star be seen on the Mount of Jupiter
the ambition will be crowned with
also

seen

on

the Mount of

success.

Apollo (466),_he
such a marking

achieve great renown.
If
Chiroguomic indications should at

once

If

a

star

he

is certain to

be seen, the
A soft

be studied.

hand, large Mount of Venus, and conic tips will make him
musician.
He will love melody best and those gay, tune-

a

ful

compositions
If a large

feet.

classical music.

which

appeal

to the heart and move the

Mount of Moon be added he will also love

If the

fingers

be square he will have
If tips be spatulate

rhythm and metre, and compose well.

he will have the power of execution and be a brilliant performer.
If the Hngers be square and the tips spatulate, he
will be a composer and performer as well. These are in the

artistic world.

If the

practical

world rules, he will be

a

great money-maker, will lead the business community wherhe

lives, and attain celebrity in this direction. "'ith
predominating, he will be a money-maker,
but loud, and coarse, and will dress and live with vulgar
ever

the lower world

display.

If

a

branch from the

Apollo

line rises to the Mount

of Saturn, wisdom, soberness, frugality, a scientific turn of
mind, and the balancing qualities of Saturn will increase the
of the subject.
V/ith this combination, if his mental
predominates, he will excel in occult sciences, chemistry, physics, or mathematics. If his fingers be smooth he
will be guided by inspiration in these matters; if with
knotty joints he will be the reasoner and calculator ; square
fingers will give him great exactness, and spatulate tips
success

world

The Line of
This

originality.
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will not be led

by

traditions, but will think for himseli All of these faculties
If a star
will increase the certainty of his success and fame.
the branch to Saturn, the qualities of that Mount
bring great success. If in addition one be seen ou the
Mount of Apollo (467), the success of the subject is more certain. If the practical world rules, the subject will gain wealth

be

seen on

will

'

up

,

'
H

`

,`

`

trJ4

A

NO. 457

well

`

I

l
"

as

_ _

as

NO. 468

NO. 469

fame from his efforts, and if the lower world be

strong, he will be economical, frugal, and even stingy. If
the thumb be stiH this will be more certain.
If with this

marking
in his

the hand be bad, the subject will be most successful
If crosses, bars, dots, or other defects

meanness.

terminate the lines, the
lose instead of gaining

lines

subject will
reputation.

be unsuccessful and will
If the lines have sister

the Mounts, he will have the greatest success (468).
If the lines should not reach the Mounts, and on the Mounts
on

are seen

many vertical

lines, the subject will fail of ultimate

of too great a diversity of eH`ort (469). If a
branch from the line of Apollo rises to the Mount of Mercury

success

the

by

reason

qualities of that Mount will come to the assistance of the
subject. He will have shrewdness, business ability, a scientific turn of mind, and great powers of expression, in addition
to all the train of Apollonian brilliancies, and will achieve
distinguished success in some direction. If the mental
world rules, this Apollonian-Mercurian will have fluency
of expression, and make a successful author, writer, or
speaker on any subject which he may study. If his Engers
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and tips
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be square he will choose common-sense, practical
If conic or pointed, artistic or idealistic matters

will be chosen.

If

spatulate he will be original in his ideas
expression, and if the fingers be smooth will
depend upon inspiration. If his fingers be knotty he will
have everything cut and dried, prepared in advance, and a
reason for everything on the end of his tongue.
If his fingers
be long he will go into the detail, but if short, he will reach
his climaxes and conclusions quickly. If the hand be elastic
he will love to work, and will accomplish much, but if soft,
the subject will do more thinking than executing.
If the
second phalanx of Mercurybe long hewill make a good doctor,
especially if vertical lines be seen on the Mount of Mercury,
or he may be a good lawyer and bring to bear in the pleading
of his cases forensic ability from both the Apollonian and the
He will be studious, ingenious, and love
Mercurian types.
scientific investigations. With every subject bring to bear all
the Chirognomic indications in such cases ; thus you can tell
from what standpoint every act will be executed.
If with
the subject marked as No. 470, the third phalanx of the Mercury iinger is longest, he will be devoted to business,
shrewd, calculating, keen, and hard to beat. He knows
men thoroughly, reads character easily, and understands a
good business proposition when it is presented. Spatulate
tips will make him original, square give great regularity
and system, elastic consistency will give him the power to
do and to accomplish, and a large thumb the determination
and methods of

to

use

great

his powers.
Such
and wealth.

a

combination is

an

indication of

success

If stars be

seen

on

the Mounts of

Apollo

and

Mercury

is intensified; if crosses, dots, bars, or other
defects, the subject will make costly mistakes. If with this
marking the Mercury finger be crooked or twisted, or both,

(470),

the

success

subject may use his brilliant talents to get the best of
people. If a branch from the Apollo line rises to the Mount
of Mars (471), the subject will have added to his Apolloniau
Thus he will be
character the sterling qualities of Mars.
self-reliant, able to defend himself, not easily discouraged,
the

The Line of

Apollo
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and if necessary will force his way through the world.
a mental type of subject, he will use these physical

be

ties to

strengthen

he will

use

his mental

material

+

or

qualisubject

he will be

a

If crosses, dots,
the Mounts of Apollo and
renown.

bars, or other defects be seen on
Mars, tl1e subject will have trials hard

'-.

a

his talents in the business world

If the latter he will win

soldier.

If

ability.

lf he

to overcome.

If sister

X

t
`

i-XI.

.

V
`

''

-I

~

'
NO. 410

lines

run

NO. 471

beside the line

will have added
comes

_s

rt.
|

,

renown.

on

NO. 472

the Mount of Mars, the subject
a branch from the Apollo liue

If

from the Mount of Moon

(472) the subject

will have

the power of imagination, the ability to paint word pictures,
and a good power of expression.
As an author he will be
successful. If the hand be a musical one he will love only
the classic form.

he will be

an

If the

inspired

fingers be

smooth and

writer and will deal in

poetry of a romantic character.

If the

fingers

tips conic,

romance

be

and

knotty,

he

will write prose, and if at all poetic will incline to the epic
form.
If a starbe seen on the end of the Apollo line the

subject
action.

will achieve great renown from these spheres of
If crosses, bars, dots, or other defects end the line,

he will make

If

a

line

Venus

errors

runs

(473)

which will interfere with his

from the

the

subject

of a melodious character.
gers be smooth and
an

instrumentalist,

Apollo

line to

will be

passionately

a

reputation.

strong Mount of
fond of music

This will be accented if the fin-

tips conic

or

pointed. If this subject be
expression and feeling.

he will excel in

Laws_ of
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lingers be square, he will excel in rhythm and metre,
spatulate in technique. If he has square iingers and
spatulate tips he will have both rhythm and technique. If
with such a hand the consistency be soft or flabby, the subject will love to hear music, but will never have the energy
If a star be seen on the
to acquire proficiency in it.
Mount of Apollo, the subject will achieve great distinction
If the

and if

as

a

musician.

seen on

this line

impediments

to

If crosses, bars, dots, or other defects be
or the termination, they must be read as
the musical

success of the subject.
A
Apollo merging into the Head line
that the subject will receive support from
If the Head line be strong and vigorous,
powerful brain has given him judgment

branch from the line of
will indicate

(474)

his mental powers.
it will show that a

and self-control which have contributed to his

formation of

a

triangle

at the

point

success.

The

where the branch reaches

the Head line is an indication of unusual mental power. If a
line from the line of Heart merges into the Apollo line (475)
the subject will be much assisted by goodness of heart.

Warmth of heart,

sympathy,

and

an

a6`ectionate

Ks

'§..;

I

,

NO. 473

NO. 474

promoting

Influence lines from the Mount of Venus which
the side of the line of

the

success

of the

Apollo show
subject (476).

n

NO. 475

tion make friends who materially assist in
interests of a subject.

to

disposi-

run

the

along

the assistance of relatives

These have often been

legacies from relatives, but they do not necessarily
indicate this particular form of help.
They are sympathy,
read

as

The Line of
counsel, and support,

branching

well

as

as

Apollo
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financial aid.

If

a

line

from the Heart line cuts the line of

aifections will stand in the way of the

Apollo, the
subject's success

(477)Apollo, when based upon and fitted to the
in many ways be made of wonderful value
thus
subject,
in the complete delineation of the hand. Standing as it does,
The line of
can

___

NO. 477

NO. 476

when

by

good,

for

because of

the past.
does not

pation,

a

brilliant career, we cannot afford to pass it
that have crept into its treatment in

errors

By keeping constantly in mind the fact that it
always apply to art, but to ez/erjyfonn of daily occu-

we can

divest it of the inaccuracies that have grown
only as relating to an artistic

around it when estimated

Remembering that it is the "Line of Capability," and
possibility of a vast amount which can
be accomplished in some direction, we may by the aid of
Chirognomy tell in what direction the capability exists. By
following the line from source to termination and by noting
career.

that it indicates the

each variation in its character, each defect which may appear, all chance lines which merge into, cut, or run alongside of it, by noting the source of each of these chance lines,
and by applying the qualities of this source as a help or
hindrance to the line, you
combination of the

Apollo

can

reason

line which

out any formation or
can

possibly

occur.

CHAPTER XII
'ms LINE or mnncmw

HE line of Mercury has been variously called the line
of Health, the line of Liver, and the Hepatica.
It
on the Mount of Moon and run upward on the

should start

percussion to the Mount of Mercury, from which it takes its
name (478).
This line is valuable as an indicator of the
state of the digestive apparatus, the operation of the liver,
and it also shows the presence of various maladies and conditions which may arise from the impairment of these most

important

functions.

Bad conditions

the hand

seen

in other parts of

often be referred to

a poor
for
and
line
some
Mercury
explanation,
of the most accurate work possible in the
can

entire range of hand-reading can be done
with the aid of the Mercury line.
In connection with the lines of

Apollo,

it is

an

Life, Satum, and

important adjunct,

and

in all combinations any indication seen on
the Mercury line should be given great
No_ 418

weight. When we remember what an
important part in the human economy
is played by the digestive apparatus and
secretion and discharge of bile, we see that

the proper
the line of Mercury has

by

influence

upon many parts

of

lives, and that it is an ever-present factor in our success or failure.
Physicians say that with a good digestion
and a normal flow of bile, disease would be unknown to the
human race. In a large percentage of illnesses, without doubt
the correction of derangement of the digestive apparatus and
our

a

control of the bile

supply

cures

584

the

patient.

It is also

a

The Line of
fact that the bilious types
really criminal, other types

are

Mercury
the
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only ones which are
things under a stress

bad

doing
exciting cause. Bad types of Saturnians and Mercurians prefer the criminal way of doing things to the honest
All through the study of human nature and character,
one.
we see the ill efect and plague of bile when not properly
regulated. The Mercury line is exceedingly useful as a
guide to business success, as no factor more surely enables
one to cope with the aH`airs of the world than a clear brain,
and nothing more surely keeps the brain from clogging than
Added to' good health,
a good digestion and an active liver.
no set of qualities will more surely aid in obtaining the best
results from business than those peculiar to the Mercurian

of

some

As the

type.
the
the

digestive
strength

Mercury line indicates both the condition of
liver, and accents
manifestly of un-

organs and the state of the
of the Mercurian type, it is

usual assistance when

estimating

the outcome of

a

business

career.

The Mercury line in its relation to health must always be
used in connection with the type of the subject.
If we see
a
or
biliousness
in
the
hand
of
indigestion
_Iupiterian subject,

overeating, we consider that
danger. And as certain disorders of the stomach cause vertigo, we know that if the case
be very pronounced the subject is likely to be stricken with
In a similar manner,
one of his type diseases, apoplexy.
the Mercury line will aid in estimating the degree of danger
indicated by health defects of all the types. In connection
a

type naturally predisposed

to him it

means an

to

increased

with defects in the Head line, the Mercury line is a valuable
assistant, for it is well known that the stomach and liver

largely induence

the condition of the

tional disturbances of the heart

digestion, consequently a
disturbing cause indicated
may wreck

plain

a

defects

are

physical brain. Funcalso brought on by in-

defective Heart line may 'rind its
Poor health
in the Mercury line.

brilliant career, and the Mercury line may exAll over
seen in the Saturn or Apollo lines.

the hand the influence of the defects it indicates may be felt
and in any perplexing case do not forget to examine the
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Mercury line before completing the estimate.

The Mercury

line will not be found in all hands.

being

state the exact

Without

percentage, I should say that

the hands will be without it.

In few

cases

able to

at least one half

is it

a

perfectly

marked line, and this is not hard to explain, when perfect
health is the possession of so few. I do not regard the absence

of the

Mercury line

as

necessarily

a

detriment, for

on

many hands which I have examined while making a study of
this line, the health of those who have no line was found to

be

uniformly good.

If there is to be

a

choice between

no

line

defective one, it is preferable that none be seen. The
absence of the Saturn line leaves a subject free to carve his

or a.

way through the world, and in a similar manner the absence
of the Mercury line shows that in its health directions there
are no disturbances which must cause a subject trouble, and

if he takes
the

care

possibility

of his stomach and liver he has open to him
His health in these
no trouble from them.

of

directions will be

largely

"

self-made," and proportionate

to

0ne other condition is genthe
when
Mercury line is absent : the hand is
erally present
not usually much lined and rayed, for if it were, a Mercury

the

care

he takes of himself.

surely be present. Such a hand, having few lines,
consequently less nervous, and as nervousness greatly
increases the improper action of the liver, a lack of nervousIn making
ness increases the snbject's favorable condition.
the final estimate for a subject, consider that, with the Merline would

is

cury line absent he has to face at least no inevitable disease of
digestion, and no disorder of the liver that he cannot control

by caring for himself.
The Mercury line s/zould rise from the Mount of Moon,
In the largest number of
but in practice it rarely does.
cases it rises toward the Saturn or Life line, and from the
centre

or

base of the hand, often in the Plain of Mars.

IL

is much better that the line should rise between the Saturn

percussion (479) than between the Saturn line
(480) ; rising from the Life line (481) is
one of the most unfavorable markings.
To give the most
favorable health indications, as well as the best promise of
line and the

and the Life line

The Line of

_
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business success, the Mercury line should at no time touch
the Life line, but branches from the Life line may go to it,
or

mt: versa,

or

chance lines may connect the two, without
source of the Mercury line, outside of its

The

bad results.

unfavorable connection with the Life line, has no special
meaning. Unles it rises from or touches the Life line it
may be considered a normal line.

The character of the line is

important.

A

deep line of Mer-

p

Wi
I

,

»<

»'

.

a good digestion, a healthy action of the liver,
good vitality, strong constitution, a clear brain, and good
Whatever the type of your subject or whatever
memory.

cury indicates

his

occupation,

he will have the assistance of these

powerful

allies.

If the Life line be thin, chained, or otherwise defecand
the Mercury line deep and strong (482), its effect
tive,
the
Life line will be fully as favorable as a strong line
upon
of Mars, to build up and strengthen whatever delicacy exists;
and such a Mercury line will many times replace the functions ofthe Life line.

of

a

person with

There

are

no

This will often account for the health

defective Life line.
more potent factors in the

a

vigorous operation of

the brain than

a

healthy
good digestion

and
and

the proper action of the bile secretion.
The first effect of
is
to
intense
dyspepsia
depression. The subject
produce

becomes morbid, and sees everything through a glas
by a disordered stomach. When the attack of

colored

dyspepsia
things in

has

passed,

their proper

his brain clears up and he sees
Thus the Mercury line will

light.
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be invaluable in
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mating

with the Head line in esti-

conjunction

strength
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A

and balance.

good Head line

poor Mercury line (483),
and a defective condition of the head may be accounted for
by a bad Mercury line (484). Disturbed action of the stomwill be much disturbed

by

a

ach sometimes produces functional derangement of the heart,
and a poor Heart line with a defective Mercury line will
often

account for

entirely

heart disease

a

condition of so-called chronic

In such

(485).

a

case, if the medical treat-

be directed toward the stomach, the heart disease will
In the case of a poor Heart line indicating
away.
pass
structural diiiiculty of the organ, with the nails having the
ment

formation

peculiar
pointing to a

to this

disorder,

serious

case

and all indications of

of heart disease, a deep line
of Mercury often indicates such excellent digestion and liver
action that the eifects of the weak heart may never be markcolor

edly

exhibited.

On

a

hand

having strong Life, Head,

and

Heart lines, and a line of Mars, a deep line of Mercury will
indicate a subject who will virtually never know a day's sickness.

If such

a

combination be

seen on a

l?

i

?

hand which is ani-

/

mal in its Chirognomic aspect, the intense good health and
strength of vitality will render the subject fierce in his

passions,

inordinate in his

often

come

never

choose indoor

rapists

appetites,

and from this class

Such persons should
They need fresh air and

and drnnkards.

occupations.

If with
of exercise to work off the animal vitality.
this combination there be the addition of red hair, the indica-

plenty

The Line of
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tions of great excesses will be intensiied, and quick, iiery
temper will be added. Black hair shows an abundance of
volatile qualities and needs no addition from red. If the
Mercury line be thin it shows that the subject may still have
good digestion, proper action of the liver, and that his health
and Mercurian attributes will act in
success

in business.

The

mere

conjunction to produce
a Mercury line

thinness of

f
/

No. 4as

no. 4a1

No. 4as

does not lessen its influence, for it shows that the subject is
receiving support from good operation of the liver, though
not in such a degree as with a. deep line.
If the type of the
be
and
shows
not
excessive
but
refined,
vitality,
subject
good
the thin line is better for him.

In all estimates of the Mer-

cury line, the proportion of the lines must be kept in mind,
for here as everywhere else the normal balance is best. A

broad, shallow Mercury line (486) shows that the subject is
not vitally strong, and any severe tax upon his stomach will
result in its derangement. The liver is unsteady in its

operation

and secretes its bile in

unequal quantities.

As

a

consequence the subject is frequently despondent, is predisposed to sudden and violent headaches, heartburn, sour

stomach, and dyspepsia. During the intervals when the functions are properly performed, the subject gets along all right,
but with such
diet and

a

Mercury line,

constant

for while such

care

is necessary

as

to

cannot be said to

hygiene,
subjects
sickly, they are not over healthy, and this weakened condition of vitality tells upon the energies, the ambitions, and
the business life.
A chained line of Mercury (487) indibe
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condition of diseased liver and stomach.

This must not be confounded with islands in the line, but
the chains must be short loops. With this marking the sub-

ject

will be

predisposed to inllammation

stones, cirrhosis,

and

numerous

of the

gall duct, gall

structural liver troubles

always serious and often fatal. The chained line is
formations, and the subject who has it suffers
intensely, not only from the diseased condition of the liver,
but from the consequent mental torpor and depression.
He
is pessimistic, suspicious, intensely nervous, cross, and life
is a burden both to himself and to his friends.
Manifestly
such a subject cannot have a clear brain, keen foresight,
command of self, energy, and kindred qualities necessary to
the successful pursuit of business, consequently the chained
line of Mercury was read by the old palmists,
poor success
in business."
From our standpoint it can be seen why such
a reading was taken, and that it is correct.
The length of the Mercury line adds to the power ofthe line
which

one

are

of the worst

"

and its usefulness.

long, running from the base
Mercury, its influence will be

If the line be

of the hand to the Mount of

W2
felt

during the snbject's entire life. If the long line be also
good one its influence means good health and success during the entire life. If this long line be a defective one, it
a

will indicate ill health and attendant indifferent business

(luring the entire life. By the length ofthe line and
during the different periods of life, you can tell
will
be blessed with the greatest strength, best
years

success

its character
what

The Line of
action of the
most

Mercury

liver, good digestion,

productive periods

in

a

and

business way.
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consequently

the

If the line starts

deep, then grows thin, and then is deep again (488), there
is a period covered by the thinness of the line when the
health is impaired, and at such a time the subject must use
great care, take much sleep, and avoid dissipation. If this be
done, with the good ending of the line, trouble may be

li" QW?
NO. 492

N0. 491

NO. 490

If (reading, of course, from its source upward) the
begins deep and grows chained (489) the good health of
the nrst years on the line is followed by some s¢rious affection
of the liver and consequent stomach derangement will impair
the health and success of the subject ; the age of all periods
to be read from the line, reading, of course, always from its
source upward.
If with this marking the Life line be defective after the chaining begins, the case is serious (49o). If
after the chaining of the Mercury line begins the Head line

avoided.

line

shows islands or other defects, the liver trouble will aEect the
mental strength of the subject.
This will often account for
sudden attacks of temporary insanity,
seen in or near the Head line (491).
runs

to the Head line and is absent or

especially

if

a

star

be

If the Mercury line
defective during the

space between Head and Heart lines, but runs again on the
Mount of Mercury (492), the subject will need to do as much
as

possible

before the age of thirty, for at that time the powgood Mercury line will for a time desert

erful allies of the

him, and

as

the years between Head and Heart lines are
important in his life, he will lose thwe

among the most
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at

a

critical

period.
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The line

running again on

the

Mount will show that he may recover himself if care be used.
If bars, crosses, dots, islands, or other defects terminate or

the ending of the line, he is not likely to recover.
By following the line from its source, noting its length, any
changes in its character, during which parts it is good or
deficient, all the changes in the conditions of the subject
arising from a good, bad, or iudiH`erent operation of his liver
are near

and

digestion can be read. Knowing the effect of these
possibilities of successfully conducting business
operations, you can gauge his material success.
In the absence of a Saturn or Apollo line, the Mercury line
will often give indications which could be obtained from those
upon the

lines if present. Sometimes the Mercury line is very short,
hardly more than a chance line, in which case it is entitled
to

no

more

chance lines

consideration than such
are

incorrectly read

as

a

line.

Often

mere

Mercury lines, owing

to

large number of hands in which this line is either absent
wofnlly dencient. In this part of the work great caution

the
or

should be used lest

read

as

/Vain °lines.

Mount of
and to be

mere

chance lines be mistaken for and

A line of

Merrurpf

cannot run to

but to the Mount of

anywhere
Apollo,
diagnosed as this line
or

the

Mercury,

must at least show that it is

/reading in that direction, even though it may not be quite
long enough to reach the Mount. Before any line is called
a Mercury line it must be enough of a line to entitle it to be
classed among the Main lines.
Color in the Mercury line should increase

the estimate of the

strength

the line shows biliousness and

yellow

color will

generally

or

diminish

qualities it indicates. If
defective liver conditions,

of the

be present

as a

strong confirma-

The type of the subject will, however,
tory indication.
affect
color, and you should not fall into the way of
greatly

expecting yellow color with all bad Mercury lines. A Jupiterian, Apollonian, Martian, or Venusian subject, even with
pronounced biliousness, rarely has any color but pink or red,
though
bad

blue is sometimes

seen.

These

warmer

Mercury lines occasionally, but they take

types have
exercise,

more

The Line of
are more

effects

Mercury

cheerful, and consequently throw oE

arising

from

improper

action of bile.
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many of the ill

The Saturnian

first, Mercurian second, and Lunarian third, will show
yellow color easily. On a Saturnian subject we expect yellow, for he is always more or less impregnated with bile,

enough to give him an olive
be yellow, but white more
The
Lunarian
may
complexion.
often. A Saturnian who has a bad Mercury line will be
doubly sure to be gloomy, pessimistic, and disagreeable, and
while the Mercurian has bile

a subject all defects in a Mercury line must be
given their full interpretation, for a bad Mercury line on a
If
Saturnian is an exceedingly unfortunate combination.
it
shows
that
color~be
seen
with
the
warmer
yellow
types,
the defects in the Mercury line are most pronounced, for

with such

pink of these types has been overpoison has taken serious hold. In all

when the natural red
come

by yellow,

the

or

estimates of color with the Mercury line, take full account of
the type of the subject, and the natural color he should show,
If
can be judged how seriously he is affected.
Mercury line shows indigestion, and yellow color be like-

from which it
the

wise present, the latter indicates that the subject has also liver
even though it is not marked in the Mercury line.

disorder,
If

perfect health were always possible, we should 'rind
perfect Mercury lines, but as a large part of the human
family have bodily ills more or less in evidence, we ind
a very large
proportion of these lines defective. A wavy
line (493) indicates chronic biliousness.
This subject will
have attacks of bilious

fever, malaria, and various liver

complications, often ending in enlargement of the liver and
jaundice. There is a very frequent complication of rheumatism with

biliousness, and with

wavy

Mercury lines the

indications of rheumatic difiiculty should be looked for. If
the subject be a Saturnian with a wavy Mercury line he will
have serious bilious attacks. When this is seen on other

types, the liver trouble often brings out those health defects
of the type that are influenced by an excess of bile. The
_Iupiterian will have gout; the Saturnian bilious fevers,

gong;

rhenmatism, and

nerve

disorders; the Apollonian
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derangement; the Mercurian indigestiou,

and grave liver disorders; the Martian intestinal inhammations ; the Lunarian gout or rheumatism ;
nerve

ditiiculty,

and the Venusian acute attacks of bilious fever.

With

Mercury line the business career of the subunsteady and subject to many vicissitudes. An
uneven line of Mercury (494) indicates a iitful condition of
the stomach and liver. There will be periods when the
subject has excellent health, and at such times will do
well. These will be followed by periods when the liver does
not properly perform its functions, the digestion will be poor,
and life becomes a drag. These alternating intervals of good

ject

a

wavy

will be

health and weakness

accomplishing

mar

life's

steadiness and prevent the
When the line of Mercury

of much result.

rises in the form of

a ladder composed of broken fragments
(495) it indicates the worst form of stomach trouble. Dyspepsia, with its train of ills, gastric fever, catarrh of the
stomach or intestines, or inflammation of the bowels are
among the acute disorders which are likely to attack the

I.

`

NO. 498

subject.

If in the

colored dot

(496)

NO. 495

NO. 494

course

an

of such

attack of

a

line there be

severe

a

highly

stomach disorder has

If this dot be
occurred at the age indicated by its position.
highly colored, red or purple, it has been very severe. Dots
on

of
at

Mercury line (497), wherever seen or on whatever kind
line, indicate arulc attacks of bilious or stomach trouble
the age at which they occur on the line. If red they indithe

a

The Line of

fevers,

cate

if white

When

ease.

a

some

dot is

chance line from it

Mercury

disorder

seen on

points

to

the
a
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arising from a chronic dis-

Mercury line note whether a

health defect

on some

line

or

be seen, the lines and Mounts should be
scanned for markings indicating chronic or acute attacks
If

Mount.

none

that may be referred to the dot on the Mercury line for an explanation. Health defects on the Mount of Jupiter (498) will

l

<
I/

/

mean

NO. 498

NO. 497

NO. 496

the natural stomach delicacy ofthe _Iupiterian which has

If the third phalanx of the

caused this trouble.

Jupiter finger

be

large and full, this is certain, for this subject will abuse
his stomach. If the third phalanx of the Jupiter finger shows
that it has been full, but has become flabby, the subject's
so delicate that he has had to limit his

stomach has become

diet to the

pepsia

is

simplest kind of food, and a chronic
probably present. A health defect on

adot in the Mercury line will indicate

an

state

of dys-

Saturn with

acute attack of

bilious fever if the dot be red ; if itbe pale or yellow an attack
of gout or rheumatism. This will be more certain if a chance
line

runs

from Saturn toward the Life line, and

one

from the

middle of the Mount of Moon to the Life line (499).
Heart line under Apollo shows an island, break,

If the

dot,
Mercury line, a severe attack of
heart trouble, brought on by derangement of the digestive
organs, will occur at the age indicated by the dot on the
Mercury line. A grille on Apollo with blue color and heartdisease nails will intensify this reading and indicate that
the trouble is chronic ( 500).
If, with a dot on the Mercury
and

a

dot appears

on

the

or
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line, the line be broken

or
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otherwise defective

on

the Mount

of Mercury, a severe attack of bilious or gastric fever has
occurred at the age indicated by the dot in the Mercury line

If, with

( 501).

a

dot in the Mercury line, the

Upper

Mount

'

f

W
of Mars shows

third,

a severe

a

grille

bars, especially if on its lower
intwtines, ap-

or

attack of inflammation of the

pendicitis, peritonitis,

or some

other acute intestinal disorder

has occurred at the age denoted by the position of the dot
on the Mercury line (5o:z).
If, with a dot in the Mercury

-_

\

\`
*

l

NO. 602

NO. 503

line, the middle third of the
or,

Mount of Moon be

r

NO. 504

grilled, gout

rheumatic fever has occurred at the age
the dot in the Mercury line.
If the upper third

likely,

more

shown

§%_

by

of the Mount of Moon be

grilled the same character of intespeculiar to the lower part of Upper
(503) Cross-bars cutting the Mercury

tinal disorders which
Mars

line

are

indicated

(504)

are

indicate illnesses at the age at which

they

are
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These bars will vary from the finest little lines which

seen.

run over the top of the Mercury line and only fret
deep bars which cut the line in two. The extent to
which they cut the line must indicate the severity of the
attacks.
If they be only fine fretting lines, they indicate
If they are deep-cutting bars
bilious or sick headaches.
are
severe
and
illnesses,
they
you should look to the lines
and Mounts in the usual manner for an explanation of them.
If there be only one or two bars crossing the line there will
only be that many serious illnesses caused by the peculiarities indicated by the line, but if they continually cut the
line during its entire length, they will indicate continuous
sickness if deep, or headaches if Hue. There are often seen
a series of fine bars crossing the Mercury line, and also 'fine
bars crossing the Head line (5o5).
This indicates great sufor
sick
from
nervous, bilious,
headaches, but they all
fering
arise from imperfect action of the stomach and liver. Such
a marking often results in an impairment of the Head line
after the bars are seen, showing that the headaches have

seem

it,

to

to

weakened

it.

With every form and variation, and every

no. sos

no. sos

defect in the Mercury line, the Head line should be at
consulted.
An island in the

Mercury line (506) indicates

a

once

delicacy of

during its presence. This may arise from the liver
and stomach, or from appendicitis inflammation of the inhealth

testines, or it may be
other organ, which one,

a

diiliculty of head, heart, or any
be located by the examination

can
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peculiarity

of the island in the

Mercury line is that its detrimental eEect upon the health is
not always confined to stomach and liver disorders, but relates
equally to other kinds of illnesses or delicacy. A single island
must be read as a delicacy to health just as is done in the
Life line, and its cause located in the usual manner. If the
Mercury line be islanded during its entire course, showing

f
'

no. so1

no. sos

two, three, or more islands of good size, it is an indication
of great delicacy of the throat and lungs (5o7).
These
are not always perfectly formed, but whether so or
not, they will be most accurate indications. When this
marking is seen at once examine the nails for any approach

islands

to a bulbous

Mars be

condition, and also

grilled or cross-barred.

ings be present, the
verified.

is

case

If, in addition,

an

a

if the upper Mount of
confirmatory mark-

see

If these

strong

one, and will be

island be

seen on

easily

the Mount of

subject will need to use the greatest care to
might induce the development of
consumption, bronchitis, pneumonia, or any disease of throat,
bronchia, or lungs. I have recently seen this marking on a
patient suffering from cancer of the throat. An old reading

Jupiter (508),

the

avoid any exposure which

of the Mercury line when islanded was as an indication of
Bankruptcy." This came from the fact that the health of
"

those with such

a marking was
precarious and precluded the
enough elfort to produce success in business.
This old reading, while it has a strong foundation, will not be
You will find many
accurate if applied to your clients.

likelihood of

The Line of
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islanded lines of Mercury in the hands of those who are by no
means financially Bankrupt, but who are Bankrupt in health.

spend so much time in the
probably be neglected.
Certain it is a delicate subject cannot push business with the
vigor of one who is well, and these reasons led to the interby older palmists. When the
pretation of Bankruptcy
line
is
broken
it
indicates that the subject's
Mercury
(509)
health will be impaired, at the time _of the break, and, con-

Such
care

if in

subjects,

business,

must

of their health that business will

"

"

sequent upon this, his business
line have

only

way, 'rind the

the line be

one or

cause

career

two breaks and is

the rest of the

of the breaks in the usual

continuously broken,

If the

will suifer.

good

If

manner.

it shows extreme

delicacy

of the stomach, and has the same effect as a laddered line.
The more the line be broken, the more continuous will be
the succession of illnesses, and such a line will show a subject to be in a continual state of dyspepsia. Such a subject
will have many headaches, and will have to use constant
With broken lines repair
to disturb his digestion.

care not

signs

may be

seen

and squares will be most beneficial.

If

a

Mercury line surrounded by

a

.__`

'

serious break be

seen

in the

square (510), a danger to the life of the subject has been
averted. The cause of the trouble may come from several
directions.
Head

line,

delicacy

or

should be

You may be able to locate it by a defect in the
End health defects on the Mounts, or serious

or

danger
brought

to life in the

Life line, all of which

to bear upon the

repaired

break

as a
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for it.

location of the

cause

pairing breaks,

and all
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Sister lines

Current in the line must be considered
broken condition

are

markings which help
as

useful in

re-

to continue the

beneiting

the

If the Mercury line runs
onto
the
Mount
of
and
branches rise from it
Mercury
deep
will
have
health
and great sucthe
excellent
(511),
subject
cess

in business.

just

that much.

If from

deep

a

line branches

s

`~

ii i"-

1

down-

droop

fi"
°` i`

Y.
no. sis

no. 512

no. 511

ward, the subject will succeed, but will have
to

accomplish

these results

strong Mercury line and

run

subject

will be successful in

and his

ability

(512),
to

If

a

to work

the Mount of

business,

aided

to lead and control men.

If

harder

branch leave

by
a

jupiter,

a

the

his ambition

star be seen

on

the Mount of Jupiter influential acquaintances and friends
If a branch rise to the Mount
will greatly assist him (513).

(514) the subject, aided by soberness, wisdom, fruand because he looks on the dark as
carefulness,
gality,
well as the bright side in undertakings, will be successful in
business. This is a good marking for a banker. If a branch
from a strong Mercury line rise to the Mount of Apollo
(515) the subject, owing to great shrewdness and business
ability, aided by brilliant mind and agreeable manners, will

of Saturn

be most successful. This is an ideal marking for a merThe long Mercury line in these cases will show that

chant.

this type will lead and tl1e branch lines show which type will
aid him.
In all these instances

place

the

subject

in his proper world

The Line of
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by the phalanges of his Mercury finger.

If he have the third

world strongest he will have business success. If the second
be strongest he will have success in the scientific or professional world.

If the first phalanx be strongest he will succeed
writer, and this latter indication will be in-

orator or

as an

creased if

branch from the upper third of the Mount of
Mercury line (516). A branch from

a

Moon merges into the

the Mercury line rising and merging into the Head line
(517) will indicate success due to the subject's mental
Such persons will be best adapted to literary or
powers.
scientific careers, especially if the Head line be deep and
Note here the formation of

strong.
this

The

position, always
termination

general

indicates mental

triangle, which, in
brilliancy and power.

a

of the Mercury line will indicate the
of the subject, as regards

outcome of the career

the health

qualities

of the line and the

line if

in the directions

success

of the

the Mercurian type.
The Mount of Mercury has so many markings that some of
them may be confused with the termination of the Mercury

subject

care

peculiar

be not observed.

If the line ends

the lins of Affection may cross it
ber of these lines, one of which is
line

sharply,

there will be

one

to the best interests of the

to

on

the Mount,

(518). If there are a numdeep and cuts the Mercury

aifection which will be

subject.

If the

a

bar

Mercury line

the career of the subject will
hampered, and if the type of hand be bad, with crooked
fingers, and the Heart line thin or absent, the deceitful or

ends in
be

a

bar

or a cross

(519)
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tricky qualities of a bad Mercurian will cause the lack of
If a grille terminates the line, even worse ill-success
success.
is indicated, resulting from either poor health or dishonesty.
If with this marking a dot be seen on the Mount of Apollo,
the subject will lose his reputation. If the line terminates in a
star (520) the career will be successful in the world indicated
by'the phalanges of the lingers, and if the lines of Apollo

V

/'

NO. 517

Nou 'lf

NO. 51°

and Saturn be present and good, this indication will be
strengthened. If the Mercury line terminates in a fork (521)
the

subject

will divide his energy among several talents, and
as great success as would be
possible by

will not achieve

If the line terminates in

concentration.
will be

If the

so

scattered that

Mercury

line has

the Head line it

a

is, in

of serious female trouble.
if

great

no

star at the
a

tassel the eEorts

a

be achieved.

success can

woman's

hand,

In the hand of

good line, an added brilliancy,
line, danger of serious brain trouble,
on a

where it

point

an

a man

and if
even

on

crosses

indication

it indicates,
a defective

insanity.

If in

the woman's hand the lower third of the Mount of Moon be

grilled

or

cross-barred

very serious.

child-bearing,

Such

(522),
subjects

and with

a

the female weakness will be
will have great

Life line which

difficulty in

runs

close to the

thumb and restricts the Mount of Venus, they will probably
be childless. This is valuable as a pre-marriage indication.
Vhenever this

highly strung.

marking

is found the

woman

She will at times become

is

nervous

depressed,

and

and
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alternating between exaltation
despair. These subjects should receive the greatest
care, and ought always to be the recipients of very tender
treatment.
They often magnify or even imagine ills, but
suffer
they
just as much as if these were real. Hysteria
and hypochondria are often thus indicated, and pronounced
mental unbalancing frequently occurs.
If the star should
not be exactly on the line it still gives the same indication.
The combinations of the indications contained in this chapter are innumerable, but the general principles governing
them are always the same. If a good Mercury line shows defects it is not so bad an indication as when a dej2dive line has
then

recover

her cheerful ness,

and

these
is

same

a worse

Saws.

If

a

wavy line be also full of islands it

condition than when

a

straight deep line has

them.

Often there are two different defects seen in a line, and each
will refer to a different cause. These can both be found in the
usual manner.
The Mercury line should be used continually
in connection with the Life, Head, Heart, and Apollo lines,
and the type of each subject should never be overlooked.

f

sq

]

y

The value of the line is largely its use in combination, and
especially is this true with the Life and Head lines. Health
and brains are essential to successful lives, and the Mercury
line, in connection with the Life and Head lines, will always
enable

one

absolutely

to

estimate these elements.

By keep-

ingin mind for what the line stands, what each change in its
character and each defect means, and by following the line
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from source to termination, noting every change and working out its meaning, the Mercury line will yield a fund of
confirmatory evidence which will sustain the testimony
given by other lines and signs, and enable you more com-

pletely

to

understand your client.

CHAPTER XIII
THE GIRDLE or VENUS

HERE is a group of small lines, known as Minor lines,
which do not appear in every hand, but which occur
often enough in the same locations to take them out of
the class called chance

As

lines, and to form them into a division
rule these Minor lines

are not of great
by
often
a
having only
single interpretation, but
importance,
as far as they go.
reliable
The first of the Minor
are
they
lines is the Girdle of Venus, which rises between the Hngers
of Jupiter and Saturn and runs across the Mounts of Saturn
and Apollo, ending between the lingers of Apollo and Mer<=ury (523)The Girdle of Venus does not always run exactly over this

themselves.

a

path, but sometimes rises on the Mount
Jupiter and runs over onto the Mount
of Mercury, sometimes ending on the perof

cussion.

It

is, in part,

a

sister line to

the Heart line, and in some hands, when
the Heart line is absent, takes the place

of that line.

palmists conceived
they saw this line in

hand which had also

a

strong Heart

line, that being virtually a sister line to
the Heart line, it indicated a double

supply

of heart
in

X.

Older

the idea that when
a

"

qualities.
physical sense,

This

f
no. 52a

not

regards the affections, and
by them the Girdle of
Venus, meaning the Girdle of Love. As this reading of the
line was first made in the days when love meant license, the
interpretation was attached to it that anyone with such an
meant

for this

a

reason

the line

but

was

"

was

as

named
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of a&`ections would seek occasion to lavish

them, and the Girdle of Venus became the synonym of license,

profligacy, debauchery,

and

chastity and abandonment.

was

considered the mark of

Through

all the

un-

writings

on

Palmistry this interpretation has been largely adhered to,
often with evident misgivings on the part of some writers,
who have frankly stated that they were at a loss for an ex-

planation

of this line.

and many
cause

practitioners

could not reconcile its

they

the lives of the

rassing

errors

arrive at

Some few have doubted its accuracy,
have abandoned its use entirely, be-

accepted interpretation

correct solution of this much vexed

a

have only to
line to the

to

subjects they encountered, and many embarTo
were occasioned by the use of the line.

apply our general hypothesis,
Suéjcd, not the subject to the line.

question,
adapt

and to

Also to

we

the

remem-

ber that this is the twentieth century, instead of 4oo B.c.,
when the original reading was given, and that conditions

to-day

are

diferent from those

prevailing

at that time.

exhaustive study of the Girdle of Venus, I have
found that it does not as a rule indicate debauchery and
From

an

license, but that it nearly always does indicate an intense
state of nervousness, and in a large majority of cases great
In a large percentage of hands in
liability to hysteria.
which this Girdle of Venus is found, the palm will be crossed
by innumerable lines running in every direction. This by
itself is sufficient ground for pronouncing the subject intensely nervous, bnt with the addition of a Girdle of Venus
there is an increased degree of nervous excitability.
In
seeking the rationale of the line remember that the vital
Current enters through the linger of Jupiter, runs down the
Life line, goes to the brain, and, returning, transfers itself
to the lines of Saturn, Apollo, and Mercury, which are its
natural channels of egress from the body. Wheii this course
is pursued without interruption, the action of the fluid is
normal.
But the Girdle of Venus being an abnormal line,
by virtue of its location, deiiects part of the Current from
its usual course immediately upon its entrance into us, and
the balance of the Current seeking egress from the body
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Apollo, and Mercury on its reagainst the barrier _/Qvrmed by I/ze
Girdle qf Venus, and cannot easily flow out through the fin gerends, but, being obstructed by the Girdle, 07/CUYOZI/5 into the
palm of the hand. As the entire Current is seeking egress
through the 'fingers of Saturn, Apollo, and Mercury, the entire
Current is thus obstructed or deflected by the Girdle and overflows, cutting new channels for itself, in many directions, and
through

the lines of Saturn,

turn from the brain Hows

thus

producing

large

the

multiplicity

of lines that

we see.

amount of vital Current thus turned loose to

way out of the hand

as

best it

can

The

zigzag

its

acts upon every nerve,

electrines it, intensifies its action, and from this excitation
nerves we have the production of a highly nervous

of the

person. Thus as a first result of a Girdle of Venus
have intense nervous activity.

Having

we

often

this much information to

reached the

point

where

we

must

begin with, we have
apply the line to the sub-

In the greater number of instances the Girdle of
Venus is found in the hands of women, though in some types

ject.

If the subject be naturally
delicate, nervous, finely constituted person, the nervousness produced by the Girdle will be greater than if he be
phlegmatic and heavy in construction. In the Hrst case the
nervous force will electrify his organization to a great degree.
Such an one will suffer from any slight or inattention, will
be easily depressed, and in the world of to-day, when even
people with the best intentions have not time to humor the
eccentricities of nervous humanity, he will soon come to
think that he has no place in the world, and that no one
cares for him.
This brooding once begun, grows instead of

of subjects men's hands show it.
a

decreases, until every act of

even

his best friends is distorted,

magnified, pain is imagined where there is
On a
none, and we have a fully developed case of hysteria.
hand with few lines and a phlegmatic temperament, the
Girdle of Venus is never of so great importance as an indication of /zyslefia and great nervousness as in the highly strung
subject, but it may turn to the other horn of the dilemma,
every

grief

is

and if the hand be

coarse or

sensual, have

a

swollen Mount
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make~up, there
likely be present the lasciviousness which has always
been the accepted reading of the line.
It is from the type
and Chirognomic make-up ofa subject that you must determine which interpretation should be given.
In every case
the Girdle will indicate some degree of nervousness and some
degree of ardor, but to reach a correct estimate of the extent
of either, your subject must first be correctly estimated, and
of Venus, and be red and animal in its general
will

then the line
and

flabby,

applied

If the Mount of Venus be flat

him.

to

running close to the thumb, the
phalanges of the lingers waist-like, and

the Life line

color white, the third
the Heart line thin,

a

Girdle of Venus will not indicate las-

civiousness, for the physical make~up and conditions of the

subject preclude the possibility of such a thing. This Subject will, however, undoubtedly be a prey to intense nervousness and dejection, and hysteria has a fertile soil in which to
develop. On the other hand, if with a Girdle of Venus the
Mount of Venus be large, swollen, and grilled, the third
phalanges of the lingers thick, the first phalanges short,
the Life line running wide into the palm, Heart line deep
and red, the Mounts of Mars full, and the color of the
hand red, with black or any approach to auburn or red
hair

on

the hands, it should
and hysteria, but

nervousness

possible,

added to

a

A Girdle of Venus

strength

never

on

such

a

in such

which will be

as

indicating

hand must be

given the
interpretation. All of

of its old traditional

nervousness

be read

the greatest lasciviousness
taste for drink and general debauchery.
as

will become

a

subject
in gratifying

nervous

full
the

energy

animal

appetites. So
impress it upon your mind at once that the form of interpretation which you give to the Girdle of Venus must depend
entirely upon the kind of subject on which it is seen.
expended

There is another
conies

be

a

to all

danger from

the Girdle of Venus, which
This may only

types of hands which have it.

transitory danger,

or

it may result in

the formation of

permanent habit if not checked early in life. At the age of
puberty, when the youth passes from the child to the adult,
a

subjects

with the Girdle of Venus

are

liable to

indulge

in
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subject with animal hands this arises
passionate nature, which finds its outlet
in this way.
But with such subjects the danger of a continuance ol' the habit is only slight, for they quickly have relations with the opposite sex, and do not continue self-abuse.
In the very nervous hand puberty brings a sense of desire,

self-abuse.

In

the

from the heat of his

'

'N
I

't
'I

"at

'

hx'

~

JUN

I

l,'_

ND.E24

but in such weak
condition.

sion,

physical

There is

no

natures this is

real heat

or

largely a mania/
physical pas»

warmth of

but the mind becomes innamed and has lascivious
Such subjects are fnll of imagination but weak in

dreams.

physical

heat.

It

gives

them greater

intercourse than the actual

With such
so

subjects,

would

to

think of

bring them.
puberty gives them a

experience

when the age of

delight
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of desire, they easily fall victims to the habit of
If the lower third of the Mount of Moon be
largely developed, with a thin, bony hand, flat Mount of
Venus, Girdle of Venus, waisted third phalanges of the
fingers, deicient Mounts of Mars, and thin Heart line (524),

knowledge

selfiabuse.

the subject will, because of his imaginings, committhe act of
self-abuse. These subjects are hard to break of the habit,
for their lack of real physical heat makes them prefer self-

abuse to actual intercourse.

They

are

shy, diiiident, and

retiring by nature, and neither court nor love the society of
people in general, or of the opposite sex in particular.
Many such subjects
such

a

tently,

are found in the Saturnian type.
When
hand is seen, if you look into the upturned palm inthen at the subject without saying a word, an oozy

will

soon begin to form in the palm.
This will
plentiful the longer you continue the experisuch subjects will not often deny the charge of

perspiration
become

more

ment, and
self-abuse.

If these indications

are seen

in the hands of chil-

wholesome advice and

dren, good
plain talks from the parents
will often prevent the formation of this vicious habit.

WU/2 FW#
;@.. / U 5
The Girdle of Venus is usually

is most often

the least

a

single deep

line.

This

and is for this

hands,
frequently an indication of hysteria as of inOften the Girdle is composed of
crease of animal appetites.
broken fragments ( 52 5). This will increase the nervousness,
the danger of hysteria, and also the retiring disposition.
If
such subjects fall into bad practices, the habits are very hard
reason

not

seen on

so

nervous
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The Girdle of Venus
to overcome.
or

triple lines,

If the Girdle of Venus
which is often the

case

becomposed of double
(526), it will make its

indication, whether of health or temperament, doubly strong.
If the Girdle be composed of a number of broken lines (527)
and the rest of the hand be a nervous one, the danger from
hysteria is great and all nervous symptoms will be intensified.

If with such

a

there

marking

are

indications of female

tx

'

"`T"<

§`»`

&

_7y
'

NO. 528

In

wx;
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'

NO. 53)

NO. 529

(528) the subject will be a great sufferer, and nervous
depression, ill-health, and constant discontent and unhappiness will surround her.
These subjects should be taken to
a specialist, who may relieve them, but often the real trouble
is not known. With such a marking you will frequently
trouble

End very defective Life and Head lines.
If the Head line in
case should have islands, dots, crosses, or a star on it,

this

there will be grave danger of insanity ( 529). The ultranervous condition shown by a bad Girdle of Venus will have
its eH`ect upon every phase of life.
Apollo lines may be accounted for

Defects in the Saturn

by

a

or

bad Girdle of Venus.

They may come from either lasciviousness or ill-health; which
one may be indicated by a Chirognomic examination and
by the Main lines. With the Girdle of Venus, a factor which
may be so potent in its operation, there will be many combi~
nations in which it will play an important part.
If the Head
line slopes low into the Mount of Moon, and on it or near its
termination

a

star, dot, cross,

or

island be seen, with

Girdle of Venus, and many lines in the hand

a

broken

(530),

the

612
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subject

is in grave danger of insanity, as a result of intense
and excessive imagination. This subject will

Hand-Reading

nervousness

be

erratic, cranky,

or

and hard to get

the Mount of Saturn,

along with.

If

a cross

be

broken Girdle of Venus, dots
islands in the Head line ufldéf Saturn, a grille on the

seen on

a

Mount of the Moon, with brittle

or

fluted

nails, the subject

will be in grave danger from paralysis (53x). If the hand be
thick at the base, fingers thick, color red, lines deep and red,

deep Girdle of Venus, and the lines of Life and Head
ending in defects, the subject will be likely to die
very suddenly at the age at which the Life line ends, as a result of dissipation and excess (532).
If the hand be sensual
with

a

short and

in

formation, with

a

Girdle of Venus which cuts

a

troubled

Saturn line deeply, and a dot be seen on the Mount of Apollo,
or on the Apollo line near the termination, the excesses of the

subject will ruin his career and end in the entire loss of his
reputation (533). It will be noted in the foregoing illustrations that the Chirognomic type of the hand is taken into account, and that a broken Girdle of Venus indicates the nervous
condition and a deep Girdle indicates its exaessz°ve side. If a

deep Girdle of Venus cuts a line of Aiiection, the Heart line
has drooping lines from it, the Head line becomes defective
a star, and the Saturn line
of the subject will
the
excesses
bar
which
it,
by
stops
ruin his married life and cause great sorrow, finally ending in
an impainnent of the mental faculties, insanity, and the ruin-

toward the end and terminates in

is cut

a

ing of his career (534).

Y on will meet the Girdle of Venus in

The Girdle of Venus
all kinds of hands.

Some of the best

men

613
and

women

have

had it, and their careers have never suffered. It has been
argued that the added warmth imparted by the Girdle of
Venus

gives

a

greater richness

hold it within bounds.
considered

as an

absolute

produce unpleasant

to the character that can

From this

standpoint

no. sas

culty

of

telling

it would be

But its presence may
The difriresults and in many ways.

blessing.

no. 5:44

which

meaning

to

give

the Girdle is made

easy when you Bt the line to the type of hand which has it,
and do not try to iit lasciviousness to every person on whom

the Girdle is

with

subject
indulges
of coH`ee
such

seen.
a

A poor,

trembling,

nervous, cold-handed

Girdle of Venus should not be told that he

in great excesses, for to such an one an extra cup
tea would mean great dissipation, and yet it is on

or

subjects that you will find a large percentage of Girdles.
judgment and a clean way of looking at things must
be displayed in handling the Girdle of Venus, which, used
with discriminatzbn, will produce only good results for the
practitioner. There are those who seek unpleasant sides to
every character, and for such the Girdle has peculiar charms,
but' in the largest number of cases, pity and tenderness should
be the feeling it inspires.
Good

'

CHAPTER XIV
THE MINOR LINES

Line

qf /liars

HE line of Mars rises on the lower Mount of Mars and
runs inside of the Life line and very close beside it
The two are sister lines, in fact, and in order to be
strength the former must run so near to the Life
that it is manifestly related only to it and is not one of

(535).

in full
line

the lines of Induence

the Mount of Venus.

on

This line

was

called the line of Mars because it rises upon one of the Martian Mounts, and its elfect is to strengthen its sister line and
to indicate a

is shown

by

stronger constitution than
deep Life line.

even a

The line of Mars must always be used
in connection with the Life line and with

&

the type of the subject.
If the Life line
be thin. broad and shallow, or chained,
and

a

line of Mars be present, the subbe inherently delicate, but there

ject will
will
"°~

be

an

underlying vital strength
delicacy from tak-

which will prevent the
ing any serious form.

535

If the Life line

strong line of Mars be also present, the subdeep,
tremendous vitality, great endurance, and
will
have
ject
and

be

a

aggression. These subjects are intense and their
danger lies in overdoing. The great vital force which they
possess is constantly impelling them to action, and they
never do anything by halves.
They have vitality to spare,
If Jupiterians,
and are constantly seeking a source of outlet.
much

they

are

great feasters and drinkers, and if red color be pres6:4

The Minor Lines
ent will
as

indulge

marking

are

natural

only those

strong

as

Martians with this
keep the pace.
also great eaters and drinkers, and in addition

themselves

are

in carousals in which

615

can

They

Sghters.

can

endure

more

physical

strain

than any other type, consequently they make good soldiers
and campaigners. The danger to such a subject is that when

he is

not

kept

under the strain of

physical exertion,

he will

ilillill
NO. 537

NO. 536

work off his

surplus

energy in

confirmed drunkards have this

originated
enough to

in

an

excess

it up.
to these indications.
use

NO. 588

rioting and drinking. Many
marking, their trouble having

of vital force, without hard work
or red hair on the hands adds

Black

If the line of Mars extends the full

length of the Life line, its strengthening power will be presIf it runs but part
ent during the entire life of the subject.
of the way it will be exerted only during its presence, the
If
age at which it disappears to be read from the Life line.
any defects be

seen

in the Life line, and

a

line of Mars

runs

past this point (536), the delicacy or danger shown by the
defects will not prove fatal, owing to the underlying vitality
indicated by the line of Mars. If lines rise from the Line of
Mars and cross the Life line (537), they show a constant ten-

dency of the subject to rise in life, owing to the strengthening of the constitution indicated by the line of Mars. If a
line

or

lines rise from the line of Mars and merge into the
(538), the subject will have increased mental

Head line

strength, owing to the overflow into
of the vitality of the line of Mars.

mental channels of some

If

a

line rises from the

The Laws of Scientific
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line of Mars and merges into the Saturn line (539), the upward career of the subject will be more certain, owing to the
If

strong vitality behind him.

rising

lines from the line of

the great vitality will be too
strong for the brain, and it will be injured by constant straining. In this case the subject is so strong that he does not
Mars cu! the Head line

(540),

know when he has overtaxed his

and the brain

strength,

If the hand be sensual,
shows the first indication of wear.
a
and
have
at
the
base,
large Mount of Venus, todeveloped
line
and
line of Mars, the subject
with
a
Life
strong
gether

will be excessive in the
will be

so

very

indulgence of sexual appetites. He
healthy that the sexual powers will be great,

and, with a sensual hand, which is sure to be Glled with desire, he will not stop to consider morality but will indulge his
appetites. If with such a hand and a strong line of Mars,
a

line rise from it and cut the line of

(541),

the

indulgence

Apollo

of his desires will be

a

or

Saturn

decided check

If the Line of Apollo ends in a dot, cross, or
reputation of the subject will be lost. If with such

to the career.

bar, the
a hand

rising

a

bi
bf

/

line from

a

strong line of Mars

cuts the

_

I

/

.wx

,

,p ,,

line of Affection, the unfaithfulness of the subject will ruin
This will be intensified if
the happiness of the married life.
If the line of Mars
the line of Affection ends in a fork (542).
sweeps

across

the hand at its base and ends upon the Mount

(543), it will show so much vitality that the
ordinary length of life is not suflicient to expend it. This is
a frequent marking on the hands of drunkards, who have all

of the Moon

The Minor Lines
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of the restlessness of the Lunar subjects. They will be great
travellers, and expend a good deal of energy in this way.
The rest will be used in
wine, women, and song." If
"

this line ends in
very suddenly
ends in a cross

a

dot, bar, or star, the subject will die
life of great excess. If the Life line
star, this reading will be intensified. If

cross,

after
or

a

the Head line about

NO. 542

midway

becomes defective it will show

NO. 543

.

that the pace is too rapid and the brain is being exhausted.
If the Head line ends in a star, the subject will at that age become insane.
If the line of Mars be deeper than the Life line
it shows that the

underlying strength

the natural constitution.
ary force will be

a

With such

same

more powerful than
marking this second-

stronger factor than the Life line, and the

line of Mars must be read most
the

is
a

carefully by applying

to it

If the line of

methods used with the Life line.

Mars be thinner than the Life line, it shows that it is simply
acting as a sister line, and its effort will be to strengthen the
constitution and

improve the condition of life for the subject.
of itself a good indication, may, by

The line of Mars,

running

to

excess,

prove disastrous.

There will be

no

'

gauge its eRect, if good
be used and the line be made to St the type of sub-

trouble, however,

judgment
ject having
of the

it.

to

accurately

If the Life line

and is

runs an even course

line of Mars

to the end

life,
proportionate
supported by
strength, the subject will have a smooth career, unclouded by i1l~health, with vital force enough to meet all
the necessities of life ; he will live well, peacefully, and
to it in

a
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and die beloved and

long,

Martian line

as
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respected.

Gladstone had such

a

this.
T/ze

Ring Q/ Solomon

The line which has received the title of the

Ring of Solofingers of Jupiter and
Saturn, running downward and encircling the Mount of
Jupiter, and ending near the beginning of the Life line (544).
It is an indication of a love for occult studies, and of an ability to obtain proficiency in them if other necessary Chirognomon

is

a

small line

rising

between the

mic indications be present.
lined hand, and generally

It is most often
a

Croix

seen

Mistique

in

a

much-

is also found in

I have seen many subthe quadrangle.
jects with this marking who have developed great aptitude for occult studies,

and
have
~""' x
s

'~a..

\

none
ever

in whose hands I have noted it

been

lacking

in

a

fondness for

Psychology. The great raying and lining present in most of the hands in which
I have seen it would of itself indicate

~

`

and

great impressionability

emotions, and such subjects
interested in

no. 544

Solomon

be taken

as

a

sign

new

things.

The

by itself, however,

manual of

proficiency

numerous
are

always

Ring of

must

not

in the realm of

thought. It is only an indicafzlm which should draw
in this direction.
attention
Before committing youryour
self to any extent on the occult powers of the subject, see if
a good brain and other necessary
adjuncts be present. See
occult

if energy,

ability to study, and perseverance are indicated.
Dreamy idlers who rely upon inspiration or revelations from
on high, and not upon good reasoning,
compose only the
cranks in the field of occult studies.
Even a good Ring of
Solomon will not
who have done

rescue

such from the multitude of those

nothing but talk. People who have accomplished much in the psychic world have square or spatulate
tips with knotty joints, and their success has been largely
due to hard study and the application of good reasoning.

The Minor Lines
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The presence of a Ring of Solomon will help all of these
The kind of subject on which it is seen must,
students.

however, be the guide in reading this line.
The
The

Ring qf Saturn

of Saturn is

Ring

a

line which rises between the

Bngers of Jupiter and Saturn, encircles the finger of Saturn,
and terminates between the finger of Saturn and Apollo,
thus

the Mount of Saturn

crossing

times it makes

couple

a

perfect circle,

of lines which

completely (545), Somecomposed of a

and often it is

cross on

the Mount of Saturn.

In

the circle is not entirely

completed, but the ends
will show that they form part of an imperfect Ring of Saturn
( 546). The presence of this line shows a disposition to jump
many

from

cases

occupation to another, and not to stick to any one
long enough to make it successful. There is a lack of continuity of purpose in a subject having this marking, and
poor success in his undertakings is the usual result. While
this line, per se, does not make failure in life a necessity, it
one

ki Mx]

r\_/

ijt

_/

_

_

§i`.`__i

.

'`

\

s

\
I

I

N0- 545

NO. 545

is to be

seen

on

a

great

been unsuccessful.

prisoners

in

many hands where the lives have

have observed it

penitentiaries,

of their class.
of suicides.

I

I have

As the

some

seen

Ring

on

the hands of

of them the most

it also

on

the hands of

of Saturn cuts

desperate
a

number

completely

across

the Mount of Saturn, it forms a barrier to the Current at
This makes the Mount of Saturn defective,
that point.
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shuts out its

wisdom, seriousness, and balancing qualities,
These

and turns them into defects.

velop

I-land-Reading

into bad Saturnians, often

subjects will either dereaching the stage where

they stop at no crime, or else, as the balance-wheel is gone,
they shift from one thing to another, with no continuity in
If in such
any direction, until their lives are total failures.
cases the upper Mount of Mars be deficient, thumb small, and
Mercury line defective, especially if showing islands or a star,
the

subject

will

either insane

give

discouragement, and become
Soft or flabby hands,

way to

commit suicide.

or

vacillating Head line, weak thumbs, poor Mounts of Mars, or
large Mount of Moon are all poor companions for the Ring
of Saturn. If with a Ring of Saturn the Head line slopes
low on to a Mount of Moon which is large or grilled, or
both, the subject will be imaginative in the extreme, flighty,
restless, changeable, and will make nothing of himselli
a

Often defects and obstructions in the line of Saturn, with the

Ring of Saturn present, will show that the career of the
subject has been ruined because of his lack of continuity of
The Apollo line -will frequently be similarly
purpose.
aiected. When searching the hand for the cause of some
disaster or impediment which we see marked, the presence
of a Ring of Saturn will often furnish us an explanation.
As vacillation is indicated
the

Ring of
changeable
with
the

a

by

broken

a

Saturn with such
character of the

a

or

subject.

Such

defective Saturn line will furnish

impediments

aifect in the

in that line.

same

manner a

Lunarian, being the

islanded Head

Head line will

an

a

line,
intensify the
combination

explanation

of

A similar combination will

defective line of

Apollo.

The

changeable of the types, will be
made much more so by a Ring of Saturn.
It is hardly possible for such a subject to obtain enduring success.
If the
of
Saturn
does
not
circle
the
Mount
but is
Ring
completely
broken, it is not as unfavorable a marking as if it completed
its

course.

In this

most

case some

outlet will be left for the Cur-

rent, and the Mount of Saturn will not be made so defective.
Even with this imperfect ring, however, there is a degree of
its defect present, the

subject having

at least

a

tendency

in

The Minor Lines
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that direction, and in a final estimate this fact must not be
lost sight of. When the Ring of Saturn is composed of two
lines which

each other

cross

it must be read in the

on

the Mount of Saturn

large

same manner as a

(547),
that

cross ou

marking I have seen on several suicides.
Whenever the Ring of Saturn is seen in a hand, it should
warn you of a grave danger to the subject. Knowing its meaning, be ready to
search for all indications that may help
Mount.

him to

This

overcome

the vacillation which

may ruin him. Apply Chirognomy, study
his type and everything the lines can tell

`- »'

~
`

subject of changeability of
temperament. A strong will phalanx on
the thumb with a good Head line are the
best companions for a Ring of Saturn.
With all the facts in your possession, you
should be able to tell jist how much iniluence
Saturn will exert upon any subject.
bearing

on

3`"

the

T/ze

NO. 547

the

Ring of

Rascctles, and Lines gf Travel

The Rascettes, or Bracelets,
at the base of the hand

wrist

three, and there

.,

may be

only

are

the lines which

(548).

one.

In

cross

the

Sometimes there

are

practice

I have found

them of little use, especially any save the first one. There
traditional indications, handed down from the older palm-

are

ists, ascribing the addition of thirty years to the
subject for each Bracelet seen. I have failed to find

life of
any

a

con-

firmations of such indications, and never use them as bearing
There are other traditions concerning
upon longevity.

signs

found

on

and

the Bracelets which

which

fallacious,
Bracelet, if deep, adds

I
an

will

not

experience
enumerate.

has proven
The first

additional confirmation to other

indications of a strong constitution. With a deep Life line,
a deeply cut Rascette will prove an added strength.
If the
Rascette be

poorly marked, chained,

the constitution of the

subject

or

is not

broad and shallow,
strong. If short

so

branches rise from the Rascettes, it indicates a rising tendency
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in the life of the

subject,
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ambitious eiorts, and

a

desire to im-

prove. Long branches which rise high into the Mount of the
Travel lines," and read to indicate
Moon have been called
"

These lines increase the restlessness and desire

journeys.

belongs to a Lunarian subject, and there is
a subject will improve every opportunity
of travel which comes to him. From such a point of view
these Travel lines can often be quite successfully used, long
lines indicating more restlessness and longer journeys.
When Travel lines are seen, the type of the subject will
help to use them correctly. The Lnnarian is the most
The Martian,
anxious to travel, the Mercurian next.
Apollonian, and Jupiterian all like travel to some extent,
but most often make journeys with the idea of improving
to travel which
no

doubt that such

their material

The Saturnian will travel in search

success.

knowledge, and the Venusian purely for pleasure. Spatulate tips with Travel lines are the strongest possible confirmatory companions. If the hand be very soft, however,
of

the travels will often be mental

from the Life line to

mf

1

time when

a

a

ones.

I have

Travel line

(549)

seen a

branch

indicate the

Qi?

subject

retired from business, changed his

thoughts from business to books, and mentally travelled a
These
great deal, though actually taking few journeys.
Travel lines must be treated

as a

part of the Rascettes, for

they rise from the first one. One other indication of the
When this line
first Rascette will complete its usefulness.
rises in the centre (550) it indicates a delicacy of the internal

The Minor Lines
organs contained in the abdomen ; in
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women

most often the

danger to them in
organs,
If evidence of female weakness appears on the
lower Mount of Moon, or in the Mercury line, the bulging
and constitutes

procreative
maternity.

a

These
a strong confirmatory indication.
premarriage indications, denoting the probability of a fruitful marriage. While these markings do not
show absolute sterility they show a defective condition of the
Bracelet will add

are

valuable

as

parts which will produce the
T/lc Line

same

results.

Qflllflli/12771

The line of Intuition lies at the side of the hand
It rises

percussion.
describing a curve
the Mount of Mercury (551),
It occupies
the same position as the line of Mercury,
but is distinguished from it by its curved
formation, though I consider it practically
a Mercury line.
The presence of this
if
well
line,
marked, adds greatly to the
intuitive faculty of a subject, though this
may be only another name for Mercurian
shrewdness. These subjects seem to receive impressions for which they cannot account, and to form opinions which
are

son

near

the Mount of Moon, and after
toward the Plain of Mars, ends on or near

the

on

accurate, and yet if asked the reafor these opinions they are unable to

seems to

be

an

added

faculty

of

NO. 551

give

any.

There

sensitiveness, of keenness

in

estimating people, and of adroit shrewdness in arriving at correct opinions concerning many of their fellows.
Some subjects having this marking are not conscious of these
faculties, and upon being asked to give a reason for some
statement will tell you that

"

they feel it in their bones."
This faculty of receiving correct impressions from those you
meet

can

be cultivated.

If

a

subject

be unconscious of such

powers and does not use them, he goes along jkeling many
things concerning other people, but dismisses the impressions
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from his mind uvain fancies. By allowingthe
to
take some deinite form, for instance, by thinking ofacix per"

son,

he impresses me favorably.

be, graduaiiy

or

nnfarorably,"

as

dex

At ist
impressions
a subject may impra him unfavorably; the next
i!llF
maybethatthesubjectisnothonestortmthful, orthat he
is playing some part and not showing his real character. As
hebeginatoput the imprions intowordsand give them
may

will inueas.

the

f
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form, they increase,

and the

ability

to receive and

classify

I have noted this mark in the hands of celemediums (552), who tell me that their

them increases.

brated

spirit

"

inspira.

them "; that impressions about their
visitors form in their minds, they often have mental

tions seem to

come to

pictm-gs,

they come to rely upon these intuitions, they find
them increasing in number and accuracy.
Whatever intuition is, it operates to give a mental impression from one
person to another, and those who have the line of Intuitign
and,

as

The Minor Lines
in
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thei_r hands seem to be endowed in the highest degree with
faculty of receiving these impressions.

the

If with a line of Intuition the hand be square, hard, and
few lines be seen, the subject will dismiss his intuitions as
foolishness. If the lingers be long, tips pointed, Mount of

full, Head line sloping, tip of thumb pointed, and a
subject will be a Psychic."
He will have visions, dreams, strong impressions of impending danger, and will see signs and believe in omens. He is
dreamy, nervous, highly strung, and wears out easily. From
this class genuine
Psychics" are recruited. They have
Moon

"

line of Intuition be seen, the

"

supposed to be those who can obtain the greatest proGciency in occult studies. They do not, however, for they
do not want to study or work, but wish to rely entirely upon
their impressions and visions, and, except in rare cases,
never accomplish as much in any line as do those who use
industrious effort thoughtfully expended. A deep line of
Intuition will indicate the greatest amount of intuition, and
been

broken

or

defective lines will show only

a

limited amount.

if
NO. 553

NO. 554

NO. 565

Islands in the line will show that the

faculty will bring

success, and islands in the

of

indicate

a

tendency

beginning

a

poor
line of Intuition

toward somnambulism

line of Head sinks low

on

(553),

If the

the Mount of Moon and the line

of Intuition cuts it, the mental forces will be injured by allowing too much imagination and intuition to have play. If
a

branch rises from
4°

a

line of Intuition and

runs

to the Mount
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Jupiter, the subject will be ambitious to accomplish something with his intuitive faculties ; these are successful oocul~
tists (554). If a line rises from the line of Intuition to the
Mount of Apollo (555), the subject will achieve renown
through the exercise of his intuitive faculties. If a line from
the line of Intuition cuts the Saturn line (556), the exercise
of the intuitive faculties will impair the career of the subject.
of

In all of these

subject will probably use these faculclairvoyant. If the line of Intuition
ends in a star (557), the subject will have great success from
the exercise of these faculties.
If the Mercury development
be strong, the subject will make money from the exercise of
ties

as

cases

medium

a

the

or

his intuitive faculties, or can do so if he wishes.
If the
Mercury development be bad the subject will resort to tricks
and imposition to make money from the intuitive faculties.
If

crosses

These

are

tellers.

If

be

seen

on

the line it adds to this indication.

humbug clairvoyants, mediums,

and fortune-

line from the line of Intuition merges into the
Saturn line (558), the exercise of the intuitive faculties will
assist the
to
so

a

career

of the

subject.

With

good

common-sense

back

it, this line is a help to any hand. If the subject be
constituted that he is likely to become unbalanced from

believing he is a medium or clairvoyant, a line of Intuition is a
poor possession. With a careful estimate of the Chirognomic
indications you can apply the line and tell what its effect will
be on any subject, and this is the proper use to make of it.

The Minor Lines
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T/ze V121 Lasc1`vz`a

The line which has received the

name

of Via Lascivia is

seldom seen, but should run so as to form itself into a sister
It is generally supposed
line to the line of Mercury (559),
occupy a slanting position rising from the inside of the
base of the Mount of Moon and terminating on the lower
to

part of the upper Mount of Moon

oi

a

for its

near

the

percussion.

the fact that with

The

strong line of
and
a
line
beside
the
sister
it,
Mercury
subject would have a
and
and would work
of
health,
superabundance vitality
good
cause

name was

good part of

it in lascivious

a

practices.

This

might

be

if the type of the subject's hands were sensual, but
if they were not, he could just as easily, and would be much
more likely to expend his surplus energy in the sphere of
the

case

activity in which the type of his hands placed him. Because
it occupies a slanting position, and does not rise to the top
of the hand was another reason why the line was taken as
indicating an operation in the lower world located at the base
of the hand. If a Via Lascivia be deep and clearly marked,

NO. 559

NO. 560

it will undoubtedly have a strong tendency to lower the
subject in some directions. He will be more apt to think
if he does not

temptation will more
surely
marking were ndt in his
hand. With a soft, pleasure-loving hand, full Mount of
Venus, and a well-marked Via Lascivia, the subject will
devote himself to pleasure, and will pursue it regardless of
evil,

even

cause

practise it,

and

him to fall than if the

the cost in dollars and cents

or

in consequences.

P
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If the Via Lascivia be seen, estimate carefully and at once
appetites of the subject, and the likelihood that he will be

the

pleasure calls, and if any indication be seen that
voluptuary, the line will be a menace to his career.
If with such a line the Head line becomes defective, the
If with such a hand the
excesses are a.B`ecting the brain.
Saturn line have islands, pleasure seeking will cause financial
led where

he is

a

"lW%"7sl"`"f
NO. 561

NO. 562

NO. 568

embarrassment. If with such a hand a dot or cross be seen
on the Apollo line or Mount, the excesses of the subject will
ruin his

reputation.

Lascivia and

If

a

chance line

run

from

a

deep

cut the line of Affection which ends in

a

Via
fork

the lasciviousness of the

subject will ruin his married
rising branch from the Via Lascivia cut the Apollo
line (561), the lascivious tendencies will ruin the success of
the subj ect. The same reading applies to the line of Saturn.

(56o),

If

life.

If

a

a

chance line from the Via Lascivia cross the Life line
the lascivious practices of the subject will injure his

(562),

health and

cause illnesses.
Life line becomes defective

If after such

cutting

lines the

in any way impaired, the exIf bars
cesses will permanently injure the subject's health.
from the Via Lascivia cut the Mercury line (563), the excesses

If

will

injure

or

the health and prospects of the subject.
run to a dot in the

chance line from the Via Lascivia
Life line (564), the excesses will cause a
a

severe

illness at the

age which the dot indicates. If numerous lines from the Via
Lascivia run across the Head line (565), the excesses will

The Minor Lines
weaken and

impair

the brain, the

629

subject

will have many

headaches, and if a dot, deep bar, break, or cross occurs in
the Head line after these cutting lines, the subject will have
an

attack of brain fever.

If with such

a

combination

a

star be

in the Head line he may become insane as the result of
If a well-marked Via Lascivia be seen, with a
excesses.
seen

strong line of Mars, all the lines deep and red, big Mount of
Venus, thick third phalanges and short irst phalanges, the

subject

will debauch himself

continually,

and if

a

thick

clubbed thumb be added, will commit rape, brutal
murder, arson, or any crime to accomplish his desires or

or

to

a

hide their commission.

If the hand be not

so

animal, but

the line of Mars sweeps across to the Mount of the Moon,
and the Via Lascivia is present (566), the subject will drink

heavily and commit intolerable excesses.

If the Via Lascivia

is present as a sister line to the Mercury line, it will repair
A wavy line of Mercury with
that line wherever defective.
a Via Lascivia will not indicate the bad results from biliousness

that would

with

a

occur

without it.

A broken line of

Mercury

Via Lascivia will not indicate such serious stomach

\,

4/

,

I
l "l
K

trouble. If the Via Lascivia only runs part of the way alongside the Mercury line its strength will be exerted during the
time it continues. Whatever period the Via Lascivia covers
the

Mercury line will be correspondingly stronger as a
companionship. If a Mercury line runs to the
Mount of Mercury, the subject will have good health and success.
If the Via Lascivia runs beside this line this reading
on

result of the
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doubly certain. The Via Lascivia, it will thus apTo detennine
a good side as well as a bad one.
which to attribute to a client, estimate him thoroughly
Chirognomically. A strong Via Lascivia in a low, animal
The
hand will be read as a menace, and danger of excess.
same line in a fine, high-minded type of hand should be
read to indicate fine results. Thus Chirognomy and good
judgment must again fonn the foundation upon which the
reading of the line will rest, and with these guides you need
will be

pear, has

never

fail in accuracy.

APPENDIX
OR the benefit of the

antiquarian I here reproduce the
Palmistry written by Aristotle about 350
B.c., which, translated into English, was embodied in a copy
of A n`slo!le's Masterpzkce, published in 1738 in London. This
being the oldest treatise on the subject known, and having
been written by so celebrated a philosopher as the tutor of
Alexander the Great, it will, I am sure, prove interesting to
chapter

on

There has been progress made in the study
my readers.
since the days of Aristotle, which the philosopher would
doubtless enjoy were he alive to-day.
OF

PALMISTRY,

SHOWING THE VARIOUS

JUDGMENTS

DRAWN

FROM THE HAND

Being engaged

in this third Part to shew what

Judgments

may be drawn according to Physiognomy, from the several
Parts of the Body, and coming in Order to speak of the

Hands, it has put

me

under

a

Necessity of saying something

Palmestry, which is a judgment made of the Conditions, Inclinations, and Fortunes of Men and Women, from
their various Lines and Characters which Nature has imabout

printed

in the

Hands, which

are

almost

as

various

as

the

And to render what I shall say the
I will in the first place present the scheme or

Hands that have 'em.

plain,
Fignre of a Hand, and explain the various Lines therein.
By this Figure the Reader may well see that one of the
Linesfand which indeed is reckoned the Principal, is called
the Line of Life ; this Line encloses the Thumb, separating
The next to it, which is
it from the Hallow of the Hand.
called the Natural Line, takes its beginning from the Turning
of the Fore/ringer, near the Line of Life, and reaches the
more
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Table-Line, and generally makes a Triangle thus; A The
Table-Line, commonly called the Line of Fortune, begins
under the little Finger and Ends near the middle Finger.
The Girdle of Venus, which is another Line so called, begins

Joint of the little Finger,
Fore-Finger and the middle Finger.
near

the

and Ends between the

The Line of Death is

plainly appears in a Counter Line to that of Life ;
some called the Sister-Line ending usually as the

that which
and is

by

other Ends

:

comes, and it

the

for when the Line of Life is ended, Death
can go no further.
There are also Lines in

Hwhy Parts,

as

in the Ball of the

Thumb, which is called
Fingers are also

the Mount of Venus; under each of the
Mounts, which are each one govern'd by

a

several Planet ;

and the Hallow of the Hand is called the Plane

qf Mars,-

Thus,
The Thumb

_love

we

the fore

to Dame Venus Rules commit ;
rules as he thinks fit ;

Finger

Old Saturn does the middle

Finger guide,
Ring Finger Sol does still preside
The outside Brawn pale Cynihzh does direct,
And into the Hallow Mars does most inspect :
The little Finger does to Mfffiy fall,
And o'er the

;

Which is the nimblest Planet of 'em all.

to give Judgment from these several Lines :
place take notice that in Palmeslrg' the left
Hand is chiefly to be regarded ; because therein the Lines
are most visible, and have the strictest Communication with
Now having premised this, in the
the Heart and Brains.
next place observe the Line of Life, and if it be fair, extended
to its full length, and not broken with an intermixture of
Cross Lines, it shews long Life and Health ; and it is the

I

now

proceed

And in the nrst

a double Line of Life appears, as there sometimes
When the Stars appear in this Line it is a Significator of great Losses and Calamities : If on it there be the
same

if

does.

Figure

of two O's

or a

Y, it threatens the Person with Blind-

If it wraps itself about the Table-line, then does it
promise Vealtl1 and Honor to be attained by Prudence and

ness:

Industry.

If the Line be cut

or

jagged

at

the

upper-End,

it
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If this Line be cut

denotes much Sickness.

by

any Lines

coming from the Mount of Venus, it declares the Person to
be unfortunate in Love and Business also, and threatens him
with sudden Death
the Table

a

:

Cross between the Line of Life and
Person to be very liberal and

Line, shews the

charitable and of a noble

Let

Spirit.

us now see

the

Signin-

cations of the Table-line.

a

The Taéle-line, when broad, and of a lovely Colour shews
healthful Constituizim, and a quiet and contented Mind,

and of

a

the little

couragious Spirit ;
Finger, it threatens

but if it have Crosses towards
the

Party with much Atlliction

If the Line be double, or divided into three
Parts in any of the Extremities, it shews the Person to be
of a generous Temper, and of a good Fortune to support it :

by Sickness.

but if this Line be forked at the End, it threatens the Person
shall suifer by Jealousies, and Doubts, and with the Loss of
Riches got

by

If three Points such

Deceit.

as

these

.

.

_

are

found in it, they denote the Person prudent and liberal, a
lover of Learnin, and of a good Temper. If it spreads itself towards the fore and middle

Finger,

and Ends

blunt,

it denotes Preferment.

The Maddie-line.
is

scarce one

Let us now see what is signify'd by
This Line has in it oftentimes (for there

Hand in which it varies

not)

divers very

sig-

nificant Characters ; many small Lines, between this and the
Table-line, threaten the Party with Sickness, but also give
him

hopes of Recovery. A half cross branching into this
Line, declares the Person shall have Honour, Riches, and
Success in all his

Undertakings. A half Moon denotes
Distempers; but a Sun or Star upon this
Line, promises Prosperity and Riches ; This Line double in

good

cold and watery
a

Woman, shews she will have several husbands, but with-

out any Children

by

them.

The Line of Venus, if it happens to be cut or divided near
the Fore-finger, threatens Ruin to the party, and that it
shall befal him

Company:
Fore-linger,

Two

by

of lacivious Women, and bad
upon this Line, one being on the

means

crosses

and the other

bending

towards the little

shews the Party to be weak, and inclin'd

to

Finger,

Modesty

and
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generally denotes Modesty in Women,

and

therefore those who desire such Wives, usually choose them
by this Standard.

The Liver-line, if it be strait, and cross'd by other Lines,
judgment, and a piercing
Understanding : But if it be winding, crooked, and bending
shews the Person to be of a sound

outward, it shews Deceit and Flattery, and that the Person
If it makes

is not to be trusted.

a

Triangle A,

or

Quad-

rangle Ez, it shews the Person to be of noble Descent, and
ambitious of Honour and Promotion.
If it happens that
this Line and the middle Line

begin near each other,
Judgment, if a man

notes the Person to be weak in his

it de;

but

if a Woman

danger by hard Labour.
The Plane qf Mars being in the hallow of the Hand, most
of the Lines pass through it, which render it very signiicant. This Plane being hallow, and the Lines being
crooked and distorted, threaten the Party to fall by his
Enemies. When the Lines beginning at the Wrist, are long
within the Plane, reaching the Brawn of the Hand, they
shew the Person to be one giving to Quarrelling, often in
Broils, and of a hot and fiery Spirit, by which he shall suifer
much Damage. If deep large Crossesbe in the middle of the
Plane, it shews the Party shall obtain Honour by Martial
Exploits ; but if it be a Woman, that she shall have several
'

Husbands, and
The Line

easy

Labour with her Children.

qf Deal/z

is

fatal,

when any Crosses

or

broken

Lines appear in it; for they threaten the Person with SickA clouded Moon appearing therein,
ness and a short Life.
threatens a Child-bed Woman with Death.
A bloody Spot

Line, denotes a violent Death. A Star like a Comet
by War, and Death by Pestilence. But if a
bright Suu appears therein, it promises long Life and
in the

threatens Ruin

Prosperity.
As for the Lines

¢y'1/ze Wnlsl, being fair, they

denote

good

but if crost and broken, the contrary.
Thus much with respect to the several Lines in the Hand.

Fortune
Now

as

;

to the

Judgment

if the Hand be soft and

to be made from the Hand itself ;

long,

and lean

withal, it denotes

Appendix
the Person of

a

whose Hands

are

63 5

good Understanding, a Lover of Peace and
Honesty, discreet, serviceable, a good Neighbour, a Lover
of Learning. He whose Hands are very thick, and very
short, is thereby signified to be faithful, strong and labourious, and one that amnot long retain his Anger. He
full of

Hairs, and those Hairs thick, and

Fingers withal be crooked, is thereby denoted to be luxourious, vain, false, of a dull Understanding
and Disposition, and more foolish than wise.
He whose
Hands and Fingers do bend upwards, is commonly a Man
liberal, serviceable, a Keeperfof Secrets, and apt to his
Power (for he is seldom fortunate) to do any Man a Courtgreat

esie.

ones, if his

stiH§ and will not bend at the
Finger is always a wretched, miserupper Joynts
able Person, covetous, obstinate, incredulous, and one that
He whose Hands
near

are

to his

nothing that contradicts his own private Interest.
judgments in
Physiognomy concerning the Hands.
will believe

And thus much shall suilice to be said of

Thus he that Nature

May from

each Line

His future Fate and

rightly understands,
imprinted in his Hands,
Fortune come to know,

And what Path it is his Feet shall go:
His secret Inclinations he may see,
And to what Vice he shall addicted be:

To th' End that when he looks into his Hand,
He may upon his Guard the better stand ;
And turn his

wandering Steps another

Whene'er he finds he does from Virtue

way,

stray.
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Story of the Nations.

MESSRS. G. P. PUTNAM'S
have in

that

pleasure in
publication, in

SONS take
of

announcing
they
co-operation with Mr. T. Fisher Unwin, of London, a
series of historical studies, intended to present in a graphic
course

manner

the stories of the different nations that have

attained

prominence

in

history.

In the story form the current of each national life is
distinctly indicated, and its picturesque and noteworthy

periods and episodes are presented for the reader in their
philosophical relation to each other as well as to universal
history.
It is the plan of the writers of the different volumes to
enter into the real life of the peoples, and to bring them
before the reader as they actually lived, labored, and
struggled-as they studied and wrote, and as they amused
themselves. In carrying out this plan, the myths, with
which the history of all lands begins, will not be overlooked, though these will be carefully distinguished from
the actual history, so far as the labors of the accepted
historical authorities have resulted in definite conclusions.

subjects of the different volumes have been planned
to cover connecting and, as far as possible, consecutive
epochs or periods, so that the set when completed will
present in a comprehensive narrative the chief events in
The

the great STORY

OF THE

NATIONS; but it is, of

always practicable to
their chronological order
not

course,

issue the several volumes in

THE STORY OF THE NATIONS.
The "Stories"

printed in good readable type, and in
They are adequately illustrated and
furnished with maps and indexes. Price per vol., doth, #r.5o;
half morocco, gilt top, *I.1§.
The following are now ready
handsome

xzmo

are

form.

GREECE. Prof. Jas. A. Harrison.
ROME. Arthur Gilman.
THE J EWS. Prof. james K. I-Ioomor.
CHALDEA.

Z. A. Ragoxin.

GERMANY. S. Barlng-Gould.
NORWAY. Hjalmar I-I. Boyelen.
SPAIN. Rev. E. E. and Susan Hale.
HUNGARY. Prof. A. Vambéry.
CARTHAGE. Prof. Alfred j. Church.
THE SARACENS. Arthur Gilman.
THE MOORS IN SPAIN.

Stanley

Lane-Poole.
THE NORMANS. Sarah Ornejewett.
PERSI A.

S. O. W.

Benjamin.

ANCIENT EGYPT. Prof. Geo. RawIinson.
ALEXANDER'S EMPIRE. Prof. j.
P.

Mahaiy.

ASSYRIA. Z. A. Ragoxln.
THE GOTHS. Henry Bradley.
IRELAND. Hon. Emily Lawleao.
TURKEY. Stanley Lane-Poole.
MEDIA, BABYLON, AND PERSIA.
Z. A. Ragosln.
MEDIEVAL FRANCE. Prof. Guy
uve Masson.
HOLLAND. Prof. j. Thorold Rogerl.

MEXICO.

Susan Hale.

PHCENICIA.

Geo. Rawllnaon.
Helen ZIm~

TI-IE HANSA TOWNS.
mern.

EARLY BRITAIN.

Prd. Alffod

Church.
THE BARBARY CORSAIRS.

J.

Stan-

W. R. Morhll.
THE _IEWS UNDER ROME. W. D.
Morrison.

SCOTLAND. John Mackintosh.
SWITZERLAND. R. Stead and Mrs.

Hug.

PORTUGAL. I-I. Morne-Stephens.
Tl-IE BYZANTINE EMPIRE. C. W.

Duffy.

POLAND. W. R. Morhll.
PARTHIA. Geo. Rawlinson.

McCarthy, M.P. Two vols.
AUSTRIA, THE HOME OF TI-IE
I-IAPSBURG DYNASTY, PROM
nl: T0 THE PRESENT DAY.

Sidney Whitman.
Robt. K. Douglass.
MODERN SPAIN. Major Martin

CHINA.

A-

S. Hume.
Pietro Oral.

THE THIRTEEN COLONIES.
Helen A. Smith.

Other volumes in

Two vols.

preparation

are:

UNITED STATES, I115'I8Q1¢
Two
Prof. A. C. McLaughlin.

THE

vols.

BUDDHIST

INDIA.

Prof.

T. W.

Rhys-Davide.

C. Oman.

SICILY. E. A. Freeman.
THE TUSCAN REPUBLICS.

then.
SOUTHERN AFRICA.
Geo. M.
Theal.
VENICE. Alethes Wlel.
THE CRUSADES. T. S. Archer and
C. L. Kingaford.
VEDIC INDIA. Z. A. Ra¢odn.
BOHEMIA. C. E. Manrlea.
CANADA. J. G. Bourlnot.
THE BALKAN STATES. William
Miller.
BRITISH RULE IN INDIA. R. W.
Fraser.
MODERN FRANCE. André Lo Boa.
THE BUILDINGOI' THE BRITISH
EMPIRE. Alfred T. Story. Two
vols.
THE FRANRS. Lewin Sergsani.
TI-IE WEST INDIES.
Amoe K.
Fiske.
THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND IN
TI-IE IQTH CENTURY.
justin

MODERN ITALY.

ley Lane-Pool.
RUSSIA.

A.

Davld Murray.
THE CHRISTIAN RECOVERY Ol
SPAIN. H. E. Watts.
Oravllle Tragah
AUSTRALASIA.

JAPAN.

Bells

MOI-IAMMEDAN INDIA.
Lane-Poole.
WALES AND CORNWALL.
M. Edwards.

Stanley
Owen
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Heroes of the Nations.
RDITED BY

EVELYN
I-`:u,ow

ABBOTT, M.A_,

BALLloL COLLEGE, Oxronn.

or

A SERIES of

biographical studies of the lives and work
representative historical characters about
whom have gathered the great traditions of the Nations
to which they belonged, and who have been accepted, in

of

a

number of

many instances, as types of the several National ideals.
With the life of each typical character will be presented

picture
during his
a

of the National conditions

surrounding

him

career.

The narratives

are

nized authorities

the work of writers who

are

recog-

subjects, and, while
as
will
thoroughly trustworthy history,
present picturesque
and dramatic

"

their several

on

stories

"

of the Men and of the events

con-

nected with them.

To the Life of each

"

"

given one duolarge type, provided with maps and adequately illustrated according to
the special requirements of the several subjects. The
volumes will be sold separately as follows:
decimo

will be

volume, handsomely printed

Large r2°,
Half

Hero

cloth extra

morocco, uncut

in

....

edges, gilt top

.

_

$t 50
I

75

HEROES OF THE NATIONS.
biographical studies of the lives and work ol
representative historical characters, about whom have
gathered the great traditions of the Nations to which they
belonged, and who have been accepted, in many instances, as
typesof the several National ideals.
The volumes will be sold separately as follows: cloth extra,
$r.5o; half leather, uncut edges, gilt top, $1.75.
'l`he following are now ready
A series of

certain

NELSON.

JEANNE D'ARC. By Ira. Ollphsnt.

W. Clark Russell.

By

GUSTAVUS

ADOLPHUS.

By C.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

PERICLES.

ROBERT

By Evelyn Abbott.

TI-IEODORIC THE GOTH.

By. H.

R.

CESAR.

By W.

Warde

.

By

Lewis

By

W. O'Connor lor-

By Wllllam

Conant Church.

By Henry Alex-

ander White.

Sergeant.

By W. O'Connor

NAPOLEON.

By Slr

rla.

ROBERT E. LEE.

Fowler.
WYCLIF.

Mor-

THE

CID

CAMPEADOR.

By H.

Butler Clarke.

rls.
HENRY OF NAVARRE.

By

P. F.

Wlllert.

By ]. L. Strachan-David~

CICERO.
son.

ABRAHAM

LINCOLN.

By

Noah

Brooks.
PRINCE HENRY

(OP PORTUGAL)
THE NAVIGATOR.
By C. R.
Beazley.
PHILOSOPHER.
JULIAN THE
By Alice Gardner.
LOUIS XIV.
By Arthur Hassall.
CHARLES XII. By R. Nlsbet Bain.
LORENZO DE' MEDICI.
By Edward Armstrong.

Other volumes in
MOBJKE.

preparation

By Spencer Wilkinson.

MACCABEUS.

By

Israel

Abrahams.
HENRY

BRUCE.

ULYSSES S. GRANT.

Fox-Bourne.

JUDAS

THE

Herbert Maxwell.

By

I-IANNIBAL.

Thomas Hodgkin.
SIR PHILIP SIDNEY.

JULIUS

By

Washington Irving.

R. L. Fletcher.

V.

Davis.
OLIVER CROMWELL.

By Charles

Firth.

RICHELIEU. By James B. Perkins.
DANIEL O'CONNELL. By Robert

Dunlop.
LOUIS(Louls IX., ofPrance).
By Frederick Perry.
LORD CHAT!-IAM.
By Walford
SAINT

Davis Green.

are I

FREDERICK Il.

By

MARLBOROUGH.

A. L. Smith.

By C.

W.

C.

Oman.

By Charles L. Kings-

ford.

SOBIESKI.

By Stanley Lane-Poole.
BISMARCK. By J. W. I-Ieadlam.
ALEXANDER THE GREAT.
By
Benjamin I. Wheeler.
H.
w.
C.
CHARLEMAGNE.
ny
SALA DIN.

By P. A. Pollard.

ALFRED THE

TRUTHTELLER.

By Frederick Perry.

G. P. PUTNAM'S

RICHARD THE LION-HEARTED.
By T. A. Archer.
WILLIAM THE SILENT.

By Ruth

Putnam.

JUSTINIAN.

By Edward Jenks.

SONS, Punusm~;ns_ New Yonx

AND

LoNx>oN.

